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Figure 1. Registrants at SCEC Annual Meeting 1991-2016. The number 
for 2017 (596) is pre-registrants. Pie chart shows the demographic profile 
for 2017 pre-registrants. The lower bar chart is the history of SCEC base 
funding in as-spent  dollars;;  the  connected  dots  are  the  base-funding  totals  
in  2002  dollars. 
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Welcome to the 2017 Annual Meeting! 
As we have since 1991, the SCEC community is convening to share research accomplishments and make ambitious science 
plans. This year, 596 people have pre-registered for the meeting (Figure 1), and 292 poster abstracts have been submitted. 
The pre-registrants include more than 160 first-time 
attendees and 239 undergraduates, graduate 
students, and postdocs. 

Following a rigorous five-year review resulting in an 
extremely positive evaluation, we are in the first year 
of SCEC5. SCEC has been authorized by its two 
principal sponsoring agencies—the National Science 
Foundation and U.S. Geological Survey—for another 
five years at a target funding level near $4.6 million 
per year, beginning in 2017. 

The goal of this Annual Meeting is to review the 
progress of our collaborations, refine our draft 
science plan, and to develop ambitious research 
initiatives in new thematic areas such as Earthquake 
Gates and Beyond Elasticity. Concurrently, from the 
formal presentations and posters and from the 
informal discussions with our scientific colleagues, 
we’ll deepen our basic understanding of earthquakes 
and the applied science of their mitigation. 

The promethean SCEC Planning Committee has 
arranged Saturday and Sunday workshops and 
discussions: 

●   SCEC Informing Earthquake Debates with CSEP Results 
●   SCEC SCEC Community Rheology Model 
●   SCEC Non-linear Shallow Crust Effects 
●   SCEC Special Projects Planning Meeting 
●   SCEC Public Communications Theory and Planning for Scientists 
●   Updating SCEC CFM for Earthquake Simulators 

At 6pm Sunday evening, this year’s Distinguished Speaker, Lucy Jones, will kick off the main meeting with a plenary lecture 
on “Science in Society: Bridging the Gap.” Over the next three days, the agenda will feature keynote speakers addressing 
fundamental problems, discussions of major science themes, poster sessions on research results, earthquake response 
exercises, technical demonstrations, education and outreach activities, and lively social gatherings. 

The Eagles-themed session titles are a nod towards Tom Jordan’s favorite discography and indicate the range of the science 
we will discuss: Physics-Based Seismic Hazard Analysis and Operational Earthquake Forecasting on Monday; Earthquake 
Gates Areas and SCEC Community Models on Tuesday; From Hazard to Risk and Post-Earthquake Response on 
Wednesday. 



Of particular note is Tom Jordan’s Monday morning talk the Case for SCEC, which will lay out the importance of SCEC and 
how we are an exemplar for coordinated, collaborative, and effective science. 

The five poster sessions scheduled between Sunday evening and Tuesday evening will span the entire spectrum of SCEC 
accomplishments. Posters will stay up for the entire meeting to allow more face-to-face interactions on the nitty-gritty 
aspects of SCEC scientific research. 

Please participate as an active member of the SCEC community! 

The SCEC5 Community Science Vision 
The SCEC5 Science Plan has been cast in terms of five basic questions of earthquake science (Table 1). 

Table 1. Basic Questions of Earthquake Science (SCEC5) 
1.   How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales? 
2.   What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic 

rupture, and radiated seismic energy? 
3.   How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones 

and surrounding rock affect shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 
4.   How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of 

dynamic earthquake systems? 
5.   In what ways can system-specific studies enhance our general understanding of 

earthquake predictability? 
 

Science Plan. Research priorities have been developed to address these five basic questions. Elucidating the priorities are 
fourteen science topics distributed across four main thematic areas. 

Modeling the fault system: We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a complex network of 
faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault rupture, and how this system evolves 
on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years. 

- Stress and Deformation Over Time. We will build alternative models of the stress state and its evolution during seismic 
cycles, compare the models with observations, and assess their epistemic uncertainties, particularly in the representation of 
fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing. 

- Special Fault Study Areas: Focus on Earthquake Gates. “Earthquake gates” are regions of fault complexity conjectured to 
inhibit propagating ruptures, owing to dynamic conditions set up by proximal fault geometry, distributed deformation, and 
earthquake history. We will test the hypothesis that earthquake gates control the probability of large, multi-segment and 
multi-fault ruptures. 

- Community Models. We will enhance the accessibility of the SCEC Community Models, including the model uncertainties. 
Community thermal and rheological models will be developed. 

- Data Intensive Computing. We will develop methods for signal detection and identification that scale efficiently with data 
size, which we will apply to key problems of Earth structure and nanoseismic activity. 

Understanding earthquake processes: Many important achievements in understanding fault-system stresses, fault ruptures, 
and seismic waves have been based on the elastic approximation, but new problems motivate us to move beyond elasticity 
in the investigation of earthquake processes. 

- Beyond Elasticity. We will test hypotheses about inelastic fault-system behavior against geologic, geodetic, and seismic 
data, refine them through dynamic modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, and assess their implications for 
seismic hazard analysis. 

- Modeling Earthquake Source Processes. We will combine co-seismic dynamic rupture models with inter-seismic 
earthquake simulators to achieve a multi-cycle simulation capability that can account for slip history, inertial effects, fault-
zone complexity, realistic fault geometry, and realistic loading. 



- Ground Motion Simulation. We will validate ground-motion simulations, improve their accuracy by incorporating nonlinear 
rock and soil response, and integrate dynamic rupture models with wave-scattering and attenuation models. We seek 
simulation capabilities that span the main engineering band, 0.1-10 Hz. 

- Induced Seismicity. We will develop detection methods for low magnitude earthquakes, participate in the building of 
hydrological models for special study sites, and develop and test mechanistic and empirical models of anthropogenic 
earthquakes within Southern California. 

Characterizing seismic hazards: We seek to characterize seismic hazards across a wide spectrum of anticipation and 
response times, with emphasis on the proper assessment of model uncertainties and the use of physics-based methods to 
lower those uncertainties. 

- Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. We will attempt to reduce the uncertainty in PSHA through physics-based 
earthquake rupture forecasts and ground-motion models. A special focus will be on reducing the epistemic uncertainty in 
shaking intensities due to 3D along-path structure. 

- Operational Earthquake Forecasting. We will conduct fundamental research on earthquake predictability, develop physics-
based forecasting models in the new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling, and coordinate the Working 
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities. 

- Earthquake Early Warning. We will develop methods to infer rupture parameters from time-limited data, ground-motion 
predictions that account for directivity, basin, and other 3D effects, and better long-term and short-term earthquake rupture 
forecasts for conditioning of early-warning algorithms. 

- Post-Earthquake Rapid Response. We will improve the rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes in Southern 
California through the development of new methods for mobilizing and coordinating the core geoscience disciplines in the 
gathering and preservation of perishable earthquake data. 

Reducing seismic risk: Through partnerships coordinated by SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface, we 
will conduct research useful to motivating societal actions to reduce earthquake risk. Two topics investigated by these 
engineering partnerships will be: 

- Risk to Distributed Infrastructure. We will work with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of distributed 
infrastructure impacts in assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion simulations. An initial project will 
develop earthquake scenarios for the Los Angeles water supply. 

- Earthquake Physics of the Geotechnical Layer. In collaboration with geotechnical engineers, we will advance the 
understanding of site effects and soil-structure interactions by incorporating nonlinear rheological models of near-surface 
rock and soil layers into full-physics earthquake simulations. 

The Planning Committee and Executive Committee of the Center has drafted the annual SCEC science plan (included in the 
Meeting Proceedings). At this annual meeting, we solicit input from the entire SCEC community on the details of the 2018 
SCEC science plan. A final version derived from this input will be posted in early October, soliciting proposals due November 
15, 2017. 

Communication, Education and Outreach Plan. The SCEC/CEO program is managing and expanding a suite of successful 
activities within four CEO focus areas. Knowledge Implementation connects SCEC scientists and research results with 
practicing engineers, government officials, business risk managers, and other professionals in order to improve application of 
earthquake science. The Public Education and Preparedness focus area educates people of all ages about earthquakes, 
tsunamis, and other hazards, and motivate them to become prepared. The K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative improves 
Earth science education in multiple learning environments, overall science literacy, and earthquake safety in schools and 
museums. The Experiential Learning and Career Advancement program will provide research opportunities, networking, and 
other resources to encourage students and sustain careers in STEM fields. The four long-term intended outcomes of the 
CEO program are: improved application of earthquake science in policy and practice; reduced loss of life, property, and 
recovery time; increased science literacy; and increased diversity, retention, and career success in the scientific workforce. 
SCEC’s vigorous promotion of workforce diversity will be augmented by a new Transitions Program that will provide students 
and early-career scientists with resources and mentoring at major steps in their careers. 



In 2015, we established a CEO Planning Committee with members selected to represent the four CEO focus areas. The CEO-
PC was chartered to provide guidance and support for the portfolio of SCEC/CEO activities and partnerships, review reports 
and evaluations, and identify synergies with other parts of SCEC and external organizations. The CEO-PC includes CEO 
partners and SCEC Community stakeholders, including members drawn from the AC, Board, and Science Planning 
Committee. The Chair of the CEO-PC is Tim Sellnow (U. Central Florida), who is also on the AC. Sellnow represents the 
Public Education and Preparedness CEO focus area along with Kate Long (recently retired from CalOES, but she will remain 
active in the field in a new position soon to be announced). Danielle Sumy (IRIS) represents the K-14 Earthquake Education 
Initiative. Sally McGill (CSU San Bernardino) represents the Experiential Learning and Career Advancement focus area. Tim 
Dawson (California Geological Survey) represents the Knowledge Implementation focus area. Dawson is also the 
representative of the SCEC Board on the CEO-PC. At the 2017 SCEC Annual meeting, CEO will recruit a new representative 
of the Science Planning Committee to join the CEO PC. 

Further details of the SCEC/CEO program may be found in the next section in this binder, reported by the Associate Director 
for CEO, Mark Benthien. Highlights of CEO activities for the past year will also be presented in an oral summary on Monday 
morning. 

Special Projects 
The SCEC special projects are research partnerships in targeted earthquake research that heavily leverage the core program. 
Synergy between the special projects and the core program is ensured by a central SCEC policy, instituted by the Board of 
Directors in 2005: the science objectives of all SCEC special projects must be aligned with those of the SCEC core program 
and explicitly included as objectives in the SCEC Annual Science Plan. Under this policy, any SCEC participant can propose 
core-program research pertinent to a special project, enabling them to participate in that project. 

Community Modeling Environment (CME). The CME is SCEC’s high-performance computing collaboratory for large-scale 
earthquake simulations. Major grants to support CME software engineering have come from the NSF/CISE Directorate and 
the NSF/EAR Geoinformatics program, as well as from the utility industry. SCEC competes for supercomputer allocations 
through the NSF XSEDE and PRAC programs and the DOE INCITE program. In 2016, SCEC was awarded allocations totaling 
392 million service units, primarily on the NCSA’s Blue Waters, ALCF’s Mira, and ORNL’s Titan supercomputers. These 
resources have enabled SCEC to sustain its HPC usage at a high level of productivity. CME resources support five major 
SCEC computational platforms: 

High-F Platform: The High-F platform comprises the AWP-ODC, Hercules, and other codes that SCEC researchers are using 
to push earthquake simulations to higher frequencies (> 1 Hz). Software under development will be capable of modeling the 
effects of fault roughness, near-fault plasticity, frequency-dependent attenuation, topography, small-scale near-surface 
heterogeneities, and near-surface nonlinearities. The High-F Platform will support ground-motion studies as part of the 
SCEC5 plans to move simulations Beyond Elasticity. 

CyberShake Platform: The CyberShake Platform uses seismic reciprocity to generate large ensembles of simulations (> 108) 
that Monte-Carlo sample earthquake rupture forecasts and multiple crustal-structure models. Implementation of physics-
based probabilistic seismic hazard modeling requires this capability. The platform is being developed using the Los Angeles 
region as a test bed, and it has already produced PSHA models as candidates for the USGS Urban Seismic Hazard Mapping 
Project. In the last year, CyberShake PSHA models have been developed for Central California as part of the Central 
California Seismic Project (see below). Refined models for Central California are in the works as we are also planning the 
expansion of CyberShake to additional regions. Because reciprocity derives from linear elasticity, a SCEC5 challenge will be 
the reengineering of CyberShake to enable the efficient, large-ensemble simulation of nonlinear wave phenomena that lie 
Beyond Elasticity. 

Broadband Platform: The open-source Broadband Platform (BBP) provides a verified, validated, and user-friendly 
computational environment for generating broadband (0-100 Hz) ground motions. In its validation mode, the BBP computes 
goodness-of-fit measures that quantify how well the synthetics match the observations. In its scenario mode, it calculates 
suites of synthetic seismograms from user-specified rupture sets, structural models, and station sets. In SCEC5, the BBP will 
be extended from 1D to 3D structural models, and it will support the development and validation of physics-based ground-
motion models in projects and partnerships managed under the EEII. 



F3DT Platform: This platform integrates the software needed for full-3D waveform tomography using the adjoint-wavefield 
and scattering-integral formulations of the structural inverse problem. F3DT can invert both earthquake waveforms and 
ambient-field correlograms for high-resolution crustal models, and it can refine the centroid moment tensors of earthquakes 
by matching observed waveforms with 3D synthetics. These capabilities have been used to produce CVM-S4.26 and CCA06 
and will be employed in the SCEC5 CVM studies. 

Unified Community Velocity Model Platform. The UCVM platform provides an easy-to-use software framework for comparing 
and synthesizing 3D Earth models and delivering model products to users. This community software is an important 
component of the CME cyberinfrastructure: a standardized, high-speed query interface enables users to build very large 
simulation meshes very quickly, and its file utilities can export meshes in both eTree and NetCDF formats.  

Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast. UCERF is a joint project of SCEC, USGS, and CGS to build a California-
wide, time-dependent, fault-based earthquake rupture forecast, managed through the Working Group on California 
Earthquake Probabilities. The latest (third) version comprises a time-independent model used in the 2014 release of the 
National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (UCERF3-TI), a time-dependent model based on long-term Reid renewal statistics 
(UCERF3-TD), and a time-dependent model based on short-term ETAS statistics (UCERF3-ETAS). The latter has been 
developed as a candidate model for use in operational earthquake forecasting. A major SCEC5 initiative is to incorporate 
more physics into UCERF models through the use of physics-based earthquake simulators, such as RSQSim. 

Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability. CSEP provides an international cyberinfrastructure that sustains the 
prospective, blind testing of short- and medium-term earthquake forecasts on regional and global scales. CSEP testing 
centers (except Japan and China) run a common software stack that is developed and released quarterly by SCEC software 
engineer Maria Liukis. CSEP operations at SCEC include the testing of California and global forecasting models in addition to 
the development and maintenance of the collaboratory software. SCEC is responsible for the registration of new models and 
the coding of new testing procedures; many of these innovations, such as the testing of geodetic anomaly detectors, have 
come from the SCEC core program. Over 400 earthquake-forecasting models and their variations are currently under 
prospective CSEP testing. The registration and testing of external forecasting models is underway and may eventually 
include USGS operational models. CSEP and its new sister collaboratory, CISM (see below), will be critical SCEC5 
infrastructures for the development and evaluation of comprehensive earthquake forecasting models. The proposed 
earthquake-simulator effort is supported by the recent results of the CSEP Canterbury Retrospective Experiment, which has 
demonstrated (in one particular sequence) that models incorporating the physics of rate-state nucleation and Coulomb stress 
transfer can outperform purely statistical models such as ETAS. 

CSEP was initiated in 2006 with support from the W. M. Keck Foundation and has been subsequently funded under grants 
and contracts from the USGS and Department of Homeland Security. Owing to CSEP’s importance to SCEC core research, 
the SCEC5 proposal requested USGS funding of $200K/year to support collaboratory operations in California and USGS-
relevant software development, and this budgetary increase has been approved. Allocation of CSEP resources to specific 
projects will be guided as part of the core budgeting process by the Joint SCEC/USGS Planning Committee. 

Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling. In July, 2015, SCEC received a three-year, $2M grant from the W. M. 
Keck Foundation to construct a Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling. CISM will provide a unique 
environment for developing large-scale numerical models that can simulate sequences of fault ruptures and the seismic 
shaking they produce. The goal of CISM is to equip earthquake scientists with HPC-enabled infrastructure for creating a new 
generation of comprehensive, physics-based earthquake forecasts using California as the primary test bed. CISM will 
provide a computational framework for combining earthquake simulations that account for the physics of earthquake 
nucleation and stress transfer with ground-motion simulations. It will be engineered as a workflow-oriented 
cyberinfrastructure with common tools for integrating various types of scientific software modules provided by different 
research teams into well-structured forecasting models that can be calibrated against existing data and tested against 
observations within CSEP. In the next year, this project will be the driver for the implementation of physics-based ERFs from 
RSQSim into the CyberShake Platform. 

Central California Seismic Project. The CCSP was initiated in 2015 as a partnership between SCEC and Pacific Gas & 
Electric Co. to use the central coast region of California as a testbed for developing and validating new physics-based 
ground-motion forecasting models. The main goal of the CCSP is to assess the effectiveness of seismic wavefield modeling 
in reducing the epistemic uncertainties in path effects that control hazard estimates at low exceedance probabilities. The 



specific objectives of this long-term (~8-yr) effort include (i) assimilation of existing data into improved 3D models of Central 
California crustal structure; (ii) collection of new data on local earthquake activity and regional path effects, (iii) validation of 
improvements to synthetic seismograms derived from 3D models, and (iv) demonstration that physics-based modeling can 
reduce path-effect uncertainties. Work on objective (i) has begun, and a start has been made on the instrument deployments 
required to achieve (ii). Priorities are to be focused on (iii) and (iv) for 2018. The CCSP has provided SCEC researchers with 
new data in both location and type, and its objectives were well aligned with the SCEC5 Basic Questions of Earthquake 
Science, especially Q4 and Q5 (Table 1). CCSP-related priorities are therefore included in the collaboration plan, but not 
under its own header as it was in 2016. A change in the funding structure for this project is expected in 2018, which is being 
discussed with Pacific Gas & Electric Co.  

Mining Seismic Wavefields Project. In May, 2016, a SCEC working group led by PI Greg Beroza (Stanford) and co-PIs: 
Zhigang Peng (Georgia Tech), Egill Hauksson (Caltech), Yehuda Ben-Zion (USC), Phil Maechling (USC), and Tom Jordan 
(USC), received a two-year grant from the NSF geoinformatics program to develop and deploy cyberinfrastructure for mining 
seismic wavefields through data intensive computing techniques to extend similarity searches for earthquake detection to 
massive data sets. Similarity searches have been used to understand the mechanics of tectonic tremor, transform our 
understanding of the depth-dependence of faulting, illuminate diffusion within aftershock seismicity, and reveal new insights 
into induced earthquakes. These results were achieved with modest data volumes – from ~10 seismic stations spanning ~10 
km – yet they increased the number of detected earthquakes by a factor of 10 to 100. This geoinformatics project will 
develop the cyberinfrastructure required to enable high-sensitivity studies of earthquake processes through the discovery of 
previously undetected seismic events within both long duration (large-T) and instrumentally dense (large-N) data sets.  

Leadership and Administration 
SCEC has developed an effective management structure for coordinating earthquake research and educational activities. The 
Center’s strength in facilitating collaborative, investigator-driven research has been repeatedly proven by its diverse 
accomplishments. Participation in SCEC is rising despite flat funding (Figure 1), and its national and international 
partnerships are flourishing. In its annual reports, the SCEC External Advisory Council has repeatedly documented the 
enthusiasm among SCEC participants and endorsed their high levels of satisfaction with the Center’s leadership and 
administration.  

SCEC5 operates under a similar set of bylaws as its predecessor SCEC4. The University of Southern California (USC) 
continues as the managing institution. However, the by-laws now designate the responsibilities of a Center Co-Director, Greg 
Beroza of Stanford University, who is Co-PI on the SCEC5 proposal. Establishment of a co-directorship and several other 
augmentations to the SCEC leadership structure have enabled the current SCEC leadership transition. 

Director in Transition. Tom Jordan, the SCEC5 proposal PI, has been the Center Director since 2002. John Vidale, who 
started at USC in August 2017, will take over as SCEC Director during this annual meeting. John intends to continue the 
excellent game plan laid out in the SCEC5 proposal, and Tom will stay at USC and deeply engaged. 

Core and Participating Institutions. SCEC is an institution-based center, governed by a Board of Directors who represent 
its members. The Center currently involves more than 1000 scientists and other experts in active SCEC projects, making it 
one of the largest formal collaborations in geoscience. It will continue to operate as an open consortium, available to all 
qualified individuals and institutions seeking to collaborate on earthquake science in Southern California, and its membership 
will no doubt continue to evolve. The institutional membership currently stands at 75, comprising 18 core institutions and 56 
participating institutions, which are listed on the inside back cover of the meeting program. As you can see from the list, 
SCEC institutions are not limited to universities, nor to U.S. organizations. The three USGS offices in Menlo Park, Pasadena, 
and Golden and the California Geological Survey are core institutions, and AECOM Corporation is a participating institution. 
Twelve foreign institutions are currently recognized as partners with SCEC through a set of international cooperative 
agreements. 

Board of Directors. The complete SCEC5 Board of Directors is listed on the inside front cover of the meeting program. Each 
core institution has appointed one member to the SCEC5 Board of Directors, which is chaired by the Center Director. The 
Board is the primary decision-making body of SCEC; it meets three times per year (typically in February, June, and 
September) to approve the Annual Collaboration Plan and budget and deal with major business items. The SCEC5 board 
comprises 18 voting members. Jean-Philippe Avouac (Caltech), Tim Dawson (CGS), John Shaw (Harvard), Patrick Fulton 
(Texas A&M), Toshiro Tanimoto (UCSB), and Graham Kent (UNR) are new members to the Board. John Shaw will serve as 



Vice-Chair of the Board. The USGS members serve in non-voting liaison capacity. Nico Luco (USGS, Golden) joins the Board 
as a non-voting liaison member. Ex officio members include the Co-Director; the PC Vice-Chair; the Associate Director for 
Science Operations (serving as Executive Secretary); the Associate Director for CEO; the Associate Director for IT; and the 
Executive Science Director for Special Projects. The Board is empowered to elect two nominees from the participating 
institutions to serve two-year terms as At-Large Members. Nominations are still open for the At-Large Members of the 
SCEC5 Board. 

Executive Committee. An Executive Committee of the Center handles daily decision-making responsibilities. It comprises of 
the Center Director (Tom Jordan), the Co-Director (Greg Beroza), the Board Vice-Chair (John Shaw), the PC Vice-Chair (Judi 
Chester), the Executive Director for Special 
Projects (Christine Goulet), the Associate 
Directors for CEO (Mark Benthien), 
Administration (John McRaney), and Science 
Operations (Tran Huynh).  

Planning Committee. The chair of the Planning 
Committee (PC) is the SCEC Co-Director, Greg 
Beroza of Stanford, and its Vice-Chair is Judi 
Chester of Texas A&M. The PC comprises the 
leaders of the SCEC science working groups—
disciplinary committees, focus groups, and 
special project groups—who, together with the 
working group co-leaders, guide SCEC’s 
research program. The PC is responsible for 
formulating the Center’s science plan, 
conducting proposal reviews, and 
recommending projects to the Board for SCEC 
support. Its members play key roles in 
implementing the SCEC5 science plan. We urge 
you to communicate your thoughts about SCEC 
research plans to them at the Annual Meeting 
and elsewhere. 

External Advisory Council. The external Advisory Council (AC) serves as an experienced advisory body to the Center, 
charged with developing an overview of SCEC operations, identifying strengths, opportunities, and vulnerabilities, and 
advising the Director and the Board. Since the inception of SCEC in 1991, the AC has provided perspective to maintain the 
vitality of the SCEC and help its leadership chart new directions. The Center has always provided its sponsoring agencies 
and participants, with a complete copy of the yearly AC report. The full 2016 AC report is included in this volume. The current 
AC membership can be found in the meeting program. 

The AC has been reconstituted as part of the SCEC5 transition. We are very happy to announce that Meghan Miller, the 
president of UNAVCO, has accepted the position as AC Chair. She has served on the AC since 2012 and is well known for 
her organizational skills and scientific leadership. The new AC members are Rick Aster (Colorado State U.), Susan Beck (U. 
Colorado), Yann Klinger (IPG, Paris), Tom O’Rourke (Cornell), Susan Owen (JPL), and Heidi Tremayne (EERI). Continuing 
members are Roger Bilham (U. Colorado), Donna Eberhart-Phillips (UC Davis), Warner Marzocchi (INGV, Rome), and Tim 
Sellnow (U. Central Florida). Rotating off the AC are Norm Abrahamson (PG&E), Kate Long (CalOES), Farzad Naeim (Farzad 
Naeim, Inc.), and Andrew Whittaker (U. Buffalo). 

Working Groups. The SCEC organization comprises a number of disciplinary committees, focus groups, special project 
teams, and technical activity groups (TAGs). These working groups have been our engines of success, and many of the 
discussions at this meeting will feed into their plans. 

The Center supports disciplinary science through standing committees in Seismology, Tectonic Geodesy, Earthquake 
Geology, and Computational Science. These groups (green boxes of Figure 2) are responsible for disciplinary activities 
relevant to the SCEC Science Plan, and they make recommendations to the Planning Committee from the perspective of 

Figure 2. SCEC5 science planning organization chart, consisting of 
Disciplinary Committees (green boxes), Interdisciplinary Focus Groups (yellow 
boxes), and Technical Activity Groups (ellipses) coordinated by Working Group 
leaders in Special Projects, San Andreas Fault System, SCEC Community 
Models, and the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface. 



disciplinary research and infrastructure. Their leadership - Seismology: Yehuda Ben-Zion and Jamie Steidl; Tectonic 
Geodesy: Dave Sandwell and Gareth Funning; Earthquake Geology: Mike Oskin and Whitney Behr; Computational Science: 
Eric Dunham and Ricardo Taborda. 

SCEC coordinates earthquake system science through interdisciplinary focus groups. Leadership - FARM: Nadia Lapusta 
and Nick Beeler; EFP: Max Werner and Ned Field; SDOT: Kaj Johnson and Bridget Smith-Konter; EEII: Jack Baker and Jon 
Stewart; GM: Domniki Asimaki, Annemarie Baltay-Sundstrom; SAFS: Kate Scharer and Michele Cooke; CXM: Liz Hearn and 
Scott Marshall. The importance and scale of effort involved with community models led us to request funding for a 
Community Models Developer in the SCEC5 proposal. The requested budget increase was not granted, however, which will 
present challenges in this important area of SCEC5 research.  

Technical Activity Groups are self-organized to develop and test critical methodologies for solving specific problems. TAGs 
have formed, for example, to verify the complex computer calculations needed for wave propagation and dynamic rupture 
problems, to assess the accuracy and resolving power of source inversions, and to develop geodetic transient detectors and 
earthquake simulators. TAGs share a modus operandi: the posing of well-defined “standard problems”, solution of these 
problems by different researchers using alternative algorithms or codes, a common cyberspace for comparing solutions, and 
meetings to discuss discrepancies and potential improvements. TAGs that were established during SCEC4 have not been 
rolled over to SCEC5. SCEC4 TAGs that wish to continue their research activities during SCEC5, as well as new TAGs, will 
need to propose to the Planning Committee. 

Center Budget and Project Funding 
The Southern California Earthquake Center is funded by the NSF and USGS through cooperative agreements with the 
University of Southern California (USC). Additional funding for the annual SCEC research program may be provided by the 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the Keck Foundation, the California Earthquake Authority, geodesy royalty funds, and 
potentially other external sources. Funding to SCEC supports earthquake research in Southern California that engages an 
interdisciplinary community of over 1,000 active participants. Funding from external sources have constraints on how they 
can be spent. For example, SCEC receives funding from PG&E for studies in rupture dynamics, development and 
maintenance of the broadband ground motion simulation platform, and ground motion prediction studies in Central 
California, mainly with CyberShake. 

The SCEC core program has been level-funded by NSF and USGS since 2002. About 69% of the NSF and USGS core 
funding is spent on science and infrastructure; other budget lines include management (11%), the education and outreach 
programs (12%), meetings (6%), and a Director’s reserve fund (2%). Augmented USC support of the Center allows SCEC to 
maintain administrative costs at very low levels while increasing the professional staff at SCEC headquarters. 

In 2017, NSF cut base funding by about $76K (from the $3,000,000 per year SCEC5 authorized level) to $2,923,365. The 
USGS fully funded SCEC at the authorized level of $1,595,882 in 2017. Building the 2017 SCEC budget has been especially 
difficult due to a risk assessment required by NSF prior to the start of SCEC5, as well as the vagaries of federal funding, 
approvals, and cash flow. The SCEC5 year 1 budget was not finalized until August 2017. For the 2017 funding cycle, SCEC 
received 169 proposals (by 209 distinct investigators) requesting a total of $5,464,566. The allocated funding for these 2017 
science proposals is $3,188,000. Augmenting the base funding from NSF and USGS is an additional $760K from Pacific Gas 
& Electric Company, the Keck Foundation, and geodesy royalties. 

The annual budget cycle begins with a SCEC Leadership Meeting in early June, where the Board, Planning Committee (PC), 
Executive Committee of the Center, and agency representatives discuss SCEC research priorities. Based on these 
discussions, the PC drafts an annual SCEC Science Plan, which is presented to the SCEC community at the Annual Meeting 
in early September. The PC uses the feedback received at the meeting to finalize the Annual Science Plan, and a project 
solicitation released in October. SCEC participants submit proposals in response to this solicitation in November. All 
proposals are independently reviewed by the Director, the Co-Director, Vice-Chair of the PC, and the leaders of at least three 
relevant science working groups. Reviews are assigned to avoid conflicts of interest. 

The PC meets in January to review all proposals and construct an Annual Collaboration Plan. The plan’s objective is a 
coherent science program, consistent with SCEC's basic mission, institutional composition, and budget that achieves the 
Center's short-term objectives and long-term goals, as expressed in the Annual Science Plan. The PC Chair submits the 
recommended Annual Collaboration Plan to the Board of Directors for approval. The annual budget approved by the Board 



and the Center Director is submitted to the sponsoring agencies for final approval and funding. Upon approval by the 
agencies, notifications are sent out to the investigators. 

To construct the Annual Collaboration Plan, proposals submitted in response to the annual solicitation are evaluated based 
on: (a) scientific merit of the proposed research; (b) competence, diversity, career level, and performance of the investigators; 
(c) priority of the proposed project for short-term SCEC objectives; (d) promise of the proposed project for contributing to 
long-term SCEC goals; (e) commitment of the principal investigator and institution to the SCEC mission; (f) value of the 
proposed research relative to its cost; and (g) the need to achieve a balanced budget while maintaining a reasonable level of 
scientific continuity given funding limitations. With respect to criterion (b), improving the diversity of the SCEC community 
and supporting early-career scientists is a major goal of the Center. It is important to note that a proposal that receives a low 
rating or no funding does not necessarily imply it is scientifically inferior. Rather, these proposals may be downgraded 
because they may not meet other criteria noted above. 

A Special Word of Thanks 
SCEC has been successful because of the collaborative efforts of many people over many years. We want to express our 
deep appreciation to all of you for your attendance at the Annual Meeting and your sustained commitment to the 
collaboration. The SCEC5 proposal was a vision statement by the entire community, and we thank the many SCEC 
participants, especially to the PC and Board members, who spent substantial time contributing to this successful document. 

Special recognition is in order for SCEC staff, which comprises individuals of remarkable skills and dedication. We all benefit 
immensely from the financial wizardry and personal empathy of John “The Chaplain” McRaney, the organizational skills of 
Mark “Mr. ShakeOut” Benthien, and the innovative expertise of Phil “Big-Iron” Maechling who leads the CME/IT team. We 
now also benefit from the outstanding scientific and organizational talents of Christine Goulet, who has assumed with full 
vigor the many duties of the SCEC Executive Director for Special Projects. 

The year 2017 was especially challenging for our CME/IT staff who have covered a wide range of SCEC projects with a 
reduced team size. We bid farewell to two prolific software developers, Masha Liukis and David Gill, who were instrumental in 
developing the CSEP infrastructure, scec.org development, and re-hauling of UCVM. A special thanks to Fabio Silva who 
juggles the BBP, High-F and plays a key role in the CSEP transition, with the help of John Yu. Scott Callaghan, Kevin Milner 
and Edric Pauk have also gone above and beyond to support many researchers and projects while advancing computational 
capabilities for SCEC. 

The SCEC/CEO team, led by Mark Benthien, oversees an impressive array of education and outreach initiatives. This spring, 
we welcomed Dr. Gabriela Noriega as the new Manager of Experiential Learning and Career Advancement. She, along with 
Jozi Pearson (UCR) and nearly everyone on the SCEC staff, ran an exceptional UseIT program this summer. Jason Ballmann, 
our Communications Manager, continues to expand SCEC’s media relations (which includes organizing the Sunday 
Communications Workshop) and has taken on more leadership within the Earthquake Country Alliance and Great ShakeOut 
Earthquake Drills. Sharon Sandow de Groot, the Director for Strategic Partnerships for CEO, has greatly expanded leadership 
and participation in the ECA’s Bay Area regional alliance, and has established new sponsor partnerships in support of CEO 
activities. John Marquis (Webmaster for CEO) manages all 28 ShakeOut websites, as well as the ECA, TsunamiZone, and 
Quake Catcher Network sites.  

And we all owe a very special thank you to Tran Huynh and Deborah Gormley for their exceptional efforts in organizing this 
meeting and arranging its many moving parts, while—at the same time—transitioning from SCEC4 to SCEC5 under the most 
challenging (and unusual) of circumstances. Along with John McRaney and Karen Young, they have been no less than heroic 
in launching SCEC5. 

Finally, Tom Jordan’s leadership and excellence in SCEC and earthquake science have been widely recognized, most 
recently with the American Geophysical Union’s very highest honor, the Bowie Medal. Monday’s Honors Banquet Tequila 
Sunrise is dedicated in his honor. We come together to recognize his indelible leadership of SCEC for the past 15 years. 

Please do not hesitate to contact any member of the SCEC team if you have questions, comments, or suggestions about our 
meeting activities and future plans. Now please enjoy the sessions, the meals, and the pool in the spectacular and sparkling 
setting of Palm Springs!  



2016 Report of the Advisory Council 
John Vidale, SCEC Advisory Council Chair 

 

Introduction 
The Advisory Committee (AC) convened at the SCEC Annual meeting in Palm Springs from September 11 to 14, 2016, 
reviewing SCEC activities in order to offer advice to the SCEC leadership. The SCEC AC comprises the following members, 
all of whom were present at the meeting: 

Gail Atkinson, Chair (Western University) 
John Vidale, incoming Chair (U Washington) 
Norm Abrahamson (Pacific Gas and Electric) 
Roger Bilham (University of Colorado) 
Donna Eberhart-Phillips (UC Davis) 
Kate Long (California Office of Emergency Services) 
Warner Marzocchi (INGV, Rome) 
Meghan Miller (UNAVCO) 
Farzad Naeim (Farzad Naeim Inc.) 
Tim Sellnow (University of Central Florida) 
Andrew Whittaker (University of Buffalo) 

AC members were given a 228-page briefing book on Sept. 8th. The AC met initially on Sept. 11th and was briefed by SCEC 
leadership and USGS and NSF representatives. Director Tom Jordan provided the AC with a summary of the state of SCEC 
and posed a list of issues on which he sought AC feedback. Following the leadership briefing, the AC shared initial thoughts 
and discussed the agenda for the next few days. 

We were asked to address the following issues in our deliberations: 

1.   Revision of the SCEC5 proposal to accommodate reduced funding from that requested. The USGS authorized 
a SCEC5 budgetary level consistent with that requested, but the NSF cut their portion of the requested budget from 
$4.1M to $3.0M (i.e., level with SCEC4 funding). The AC was asked to review the implication of these budgetary 
documents and to provide advice on the work plan revisions, which must include tough budgetary decisions. 

2.   SCEC Planning Committee Reorganization. The Planning Committee has been restructured to meet the needs of 
the proposed SCEC5 core science program. We were requested to review this new structure. 

3.   Growth of the Annual Meeting. This year the Annual Meeting had a record attendance of over 700 people. Our 
advice was solicited on whether this growth was desirable, and if not, which mechanisms would be most acceptable 
to limit attendance congruent with continuing the scientific success of SCEC meetings. 

4.   CEO advisory structure. We were requested to assess CEO Planning Committee activities and if necessary to offer 
guidance on how the CEO advisory structure should evolve as we move into SCEC5. 

5.   Briefing on major SCEC initiatives. We were asked for feedback regarding the implementation of the several 
SCEC initiatives that have been started or proposed recently.  

6.   SCEC Leadership Transition. We were asked to review the current status of the leadership transition process and 
its prospects for timely success 

At the SCEC annual meeting, the AC attended scientific sessions and solicited impressions and feedback from attendees. 
The AC reconvened mid-day and evening on the 13th. Director Tom Jordan attended the midday meeting and responded to 
several questions posed by the Committee. A Powerpoint summary of our deliberations was presented on Wednesday 
morning by incoming chair John Vidale. The written narrative in the following report expands on this summary. It has been 
reviewed by all members of the committee. 

This report addresses the six questions outlined above, and offers additional observations. 



Revision of the SCEC5 Proposal 
The effusively positive reviews of the SCEC5 proposal are a testament to the remarkable success of SCEC as a sustained 
and effective collaboration of earthquake scientists and engineers working towards the common goal of understanding 
earthquake hazards at all scales, and reducing their impacts on society.  

The energy of SCEC is apparent at this meeting, and the presence of so many new and younger attendees is compelling 
evidence of this vitality. The SCEC5 scientific vision is unique. We look forward to working with SCEC as this vision is 
transformed into solid advances over the next few years. 

SCEC has been given flexibility by NSF as to how to accommodate the substantial shortfall between requested and 
approved budget. SCEC management has outlined alternative ways to trim the proposed work plan for NSF, consistent with 
SCEC’s core science goals, strategic planning, and current commitments. The core questions for SCEC5 were judged well 
chosen, so retention of their focus is critical. We assume that these essential elements will be spared significant downsizing, 
but there may also be pragmatic considerations for retaining some activities that may be attractive to external sponsors, who 
may ultimately offset some of the anticipated shortfall. Reduction in the scope of SCEC5 activities, at least initially, may well 
be necessary; the foremost consideration is to retain focus on SCEC’s key science strengths. 

In this context, there was unanimous agreement that the SCEC community modeling manager is a high priority. We 
perceived as a lower priority the undertaking of new activities near the perimeter of SCEC’s primary focus that are already 
being advanced effectively by partners in other disciplines (e.g., the response of the geotechnical layer; tall building 
response). 

New core funding sources clearly would be very helpful or may even be required. Additional funds might be obtained from 
private sector projects (e.g., the major SCEC initiatives). The insurance funding mentioned by John McRaney is a good 
example. Modest changes to the meeting structure could reduce its drain on the SCEC budget and bring in outside funding. 

One idea discussed in the Advisory Committee is that, given the SCEC model with its remarkable advances in diverse 
disciplines, NSF might be consider a new Integrated System Science Division encouraging other scientific disciplines to 
attempt similar unified multidimensional approaches, using SCEC as role model. We realize the creation of a new division 
would be a radical initiative for NSF, and would not be a trivial or immediate undertaking. Clearly SCEC must make do for the 
present with the realities of NSF funding. We are confident that the very competent SCEC management can meet this budget 
challenge, and chose not to further prioritize options. 

SCEC Planning Committee Reorganization 
The AC welcomes the renewal that has taken place on the planning committee and agrees the new structure will provide 
effective guidance for SCEC5 science activities. 

Growth of the Annual Meeting 
The SCEC meeting is popular for many excellent reasons, but it is probably necessary to limit the size of future SCEC 
meetings (500 to 600?) and control their cost. Palatable ideas in order of increasing administrative difficulty: 

1.   Elimination of the last day of the meeting. 
2.   Poster fee for posters that describe results not funded by a SCEC project. 
3.   A registration fee for attendees not funded by SCEC. 
4.   Establishment of an attendance cap. 

The size of the meeting was noted by many attendees. Here are some of their comments: 

1.   Many previous SCEC participants felt the meeting size was now at the bursting point, (although attendance was low 
on Wednesday). 

2.   Young scientists had less of a notion of this because they clearly considered the packing density to be normal. 
3.   Egress from the meeting rooms was slow (to the point of an earthquake hazard). 
4.   There were difficulties in finding seats. 
5.   Some advisors noted that their students were not fully engaged at times during the meeting.  
6.   Halve poster size - limit number of words to 1000 and figures to 4. 



7.   In discussions with many attendees, the pre-meeting workshops were mentioned as a crucial component of the 
benefit of SCEC collaboration for their research.  

8.   Several mentioned that the AGU is far too big, that SSA is growing too big, and that they would rather meet and 
discuss science with colleagues at SCEC.  

9.   A small number of attendees appeared to be networking with little interest in the fundamental nature of the science 
being unveiled by SCEC. 

Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) Activities and Structure 
The CEO group recognizes the challenges posed by the SCEC5 proposal review and is adapting to address them. These 
challenges focus on budget, role of the CEO Planning Committee, and the logic model proposed for assessment. With these 
areas of emphasis in mind, we make the following recommendations: 

1.   Budget: The CEO has an impressive portfolio of projects. We recommend that the CEO focus its energy and 
resources on existing projects. The budgetary limitations do not allow CEO to initiate new lines of activity. 

2.   CEO Planning Committee: The Planning Committee is a valuable resource to the CEO that serves three primary 
functions. These are: 

a.   Assessment—The CEO Planning Committee provides feedback on progress and recommendations for 
improvement on existing projects. The committee members have the diverse and relevant experience and 
specialties needed to provide this assessment. 

b.   Stakeholder Relationships—The CEO serves as the hub of multiple activities involving, for example, 
science, education, film production, and risk communication. The CEO Planning Committee can assist in 
identifying and building relationships with these stakeholders. 

c.   Collaboration—Although budgetary limitations preclude the CEO from adding new projects, opportunities 
arise periodically for collaborative efforts funded by resources outside SCEC.. The CEO Planning 
Committee can provide feedback on the potential merit of these collaborative efforts. 

3.   Logic Model: The CEO is in the process of revising its proposed logic model for the evaluation of ongoing projects. 
We recommend that these revisions include a refined focus on objectives to be evaluated and a clarification of how 
available evidence aligns with each objective. 

4.   Expanding SCEC Collaborative Model: It is notable that data generated by CEO programs have been the basis for 
a number of publications in the social sciences. Moreover, CEO products, expertise and relationships have been 
successful in expanding the informal “SCEC community” to include not only social scientists but a breadth of “last 
mile” practitioners and educators who promote the use of SCEC science through implementation of programs in 
their disciplines. 

SCEC Initiatives 
The three proposed SCEC5 special initiatives (one funded and two pending) are well aligned with SCEC’s mission and we 
applaud their formulation: Mining Seismic Wavefields (funded by NSF/EAR), Continuation of UseIT (NSF/CISE), and Risk and 
Resiliency Framework for Water Supply Network (NIST). 

The diversified funding brought by these and similar projects is a critical component of the SCEC5 budget. It provide a 
means for growing the SCEC budget to meet its needs in the face of level NSF funding. 

SCEC Management Structure and Leadership Transition 
The revised leadership model, with more distributed responsibilities, appears to be working effectively and will serve SCEC5 
well. 

The renewal in the management structure within SCEC and at USC provides an exciting and flexible opportunity for the new 
SCEC Director. We urge USC to consider mid-career "super-stars", as well as established senior scientists, since they may 
have the energy and breadth of vision to lead SCEC5, given its newly reinforced upper management. 

Additional Observations from Discussions at the Meeting 
Supercycles are an intriguing fundamental and critical issue. If supercycles are real, it is likely that insight into their 
underlying physics can be gleaned elsewhere in the world (Italy, Turkey, Middle East). Broader studies of how these cycles 
work, including regional comparisons, may be fruitful. Advisory Committee members recognized the need to improve 



confidence in the paleoseismic data to more confidently evaluate the supercycle recurrence. Although paleoseismic 
uncertainties could be examined by comparing independent interpretations of an exposed trench by several groups, we 
recognize the limited value of such an exercise given the backlog of many years of sealed and interpreted trenches. 

Community models remain a key focus of SCEC collaborations and provide its greatest strength and value; science goals 
and activities should continue to link closely with these models. With this understanding, community models must be 
compatible, understandable, and accessible. A surprising flaw in the collaborative interchange of CMX products - 3D 
topography vs. meshed half-space vs. slip-rate numerical data assigned to embedded faults was aired during discussions. A 
common interchange format for the diverse community models may require a focused effort and guidelines to each group to 
permit other groups to digest each other's data. It was exciting to see the progress toward modeling fault structures and 
stress fields, and steps toward developing appropriate viscoelastic rheology. 

Operational earthquake forecasting. Advisory committee members were impressed by the progress made by 
UCERF3+ETAS (a SCEC4 achievement). It could introduce great improvement in the present short-term forecasting 
capabilities for California. More generally, we noted that the ongoing OEF activities are developed in the framework of two 
great SCEC initiatives, CISM and CSEP, with a large involvement of USGS personnel. While CISM is focused on producing 
more physics-based models that may go beyond stochastic clustering models, the connection with CSEP is that any 
hypothetical increase of knowledge and/or forecasting capability has to be rigorously tested against independent data. USGS 
interest is clearly motivated by the fact that the final goal of OEF activities is to produce "useful" tools for reducing 
earthquake risk. This interest is demonstrated by the USGS request to support a salary of an engineer for CSEP operations. 

Grand Challenge for Interns. The remarkable (but risky) exposure of the dozen or so 2015 SCEC interns to a fundamental 
and important series of seismic probability tasks using supercomputers was considered nothing short of astonishing. Their 
movie, although fascinating and upbeat, did not do justice to the scientific products that they developed and unveiled at the 
meeting. Director Tom Jordan and SCEC colleagues are to be congratulated in leading this team from undergraduate to 
thesis level, bypassing normal educational rites-of-passage, and providing them with an exceptional opportunity to learn 
about the excitement and importance of scientific discovery in a short eight weeks. 

The relationship between SCEC activities and earthquake engineering. The relationship between SCEC activities and the 
needs of earthquake engineering is clearly important. This connection has matured during SCEC4 and is on track for further 
development in SCEC5. It was our perception that SCEC can strike the right balance by continuing to focus on fundamental 
advances on the earthquake science side of the interface, while earthquake and geotechnical engineers focus on the design-
related aspects of the response of structures and soils. Engineering organizations that specialize in such applications have 
much larger budgets. For example, SCEC likely should address Beyond Elasticity, but with a focus on wave propagation 
from source to the boundary of a domain that might include buildings, bridges and distributed infrastructure. Earthquake 
physics of the geotechnical layer is an area of overlap with geotechnical engineering in which a very large investment would 
be needed by SCEC to make a meaningful contribution - much greater than the $25K/project type funding that SCEC 
provides. Regarding tall buildings, much was accomplished in SCEC4. Further developments in SCEC5 might only be 
incremental. By contrast with some of the preceding examples, the area of distributed infrastructure appears to be a frontier 
on which SCEC science is needed to guide advances. 

There were a number of participants from the engineering community at this meeting. They seemed very much interested in 
what SCEC has to offer. However the number of participants from this community, particularly outside the field of 
geotechnical engineering, is very small. This is not necessarily a bad thing as SCEC is already crowded and much of the 
SCEC annual meeting agenda is not directly relevant to everyday engineering practice. It is more effective for SCEC to take 
its show on the road so that the engineering community can fully realize the value of SCEC research and its impact on their 
future practice. We encourage SCEC to continue to take advantage of opportunities to make presentations to engineering 
gatherings, symposia, and conventions (such as SMIP, SEOAC and SEOASC, EERI, LATBSDC, etc.), on various aspects of 
SCEC work and its potential impact on engineering practice (e.g., such as the upcoming SCEC presentation at the SMIP-16 
seminar next month). 

Finally, we note that major progress was made during SCEC4 on the development and use of simulated ground motions in 
engineering design and building codes, greatly strengthening the interface between SCEC science and societal applications. 
This direction is well focused and poised to make even greater strides in SCEC5. The maturation of SCEC activities on the 
important seismology-engineering interface was evident at the meeting. 



Some key points that came up in the presentations and discussions were: 

1.   There is a need to ensure that simulations are right for the engineering application. An example is that stochastic 
simulations (e.g., EXSIM, at least in its current form) are by nature not intended to capture aspects such as inter-
period correlations, and thus may not be a good tool for application to structures in which multiple-degrees-of-
freedom response is important. 

2.   There is enthusiasm for the direct use of site-specific simulations for input to structural analyses, rather than going 
through scaling to a target spectrum from a PSHA. This will be an important direction in SCEC5. 

3.   It will be important in SCEC5 to coordinate the efforts of SCEC projects with USGS activities in terms of hazard 
mapping and how these interface with building codes. 

In conclusion, the Advisory Committee continues to be deeply impressed with the astonishing quality and diversity of science 
and collaboration, in addition to the boundless energy that the SCEC community brings to the task of understanding 
earthquake hazards in Southern California. 

  



Box 1. Summary of 2015 CEO Evaluation 
 
1. SCEC CEO programs embody the advancement of 
discovery and understanding while promoting teaching, 
training, and learning. 
2. The SCEC Internship Programs are a key way in 
which SCEC CEO has successfully broadened 
participation of under-represented groups. 
3. SCEC CEO program activities are integrated in that 
[ShakeOut] drill efforts coordinate coordinate with K-14 
education programs. 
4. SCEC programs are uniformly high quality, science-
based, and effective. 
5. SCEC has been successful in teaching safety skills 
and motivating earthquake preparedness. 
6. As a trusted “honest broker”, SCEC continues to 
provide essential leadership by bringing together and 
supporting key audiences to improve earthquake safety. 
7. Since its inception, SCEC CEO has grown and 
expanded its programs in strategic ways. 
8. SCEC has been successful in leveraging funds and 
partnerships to maximize program impact. 

Communication, Education, and Outreach Highlights 
Mark Benthien, SCEC Associate Director for CEO 

 

 

Overview 
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program facilitates learning, teaching, and application of 
earthquake research. In addition, SCEC/CEO has a global public safety role in line with the third element of SCEC’s mission: 
“Communicate understanding of earthquake phenomena to end-users and society at large as useful knowledge for reducing 
earthquake risk and improving community resilience.” The theme of the CEO program during SCEC4 has been Creating an 
Earthquake and Tsunami Resilient California. Our geographic reach has expanded far beyond the Golden State via 
partnerships across the country and worldwide. The goal is to prepare people for making decisions about how to respond 
appropriately to changing seismic hazards, including tsunami warnings and new technologies such as operational 
earthquake forecasting and earthquake early warning. 

SCEC/CEO has been very successful in leveraging its base funding with additional support. For example, since 2010, FEMA 
has provided SCEC nearly $2 million to coordinate the Earthquake Country Alliance in California (at the request of the 
California Office of Emergency Services, CalOES) and for national ShakeOut coordination. ShakeOut regions in the U.S. and 
internationally have also provided funding, and the California Earthquake Authority (CEA) has spent several million dollars on 
advertising that features ShakeOut promotions each year. SCEC’s intern programs have been supported with more than $1.6 
million in additional funding from several NSF programs and a private donor, and for several years NASA supported SCEC’s 
“Vital Signs of the Planet” teacher development program (via JPL) as part of the NASA InSight mission. NOAA (via CalOES) 
now provides funding to SCEC for developing the TsunamiZone.org website. 

Evaluation of the CEO program is conducted each year by 
SCEC’s external Advisory Council, via annual reporting of 
milestones and metrics to funding agencies, as part of 
individual activities (post-ShakeOut surveys, teacher 
workshop evaluations, post-internship discussions, etc.), and 
as part of proposal reviews. In Spring 2015 a new “CEO 
Planning Committee” comprising members of the SCEC 
Advisory Council as well as SCEC community stakeholders 
was established to help guide and support SCEC/CEO 
activities and partnerships, which have significantly 
expanded during SCEC4. In addition, an experienced 
program evaluator has reviewed the CEO program overall 
including its evaluation structures [Wood, 2015]. Analyses for 
each CEO area were provided along with recommendations 
for how to expand and improve evaluation, including a new 
comprehensive logic model to tie all CEO activities to a set 
of long term intended outcomes. The results indicate that the 
SCEC/CEO program plays an important role in earthquake 
education and preparedness (Box 1), and the evaluation’s 
recommendations have influenced the CEO program plan for 
SCEC5. 

  



Box 2. Growth of ShakeOut Drills 
 
2008: 5.4 million 
Southern California 
2009: 6.9 million 
California, New Zealand West Coast 
2010: 7.9 million 
California, Nevada, Guam 
2011: 12.5+ million 
CA, NV, GU, OR, ID, BC, and Central US (AL, AR, 
GA, IN, IL, KY, MI, MO, OK, SC, TN) 
2012: 19.4 million 
All above plus: AK, AZ, Southeast (DC, GA, MD, 
NC, SC, VA), UT, WA, Puerto Rico, Japan (Tokyo), 
New Zealand, Southern Italy, and a new “Global” 
site for all other areas. 
2013: 24.9 million 
All above plus: CO, DE, HI, MT, OH, WV, WY, 
Northeast Region (CT, PA, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, 
PA, RI), American Samoa, US Virgin Islands, 
Commonwealth of Northern Marianas Islands. 
Charlevoix region of Quebec, and expansion 
across Japan. 
2014: 26.5 million 
All above plus FL, KS, NM, Yukon, Quebec, 
participation in 20+ other countries via Aga Khan 
Development Network. 
2015: 43+ million 
All above plus inclusion of annual worldwide 
school drills in Iran (held since 2005), and 70+ 
total countries. 
2016: 55+ million 
Continued growth in the U.S. and recognition of 
regional drills in Mexico City and Manila. 

Major Activities and Results 

Global network of Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills, and related campaigns 
Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills began in southern California in 
2008, based on the USGS-led “ShakeOut Scenario” for a large 
(M7.8) San Andreas earthquake. ShakeOut communicates scientific 
and preparedness information with the mission to motivate 
everyone, everywhere to practice earthquake safety (“Drop, Cover, 
and Hold On”), and to promote resiliency through preparedness 
and mitigation. 

Working with a small committee of Earthquake Country Alliance 
(ECA) leaders, SCEC created an online registration system and 
resource site (ShakeOut.org) where more than 5.4 million southern 
Californians were registered to participate in 2008, building to 10.4 
million people statewide in 2014 (Box 2). While K-12 and college 
students and staff comprise the largest number of participants, 
ShakeOut has also recruited businesses, non-profits, government 
agencies, neighborhoods groups, and individuals. 

In addition to leading the California ShakeOut, SCEC manages a 
network of ShakeOut Regions worldwide, and hosts the website for 
each of their drills (except Japan). As of 2016, 26 Official ShakeOut 
Regions span 51 states and U.S. territories, three Canadian 
provinces, New Zealand, Southern Italy (U.S. Naval bases), and 
Japan. People and organizations in any other state or country can 
also register to be counted in the overall global total. More than 55 
million people worldwide were registered in 2016. SCEC’s 
Associate Director for CEO, Mark Benthien, was recognized as a 
“White House Champion of Change” for leading these efforts, and 
FEMA has based its national “America’s PrepareAthon!” multi-
hazard campaign on ShakeOut to assess preparedness activities 
for other hazards (and contracts with SCEC for consultation). 

ShakeOut has become a global infrastructure for providing 
earthquake information to the public and involving them in 
community resiliency. New countries are being actively recruited to 
join the ShakeOut movement, which serves to coordinate 
earthquake messaging internationally. Participants receive monthly 
ShakeOut newsletters and more frequent content via social media. Millions more learn about ShakeOut via broad news 
media coverage that encourages dialogue about earthquake preparedness. Surveys of ShakeOut participants show 
increased levels of mitigation and planning, and encouragement of peers to participate and get better prepared [Wood, 
2015]. In the near future, ShakeOut will be utilized for educating Californians about Earthquake Early Warning, with yearly 
tests to be held on ShakeOut day. 

As a result of its leadership of ShakeOut, SCEC now also receives NOAA funding provided through the California Office of 
Emergency Services to create and manage TsunamiZone.org. This international site adapts the ShakeOut registration system 
to assess participation in Tsunami activities, whether as part of their ShakeOut activities or during local tsunami 
preparedness weeks or months. Participation in 2016 exceeded 500,000 people in California, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, 
and also more than 40 countries in the Caribbean and surrounding areas that participated in the “Caribe Wave” regional 
exercise. 

  



Figure 1. EarthquakeCountry.org, one of 
several websites managed by SCEC/CEO 
for the Earthquake Country Alliance. 

Figure 2. Public education 
booklets distributed by the 
Earthquake Country Alliance 
and SCEC. 

Extensive collection of public education and preparedness resources and activities 
Partnerships. The Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA) was created in southern 
California by SCEC with many partners in 2003 and is now a statewide coalition 
with similar groups in the Bay Area and North Coast. ECA’s sector-based 
committees develop consistent messaging and resources distributed via 
activities led by each regional alliance. SCEC’s Associate Director for CEO 
Mark Benthien is ECA’s Executive Director. In 2012 ECA received FEMA’s 
“Awareness to Action” award and also the “Overall National Award in 
Excellence” at the National Earthquake Conference, both for its creation of 
ShakeOut and other activities. In 2014 ECA was given an award from the 
American Red Cross for “Excellence in Disaster Preparedness”. 

SCEC also coordinates the Earthquake and Tsunami Education and Public 
Information Center (EPIcenter) Network of more than 60 museums, science 
centers, and libraries, some of which host SCEC-developed exhibits and 
programming. SCEC has also established “EPIcenters” in other states (Oregon, 
Alaska, Maine, and others), and is working with the Central United States 
Earthquake Consortium (CUSEC) to create a Central U.S. EPIcenter network. 
CUSEC also manages the Central U.S. and Southeast multi-state ShakeOut 
regions. 

Resources. In addition to the SCEC.org website, SCEC develops and maintains ECA’s websites—EarthquakeCountry.org 
and Terremotos.org (Figure 1)—and the global websites ShakeOut.org and TsunamiZone.org. These sites allow SCEC to 
promote consensus-based messaging. In 2014 a “Northridge Earthquake 20th Anniversary Virtual Exhibit” was added to the 
ECA site, including “Northridge Near You” animations created by SCEC UseIT interns. Similar animations plus related 
graphics were made for the Loma Prieta 25th anniversary, again by UseIT interns. In addition, SCEC’s social media presence 
has greatly expanded since 2013 with active Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and other accounts for SCEC, ECA, ShakeOut, 
and TsunamiZone distributing SCEC and ECA messaging globally. 

SCEC’s Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country handbook (Figure 2) has provided 
earthquake science and preparedness information to southern Californians since 1995. 
The 2004 update introduced the Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety, the main organizing 
structure for SCEC, ECA, and CEA preparedness messaging. Related versions are now 
available in multiple languages, for businesses, and for the San Francisco Bay Area, 
California’s North Coast, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, the Central U.S., and Idaho. In 2014 the 
California Earthquake Authority, California Office of Emergency Services, and ECA 
created a simpler booklet, Staying Safe Where the Earth Shakes, with customized 
versions for 10 regions of the state and multiple language editions (Spanish and Chinese 
to start). 

Additional resources developed by SCEC and ECA Associates during SCEC4 included 
earthquake safety materials and ShakeOut guidelines for seniors and people with 
disabilities, higher education, government agencies, businesses, and healthcare facilities. 
A poster with “Drop, Cover, and Hold On” translated into many native American 
languages, as well as a video telling a native American earthquake legend, were 
developed in partnership with Sherman Indian high School in Riverside, California. SCEC 
also developed several short videos in its “Earthquake Safety Video Series” which can be 
viewed at www.youtube.com/greatshakeout. 

Activities. SCEC and its partners coordinate a broad range of public education and collaboration activities. Each ECA 
Regional Alliance holds several workshops each year featuring guest speakers and outreach planning. The ECA Speakers 
Bureau holds monthly trainings at SCEC, and members speak to community groups, businesses, and other organizations, 
and staff tables at preparedness fairs. ECA sector-based committees presented a series of ECA webinars in 2015 to 
nationwide audiences. EPIcenter locations hold public lectures and host day-of ShakeOut events. SCEC staff also participate 



Figure 3. InSight participants Kim Kocaya (Van Avery 
Prep, Temecula) and Yolanda Seebert (Vernon Middle 
School, Montclair) occupy a GPS site in Perris, CA, 
enjoying UNAVCO playing cards. 

in local government, non-profit, and business meetings throughout the year, and host foreign groups interested in our best 
practices. 

News media coordination. In 2014 SCEC developed new procedures for post-earthquake media coordination, because the 
breadth of SCEC’s research, including its information technology programs and the development of time-dependent 
earthquake forecasting, is increasing the need for expanded media relations. New strategies and technologies are being 
developed to meet these demands, such as the use of a media relations service for identifying and connecting with reporters 
nationwide and then tracking resulting news coverage (used for both SCEC and ShakeOut media coordination). SCEC also 
partners with USGS, Caltech, and other partners to offer programs that educate the media on how to report earthquake 
science. Examples include a media training workshop at Caltech and a press conference at USC as part of the 20th 
Anniversary of the Northridge Earthquake in January 2014. In 2015 SCEC coordinated with USGS, CalOES, FEMA and other 
partners to address issues with the movie San Andreas, including numerous interviews and resources organized by SCEC at 
www.earthquakecountry.org/sanandreas, including “fact or fiction” analysis. The response also included extensive social 
media engagement, for which SCEC created the “Seven Steps to Earthquake MOVIE Safety”, a parody of our standard 
Seven Steps messaging (www.earthquakecountry.org/moviesafety). In 2016 a communications workshop at the SCEC 
Annual Meeting featured a discussion with Ron Lin of the LA Times, who regularly reports on earthquake topics. 

Broad range of K-14 educator partnerships, programs, and resources 
Workshop Partnerships. SCEC is an active participant in the science education community including local and national 
organizations such as the California Science Teachers Association (CSTA). In 2011 and 2013 SCEC participated in the 
planning committee for CSTA’s Annual Conference and sponsored a 2013 keynote talk by SCEC intern alumnus Emmett 
McQuinn. Since 2009, SCEC has hosted earthquake-oriented field trips and workshops for more than 150 teachers. In 
addition, SCEC and the California Geological Survey co-host a booth at CSTA meetings that draw ~2000 attendees each 
year. SCEC also hosted a booth at the 2016 National Science Teacher’s Association conference held in Los Angeles. 

SCEC also collaborates in this area with other Earth science organizations such as its active role in EarthScope’s workshops 
for park and museum interpreters since 2008. SCEC participated in all four of the Cascadia EarthScope Earthquake and 
Tsunami Education Program (CEETEP) workshops in the Pacific Northwest, which have served over 100 educators, 
emergency managers and park interpreters. SCEC co-hosted the final workshop in Arcata, California, in fall 2015. SCEC’s 
EarthScope partners have found that the ShakeOut is an important event that helps promote their program (and vice versa). 

InSight Vital Signs of the Planet (VSP) Professional Development 
Program. SCEC had a lead role in the education program for InSight 
(Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat 
Transport), a NASA mission that was originally scheduled to place a 
geophysical lander on Mars in 2016, which was subsequently 
delayed. SCEC developed the VSP program, a research experience 
and curriculum development program for K-12 teachers that expands 
on a collaboration between SCEC and the Cal State San 
Bernardino/EarthScope RET program led by Dr. Sally McGill. Since 
2013 VSP provided 30 educator fellows (and select students) 
experiences in scientific inquiry including a 5-day field experience 
using GPS to monitor tectonic deformation in Southern California 
(with instruments provided by UNAVCO) (Figure 3). Participants then 
develop and test lesson plans and convene a workshop held during 
the SCEC Annual Meeting. 

Quake Catcher Network (QCN). SCEC has expanded QCN with installations of low cost seismometers at over 26 EPIcenter 
museum locations in California and Oregon, and at more than 100 schools in each west coast state including Alaska. The 
goal is to establish several K-12 sensor stations around a local museum hub as a means to build long-term educational 
partnerships around the ShakeOut, citizen science, and enrich K-12 STEM curriculum. In 2015 a new partnership was 
established between SCEC, IRIS, and USGS to continue the expansion and development of QCN worldwide, beginning with 
installations in summer 2015 by SCEC in 14 schools and museums in the Central U.S, and in several Coachella Valley school 
districts (along the San Andreas fault) in 2016.  



Figure 4.  Percentages of UseIT 
undergraduated interns who are women (red 
bar), under-represented minorities (blue bar), 
and first-generation college attendees (green 
bar). Data are grouped into successive phases 
of the REU-site program. Growing these 
percentages has been a major objective of 
UseIT recruitment efforts. 

Plate Tectonics Puzzle Map. This teaching tool created and distributed by SCEC was developed to make plate tectonics 
activities more accessible for science educators and their students. SCEC developed a user-friendly version of the This 
Dynamic Planet puzzle map, which is used to teach about plate tectonics. Educators often suggested that lines showing the 
location of plate boundary on the back of the maps would make it easier for them to correctly cut the map, so SCEC 
designed a new, two-sided map. More than 1000 PuzzleMaps have been distributed. 

Well-established undergraduate research experiences 
The SCEC Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) program enhances the competency and diversity of the 
STEM workforce by engaging students in research experiences at each stage of their academic careers and by providing 
leadership opportunities to students and early career scientists that engage them in the SCEC Community. ELCA manages 
two undergraduate internship programs that involve over 30 students each summer: 

●   The Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE) program places undergraduate students with SCEC 
scientists around the country. More than 270 interns have participated since 1994. Projects have spanned all areas 
of earthquake science, engineering, and education. 

●   The Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (UseIT) program brings together students 
from across the country to an NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Site at USC. The eight-week program 
develops computer science skills while teaching the critical importance of collaboration for successful learning, 
scientific research and product development. Since 2002, 261 students have participated. USEIT interns tackle a 
scientific “Grand Challenge” each year that entails developing software and resources for use by earthquake 
scientists or outreach professionals. The 2016 Grand Challenge was to: (1) Run physics-based earthquake 
simulators on a high-performance computer to generate long catalogs of California seismic activity; (2) From the 
synthetic catalog statistics, develop 10-year forecasts of large earthquakes (M ≥ 7) on the southern San Andreas 
fault system (or a well-defined part of this system); and (3) Identify threatening multi-event scenarios and illustrate 
them with hazard and risk maps. 

Since 2002, over 1600 eligible applications have been submitted to 
the SCEC internship programs (at www.scec.org/internships). In the 
past three years, 44% of the UseIT have been women, 48% have 
been under-represented minorities (as defined by NSF), and 38% 
are first-generation college attendees (Figure 4). Much of the 
success in increasing diversity has come from increased efforts to 
recruit students from other states and also from community 
colleges, making the internship programs an educational resource 
that is available to a broader range of students. 

Past interns report that their internship made lasting impacts on their 
course of study and career plans, often influencing students to 
pursue or continue to pursue earthquake science degrees and 
careers. By observing and participating in the daily activities of earth 
science research, interns reported having an increased knowledge 
about working in research and education, which coupled with 
networking at the SCEC annual meeting, gave them the confidence 
to pursue earth science and career options within the field. 

SCEC Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface 
SCEC produces a large body of knowledge about the seismic hazard in California that enhances seismic hazard maps, 
datasets, and models used in building codes and engineering risk assessments. The Earthquake Engineering Implementation 
Interface led by Jack Baker and Jacobo Bielak provides the organizational structure for creating and maintaining 
collaborations with research engineers to ensure SCEC’s research activities are aligned with their needs. These activities 
include rupture-to-rafters simulations of building response as well as the end-to-end analysis of large-scale, distributed risk 
(e.g., ShakeOut-type scenarios). Analysis of the performance of very tall buildings in Los Angeles using end-to-end simulation 
remains a continuing task that requires collaboration with both research and practicing engineers through PEER and other 



Figure 5. 2014 Buildings at Risk 
Summit co-sponsored by SCEC. 

organizations. An important Technical Activity Group in SCEC4 is the Ground 
Motion Simulation Validation (GMSV) group, led by Nico Luco, which is developing 
procedures for the validation of numerical earthquake simulations that are 
consistent with earthquake engineering practice.  

The Implementation Interface also develops mechanisms for interacting with 
technical audiences that make decisions based on an understanding of earthquake 
hazards and risk, including practicing engineers, geotechnical consultants, building 
officials, emergency managers, financial institutions, and insurers. An example is 
the annual SEAOSC Buildings at Risk Summits, which SCEC has co-organized 
since 2011 in both Los Angeles and San Francisco (with SEAONC). Since 2014 the 
conference has been titled “Strengthening our Cities” (Figure 5). In 2014 
SCEC/ECA also helped create the “Earthquake 2014 Business Preparedness 
Summit” with FLASH, Safe-T-Proof, Simpson Strongtie, and several other partners, 
which launched a new QuakeSmart recognition program for businesses that 
demonstrate mitigation they have implemented. These summits have since been 
offered in several locations nationwide. 

  



Box 3.1 Fundamental Problems of Earthquake Science 

Stress transfer from plate motion to crustal faults: long-term fault slip rates 

Stress-modulated fault interactions and earthquake clustering: evaluation 
of mechanisms 

Evolution of fault resistance during seismic slip: scale-appropriate laws for 
rupture modeling 

Structure and evolution of fault zones and systems: relation to earthquake 
physics 

Causes and effects of transient deformations: slow slip events and 
tectonic tremor 

Figure 3.1. Earthquake processes 
(in blue) cascade through the 
natural and built environments, 
depicted here for a damaging 
event on a nonlinear timeline. Red 
arrows indicate the time scales for 
long-term seismic hazard 
modeling, operational earthquake 
forecasting, earthquake early 
warning, tsunami warning and 
post-event response and recovery. 
SCEC has advanced the basic 
science that underlies these 
technologies, which is helping to 
reduce seismic risk and improve 
resilience. From the SCEC4 
proposal. 

Research Accomplishments 
Gregory C. Beroza, SCEC Science Planning Committee Chair 

Judith S. Chester, SCEC Science Planning Committee Vice-Chair 

 
Aftershocks, stress triggering, and induced seismicity 
are all indications that seismic hazard varies strongly 
with time. The time-dependence of seismic hazard 
motivated the SCEC4 core research program of 
tracking earthquake cascades – understanding how 
seismic hazards change across all time scales of 
scientific and societal interest (Figure 3.1). The SCEC4 
science plan resolved the challenges of tracking 
earthquake cascades into six fundamental problems 
of earthquake physics (Box 3.1). We use this 
interdisciplinary framework to present the SCEC4 
research accomplishments. 

 

1. Stress transfer from plate motion to crustal faults 
The energy released in earthquakes accrues from steadily accumulating plate motion, but its manifestation in earthquake 
activity is spatially complex and temporally variable. To investigate the complex plate boundary across southern California, 
SCEC4 merged previous efforts that focused separately on crustal deformation modeling of geodetic data and lithospheric 
architecture and dynamics into the single interdisciplinary focus group, Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT), which 
develops and applies system-wide lithospheric deformation models of to develop a better understanding of crustal 
deformation, the forces loading the lithosphere, rheology, structural heterogeneity, and the distribution of stress. 

Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) 
As a part of the UCERF3 effort, SCEC researchers developed a suite of kinematic deformation models for California from 
GPS measurements of horizontal velocities and geologic estimates of fault slip rates [Field et al., 2014; Field et al., 2015]. 
These models refine our understanding of the distribution of fault slip rates and are the culmination of decades of research 



Figure 3.2 Off-fault (left) and total (right) 
moment rate from UCERF3 kinematic 
deformation models. Off-fault rate is computed 
from off-fault model strain rates using Kostrov 
summation. 20-30% of the total accumulation 
rate is off-fault. From Field et al. (2014). 

 
Figure 3.3 Stress at 3-km depth in Southern California from Bird’s 
(2014) SHELLS model, a member of the CSM ensemble. Bars show 
direction of the maximum horizontal compressive stress; their lengths 
are scaled with the maximum shear stress. Background colors are 
mean horizontal normal stress. From Community Stress Model. 

into using geodetic data to constrain earthquake potential. This effort led to 
the surprising result that as much as 20-30% of the total permanent 
deformation in southern California may be distributed through the crust, 
rather than localized on known active faults (Figure 3.2). 

UCERF3 deformation models provide the highest-resolution representation 
of California crustal deformation to date. SCEC is moving beyond kinematic 
models towards physics-based models of the plate boundary. These 
include finite-element models of a lithosphere cut by faults, allowing plastic 
deformation, and driven from the sides by far-field plate motion [Bird, 2014; 
Hearn, 2015]. Lithospheric deformation and stress are controlled by friction 
and elasticity at low temperature and by viscous creep at high temperature. 
The predicted stress field shown in Figure 3.3 agrees well with the inferred 
principal stress directions from focal mechanism inversions in the SCEC 
Community Stress Model (CSM). 

Understanding deformation over time and how plate-boundary faults are 
loaded requires an improved understanding of the rheology of the 
lithosphere and the transfer of stress between the elastic upper crust and 
the flowing lower crust and mantle. Numerical models of earthquake cycles 
on a strike-slip fault that incorporate laboratory-derived power-law 
rheologies with Arrhenius temperature dependence, viscous dissipation, 
conductive heat transfer, and far-field loading (Figure 3.4) predict that 
deformation in the lower crust localizes in ~5 km-wide shear zones that 
broaden to ~15-20 km in the upper mantle [Takeuchi and Fialko, 2012]. The 
surface velocity field is relatively steady for much of the earthquake cycle, 
but has rapid postseismic deformation for 10-20 years following large 
earthquakes. The models are broadly consistent with geodetic data and 
heat flow constraints across the central San Andreas. Future refinement will 
require better constraints on the depth distribution and temporal evolution 
of grain-size and rock fabric during shear zone evolution. 

Community Geodetic Model 
The need for improved spatial and temporal resolution of 
crustal deformation motivated development of a SCEC 
Community Geodetic Model (CGM) that combines data 
from continuous and campaign GPS data with 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) for 
Southern California. The CGM has been designed to be 
time-dependent, and it incorporates InSAR data to 
constrain the vertical deformation field and resolve small-
scale regional deformations. It supports SCEC studies of 
earthquake physics and new methods for detecting time-
dependent deformations [Amos et al., 2014; Borsa et al., 
2014]. The CGM uses GPS, InSAR, and combined time 
series to estimate secular deformation rates and to 
identify time-dependent processes. To develop the CGM, 
SCEC compiled and reprocessed campaign GPS data 
into a self-consistent position time series. This required 
identifying discrepancies among continuous GPS 
solutions provided by different processing centers, 
assessing time-dependent noise, and developing a 
strategy for merging solutions. A parallel effort reduced 



 

Figure 3.4 Numerical model of 
earthquake cycle deformation 
incorporating power law 
rheology with temperature 
dependence. Strain is localized 
within a ~10-20 km wide shear 
zone in the lower crust and 
uppermost mantle. The model 
predicts surface velocity field 
that varies with time since the 
last earthquake. From Takeuchi, 
& Fialko (2012). 

Figure 3.5 High-Resolution Interseismic Velocity Map along the San Andreas Fault from ALOS/PALSAR and GPS [Tong 
et al., 2013]. Interseismic deformation of the SAF derived from integrating the GPS observations with ALOS radar 
interferograms (2006.5-2010). The radar flying direction and look direction are marked. Positive velocities (red) show the 
ground moving away from the satellite. The shading highlights the gradient in the velocity field.  

errors (Figure 3.5) and reconciled InSAR time series analyses developed using different processing methods [Liu and Shen, 
2015; Marinkovic and Larsen, 2013]. Version 1.0 of the CGM was released in Fall, 2016 and is available at 
(http://topex.ucsd.edu/CGM/CGM_html/). Ongoing development will include additional campaign GPS results, increasing 
InSAR line of site measurements, and be hosted at SCEC (http://topex.ucsd.edu/CGM/CGM_html/). 

 

The boundary between geodesy and precision measurement of surface features is blurring. LiDAR has revolutionized the 
measurement of fine-scale faulting and earthquake deformation features as expressed by topography. Extracting new 
information from such measurements has been an active research area in SCEC4 [Nissen et al., 2012; Glennie et al., 2014; 
Donnellan et al., 2015; Zielke et al., 2015] and has led directly to important new insights into fault system behavior. It is also 
an important part of response planning for future earthquakes (Topic 12). Topographic differencing for the El Mayor-Cucapah 
earthquake (Figure 3.6) [Oskin et al., 2012] and for crustal earthquakes in Japan [Nissen et al., 2014] documented strong 
variations in the continuity and expression of slip along faults in the uppermost crust. These results are complementary to 
InSAR results, and have the potential to inform larger scale geodetic deformation models. SCEC hosted a series of 
workshops with tutorials to support wider application of the various approaches to image processing. 



 

Figure 3.6 Differential LiDAR and elastic model for 
part of El Mayor-Cucapah rupture. (A) Elevation 
difference showing distributed deformation as slip 
steps from the NW Borrego Fault into the PIAZ. 
Arrows show dip direction. (B) Profile of elevation 
difference along line X-X’ in (A). (C) Elastic model, 
using rectangular dislocations, showing vertical 
surface deformation due to imposed slip along the 
PIAZ fault array. Slip vectors point in the direction 
of hanging wall motion. Modeled slip vectors 
match field observations, except for faults E1 to 
E3, where slip is 30% above the observed values. 
Coulomb stress change for oblique slip along the 
Laguna Salada Fault is shown from the surface to 
3-km depth. From Oskin et al. (2012). 

Geochronology Infrastructure 
Quantification of fault slip rates, and the date of past events identified through paleoseismology, depends on effective 
geochronology, for which SCEC has developed a coordinated approach. The geochronology infrastructure provides a 
community resource for SCEC researchers to draw from for dating using carbon-14, in-situ cosmogenic nuclides, and 
luminescence techniques. By pooling resources, the geochronology infrastructure program saves resources, increases 
flexibility, and allows investigators to adjust quickly to pursue unanticipated research opportunities. SCEC also supports 
basic research on laboratory techniques, sample collection protocols, and comparison of multiple dating methods at field 
sites. The geochronology infrastructure has helped SCEC scientists lead the way in building well-constrained, long 
paleoseismic event chronologies to test earthquake models [Onderdonk et al., 2013; Rockwell et al., 2015; Scharer et al., 
2014], has developed the pIR-IRSL technique for luminescence dating of feldspar to meet dating needs in arid regions [Roder 
et al., 2011; Rhodes, 2015], and advanced the application of multi-chronometer techniques to expand capabilities and 
reduce epistemic uncertainty in the timing of events and slip rates [Blisniuk et al., 2012; Blisniuk et al., 2013; Balco, 2014; 
DeVechio, 2013]. The geochronology program also facilitates sharing of expertise among researchers and labs through 
interactions at the annual meeting and workshops, and provides opportunities for students to use world-class analytical 
facilities at participating laboratories. All SCEC geochronology infrastructure data is archived and openly available. 

2. Stress-mediated fault interactions and earthquake clustering 
Key to understanding earthquake cascades is understanding stress – both absolute stress levels, and the magnitude of 
stress changes – that influences the southern California fault system. Stress is a tensor quantity, and most measurements of 
it are only sensitive to some aspects of the total field. As a result, even the magnitude of stress in the Earth is poorly 
understood; however, the importance of stress in driving earthquake behavior and the need for better constraints on how 
faults are loaded motivated a SCEC collaboration to develop a community stress model (CSM). This effort is embedded in, 
and has proceeded collaboratively with, other SCEC initiatives such as SDOT and the CGM. 

CSM products include a suite of models of the 4D stress and stressing-rate tensor in the California lithosphere. Community 
discussions and a series of four dedicated workshops led to a common CSM analysis framework and workflow. The CSM 
web site [SCEC Community Stress Model, 2015] hosts all of the models contributed by the community. These include four 
stress and five stressing-rate models that are available in a standardized, comprehensive format, and all models can be 
visualized and validated against available constraints in a consistent way. The CSM web page also provides plotting and 
validation scripts for user-driven reanalysis. Among the insights that arose from initial comparison efforts were that the stress 
state inferred from focal mechanisms shows a remarkable agreement among models, whereas other parameters, such as the 
absolute value of stress vary significantly and remain a research problem. The community advanced several candidate CSM 
models; a focal-mechanism based model (YHSM-2013) [SCEC Community Stress Model, 2015] was the first to be released 
(Figure 3.7). Future challenges for the CSM include the expansion of the range of data available, in particular expansion of the 
borehole database (in collaboration with industry), and the examination of absolute crustal stress levels within the context of 
a rheologically realistic lithosphere and asthenosphere model. 



Figure 3.7. SCEC Community Stress Model YHSM-2013, inferred from focal 
mechanisms (Yang & Hauksson, 2013). Bars show direction of the maximum 
horizontal compressive stress; their lengths are scaled with the von Mises 
stress in arbitrary units. Background colors are mean horizontal normal 
stress. 

Figure 3.8 Average earthquake triggering 
(nucleation rates) following a magnitude 6.1 
event near Parkfield, CA (white line), as inferred 
from 200,000 simulations Field et al., 2017). 
Note that the new model (UCERF3-ETAS) 
exhibits triggering on faults, whereas previous 
models, such as the “ETAS (no Faults)” case at 
the upper right, have generally ignored faults.  

Improved earthquake catalogs – new detections 
[Meng et al., 2012], precise locations [Hauksson et 
al., 2012], and improved source parameters [Chen 
and Shearer, 2011] – are foundational to many 
SCEC activities. New techniques allow detection of 
far more earthquakes than in standard catalogs. 
This increased sensitivity reveals earthquake 
behaviors, such as the combined effects of dynamic 
triggering and static stress shadowing [Meng and 
Peng, 2014], that might otherwise not be apparent 
(Figure 3.8). In this case, the triggered earthquakes 
were all small, but in the 2010-2012 Canterbury NZ 
sequence, a M 6.3 aftershock directly beneath 
Christchurch destroyed the city center, killing 185 
people. Subsequent aftershocks compounded the 
damage and hampered recovery efforts. SCEC 
partnered with the REAKT project and New 
Zealand’s GNS Science to conduct within CSEP a 
retrospective evaluation of forecasting models. The 
Canterbury experiment showed for the first time, 
that the short-term performance of the physics-
based models, which update forecasts with 
Coulomb stress changes, significantly outperform 
models updated only with the conventional 
seismicity statistics [Werner et al., 2015]. Induced 

seismicity is a form of triggered seismicity, and a growing concern. 
The stressing rate from geothermal energy development locally 
exceeds the tectonic stressing rate [Trugman et al., 2014], and hence 
has the potential to play an important role in earthquake triggering. 
Earthquake rates in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field, when interpreted 
in the context of an ETAS model, are correlated with the net extraction 
of fluid from the field [Brodsky and Lajoie, 2013]. 

UCERF3, developed during SCEC4, is the first complete earthquake 
forecast to include fault-based information when simulating the 
evolution of cascading earthquake sequences, and to include the 
possibility that large earthquakes may involve multiple faults. Several 
recent earthquakes have demonstrated both these phenomena. The 
UCERF3 model also addresses long-standing debates regarding the 
influence of stress relaxation and the relative frequency of small 
versus large earthquakes. UCERF3 is now under evaluation by the 
USGS as a prototype component of an operational earthquake 
forecasting system (Figure 3.8). 

Development of long-term earthquake chronologies is an explicit 
SCEC4 goal. Outstanding examples are the Mystic Lake and Hog 
Lake sites on the San Jacinto Fault. These two 2000+ year records of 
earthquakes [Onderdonk et al., 2013; Onderdonk et al, 2015; Rockwell 
et al., 2015a; Rockwell et al., 2015b] lend support for the role of 
segmentation in earthquake rupture forecasting by showing that most 
events did not cross the Hemet step-over. Comparison with work on 
the San Andreas suggests that these faults could rupture in a single 
earthquake, raising complex scenarios where an earthquake starts on 



 

Figure 3.9 Reductions in strength and 
increase in pore pressure for experiment 
with a velocity step change, assuming 
changes of shear stress are due to 
changes in fluid pressure. Right panel 
shows experimentally measured stress 
decays as predicted, demonstrating 
thermal pressurization in the lab for the 
first time. Deviation from theory after ~28 
mm is attributed to steel sample grip 
conducting heat and preventing 
temperature from rising as it would for a 
half-space. From Tullis & Goldsby (2013)  

one fault then propagates onto the other [Lozos, 2016], although not in all events [Rockwell et al., 2015b]. 

Despite progress in constraining slip rates and earthquake chronologies, important inconsistencies remain, even for the San 
Andreas Fault. UCERF3 event rates on the southern SAF average about 25% less than the most reliable paleoseismic 
estimates [Field et al., 2014]. Similarly, prehistoric paleoseismic data do not resolve large variability seen in the recurrence 
during the 200 year historic period [Biasi et al., 2016]. Such discrepancies, and also those between geologic vs. geodetic slip 
rates on individual faults, point to possible inconsistencies in assumptions that we should strive to understand and resolve. 
Among the most prominent is that between geologic and geodetic slip-rate estimates for the Garlock Fault. High-resolution 
LiDAR, coupled with advances in OSL dating of feldspar, reveal strong temporal earthquake clustering on the Garlock Fault 
[Dolan et al., 2015], which could explain the discrepancy. Similar clustering is found for the faults of the eastern California 
shear zone (ECSZ), although results from the Panamint Valley Fault [McAuliffe et al., 2013] suggest more complex behavior 
than simply alternation with the activity of the Garlock. Distributed off-fault deformation surrounding active faults is another 
potential contributor to this discrepancy [Dolan and Haravitch, 2014]. Modeling of the ECSZ [Herbert et al., 2014] suggests 
that substantial slip occurs as distributed deformation around fault tips within the Mojave block. 

The Earthquake Simulator TAG focused on the comparison, validation, and verification of results from earthquake simulators 
that characterize interaction among earthquakes in a complex fault system through physics-based simulations. Because they 
have the potential to extend the ~100-year instrumental, several 100-year historical, and scant 1000-year paleoseismological 
records to 10,000-year and longer durations, simulators represent a promising pathway for physics-based earthquake 
forecasting. Results of this activity are documented in seven papers published in a special issue of SRL [Tullis et al., 2012]. 
These efforts indicate that it is not uncommon for 200-year periods of seismic activity to vary by a factor of 3 in seismic 
moment, which could help to explain differences in historical vs. geologically documented seismic activity. 

3. Evolution of fault resistance during seismic slip 
Processes that determine frictional resistance and its evolution during co-seismic slip are critical to understanding 
earthquake behavior because they determine how, when, and where ruptures initiate, propagate, and stop. The lack of heat-
flow anomalies, principal stress directions and their rotations due to earthquake stress drops, the geometry of thrust-belt 
wedges, as well as recent measurements from rapid response drilling [Fulton et al., 2013] all point to effective friction during 
slip on mature, well-developed faults of less than 0.2, while quasi-static friction coefficients for most rock materials are 0.6-
0.8. Understanding the origin of this difference is critical to understanding earthquake cascade. 

Dynamic weakening remains a focus. Platt et al. [Platt et al., 2014a; Platt et al., 2014b] found that thermal pressurization and 
decomposition provide multiple rupture modes. Slip pulses dominated by thermal decomposition have a distinctive slip rate 
profile, with peak slip rates near the trailing edge of the rupture. Simulations of the influence of flash heating and thermal 
pressurization on earthquake nucleation and rupture for faults with low background stress suggest that thermal 
pressurization is required to explain the observed relationship between fracture energy and slip [Schmitt et al., 2015]. New 
experiments have characterized the processes responsible for flash weakening in gouge [Proctor et al., 2014] and thermal 
pressurization (Figure 3.9) [Tullis and Goldsby, 2013] – the latter being documented in the lab for the first time. SCEC 



Figure 3.10. Rupture velocities from 1000 
rupture simulations of smoother faults 
(upper) and rougher faults (lower) are shown 
as probability density functions. Supershear 
rupture is favored on rougher faults. From 
Bruhat et al. (2015). 

activities provided synergy between analysis of these data and the physical models for dynamic weakening, new insights into 
the physical processes responsible for dynamic weakening, and a rationale for their inclusion into earthquake cycle and 
rupture models. Further constraints on stress levels on natural faults may be enabled by newly developed fault slip 
thermometers that evaluate thermally induced changes in organic compounds within gouge [Savage et al., 2014] and 
reduction of iron (Fe3+ to Fe2+) and associated conversion of hematite to magnetite on fault surfaces [Evans et al., 2014]. 

A strong theme that emerged in SCEC4 is how heterogeneous fault stress and fault geometry influence rupture propagation. 
SCEC scientists have done pioneering research on fault roughness [Sagy et al., 2007]. Studies of the effect of fault roughness 
on the frictional resistance of faults undergoing dynamic weakening, found that rough, immature faults operate at higher 
stress levels, while mature, smoother faults operate at lower stress levels [Fang and Dunham, 2013], as expected. New 
calculations indicate that supershear ruptures are more likely on rough faults [Bruhat et al., 2015], an effect contrary to 
expectations (Figure 3.10). Fault roughness was also found to influence the distribution of seismicity in laboratory 
experiments where the power-law exponent that describes the decay of acoustic emission with distance from the slip surface 
depends on roughness as well as normal stress [Goebel et al., 2014]. New models also show the limitations of modeling 
multi-strand fault surfaces with a single fault surface [Shaw, 2015]. Introduction of complex fault geometry led to an 
increased appreciation for the importance of inelastic, “off-fault” deformation, which was studied in idealized scenarios [Kang 
and Duan, 2014] and in the field [Qiu et al, 2015]. Off-fault plasticity was found to be important not only to rupture dynamics, 
but also to crustal deformation modeling [Bird, 2014] and ground-motion prediction [Roten et al., 2014]. 

Understanding the base of the seismogenic zone is critical for evaluating the potential for large events. These properties have 
been studied by incorporating thermally activated power-law creep rheologies into earthquake cycle models [Takeuchi and 
Fialko, 2013]. The history of such ruptures may be identified by lack of microseismicity at the base of the seismogenic zone 
[Lapusta and Jiang, 2014; Jiang and Lapusta, 2014]. Recent developments in source inversion and imaging including 
advances in uncertainty quantification in finite source inversion, accounting for uncertainties in the crustal velocity model, and 
high-frequency back-projection rupture imaging allow us to rapidly extract robust information about large strike-slip 
earthquakes worldwide [Meng et al., 2014]. 

Computational Science 
SCEC4 established a new disciplinary group in Computational Science to develop and apply state of the art computation to 
earthquake science problems. The Computational Science Disciplinary Group promotes the use of advanced numerical 
modeling techniques and high performance computing (HPC) to address the emerging needs of SCEC users and application 
community on HPC platforms. 

Key advances in HPC during SCEC4 enabled new capabilities in modeling source physics – particularly geometric fault 
complexity as the origin of rupture variability that generates high-frequency radiation in earthquakes [Dunham et al., 2011; 
Shi and Day, 2013]. Dynamic rupture simulations, involving thousands of realizations of the stochastic fault geometry, helped 
quantify the range of stress levels at which earthquakes occur, with contributions to resistance coming from both friction and 



Figure 3.11. Snapshots of propagation of 10 Hz wavefield for a crustal 
model without (top) and with (bottom) small-scale heterogeneity. Fault 
complexities were included in the simulation. Strike-parallel seismograms 
are superimposed as white traces at selected sites. The parts of the 
crustal model located in front of the fault is lowered for a better view. 
Note strongly scattered wavefield in bottom snapshot due to small-scale 
heterogeneity. Simulation run by Cui et al. (2014) on Cray XK7 GPUs on 
Titan at ORNL and Blue Waters at NCSA. Visualization by A. Chourasia. 

geometric complexity [Fang and Dunham, 2013]. Correlations between slip and rupture velocity fluctuations were linked to 
the fault geometry, offering new approaches to pseudo-dynamic rupture modeling [Trugman and Dunham, 2014]. The short 
spatial and temporal scales over which fault strength and slip rate vary near the rupture front motivated introduction of a 
refined mesh to track the rupture front and other sharp features like wavefronts. Both static and adaptive mesh refinement 
(AMR) were first applied to rupture dynamics problems during SCEC4 [Kozdon and Wilcox, 2015; Pelties et al., 2014; Kozdon 
and Dunham 2015], and show great promise for future modeling studies. 

Additional advances enabled by HPC include the 
ability to model high-frequency ground motions and 
inelastic material response (Figure 3.11). Both 
scattering and intrinsic attenuation reduce seismic 
wave amplitudes. Fine-scale material 
heterogeneities, as spatially correlated random 
perturbations to existing velocity models, 
significantly alter simulated ground motions, 
particularly at high frequencies (>2 Hz) [Withers et 
al., 2015]. With scattering directly modeled, it 
became necessary to alter intrinsic attenuation used 
in simulations by making the quality factor Q 
dependent on both frequency and depth [Wang and 
Jordan, 2014; Withers et al., 2015]. User-driven 
validation studies [Taborda and Bielak, 2014; 
Scheitlin et al., 2013] are bringing predicted ground 
motions into closer agreement with observations. A 
major breakthrough in SCEC4 was the 
demonstration that inelastic material response, in 
both the near-fault and near-surface regions, can 
substantially decrease ground motions. Predicted 
ground motions from the 2008 M 7.8 ShakeOut 
earthquake scenario were reduced by up to 70% 
compared to the linear case [Roten et al., 2014]. 

SCEC has integrated its CyberShake, Broadband, 
High-F, and F3DT computational platforms into a 
software ecosystem for physics-based seismic 
hazard analysis [Lee et al., 2013; Isbiliroglu et al., 
2015; Taborda and Bielak, 2013; Callaghan et al., 
2013]. It has developed highly efficient codes that 
run efficiently on the largest GPU-enabled 
supercomputers [Cui et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013; Mu et al., 2013b; Mu et al., 2013a, Small et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2013]. 
Combined with workflow efficiencies gained through our collaborations with the National Center for Software Applications 
and the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility, these HPC capabilities have made it possible to run CyberShake at 
seismic frequencies up to 1 Hz. This milestone takes CyberShake from the low-frequency simulations relevant to the design 
of tall buildings, dams, and bridges up to the edge of the 1-10 Hz frequency band of primary interest for most smaller 
structures. CyberShake site and path effects unexplained by the Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) models [Power et al., 
2008] account for 40%–50% of total residual variance, suggesting that improvements to simulation-based hazard models 
could reduce the unexplained variability in current GMPEs by up to 25% [Wang and Jordan, 2014]. 

SCEC computational science involved collaborations with HPC stakeholders. Through a collaboration with Intel, we have 
developed new software with the potential of increasing the throughput of extreme scale seismic ensemble simulations by 
orders of 1.8x to 4.6x. In particular, we have diversified SCEC’s simulation tools by supporting the development of a new 
code called EDGE, based on a discontinuous Galerkin approach. We optimized existing SCEC code based on the finite 
difference method to work on Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing microarchitecture gaining speedups of the order of 1.6x - 



Figure 3.12. Boxes show dextral slip rates from 
geologic studies (stars) along the San Andreas 
through the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) Special Fault 
Study Area. White boxes are data obtained in SCEC4. 
Green ellipses with year show extent of known 
surface rupture during most recent, large San 
Andreas Fault events. Extent of most recent 
earthquake in SGP likely involved the entire southern 
San Andreas. Blue/red lines show dextral slip rates 
from crustal deformation BEM. Dashed segments 
were used in dynamic simulations. Triangles show 
GPS stations CMM4 velocity arrows in blue. Circles 
show seismicity M>3 since 2000 with cooler colors 
indicating greater depth. 

achieving levels of performance efficiency comparable to other versions of SCEC simulation codes for forward wave 
propagation simulation running on NVIDIA GPU systems.  

4. Structure and evolution of fault zones and systems 
Plate-boundary fault systems are geometrically complex, even though they may be organized around a master fault that 
takes up most of the plate motion. A major problem in earthquake physics is how rupture is influenced by geometrical 
complexity. The ability of ruptures to navigate geometrically complex fault systems is documented for some large 
earthquakes [Tchalenko and Berberian, 1975; Wesnousky, 2006; Biasi et al., 2013], and increasingly realistic numerical 
simulations are illuminating the conditions under which this can occur [Lozos et al., 2011; Lozos et al., 2012; Lozos et al., 
2014; O'Reilly et al., 2015; [Duru and Dunham, 2015]. Simulations over multiple cycles result in stress buildup at geometrical 
heterogeneities, which will impact the rupture. To develop a better understanding of the interplay of earthquake physics with 
fault complexity, the SCEC4 collaboration established two Special Fault Study Areas (SFSAs), which are both scientifically 
rich targets that are the focus of integrated multi-disciplinary research teams that carry out a coordinated research agenda. 

San Gorgonio Pass Special Fault Study Area 
The largest discontinuity along the San Andreas Fault occurs in the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) where active strands form a 
distributed zone of faulting [Yule, 2009], in contrast to regions outside of the SGP, where deformation is restricted to a single 
active strand (Figure 3.12). Forecasting earthquake hazards in this complex region requires addressing three fundamental 
questions: 1) What is the subsurface geometry of active faulting through the SGP? 2) What is the earthquake potential in the 
SGP region? 3) What is the probability of a through-going San Andreas rupture? The SGP SFSA took a multi-disciplinary 
approach to address these questions. The emerging view is that the complex structure of SGP typically arrests ruptures, yet 
occasional events rupture all the way through as very large earthquakes. 

Through an array of field studies [Gold et al., 2015; Blisniuk et al., 2013; Morelan et al., 2014; Kendrick et al., 2015; Scharer et 
al., 2014], microseismicity [Nicholson, 2014], geodetic inversions for slip rate [McGill et al., 2015] and crustal deformation 
models [Cooke, 2014], we improved our understanding of slip partitioning through the SGP fault system. Field studies added 
key strike-slip rates, that filled gaps within previous coverage (Figure 3.12) [Gold et al., 2015; Blisniuk et al., 2013; Scharer et 
al, 2014]. Dynamic rupture models in realistic fault geometry [Shi and Day, 2014] demonstrated that the rupture through the 
SGP is sensitive to initial stress levels as well as fault geometry, and microseismicity shows a systematic change in stress 
drop north and south of the SGP thrust [Goebel et al., 2014]. The question of through-going rupture potential has also been 
addressed through deep trenches that show that the last event to rupture through the SGP may have been ~1400 AD [Yule et 
al., 2014]. This is consistent with strain accumulation [McGill et al., 2015], measured strike-slip rates [McGill et al., 2013] and 
modeled strike-slip rates [Herbert and Cooke, 2012] within the SGP. 



Figure 3.13. Perspective view of the Ventura-Pitas 
Point-Southern San Cayetano Fault system, 
showing ground motion and tsunami simulations 
for M7.8 scenario. Vertical component of velocity 
(red to blue) at time step 27s is shown onshore; 
vertically exaggerated water elevation at time step 
200 min shown offshore. Qfault traces are yellow. 
Lower image includes perspective view of the top 
basement horizon from the SCEC USR, 
highlighting co-location of the Ventura basin and 
the source fault. Graphic by A. Plesch. 

 

Ventura Special Fault Study Area 
The Ventura SFSA (Figure 3.13) was established to promote interdisciplinary investigations of the prospects for large, multi-
segment thrust fault ruptures in southern California, and to address the hazards posed by these potentially devastating 
events. Several recent earthquakes (1999 M7.6 Chi-Chi, Taiwan; 2005 M7.6 Kashmir, Pakistan; and 2008 M7.8 Wenchuan, 
China) demonstrate the potential for thrust fault ruptures to breach segment boundaries and involve multiple, stacked fault 
splays. Prior to UCERF3, these large, multi-segment events were generally not considered in seismic hazard assessments. 
Larger events may pose great risks due to the intensity, duration, and potential for offshore thrust faulting to trigger tsunamis. 
Results from the Ventura SFSA support the notion of infrequent, but extremely large earthquakes on this fault system. 

The Ventura Fault and overlying Ventura Avenue anticline [Rockwell et al., 1988] occupy a unique position at the juncture of 
several of the largest and fastest slipping faults in the Transverse Ranges (e.g., San Cayetano and Red Mountain Faults). 
Holocene terraces on the anticline suggest that it deforms in discrete 5-10 m uplift events, with the latest occurring ~900 
years ago [Rockwell, 2011; McAuliffe et al., 2015]. The magnitude of these 
uplifts implies rupture of adjacent faults, yielding large (M 7.5 to 8), multi-
segment earthquakes. The SFSA effort integrated geology, 
paleoseismology, exploration geophysics, seismology, geodesy, rupture 
dynamics, strong ground-motion simulations, and tsunami studies [Thio et 
al., 2014; Ryan et al., 2014]. 

An initial focus of the SFSA was to understand the structures in this 
system using seismic reflection data and well control [Hubbard et al., 
2014]. The Ventura, Pitas Point, San Cayetano, and Red Mountain Faults 
are likely connected along strike at seismogenic depths, despite >10-km 
offsets of their surface traces [Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 1976; Sarna-Wojcicki 
and Yerkes, 1982; [Yerkes and Lee, 1987; Yerkes et al., 1987; Huftile and 
Yeats, 1995; Kamerling and Sorlien, 1999; Kamerling et al., 2003]. 
Excavations across the fold scarp above the blind Ventura Fault, reveal at 
least two large (4.5 to 6 m uplift), Holocene earthquakes [McAuliffe et al., 
2013; McAuliffe et al., 2015]. These events correlate with marine terrace 
uplift at the coast [Rockwell, 2011]. Studies of the offshore extent of the 
fault system document Holocene seafloor folding [Ucarkus et al., 2013]. 
Geodetic observations and fault system modeling constrain the rapid 
shortening (2.7 to 8 mm/year) and uplift (> 2 mm/yr) rates across the 
structure [Marshall et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2014; Hammond et al., 
2014]. Together, these observations all support the occurrence of very 
large multi-segment thrust fault earthquakes on this fault system, as 
illustrated in the M7.8 scenario of Figure 3.13. 

Community Fault Model 
The SCEC Community Fault Model (CFM 5.0) includes several major improvements (Figure 3.14). Among these are 
refinement of fault geometries using the USGS Qfault traces and relocated seismicity [Hauksson et al., 2012]. CFM 5.0 
provides improved representations in the Santa Maria and Ventura Basins, Santa Barbara Channel, Inner Borderlands, E 
Transverse Ranges, Peninsular Ranges, San Gorgonio Pass, and the Mojave Desert. Fault representations are precise, and 
often more segmented than in previous models, and there are now simplified, meshed representations intended to aid 
modeling studies. 



Figure 3.14. Left panel shows Community Fault Model, Version 5.0 (Nicholson et al., 2014). Faults in red are 
new representations; others are refined using Qfault traces and seismicity. Right panel shows detail of San 
Jacinto Fault, which is more complex and segmented in the improved representation. Graphic by A. Plesch. 

Figure 3.15. Phase IIA of the transient detection 
exercise showing (a) Predicted horizontal 
deformation during the simulated transient 
(vectors). Triangles and ellipses indicate location 
and deforming region found by the detectors. (b) 
Vertical displacement history at station with 
maximum displacement, showing the large signal 
(detectable by eye). (c) Vertical displacement for a 
more subtle case that resulted in no detections. 
From Lohman and Murray (2013). 

5. Causes and effects of transient  deformations 
The 21st century has seen the discovery of a new mode of fault motion: 
episodic tremor and slow slip. Although primarily observed in subduction 
zones, it has also been reported in continental settings, including the San 
Andreas Fault. Triggered tremor driven by dynamic stresses in the long 
period wavetrain of large earthquakes has been observed widely in 
California [Gomberg et al., 2008]. A continuing goal of SCEC has been to 
document the occurrence of tectonic tremor in Southern California, and 
to search systematically for possibly related aseismic deformation 
transients. 

Between 2001 and 2011, only the Mw 7.8 Denali earthquake triggered 
tremor on the San Jacinto Fault, even though closer earthquakes, such 
as the 2009 Gulf of California event, resulted in larger dynamic stresses 
[Wang et al., 2013]. No tremor has been discerned on the San Andreas 
south of Cholame. The continuing effort to find tremor has driven 
development of new, computationally efficient approaches to detect 
isolated low frequency earthquakes [Yoon et al., 2015] that is sensing 
wider application to improving catalogs. Another new approach to detect 
precursors applied to 10,000 southern California earthquakes yielded 
only a handful of newly recognized foreshocks [Hawthorne and Ampuero, 
2014]. A search for transients by combining ETAS and rate-state models 
of seismicity, on the other hand, detected a large transient in the Salton 
Trough – also seen with geodetic data – and an anomaly associated with 
the 2009 Bombay Beach swarm, suggesting it may have been 
accompanied by aseismic deformation [Llenos and McGuire, 2011]. 
Systematic analysis of foreshock sequences suggest a role for aseismic 
forcing [Chen and Shearer, 2013], and perhaps fluid diffusion [Chen et al., 
2012]. The Aseismic Transient Detection TAG developed systematic 
searches for aseismic transients. The effort began with a community 
blind-test exercise to detect transient signals in synthetic data (Figure 
3.15) [Lohman and Murray, 2013]. A subset of the detection algorithms 
are now systematically mining GPS data in Southern California for 
deformation transients. 



6. Seismic wave generation and scattering 
SCEC continues to champion the use of numerical simulations in seismic hazard analysis. Simulations incorporate the best 
available geoscientific understanding of faulting and wave propagation – including the effects of directivity, basin response, 
small-scale structure, topography, and nonlinearity. There has been a strong trend in SCEC4 to validate simulations against 
data. Much of this effort has been led by engineering seismologists and engineers, who recognize the potential of SCEC’s 
efforts in physics-based ground-motion prediction [Crouse, 2012]. 

Community Velocity Models and Unified Structural Representation 
SCEC has pursued the systematic integration of seismological and geological information into a unified structural 
representation [Shaw et al., 2015]. A new USR was recently released for the San Joaquin Basin, which incorporates tens of 
thousands of well-log measurements, seismic reflection, and geologic constraints. This model will be embedded into future 
versions of the CVMs. 

During SCEC4, the CVMs were improved using the techniques of full three-dimensional waveform tomography (F3DT) [Tape 
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013, Shaw et al., 2015]. This required improving computational capabilities and workflows [Small et 
al., 2015; Cui et al., 2013a,b] and incorporating ambient-field data, which provide strong sensitivity to the shallow Earth 
structure that governs strong ground motion [Lee et al., 2013] The basin structures in Figure 3.16 come from CVM-S4.26, 
which assimilated more than a half-million misfit measurements from 38,000 earthquake seismograms and 12,000 ambient-
noise correlograms [Lee and Chen, 2013]. This high-resolution tomography provides insight into the crustal structure and has 
improved earthquake ground motion simulations, including the latest CyberShake model (Figure 3.19). SCEC is working to 
quantify the predictive value of the new CVMs. 

Additional innovations include incorporating anisotropy, attenuation, and small-scale heterogeneity [Olsen, 2014], which are 
needed to push simulations to higher frequencies. Moreover, we developed a velocity model for the Los Angeles basin 
sediments (Sediment Velocity Model, or SVM), intended to replace the CVM-S4.26 velocity structure at depths less than 
z1000 to account for shallow basin amplification and nonlinear effects on high frequencies. SVM is designed to translate 
Vs30, the only proxy available to describe soil stiffness in CVM, into a 3D stochastic velocity structure at resolution suitable 
for high-frequency physics-based ground motion simulations. SVM is based on the statistics of nearly a thousand measured 
velocity profiles in Southern California, aggregated from a variety of open and proprietary sources. Pending validation by 
comparison of 3D wave propagation simulations with recordings of historic events, we are working to integrate SVM in 
UCVM as well as in the BBP, to account for site amplification in the time domain [Shi and Asimaki, 2017]. 

High-Frequency Simulations 
SCEC is pushing ground motion predictions to higher frequencies (f > 1 Hz). Accurate simulations require new levels of 
knowledge about fault complexity and crustal structure, and the computational demands are substantial. Characterizing the 
source at high resolution and modeling wave propagation at short wavelengths is a dual challenge. High-frequency ground 
motion simulations are currently done using kinematic source models with stochastic variability (Figure 3.11), crustal velocity 
models with short-wavelength components constrained by limited observations (Figure 3.16), and scattering operators to 
represent unmodeled structure. 



Figure 3.16. Maps of Southern California 
showing improvements in basin structure 
obtained by full-3D tomography (F3DT). 
Colors represent z2500 (iso-velocity surface 
at vs = 2.5 km/s), a common measure of 
basin depth. Left panel is z2500 for the 
SCEC Velocity Model, CVM-S4, which was 
used as the starting model. Right panel is 
z2500 for CVM-S4.26, the 26th iteration of a 
dataset comprising over half a million 
waveform measurements from earthquake 
seismograms and ambient-field 
correlagrams. Basin structures from the 
CVM-S4.26 are consistent with seismic 
reflection and refraction data. From Lee et 
al. (2014) 

Figure 3.17. Broadband Platform validation results. 
Prediction of UCSB method for mean acceleration 
response spectrum derived from four GMPE’s for NGA 
West. The mean is based on the ground motion at 30 
stations and 50 scenario MV 6.6 earthquakes on a 
reverse fault. All stations were within 50 km of the fault. 
From Dreger et al. (2015) 

The kinematic/stochastic source can be tuned to agree with empirical ground motion metrics but this leads to high-variance 
predictions (because we lack a physical basis to constrain parameters and correlations) and provides an inadequate basis for 
scaling to large earthquakes. Scattering formulations depend on assumptions about the scattering process, e.g., whether 
coda is due to trapping within layers or scattering from heterogeneities; whether Q is frequency dependent; whether 
scattering is anisotropic and/or concentrated near the surface, and where single- vs. multiple-scattering dominates. Small-
scale heterogeneity from analysis of sonic logs and Vs30 measurements in the Los Angeles Basin indicate a von Kármán 
heterogeneity spectrum. When these heterogeneities added to the SCEC CVM-S ground motion intensities for 0-2.5 Hz 
waves are amplified/de-amplified by up to a factor of two. The results also suggest a trade-off between Q and the strength of 
heterogeneity. SCEC4 implemented new research initiatives at the engineering interface, which broadened the impact of 
SCEC’s work and provided an important feedback loop for focused refinement of scientific models. Three examples of these 
activities are: i) the development and validation of the Broadband Platform for ground motion simulation, ii) the Ground 
Motion Simulation Validation Technical Activity Group, and iii) the Committee for Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations. 

Broadband Platform and Collaboration with PEER 
SCEC4 developed the Broadband Platform (BBP) to simulate ground 
motion from finite faults for frequencies up to 100 Hz using different 
methods. An issue of Seismological Research Letters [Dreger and 
Jordan, 2015] includes nine papers describing the motivation for the 
BBP, validation, computational aspects and basic science underlying 
the different methods [Goulet et al., 2015]. A critical element of the 
BBP is that different methods are validated against ground motion 
prediction equations [Abrahamson et al., 2008; Gregor et al., 2014] 
(Figure 3.17) and against data for particular earthquakes [Goulet et 
al., 2015]. The BBP has been used to examine ground motions for the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirement that all nuclear plants in 
the US be evaluated for seismic safety. For the central and eastern 
US, where there are no data from large earthquakes, simulation 
provides guidance on scaling ground motions to large magnitudes. 
SCEC keeps pace with the ongoing evolution of the methods as they 
are subjected to validation against new data and new metrics through 
formal releases of the BBP on a regular basis. 

Collaboration between SCEC and the Pacific Earthquake Engineering 
Research Center (PEER) grew substantially during SCEC4. We 
undertook collaborations that included: 1) development of additional BBP computational capabilities, 2) validation for Central 
and Eastern North America (CENA) ground motions, and 3) forward simulation for CENA ground motions. The compilation of 



Figure 3.18. Predicted PGV in Los Angeles using ambient-field ground motions to synthesize “virtual earthquakes.” Left panel 
is for M 7.1 San Andreas rupture towards downtown Los Angeles (SE > NW); right panel is for the same event with the 
opposite directivity (NW > SE). These observation-based seismograms will be used in SCEC5 to validate 3D ground-motion 
simulations. From Denolle et al. (2015). 

a final version of the BBP including the latest features and the simulation data were needed by NGA-East due to the lack of 
recorded ground motions for magnitudes larger than 6. A strong collaboration between teams from SCEC and PEER made 
this project successful.  

Ambient-Field Studies 
SCEC scientists pioneered a new approach for predicting the strength of shaking using the ambient seismic field [Denolle et 
al., 2013]. This approach is possible because the waves that comprise the ambient field and those from large earthquakes 
propagate through the same complex geologic structure. While this “virtual earthquake” method does not account for 
nonlinear, high-amplitude effects, it provides a new way to predict complex wave-propagation effects that influence strong 
earthquake shaking. We have used it to validate predictions of a strong waveguide-to-basin amplification (Figure 3.18) 
predicted by simulations of a large San Andreas earthquake for Los Angeles [Denolle et al., 2015]. Scientists in France [Viens 
et al., 2014] and Japan [Viens et al., 2015] have applied this approach, and similar efforts are underway in Mexico, South 
Korea, New Zealand, Switzerland, and the Netherlands in settings ranging from subduction zones to gas reservoirs. 

Ground Motion Simulation and Validation 
GMSV is a TAG within SCEC to develop and implement validation methods for simulations. The GMSV focused on how 
simulations, such as those produced by the BBP, could be used in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, structural nonlinear 
response history analysis, and site response analysis. Validating simulations is daunting, as they are of greatest interest for 
conditions that are not well observed (e.g., close to large earthquakes). The TAG developed “validation gauntlets” that 
simulated motions should pass to be deemed suitable for application. Gauntlets have been developed for single- and multi-
degree-of-freedom oscillators and for geotechnical systems, and they are being extended to complex problems; e.g., the 
validation for applications that are frequency and duration sensitive, such as nonlinear structural response analysis of slope 
displacements and liquefaction. The TAG held an international workshop during the 2016 annual meeting to summarize 
international GMSV efforts and initiate future collaborations. 

Committee for Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations 
This committee, chaired by C. B. Crouse, is working within the framework of the Building Seismic Safety Council’s Project 17 
to develop long-period, simulation-based response spectral acceleration maps for LA region for future inclusion in the 
NEHRP and ASCE 7-10 Seismic Provisions and the Los Angeles City Building Code [Building Seismic Safety Council, Project 
17]. The goal is to use CyberShake simulations to quantify the effects of sedimentary basins and other 3D structures on the 
seismic hazard. By averaging over thousands of simulated earthquakes, we have constructed prototype CyberShake hazard 
maps for Los Angeles (Figure 3.19). Prototype risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER) response spectra have 
also been mapped using the CyberShake model. The Committee has regularly held twice-annual open workshops to move 
towards these goals. 



Figure 3.19. CyberShake seismic hazard 
maps for the Los Angeles region, showing the 
3-s spectral acceleration response (in units of 
surface gravity, g) at the exceedence 
probability of 2% in 50 years. Left panel 
calculated using an average 1D seismic 
velocity model; right panel using SCEC’s 
latest 3D community velocity model, CVM-
S4.26. Both models include all fault ruptures 
in UCERF2; spectral response probabilities 
are computed from ~240 million 
seismograms. Amplitude differences are 
annotated on the right panel: (1) lower near-
fault intensities due to 3D scattering; (2) much 
higher intensities in near-fault basins due to 
directivity-basin coupling; (3) higher 
intensities in the Los Angeles basins; and (4) 
lower intensities in hard-rock areas. From 
Jordan et al. (2015). 
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1. New This Year 
The SCEC Science Plan (aka RFP) reflects the research priorities articulated in the SCEC5 proposal, and the project plan 
approved by the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Geological Survey. The SCEC Science Plan as detailed in this 
document is provisional pending a final budget authorization associated with the second year of SCEC5. Substantial 
changes have been made to the RFP since last year, so we strongly encourage researchers to read carefully the RFP in its 
entirety. 

●   The time-period for SCEC funded projects has changed. SCEC has traditionally used February 1 as the start date, 
and January 31 as the end date. Starting this year, the new time period has start date May 1 and end date April 
30. 

●   As a reminder, the Science Planning Committee (PC) has been reconfigured for SCEC5. The current composition 
includes four disciplinary committees (Seismology, Geodesy, Geology, and Computational Science), and five 
interdisciplinary focus groups (FARM, SDOT, EFP, GM, SAFS, and EERI), each with individual representation in the 
PC. The PC also includes two members representing the Special Projects Working Groups.  

●   Technical Activity Groups (TAGs) that were established during SCEC4 have not been rolled over to SCEC5. SCEC4 
TAGs that wish to continue their research activities during SCEC5, as well as new TAGs, will need to submit a 
successful proposal to the Planning Committee. 

●   A new focus area, called “Earthquake Gates” was started in the first year of SCEC5. This initiative is designed to 
foster multidisciplinary studies of the factors that permit earthquakes to start or stop (as at a gate). To organize this 
initiative the SCEC community held an incubator workshop in the Spring and it will be a focus of a plenary session 
at the 2017 annual meeting. See the EG section for more details. 

●   As a reminder, please beware that investigators on proposals that anticipate use of SCEC computational resources 
and/or help from SCEC software developers must consult with SCEC IT leadership for budget time support 
estimates and coordination planning. 

●   Investigators interested in undergraduate summer interns should include an "intern project" description in their 
proposal. The undergraduate intern will be recruited by the SCEC CEO Program staff. Selected intern projects will 
be awarded as supplemental funds on the proposal award. Funds used for summer stipends and travel support to 
the SCEC annual meeting for the selected undergraduate students will be managed at and dispersed from USC. The 
number of intern projects awarded each year will depend on available funding in the SCEC annual budget and the 
pool of interested applicants. 

●   Geochronology infrastructure supports Accelerator Mass Spectrometer analysis of 14C, 10Be, 26Al, and 36Cl through 
collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the University of California, Irvine (14C only). 
Luminescence dating (OSL, pIR-IRSL) will be supported through regular proposal budgets, through arrangement 
with a luminescence laboratory (see Earthquake Geology section for suggestions). This change reflects the close 
collaboration required for luminescence dating. 

●   SCEC no longer supports proposals solely for annual meeting participation. Funding for travel to participate in the 
SCEC Annual Meeting will be considered only in the context of a research proposal in response to the current 
Science Plan. International travel funding for a co-investigator to participate in the SCEC Annual Meeting will be 
considered, provided the proposal clearly states (a) how the investigators are critical to the project and (b) a plan for 
how the international participant’s institution will cost-share the anticipated travel expenses. 

2. Overview 
The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) was founded as a Science & Technology Center on February 1, 1991, 
with joint funding by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS). Since 2002, SCEC has 
been sustained as a stand-alone center under cooperative agreements with both agencies in three consecutive, five-year 
phases (SCEC2–SCEC4). The Center was extended for another 5-year period, effective 1 May 2017 to 31 April 2022 



(SCEC5). SCEC coordinates fundamental research on earthquake processes using Southern California as its main natural 
laboratory. Currently, over 1000 earthquake professionals participate in SCEC projects. This research program is 
investigator-driven and supports core research and education in seismology, tectonic geodesy, earthquake geology, and 
computational science. The SCEC community advances earthquake system science by gathering information from seismic 
and geodetic sensors, geologic field observations, and laboratory experiments; synthesizing knowledge of earthquake 
phenomena through system-level, physics-based modeling; and communicating understanding of seismic hazards to reduce 
earthquake risk and promote community resilience. 

2.1 The SCEC5 Research Vision 
Earthquakes are emergent phenomena of active fault systems, confoundingly simple in their gross statistical features but 
amazingly complex as individual events. SCEC’s long-range science vision is to develop dynamical models of earthquake 
processes that are comprehensive, integrative, verified, predictive, and validated against observations. The science goal of 
the SCEC5 core program is to provide new concepts that can improve the predictability of the earthquake system models, 
new data for testing the models, and a better understanding of model uncertainties. 

The validation of model-based predictions against data is a key SCEC activity, because empirical testing is the most 
powerful guide for assessing model uncertainties and moving models towards better representations of reality. SCEC 
validation efforts tightly couple basic earthquake research to the practical needs of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, 
operational earthquake forecasting, earthquake early warning, and rapid earthquake response. Moreover, the risk-reduction 
problem—which requires actions motivated by useful information—strongly couples SCEC science to earthquake 
engineering. SCEC collaborations with engineering organizations are directed towards end-to-end, physics-based modeling 
capabilities that span system processes from the earthquake source to infrastructure performance and risk.  

SCEC connects to the social sciences through its mission to convey authoritative information to stakeholders in ways that 
result in lowered risk and enhanced resilience. SCEC’s vision is to engage end-users and the public at large in on-going, 
community-centric conversations about how to manage particular risks by taking specific actions. The SCEC 
Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program seeks to promote this dialog on many levels, through many 
different channels, and inform the conversations with authoritative earthquake information. Towards this goal, the SCEC5 
CEO program continues to build networks of organizational partners that can act in concert to prepare millions of people of 
all ages and socioeconomic levels for inevitable earthquake disasters. 

2.2 The SCEC5 Science Plan 
The SCEC5 Science Plan was developed by the non-USGS members of the SCEC Planning Committee and Board of 
Directors with extensive input from issue-oriented “tiger teams” and the community at large. The strategic framework for the 
SCEC5 Science Plan is cast in the form of five basic questions of earthquake science: 

1.   How are faults loaded on different temporal and spatial scales? 
2.   What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated seismic 

energy? 
3.   How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and surrounding rock affect shear 

resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 
4.   How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake systems? 
5.   In what ways can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake predictability? 

These questions cover the key issues driving earthquake research in California, and they provide a basis for gauging the 
intellectual merit of proposed SCEC5 research activities. 

Research priorities have been developed to address these five basic questions. Tied to the priorities are fourteen science 
topics distributed across four main thematic areas (described in section 2.2.2). 

2.2.1 Basic Questions of Earthquake Science 
Q1. How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales? 

Problem Statement: Fault systems are externally loaded, primarily by the relatively steady forces of plate tectonics, but also 
by mass transfers at the surface due to long-term interactions of the solid Earth with its fluid envelopes (climate forcing) and 



by short-term gravitational interactions (tidal forcing). Much is yet to be learned about the stress states acting on active faults 
and how these stress states evolve through external loading and the internal transfer of stress during continuous deformation 
and discontinuous faulting.  

In SCEC4, we initiated research on a Community Stress Model (CSM) to describe our current knowledge about the stress 
state of the San Andreas fault system. The ensemble of stress and stress-rate models comprised by the current CSM is a 
quantitative representation of how well we have been able to answer Q1. Empirical models have been developed for stress 
orientations in the upper crust based on abundant focal mechanisms and more limited in-situ data, as well as 3D dynamic 
models of stress; e.g., from finite-element simulations of long-term tectonics, including nonlinear laboratory rheologies. A 
new approach builds 3D stress models as sums of analytic solutions that satisfy momentum conservation everywhere, while 
approximating the previous stress-direction and stress-amplitude models in a least-squares sense. Though we are 
encouraged by our recent progress, understanding stress is a long-term proposition. 

Research Priorities: 

P1.a. Refine the geologic slip rates on faults in Southern California, including offshore faults, and optimally combine the 
geologic data with geodetic measurements to constrain fault-based deformation models, accounting for observational and 
modeling uncertainties. (Geology, Geodesy, SDOT, SAFS) 

P1.b. Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide descriptions of 
fault-system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting. (SDOT, Geodesy, EFP, CXM) 

P1.c. Constrain how absolute stress and stressing rate vary laterally and with depth on faults, quantifying model sensitivity, 
e.g., to rheology, with inverse approaches. (SDOT, CXM, Geology) 

P1.d. Quantify stress heterogeneity on faults at different spatial scales, correlate the stress concentrations with asperities and 
geometric complexities, and model their influence on rupture initiation, propagation, and arrest. (Seismology, SDOT, FARM, 
Geology) 

P1.e. Evaluate how the stress transfer among fault segments depends on time, at which levels it can be approximated by 
quasi-static and dynamic elastic mechanisms, and to what degree inelastic processes contribute to stress evolution. (SDOT, 
Geodesy, Seismology, FARM, CS) 

Q2. What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated seismic energy? 

Problem Statement: In the brittle upper crust, observations of low-velocity zones associated with active seismogenic faults, 
together with time-dependent evolution of seismic velocities following stress perturbations suggest intrinsic relationships 
between damage, healing, and effective elastic moduli of rocks in a fault zone. Such relationships are only poorly 
understood, but they can elucidate the development and evolution of fault zones in space and time, as well as the interplay 
between damage accumulated over multiple earthquake cycles and rupture dynamics. Current dynamic rupture models show 
that the assumption of elastic deformation of the host rocks is often violated; e.g., in regions of high stress concentration 
near the propagating rupture front, particularly when stress is further concentrated by geometrically complex fault surfaces. 
This raises important questions about the effect of nonlinearity and damage on the nucleation, propagation, and arrest of 
rupture. Neglecting inelastic response may systematically bias inversions of seismic and geodetic data for slip distribution 
and rupture geometry, affect measurements of coseismic slip at the surface, and inferences of long-term slip rates from the 
geologic record. 

The SCEC community is at the forefront of research on inelastic material response associated with earthquake faulting and 
its effects on dynamic rupture propagation and seismic ground motion. The SCEC focus on extreme ground motion for the 
Yucca Mountain Project drew attention to the physical limits that realistic, inelastic material response places on strong 
shaking. Recent simulations of earthquakes in the Los Angeles region have demonstrated how yielding near the fault and in 
sedimentary basins substantially reduces predicted ground motions relative to purely elastic simulations. Accounting for 
inelasticity brings the model predictions more in line with empirical constraints on strong shaking. 

Research Priorities:  

P2.a. Determine how much off fault plasticity contributes to geodetic estimates of strain accumulation and what fraction of 
seismic-moment accumulation is relaxed by aseismic processes. (FARM, Geodesy, CS) 



P2.b. Explore approaches to represent the effects of nonlinearity that would allow the continued use of linear wave 
propagation as an effective approximation. (GM, CS, Seismology) 

P2.c Constrain the form of fault-zone and distributed nonlinearity, as well as the material properties and factors, such as 
cohesion and pore fluid pressure, that are likely to influence it. (FARM, CS, GM, Seismology) 

P2.d. Understand how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities influences rupture propagation, 
seismic radiation, and scaling of earthquake source parameters. (CS, FARM, Seismology) 

P2.e Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture propagation 
through structural complexities, and determine how model-based hypotheses about these interactions can be tested by the 
observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic chronologies. (EFP, FARM, CS, Geology, SAFS) 

Q3. How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and surrounding rock affect shear 
resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 

Problem Statement: Fault systems show complexities that range from the macroscale of plate tectonics to the microscale of 
highly damaged rocks that are fluid-filled and chemically reactive. Many questions about the evolving dynamics of these 
complex systems remain unanswered. The inferred values of heat outflow from mature faults, such as the San Andreas, 
Taiwan’s Chelungpu Fault, and the Japan Trench megathrust, imply that shear stress acting during sliding is an order of 
magnitude lower than estimates from Byerlee’s law and typical static friction measurements—an inconsistency famously 
known as the “heat-flow paradox.” Low values for shear stress acting on major faults are also supported by the steep angles 
between the principal stress direction and fault trace, slip-vector rake rotations during faulting, and significant rotations of 
principal stresses after large earthquakes. In addition, multi-fault earthquake simulations show that observed propagation 
onto unfavorably oriented structures appears to be more likely to occur if the faults are subject to low tectonic stress. 

These and other observations motivate the continued investigation of the structure, composition, and physical properties of 
fault zones that host earthquake sources. One important question is which faults are susceptible to coseismic weakening 
mechanisms, such as flash heating, thermal pressurization of pore fluids, partial or full melting of the shearing zone, silica-gel 
formation, and thermal decomposition of sheared materials into friction-reducing byproducts. Coseismic weakening may lead 
to large unexpected slip in creeping fault regions, including deeper fault extensions below the seismogenic layer, a 
phenomenon compatible with a range of observations. Fluids play a key role in several of the weakening processes, 
potentially dominating coseismic resistance to slip. In fact, fluids can lead to extreme localization of the shearing layer, 
promoting coseismic weakening. Fluids can also provide a stabilizing factor, for example due to inelastic shear-induced 
dilatancy of the pore space, and the resulting reduction of pore pressure and hence increase of the effective normal stress.  

Research Priorities:  

P3.a. Refine the geometry of active faults across the full range of seismogenic depths, including structures that link and 
transfer deformation between faults. (CXM, Seismology, Geodesy, Geology, SAFS) 

P3.b. Constrain the active geometry and rheology of the ductile roots of fault zones. (CXM, SDOT, FARM, Geology) 

P3.c. Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the maturity of the fault system, and how these are 
expressed geologically. (FARM, SDOT, Geology) 

P3.d. Determine how damage zones, crack healing and cementation, fault zone mineralogy, and off-fault plasticity govern 
strain localization, the stability of slip (creeping vs. locked), interseismic strength recovery, and rupture propagation. (FARM, 
Geology, CS) 

P3.e Constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geologic and geodetic fault slip-rate 
estimates. (Geology, SAFS, Geodesy, EFP) 

P3.f. Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flows, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and earthquake 
occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. (FARM, Geology, EFP) 

P3.g. Assess the importance of the mechanical properties of the near-surface in the commensurability of geodetic and 
seismological images of fault slip at depth with fault offset expressed at the surface. (Seismology, Geodesy, Geology, GM, 
FARM) 



Q4. How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake systems? 

Problem Statement: Physics-based predictions of strong ground motions are “the proof of the pudding”; comparing them 
with data is essential to testing our understanding of source and wave dynamics, and they connect the basic science of 
earthquakes to the practical applications of seismic hazard analysis. Ground-motion simulations have become useful in 
performance-based engineering (for nonlinear building response analyses, for example), in operational earthquake 
forecasting, and in earthquake early warning. Validated numerical simulations that yield predictions adapted to local geologic 
conditions, such as sedimentary basins, structural boundaries, and steep topography, can provide meaningful ground-
motion estimates for conditions poorly represented in the empirical database. 

An appropriate baseline for measuring future progress in ground-motion modeling is the recent CyberShake 15.4 study, 
which produced hazard curves for the Los Angeles region from a stochastically complete set of UCERF2 ruptures using the 
CVM-S4.26 crustal structure. The resulting hazard model has several notable limitations: (i) the sources were prescribed by a 
pseudo-dynamic (kinematic), rather than fully dynamic, rupture model; (ii) the wavefield calculations were computed to an 
upper cutoff frequency of 1 Hz, compared to engineering needs that can exceed 10 Hz; and (iii) the principle of seismic 
reciprocity was used to compute the requisite ensemble of seismograms.  

To preserve reciprocity and its associated computational benefits, Cybershake hazard computations would be constrained to 
perfectly elastic media; near-fault inelasticity would have to be built into the rupture model as a source effect, and near-
surface inelasticity would have to be built into the wave propagation simulations as a shallow-crust path effect  

We should note here that in SCEC5, we are replacing the classical treatment of source, path, and site effects as decoupled 
processes by a new paradigm, in which the surface ground motions are modeled as the nonlinear response of a dynamical 
system, with a rheology that properly represents the most salient aspects of inelastic off-fault and shallow-crust material 
behavior. As the CyberShake example above indicates, identifying approaches that preserve the computational efficiency 
and incorporate the inelastic response of rocks and soils from source to surface will be a major challenge. Our plan will be 
guided by four priorities that recognize the practical potential of this paradigm shift. 

Research Priorities:  

P4.a. Determine the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional resistance, crustal material heterogeneities, 
intrinsic attenuation, shallow crustnonlinearities and ground surface topography in controlling and bounding ground motions. 
(GM, Seismology, EEII) 

P4.b. Construct methods for validating ground-motion predictions that account for the paucity of recordings in the near field, 
where the motions are expected to be strong and inelastic effects large. (GM, EEII) 

P4.c. Develop ground-motion simulations for anticipated large events that are suitable for probabilistic seismic hazard and 
risk analysis. (CS, GM, EEII) 

P4.d. Communicate improvements in physics-based seismic hazard analysis to the earthquake engineers, emergency 
responders, and general public. (EEII, GM) 

Q5. In what ways can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake predictability?  

Problem Statement: Earthquake prediction is one of the great unsolved problems of physical science. We distinguish intrinsic 
predictability (the degree to which a future earthquake behavior is encoded in the precursory behavior of an active fault 
system) from a specific prediction (a testable hypothesis, usually stated in probabilistic terms, of the location, time, and 
magnitude of an earthquake). A key objective of the SCEC5 core program is to improve our understanding of earthquake 
predictability as the basis for advancing useful forecasting models. We propose to take a broad view of the earthquake 
predictability problem. For example, many interesting problems of conditional predictability can be posed as physics 
questions in a system-specific context. What will be the shaking intensity in the Los Angeles basin from a magnitude 7.8 
earthquake on the southern San Andreas Fault? By how much will the strong shaking be amplified by the coupling of source 
directivity to basin effects? Will deep injection of waste fluids cause felt earthquakes near a newly drilled well in the San 
Joaquin Valley? How intense will the shaking be during the next minute of an ongoing earthquake in Los Angeles?  

Earthquake system science offers a “brick-by-brick” approach to improving our understanding earthquake predictability. In 
SCEC5, we propose to build system-specific models of rupture recurrence, stress evolution, and triggering within a 



probabilistic framework that can assimilate a wide variety of geologic, geodetic, and seismic observations. Five research 
priorities will guide this plan. 

Research Priorities:  

P5.a. Develop earthquake simulators that encode the current understanding of earthquake predictability. (EFP, CS, FARM) 

P5.b. Place useful geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures of extreme 
magnitude. (SAFS, Geology, EFP) 

P5.c. Assess the limitations of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining patterns of earthquake occurrence and 
strain accumulation with neotectonic and paleoseismic observations of the last millennium. (EFP, SAFS, Geology) 

P5.d. Test the hypothesis that “seismic supercycles’’ seen in earthquake simulators actually exist in nature and explore the 
implications for earthquake predictability. (EFP, SAFS, Geology) 

P5.e. Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake predictability. (FARM, EFP) 

2.2.2 SCEC5 Thematic Areas and Topical Elements 
The basic science questions reflect the core issues currently driving earthquake research. SCEC5 will address these 
questions through an interdisciplinary program comprising 14 topics in four main thematic areas. While these are by no 
means the only research activities to be undertaken in SCEC5, they constitute a cogent plan for making progress on the core 
scientific issues. 

1. Modeling the fault system: We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a complex network 
of faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault rupture, and how this system 
evolves on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years. 

●   Stress and Deformation Over Time. We will build alternative models of the stress state and its evolution during 
seismic cycles, compare the models with observations, and assess their epistemic uncertainties, particularly in the 
representation of fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing. 

●   Earthquake Gates. Earthquake gates are regions of fault complexity conjectured to inhibit propagating ruptures, 
owing to dynamic conditions set up by proximal fault geometry, distributed deformation, and earthquake history. We 
will test the hypothesis that earthquake gates control the probability of large, multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures. 

●   Community Models. We will enhance the accessibility of the SCEC Community Models, including the model 
uncertainties. Community thermal and rheological models will be developed. 

●   Data Intensive Computing. We will develop methods for signal detection and identification that scale efficiently with 
data size, which we will apply to key problems of Earth structure and nanoseismic activity. 

2. Understanding earthquake processes: Many important achievements in understanding fault-system stresses, fault 
ruptures, and seismic waves have been based on the elastic approximation, but new problems motivate us to move beyond 
elasticity in the investigation of earthquake processes. 

●   Beyond Elasticity. We will test hypotheses about inelastic fault-system behavior against geologic, geodetic, and 
seismic data, refine them through dynamic modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, and assess their 
implications for seismic hazard analysis. 

●   Modeling Earthquake Source Processes. We will combine coseismic dynamic rupture models with inter-seismic 
earthquake simulators to achieve a multi-cycle simulation capability that can account for slip history, inertial effects, 
fault-zone complexity, realistic fault geometry, and realistic loading. 

●   Ground Motion Simulation. We will validate ground-motion simulations, improve their accuracy by incorporating 
nonlinear rock and soil response in the shallow crust, and integrate dynamic rupture models with wave-scattering 
and attenuation models. We will expand our simulation capabilities to capture the frequency band of engineering 
interest, 0.1-10 Hz. In collaboration with geotechnical engineers and engineering geologists, we will develop or 
implement nonlinear rheological models of near-surface rock and soil layers tailored to the computational 
constraints and parameter scarcity of full-physics earthquake simulations 



●   Induced Seismicity. We will develop detection methods for low magnitude earthquakes, participate in the building of 
hydrological models for special study sites, and develop and test mechanistic and empirical models of 
anthropogenic earthquakes within Southern California. 

3. Characterizing seismic hazards: We seek to characterize seismic hazards across a wide spectrum of anticipation and 
response times, with emphasis on the proper assessment of model uncertainties and the use of physics-based methods to 
lower those uncertainties. 

●   Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. We will attempt to reduce the uncertainty in PSHA through physics-based 
earthquake rupture forecasts and ground-motion models. A special focus will be on reducing the epistemic 
uncertainty in shaking intensities due to 3D along-path structure. 

●   Operational Earthquake Forecasting. We will conduct fundamental research on earthquake predictability, develop 
physics-based forecasting models in the new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling, and 
coordinate the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities. 

●   Post-Earthquake Rapid Response. We will improve the rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes in Southern 
California through the development of new methods for mobilizing and coordinating the core geoscience disciplines 
in the gathering and preservation of perishable earthquake data. 

4. Reducing seismic risk: Through partnerships coordinated by SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface, 
we will conduct research useful in motivating societal actions to reduce earthquake risk. Two topics investigated by these 
engineering partnerships will be: 

●   Risk to Distributed Infrastructure. We will work with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of distributed 
infrastructure impacts in assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion simulations. An initial 
project will develop earthquake scenarios for the Los Angeles water supply. 

2.3 Management of the SCEC Research Program 
The SCEC Science Planning Committee (PC) is responsible for developing the SCEC Annual Science Plan, which describes 
the Center’s research interests and priorities, and the SCEC Annual Collaboration Plan, which details how resources will be 
allocated to projects. The PC is chaired by the SCEC Co-Director (Greg Beroza), who is assisted by a PC Vice-Chair (Judi 
Chester). The PC comprises the leaders of the SCEC science working groups—disciplinary committees, focus groups, and 
special project groups—who, together with the working group co-leaders, guide SCEC’s research program. The Executive 
Director for Special Projects (Christine Goulet) manages science activities in the externally funded SCEC Special Projects and 
coordinates these activities with the PC and the SCEC IT Architect (Phil Maechling), who has oversight of SCEC Information 
Technology, including the software standards for data structures and model interfaces. The Center Director (John Vidale) and 
the Associate Directors for Administration (John McRaney) and CEO (Mark Benthien) serve as ex officio members. The PC is 
responsible for formulating the Center’s science plan, conducting proposal reviews, and recommending projects to the 
Board of Directors for SCEC support. Its members play key roles in implementing the SCEC5 science plan. 

3. Annual SCEC Science Plan 
The SCEC Science Plan solicits proposals from individuals and groups to participate in the SCEC research program on an 
annual basis. Typical grants awarded under the SCEC Science Plan fall in the range of $10,000 to $35,000. This is not 
intended to limit SCEC to a fixed award amount, nor to a specified number of awards, but rather to calibrate expectations for 
proposals submitted to SCEC. Field research investigations outside southern California are generally not supported. 

3.1 Investigator Eligibility and Responsibilities 

3.1.1 Who May Submit Proposals 
Proposals can be submitted by eligible Principal Investigators (PIs) from U.S. academic institutions and U.S. private 
corporations. 

SCEC rarely provides support to foreign institutions. Collaborative projects involving U.S. and foreign organizations will be 
considered, provided funding for research is requested only for the U.S. portion of the collaborative effort. 



Collaborative proposals with investigators from the U.S. Geological Survey are encouraged. USGS employees should submit 
requests for support through USGS channels. 

Any person with an overdue project report (for prior SCEC-funded awards) at the time of the proposal deadline will not be 
allowed to submit a new or continuation proposal as a PI or co-PI. 

3.1.2 Investigator Responsibilities 
By submitting a proposal to SCEC, investigators agree to all three conditions listed below. Investigators who fail to meet 
these conditions may (a) not receive funding until conditions are satisfied, and/or (b) become ineligible to submit a future 
proposal to SCEC. 

1. Community Participation. Principal investigators will interact with other SCEC scientists on a regular basis and contribute 
data, results, and models to the appropriate SCEC resource. 

SCEC Annual Meeting. The PI will attend the annual meeting and present results of SCEC-funded research in the poster 
sessions, workshops and/or working group meetings. 

Data Sharing. Funded investigators are required to contribute data and results to the appropriate SCEC resource (e.g., 
Southern California Earthquake Data Center, database, community model). 

2. Project Reporting. Principal investigators will submit a project report by the due date listed below. 

Workshop Awards. A report on results and recommendations of the workshop funded by SCEC is due no later than 30 days 
following the completion of the workshop. The report will be posted on the SCEC website as soon as possible after review by 
SCEC leadership. 

All Other Awards. Investigators funded by SCEC must submit a project report no later than March 15 (5:00 pm PST) in the 
year after the funding was received. Reports should be a maximum of 5 pages (including text and figures). Reports must 
include references to all SCEC publications during the past year (including papers submitted and in review) with their SCEC 
contribution number (see 3 below). 

3. Registration of Publications. Principal investigators will register publications resulting entirely or partially from SCEC 
funding in the SCEC Publications System (www.scec.org/publications) to receive a SCEC contribution number. Publications 
resulting from SCEC funding should acknowledge SCEC and include the SCEC contribution number. 

3.2 Proposal Categories 

3.2.1 Research Proposals 
A.   Data Gathering and Products. SCEC coordinates an interdisciplinary and multi-institutional study of earthquakes 

in Southern California, which requires data and derived products pertinent to the region. Proposals in this category 
should address the collection, archiving, and distribution of data, including the production of SCEC community 
models that are online, maintained, and documented resources for making data and data products available to the 
scientific community. 

B.   Integration and Theory. SCEC supports and coordinates interpretive and theoretical investigations on earthquake 
problems related to the Center’s mission. Proposals in this category should be for the integration of data or data 
products from category A, or for general or theoretical studies. Proposals in categories A and B should address one 
or more of the basic questions of earthquake science (see Questions), and may include a brief description (<200 
words) as to how the proposed research and/or its results might be used in a special initiative (see Special Projects) 
or in education and/or outreach (see CEO). 

3.2.2. Collaborative Proposals and Technical Activity Groups 
A.   Collaborative Proposals involving multiple investigators and/or institutions are strongly encouraged. The lead 

investigator should submit only one proposal for the collaborative project. Information on all investigators requesting 
SCEC funding (including budgets, complete and up-to-date current and pending support statements) must be 
included in the proposal submission. Note that funding for Collaborative Proposals may be delayed or denied if any 
of the investigators listed on the proposal has overdue project report(s) for a prior SCEC award. 



B.   Technical Activity Groups (TAGs) self-organize to develop and test critical methodologies for solving specific 
problems. In the past, TAGs have formed to verify the complex computer calculations needed for wave propagation 
and dynamic rupture problems, to assess the accuracy and resolving power of source inversions, and to develop 
geodetic transient detectors and earthquake simulators. TAGs share a modus operandi: the posing of well-defined 
“standard problems”, solution of these problems by different researchers using alternative algorithms or codes, a 
common cyberspace for comparing solutions, and meetings to discuss discrepancies and potential improvements. 
TAG proposals typically involve a workshop and should include a research coordination plan that sets a timetable 
for successful completion of TAG activities no later than the end of SCEC5.  

3.2.3 Participant Support Proposals 
A.   Workshops. SCEC participants who wish to convene a workshop between May 1, 2018 and April 31, 2019 should 

submit a proposal for the workshop in response to this Science Plan. The proposed lead convener of the workshop 
must contact Tran Huynh (scecmeet@usc.edu) for guidance in planning the scope, budget and scheduling of the 
proposed workshop before completing the proposal submission. Note that workshops scheduled in conjunction 
with the SCEC Leadership Retreat (June) or SCEC Annual Meeting (September) are limited in number and may have 
further constraints due to space and time availability. 

B.   SCEC/SURE Intern Project Supplement. SCEC coordinates a Summer Undergraduate Research Experience 
(SURE) Program that enables undergraduate students to work alongside SCEC scientists on a variety of research 
projects during the summer. Investigators interested in mentoring an undergraduate student over the summer 
should include an "intern project" description in their proposal that aligns with the overall proposed project plan. 
Undergraduate interns will be recruited by SCEC Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) Program staff in 
coordination with potential mentors. Selected intern projects will be awarded as supplemental funds to the proposal 
award. The supplemental funds will provide (1) a summer stipend up to $6,500 for the selected undergraduate 
student and (2) travel support for the student to participate in the all intern field trip and to present his/her summer 
research at the SCEC annual meeting. The number of intern projects awarded each year will depend on available 
funding in the SCEC annual budget and the available student applicant (interest) pool. The funds will be disbursed 
and managed at USC. Questions about the SCEC/SURE Program should be directed to Gabriela Noriega (213-821-
1117; gnoriega@usc.edu). 

3.3 Guidelines for Proposal Submission 

3.3.1 Proposal Due Date 
The deadline date is Tuesday, November 15, 2017 (5:00pm Pacific Time). Late proposals will not be accepted. 

3.3.2 How to Submit Proposals 
Every investigator listed on the proposal must have a registered account on www.SCEC.org, with current contact information 
and profile information updated. Proposals must be submitted through the SCEC Proposal System, accessible via 
www.scec.org/scienceplan. 

Proposals do not need to be formally signed by institutional representatives. 

3.3.3 Project Duration 
The proposed project period should be 1-year duration (starting May 1, 2018 and ending April 30, 2019). 

3.3.4 Proposal Contents 
Every proposal submitted must include all of the contents listed below. Proposals must be received through the online 
system by the due date, with all required information, to be considered complete. Incomplete proposals may be rejected and 
returned without comment. 

1. Cover Page. The proposal cover page should include all the following information, which will be required when submitting 
the proposal online:  



●   Project Title, Principal Investigator(s), and Institutional Affiliation(s) 
●   Total Amount of Request on Proposal, Amount of Request per Investigator 
●   Proposal Category (see Section 3) 
●   Three SCEC science priorities, listed in ranked order, that the proposal addresses (e.g. P4.c, P3.d and P2.a; see 

Section 2). 
●   Include the words “SCEC/SURE Intern Project” if requesting supplemental funding through the SCEC/SURE 

Program 

2. Project Plan. In 5 pages maximum (including figures), describe the proposed project and how it relates to SCEC5 
objectives and priorities (see Section 2). References are excluded from the 5-page limit. 

●   Previous Support or Multiple Proposals. All proposals should include a section reporting on the PI(s) research results 
from projects previously-funded by SCEC, and/or howconcurrent proposal submissions complement each other, if 
applicable. This section should emphasize how such efforts relate to, or distinguished themselves from, the current 
proposal. This section counts toward the 5-page limit. 

●   Continuation Projects. If the proposed project is a continuation of a prior SCEC award, the project plan must include 
a 1-page summary of the research results obtained from that SCEC funding. This summary is counted towards the 
5-page limit. Continuation proposals must have a section outlining how the proposed research relates to the SCEC5 
science objectives. 

●   Collaborative Proposals. The project plan may include one extra page per investigator to report recent results from 
previously-funded, related research. 

●   Technical Activity Proposals. TAG proposals should include a research coordination plan that sets a timetable for 
successful completion of TAG activities no later than the end of SCEC5. The research coordination plan is counted 
towards the 5-page limit. 

●   Workshop Proposals. Workshop proposals that include travel support for international participants must clearly 
state how such participants are critical to the workshop. 

●   SURE Intern Project Supplement. The project must include an “intern project” description (1 page maximum) if 
requesting support for a summer undergraduate intern. In the description briefly describe the project, location(s) 
where research will take place, the role of the intern in the project, the time span the intern will work on the project, 
and any specific skills or educational background required. The project description submitted will be used to recruit 
students and posted on the SCEC Internship website. This description is not included in the 5-page limit. 

3. Budget and Budget Justification. Every proposal must include a budget table and budget justification for each institution 
requesting funding. The budgets should be constructed using NSF categories.  

●   Budget Guidance. Typical SCEC awards range from $10,000 to $35,000. This is not intended to limit SCEC to a 
fixed award amount, nor to a specified number of awards, but rather to calibrate expectations for proposals written 
by SCEC investigators. 

●   Field Research. Field research investigations outside southern California are not supported by the SCEC core 
program. Proposals submitted under the Central California Seismic Project are not subject to this restriction. 

●   Salary Support. An investigator can receive no more than 1 month of summer salary support in any given year from 
all combined SCEC funded awards in that year. 

●   SCEC IT Support. Investigators on proposals that anticipate use of SCEC computational resources and/or help from 
SCEC software developers should consult with SCEC IT leadership for budget time support estimates and 
coordination planning. 

●   International Travel Funding Support. Funding for international travel to participate in the SCEC activities will be 
considered, provided the proposal clearly states (a) how the investigators are critical to the project and (b) a plan for 
how the international participant’s institution will cost-share the anticipated travel expenses. 

●   Unallowable Direct Expenses. Under guidelines of the SCEC Cooperative Agreements and A-81 regulations, 
secretarial support and office supplies are not allowable as direct expenses. 

●   For each organization requesting funding, the budget information must be entered through the online submission 
system. This information should also be included in the PDF uploaded at the time of proposal submission. 



4. Current and Pending Support. Accurate and up-to-date statements of current and pending support must be included for 
each Principal Investigator requesting funding on the proposal, following NSF guidelines. Proposals without a complete 
current and pending support statement may be rejected and returned without review. 

●   Each investigator requesting funding must enter his/her current and pending support information through the online 
submission system. This information should also be included in the PDF uploaded at the time of proposal 
submission. 

●   Workshop Proposals. Current and pending support information is not required from investigators submitting 
workshop proposals. 

3.4 Proposal Review Process 
Structuring of the SCEC science plan begins with discussions at the SCEC Leadership Retreat in June every year, and 
continues at the Annual Meeting in September. A Science Plan document is issued in October and proposals are submitted 
to SCEC in November of each year. 

In December, proposals are sent out for review. Every proposal is independently reviewed by the Center Director (John 
Vidale), Center Co-Director/Science Planning Committee Chair (Greg Beroza), and Science Planning Committee Vice-Chair 
(Judi Chester). Each proposal is also reviewed by the leaders of three relevant SCEC science working groups (primary, 
secondary, and tertiary) – totaling five or more independent reviews for each proposal submitted. Reviewers recuse 
themselves when conflicts of interest arise. Proposals are also reviewed by USGS members of the SCEC/USGS Joint 
Planning Committee (JPC). 

The SCEC Planning Committee (PC), chaired by the Center Co-Director, meets the following January to review and discuss 
all submitted proposals. USGS members of the JPC also participate in the proposal review meeting. Based on a combination 
of reviews and full panel discussion, the PC assigns a rating and recommends a funding level for each proposal. 

The Planning Committee’s objective each year is to formulate a coherent science/infrastructure program consistent with 
SCEC’s basic mission given the Center’s short-term objectives, long-term goals, and institutional composition, and 
recommend a budget given the available funding. 

Proposals are evaluated on the criteria below (not necessarily in order of priority): 

1.   Scientific merit of the proposed research 
2.   Competence and performance of the investigators, especially in regard to past SCEC-sponsored research 
3.   Priority of the proposed project for short-term SCEC objectives as stated in the annual collaboration plan 
4.   Promise of the proposed project for contributing to long-term SCEC goals as reflected in the SCEC science plan 
5.   Commitment of the principal investigator and institution to the SCEC mission 
6.   Value of the proposed research relative to its cost 
7.   Ability to leverage the cost of the proposed research through other funding sources 
8.   Involvement of students and junior investigators 
9.   Involvement of women and underrepresented groups 
10.   Innovative or "risky" ideas that have a reasonable chance of leading to new insights or advances in earthquake 

physics and/or seismic hazard analysis 
11.   The need to achieve a balanced budget while maintaining a reasonable level of scientific continuity given very 

limited overall center funding 

It is important to note that proposals receiving a low rating or no funding does not necessarily imply a scientifically inferior 
proposal. Rather, proposals may be downgraded based on other criteria noted above. 

After the PC finalizes the proposed Collaboration Plan, it is sent for review and approval by the SCEC Board of Directors in 
February. The proposed plan is then sent to the funding agencies for final review. Upon approval by the agencies, 
notifications are sent out to the investigators beginning in March. Notifications may be delayed if investigators have overdue 
reports on prior SCEC awards. 



3.5 Award Procedure 
The Southern California Earthquake Center is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) through cooperative agreements with the University of Southern California (USC). Additional funding for the 
SCEC research program is provided by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the Keck Foundation, geodesy royalty funds, 
and potentially other sources.  

All research awards will be funded as subawards or fixed-priced contracts from the University of Southern California. 
Because SCEC5 operates under new cooperative agreements with the NSF and USGS, all research projects awarded in 
2017 were established as new subcontracts between USC and the institution to receive funding. This process will be initiated 
for any other new institution receiving funding starting in 2018, if not already done. When SCEC award funding becomes 
available to investigators will depend on (1) how soon SCEC/USC receives SCEC5 funds from the NSF and USGS, and (2) 
how quickly contracts are negotiated between USC and institution to receive funding. 

Participant support (workshops, intern project supplement, and travel) award expenditures will be managed through the 
master SCEC account at USC. 

Funding for Collaborative Proposals may also be delayed or denied if any of the investigators has overdue project report(s) 
for prior SCEC awards. 

3.6 SCEC / USGS-EHP Research Coordination 
Earthquake research in Southern California is supported both by SCEC and by the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program 
(EHP). EHP's mission is to provide the scientific information and knowledge necessary to reduce deaths, injuries, and 
economic losses from earthquakes. Products of this program include timely notifications of earthquake locations, size, and 
potential damage, regional and national assessments of earthquakes hazards, and increased understanding of the cause of 
earthquakes and their effects. EHP funds research via its External Research Program, as well as work by USGS staff in its 
Pasadena (California), Menlo Park (California), Vancouver (Washington), Seattle (Washington), and Golden (Colorado) offices. 
The EHP also directly supports SCEC.  

SCEC and EHP coordinate research activities through formal means, including USGS membership on the SCEC Board of 
Directors, a SCEC/USGS Joint Planning Committee, appointment of a SCEC representative (usually the PC Chair) to the 
USGS external research proposal review panel for Southern California, and through a variety of less formal means. Interested 
researchers are invited to contact Dr. Rob Graves, EHP coordinator for Southern California, or other SCEC and EHP staff to 
discuss opportunities for coordinated research.  

The USGS EHP supports a competitive, peer-reviewed, external program of research grants that enlists the talents and 
expertise of the academic community, state and local governments, and the private sector. The investigations and activities 
supported through the external program are coordinated with and complement the internal USGS program efforts. This 
program is divided into six geographical/topical 'regions', including one specifically aimed at Southern California earthquake 
research and others aimed at earthquake physics and effects and at probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA). The 
Program invites proposals that assist in achieving EHP goals.  

The EHP web page, http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/external, describes program priorities, projects currently funded, 
results from past work, and instructions for submitting proposals. The annual EHP external funding cycle has different timing 
than SCEC's, with the USGS RFP due out in February and proposals due in May. Interested PIs are encouraged to contact 
the USGS regional or topical coordinators for Southern California, Earthquake Physics and Effects, and/or National (PSHA) 
research, as listed under the "Contact Us" tab. The USGS internal earthquake research program is summarized at 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/topics.php. 

4. Research by Disciplinary Committees 
The Center supports disciplinary science through standing committees in Seismology, Tectonic Geodesy, Earthquake 
Geology, and Computational Science. They are responsible for disciplinary activities relevant to the SCEC Science Plan, and 
they make recommendations to the Science Planning Committee regarding the support of disciplinary research and 
infrastructure. 



4.1 Seismology 

4.1.1 Research Objectives 
The Seismology disciplinary group gathers data on the range of seismic phenomena observed in southern California, 
develops improved techniques for extracting detailed and robust information from the data, and integrates the results into 
models of velocity structures, source properties and seismic hazard. We solicit proposals that foster innovations in network 
deployments and data collection, especially those that fill important observational gaps, real-time research tools, and data 
processing. Proposals to develop community products that support one or more SCEC5 goals or include collaboration with 
network operators in southern California are especially encouraged. Proposers should consider the SCEC resources available 
including (a) the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) that provides extensive data on southern California 
earthquakes, as well as crustal and fault structure; (b) the network of SCEC funded borehole instruments that record high 
quality reference ground motions; and (c) the pool of portable instruments operated in support of targeted deployments or 
aftershock response. 

4.1.2. Research Strategies 
●   Enhance and continue operation of the SCEDC and other existing SCEC facilities, particularly the near-real-time 

availability of earthquake data and automated access. 
●   Process network data in real-time to improve estimation of source parameters in relation to faults, short-term 

evolution of earthquake sequences, and real-time stress perturbations on major fault segments. 
●   Enhance and continue to develop earthquake catalogs that include smaller events. Develop improved catalogs of 

focal mechanisms and other source properties. Improve locations of important historical earthquakes. 
●   Advance practical strategies for densification of seismic instrumentation in Southern California, including borehole 

instrumentation, and develop innovative algorithms to utilize data from these networks. Develop metadata, archival 
and distribution models for these semi-mobile networks. 

●   Develop innovative methods to search for unusual signals using combined seismic, GPS, and borehole strainmeter 
data; Encourage collaborations with EarthScope or other network operators. 

●   Investigate near-fault crustal properties, evaluate fault structural complexity, and develop constraints on crustal 
structures and state of stress. 

●   Enhance collaborations, for instance with ANSS, that would augment existing and planned network stations with 
downhole and surface instrumentation to assess site response, nonlinear effects, and the ground coupling of built 
structures. 

●   By preliminary design and data collection, seed future passive and active experiments such as dense array 
measurements of basin structure, fault zones and large earthquake properties, OBS deployments, and deep 
basement borehole studies. 

●   Investigate whether earthquake properties in southern California have systematic dependencies on properties of 
faults, the crust, and anthropogenic activities, which may be used to extract more detailed information from 
recorded seismic data.  

4.1.3 Research Priorities 
●   Low-cost seismic network data utilization and archiving. New seismic networks utilizing low-cost MEMS 

accelerometers are currently being developed. We seek proposals on innovative algorithms to utilize data from 
these networks, develop metadata and archiving models, and make the data and products available to the user 
community. 

●   The shallow crust. Seismic properties in top few kilometers of the crust have strong effects on ground motion, but 
are generally not well understood or constrained. Deriving detailed regional images of seismic velocities and 
attenuation coefficients , that expand the SCEC community models (CXM) to the inelastic material response regime 
of the shallow crust, is among the research priorities of the Seismology group. 

●   Tremor and related signals. Tremor has been observed on several faults in California. Although we will continue to 
consider proposals aiming to detect and analyze tremor in southern California, and to distinguish tremor from other 
sources that may produce similar signals, such proposals should be mindful of the limited success of similar 
endeavors to date. 



●   Earthquake directivity. Rupture directivity can have strong influence on ground motion, but it is not clear if 
earthquake directivity on given fault sections is systematic or random. We seek proposals on robust estimations of 
rupture directivities of a large population of earthquakes in relation to the major faults in southern California, and 
demonstration of applicability to ground motion estimation. 

●   Seismic coupling. The partitioning between seismic and aseismic deformations strongly affects the seismic 
potential of faults, but is generally not well known. We seek proposals that develop and implement improved 
techniques for estimating the seismic coupling of different fault sections, and for constraining the depth-extent of 
seismic faulting in large earthquakes. 

●   Short-term earthquake predictability. We seek proposals that develop new methods in earthquake statistics or 
analyze seismicity catalogs to develop methods for determining short-term (hours to days) earthquake probability 
gain. 

●   Processes and properties in special areas. We seek proposals that use seismic data to improve the knowledge of 
structural properties and seismotectonics in southern California, especially those identified as “Earthquake Gates” 
(see SAFS for definition). 

4.2 Tectonic Geodesy 

4.2.1 Research Objectives 
The Tectonic Geodesy disciplinary group uses geodetic measurements of crustal deformation to understand the interseismic, 
coseismic, postseismic, and hydrologic processes associated with the earthquake cycle along the complex fault network of 
the Southern San Andreas system. This activity supports several of the SCEC5 science questions including: How are faults 
loaded across temporal and spatial scales? What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic 
rupture, and radiated seismic energy? The Tectonic Geodesy group also plays a role in earthquake monitoring and response, 
from tracking surface deformation changes that may precede or accompany induced seismicity, to measuring coseismic 
displacements and postseismic transients, either in near-real time as part of earthquake early warning, or as part of a 
coordinated post-earthquake rapid response.  

In addition, the group is tasked with developing a Community Geodetic Model (CGM) for use by the SCEC community in 
system-level analyses of earthquake processes over the full range of length and timescales. The CGM is built on the 
complementary strengths of temporally dense GPS data and spatially dense InSAR data. Much of the SCEC4 activity was 
focused on the assembly and testing of GPS and InSAR data sets for measuring secular motions and comparing geodetically 
inferred fault slip rates with geological rates based on paleoseismic studies (e.g., UCERF3). The quality and quantity of both 
GPS and InSAR data is rapidly improving to enable a breakthrough in the spatial and temporal resolution of the CGM. In 
particular, reprocessing of long GPS time series has provided high accuracy vertical measurements that reveal a wide range 
of new hydrologic and tectonic signals. In addition, two new C-band InSAR satellites (Sentinel-1A and B) are providing highly 
accurate systematic coverage of the entire SCEC region every 12 days from two look directions. Developing methods to 
integrate and update these dense spatiotemporal datasets will be a major task in SCEC5.  

4.2.2. Research Strategies 
These advances motivate the following strategies: 

●   Develop vector time series of crustal deformation at ~1 km spatial resolution and better than seasonal temporal 
resolution. 

●   Increase vertical precision of multi-decadal GPS time series. 
●   Develop methods to robustly estimate spatial and temporal uncertainties in GPS/InSAR/combined time series.  
●   Provide derived geodetic data products such as strain rate maps, displacement fields, common mode signals, 

seasonal signals, and noise assessments. 
●   Develop methods to constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geodetic fault 

slip-rate estimates. 
●   Improve methods for characterizing transient deformation, including episodic aseismic creep, the effects of surface 

hydrology and anthropogenic activity, and both short- and long-term postseismic deformation transients, and for 
decomposing geodetic time series into secular and transient components.  



●   Develop and test mechanistic models of the crustal deformation associated with hydrology and/or anthropogenic 
activities, with a view to gaining insight into the processes associated with induced seismicity.  

●   Improve techniques for inferring fault rupture parameters from time-limited geodetic data. 
●   Develop block models and earthquake cycle models that contribute to and utilize the emerging Community 

Rheology Model (CRM) to understand the importance of spatial variations in rheology on geodetic inversions for 
fault slip and crustal strain. 

●   Use these data in combination with other SCEC Community Models, as well as physical models, to address the 
major SCEC science questions. 

4.2.3 Research Priorities 
The major research priorities this year are: 

●   Community Geodetic Model (CGM) secular velocities. Produce a consensus secular velocity InSAR product 
using the full archive of SAR data (ERS, Envisat, ALOS-1) for the southern California. Coordination between 
participating groups in this effort is encouraged. Continue to develop methods to improve error characterization 
and/or reduction in secular geodetic velocity estimates, e.g. by refined analysis of campaign GPS data in 
combination with large-area InSAR analyses, by developing improved noise models, or by improving methods for 
mitigating temporally or spatially correlated noise. 

●   Community Geodetic Model (CGM) time series. Produce a consensus time series GPS product integrating both 
continuous and campaign data. Coordination between participating groups in this effort is encouraged. Develop 
methods for processing, updating and integrating InSAR time series in near-real time, using the latest generation of 
SAR satellites (e.g. Sentinel-1, ALOS-2). Continue to develop methods for GPS/InSAR time series integration for 
southern California, including methods that combine multiple InSAR data sets with different viewing geometries and 
temporal sampling rates. 

●   Research pertaining to other community models. Foster the development of models that include spatial 
variations in crustal rheology, including 4D models of the earthquake cycle, and models of contemporary crustal 
strain and/or fault slip rates, to motivate development of the Community Rheology Model. Work with other SCEC 
scientists to develop the Community Stress Model as well as an improved understanding of how stress varies from 
the earthquake cycle timescale to the mountain building timescale (see SDOT). 

●   GPS data collection and preparation for earthquake rapid response. Collect campaign GPS data in areas of 
sparse GPS coverage and poor InSAR correlation. Develop a coordinated rapid response GPS capability, including 
updating GPS site coordinates in the vicinity of major faults, in preparation for a major event. 

●   Community Outreach. Work with the SCEC Communication, Education & Outreach group to highlight the 
importance of geodetic measurements for improving earthquake forecasting. 

4.3 Earthquake Geology  

4.3.1 Research Objectives 
The Earthquake Geology disciplinary group promotes studies of the geologic record of the Southern California natural 
laboratory that advance SCEC science. Its primary focus is on the Late Quaternary record of faulting and ground motion, 
including data gathering in response to major earthquakes. Earthquake Geology also fosters research activities motivated by 
outstanding seismic hazard issues, understanding of the structural framework and earthquake history of faults in southern 
California, and contributes significant information to the statewide Unified Structural Representation and the Community 
Rheology Model (CRM). Collaborative proposals that cut across disciplinary boundaries are encouraged. 

4.3.2. Research Strategies 
●   Paleoseismic documentation of earthquake ages and displacements, with emphasis on long paleoseismic histories, 

coordinated slip-per-event and incremental slip-rates, and system-level behavior (seismic supercycles).  
●   Gathering well-constrained slip-rates on the southern California fault system, with emphasis on major structures, 

along-strike variations, quantification of uncertainties, and comparison with geodetic observations and fault-loading 
models.  



●   Mapping and analysis of fault-zone geometries, mechanical properties, compositions, and fluid histories in regions 
where the seismogenic zone, the brittle-ductile transition or the ductile roots of major fault zones have been 
exhumed.  

●   Quantifying variations in fault roughness, complexity, strain localization, and damage in relation to the rupture 
propagation processes, including the extent, magnitude, and mechanisms of off-fault deformation and potential 
indicators of paleoseismic rupture direction.  

●   Improving the statewide community fault model in areas of inadequate fault representations or where new data is 
available, such as using high-resolution topographic data sets to better define fault traces, spatial uncertainty, and 
stochastic heterogeneity of fault geometry, and the addition of new fault geometries based on geophysical data.  

●   Validating ground motion prediction through analysis and dating of precariously balanced rocks and other fragile 
geomorphic features. 

●   Developing a geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM) that is consistent with existing and 
emerging geologic and geophysical observations, and the tectonic history of southern California. 

4.3.3 Research Priorities 
●   Development of a paleoseismic event model to facilitate regional correlation with paleoclimate and other proxy 

records, document record completeness, and to enhance comparison of event history with the outcomes of 
earthquake simulations. 

●   Link fault representations within the statewide community fault model to slip rate information used to develop the 
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast, and alternative sources, where appropriate, in order to enhance 
utility of the model for simulations. 

●   Data synthesis and new data gathering targeted at understanding fault behavior through “Earthquake Gate Areas” 
(see SAFS for definition). 

●   evelop appropriate lithologic information for a geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM). 
●   Document earthquake sources and geomorphic constraints on extreme ground motions in the southern Sierra 

Nevada in support of the Central California Seismic Project. 
●   Revise empirical constraints on fault-rupture hazard (magnitude-displacement scaling) specific to the California plate 

boundary fault system. 
●   Develop methods or models for estimating fault displacements at the surface and at depth for the evaluation of risk 

to large distributed infrastructures (as relevant for EEII). Consider primary fault displacement (main fault trace), 
secondary fault displacement (distributed deformation zones in the near-field are around faults) as well as vertical 
tectonic shift which would cause tilt in distributed infrastructure.  

4.3.4 Geochronology Infrastructure 
The shared geochronology infrastructure supports C-14 and cosmogenic dating for SCEC-sponsored research. The purpose 
of shared geochronology infrastructure is to allow flexibility in the number and type of dates applied to each SCEC funded 
project as investigations proceed. Investigators requesting geochronology support should clearly state in their proposal an 
estimate of the number and type of dates required. For C-14, specify if sample preparation will take place at a location other 
than the designated laboratory. For cosmogenic dating, investigators are required to arrange for sample preparation and 
include these costs in the proposal budget. Investigators are encouraged to contact the investigators at the collaborating 
laboratories prior to proposal submission. Currently, SCEC geochronology has established relationships with the laboratories 
listed in table below for C-14 and cosmogenic dating. 

Investigators may request support for geochronology outside of the infrastructure program for methods not listed here or if 
justified on a cost-basis. These requests must be included in the individual proposal budget, and will normally involve a 
collaborative proposal with the participating geochronologist. This includes OSL, pIR-IRSL and U-series dating, each of 
which are techniques that require that the geochronologist work closely with the project PI. Several investigators and 
laboratories, listed below, are available for collaboration on SCEC projects. 

 Method Laboratory Contact Email 
Geochron 
Infrastructure 

C-14 University of California at Irvine John Southon jsouthon@uci.edu 
Lawrence Livermore National Lab Tom Guilderson tguilderson@llnl.gov 



Cosmogenic Lawrence Livermore National Lab Susan Zimmerman zimmerman17@llnl.gov 
Individual 
Collaborative 
Proposals 

OSL / pIR- 
IRSL 
 

University of Cincinnati Lewis Owen lewis.owen@uc.edu 
Utah State University Tammy Rittenour tammy.rittenour@usu.edu 
Desert Research Institute Amanda Keen-Zebert akz@dri.edu 

U-Series Berkeley Geochronology Laboratory Warren Sharp wsharp@bgc.org 
 

Student participation in lab analysis is strongly encouraged by SCEC and by all participating geochronology laboratories. 
Please direct questions regarding geochronology infrastructure to the Earthquake Geology group leader, Mike Oskin 
(meoskin@ucdavis.edu). 

Data Reporting Requirements. Funded investigators are required to provide full reporting of their geochronology samples, 
including raw data, interpreted age, and geographic/stratigraphic/geomorphic context (what was dated?) before samples are 
submitted for analysis. 

4.4 Computational Science (CS) 

4.4.1 Research Objectives 
The Computational Science disciplinary group promotes the use of advanced numerical modeling techniques, data intensive 
(big-data) computing, and high performance computing (HPC) to address the emerging needs of SCEC users and the 
application community on a variety of computer systems, including HPC platforms. The group works with SCEC scientists 
across a wide range of topics to take advantage of rapidly changing computer architectures and algorithms. We engage and 
coordinate with national HPC labs, centers, and service providers in crosscutting efforts to enable large-scale and data-
intensive computing milestones. The group encourages research using national supercomputing resources, and supports 
students from both geoscience and computer science backgrounds to develop their skills in the area. Projects listing 
Computational Science as their primary area should involve significant software-based processing, big-data synthesis, or 
HPC in some way. Proposed research with the potential to be transferred to data intensive and HPC applications should 
make this explicit and include Computational Science as a secondary focus area. Research utilizing standard desktop 
computing should list the most relevant non-Computational Science working group as the primary area. 

Computational Requirements. If your proposed research requires substantial SCEC computing resources or allocations, 
your proposal to SCEC should detail the computational requirements and include the following information: 

1.   The scientific goal of your computational research. 
2.   The scientific software you plan to use or develop. 
3.   A list of computations you plan to run. 
4.   The estimated computing time that will be required. 
5.   The computer resources you plan to use to perform your simulations. 

Investigators on proposals that anticipate use of SCEC computational resources and/or help from SCEC software developers 
should consult with SCEC IT leadership for budget time support estimates and coordination planning. 

Note that researchers may request startup allocations from NSF’s Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment 
(XSEDE) at https://www.xsede.org/allocations. 

4.4.2. Research Strategies 
●   Reengineer and optimize existing HPC codes for CPU-based and/or GPU-based supercomputers; or adapt existing 

or develop new HPC codes using emerging supercomputer hardware architectures; with emphasis on issues such 
as performance, portability, interoperability, power efficiency, and reliability; and focusing on software elements that 
can contribute to reaching SCEC research goals. 

●   Develop novel algorithms and implementation of more realistic models for earthquake simulation, particularly those 
that improve efficiency and accuracy or expand the class of problems that can be solved (see SCEC5 Thematic 
Areas). 

●   Optimize earthquake cycle simulators that can resolve fault processes across the range of scales required to 
investigate stress-mediated fault interaction, including those caused by dynamic wave propagation, or that combine 



coseismic dynamic rupture and multi-cycle simulators; generate synthetic seismicity catalogs; and assess the 
viability of earthquake rupture forecasts. 

●   Develop tools and algorithms for uncertainty quantification in large-scale inversion and forward-modeling studies, 
for managing I/O, data repositories, workflows, advanced seismic data format, visualization, and end-to-end 
approaches. 

●   Develop data-intensive computing tools, including but not limited to, InSAR and geodesy, lidar and structure-from-
motion, 3D tomography, cross-correlation algorithms used in ambient noise seismology, and other signal 
processing techniques used, for example, to search for tectonic tremor and repeating events. 

●   Develop new or adapt existing software architectures and application programming interfaces (APIs) that can 
contribute to building new, or integrating existing SCEC community models (CXMs), and how these can be used 
with HPC applications for modeling and simulation; with emphasis in software development for accelerating model 
creation, data synthesis, manipulation and integration, and model building (meshing and gridding) and visualization, 
(see also SCEC Community Models Research Priorities).  

4.4.3 Research Priorities 
●   Community Models (CXMs) 

○   Develop tools that can accelerate community building of new (or existing) community models. These may 
include but are not limited to the design of versatile data-structures and application libraries (software 
elements) for data manipulation and integration, meshing and gridding, and visualization of community 
models. 

○   Develop tools that can help integrate different community models between themselves and/or with 
simulation software. These may include but are not limited to the design software interfaces capable of 
connecting in efficient manners HPC simulation codes with community models. 

●   Seismic wave propagation 
○   Develop tools and implement procedures to validate SCEC community fault and seismic velocity models as 

applied in inverse and forward problems. 
○   Develop and improve existing software tools and algorithms with application to HPC that accelerates and 

advances high-frequency simulation methods, while contributing to solve standing research problems as 
stated in the Ground Motions interdisciplinary group priorities. 

○   Develop software tools and algorithms to incorporate more realistic constitutive material models and 
material model representation with application in wave propagation HPC codes. Examples include, but are 
not limited to, developing efficient tools and algorithms for modeling inelastic deformation, scattering by 
small-scale heterogeneities, and topography. 

●   Tomography 
○   Develop new or adapt existing forward modeling software to solve full 3D tomography (F3DT) problems 

using HPC resources. Computational Science research in this area should help diversify current 
dependency on existing software and provide alternatives for SGT and F3DT verification, as done in 
dynamic rupture and forward ground motion simulation. 

○   Develop efficient and sustainable computational procedures to facilitate the assimilation of regional 
waveform data in the SCEC community velocity models (CVMs); and integrate F3DT and inversion results 
into existing CVMs. 

●   Rupture dynamics 
○   Develop computational codes that incorporate more sophisticated and realistic descriptions of fault 

weakening processes, complex fault geometry, and material heterogeneity and inelastic response in large-
scale earthquake simulations, ideally with minimal impact on computational efficiency. This might require 
novel numerical approaches like adaptive mesh refinement. 

○   Develop computational codes that merge single event rupture models with earthquake cycle models. 
●   Scenario earthquake modeling 

○   Develop software processing tools such as workflows that can facilitate modeling a suite of scenario 
ruptures, incorporating material properties and fault geometries from SCEC community models, and 
investigate the sensitivity of simulations to models and modeling parameters. 



○   Develop alternative methods using machine learning techniques that could potentially accelerate or 
optimize use of HPC resources in physics-based earthquake hazard calculations. 

○   Isolate causes of amplified ground motion using adjoint-based sensitivity methods. 
●   Data-intensive computing 

○   Develop computational tools for advanced signal processing algorithms, such as those used in ambient 
noise seismology and tomography as well as InSAR and other forms of geodesy. 

○   Integrate Big Data analytics techniques involving software stacks such as Hadoop/Spark, fault recovery, 
data format, generation, partitioning, abstraction, and mining. 

●   Engineering applications 
○   Develop computational tools to investigate the implications of ground motion simulation results by 

integrating observed and simulated ground motions with engineering-based building response models; and 
to validate the results by comparison to observed building responses. 

○   Develop and advance existing computational platforms that will facilitate end-to-end modeling capabilities 
that can help transform earthquake risk management into a cyberinfrastructure science and engineering 
discipline. 

5. Research by Interdisciplinary Working Groups 
SCEC coordinates earthquake system science through interdisciplinary working groups including: Fault and Rupture 
Mechanics (FARM), Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT), Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP), and Ground 
Motions (GM). The Southern San Andreas Fault Evaluation (SoSAFE) group has evolved into the San Andreas Fault System 
(SAFS) working group for SCEC5. This group coordinates research on the San Andreas and the San Jacinto master faults. 
Also new in SCEC5 is the SCEC Community Models (CXM) working group, focused on developing, refining and integrating 
community models that describe a wide range of features of the southern California lithosphere and asthenosphere. Seismic 
hazard and risk analysis research continues to be coordinated by the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface 
working group. Their activities include educational as well as research partnerships with practicing engineers, geotechnical 
consultants, building officials, emergency managers, financial institutions, and insurers. 

5.1 Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) 

5.1.1 Research Objectives 
The Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) interdisciplinary working group develops (1) constraints on the properties, 
conditions and physical processes that control faulting in the lithosphere over the entire range of pre-, co-, and post-seismic 
periods using field, laboratory, and theoretical studies; and (2) physics-based fault models applicable to various spatial and 
temporal scales, such as nucleation, propagation and arrest of dynamic rupture or long-term earthquake sequence 
simulations. This fundamental research aims to develop physics-based understanding of earthquakes in the Southern 
California fault system and contribute to SCEC hazards estimates such as the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture 
Forecast (UCERF) and physics-based ground motion predictions. 

5.1.2. Research Strategies 
Observational constraints on earthquake physics come from a range of sources, including seismology, geodesy, field 
geology, borehole geophysics, heat flow, hydrology, and gravity. Insights into earthquake physics are obtained by targeted 
laboratory fault and rock mechanics experiments and theoretical studies. Numerical modeling is used for understanding, 
analyzing, and relating theories, laboratory findings, and observations as well as exploring the implications of the findings. 
FARM supports fundamental research using these and related approaches. FARM research strategies include: 

●   Field, laboratory, and theoretical studies to determine spatial (including depth-dependent) and temporal variations in 
evolving fault strength and the effect of various relevant factors such as temperature, composition, pore pressure, 
degree of shear localization, and damage, including the variations and heterogeneity of relevant fault and rock 
properties. 

●   Theoretical and laboratory studies of nucleation, propagation, and arrest of seismic and aseismic fault slip. 
●   Seismological, geodetic, geophysical, laboratory and theoretical determinations of earthquake triggering, including 

triggering by static and dynamic stressing, fluid injection (induced earthquakes), and aseismic deformation. 



●   Geologic descriptions of fault complexity and shear zone structure, their relation to fault-scale and system-scale 
structural complexity, and representations suitable for inclusion in physics-based models. 

●   Characterization of fault damage zones and their evolution over both seismic and interseismic periods using 
seismological, geodetic, geologic, laboratory, and numerical experiments. 

●   Inferences and measurements of fault zone pore pressure, fluid flow, and their temporal and spatial variation. 
●   Development of improved numerical approaches to interrogate various temporal and spatial scales of faulting, 

including long-terms simulations of fault slip that incorporate inertial effects during earthquakes and geologic/fault 
system scale earthquake simulations (simulators) for the next generation of seismic hazard estimates ('beyond 
PSHA'). 

5.1.3 Research Priorities 
●   Constrain how absolute stress, fault strength and rheology vary with depth on faults. 
●   Determine the mechanisms dominant in coseismic (dynamic) fault resistance, including the relative importance of 

various potential dynamic weakening mechanisms and off-fault processes, and their compatibility with observational 
constraints such as stress drops and temperature measurements.  

●   Investigate the effect of fine-scale processes on the nucleation and dynamic rupture of large earthquakes and the 
resulting ground shaking, including whether the fine-scale processes can be suitably coarse-grained at the system 
scale.  

●   Investigate the relation between material, geometrical, and dynamic (deformation-induced) on- and off-fault 
heterogeneity, its effect on rupture initiation, propagation, and arrest, and implications for radiated energy, slip and 
rupture speed distributions, their scaling, and ground motion. 

●   Investigate how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities influences rupture propagation, 
seismic radiation, and scaling of earthquake source parameters. 

●   Determine how damage zones, crack healing and cementation, fault zone mineralogy, and off-fault yielding govern 
strain localization, slip stability, interseismic strength recovery, and rupture propagation. 

●   Determine how much off-fault inelasticity contributes to strain accumulation and what fraction of strain is relaxed by 
aseismic processes. 

●   Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture propagation 
through structural complexities. 

●   Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the maturity of the fault system, and how these are 
expressed geologically. 

●   Constrain the active geometry and rheology of the vicinity of brittle-ductile transition - including frictional sliding 
stability transition zone - and ductile roots of fault zones, and determine their implications for depth limits of large 
earthquakes, overlap of seismic and aseismic slip, geodetic estimates of fault locking, and transition from frictional 
sliding to visco-plastic flow. 

●   Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flow, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and earthquake 
occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. 

●   Determine how seismic and aseismic deformation processes interact, and how that interaction affects long-term 
fault behavior, by developing numerical simulations that incorporate both seismic and interseismic periods and a 
combination of relevant physical factors, e.g., establishing the long-term effect of off-fault damage during 
earthquakes and off-fault healing during the interseismic periods exploring how slow slip and microseismicity 
redistributes stress for the following large events, and determining how large events can rupture into interseismically 
stable fault regions due to coseismic weakening. 

●   Study the implications of earthquake physics findings on earthquake hazard by developing physics-based long-term 
simulations of earthquake sequences on fault systems (earthquake simulators). 

●   Use numerical models to investigate which fault properties are compatible with paleoseismic findings, including 
average recurrence, slip rate, coefficient of variation of earthquake recurrence, and the possibility of system-wide 
“supercycles,” e.g. periods of several large earthquakes followed by periods of their absence; determine whether 
such behavior can be compatible with the currently observed statistics of smaller-magnitude events. 

●   Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake physics and earthquake predictability. 



5.2 Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) 

5.2.1 Research Objectives 
The focus of Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) interdisciplinary working group is to improve our understanding of 
how faults in the crust are loaded in the context of the wider lithospheric system. SDOT studies lithospheric processes on 
timescales from tens of millions of years to tens of years using the structure, geological history, and physical state of the 
southern California lithosphere as a natural laboratory. One objective is to characterize the present-day state of stress and 
deformation on crustal-scale faults and the lithosphere as a whole, and to tie this stress state to the long-term evolution of 
the lithospheric architecture through geodynamic modeling. Another central goal is to contribute to the development of a 
physics-based, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for southern California by developing and applying system-wide 
deformation models.  

5.2.2. Research Strategies 
Addressing the SDOT research objectives requires a better understanding of fundamental quantities including lithospheric 
driving forces, the relevant rock rheology for processes acting over a wide range of time scales, fault constitutive laws, and 
the spatial distribution of absolute deviatoric stress. Tied in with this is a quest for better structural constraints, such as on 
density, rock type, Moho depths, thickness of the seismogenic layer, the geometry of lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary, 
as well as basin depths, rock type, temperature, water content, and seismic velocity and anisotropy. These quantities are 
constrained by a wide range of observables from disciplines including geodesy, geology, and geophysics. 

Specific SDOT strategies include: 

●   Seismological imaging of the crust, lithosphere and upper mantle using interface and transmission methods. 
●   Examinations of geologic inheritance and evolution, on faults and off, and its relation to the three-dimensional (3D) 

structure and physical properties of the present-day crust and lithosphere. 
●   Development of models of interseismic, earthquake cycle, and long-term deformation  
●   Development of models using approaches that may include analytical or semi-analytical methods, spectral 

approaches, boundary, finite, or distinct element methods. 

5.2.3 Research Priorities 
●   Characterize the 3D distribution of isotropic and anisotropic wave speed variations. Assemble 3D lithological models 

of the crust, lithosphere, and mantle based on active- and passive-source seismic data, potential field data, and 
surface geology. 

●   Contribute to the development of the geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM). 
●   Advance research into averaging, simplification, and coarse-graining approaches in numerical models across 

spatio-temporal scales, addressing questions such as the appropriate scale for capturing fault interactions, the 
adequate representation of frictional behavior and dynamic processes in long-term interaction models, fault 
roughness, structure, complexity and uncertainty. 

●   Develop models to estimate slip rates on southern California faults, fault geometries at depth, and spatial 
distribution of slip or moment deficits on faults. Incorporate rheological and geometric complexities in such models 
and explore mechanical averaging properties. Assess potential discrepancies of models based on geodetic, 
geologic, and seismic data. Provide informative slip rates for fault representations defined by the Community Fault 
Model (CFM) for usage in earthquake simulator activities. 

●   Develop deformation models (fault slip rates and locking depths, off-fault deformation rates) in support of 
earthquake rupture forecasting. 

●   Develop improved estimates of spatio-temporal variations of stress based on inversions of earthquake focal 
mechanisms.  

●   Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide descriptions 
of fault system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting. 

●   Develop interseismic and long-term deformation models that incorporate inelastic deformation. Develop models that 
can predict the relative proportions of elastic, recoverable strain associated with the earthquake cycle and 
permanent, distributed strain in the crust. 



●   Apply stress and deformation measurements at various time scales for hypothesis testing of issues pertaining to 
postseismic deformation, fault friction, rheology of the lithosphere, seismic efficiency, the heat flow paradox, stress 
and strain transients, stress complexities at earthquake gates and fault system evolution. Improved constraints on 
the active geometry and rheology of ductile roots of fault zones. 

●   Contribute to the Community Stress Model (CSM). Development of spatio-temporal (4D) representations of the 
stress tensor in the southern California lithosphere using diverse stress constraints (e.g. from borehole or anisotropy 
measurements) and geodynamic models of stress. 

●   Contribute to the Community Thermal Model (CTM) and Community Rheology Model (CRM) (see Community 
Models Research Priorities). Test provisional rheology models with numerical models and geodetic, seismic, and 
geologic data. Assess sensitivity of stress and deformation patterns to parameter variations to facilitate determining 
what level of detail is needed in the CRM and CTM. 

●   Develop vertical deformation models (interseismic and multi-earthquake cycle) that incorporate improved vertical 
constraints from the Community Geodetic Model (CGM). Improve analyses of model sensitivity to non-tectonic 
vertical motion signals. 

●   Develop earthquake cycle stress models consistent with paleoseismic chronologies (slip estimates and event dates) 
that investigate stress accumulation and stress drop sequences over multiple earthquake cycles. 

5.3 Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) 

5.3.1 Research Objectives 
The Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) interdisciplinary working group coordinates five broad types of research 
projects: (1) the development of earthquake forecast methods, (2) the development of methods for evaluating the 
performance of earthquake forecasts, (3) expanding fundamental physical or statistical knowledge of earthquake processes 
relevant for forecasting, (4) the development and use of earthquake simulators to understand predictability in complex fault 
networks, and (5) fundamental understanding of the limits of earthquake predictability.  

5.3.2. Research Strategies 
We seek proposals that will increase our understanding of how earthquakes might be forecasted, to what extent and 
precision earthquakes are predictable, and what is the physical basis for earthquake predictability. Proposals of any type that 
can assist in this goal will be considered. To increase the amount of analyzed data and reduce the amount of time required to 
learn about predictability, proposals are welcome that deal with global data sets and/or include international collaborations. 

We encourage researchers to consider how their proposals may further the objectives of special project working groups 
focussing on earthquake predictability and forecasting: the Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modelling (CISM, 
section 6.4), the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP, section 6.2), and the Working Group on 
California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP, section 6.1).  

5.3.3 Research Priorities 
●   Enhance methodology for evaluating forecasts of finite-size earthquake ruptures against past and/or future 

observations, including geological, geodetic, and seismological data.  
●   Enhance statistical methods of analyzing spatio-temporal patterns of seismicity, including cluster identification and 

declustering methods, in connection with understanding the physical basis of earthquake predictability. 
●   Assess the limitations of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining patterns of earthquake occurrence 

and strain accumulation with neotectonic and paleoseismic observations of the last millennium.  
●   Place useful geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures of extreme 

magnitude.  
●   Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide descriptions 

of fault-system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting.  
●   Develop earthquake simulators that encode the current understanding of earthquake physics for elucidating 

predictability.  
●   Test the hypothesis that “seismic supercycles’’ seen in earthquake simulators actually exist in nature and explore 

the implications for earthquake predictability.  



●   Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture propagation 
through structural complexities, and determine how model-based hypotheses about these interactions can be 
tested by the observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic chronologies.  

●   Constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geologic and geodetic fault slip-rate 
estimates. 

●   Evaluate how the stress transfer among fault segments depends on time, at which levels it can be approximated by 
quasi-static and dynamic elastic mechanisms, and to what degree inelastic processes contribute to stress evolution. 

●   Assess the predictive power of the Coulomb stress hypothesis by testing physics-based clustering models against 
multiple earthquake sequences across various tectonic settings.  

●   Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake predictability. Proposals that align with 
USGS priorities are particularly welcome (see, e.g., p. 40-43 of the Open File Report on “Incorporating Induced 
Seismicity into the US National Seismic Hazard Model”, http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2015/1070/pdf/ofr2015-1070.pdf). 

●   Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flows, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and 
earthquake occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. 

●   Strengthen testing methodology that accounts for epistemic uncertainties, dependence and observational errors in 
seismicity and rupture forecasts.  

●   Support government agencies in their efforts to deploy Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF) systems by 
developing real-time forecasting tools and protocols, including estimates of real-time data uncertainty and ensemble 
modelling techniques.  

●   Connect earthquake early warning algorithms with short-term earthquake forecast models to produce ground 
motion forecasts that span a range of timescales. 

5.4 Ground Motions (GM) 

5.4.1 Research Objectives 
The primary goal of the Ground Motions (GM) interdisciplinary working group is to study the characteristics of ground motion 
data; understand and model the complex wave propagation mechanisms that give rise to these characteristics (e.g., 
nonlinearity, scattering effects); implement these models in physics-based ground motion simulation methodologies to 
predict strong-motion broadband waveforms and their effects (e.g., constitutive models for off-fault plasticity and permanent 
ground deformation); and validate the simulated time-series using ground motion data and their statistics.  

Both source and path characterization play a vital role in ground-motion prediction and are important areas of research for 
this group. An important focus for SCEC5 is the development of methodologies for validation of ground-motion simulations 
against observed data, and the implementation and testing of these methodologies. Another important focus of SCEC5 is to 
investigate the role of nonlinear material deformation and material failure on simulated ground motions. The GM focus group 
seeks to understand and simulate the conditions under which nonlinear effects reduce the ground surface shaking; the 
conditions which cause amplification due to impedance contrasts between stiff and soft crustal layers accentuated by 
material yielding; and the more dramatic effects of ground failure such as liquefaction and landslides. The overarching goal is 
to produce simulated ground motions that are valid across a range of magnitudes, distances, and frequency bands, but 
especially for large magnitudes at close distances.  

Given the emphasis of SCEC5 on nonlinear phenomena, which manifest in the vicinity of the fault as well as in the near-
surface, the shallow crust (soils and rocks, previously known as the Geotechnical Layer or GTL) will heretofore be considered 
part ofthe path. In turn, to incorporate near-surface nonlinear effects in physics-based simulations, the GM focus group 
seeks proposals that develop and implement rheological models for the materials that comprise the shallow crust. These 
models should account for the computational and modeling challenges of large-scale simulations as outlined by the 
Computational Science (CS) Working Group and by the SCEC Community Models (CXM) Focus Group (see pertinent 
sections). These shallow crust inelastic models should lastly enable predictions of phenomena that govern the risk of 
infrastructure systems, as outlined research priorities of the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) Focus 
Group and of some of the Special Projects.  



5.4.2. Research Strategies 
●   Analyze ground motion data and develop models that capture the observed characteristics of recorded data, such 

as how the frequency content, amplitude, duration and their spatio-temporal variability scale with magnitude and 
distance. 

●   Develop 3D rheology models (velocity, anelastic attenuation, nonlinear properties) of rock and soil materials of the 
shallow crust, for integration in physics-based nonlinear wave propagation simulations. 

●   Validate ground motion simulations through development and testing of algorithms that trace the predictability and 
uncertainties of the simulated ground motions across frequency ranges. 

●   Continue development of the SCEC Broadband Platform. 
●   Coordinate efforts across the working groups, possibly via the formation of Technical Activity Groups (TAGs). 

Example of a TAG that would benefit the GM group would focus on the modeling, integration and simulation of 
nonlinear phenomena in the near-surface soft sediments (effort cuts across CS, EEII, CXM and GM). 

5.4.3 Research Priorities 
●   Gather and develop novel data sets to be used as ground motion data for application to any of the research 

priorities. This may include, but certainly not limited to different sources (i.e., small magnitude earthquakes, 
tremor/low-frequency earthquakes, ambient noise), new instrumentation types (cell-phone accelerometers, 
strainmeter data, etc), or large data sets.  

●   Use observed ground-motion data to infer physical understanding of the controls on ground motion, to aid in the 
development of ground-motion simulations. Determine the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional 
resistance, directivity,wavefield scattering, intrinsic attenuation, and near-surface nonlinearities in controlling ground 
motions.  

●   Develop constitutive models to capture nonlinear phenomena such as off-fault plasticity, permanent ground 
deformation and earthquake triggered ground failure in physics-based simulations, especially in the near-field, 
where there is paucity of recorded data. 

●   Develop rheology models (velocity, anelastic attenuation, nonlinear properties) of the rock and soil layers of the crust 
to capture nonlinear phenomena such as off-fault plasticity, permanent ground deformation and earthquake 
triggered ground failure phenomena in physics-based simulation (especially in the near-field, where there is paucity 
of recorded data). Use available borehole measurements, near-surface material stiffness proxies (e.g., Vs30, 
topography) and/or empirical correlations to estimate input parameters necessary for the physics-based nonlinear 
ground motion simulations. This effort should be coordinated with the research priorities and activities of the SCEC 
Community Models (CXM), to ensure that the sedimentary models are properly constrained by the rheological 
properties of the deeper Community Velocity Model structure (including the 3D geometry of sedimentary basins), 
and avoid spurious reflections from fictitious impedance contrasts that could emerge from improper integration of 
the sedimentary layers with the underlying rock basement.  

●   Quantify the epistemic and parametric uncertainties of these models; and develop protocols on how to map material 
proxies (such as Vs30, or velocity profiles where available) and empirical estimates of the nonlinear soil and rock 
parameters (e.g., friction angle as a function of confining pressure) on the input parameters. Coordinate with 
research priorities and activities of the SCEC Community Models (CXM) (especially the velocity and rheology 
models); of the Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) group with respect to the development and implementation of 
consistent material models for fault-zone and off-fault plasticity of rocks; and of the Computational Science (CS) 
group for the integration of these models in large-scale simulations.  

●   Develop statistical models of the sedimentary layers for stochastic media realizations, intended to capture scattering 
attenuation for the SCEC Broadband Platform (BBP) and for 3D physics-based simulations (see Community Models 
Research Priorities). Consider anisotropy in mapping the differences between lateral and vertical heterogeneities. 
Compare simulated ground motions from rough faults propagating through realistic heterogeneous media to 
simulated ground motions representing scattering via anelastic frequency dependent attenuation and to historical 
data. 

●   Study the effects of scattering and focusing by irregular topographies, as well as the coupling between wave 
amplification effects in the shallow crust (e.g. weathered rock) and topography effects. 



●   Explore methods to capture the effects of nonlinearity in computationally efficient reciprocity-based simulations, 
especially for SCEC products that entail very large numbers of simulations such as Cybershake. Distinguish 
between near-field and far-field nonlinear effects. 

●   Conduct systematic verification (comparison against theoretical predictions) of the simulation methodologies with 
the objective to develop robust and transparent simulation capabilities that incorporate consistent and accurate 
representations of the earthquake source and three-dimensional velocity structure. 

●   Conduct systematic validation of ground-motion simulation methodologies to appropriate observed historical 
ground-motion data. Trace the modeling and parametric uncertainties of the simulated ground motions. Conduct 
validation across frequency ranges (each representative of the scale of the model input parameters and source 
models). Compare synthetic ground motions from deterministic and stochastic approaches to data for overlapping 
bandwidths. Validate specific elements, such as source, path or site components, of the complex physics-based 
simulation models to identify topics where improvement is necessary. Coordinate with Earthquake Engineering 
Implementation Interface (EEII), to work on validation for engineering applications.  

●   Incorporate new effects and features in the SCEC Broadband Platform such as multi-segment rupture; nonlinear 
amplification factors; spatial variability of crustal properties; 3D basins and their on ensemble averaged long-period 
ground motions (e.g., by comparing ensemble averages of long-period (<~1Hz) ground motions computed in 1D and 
3D crustal models for events included in the GMSV). Develop and implement methods for computing and storing 3D 
Green's functions, both source- and site-based, (see CXM section for related efforts). 

●   Develop frequency-dependent amplification factors for the SCEC BBP (preferably based on Fourier-spectral ratios, 
for both amplitude and phase) parameterized in terms of simple site parameters such as Vs30, basin depth, and/or 
the near surface soil-velocity gradient.  

5.5 San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) 

5.5.1 Research Objectives 
The San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) interdisciplinary working group will develop projects within SCEC that are focused on 
the occurrence of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault system, seeking (1) projects that collect and analyze data on 
the timing and size of large earthquakes on the SAFS and (2) projects that investigate the features of the fault system that 
may halt or permit continued rupture. This second class of projects falls under a new SCEC5 initiative called “Earthquake 
Gates” for multidiscilpinary study of conditional earthquake rupture. The Cajon Pass region has been selected as an 
earthquake gate area for SCEC5. Research proposals to study conditional rupture in other regions or settings are welcome. 

5.5.2. Research Strategies 
Research on the timing and size of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System are encouraged that utilize  

●   High-resolution imaging of ground deformation (in trenches or preserved in topography)  
●   Data collection and analysis of vertical deformation associated with coseismic land-level changes on reverse faults 

and coastal faults 
●   Modern geochronologic techniques, or exploration of uncertainties in paleoearthquake or geomorphic event dating  

The Earthquake Gates initiative is designed to bring together groups of collaborators across multiple disciplines to 
investigate the features that promote or arrest large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System. The goal is to study 
features that may conditionally arrest ruptures so that at some times the gate is ‘closed’ while at other times the gate is 
‘open’ in order to better forecast earthquake behavior. The Cajon Pass Region was picked as an Earthquake Gate and has a 
specific Integrated Science Plan.  

5.5.3 Research Priorities 
●   Basic research on the occurrence of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System. This includes study of the 

factors that lead to occurrence and preservation of ground rupture and offsets, as well as improved dating and 
correlation techniques for development of fault rupture histories.  

●   Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area 
○   Hold workshop to bring together data and findings in order to shape the most effective research priorities 

and objectives for the remainder of SCEC5. 



○   Gather data to characterize evidence of earthquake deformation and related ground shaking using 
methods such as LiDAR, geologic mapping, paleoseismology, InSAR/GPS, precariously balanced rocks 
and well data. 

○   Gather geophysical seismological and well data to characterize subsurface conditions related to geology, 
material properties (e.g. crustal velocities and fault strength), material interfaces as well as stress state and 
style of faulting. Material properties and stress state information will interface with Community Model (CRM 
and CSM)l efforts.   

○   Evaluate and improve the Community Fault Model 3D fault representations in the Cajon Pass area using 
improved 3D velocity models, relocated seismicity, geophysical constraints and insights from kinematic 
and mechanical models. For example, a passive portable seismic array, refraction microtremor and 
ambient noise studies may yield critical insights on fault structure, how and where major faults intersect, or 
the characteristics of other important interfaces at depth. 

○   Develop more realistic 3D representations of subsurface conditions within the Cajon Pass that include 
complexities, such as active secondary faults and important material interfaces, and incorporate these 
representations into forward crustal deformation models, geodetic inversions and dynamic rupture models 
that are consistent with independent datasets.  

5.6 SCEC Community Models (CXM) 

5.6.1 Research Objectives 
The SCEC CXM working group develops, refines and integrates community models describing a wide range of features of 
the southern California lithosphere and asthenosphere. These features include: elastic and attenuation properties 
(Community Velocity Model, CVM), temperature (Community Thermal Model, CTM), rheology (Community Rheology Model, 
CRM), stress and stressing rate (Community Stress Model, CSM), deformation rate (Community Geodetic Model, CGM), and 
fault geometry (Community Fault Model, CFM). The goal of the CXM working group is to provide an internally consistent suite 
of models that can be used to simulate seismic phenomena in southern California. 

SCEC5 research goals involve continued refinement of existing community models (CFM, CVM, CSM, CGM), development of 
new community models (CTM and CRM), and integration of the models into a self-consistent suite. Objectives also include 
quantification of uncertainties and development of techniques for propagating uncertainties from observations through 
community model development to simulation predictions.  

5.6.2. Research Strategies 
●   Develop and apply inversion techniques to populate and refine the community models. 
●   Collect additional observations to improve resolution of a community model and/or resolve discrepancies among 

competing models. 
●   Develop viable alternative community models that facilitate representation of the epistemic uncertainty. 
●   Develop methods to characterize uncertainty in each of the community models. 
●   Validate individual community models and verify consistency across multiple community models (e.g., consistency 

of stress predictions from the CTM and CRM with the CSM). 
●   Use community models in simulations to forecast behavior, including estimates of the uncertainties in predicted 

values. 
●   Expand community participation in model development, validation, and application through workshops, tutorials, 

and participation in and/or collaboration with related efforts (e.g., EarthCube). 

5.6.3 Research Priorities 
●   Science integration. Convene a workshop focused on guiding community model development towards self-

consistent and well-integrated community models. 
●   Information technology integration. In collaboration with the Community Modeling Environment (CME) and the 

CXM developer- and user-communities, develop detailed documentation defining standard user-interface(s) and 
storage formats for the community models. Design goals include: ease of use, computational efficiency, and 
common interfaces and storage for each class of model (e.g., grid-based or object-based). The documentation 



should include complete specification of user-interfaces as well as appropriate use cases for each community 
model. Emphasis is on defining long-lasting, effective standards. 

●   Training. Provide virtual or in-person hands-on training in how to use the existing community models in research 
applications. Training should target user needs (e.g., from surveys of the community). Training should be archived 
for on-demand access. 

●   Small scale features. Develop methods to represent smaller scale features in the CXMs, such as stochastic 
variations in elastic properties, attenuation, stress, temperature, rheology, and fault strike and dip. 

●   Validation. Develop and apply procedures (i.e., goodness-of-fit measures) for evaluating updated CXMs against 
observations (e.g., seismic waveforms, gravity, etc) to discriminate among alternatives and quantify model 
uncertainties. 

●   Community Fault Model (CFM) 
○   Improve and evaluate the CFM, placing emphasis on defining the geometry of major faults that are 

incompletely, or inaccurately, represented in the current model, and on faults of particular concern, such as 
those that are located close to critical facilities. 

○   Refine representations of the linkages among major fault systems. 
○   Generate maps of geologic surfaces compatible with the CFM that may serve as strain markers in crustal 

deformation modeling and/or property boundaries in future iterations.  
○   Collaborate with developers of related data products to improve consistency in the organization and 

naming scheme (e.g., USGS Fault and Fold database). 
●   Community Velocity Model (CVM) 

○   Integrate new data (especially the Salton Sea Imaging Project) into the existing CVMs with validation of 
improvements in the CVMs for ground-motion prediction. 

○   Quantify uncertainty in the CVM structure and its impact on simulated ground motions.  
○   Develop efficient and sustainable computational procedures to facilitate the assimilation of regional 

waveform data into the CVMs (see Computational Science Research Priorities). 
●   Community Stress Model (CSM) 

○   Assess sensitivity of stress and deformation patterns to parameter variations to facilitate determining what 
level of detail is needed in the CRM and CTM. 

○   Compile diverse constraints on stress (e.g. from borehole or anisotropy measurements) and evaluate the 
accuracy of the CSM (see Stress and Deformation Over Time Research Priorities). 

●   Community Geodetic Model (CGM) 
○   See Tectonic Geodesy Research Priorities.  

●   Community Thermal Model (CTM) 
○   Deliver a preliminary CTM that provides temperatures throughout the southern California lithosphere and 

asthenosphere consistent with radiogenic heat production.  
○   Improve/interpolate surface heat flow maps. Search for additional heat flow and thermal property data in 

areas with poor coverage. 
●   Community Rheology Model (CRM) 

○   Establish a Technical Activity Group (TAG) to develop a geologic framework for the Community Rheology 
Model (see Earthquake Geology Research Priorities). 

○   Construct a provisional rheology model based upon a simplified geologic framework. The model should 
provide constitutive relations for ductile, plastic and brittle material in rock and in shear zones. 

○   Develop mixing laws for polymineralic rocks of the CRM. 

5.7 Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) 

5.7.1 Research Objectives 
The purpose of the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) is to create and maintain collaborations with 
research and practicing engineers. These activities may include ground motion simulation validation, as well as the end-to-
end analysis of structures and infrastructure systems. Our goal of impacting engineering practice and large-scale risk 
assessments requires partnerships with the engineering and risk-modeling communities, which motivates the following 
activities. 



5.7.2. Research Strategies 
Example strategies to achieve these objectives include: 

●   Perform engineering and risk analysis using SCEC research products related to hazards and ground motions, in 
order to determine the impact of research insights on engineering decisions, and sensitivity of engineering-related 
result to parameters in the science models.  

●   Develop tools and approaches that facilitate the transfer of SCEC science products to the research community. 
●   Form groups to reach consensus on methods to validate and utilize simulated ground motions, simulation-based 

hazard maps, and other SCEC science products of relevance to engineers and risk analysts. 

5.7.3 Research Priorities 
Ground motion simulation validation and utilization 

●   Develop, coordinate and vet methods for validating simulations of ground motions for engineering use. 
●   Demonstrate ground motion simulation validation methodologies with existing simulated ground motions.  
●   Develop methodologies to validate and use SCEC CyberShake and high-frequency ground motion simulations for 

developing probabilistic and deterministic hazard maps for building codes and other engineering applications. 
Investigations of observed versus simulated region-specific path effects for small-magnitude earthquakes in 
southern California are encouraged. 

●   Develop data, products or tools that enable physics-based hazard calculations or ground motions to be utilized by 
engineers and risk modelers. 

●   Identify or demonstrate links between ground motion metrics or structural response parameters and ground motion 
simulation features, so that simulation models and/or algorithms might be improved to better represent ground 
motion features of interest.  

●   Quantify and evaluate spatial variation in amplitudes from regional ground motion simulations, for the purpose of 
validating simulations versus observations from empirical networks, and for quantifying the role of geological 
features in the observed variation. 

Collaboration in engineering and risk analysis 

●   Assess the performance of distributed infrastructure systems using simulated ground motions. Evaluate the 
potential impact of basin effects, rupture directivity, spatial distribution of ground motion, or other phenomena on 
risk to infrastructure systems. 

●   Enhance the reliability of simulations of long period ground motions in the Los Angeles region using refinements in 
source characterization and seismic velocity models, and evaluate the impacts of these ground motions on tall 
buildings and other long-period structures (e.g., bridges, waterfront structures). 

●   Identify the sensitivity of structural response to ground motion parameters and structural parameters through end-
to-end simulation. Buildings of particular interest include non-ductile concrete frame buildings. 

●   Perform detailed assessments of the results of ground motion simulation scenarios, as they relate to the relationship 
between ground motion characteristics and structural response and damage. 

●   Develop improved site/facility-specific and portfolio/regional risk analysis (or loss estimation) techniques and tools, 
and implement them in software tools. 

●   Identify earthquake source and ground motion characteristics that control damage and financial loss estimates. 
●   Evaluate the spatio-temporal correlation of ground motions at regional scales from recordings and using 

CyberShake data. Compare and validate CyberShake results with empirical correlations. 
●   Develop methods or models for estimating fault displacements at the surface and at depth for the evaluation of risk 

to large distributed infrastructures. Consider primary fault displacement (main fault trace), secondary fault 
displacement (distributed deformation zones in the near-field are around faults) as well as vertical tectonic shift 
which would cause tilt in distributed infrastructure.  

Proposals for other innovative projects that would further implement SCEC information and techniques in seismic hazard, 
earthquake engineering, risk analysis, and ultimately loss mitigation, are encouraged. 



6. Research by Special Projects Working Groups 
Special Projects are organized around large-scale projects funded through special grants outside of the NSF-USGS 
cooperative agreements that support the SCEC base program, but have synergistic goals and are aligned with the overall 
SCEC research program priorities. The current Special Projects teams include Working Group on California Earthquake 
Probabilities (WGCEP), the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP), the Community Modeling 
Environment (CME), the Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM), and Mining Seismic Wavefields. 

6.1 Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) 
The Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) is a collaboration between SCEC, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, and California Geological Survey aimed at developing official earthquake-rupture-forecast models for California. The 
project is closely coordinated with the USGS National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program, and has received financial support 
from the California Earthquake Authority (CEA). The WGCEP has now completed all three main UCERF3 models: the long-
term, time-independent model (UCERF3-TI, which relaxes segmentation and includes multi-fault ruptures); the long-term, 
time-dependent model (UCERF3-TD, which includes elastic-rebound effects); and the complete model (UCERF3-ETAS, 
which includes spatiotemporal clustering to account for the fact that triggered events can be large and damaging). The latter 
(UCERF3-ETAS) is now being evaluated as potential basis for operational earthquake forecasting (OEF). Information on all 
models is available at http://wgcep.org/ucerf3. We are also starting to plan for UCERF4, which we anticipate will utilize 
physics-based simulators to a greater degree (see last bullet below). 

The following research activities would contribute to WGCEP goals: 

●   Evaluate fault models in terms of the overall fault connectivity at depth (important for understanding the likelihood of 
multi-fault ruptures) and the extent to which faults represent a well-defined surface versus a proxy for a braided 
deformation zone. 

●   Evaluate existing deformation models, or develop new ones, in terms of applicability of GPS constraints, categorical 
slip-rate assignments (based on “similar” faults), applicability of back-slip methods, and other assumptions. Of 
particular interest is the extent to which slip rates taper at the ends of faults and at fault connections. 

●   Evaluate the UCERF3 finding that 30% to 60% of off-fault deformation may be aseismic. 
●   Help determine the average along-strike slip distribution of large earthquakes, especially where multiple faults are 

involved (e.g., is there reduced slip at fault connections?). 
●   Assess the average down-dip slip distribution of large earthquakes, which may be the ultimate source of existing 

discrepancies in magnitude-area relationships. Are surface slip measurements biased in estimating slip at depth? 
●   Develop a better understanding of the distribution of creeping processes and their influence on rupture dimension 

and seismogenic slip rate. 
●   Contribute to the compilation and interpretation of mean recurrence-interval estimates (including uncertainties) from 

paleoseismic data and/or develop site-specific models for the probability of undetected events at paleoseismic 
sites. 

●   Develop ways to constrain the spatial distribution of maximum magnitude for background seismicity (for 
earthquakes occurring off of the explicitly modeled faults). 

●   Address the question of whether small volumes of space exhibit a Gutenberg Richter distribution of nucleations, 
both on and off faults. 

●   Develop improved estimates (including uncertainties) of the total long-term rates of observed earthquakes for 
different sized volumes of space. 

●   Refine our magnitude completeness estimates (as a function of time, space, and magnitude). Develop such models 
for use in real-time applications such as operational earthquake forecasting. 

●   Develop methods for quantifying elastic-rebound based probabilities in un-segmented fault models. 
●   Help quantify the amount of slip in the last event, and/or average slip over multiple events, on any major faults in 

California (including variations along strike). 
●   Develop models for fault-to-fault rupture probabilities, especially given uncertainties in fault endpoints. 
●   Determine the extent to which seismicity rates vary over the course of historical and instrumental observations (the 

so-called Empirical Model of previous WGCEPs), and the extent to which this is explained by decaying aftershock 
sequences. 



●   Determine the applicability of higher-resolution smoothed-seismicity maps for predicting the location of larger, more 
damaging events. 

●   Explore the UCERF3 “Grand Inversion” with respect to: possible plausibility filters, relaxing the UCERF2 constraints, 
not over-fitting data, alternative equation-set weights, applying a characteristic-slip model, and applicability of the 
Gutenberg Richter hypothesis on faults (see report at www.WGCEP.org). 

●   Develop methods for combining spatiotemporal clustering with long-term forecast models.  
●   Are sequence-specific parameters for aftershock sequences warranted? 
●   Determine if there is a physical difference between a multi-fault rupture and a separate event that was triggered 

quickly. 
●   Develop more objective ways of setting logic-tree branch weights, especially where there are either known or 

unknown correlations between branches. 
●   Develop easily computable hazard or loss metrics that can be used to evaluate and perhaps trim logic- tree 

branches. 
●   Develop techniques for down-sampling event sets to enable more efficient hazard and loss calculations. 
●   Because all models will be wrong at some level, develop valuation metrics that allow one to quantify the benefit of 

potential model improvements in the context of specific uses. 
●   Develop novel ways of testing UCERF3, especially ones that can be integrated with CSEP. For example, UCERF3-

ETAS could be tested against historic ruptures that have occurred in the state. 
●   Address the extent to which large triggered events can or cannot nucleate from within the rupture area of a main 

shock (the answer has an important influence on UCERF3-ETAS results). 
●   Help constrain the distance decay of triggered earthquakes, especially in light of a finite seismogenic thickness and 

a depth-dependent rate of earthquake nucleation. 
●   Compile global datasets of large-event triggering, and compare with the more robust statistics available for smaller 

events. Also try to quantify the extent of spatial overlap between large main shocks and large triggered events (an 
important metric that could be used to tune models like UCERF3). 

●   Study and test the behavior of computational earthquake-cycle simulators, envisioning that they could become 
essential ingredients in future UCERF projects and a cornerstone of SCEC5. The goal is to develop the capability of 
simulators to be able to contribute meaningfully to hazard estimates. Important tasks include: 

○   Study and test, using code verification exercises and more than one code, the sensitivity of simulator 
results to input details including fault-system geometry, stress-drop values, tapering of slip, methods of 
encouraging rupture jumps from fault to fault, cell size, etc. 

○   Develop physically realistic ways of simulating off-fault seismicity. 
○   Add additional physics into simulators, for example, the inclusion of high-speed frictional weakening and of 

off-fault viscoelastic and heterogeneous elastic properties. 
○   Develop alternate methods of driving fault slip besides “back-slip”. 
○   Make access to existing simulators easy for new users, including adequate documentation and version 

numbers, examples of input and output files for initial testing, and access to analysis tools. Publicize 
availability. 

○   Develop new approaches to designing simulators and/or of making them more computationally efficient, 
including the use of better algorithms, point source Green’s functions, and GPUs. 

○   Develop validation tools for simulators, utilize existing UCERF data comparison tools with them, and 
develop capabilities for simulators to interact with UCERF infrastructure. 

○   Develop the capability of simulators to deal with UCERF and SCEC CFM fault geometries, both for 
rectangular and triangular cell representations. 

○   Create statewide synthetic earthquake catalogs spanning 100 My using as many different simulators as 
possible, in order to generate statistically significant behavior on even slow-slipping faults. Use small time-
steps to permit evaluation of short-term clustering. 

○   Use these catalogs as synthetic laboratories for CSEP testing as described under CSEP. 
○   Data-mine these catalogs for statistically significant patterns of behavior. Evaluate whether much-shorter 

observed catalogs are statistically distinguishable from simulated catalogs. Consider and explore what 
revisions in simulators would make simulated catalogs indistinguishable from observed catalogs. 



○   Develop and test a variety of statistical methods for determining the predictability of earthquakes in these 
simulated catalogs, especially with respect to large triggered earthquakes. 

○   Compute other data types such as gravity changes, surface deformation, InSAR images, in order to allow 
additional comparisons between simulated results and observations. 

Further suggestions and details can be found at http://www.WGCEP.org, or by contacting the project leader (Ned Field: 
field@usgs.gov; (626) 644-6435). 

6.2 Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP)  
CSEP is developing a virtual, distributed laboratory—a collaboratory—that supports a wide range of scientific prediction 
experiments in multiple regional or global natural laboratories. This earthquake system science approach seeks to provide 
answers to the questions: (1) How should scientific prediction experiments be conducted and evaluated? and (2) What is the 
intrinsic predictability of the earthquake rupture process?  

A major focus of CSEP is to develop international collaborations between the regional testing centers and to accommodate a 
wide-ranging set of predictability experiments involving geographically distributed fault systems in different tectonic 
environments. 

6.2.1. Priorities for CSEP  
●   Develop retrospective and prospective tests of UCERF3-ETAS. This new WGCEP model combines fault-based 

long-term time-dependence with short-term earthquake clustering and specifies forecasts as a set of simulated 
catalogs. New strategies for retrospective and prospective testing are required to evaluate the model. 

●   Develop forensic tools for understanding what aspects of a model dominate CSEP results.  
●   Evaluate the Coulomb stress hypothesis. Assess the predictive skill of forecast models based on Coulomb stress 

through retrospective and prospective experiments on multiple earthquake sequences. For example, build on the 
retrospective evaluation of physics-based and statistical forecasting models during the 2010-12 Canterbury, New 
Zealand, earthquake sequence by applying these models to other earthquake sequences in different tectonic 
settings. 

●   Global experiments. Develop and test global high-resolution models that (i) encode fundamental hypotheses about 
earthquake occurrence at a global scale for faster evaluation, and (ii) elucidate differences in the predictability of 
earthquakes across tectonic settings.  

●   Strengthening evaluation methodologies. Develop computationally efficient performance metrics of forecasts and 
predictions that can account for epistemic uncertainties and evaluate forecasts specified as sets of simulated 
catalogs (e.g., simulation-based ETAS models or UCERF3-ETAS). 

●   Supporting Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF). (i) Developing forecasting methods that address real-time 
data deficiencies, (ii) update forecasts on an event basis and evaluating forecasts with overlapping time-windows or 
on an event basis, (iii) improve short-term forecasting models, (iv) develop prospective and retrospective 
experiments to evaluate OEF candidate models. 

●   Earthquake rupture simulators. Develop experiments to evaluate the predictive skills of earthquake rupture 
simulators, against both synthetic (simulated) and observed data (see also the WGCEP and CISM sections), with 
specific focus on how to automate the identification of a large earthquake with a modeled fault.  

●   External Forecasts and Predictions. Develop and refine experiments to evaluate forecasts and predictions 
generated outside of CSEP, including operational forecasts by official agencies and prediction algorithms based on 
seismic and electromagnetic data;  

●   Induced seismicity. Develop models and experiments to test forecasts of induced seismicity, e.g. in California or 
Oklahoma. Proposals that align with USGS priorities are particularly welcome (see, e.g., p. 40-43 of the Open File 
Report on “Incorporating Induced Seismicity into the US National Seismic Hazard Model”, 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2015/1070/pdf/ofr2015-1070.pdf). 

●   Hybrid/ensemble modeling. Develop methods for forming optimal hybrid and ensemble models from multiple 
probability-based or alarm-based forecasting models;  

●   Evaluating hazard models. Develop methodologies for prospectively evaluating seismic hazard models and their 
components (e.g., ground motion models). 



●   Forecasting focal mechanisms. Develop methodology to forecast focal mechanisms and evaluating the skill of 
such forecasts. 

●   Paleo-based forecasts. Develop experiments to test the fault rupture and earthquake probabilities implied by 
paleoseismic investigations of California faults (e.g., testing probabilities of future ruptures at paleoseismic sites 
where numerous ruptures have been documented, the relative effectiveness of proposed fault segment boundaries 
at stopping ruptures, and the relative frequency of on-fault and off-fault ruptures in California) (see also the WGCEP 
and SoSafe sections).  

6.2.2 General Contributions  
●   Establish rigorous procedures in controlled environments (testing centers) for registering prediction procedures, 

which include the delivery and maintenance of versioned, documented code for making and evaluating forecasts 
including intercomparisons to evaluate predictive skills. 

●   Construct community-endorsed standards for testing and evaluating probability-based, alarm-based, fault-based, 
and event-based predictions. 

●   Develop hardware facilities and software support to allow individual researchers and groups to participate in 
prediction experiments.  

●   Design and develop programmatic interfaces that provide access to earthquake forecasts and forecast evaluations.  
●   Provide prediction experiments with access to data sets and monitoring products, authorized by the agencies that 

produce them, for use in calibrating and testing algorithms.  
●   Characterize the influence of limitations and uncertainties of such data sets (e.g., completeness magnitudes, source 

parameters, real-time vs post-processed data uncertainties).  
●   Conduct workshops to facilitate international collaboratories.  

6.3 Community Modeling Environment (CME) 
The Community Modeling Environment (CME) is a SCEC special project that develops improved ground motion forecasts by 
integrating physics-based earthquake simulation software, observational data, and earth structural models using advanced 
computational techniques including high performance computing (HPC). CME is developing ground motion simulations that 
produce broadband seismograms and often use results, and integrate work, from various SCEC activities. The simulation 
tools used in CME activities include rupture generators (dynamic and kinematic), wave propagation models (low and high 
frequency), nonlinear site response modules, and validation capabilities (including assembled observational strong motion 
data sets and waveform-matching goodness-of-fit algorithms and information displays).  

6.3.1 SCEC Computational Platforms 
The SCEC community can contribute research activities to CME by providing scientific or computational capability that can 
improve ground motion forecasts for any of the activities described below. 

Broadband Platform. The open-source Broadband Platform (BBP) provides a verified, validated, and user-friendly 
computational environment for generating broadband (0-100Hz) ground motions. The BBP includes a suite of kinematic 
source models, wave propagation codes and site response modules to calculate suites of synthetic seismograms from user-
specified rupture sets, structural models, and station sets. 

High-F Platform. The High-F platform comprises source and wave propagation codes (kinematic ruptures with the AWP-
ODC wave propagation code and Hercules for both) used by SCEC researchers to push earthquake simulations to higher 
frequencies (> 1Hz). High-F activities aim at including more realistic physics while improving the upper frequency limits of 
physics-based ground motions. Physics models currently tested in the High-F platform include those for fault roughness, 
near-fault plasticity, frequency-dependent attenuation, topography, small-scale near-surface heterogeneities, and near-
surface nonlinearities. 

CyberShake Platform. The CyberShake Platform provides physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard curves and maps 
using seismic reciprocity to generate large ensembles of ground motion simulations (> 108). CyberShake combines an 
earthquake rupture forecast (currently UCERF2) with a kinematic source generator (Graves and Pitarka) and a wave 
propagation code (AWP-ODC) to provide rates of exceedance of ground motions. 



F3DT Platform. This platform integrates the software needed for full-3D waveform tomography using the adjoint-wavefield 
and scattering-integral formulations of the structural inverse problem. F3DT can invert both earthquake waveforms and 
ambient-field correlograms for high-resolution crustal models, and it can refine the centroid moment tensors of earthquakes 
by matching observed waveforms with 3D synthetics. 

Unified Community Velocity Model Platform. The UCVM platform provides an easy-to-use software framework for 
comparing and synthesizing 3D Earth models and delivering model products to users. UCVM is used as a repository and 
delivery system for Community Velocity Models (CVMs) developed by SCEC researchers. UCVM allows the generation of 
large simulation meshes which can be used for High-F and CyberShake simulations. 

6.3.2 Research Priorities 
In addition to specific priorities described in the Ground Motions section, the CME group is seeking proposals to: 

●   Provide codes to be included in an upcoming dynamic rupture platform, DynaShake. DynaShake is intended to 
operate in a fashion similar to the BBP, where independent codes are to be integrated to run simulation problems 
and go through validation exercises for realistic applications. Dynamic rupture code developers must be willing to 
work under an open source license. Preference will be given to codes that have been verified under the Dynamic 
Rupture Code Verification Technical Activity Group and to codes that have been parallelized or are in the process of 
being parallelized to run on multiple core systems (clusters and HPC). 

●   Improve and integrate models for source generation, wave propagation, and site effects into any of CME’s 
simulation platforms. This can include the development of scientific software that simulates one or more physical 
processes from the source to the surface. 

●   Improve our ability to extend ground motion simulations to higher frequencies and to improve the accuracy of such 
models through the integration of better physics. Proposals can be targeted to any of the ground motion simulations 
platforms, but are most relevant in the context of High-F. 

●   Develop the computational and integration frameworks to extend 3D structural modeling capabilities to the BBP. 
●   Develop or improve ground motion simulation validation computational and organizational tools. Research in this 

area would contribute to the efforts under the ground motion simulation validation (GMSV) technical activity group 
and the EEII. Validation of ground motions and models is important for any and all of the simulation platforms under 
CME. 

●   Improve the accuracy of community velocity models (CVMs), through the development of techniques that may 
involve, for example, the development of 3D tomography codes as well as the integration of geology constraints into 
CVMs. Proposals are also sought to improve the methodologies used for integration of models from different 
sources and scales within UCVM. 

●   Develop tools for decimating the UCERF3 model for use within CyberShake for specific regions (Southern and 
Central California) and accounting for the loss of precision and accuracy from the simplified model. 

●   Evaluate the spatio-temporal correlation of ground motions at regional scales from recordings and using 
CyberShake data. Compare and validate CyberShake results with empirical correlations. 

6.4 Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM) 
The Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM) is an effort to forge physics-based models into 
comprehensive earthquake forecasts using California as its primary test bed. Short-term forecasts of seismic sequences, in 
combination with consistent long-term forecasts, are critical for reducing risks and enhancing preparedness. CISM involves 
multiple specialties and groups, including those from WGCEP and CSEP and those involved with earthquake simulators. The 
Planning Committee is welcoming proposals that support CISM in its mission to improve predictability by combining rupture 
simulators that account for the physics of rupture nucleation and stress transfer with ground-motion simulators that account 
for wave excitation and propagation. CISM forecasting models will be tested against observed earthquake behaviors within 
the existing CSEP. Detailed research priorities associated with CISM include the use and calibration of earthquake simulators 
and priorities listed under the WGCEP and CSEP sections. 

6.5 Mining Seismic Wavefields (MSW) 
The Mining Seismic Wavefields (MSW) project was initiated in 2016 to develop and deploy cyberinfrastructure for mining 
seismic wavefields through data intensive computing techniques to extend similarity search for earthquake detection to 



massive data sets. Similarity search has been used to understand the mechanics of tectonic tremor, transform our 
understanding of the depth dependence of faulting, illuminate diffusion within aftershock seismicity, and reveal new insights 
into induced earthquakes. These results were achieved with modest data volumes—from ~10 seismic stations spanning ~10 
km—yet they increased the number of detected earthquakes by a factor of 10 to 100. This project will develop the 
cyberinfrastructure required to enable high-sensitivity studies of earthquake processes through the discovery of previously 
undetected seismic events within massive data volumes. The Planning Committee welcomes proposals that support the 
Mining Seismic Wavefields project. Key priorities can be found in the Seismology section. In addition, we encourage 
proposals to develop and apply data-intensive computing techniques, e.g. for long seismic time series (large-T) or dense 
seismic instrumentation (large-N) analysis, to earthquake science and engineering research problems. 

7. Communication, Education, and Outreach Activities 
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program facilitates learning, teaching, and application of 
earthquake research. In addition, SCEC/CEO has a global public safety role in line with the third element of SCEC’s mission: 
“Communicate understanding of earthquake phenomena to end-users and society at large as useful knowledge for reducing 
earthquake risk and improving community resilience.” The theme of the CEO program in SCEC5 is Partner Globally, Prepare 
Locally. Our partnerships foster new research opportunities and ensure the delivery of research and educational products 
that improve the preparedness of the general public, government agencies, businesses, research and practicing engineers, 
educators, students, and the media—locally in California as well as in other states and countries. Prepare Locally not only 
refers to improved resiliency to local hazards, but also to preparing students and the public for the future with the enhanced 
science literacy to make informed decisions to reduce their risk, and to preparing future scientists via research opportunities 
and support through career transitions. In SCEC5, the CEO program will manage and expand activities within four CEO focus 
areas: 

1.   Knowledge Implementation connects SCEC scientists and research results with practicing engineers, government 
officials, business risk managers, and other professionals active in the application of earthquake science. 

2.   The Public Education and Preparedness focus area will educate people of all ages about earthquakes, tsunamis, 
and other hazards, and motivate them to become prepared. 

3.   The K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative will improve Earth science education in multiple learning environments, 
overall science literacy, and earthquake safety in schools and museums. 

4.   Finally, the Experiential Learning and Career Advancement program will provide research opportunities, 
networking, and other resources to encourage and sustain careers in STEM fields. 

Investigators interested in contributing to CEO activities are strongly advised to contact Mark Benthien (213-740-0323; 
benthien@usc.edu) before submitting a proposal since alternative approaches may be more appropriate. 



Saturday, September 9 
09:00 - 17:00 CSEP Workshop: Informing Earthquake Debates with CSEP Results, Maximilian Werner, Thomas Jordan, Warner Marzocchi, Andy 

Michael, and David Rhoades (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2017/csep) 

09:00 - 17:00 Toward a SCEC Community Rheology Model: Technical Activity Group Kickoff and Workshop, Elizabeth Hearn, Michael 
Oskin, Greg Hirth, Whitney Behr and Wayne Thatcher (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2017/crm) 

09:00 - 17:00 Workshop on Nonlinear Shallow Crust Effects, Domniki Asimaki and Ricardo Taborda 
(https://www.scec.org/workshops/2017/shallowcrust) 

Sunday, September 10 
09:00 - 12:30 SCEC Special Projects Planning Meeting, Christine Goulet 

13:30 - 17:00 Workshop: Public Communications Theory and Practice for Scientists, Jason Ballmann, Mark Benthien, and 
Zachary Hall (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2017/communications) 

13:00 - 17:00 Workshop: Creating an Updated Version of the Community Fault Model (CFM) for Use by Earthquake 
Simulators, Terry Tullis, Michael Barall, Jim Dieterich, Ned Field, and Scott Marshall 
(https://www.scec.org/workshops/2017/cfm) 

10:00 - 22:00 SCECmeetUP Space Available, Tapestry Room 

To faciliate informal, small group discussions at the SCEC Annual Meeting, some rooms have been made available for anyone to 
use without reservations (Tapestry Room and Palm Canyon Room) at designated times. Meeting rooms for groups up to 24 
people are also available with reservations for 2-hour blocks. See the sign-up sheet in the Hilton Lobby to reserve a room for 
your group. 

13:00 - 17:00  SCEC Annual Meeting Registration & Check-In, Hilton Lobby 

15:00 - 17:00  Poster Set-Up, Plaza Ballroom 

17:00 - 18:00  Wecome Social, Hilton Lobby and Plaza Ballroom 

18:00 - 19:00 Distinguished Speaker Presentation, Horizon Ballroom 

 Science in Society: Bridging the Gap, Lucile M Jones 

Society needs science-based decision making now more than ever, as the vulnerability of society is being magnified through 
population growth in hazardous regions and by the fragility of increasingly complex cities. Although the understanding of natural 
hazards derived from scientific investigations can and has been used to reduce the impacts of many natural hazards, we often 
see science ignored or misunderstood. The reasons for the miscommunication include 1) the normalization bias that convinces 
decision-makers that preparing for the events of last few decades means that we are as prepared as we need to be, 2) the 
human need to reject randomness and form patterns (even when specious) to protect ourselves, 3) the desire of scientists to 
pursue the interesting questions which means we focus on uncertainties and what we don’t know and rarely take the time to 
communicate the consensus and what we do know, and 4) the need most people have for stories and emotional connections to 
being able to understand the implications of information. 

These differences can be overcome. In the last few years, collaborations with the City of Los Angeles and the 191 other cities of 
Southern California through the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) have led to substantial improvements 
in seismic resilience across the region. SCEC’s science is being used to evaluate vulnerabilities and look for solutions. This talk 
will explore some of the reasons for the recent successes and what scientists and decision makers can do to further improve 
the communication between science and society. 

Dr. Lucy Jones is the founder of the Dr. Lucy Jones Center for Science and Society, with a mission to foster 
the understanding and application of scientific information in the creation of more resilient communities. She 
is also a Research Associate at the Seismological Laboratory of Caltech, a post she has held since 1984. 
Working with both the public and private sectors, Dr. Jones seeks to increase communities’ ability to adapt 
and be resilient to the dynamic changes of the world around them. The aim is to understand and 
communicate where the greatest vulnerabilities lie and what actions can be taken to reduce the risk that are 
the most cost-effective. With a Bachelor of Arts in Chinese Language and Literature from Brown University 
and a Ph.D. in Geophysics from MIT, Dr. Jones has been active in earthquake research for decades, 
furthering earthquake risk reduction through seismological research and integrated disaster scenarios. 

 

19:00 - 21:00 Welcome Dinner, Hilton Poolside 



19:00 - 21:00 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Advisory Council, Palm Canyon Room 

21:00 - 22:30 Poster Session, Plaza Ballroom 

 
Monday, September 11  
07:00 - 08:00  SCEC Annual Meeting Registration & Check-In, Hilton Lobby 

07:00 - 08:00  Breakfast, Hilton Poolside 

07:00 - 08:00  SCEC Transitions Program Breakfast, Tapestry Room  

The Office of Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) is proud to launch the SCEC Transitions Program to 
provide junior members of the SCEC community with resources and mentoring across key career transitions. At the 2017 SCEC 
Annual Meeting, ELCA will host two breakfasts to connect early career attendees with peers and mentors for the purpose of 
sharing experiences and strategies to navigate the challenging career transitions—from undergraduate to graduate school, from 
graduate school to professional career, from academia to industry...or back again. (www.scec.org/workshops/2017/transitions) 

08:00 - 10:00  Plenary Session 1: “The Long Run” The State of SCEC, Horizon Ballroom  

08:00  Welcome and State of the Center (Tom Jordan / John Vidale) 

08:20  Agency Report: National Science Foundation (Maggie Benoit) 

08:35  Agency Report: U.S. Geological Survey (Bill Leith) 

08:50  Communication, Education, & Outreach (Mark Benthien) 

09:10 SCEC Science Accomplishments (Greg Beroza) 

09:40 - 10:00  Break 

10:00 - 11:00  Plenary Session 2: “Hotel California” The Case for SCEC, Horizon Ballroom 

 Tom Jordan (SCEC Director 2002-2017) 

10:00 - 22:00 SCECmeetUP Space Available, Palm Canyon Room 

To faciliate informal, small group discussions at the SCEC Annual Meeting, some rooms have been made available for anyone to 
use without reservations (Tapestry Room and Palm Canyon Room) at designated times. Meeting rooms for groups up to 24 
people are also available with reservations for 2-hour blocks. See the sign-up sheet in the Hilton Lobby to reserve a room for 
your group. 

11:00 - 12:30  Plenary Session 3: “Take It to the Limit” Physics-Based Seismic Hazard Analysis, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Christine Goulet, Ned Field 

11:00  10 years of CyberShake: Where are we now and where are we going with physics-based PSHA? Scott 
Callaghan, Robert W Graves, Kim B Olsen, Yifeng Cui, Kevin R Milner, Christine A Goulet, Philip J Maechling, and Thomas H 
Jordan 

2017 marks 10 years of development on SCEC's physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) platform, 
CyberShake. CyberShake establishes an updated PSHA methodology that utilizes multiple SCEC community products, 
including UCERF to provide an earthquake rupture forecast (ERF), UCVM, to generate velocity meshes from SCEC community 
models, AWP-ODC code, to calculate Strain Green Tensors (SGTs), and Broadband Platform rupture generators to produce 
individual rupture realizations. These elements are combined via scientific workflows to enable computation of a complete set of 
PSHA data, including rupture realizations, seismograms, intensity measures, duration metrics, hazard curves, and hazard maps. 

We will present results from the most recent CyberShake Studies, 15.4 and 17.3, produced on the largest open-science 
supercomputers. CyberShake Study 15.4 calculated a seismic hazard model for Southern California at 336 sites at 1 Hz using a 
tomographically-derived 3D velocity model. Using averaging-based factorization techniques, we can decompose CyberShake 
variability into source, site, path, and directivity effects, enabling direct comparison of this study with ground motion prediction 
equation (GMPE)-based PSHA results. We find that physics-based simulations, by capturing directivity and basin effects, have 
the potential to lower previously unexplained variability in the GMPEs, decreasing hazard estimates at high ground motions by 
orders of magnitude. In Study 17.3, CyberShake was migrated to the Central California region for the first time. PSHA results for 
two seismic hazard models, generated using a 3D tomographically produced velocity model and a regionally averaged 1D 
model, were calculated at 438 sites at 1 Hz. Of particular interest is the basin response in the southern San Joaquin Valley, 
lower than that for smaller basins as well as GMPE predictions. 

We will discuss how CyberShake extends existing PSHA methods, and describe applications of the rich CyberShake dataset, 
including improving earthquake early warning algorithms (Böse et al., 2014), evaluating building response (Deierlein et al., 2016), 



and as input to seismic codes through the SCEC UGMS committee. Finally, we will outline future plans for CyberShake, 
including integrating new ERFs, integrating physics for high frequency ground motions, and migrating the methodology to new 
geographic regions, while remaining computationally tractable. 

11:30  Characterization of spatial correlations in ground motions—insights from physics-based simulations, Jack 
W Baker and Yilin Chen 

This talk presents statistical methods to quantify spatial correlations in the intensity of ground shaking across a region in a given 
earthquake, using observed and simulated ground motions. Risk assessment of spatially distributed building portfolios or 
infrastructure systems requires such quantification in order to predict the spatial extent of damage and impacts. This talk will 
first review techniques to perform such analysis using observed ground motions from past earthquakes, and describe how these 
results can be used in probabilistic seismic risk assessment of spatially-distributed lifelines. Quantification using past 
earthquakes is challenging due to limited observational data, and requires assumptions regarding stationarity of correlations 
across space and from earthquake to earthquake. As an alternative, physics-based simulations can be used to estimate 
correlations, and can overcome the constraints from limited data faced when performing empirical estimation. Results from 
CyberShake simulations are presented, and used to illustrate apparent nonstationarity present in the simulated ground motions 
from location to location and rupture to rupture. While measurement of these correlations is not necessary in some sense, 
because they are already implicitly present in the simulations, the results do serve two useful purposes. First, the results serve 
as a validation metric that can be used to compare simulations to observed ground motions. Second, the results provide 
insights into the role of source and path properties on resulting spatial correlations, and these insights are useful in regions of 
the world where comparable simulated ground motions are not available. 

12:00  Discussion 

12:30 - 13:30  Lunch, Hilton Restaurant, Tapestry Room, and Poolside 

13:00 - 17:00  SCEC Annual Meeting Registration & Check-In, Hilton Lobby 

13:30 - 15:00  Plenary Session 4: “One of These Nights” Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability and 
Operational Earthquake Forecasting, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Max Werner, Morgan Page 

13:30  Earthquake Forecasting in recent large events in New Zealand and the role of CSEP, Matthew C Gerstenberger, 
David A Rhoades, Annemarie Christophersen, Bill Fry, Laura M Wallace, Graeme McVerry, and Nick Horspool 

The November 14th, 2016, Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake generated significant shaking and damage throughout a large part of 
central New Zealand. The recovery effort has been distributed over a very large area and the dissemination of information about 
the potential for future shaking has been an integral part of the GNS Science response. Through the nature of the event and the 
varied recovery efforts we have been required to provide model results that spanned from aftershock probability tables through 
to detailed and specific engineering information. Additionally, the main shock triggered three slow slip events (SSE) on the 
Hikurangi subduction zone that were unique in character in our approximately 20 years of observations. These SSE have 
provided a difficult and interesting challenge to the ongoing forecasting efforts. 

Our overriding philosophy remains that no single model sufficiently captures our current understanding of earthquake 
occurrence and that by using a hybrid of multiple models, we best capture the uncertainty in our knowledge of future quakes. To 
this point, and similar to past New Zealand earthquakes, we have used a hybrid forecast model based on the the STEP, ETAS, 
and EEPAS models, which we have combined with a range of long-term models, including a new strain-rate based model. We 
have used this hybrid model to produce forecasts from 1-day to 100-years. New Zealand end-users have become increasingly 
sophisticated in their uptake of forecasting information with increasing requests and needs from across sectors. A noticeable 
change in the Kaikoura response was the desire for forecast information not only to provided in seismic hazard terms, but in 
very specific risk terms for government and industry decision making. 

In the past seven years, New Zealand has experienced around 15 large earthquakes which have required a forecasting 
response. Our forecast response has heavily relied on both what we have learned from CSEP and from response-specific 
projects that have been conducted within the CSEP framework. In this presentation, I will discuss our forecast models, the 
engineering outputs developed, our efforts to estimate the impact of the SSE on the potential for triggered earthquakes, and 
finally, the role CSEP and the SCEC community have played in our ongoing forecast efforts. 

14:00  Progresses and challenges for Operational Earthquake Forecasting in Italy, Warner Marzocchi 

Society needs science-based decision making now more than ever, as the vulnerability of society is being magnified through 
population growth in hazardous regions and by the fragility of increasingly complex cities. Although the understanding of natural 
hazards derived from scientific investigations can and has been used to reduce the impacts of many natural hazards, we often 
see science ignored or misunderstood. The reasons for the miscommunication include 1) the normalization bias that convinces 
decision-makers that preparing for the events of last few decades means that we are as prepared as we need to be, 2) the 
human need to reject randomness and form patterns (even when specious) to protect ourselves, 3) the desire of scientists to 
pursue the interesting questions which means we focus on uncertainties and what we don’t know and rarely take the time to 



communicate the consensus and what we do know, and 4) the need most people have for stories and emotional connections to 
being able to understand the implications of information. 

These differences can be overcome. In the last few years, collaborations with the City of Los Angeles and the 191 other cities of 
Southern California through the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) have led to substantial improvements 
in seismic resilience across the region. SCEC’s science is being used to evaluate vulnerabilities and look for solutions. This talk 
will explore some of the reasons for the recent successes and what scientists and decision makers can do to further improve 
the communication between science and society. 

14:30  Discussion 

14:00 - 22:00 SCECmeetUP Space Available, Tapestry Room 

To faciliate informal, small group discussions at the SCEC Annual Meeting, some rooms have been made available for anyone to 
use without reservations (Tapestry Room and Palm Canyon Room) at designated times. Meeting rooms for groups up to 24 
people are also  available with reservations for 2-hour blocks. See the sign-up sheet in the Hilton Lobby to reserve a room for 
your group. 

15:00 - 17:00 Poster Session, Plaza Ballroom 

15:00 - 18:00 Leadership Meeting: SCEC CEO Planning Committee, Oasis Room II 

19:00 - 22:00 SCEC Honors Banquet: “Tequila Sunrise” Tribute to SCEC Director Tom Jordan, Woodstock Ballroom at Hard 
Rock Hotel 

 
Tuesday, September 12  
07:00 - 08:00  Breakfast, Hilton Poolside 

07:00 - 08:00  SCEC Transitions Program Breakfast, Tapestry Room  

The Office of Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) is proud to launch the SCEC Transitions Program to 
provide junior members of the SCEC community with resources and mentoring across key career transitions. At the 2017 SCEC 
Annual Meeting, ELCA will host two breakfasts to connect early career attendees with peers and mentors for the purpose of 
sharing experiences and strategies to navigate the challenging career transitions—from undergraduate to graduate school, from 
graduate school to professional career, from academia to industry...or back again. (www.scec.org/workshops/2017/transitions) 

08:00 - 10:00  Plenary Session 5: “New Kid in Town” The Future of SCEC, Horizon Ballroom  

08:00  Vision for SCEC (John Vidale) 

08:30  Discussion 

08:45  SCEC Science Collaboration (Greg Beroza/Judi Chester) 

09:15  SCEC Special Projects (Christine Goulet) 

09:45  SCEC Communication, Education, & Outreach (Mark Benthien) 

10:00 - 10:30  Break 

10:00 - 22:00 SCECmeetUP Space Available, Palm Canyon Room 

To faciliate informal, small group discussions at the SCEC Annual Meeting, some rooms have been made available for anyone to 
use without reservations (Tapestry Room and Palm Canyon Room) at designated times. Meeting rooms for groups up to 24 
people are also available with reservations for 2-hour blocks. See the sign-up sheet in the Hilton Lobby to reserve a room for 
your group. 

10:30 - 12:00  Plenary Session 6: “Life in the Fast Lane” Earthquake Gates Area Initiative, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Kate Scharer, Mike Oskin 

10:30  Framing the EGA: Limits and Opportunities, Kate Scharer 

10:40  Introducing the Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area, Julian C Lozos, Craig Nicholson, and Nate W Onderdonk 

Cajon Pass is the primary junction between the San Andreas (SAF) and San Jacinto (SJF) faults. Its location in western San 
Bernardino County – in the middle of the densely populated Inland Empire – means that even a local rupture within the Pass 
could have a considerable impact on cities and lifelines. Fault interactions within the Pass may also control whether rupture is 
able to continue toward Los Angeles and the western Transverse Ranges. Thus, understanding fault interactions and possible 
rupture behaviors in Cajon Pass affects our understanding of hazard throughout the southern San Andreas system. 



A number of eastern Transverse Ranges faults of different types may also interact with the SAF and SJF within Cajon Pass. Even 
from a purely geometrical standpoint, the multi-stranded nature of this junction raises the question of whether it functions as an 
earthquake gate. However, there are also a number of geological and geophysical observations and models that support the 
idea of Cajon Pass as a behavioral boundary within the southern San Andreas system. Geology and geodesy alike show a 
decrease in slip rate on the SAF south of Cajon Pass, while the slip rate increases along the subparallel SJF. Seismicity 
highlights a rotation of the regional stress field to the immediate south of the SAF-SJF junction. Paleoseismology suggests that 
many SAF ruptures stop at Cajon Pass, and that the event record on the SAF north of the junction better correlates with the 
record on the SJF than it does with the record on the SAF to the south. Rupture modeling corroborates the idea that the SAF 
and SJF can rupture together in a single event. The distribution of precariously balanced rocks near the SAF and SJF may also 
imply that directivity plays a role in how rupture negotiates the junction. 

Here, I will go into more depth on the previous research that motivates the concept of Cajon Pass as an Earthquake Gate. I will 
also introduce the key research questions raised by the Cajon Pass EGA leaders. 

11:05  Applying Paleo-earthquake Data to Query for Earthquake Gate Areas, Egill Hauksson, and Men-Andrin Meier 

Over geological time, plate motion and associated tectonic processes have created the geophysical conditions under which the 
San Andreas Fault (SAF) operates. These conditions influence earthquake processes on both short and long time scales 
because rupture processes initiate locally and change the state of stress as they rupture. In turn over many earthquake cycles 
they evolve the long-term stress and frictional conditions of the SAF. For the last ~4 million years the San Andreas Fault (SAF) 
has accommodated approximately two thirds of the plate motion between the Pacific and North America plates in southern 
California. We investigate correlations between paleo-earthquake rupture models and modern geophysical data to search for 
possibly related variations in the geophysical data. Unusual stress state, seismicity, and fault complexities could be associated 
with initiation or termination of past ruptures, or earthquake gate areas. The two most prominent possible gate areas coincide 
with the two big bends in the SAF, near Gorman and White Water. The Mojave and San Bernardino segments that are not 
aligned with the plate motion appear to have three additional gate areas, including Cajon Pass. These gate areas that are 
imaged as changes in state of stress and seismicity may have been constructed by past earthquake ruptures predominantly 
approaching from the Chalome segment to the north or the Coachella Valley segment to the south. Alternatively, these gate 
areas have evolved over time as the SAF was shaped by long-term regional tectonics, including block rotations or underplating 
beneath San Gorgonio Pass. Reconciling modern geophysical data with paleo-earthquake data will improve understanding of 
earthquake rupture mechanisms taking place at different time and spatial scales. This effort will also improve our understanding 
of the rheology of the plate boundary system and may ultimately improve seismic hazard assessment. 

11:30  Discussion: How to get involved in EGA 

12:00 - 13:30  Lunch, Hilton Restaurant, Tapestry Room, and Poolside 

13:30 - 15:00  Plenary Session 7: “Take It Easy” SCEC Community Models, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Liz Hearn, Scott Marshall 

13:30  Strategies for building community-based geodetic models of fault slip rates, Eileen L Evans 

Developing a comprehensive model of tectonic continental deformation requires assessing 1) fault slip rates, 2) off-fault 
deformation rates, and 3) realistic uncertainties. Fault slip rates can be estimated by modeling fault systems based on space 
geodetic measurements of active surface ground displacement, such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and 
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR). However, geodetic slip rate estimates may vary widely due to measurement and 
epistemic (model) uncertainties, which poses a challenge for both estimating slip rates and accurately characterizing 
uncertainties. Furthermore, differing modeling assumptions may represent ongoing scientific disagreements (e.g., block models 
vs. distributed deformation) that should be captured in a community model. Taking an alternative yet complementary approach 
to the SCEC community geodetic model (CGM), which integrates geodetic data into a model of active deformation, I compile 
estimated fault slip rates from 33 published models in California to determine average geodetic slip rates and assess model 
uncertainties. Because geodetic slip rate models may vary in the number of faults represented and the precise location of those 
faults, I combine these models on a common georeferenced grid and calculate spatially averaged long-term deformation within 
each grid cell. Averaging over multiple published models produces a community-averaged long-term deformation model of 
California, and standard deviation provides a measure of model uncertainty. This approach enables holistic comparison with 
geologic slip rates, reveals gaps in model coverage, and provides insights into the role of model uncertainties in estimates of off-
fault deformation. 

14:00 The 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura Earthquake: Perspectives from Earthquake Geology into Seismic Hazard, Robert 
M Langridge, Pilar Villamor, Nicola Litchfield, Russ J Van Dissen, Kate Clark, William Ries, Jesse Kearse, Timothy Little, Matthew 
C Gerstenberger, Tatiana Goded, and the Kaikoura Earthquake Response Team 

The 14 November 2016 (local time) Mw 7.8 Kaikōura earthquake, New Zealand is an exceptional example of multi-fault rupture 
and efforts to document the extent and character of fault rupture will provide a valuable case study of end-member fault rupture 
complexity. Surface rupture occurred on at least 14 named South Island faults with co-seismic surface slip of ≥1.5 m between 
North Canterbury, Marlborough and Cook Strait broadly spanning a plate boundary transition from oblique subduction to 
continental collision. The pattern of surface faulting is highly complex and occurred over a length of c. 180 km from mountain to 
coastal and submarine environments. There are many lessons for us to take from this event, as our observations show there 



was highly variable structural styles of rupture, jumps across tectonic domains and exceptional stepover sizes between 
ruptures, and the rupture of faults with slip rates and recurrence intervals varying by an order of magnitude all rupturing in the 
single event. These provide several important implications for seismic hazard modelling of multi-segment ruptures. The purpose 
of this talk will be to highlight the scale and complexity of surface ruptures and coastal deformation, with an emphasis on the 
high-slip Papatea, Kekerengu and Jordan faults in the northern part of the fault rupture zone. We will describe the variety of new 
techniques to map fault ruptures and understand microblock tectonics, and describe how observations from earthquake 
geology are being used to update seismic hazard models in the northern South Island. 

14:30  Discussion 

14:00 - 22:00 SCECmeetUP Space Available, Tapestry Room 

To faciliate informal, small group discussions at the SCEC Annual Meeting, some rooms have been made available for anyone to 
use without reservations (Tapestry Room and Palm Canyon Room) at designated times. Meeting rooms for groups up to 24 
people are also  available with reservations for 2-hour blocks. See the sign-up sheet in the Hilton Lobby to reserve a room for 
your group. 

15:00 - 16:00  Cajon Pass EGA Collaboration Discussion, Horizon Ballroom 

15:00 - 17:00 Poster Session, Plaza Ballroom 

21:00 - 22:30 Poster Session, Plaza Ballroom  

 
Wednesday, September 13  
07:00 - 08:00  Breakfast, Hilton Poolside 

08:30 – 08:30  Report from the Advisory Council, Horizon Ballroom 

 Meghan Miller (SCEC AC Chair) 

08:30 - 10:00  Plenary Session 8: “Desperado” From Hazard to Risk, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Annemarie Baltay, Jon Stewart 

08:30  The Limits of Earthquake Early Warning, Sarah E Minson, Annemarie S Baltay, Elizabeth S Cochran, Thomas C Hanks, 
and Men-Andrin Meier 

The objective of earthquake early warning (EEW) is to provide population centers with a useful warning of impending strong 
ground shaking: the warning must be sufficiently rapid and accurate for users to take action to mitigate damage. By considering 
the time scale of evolving moment release and observed ground motion variability, we find that EEW systems may perform quite 
differently than previously understood. Many current-generation EEW systems estimate the location and magnitude of an 
earthquake in real-time and input this information into a Ground Motion Prediction Equation (GMPE) to identify and alert people 
and infrastructure expected to experience strong shaking before that shaking arrives at their location. Much of our theoretical 
knowledge of how these systems behave relies on the assumption that the final earthquake magnitude can be known at the 
beginning of the rupture and that the predicted ground motion from this source is accurate. Removing these assumptions, we 
find that the timeliness of alerts depends strongly on the level of ground motion for which users want to be warned. To estimate 
that a user will experience ground motion exceeding a higher threshold, the EEW system must wait until the rupture grows 
larger, which cuts into potential warning time. Thus, we cannot expect long warning times for destructive levels of ground 
motion. Further, even if alerts are timely, they often will be inaccurate. Observed ground motion typically has a factor of two 
variability (one standard deviation) about the median expected ground motion predicted by a GMPE. As a result, ground motion 
predictions – including those based on accurate source parameters – will occasionally greatly under-estimate or over-estimate 
the ground motion the user will experience, resulting in missed alerts and false alarms, respectively. For false-alarm-tolerant 
users, EEW performance is optimized by taking action at low ground motion levels, improving alert timeliness and decreasing 
the number of missed events at the expense of more false alarms. 

09:00  A Vision for Regional Performance-Based Seismic Assessment, Ertugrul Taciroglu 

Recent advances in performance-based seismic engineering and in existing information technologies provide opportunities to 
develop extremely granular inventories of the built environment and assess its vulnerabilities to earthquakes. This presentation 
focuses on bridges—which are arguably the most critical elements of a transportation network—and delineates the ingredients 
needed to bring a regional seismic assessment tool to fruition. These ingredients range from site-specific ground motion 
estimation to automated development of bridge models using data harvested from publicly available data repositories, to 
damage and economic loss assessment. After identifying the ingredients, an overall framework is articulated for regional risk 
assessment of transportation networks. Several application examples are provided to demonstrate the viability of the envisioned 
approach. 

09:30  Discussion 



 

10:00 - 10:15  Demonstration of Temblor, Horizon Ballroom 

 Ross Stein 

10:15 - 10:30  Break 

10:30 - 12:00  Plenary Session 9: “Already Gone” Post-Earthquake Response, Horizon Ballroom 

 Moderators: Mike Oskin, Jamie Steidl 

10:30  The HayWired Scenario — How can the San Francisco bay region bounce back better? Kenneth W Hudnut, 
Anne M Wein, Dale A Cox, Suzanne C Perry, Keith A Porter, Laurie A Johnson, and Jennifer A Strauss 

Society needs science-based decision making now more than ever, as the vulnerability of society is being magnified through 
population growth in hazardous regions and by the fragility of increasingly complex cities. Although the understanding of natural 
hazards derived from scientific investigations can and has been used to reduce the impacts of many natural hazards, we often 
see science ignored or misunderstood. The reasons for the miscommunication include 1) the normalization bias that convinces 
decision-makers that preparing for the events of last few decades means that we are as prepared as we need to be, 2) the 
human need to reject randomness and form patterns (even when specious) to protect ourselves, 3) the desire of scientists to 
pursue the interesting questions which means we focus on uncertainties and what we don’t know and rarely take the time to 
communicate the consensus and what we do know, and 4) the need most people have for stories and emotional connections to 
being able to understand the implications of information. 

11:00  Post-Earthquake Reconnaissance: a Structural Engineer’s Perspective, Silvia Mazzoni 

Post-Earthquake Reconnaissance gives a first-hand opportunity to observe the effects of an earthquake on a human scale. 
During a reconnaissance, we gather data and knowledge, as well as an understanding and appreciation of the 
interdependencies between the different aspects of a society, or fields of study. Seismologists and geotechnical engineers 
collect field data that helps to understand the mechanisms involved in fault mechanics, wave propagation, and site 
amplification. As they compare different geologic regions and locations with respect to the seismogenic source, they identify 
source, path and local effects. Structural engineers look at the response of structures, such as buildings and bridges, and 
evaluate the interaction between these effects with the structures’ vulnerabilities and strengths to assess the mechanisms 
controlling structural response. To evaluate different building characteristics, a structural engineer looks at the response of a 
cluster of structures that are expected to have similar site response and determines the cause of the different structural 
response. During reconnaissance, we often observe adjacent buildings with very different responses, where one building may 
have no damage, the other may have collapsed -- the differences may be as obvious as the fact that one was strengthened 
while the other wasn’t. In this case, we learn the effectiveness of strengthening. In other cases, where differences in response 
are not as drastic, nor obvious, we look at the hidden details to learn about structural mechanics. That gained knowledge 
improves our building practices and policies. The one feature of an earthquake which structural engineers find only in 
reconnaissance and not in the laboratory or computer simulation is the human component: the story of the three little pigs isn’t 
about what type of building is strongest, but about the type of effort people, and society, invest into their infrastructure. 

11:30  Discussion 

12:00 - 12:15  Directors’ Closing Remarks, Horizon Ballroom 

 John Vidale (SCEC Director) and Greg Beroza (SCEC Co-Director) 

12:15  2017 SCEC Annual Meeting Adjourns 

 

12:15 - 14:30 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Planning Committee, Palm Canyon Room 

12:15 - 14:30 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Board of Directors, Tapestry Room 



Poster Sessions View full abstracts at www.scec.org/meetings/2017/am  

Sunday, September 10, 2017 
15:00 – 21:00 Poster Set-Up 
21:00 – 22:30 Poster Session 1 
Monday, September 11, 2017 
15:00 – 17:00 Poster Session 2 
Tuesday, September 12, 2017 
15:00 – 17:30 Poster Session 3 
21:00 – 22:30 Poster Session 4 
 
Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) Posters 001-018 
001 Repeating Earthquakes Trigger 

Themselves in Parkfield, Justin L 
Rubinstein, and William L Ellsworth 

002 Natural Time and Nowcasting Induced 
Seismicity at the Groningen Gas Field in 
the Netherlands, Molly Luginbuhl, Donald 
L Turcotte, and John B Rundle 

003 Towards Testing Probabilistic Seismic 
Hazard Estimates, Mostafa Mousavi, and 
Gregory C Beroza 

004 Space-time earthquake rate models for 
one-year hazard forecasts in Oklahoma, 
Andrea L Llenos, and Andrew J Michael 

005 Annual Earthquake Potential Consultation: 
A Real Forward Prediction Test in China, 
Yongxian Zhang, Zhongliang Wu, Xiaotao 
Zhang, and Gang Li 

006 On secular spatial seismicity, Yosihiko 
Ogata 

007 Model-free aftershock forecasts 
constructed from similar sequences in the 
past, Nicholas J van der Elst, and Morgan 
T Page 

008 Nonparametric Hawkes models with strike 
angle covariates, Frederic P Schoenberg, 
and James Molyneux 

009 Clustering features of seismicity in Italy 
during 2005 to 2016, Jiancang Zhuang, 
Yicun Guo, Maura Murru, Giuseppe 
Falcone, and Elisa Tinti 

010 Earthquake forecasts and their 
applications following the M7.8 2016 
Kaikoura earthquake, David A Rhoades, 
Matthew C Gerstenberger, Annemarie 
Christophersen, and David S Harte 

011 Performance enhancements and 
visualization for RSQSim earthquake 
simulator, Dmitry Pekurovsky, Amit 
Chourasia, Keith B Richards-Dinger, Bruce 
E Shaw, James H Dieterich, and Yifeng 
Cui 

012 Are Physics-Based Simulators Ready for 
Prime Time? Comparisons of RSQSim with 
UCERF3 and Observations, Kevin R Milner, 
Bruce E Shaw, Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, and 
Thomas H Jordan 

013 Conditional Probabilities of Large 
Earthquake Sequences in California from 
the Physics-based Rupture Simulator 
RSQSim, Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, Thomas H 
Jordan, Bruce E Shaw, Kevin R Milner, 
Keith B Richards-Dinger, and James H 
Dieterich 

014 Striking agreement of physics-based 
earthquake simulator and UCERF3 
California seismic hazard model, Bruce E 
Shaw, Kevin R Milner, Edward H Field, 
Keith B Richards-Dinger, Jacquelyn J 
Gilchrist, James H Dieterich, and Thomas 
H Jordan 

015 Prospective test of the 1995 WGCEP SoCal 
earthquake forecast, David D Jackson 

016 Earthquake Potential in California-Nevada 
Implied by Correlation of Strain Rate and 
Seismicity, Yuehua Zeng, Mark D 
Petersen, and Zheng-Kang Shen 

017 Characterizing the Triggering 
Susceptibility of Characteristic Faults, 
Morgan T Page, Nicholas J van der Elst, 
and Bruce E Shaw 

018 An Overview of the 3rd Uniform California 
Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3), 
Edward H Field, and Other WGCEP 
Participants 

 
 

 

 
SCEC Special Projects Posters 019-025 
019 Application of array-based early warning 

system to tsunami offshore Ventura, 
California, Yuqing Xie, and Lingsen Meng 

020 Seismic source and path parameters in 
Central California estimated with recorded 
ground motion, Jorge G Crempien, and 
Ralph J Archuleta 

021 Methodology for Incorporation of 3-D 
Simulation Results into Non-Ergodic 
Ground-Motion Models for Central 
California, Kathryn E Wooddell, and 
Norman A Abrahamson 

022 Towards a High-Resolution Velocity Model 
with a Very Dense Array at Diablo Canyon, 
California, Nori Nakata, and Gregory C 
Beroza 

023 Detecting Micro-seismicity and Long-
duration Tremor-like Events from the 
Oklahoma Wavefield Experiment, Zhigang 
Peng, Chenyu Li, Zefeng Li, Chengyuan 
Zhang, and Nori Nakata 

 
 
 
 

024 Efficient blind search for small similar-
waveform earthquakes in a decade of 
continuous seismic data (2007-2017) in 
coastal central California, Clara Yoon, 
Karianne Bergen, Kexin Rong, Hashem 
Elezabi, Peter Bailis, Philip Levis, and 
Gregory C Beroza 

025 Automated Waveform Assembling for Full-
3D Tomography, Alan Juarez, and Thomas 
Jordan 

 

 

 



Seismology Posters 026-085 
026 Geometry of the Los Angeles Basin Using 

Full H/V Spectral Ratio Inversion, Zack 
Spica, Mathieu Perton, Robert W Clayton, 
and Gregory C Beroza 

027 Stress- and structure-induced anisotropy 
in Southern California from two-decades 
of shear-wave splitting measurements, 
Zefeng Li, and Zhigang Peng 

028 Towards Structural Imaging Using 
Scattering Artifacts Detected in Ambient 
Field Correlations, Lise Retailleau, and 
Gregory C Beroza 

029 Imaging the San Gabriel and San 
Bernardino Basins with short-term Nodal 
deployments, Robert W Clayton, Fan-Chi 
Lin, Marine A Denolle, Patricia Persaud, 
and Jascha Polet 

030 Crust azimuthal anisotropy beneath the 
eastern Tibetan Plateau revealed by 
ambient noise tomography, Xue-Wei Bao, 
and Xiaodong Song 

031 On the Properties of Higher-Order Ambient 
Field Correlation, Yixiao Sheng, Nori 
Nakata, and Gregory C Beroza 

032 Ground motion coherence study in 
multiple distance ranges and frequency 
bands, Lei Qin, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and 
Frank L Vernon 

033 Shallow Earth Structure from Wind-
Induced Ground Motion, Jiong Wang, and 
Toshiro Tanimoto 

034 3-D Velocity Model of the Coachella Valley 
Determined Using P-Wave First Arrival 
Times from the Salton Seismic Imaging 
Project and Local Earthquakes, Rasheed 
Ajala, Patricia Persaud, Joann M Stock, 
Gary S Fuis, John A Hole, Mark R 
Goldman, and Daniel S Scheirer 

035 Separating non-diffuse component from 
ambient seismic noise cross-correlation in 
southern California¬¬, Xin Liu, Gregory C 
Beroza, and Nori Nakata 

036 Strong SH-to-Love Wave Scattering off the 
Southern California Continental 
Borderland, Zhongwen Zhan, Chunquan 
Yu, Egill Hauksson, and Elizabeth S 
Cochran 

037 Eikonal Tomography of the Southern 
California Plate Boundary Region, Hongrui 
Qiu, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and Fan-Chi Lin 

038 Attenuation Tomography at High 
Frequencies in Southern California, Yu-Pin 
Lin, and Thomas H Jordan 

039 Stochastic Representations of Seismic 
Anisotropy: Verification of Effective Media 
Models for Locally Isotropic 3D 
Heterogeneity, Xin Song, Thomas H 
Jordan, and David A Okaya 

040 Rocking the Boat: Poro-elastic Stress 
Change at Seismogenic Depth Associated 
with Oil Production in the Los Angeles 
Basin in the Early 20th Century, Susan E 
Hough, and Roger Bilham 

041 Shallow crustal imaging in Southern 
California using ambient noise and fault 
zone trapped waves, Fan-Chi Lin, 
Elizabeth Berg, Amir A Allam, Hongrui Qiu, 
Yadong Wang, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

042 Microseismic events associated with the 
Oroville Dam spillway, Rob Skoumal, Ezer 
Patlan, Phillip B Dawson, J. Ole Kaven, 
and Stephen H Hickman 

043 Reanalyzing the Rangely earthquake 
control experiment using machine 
learning, Kaiwen Wang, William L 
Ellsworth, and Gregory C Beroza 

044 A systematic assessment of the spatio-
temporal evolution of fault activation 
through induced seismicity in Oklahoma 
and southern Kansas, Martin Schoenball, 
and William L Ellsworth 

045 Permeability Changes Observed in the 
Arbuckle Group Coincident with Nearby 
Earthquake Occurrence, Elizabeth S 
Cochran, Kayla A Kroll, Keith B Richards-
Dinger, and Kyle D Murray 

046 Large-N array observations of injection-
induced seismicity in northern Oklahoma: 
the LASSO experiment, Sara L Dougherty, 
Elizabeth S Cochran, and Rebecca M 
Harrington 

047 Two years stress drop estimates for 
induced earthquakes in Oklahoma, Nana 
Yoshimitsu, William L Ellsworth, Gregory C 
Beroza, and Martin Schoenball 

048 Identifying Long Period Long Duration 
Events Spatially Associated With Hydraulic 
Stimulation Operations, Robert L Walker, 
Abash Kumar, Richard Hammack, Brian 
Dressel, William Harbert, and Fred 
Aminzadeh 

049 Bayesian source mechanism inversion of 
induced seismicity in oil/gas fields and 
pico-seismicity (acoustic emission) in the 
laboratory, Chen Gu, German A Prieto, 
Ulrich Mok, Youssef M Marzouk, Brian 
Evans, and Nafi Toksöz 

050 Are the Stress Drops of Small Earthquakes 
Good Predictors of the Stress Drops of 
Larger Earthquakes? Jeanne L Hardebeck 

051 Anomalously large complete stress drop 
during the 2016 Mw 5.2 Borrego Springs 
earthquake inferred by waveform 
modeling and near-source aftershock 
deficit, Zachary E Ross, Hiroo Kanamori, 
and Egill Hauksson 

052 Directly Estimating Rupture Area to 
Remove the Uncertainty in Stress Drop, 
Jeff J McGuire, and Yoshihiro Kaneko 

053 Towards quasi-automated estimates of 
directivity and related source properties of 
small to moderate earthquakes with 
second seismic moments, Haoran Meng, 
Yehuda Ben-Zion, and Jeff J McGuire 

054 Testing and Reconciling Stress Drop and 
Attenuation Models for Southern 
California, Peter M Shearer, Rachel E 
Abercrombie, and Daniel T Trugman 

055 Proposed Community Stress Drop 
Validation Experiment, Annemarie S 
Baltay, William L Ellsworth, Martin 
Schoenball, and Gregory C Beroza 

056 Detailed observations of seismicity, stress 
drop and directivity on a complex fault 
structure in Mogul Nevada, Rachel E 
Abercrombie, Christine J Ruhl, and Ken D 
Smith 

057 Preliminary insights into the fault 
geometry and rupture history of the 2016 
Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand, 
earthquake, Mareike N Adams, and Chen 
Ji 

058 Analysis of Two Magnitude ~4 
Earthquakes and Aftershocks Near 
Truckee, California, 2017, Rachel L Hatch, 
Ken D Smith, and Rachel E Abercrombie 

059 Thermomechanical earthquake cycle 
simulations with rate-and-state friction 
and nonlinear viscoelasticity, Kali L 
Allison, and Eric M Dunham 

060 Reconciling Fault Geometry in Nepal 
Himalaya using the “NAMASTE” Seismic 
Network, Manuel M Mendoza, Abhijit 
Ghosh, Marianne S Karplus, John 
Nabelek, Soma S Sapkota, Lok B Adhikari, 
Simon L Klemperer, and Aaron A Velasco 

061 Frequency-Dependent Tidal Triggering of 
Low Frequency Earthquakes Near 
Parkfield, California, Lian Xue, Roland 
Bürgmann, and David R Shelly 

062 Dynamic triggering of earthquakes north 
of Xiaojiang Fault, Yunnan, Yuexin Li, 
Roland Bürgmann, Hongfeng Yang, and 
Shiyong Zhou 

063 What does an 'average' large subduction 
earthquake look like? Men-Andrin Meier, 
Jean-Paul Ampuero, and Thomas H 
Heaton 

064 Large-scale Acceleration of Slow Slip 
Before the 2015 Mw 8.4 Illapel, Chile 
Earthquake, Hui Huang, and Lingsen 
Meng 

065 Seismicity and tectonic tremor associated 
with shallow offshore slow slip along the 
northern Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand, 
Erin Todd 



066 Continuous Tremor in the Alaska-Aleutian 
Subduction Zone Detected by Aleutian 
Array of Arrays, Bo Li, Abhijit Ghosh, 
Clifford H Thurber, and Federica Lanza 

067 Ambient tectonic tremor in the San 
Jacinto Fault, Alexandra A Hutchison, and 
Abhijit Ghosh 

068 Systematic Search for Repeating 
Earthquakes along the Central San Jacinto 
Fault, Dongdong Yao, Zhigang Peng, 
Clara Daniels, and Xiaofeng Meng 

069 Repeating earthquakes detected by a new 
fast method reveal complex creep 
behavior in the northern San Francisco 
Bay Area, Nader Shakibay Senobari, and 
Gareth J Funning 

070 Linking seismicity and fault surface 
properties, Magali Barba, Kristy F Tiampo, 
and Margaret T Glasscoe 

071 Tectonic tremor in San Andreas Fault near 
Cholame captured by a mini seismic array, 
Kuntal Chaudhuri, and Abhijit Ghosh 

072 A detailed, automatically-derived, 
seismicity catalog for the San Jacinto 
fault zone (1998-2016), Malcolm C White, 
Zachary E Ross, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and 
Frank L Vernon 

073 An Improved Method to Determine Coda-
Q, Earthquake Magnitude, and Site 
Amplification: Theory and Application to 
Southern California, Wei Wang, and Peter 
M Shearer 

074 Earthquake Monitoring with the MyShake 
Global Smartphone Seismic Network, Asaf 
Inbal, Qingkai Kong, Richard M Allen, and 
William H Savran 

075 Depth Distribution of the 2010 El Mayor-
Cucapah Earthquake Sequence (M>=4) 
Determined from Regional Waveform 
Modeling, Chunquan Yu, Egill Hauksson, 
Zhongwen Zhan, and Elizabeth S Cochran 

076 Implementing rapid, probabilistic 
association of earthquakes with source 
faults in the CFM for southern California, 
Walker S Evans, Andreas Plesch, Won 
Lee, Natesh Pillai, John H Shaw, Men-
Andrin Meier, and Egill Hauksson 

077 Obspy, Web Services and Big Data – Using 
the Southern California Earthquake Data 
Center (SCEDC) and the Southern 
California Seismic Network (SCSN) 
Products and Services for Earthquake 
Research, Ellen Yu, Prabha Acharya, 
Aparna Bhaskaran, Shang-Lin Chen, 
Jennifer Andrews, Valerie Thomas, Egill 
Hauksson, and Robert W Clayton 

078 A 15-year catalog of more than 1 million 
low-frequency earthquakes: tracking 
tremor and slip along the deep San 
Andreas Fault, David R Shelly 

079 Natural Time and Earthquake Aftershock 
Entropy, Alexis Giguere 

 

080 Toward a more robust tsunami early 
warning system: integration of real-time 
GPS, strong motion and teleseismic data 
for fast seismic source inversion, Kejie 
Chen, Zhen Liu, and Tony Song 

081 Rapid Line-Source and Ground-Motion 
Estimates for Earthquake Early Warning 
Using FinDer Version 2, Maren Böse, 
Deborah E Smith, Claude Felizardo, Men-
Andrin Meier, Thomas H Heaton, and John 
Clinton 

082 The seismological aftermath of the 2016 
Mw7.8 Pedernales, Ecuador earthquake, 
Stephen Hernandez 

083 How NSHMP 2014 and UCERF3 have 
changed the earthquake risk landscape in 
the US, Marleen Nyst, Delphine D Fitzenz, 
and Nilesh Shome 

084 Path and site effects in GMPEs: 
Incorporating crustal physical properties 
for region-specific ground motion 
estimation using small magnitude data 
from Southern California, Valerie J 
Sahakian, Annemarie S Baltay, Tom C 
Hanks, Janine Buehler, and Frank L 
Vernon 

085 Complex Rayleigh Wave Effects on the 
Seismic Demands of Mid-Rise Buildings, 
Jorge A Castillo Castellanos, Monica D 
Kohler, Anthony T Massari, and Robert W 
Clayton

Tectonic Geodesy Posters 086-108 
086 Off-fault deformations and shallow slip 

deficit from dynamic rupture simulations 
with fault zone plasticity, Daniel Roten, 
Kim B Olsen, and Steven M Day 

087 Can deformation rates across the Carrizo 
Plain segment of the San Andreas Fault be 
explained by vertical migration of the 
locked to-creeping transition? Lucile 
Bruhat, and Paul Segall 

088 Creep avalanches on San Andreas Fault 
and their underlying mechanism from 19 
years of InSAR and seismicity, Mostafa 
Khoshmanesh, and Manoochehr Shirzaei 

089 A 4-D Earthquake Cycle Model with 
Lateral Variations in Shear Modulus, David 
T Sandwell, and Bridget R Smith-Konter 

 
090 The impact of model prediction error in 

designing geodetic networks for crustal 
deformation applications, Jessica R 
Murray 

091 Production and Uses of Multi-Decade 
Geodetic Earth Science Data Records, 
Sharon Kedar, Yehuda Bock, Angelyn W 
Moore, Peng Fang, Anne sullivan, Donald 
F Argus, Songnian Jiang, and Scott T 
Marshall 

092 Red Geodesica del Noroeste de Mexico 
(REGNOM) in northern Baja California, 
Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Antonio Vidal-
Villegas, Elvia Ramon Morales, Armando 
Valdez, and Sergio M Arregui Ojeda 

093 USGS Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Network in Southern California, Daniel N 
Determan, Aris G Aspiotes, Christian 
Guillemot, John O Langbein, Mark Murray, 
Marcos Alvarez, and Keith F Stark 

094 On the Geodetic Signature from Lake 
Mead Water Levels Fluctuations (1940-
2016), Debi Kilb, Adrian A Borsa, and 
Duncan C Agnew 

095 The Far-Field Effect of Large Earthquakes 
in GPS Time-Series, Zachary M Young, 
and Corné W Kreemer 

096 Seismogenic structure and coseismic slip 
distribution of the 2013 Ms7.0 Lushan 
earthquake in southwestern China, Qi Liu, 
Xueze Wen, and Zhigang Shao 

097 A study of the December 2016, The 
Geysers, CA earthquake using InSAR and 
GPS, Rachel L Terry, Gareth J Funning, 
and Michael Floyd 

098 A Systematic Study of Earthquake 
Detectability Using Sentinel-1 TOPS InSAR, 
Gareth J Funning, and Astrid Garcia 

 
099 The M7 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, 

Earthquake: 3D coseismic deformation 
from differential topography, Chelsea P 
Scott, Ramon Arrowsmith, Lia J Lajoie, Ed 
Nissen, Tadashi Maruyama, and Chiba 
Tatsuro 

100 Capturing Postseismic Processes of the 
2016 Mw 7.1 Kumamoto Earthquake, 
Japan, Using Dense, Continuous GPS and 
Short-repeat Time ALOS-2 InSAR Data: 
Implications for the Shallow Slip Deficit 
Problem, Chris W Milliner, Roland 
Bürgmann, Teng Wang, Asaf Inbal, David 
Bekaert, Cunren Liang, and Eric J Fielding 

101 Postseismic deformation following the 
2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan (Pakistan) 
earthquake observed with Sentinel-1 
Interferometry, Kang Wang, and Yuri 
Fialko 

102 Northwest Propagation of Postseismic 
Deformation in the Yuha Desert from the 
2010 M7.2 El Mayor – Cucapah 
Earthquake, Andrea Donnellan, Jay W 



Parker, Robert A Granat, Michael B Heflin, 
John B Rundle, Lisa Grant Ludwig, Marlon 
E Pierce, and Jun Wang 

103 Line-of-Sight Velocity Map along the San 
Andreas Fault System from GPS and 
Sentinel-1 InSAR: Contribution to the SCEC 
Community Geodetic Model, Xiaohua Xu, 
and David T Sandwell 

104 Integration of InSAR and GPS data for 3-
dimensional crustal deformation mapping, 
Zhen Liu, Zheng-Kang Shen, Cunren 
Liang, and Paul Lundgren 

105 Toward the 3-component time-dependent 
Crustal Motion Model: Integration of 
Sentinel-1 SAR interferometry and 
continuous GPS, Ekaterina Tymofyeyeva, 
and Yuri Fialko 

106 Characterizing fault motion using edge 
detection in radar images, Margaret T 
Glasscoe, Jay W Parker, and Andrea 
Donnellan 

107 InSAR coherence time series - soil 
moisture as a proxy for alluvial fan age? 

Rowena B Lohman, Chelsea P Scott, and 
Teresa E Jordan 

108 Towards an Understanding of the 
Geometry of the Hilton Creek Fault System 
Within the Long Valley Caldera, Using 
Ground-Based Magnetics and High-
Resolution Topographic Profiles, Jason De 
Cristofaro, and Jascha Polet 

 

 
Earthquake Geology Posters 109-153 
109 Examining earthquake processes with 

microtextural analysis and (U-Th)/He 
thermochronometry: a case study from 
hematite fault mirrors in the Wasatch fault 
zone, Robert McDermott, Alexis K Ault, 
and James P Evans 

110 Timing of Earthquakes during the past 800 
years along the Peninsula Section of the 
San Andreas Fault Suggests Persistent 
1906-like Behavior, Gordon G Seitz, 
Maxime Mareschal, Nathan Barrett, and 
David Olsen 

111 Hematite nano- to micro-textures and (U-
Th)/He thermochronometry inform seismic 
and aseismic fault damage zone 
processes, Alexis K Ault, Robert G 
McDermott, Amy C Moser, and James P 
Evans 

112 Frictional strengths of fault gouge from a 
creeping segment of the Bartlett Springs 
Fault, northern California, Jerlyn L 
Swiatlowski, Diane Moore, and David A 
Lockner 

113 Testing the shorter and variable 
recurrence interval hypothesis along the 
Cholame segment of the San Andreas 
Fault, Alana M Williams, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, Thomas K Rockwell, Lisa 
Grant Ludwig, Sinan O Akciz, and Allen M 
Gontz 

114 The rock record of seimic nucleation: a 
case study from the Whipple Mountains 
Detachment Fault, eastern California, 
Daniel Ortega-Arroyo, Whitney M Behr, 
and Emilie Gentry 

115 San Andreas Fault Characterization at the 
LADWP Elizabeth Tunnel, Scott C Lindvall, 
Scott Kerwin, James P Evans, Jeffrey 
Tyson, James Chestnut, Chris Heron, 
Kevin Mass, Katherine M Scharer, Devin 
McPhillips, Diane Moore, Michael Farr, 
Christopher Ballard, Randolph T Williams, 
Kelly K Bradbury, Christie D Rowe, and 
Heather M Savage 

 

116 Comparison of fault rocks formed 
paleoseismically and by paleocreep(?): 
Initial results from the West Salton 
detachment fault, southern California, 
Gary Axen, Katrina Soundy, and Virgil 
Leuth 

117 Geomorphic and geologic evidence for slip 
along the San Bernardino strand of the 
San Andreas Fault System through the 
San Gorgonio Pass structural knot, 
southern California, Katherine J Kendrick, 
and Jonathan C Matti 

118 Evidence of Na- and Mg-rich Hydrothermal 
Brines Driving Chloritization and 
Albitization in an Active Fault Zone: Case 
Study of the Borrego Fault, Baja CA, 
Mexico, Matthew T Dorsey, Thomas K 
Rockwell, Gary H Girty, Giles Ostermeijer, 
Thomas M Mitchell, and John M Fletcher 

119 A new, 170 ka slip rate estimate on the 
Sierra Madre Fault, Nathaniel Lifton 

120 Investigating strain transfer along the 
Southern San Andreas Fault: A 
geomorphic and geodetic study of block 
rotation in the Eastern Transverse Ranges, 
Joshua Tree National Park, CA, Katherine 
A Guns, Richard A Bennett, and Kimberly 
D Blisniuk 

121 Slip rate variation of the Central Sierra 
Madre fault, southern California over the 
past 200 ka, Katherine M Scharer, Reed J 
Burgette, Austin Hanson, Nathaniel Lifton, 
Tammy M Rittenour, and Devin McPhillips 

122 Sources and Magnitudes of Uncertainty in 
Fault Slip Rate, Cucamonga Thrust Fault, 
Southern California, Devin McPhillips, and 
Katherine M Scharer 

123 Structural Architecture of the Western 
Transverse Ranges and Potential for Large 
Earthquakes – Trishear Forward Models, 
Yuval Levy, Thomas K Rockwell, John H 
Shaw, Andreas Plesch, Neal W Driscoll, 
and Hector Perea 

 
 

124 Strath terraces in the Santa Ynez Valley 
suggest late Quaternary activity on a 
detachment fault beneath the Western 
Transverse Ranges, California, Nate W 
Onderdonk, Andrew Farris, Edward Tyler, 
Ani M Pytlewski, Antonio Garcia, and 
Shannon A Mahan 

125 New high-resolution seismic data reveals 
the Holocene active structures and 
deformation events in offshore Ventura 
basin, CA, Hector Perea, Gülsen Ucarkus, 
Neal W Driscoll, Graham M Kent, Yuval 
Levy, and Thomas K Rockwell 

126 Evidence for Holocene coseismic 
subsidence during a non- plate boundary 
earthquake, Laura C Reynolds, Alexander 
R Simms, Thomas K Rockwell, Yusuke 
Yokoyama, Yosuke Miyairi, and Alexandra 
Hangsterfer 

127 A new estimate of latest Quaternary slip 
on the offshore Anacapa-Dume Fault at 
Sycamore Knoll, Southern California 
Continental Borderland, Ethan F Williams, 
Christopher M Castillo, Simon L 
Klemperer, Nicole Raineault, and Lind S 
Gee 

128 Activity and earthquake potential of the 
Wilmington blind thrust, Los Angeles, CA: 
The largest earthquake source not on 
current southern California hazard maps? 
Franklin D Wolfe, James F Dolan, Andreas 
Plesch, and John H Shaw 

129 Can maximum magnitude be derived from 
fault dimensions? Debbie Weiser, Natanya 
B Porto, and David D Jackson 

130 A predictive model for earthquake rupture 
extents given an early warning epicenter, 
Steven G Wesnousky, and Glenn P Biasi 

131 Ladders, stair-steps, and crossing faults: 
Insights from southern California’s active 
strike-slip faults, Susanne U Janecke, 
Benjamin E Belgarde, Ann Bykerk-
Kauffman, James P Evans, Stephen Kirby, 
Daniel Markowski, Alexander Steely, and 
Steve J Thornock 



132 Dekameter-scale geologic structure 
validation of shallow seismic properties 
along the San Jacinto fault at Sage Brush 
Flat, Anza, California, Adam Wade, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, Andrea Donnellan, Frank L 
Vernon, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

133 Tectonic control on landsliding in the 
nepal himalaya revealed by the 2015 
gorkha earthquake, Paul Quackenbush, 
Josh West, Marin Clark, Dimitrios Zekkos, 
and Chamlagain Deepak 

134 Large paleoearthquake timing and 
displacement near Damak in eastern 
Nepal on the Himalayan Frontal Thrust, 
Deepak Chamlagain, Steven G 
Wesnousky, Yasuhiro Kumahara, Ian 
Pierce, Tabor J Reedy, Stephen J Angster, 
and Bibek Giri 

135 Co- and post-seismic debris flows 
triggered by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake, 
Maxwell P Dahlquist, Josh West, and Julie 
Martinez 

136 Distribution of Earthquake-Triggered 
Landslides across Landscapes: Towards 
Understanding Erosional Agency and 
Cascading Hazards, Gen Li, and Josh 
West 

137 Effects of Improved Production Rates and 
Statistical Treatment of Cosmogenic Dates 
on California fault slip rates, Veronica B 
Prush, and Michael E Oskin 

138 Luminescence dating for paleoseismic 
research: What users need to know, 
Amanda Keen-Zebert 

139 Quaternary Rates of Slip for faults of the 
Central Walker Lane, Stephen J Angster, 
Steven G Wesnousky, Lewis A Owen, 
Paula M Figueiredo, and Sarah Hammer 

 
 
 
 
 
 

140 Terrestrial cosmogenic surface exposure 
dating of moraines at Lake Tahoe in the 
Sierra Nevada, California, and slip rate 
estimate for the West Tahoe fault, Ian 
Pierce, Steven G Wesnousky, and Lewis A 
Owen 

141 Toward characterizing extension and 
Quaternary faulting on the Pleasant Valley 
fault, Central Nevada, Tabor J Reedy, and 
Steven G Wesnousky 

142 Do low-angle normal faults produce large 
earthquakes? A case study of the Cañada 
David Detachment of northern Baja 
California, Mexico, John M Fletcher, Jaziel 
F Cambron, Thomas K Rockwell, Keene W 
Karlsson, Paula M Figueiredo, Ronald M 
Spelz, Pierre G Lachan, Ivan Peña Villa, 
Alejandro Leon Loya, Alejandro Hinojosa, 
Sambit Prasanajit Naik, and Lewis A Owen 

143 GPR imagery and identification of 
neotectonic features of the Chupamiertos 
Fault System, Baja California, Mexico, 
Allen M Gontz, Thomas K Rockwell, Keene 
W Karlsson, John M Fletcher, and Jaziel F 
Cambron 

144 Using lidar to elucidate the slip behavior 
of the southern Alpine Fault, New Zealand, 
Jozi K Pearson, and Nicolas C Barth 

145 Garlock Fault: Re-assessing past stream 
offsets at Oak Creek Canyon and 
predicting future fault displacements, 
Kelley A Shaw, and Graham M Kent 

146 Quantifying 3D deformation in the 14 
November MW 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand 
earthquake using a novel technique for 
correlation of optical satellite imagery, 
Robert Zinke, James Hollingsworth, James 
F Dolan, and Russ J Van Dissen 

147 Paleoseismic Record of Three Holocene 
Earthquakes Rupturing the Issyk-Ata Fault 
near Bishkek, North Kyrgyzstan, Magda 
Patyniak, Angela Landgraf, Atyrgul 
Dzhumabaeva, Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov, 
Swenja Rosenwinkel, Oliver Korup, Frank 
Preusser, Jens Fohlmeister, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, and Manfred Strecker 

148 Lidar data, geologic mapping, and 
paleoseismic trenching reveal late 
Quaternary surface ruptures and 
increased seismic hazard in southwestern 
British Columbia, Canada, Kristin D Morell, 
Christine A Regalla, Colin B Amos, Scott E 
Bennett, Audrey Graham, Lucinda 
Leonard, Emerson Lynch, and Nicolas 
Harrichhausen 

149 Exploring new seismic hazard scenarios in 
central Italy: hints about a previously 
unknown active normal fault highlighted 
by the Norcia 2016 (Mw 6.5) seismic 
sequence, Federica Ferrarini, Giusy 
Lavecchia, Rita de Nardis, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, Francesco Brozzetti, and 
Daniele Cirillo 

150 Detecting small offshore earthquakes with 
Back-Projection Imaging and Match-filter 
Method, Tian Feng, and Lingsen Meng 

151 Late-Holocene Earthquakes on the Rose 
Canyon Fault at Old Town, San Diego CA, 
Drake M Singleton, Thomas K Rockwell, 
Monte Murbach, Diane Murbach, Jillian M 
Maloney, Yuval Levy, Eui-Jo Marquez, and 
Luke Weidman 

152 Using GeoGateway Line-of-Sight (LOS) 
Tool to Explore Deformation along the San 
Andreas Fault in the Carrizo Plain, CA, Lisa 
Grant Ludwig, Andrea Donnellan, and Jay 
W Parker 

153 3D Constraints On Fault Architecture and 
Strain Distribution of the Newport-
Inglewood Rose Canyon and San Onofre 
Trend Fault Systems, James J Holmes, 
Neal W Driscoll, and Graham M Kent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) Posters 154-164 
154 Paleoseismic Investigation of Van Matre 

Ranch Site Along the Carrizo Plain Section 
of the San Andreas Fault, Nick J Inserra, 
Clayton Nelems, Radwan Muthala, Jeremy 
Torres, and Sinan O Akciz 

155 A re-examination of the subsurface fault 
structure in the vicinity of the 1989 Loma 
Prieta Mw 6.9 earthquake, central 
California, from analysis of steep 
reflections, earthquakes, and potential-
field data, Gary S Fuis, Edward Zhang, 
Rufus D Catchings, Daniel S Scheirer, 
Mark R Goldman, and Klaus Bauer 

156 Preliminary paleoslip results from the 
Pearblossom site on the Mojave section of 
the San Andreas Fault, Emery Anderson-
Merritt, Eric S Cowgill, Katherine M 
Scharer, and Amanda Keen-Zebert 

157 Seismic imaging of the southern California 
plate-boundary around the South-Central 
Transverse Ranges using double-
difference tomography, Pieter-Ewald 
Share, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Clifford H 
Thurber, Haijiang Zhang, and Hao Guo 

 
 

158 Rupture propagation through the Big Bend 
of the San Andreas Fault: a dynamic 
modeling case study of the Great 
Earthquake of 1857, Julian C Lozos 

159 Preliminary ages of prehistoric 
earthquakes on the Banning Strand of the 
San Andreas Fault, near North Palm 
Springs, California, Bryan A Castillo, Sally 
F McGill, Katherine M Scharer, Doug Yule, 
Devin McPhillips, James C McNeil, and 
Alan Pace 

 
 



160 Assessing stratigraphic correlations and 
fault zone extent at the 18th Ave trench 
site, Banning strand of the San Andreas 
Fault, North Palm Springs, California, 
James C McNeil, Doug Yule, Katherine M 
Scharer, Sally F McGill, Devin McPhillips, 
Bryan A Castillo, and Alan Pace 

161 Puzzling results in a slip rate study for the 
Banning Strand of the San Andreas Fault 
near North Palm Springs, Sally F McGill, 
Paula M Figueiredo, and Lewis A Owen 

 

162 Evidence for an active and evolving left-
stepping San Andreas fault (Mission Creek 
fault strand) from the Little San 
Bernardino Mountains to Yucaipa Ridge, 
Jesse Waco, Kimberly D Blisniuk, and Julie 
C Fosdick 

163 Measurements of Ground-Based 
Magnetics and Vertical Deformation From 
a Leveling Line Across the San Andreas 
Fault at Durmid Hill, Karen Alvarez, and 
Jascha Polet 

 

164 Quaternary Slip History for the Agua 
Blanca Fault, northern Baja California, 
Mexico, Peter O Gold, Whitney M Behr, 
Thomas K Rockwell, and John M Fletcher 

 

 

 

 

 

Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) Posters 165-205 
165 3D Simulations of Earthquakes on Parallel 

Offset Faults with Homogeneous Stress 
Conditions, Kayla A Kroll, Keith B 
Richards-Dinger, James H Dieterich, and 
David D Oglesby 

166 Slip partitioning and scaling relations of 
repeating earthquakes on rate-state 
faults, Camilla Cattania, Paul Segall, and 
Sebastian Hainzl 

167 Earthquake Cycles With Complex Fault 
Geometries, Brittany A Erickson, and 
Jeremy E Kozdon 

168 The effects of segmented fault zones on 
earthquake rupture propagation and 
termination, Yihe Huang 

169 Dynamic Models of Earthquake Rupture 
along branch faults of the Eastern San 
Gorgonio Pass Region in CA using 
Complex Fault Structure, Roby Douilly 

170 Effect of Undrained Gouge Plasticity on 
Rupture Dynamics of Rough Faults, Evan T 
Hirakawa, and Shuo Ma 

171 Dynamic Rupture Models of the 2015 
Mw7.8 Nepal Earthquake, Yongfei Wang, 
Steven M Day, and Marine A Denolle 

172 The material-geometry nexus: 
Understanding topographic effects on 
wave propagation, Qianli Chen, and 
Ahmed E Elbanna 

173 A Machine Learning Approach to 
Earthquake Rupture Dynamics, Sabber 
Ahamed, and Eric G Daub 

174 Slip Patterns on Rate-and-State Faults 
with Heterogeneous Velocity-Weakening 
and Velocity-Strengthening Friction, 
Kavya Sudhir, and Nadia Lapusta 

175 Implications of depth-dependent 
variations in fault zone properties for the 
frequency content of seismic radiation, 
Valere R Lambert, and Nadia Lapusta 

176 Incorporating anisotropic material 
properties into simulations of the 
earthquake cycle, Maricela Best Mckay, 
and Brittany A Erickson 

 
 

177 Can the Southern San Andreas Fault be 
Triggered by Cross-Fault Earthquakes? 
Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos, David D 
Oglesby, Aron J Meltzner, Thomas K 
Rockwell, and Michael Barall 

178 Dynamic rupture modeling of thrust faults 
with parallel surface traces, Paul L 
Peshette, Julian C Lozos, and Doug Yule 

179 Towards dynamic rupture models with 
high resolution fault zone physics, Ahmed 
E Elbanna, Xiao Ma, and Setare 
Hajaroalsvadi 

180 Stick Slip Instabilities and Strain 
Localization Dynamics in a fluid-infiltrated 
fault gouge zone model, Xiao Ma, and 
Ahmed E Elbanna 

181 Comparison of actual and seismologically 
inferred stress drops in asperity-type 
dynamic source models of 
microseismicity, Yen-Yu Lin, and Nadia 
Lapusta 

182 Exploring seismological properties of 
asperity-type events in a rate-and-state 
fault model, Natalie Schaal, Nadia 
Lapusta, and Yen-Yu Lin 

183 Pulse-Like Partial Ruptures and High-
Frequency Radiation at Creeping-Locked 
Transition during Megathrust 
Earthquakes, Sylvain G Michel, Jean-
Philippe Avouac, Nadia Lapusta, and Junle 
Jiang 

184 Dynamics of Non-planar Thrust Faults 
Governed by Various Friction Laws, Bin 
Luo, and Benchun Duan 

185 Modelling the spatio-temporal pattern of 
heterogeneous stresses and strain 
accumulation due to earthquake rupture 
on a geometrically complex fault, Khurram 
Aslam, and Eric G Daub 

186 Earthquake cycles with dynamic 
weakening from flash melting with 
heterogeneous stress and near-fault 
anelastic strain, Norman H Sleep 

 
 

187 Quantifying the coalescence process of 
microcracks leading to a system-size 
failure, Ilya Zaliapin, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

188 The Role of Dilatancy in Fluid-Induced 
Fault Slip, Stacy Larochelle, Nadia 
Lapusta, and Jean-Paul Ampuero 

189 Granular Temperature Measured 
Experimentally in a Shear Flow by 
Acoustic Energy, Stephanie E Taylor, and 
Emily E Brodsky 

190 Laboratory geophysical observation of 
grain compression and crushing in 
synthetic fault gouges, Amin Gheibi, and 
Ahmadreza Hedayat 

191 Experimental Study of Thermal 
Pressurization Weakening and the Role of 
Fault Roughness, Nir Z Badt, Terry E Tullis, 
and Greg Hirth 

192 Examination of multi-scale flash-heating 
at seismic slip rates in granite, Monica R 
Barbery, Omid Saber, Frederick M 
Chester, and Judith S Chester 

193 Experimental Investigation on Poro-
Elasto-Visco-Plastic Behavior of the Inner 
Accretionary Wedge Sediments at the 
Nankai Subduction Zone, Szu-Ting Kuo, 
Manami Kitamura, and Hiroko Kitajima 

194 Investigating the physics behind VLFEs 
and LFEs: analysis based on dynamic 
rupture models with ductile-like friction, 
Baoning Wu, David D Oglesby, Abhijit 
Ghosh, and Bo LI 

195 A Simple Spring-Mass-Dashpot Model for 
Slow Earthquakes on a Viscous Fault, 
Rachel C Lippoldt, and Charles G Sammis 

196 Earthquake Petrology: Insights into Fault 
Slip Localization and Fault Heating via 
Micro X-Ray Fluorescence Mapping and X-
Ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy, 
James P Evans, Krishna Borhara, and 
Samuel Webb 

 
 
 
 
 



197 Grain boundary sliding triggers coeval 
pseudotachylyte development in brittle-
ductile transition mylonites: an Electron 
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) case study 
of mid-crustal interseismic and coseismic 
deformation, Elena Miranda, Craig 
Stewart, and Kelly Lourcey 

198 Carbonaceous fault-related rocks in 
SAFOD Phase III core: Indicators of fluid-
rock interaction and structural diagenesis 
during slip, Krishna Borhara, Kelly K 
Bradbury, and James P Evans 

199 A Test Case for the Source Inversion 
Validation: The 2014 ML 5.5 Orkney, South 
Africa Earthquake, William L Ellsworth, 
Margaret S Boettcher, and Hiroshi 
Ogasawara 

200 Rupture of an Immature Fault in the 
Pawnee Mw5.8 earthquake, Kathleen M 
Keranen, Heather M Savage, Genevieve L 
Coffey, Rowena B Lohman, Catherine 
Lambert, Nathan Stevens, and Hannah S 
Rabinowitz 

201 Diverse volumetric seismicity in the 
Trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault 
zone, Yifang Cheng, Zachary E Ross, and 
Yehuda Ben-Zion 

202 Time Reversal Imaging of the 2014 Iquique 
Tsunami Source, Jiayuan Han, and 
Lingsen Meng 

203 Large Earthquakes and Creeping Faults, 
Ruth A Harris 

204 Dynamic Stress Changes during the 2015 
Gorkha, Nepal Earthquake, Lingling Ye, 
Nadia Lapusta, and Jean-Philippe Avouac 

205 Earthquake variability, geodetic coupling, 
and microseismicity on heterogeneous 
faults: A case study of the Anza seismic 
gap, Junle Jiang, and Yuri Fialko 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) Posters 206-228 
206 Stress models of the annual hydrospheric, 

atmospheric, thermal, and tidal loading 
cycles on California faults: Perturbation of 
background stress and changes in 
seismicity, Christopher W Johnson, 
Yuning Fu, and Roland Bürgmann 

207 Spatio-temporal variations of stress 
parameters in the San Jacinto Fault Zone, 
Niloufar Abolfathian, Patricia Martínez-
Garzón, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

208 Borehole Breakouts Versus Earthquake 
Focal Mechanisms as Stress Field 
Orientation Indicators in Southern 
California: Should We Agree to Disagree? 
Karen M Luttrell, and Jeanne L Hardebeck 

209 Using Borehole Breakouts in Deviated 
Offshore Wells to Constrain Stress 
Regimes Beneath The Santa Barbara 
Channel, Offshore Southern California, 
Edward H Pritchard, Patricia Persaud, and 
Joann M Stock 

210 InSAR and GPS time series analysis in 
areas with large scale hydrological 
deformation: separating signal from noise 
at varying length scales in the San 
Joaquin Valley, Kyle D Murray, and 
Rowena B Lohman 

211 The effect of InSAR time series generation 
techniques on signals with small spatial 
scales, Paula Burgi, and Rowena B 
Lohman 

212 Seasonal Variation of Strain in Central 
California and its Correlation with 
Seismicity, Meredith L Kraner, William C 
Hammond, Corné Kreemer, and Ilya 
Zaliapin 

 
 
 

213 Ten Years of Seasonally Modulated Strain 
History in Southern California Inferred 
from cGPS Data, Alireza Bahadori, 
Jeonghyeop Kim, Meredith L Kraner, and 
William E Holt 

214 Learn to be still: Accounting for the 
hydrologic contributions to GPS 
displacements in the continental United 
States, Susheel Adusumilli, Adrian A 
Borsa, Francesca Silverii, and Duncan C 
Agnew 

215 Interactions Between Strike-slip 
Earthquakes and the Subduction Interface 
near the Mendocino Triple Junction, 
Jianhua Gong, and Jeff J McGuire 

216 Measuring Aseismic Slip through 
Characteristically Repeating Earthquakes 
at the Mendocino Triple Junction, Kathryn 
Materna, Taka'aki Taira, and Roland 
Bürgmann 

217 A model for the initiation, evolution and 
continued activity of the Garlock fault, 
California, Alexandra E Hatem, and James 
F Dolan 

218 Mechanical Models of Fault Slip Rates in 
the Imperial Valley, CA, Jacob H Dorsett, 
Scott T Marshall, Elizabeth H Madden, and 
Michele L Cooke 

219 Getting pushy with the San Gorgonio Pass: 
Investigating active fault geometries with 
crustal deformation models, Jennifer L 
Beyer, Michele L Cooke, and Scott T 
Marshall 

220 Recognition of a dismembered positive 
flower structure along the San Jacinto 
fault: Stratigraphic and structural 
implications, Emma J Vierra, Heather N 
Webb, Kristen Dennis, Daniel W Peppard, 
Gary H Girty, and Thomas K Rockwell 

 

221 Fault and depositional architecture of the 
Catalina Basin, southern California Inner 
Continental Borderland: implications for 
hazards and basin evolution, Maureen L 
Walton, Daniel S Brothers, James E 
Conrad, Katherine L Maier, Emily C 
Roland, and Jared W Kluesner 

222 Revised (lower) slip rate for the Northern 
Death Valley Fault based on a new method 
for restoring alluvial fan cutoff lines, Karl 
J Mueller, and Ragan Anthony 

223 Deformation of the southern San Andreas 
Fault System induced by lateral variations 
in crustal rigidity, Bridget R Smith-Konter, 
David T Sandwell, Xiaopeng Tong, 
Xiaohua Xu, Lauren Ward, and Justin Higa 

224 Refining Southern California Geotherms 
Using Seismologic, Geologic, and 
Petrologic Constraints, Wayne R Thatcher, 
David S Chapman, Amir A Allam, and 
Colin Williams 

225 Constraints on seismic anisotropy in 
ductile rock fabric and application to 
imaging fault roots in southern California, 
Vera Schulte-Pelkum, Karl Mueller, Sarah 
J Brownlee, Thorsten W Becker, and Kevin 
H Mahan 

226 What allows seismic events to grow big?: 
Insights from b-value and fault roughness 
analysis in laboratory stick-slip 
experiments, Thomas H Goebel, Grzegorz 
Kwiatek, Thorsten W Becker, Emily E 
Brodsky, and Georg Dresen 

227 Stress patterns analysis about the seismic 
focal zone of the great Tohoku-Oki 
earthquake (M=9.0) in the Japan Trench 
subduction zone, Yongqing Zhang, Jiajia 
Yang, and Furen Xie 

 
 



228 Measurements of Tilt from Triangular 
Bench Mark Arrays Installed Within Long 
Valley Caldera in the 1980s, Kaitlan Q 
Elizondo, and Jascha Polet 

 

 

 

 

SCEC Community Models (CXM) Posters 229-235 
229 Objective Tectonic Regionalization of 

CVM-S4.26 Using the k-means Clustering 
Algorithm, William K Eymold, and Thomas 
H Jordan 

230 Inferring Crustal Viscosity from Seismic 
Wavespeeds: Applications to the 
Rheologic Structure of Southern 
California, William Shinevar, Mark Behn, 
Greg Hirth, and Oliver Jagoutz 

231 Can the Depth Distribution of Seismicity 
be Applied to Probe the Rheology of the 
Seismogenic Crust in Southern California? 
Egill Hauksson, Men-Andrin Meier, and 
Zachary E Ross 

232 Toward a Geologic Framework for the 
Community Rheology Model, with focus on 
the Mojave region, Michael E Oskin, 
Whitney M Behr, Alex E Morelan, Andreas 
Plesch, and John H Shaw 

233 The Pelona–Orocopia–Rand and related 
schists of southern California: a review of 
the best-known archive of shallow 
subduction on the planet, Alan D 
Chapman 

234 Community Fault Model Version 5.2: 
Updating & expanding the CFM 3D fault 
set and its associated fault database, 
Craig Nicholson, Andreas Plesch, and 
John H Shaw 

235 Impact of Earthquake Depth on Basin 
Response, Voon Hui Lai, Robert W Graves, 
and Donald V Helmberger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) Posters 236-242 
236 Using Spatial Variation of kappa to 

Develop Site-Specific Attenuation Model 
for Improved Broadband Simulations, 
Ramin Motamed, Swasti Saxena, and 
John G Anderson 

237 An application of machine learning 
techniques to the evaluation of goodness-
of-fit scores used in earthquake ground 
motion validation, Naeem Khoshnevis, 
and Ricardo Taborda 

238 70%-damped spectral acceleration as a 
ground motion intensity measure for 
predicting highly nonlinear response of 
structures, Kenny Buyco, and Thomas 
Heaton 

239 Evaluations of CyberShake simulated 
motions for use in engineering analysis, 
Ganyu Teng, and Jack W Baker 

240 Influence of Buildings Spacing in Site-City 
Interaction Effects, Ricardo Taborda, and 
Yigit D Isbiliroglu 

241 Characterization of basin effects for 
seismic performance assessments of tall 
buildings using CyberShake simulations, 
Ting Lin, Nenad Bijelic, and Gregory 
Deierlein 

242 Demonstration of the efficacy of the BBP 
ground motions for nonlinear structural 
analysis and collapse assessment, 
Kuanshi Zhong, Wen-Yi Yan, Ting Lin, and 
Gregory Deierlein 

  



Ground Motions (GM) Posters 243-275 
243 Simulation and Validation of Topographic 

Effects on Mt Pleasant, Christchurch, New 
Zealand, Seokho Jeong, Kami 
Mohammadi, Domniki Asimaki, and 
Brendon A Bradley 

244 How Much Concentrated Earthquake 
Damage is due to Site Effects Versus 
Basin Edge Focusing? Paul M Davis 

245 Rupture Direction, Basin, Distance and 
Hanging-wall Effects on Ground Motions 
from M7 Earthquakes on the Salt Lake City 
Segment of the Wasatch Fault, Utah, Nan 
Wang, Daniel Roten, Kim B Olsen, and 
James Pechmann 

246 3D Dynamic Rupture Simulations along 
Dipping Faults, with a focus on the 
Wasatch Fault Zone, Utah, Kyle B Withers, 
and Morgan P Moschetti 

247 Ground-Motion Simulations on Rough 
Faults in Complex 3D Media, Robert W 
Graves 
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Meeting Abstracts 
Detailed observations of seismicity, stress drop and directivity on a complex fault structure in Mogul Nevada, Rachel E Abercrombie, Christine J Ruhl, 
and Ken D Smith (Poster Presentation 056) 

The exceptionally well-recorded Mogul earthquake sequence, near Reno NV in 2008 allows detailed investigation of seismicity migration, and 
propagation through complex structures. Following two months of swarm-like earthquakes an increase in both seismicity rates and event magnitudes 
over several days culminated in an Mw 4.9 dextral strike-slip earthquake. Although very shallow, the mainshock had a different sense of slip than 
mapped dip-slip surface faults. We precisely relocate 7,549 earthquakes and calculate 1,100 focal mechanisms to reveal an internally clustered 
sequence; foreshocks evolved on multiple structures surrounding the eventual mainshock rupture on the previously unknown Mogul fault. The 
seismicity volume (2-6 km depth) expands before the mainshock, consistent with pore-pressure diffusion, and the aftershock volume is larger than is 
typical for a M4.9 earthquake. We identify highly clustered events that are largely mainshock-aftershock sequences, without evidence for migration, 
occurring within the diffuse background seismicity.  

We use the EGF approach developed by Abercrombie et al. (2017) to estimate spectral ratios, source time functions (STFs), and stress drops (Δσ) for 
148 earthquakes using both P and S waves. Spatiotemporal variation along the mainshock fault plane is distinct and larger than measured 
uncertainties. High-Δσ foreshocks cluster around a region of low seismicity ruptured only by low-Δσ foreshocks and not re-ruptured in the aftershock 
period, suggesting a difference in rheology along the fault plane.  

Azimuthal source directivity can be retrieved for earthquakes with multiple EGFs, recorded at stations over a wide range of azimuth.  

Following Prieto et al. (2017) for each event, we stretch and correlate the STFs at pairs of stations to quantify the azimuthal variation of the source 
duration. We model this variation in duration using bilateral and unilateral line sources to find which fits best, and the best fitting orientation. We were 
able to apply this method to over 80 earthquakes, and found that the majority were best fit with unilateral rupture. The rupture velocities are relatively 
low but this is an artifact of the limited frequency range of the signal. The line source orientations are very stable enabling the fault plane to be 
identified. They agree well with the lineations of earthquakes in the different clusters, confirming slip on a mesh-like structure.  

Spatio-temporal variations of stress parameters in the San Jacinto Fault Zone, Niloufar Abolfathian, Patricia Martínez-Garzón, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 
(Poster Presentation 207) 

We discuss variations of stress parameters in the San Jacinto Fault Zone based on a refined stress inversion methodology [Martínez-Garzón, 2016a] 
and a focal mechanism catalog for the years 1981-2015 (Yang et al. 2012, extended to 2015). The stress inversion provides the principal stress 
orientations and the stress ratio parameter R = (σ1-σ2)/(σ1-σ3). We first analyze the depth variations of stress parameters in three sections of the fault 
zone, Crafton Hills (CH), Hot Springs area (HS) and Trifurcation area (TR). Then we examine possible temporal changes associated with the 2010 Mw 
7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake in the HS and TR regions by analyzing and comparing two sub-catalogs for the years 2008-2009 and 2011-2012. 

The obtained spatial distribution of stress parameters is in general in agreement with the tectonic setting and the regional geology. Clear variations in 
the orientation of SHmax and the magnitude of R-value are observed with depth, reflecting overall changes from strike-slip towards transpressional 
and transtensional regimes below 12 km. The orientation of SHmax rotates clockwise with increasing depth. The maximum SHmax rotation is 
observed at Crafton Hills and is associated with a change of 23 degrees from the surface to 18 km depth. 

The SHmax orientation along the fault remains generally the same before and after the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, showing oblique faulting in the 
Hot Springs and Trifurcation areas. The R-value changes toward transpressional regime in the Trifurcation area after the El Mayor-Cucapah event. 
Updated results including also correlations between the stress changes and potency tensors will be presented in the meeting. 

Preliminary insights into the fault geometry and rupture history of the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand, earthquake, Mareike N Adams, and Chen 
Ji (Poster Presentation 057) 

The November 14th 2016 MW 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake occurred along the east coast of the northern part of the South Island. The local 
tectonic setting is complicated. The central South Island is dominated by oblique continental convergence, whereas the southern part of this island 
experiences eastward subduction of the Australian plate. Available information (e.g., Hamling et al., 2017; Bradley et al., 2017) indicate that this 
earthquake involved multiple fault segments of the Marlborough fault system (MFS) as the rupture propagated northwards for more than 150 km. 
Additional slip might also occur on the subduction interface of the Pacific plate under the Australian plate, beneath the MFS. However, the exact 
number of involved fault segments as well as the temporal co-seismic rupture sequence has not been fully determined with geodetic and geological 
observations. Knowledge of the kinematics of complex fault interactions has important implications for our understanding of global seismic hazards, 
particularly to relatively unmodeled multisegment ruptures. Understanding the Kaikoura earthquake will provide insight into how one incorporates 
multi-fault ruptures in seismic-hazard models. We propose to apply a multiple double-couple inversion to determine the fault geometry and 
spatiotemporal rupture history using teleseismic and strong motion waveforms, before constraining the detailed slip history using both seismic and 
geodetic data. The Kaikoura earthquake will be approximated as the summation of multiple subevents—each represented as a double-couple point 
source, characterized by i) fault geometry (strike, dip and rake), ii) seismic moment, iii) centroid time, iv) half-duration and v) location (latitude, longitude 
and depth), a total of nine variables. We progressively increase the number of point sources until the additional source cannot produce significant 
improvement to the observations. Our preliminary results using only teleseismic data indicate that, broadly speaking, the sequence of fault planes dips 
towards the northwest and the motion of slip is largely to the northeast. Sequence and timing of the rupturing faults is still to be determined. 

Learn to be still: Accounting for the hydrologic contributions to GPS displacements in the continental United States, Susheel Adusumilli, Adrian A 
Borsa, Francesca Silverii, and Duncan C Agnew (Poster Presentation 214) 



 

Using the decade-long record of continuous GPS observations, we estimate mass fluxes across the contiguous United States by inverting station 
displacements for terrestrial water storage anomalies. We further improve this estimate by jointly inverting the GPS displacements with satellite gravity 
measurements from the GRACE mission. This yields a new high-resolution terrestrial water storage data product whose lowest resolution is equivalent 
to that of direct estimates from the GRACE mission. We use the derived hydrological changes to infer the seasonal and long-term contributions of 
changes in water storage in the observed GPS displacements. We show that hydrological changes contribute significantly to the vertical 
displacements and should be accounted for in studies of three-dimensional crustal changes. 

A Machine Learning Approach to Earthquake Rupture Dynamics, Sabber Ahamed, and Eric G Daub (Poster Presentation 173) 

Dynamic rupture propagation is a challenging problem due to uncertainty regarding the underlying physics of earthquake slip, and the stress 
conditions and frictional properties of fault are not well constrained. These unknown initial stresses and friction combine with fault geometry to control 
the rupture process and determine the dynamics of slip and the resulting ground motions. However, because the earthquake rupture problem is highly 
nonlinear, determining parameter values is often done by making simplifying assumptions combined with trial and error, which computationally and 
numerically expensive. To improve our ability to determine reasonable friction and stress parameters, we use machine learning methods to develop 
models to predict if rupture can break through a fault with geometric heterogeneities. We create two models using the artificial neural network (ANN), 
and the random forest decision tree (RFD) algorithms. We train the models using a database of 1000 dynamic rupture simulations with varying fault 
geometry, stress conditions, and friction parameters. We also rigorously validate and test the predictive power of the models using additional 
simulations. Both RFD and ANN models can predict if a rupture can break through the geometric complexity with 82% accuracy on our test 
simulations, and require significantly fewer computational resources to predict rupture characteristics once the models have been trained. The model 
parameters that are determined through machine learning are also useful in determining what the most important physical parameters that control 
rupture propagation, providing new insights into the highly nonlinear process of fault rupture. 

3-D Velocity Model of the Coachella Valley Determined Using P-Wave First Arrival Times from the Salton Seismic Imaging Project and Local 
Earthquakes, Rasheed Ajala, Patricia Persaud, Joann M Stock, Gary S Fuis, John A Hole, Mark R Goldman, and Daniel S Scheirer (Poster Presentation 
034) 

The shallow crustal structure in the Salton Trough has been recognized as the primary source of inaccuracy in the current Southern California 
Earthquake Center (SCEC) velocity model used for seismic hazard studies. Therefore, we improve the seismic velocities in the Coachella Valley by 
inverting travel times from explosive shots along with earthquake data. We utilized a set of 48,105 P-wave arrival times from 126 explosive shots in the 
2011 Salton Seismic Imaging Project (SSIP) recorded at both the SSIP and Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) stations. In addition, SCSN 
station-derived first arrivals from 39,998 local earthquakes with a maximum focal depth of 10 km were incorporated into our inversion to produce a 
comprehensive 3-D P-wave velocity model for the Coachella Valley. Our improved velocity model has a grid spacing of 1-km and exhibits good 
resolution (~ 50 rays/cubic km) to a depth of at least 7 km. In the top 3 km, we observe a general pattern in the velocities that reflects the surface 
geology. One of such features is the elongated trough of low velocities within the valley that corresponds to and is expressed as sediments at the 
surface. Velocities of ~5.4 km/s or less persist down to a depth of 5 km just north of the Salton Sea, suggesting that basement surface is shallower to 
the NW and deeper to the SE consistent with gravity modeling (Langenheim et al., 2005). We identify depth-limited areas of higher velocities (~ 6.4 – 
6.6 km/s) on the western side of the Coachella Valley, which may represent basement rocks from the Eastern Peninsular Ranges. 

Thermomechanical earthquake cycle simulations with rate-and-state friction and nonlinear viscoelasticity, Kali L Allison, and Eric M Dunham (Poster 
Presentation 059) 

We simulate earthquake cycles on a 2D strike-slip fault, modeling both rate-and-state fault friction and an off-fault nonlinear power-law rheology. The 
power-law rheology involves an effective viscosity that is a function of temperature and stress, and therefore varies both spatially and temporally. All 
phases of the earthquake cycle are simulated, allowing the model to spontaneously generate earthquakes, and to capture frictional afterslip and 
postseismic and interseismic viscous flow. We investigate the interaction between fault slip and bulk viscous flow, using experimentally-based flow 
laws for quartz-diorite in the crust and olivine in the mantle, representative of the Mojave Desert region in Southern California. 

We first consider a suite of three linear geotherms which are constant in time, with dT/dz = 20, 25, and 30 K/km. Though the simulations produce very 
different deformation styles in the lower crust, ranging from significant interseismc fault creep to purely bulk viscous flow, they have almost identical 
earthquake recurrence interval, nucleation depth, and down-dip coseismic slip limit. This indicates that bulk viscous flow and interseismic fault creep 
load the brittle crust similarly. Despite these similarities, the predicted surface deformation varies, which might permit discrimination of the deformation 
mechanism at depth using geodetic observations. The simulations also predict unrealistically high stresses in the upper crust, resulting from the fact 
that the lower crust and upper mantle are relatively weak far from the fault, and from the relatively small role that basal tractions on the base of the 
crust play in the force balance of the lithosphere. We also find that for the warmest model, the effective viscosity varies by an order of magnitude in the 
interseismic period, whereas for the cooler models it remains roughly constant. 

Because the rheology is highly sensitive to changes in temperature, in addition to the simulations with constant temperature we also consider the 
effect of heat generation. We capture both frictional heat generation and off-fault viscous shear heating, allowing these in turn to alter the effective 
viscosity. The resulting temperature changes may reduce the width of the shear zone in the lower crust and upper mantle, and reduce the effective 
viscosity. 

Measurements of Ground-Based Magnetics and Vertical Deformation From a Leveling Line Across the San Andreas Fault at Durmid Hill, Karen Alvarez, 
and Jascha Polet (Poster Presentation 163) 

The Durmid Hill region is located near the termination of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) at Bombay Beach. This section of the fault has not experienced 
any major earthquakes in the past three centuries. Fuis et al. (2017) showed that the SAF is dipping to the northeast at ~50˚-60˚. The 100 m elevation 



 

difference between the Salton Sea and Bat Cave Buttes (located at the top of Durmid Hill) is a result of transpression along the SAF (Billham and 
Williams, 1985). The portion of the SAF within the Coachella Valley region experiences mild seismicity and an average dextral shear strain rate of 25 
mm/yr. During a six year study, Sylvester et al. (1993) collected differential height measurements at Durmid Hill from monuments they installed along a 
2.37 km leveling line normal to the SAF. They concluded that interseismic processes account for most of the growth at Durmid Hill and estimated more 
than 9 mm of uplift within the leveling line during those six years, with uniform tilt at distances greater than 500 m from the fault. Langenheim et al. 
(2014) created a model based on ground-based magnetic data that they collected in the same area and found a complex magnetic structure with a 
broad band magnetic anomaly present on the northeast side of SAF and a prominent magnetic high along the main mapped trace of the SAF.  

A primary objective of our study is to reoccupy the leveling line from Sylvester et al. (1993), across the SAF at Durmid Hill. Additionally, we will utilize 
subsurface geophysical techniques to enhance our understanding of the fault geometry and its relationship to the aseismic deformation. Elevation 
profiles are measured using Nikon Nivo 5C total stations and magnetic field intensity measurements are made by a GSM-19TGW v7.0 walking 
magnetometer. We will present preliminary results from data sets gathered in our initial surveys. The maps produced from the results of these first 
magnetic surveys show two significant and distinct magnetic anomalies consistent with earlier studies. Initial monument elevation comparisons could 
only be made for monuments located at the north-eastern end of the leveling line, at a distance of about 1.5 km. There appear to be sections of both 
positive and negative tilt within this segment, which would be in contrast to the observations made in the early 1990’s. We plan to collect additional 
data in more extensive surveys later this year, and include the use of RTK GPS and Very Low Frequency equipment. 

Preliminary paleoslip results from the Pearblossom site on the Mojave section of the San Andreas Fault, Emery Anderson-Merritt, Eric S Cowgill, 
Katherine M Scharer, and Amanda Keen-Zebert (Poster Presentation 156) 

The late Quaternary slip rate along the Mojave section of the San Andreas fault (MSAF) (~30 mm/yr) [1] appears to be twice as large as geodetic 
estimates (~15 mm/yr) [2], although it is unclear if this difference is real or stems from assumptions in each method. Establishing a robust Holocene 
geologic slip rate on the MSAF is essential for addressing this problem. Here, we investigate offset landforms at the Pearblossom site along the central 
MSAF. The site is located where a north-flowing, ephemeral channel crosses the fault. Upstream of the fault, the ~3 m deep channel is incised along 
the western edge of an alluvial fan (Qf1) and has small inset terraces; at the fault, the channel cuts through a bedrock shutter ridge. Downstream of the 
fault and east of the active channel, a gap in the shutter ridge contains a small outwash fan (Qf2) incised by a deflected and beheaded channel. The 
gap in the shutter ridge and the beheaded channel are displaced right-laterally by 67 ± 7 m and 39 ± 5 m, respectively, from the inferred source 
channel. Deposits and landforms at the site record the following sequence of events. First, the Qf1 fan aggraded behind the shutter ridge until the 
active channel was able to cross the shutter ridge, triggering incision of Qf1 upstream of the fault and deposition of Qf2 downstream. Subsequent 
translation of the ridge blocked cross-fault sediment transport and led to aggradation in the channel upstream of the fault. The channel was eventually 
captured by the current outlet, triggering a second phase of incision and leaving inset fill-cut terraces along the upstream channel. We dug pits in Qf1, 
Qf2, and a fill-cut terrace, and radiocarbon and luminescence analyses are in progress to provide age control for the site. The age of the shutter ridge 
gap is bracketed by the ages of Qf1 abandonment and onset of Qf2 deposition, and the age of the beheaded channel is bracketed by Qf2 
abandonment and incision of the fill-cut terraces in the active channel.  

1. Matmon et al., 2005, GSAB, v. 117 p. 795-807 

2. Meade et al., 2005, JGR, v. 110 iss. B3 

Quaternary Rates of Slip for faults of the Central Walker Lane, Stephen J Angster, Steven G Wesnousky, Lewis A Owen, Paula M Figueiredo, and Sarah 
Hammer (Poster Presentation 139) 

The Walker Lane shear zone trends northwest along the eastern Sierra Nevada and accommodates a significant portion of North American-Pacific 
Plate relative transform motion. In the central portion of the Walker Lane, the Benton Springs, Petrified Springs, Gumdrop Hills, and Indian Head faults 
are identified as the main Quaternary active strike-slip faults that accommodate some portion of the geodetically observed ~8 mm/yr of northwest 
directed transtensional dextral shear measured across the region. Here, we are placing quantitative geologically constrained limits on the shear and 
extensional components of slip determined from Quaternary mapping of high-resolution topographic datasets, including lidar and structure-from-
motion, and 10Be and Cl36 cosmosgenic nuclide dating and soil characterization of offset alluvial fans along each of the main faults. Thus far, results 
yield late-Pleistocene-Holocene strike-slip rates for the Benton Springs, Gumdrop Head, and Indian Head faults of 1.8 ± 0.6 mm/yr, 0.6 ± 0.4 mm/yr, 
and <0.9 mm/yr, respectively, and we are awaiting results for the Petrified Springs fault. The extensional component of slip appears to be minimal for 
these faults, with a maximum determined rate of 0.12 mm/yr on the Benton springs fault, assuming a minimum dip of 60 degrees. Thus far, these rates 
agree with prior qualitative estimates and are at the high end of rates predicted by others from geodetic block modeling.  

A velocity model for basin sediments in Southern California based on field measurements, Domniki Asimaki, Jian Shi, and Ricardo Taborda (Poster 
Presentation 271) 

Geotechnical data from soils and weathered rocks on regional scales are sparse and discontinuous. On the same time, these shallow crustal 
formations can have a significant effect on the amplitude, frequency and duration strong ground motions, especially in the high frequency regime that 
is relevant to engineering studies. Therefore, modeling the soft sedimentary deposits is an essential and challenging step in the development of 
regional crustal velocity models, and has been gaining traction as the capabilities of physics-based simulations have targeted broadband ground 
motions with increasingly higher frequency content. We here present our newly developed velocity model for basin structures in Southern California. 
The so-called sediment velocity model (SVM) translates Vs30, the only proxy available to describe the stiffness of the near surface sediments, into a 
generic velocity profile suitable for use in wave propagation-based ground motion models. We base this model on the statistics of nearly a thousand 
measured velocity profiles with Vs30 ranging from 150 m/s to 1000 m/s. We validate the model by comparing the site amplification factors of the 
measured profiles and the SVM. We also develop the implementation of a spatially correlated random realization algorithm, namely "RandSVM", 
intended to populate the near surface of 3D regional velocity models with our SVM. The next step of this work is to use stochastic 3D realizations of 



 

RandSVM3D to improve high-frequency predictions of physics-based ground motion simulations, and 1D realizations to develop Vs30-dependent 
amplification factors for implementation in the SCEC broadband platform. 

Modelling the spatio-temporal pattern of heterogeneous stresses and strain accumulation due to earthquake rupture on a geometrically complex fault, 
Khurram Aslam, and Eric G Daub (Poster Presentation 185) 

We perform physics-based simulations of earthquake rupture propagation on geometrically complex strike-slip faults. We consider many different 
realization of the fault roughness and obtain heterogeneous stress fields by performing dynamic rupture simulation of large earthquakes. We calculate 
the Coulomb failure function (CFF) for all these realizations so that we can quantify zones of stress increase/shadows surrounding the main fault and 
compare our results to seismic catalogs. To do this comparison, we use relocated earthquake catalogs from Northern and Southern California. We 
specify the range of fault roughness parameters based on past observational studies. The Hurst exponent (H) varies in range from 0.5 to 1 and RMS 
height to wavelength ratio ( RMS deviation of a fault profile from planarity) has values be- tween 0.01 to 0.001. For any realization of fault roughness, 
the Probability density function (PDF) values relative to the mean CFF change show a wider spread near the fault and this spread squeezes into a 
narrow band as we move away from fault. For lower value of RMS ratio, we see bigger zones of stress change near the hypocenter and for higher value 
of RMS ratio, we see alternate zones of stress increase/decrease surrounding the fault to have comparable lengths. 

We also couple short-term dynamic rupture simulation with long-term tectonic modelling. We do this by giving the stress output from one of the 
dynamic rupture simulation (of a single realization of fault roughness) to long term tectonic model (LTM) as initial condition and then run LTM over 
duration of seismic cycle. This short term and long term coupling enables us to understand how heterogeneous stresses due to fault geometry 
influence the dynamics of strain accumulation in the post-seismic and inter-seismic phase of seismic cycle. 

Hematite nano- to micro-textures and (U-Th)/He thermochronometry inform seismic and aseismic fault damage zone processes, Alexis K Ault, Robert 
G McDermott, Amy C Moser, and James P Evans (Poster Presentation 111) 

Hematite fault mirrors and striated, metallic slip surfaces in exhumed fault zones record disparate thermal and mechanical processes. Hematite is 
amenable to (U-Th)/He (He) dating and accurate interpretation of hematite He data requires hematite textural characterization, grain-size (closure T) 
distribution data, and constraints on ambient thermal conditions during and after hematite formation from apatite He thermochronometry. Here, we 
present examples of this workflow from hematite-coated fault surfaces in two seismogenic basement-hosted fault systems. Data from the Wasatch 
Fault, UT, and Mecca Hills fault damage zones, CA reveal evidence for seismic and aseismic deformation processes, respectively. 

A network of high gloss, light reflective hematite “fault mirrors” in the exhumed Wasatch fault zone preserve textural and thermochronometric evidence 
for elevated temperatures during fault slip. Polygonal hematite crystal morphology, coupled with hematite He data patterns from these surfaces and 
host rock apatite He data, are best explained by friction-generated heat, hematite recrystallization, and attendant He loss (thermal resetting) at 
geometric asperities. Models of asperity flash heating and coupled fractional hematite He loss yield temperatures of ~≥1200 °C and 85-100% He loss 
at fault surfaces. Results imply asperity flash heating and dynamic weakening promoted seismicity on these surfaces <4.5 Ma. In the Mecca Hills, 
adjacent to the San Andreas Fault, fault damage zones cut Plio-Pleistocene sediments and crystalline basement. In the Painted Canyon fault damage 
zone, hematite slip surfaces comprise thin, shingled, hematite plates in anastomosing patterns akin to “scaly fabrics.” Reproducible mean hematite He 
dates are ~0.7-0.4 Ma and are younger than ~1.2 Ma apatite He dates from adjacent undeformed crystalline host rock. Hematite textures and 
thermochronometric data collectively document Late Pleistocene episodes of syn-kinematic hematite mineralization via cyclic crack-seal and creep 
processes. 

Hematite textures from exhumed fault rocks provide a foundation for comparison with future SCEC-supported hematite deformation experiments to 
quantify the temperature and frictional properties of hematite-coated fault surfaces. Fault rock thermochronometry and textural analysis of 
experimental products will (1) link experimental and natural hematite fault observations and (2) identify potential deformation mechanisms in natural 
settings. 

Comparison of fault rocks formed paleoseismically and by paleocreep(?): Initial results from the West Salton detachment fault, southern California, 
Gary Axen, Katrina Soundy, and Virgil Leuth (Poster Presentation 116) 

The West Salton detachment fault bounds the western Salton Trough (upper plate) above the Peninsular Ranges footwall. 10-15 km of top-E, low-
angle normal slip from ~8 Ma to ~1 Ma (during San Andreas plate boundary activity) exhumed the footwall ~5-8 km. Studied fault rocks have 
intermediate plutonic protoliths. Typical footwall fault rocks formed in the upper seismogenic zone and were minimally reworked in the overlying 
aseismic zone, whereas typical upper-plate fault rocks formed at <3 km depth, generally lack pseudotachylyte and some contain clay gouge. Active 
dextral faults of the Peninsular Ranges have mostly similar protoliths, so should form similar fault rocks at depth. The detachment footwall offers 
plentiful, accessible fault-rock analogs.  

The footwall typically displays a 2-part fault core: 10-40 cm of thinly layered (cm-scale) black to brown ultracataclasite above 1-3 m of cataclasite, both 
with mainly random microscopic fabrics and sparse mineralogical alteration (zeolite growth, chlorite locally replacing biotite). Pseudotachylyte veins 
record multiple paleoseismic events. In contrast, footwall fault rocks at Agua Caliente County Park, where hot springs flow from the detachment, lack 
pseudotachylyte, ultracataclasite is thin (<4 cm) and light grey, cataclasites are macroscopically foliated and lineated, and zeolites are more common. 
Foliations in brittle, low-temperature Agua Caliente fault rocks suggest that significant (late?) slip there was by creep, possibly assisted by chemically 
reactive fluids and zeolite growth.  

We will compare grain shapes, grain-size distribution, fault-rock textures and mineralogy from Agua Caliente (paleocreeping?) versus paleoseismic 
sites. Based on experimental results, we hypothesize that fault-rock grains are more convex at paleoseismic sites than at Agua Caliente. XRD of 
footwall samples shows sparse, mainly calcium-bearing zeolites from both paleoseismic and paleocreeping(?) sites. In contrast, zeolites are abundant 



 

in Agua Caliente upper-plate fault rocks formed at shallow depth, so they may have crystallized late and/or above the paleoseismic zone. Textural 
analysis will constrain zeolite growth events and temperatures of fault-rock formation. 

Experimental Study of Thermal Pressurization Weakening and the Role of Fault Roughness, Nir Z Badt, Terry E Tullis, and Greg Hirth (Poster 
Presentation 191) 

Dynamic weakening due to pore fluid thermal pressurization is controlled by the hydraulic properties of the host rock, including the permeability (k) and 
the available pore space. Rough sliding interfaces dilate and contract during slip, in accordance with the surface geometry, and thus effectively change 
the available pore space during slip events. Thermal pressurization weakening has been studied under elevated confining pressure in the laboratory, 
using a rotary-shear apparatus having a sample with independent pore pressure and confining pressure systems. Frederick Diabase with two different 
permeabilities was used and the introduction of water for the two permeabilities was done differently. (1) The natural impermeable rock (k<10-22 m2) 
was used in two experiments, both having fault surfaces with fine roughness produced by sandblasting; water was applied to the fault before closing 
up the sample. One fault was ground flat, whereas the other had rough, mated surfaces, with a topography having an amplitude to wavelength ratio of 
1.4x10-3. (2) A thermally cracked sample with a permeability of 10-20 m2 and flat ground surfaces, finished with #100 grit, had water introduced using 
the flow-through pore pressure system. Results indicate a frictional resistance decrease of 20% in flat interfaces and 50% in rough surfaces. However, 
it is not clear if these weakening events result from thermal pressurization weakening. Moreover, the actual dilation and contraction in the rough-
surface runs were much smaller than first predicted according to the surface roughness had the rock behaved rigidly, and the coefficient of friction was 
anomalously low (0.6) for these experiments - in contrast to previously measured values for this rock (0.8-9). In comparison, an experiment on a water-
soaked, heat-treated sample showed clear thermal pressurization weakening. Dynamic weakening up to 40% was observed on a sequence of fast slip 
events (2.5 mm/s) with a characteristic friction decay curve as predicted by the thermal pressurization model. However, after a sequence of three high-
speed sliding events, the magnitude of weakening diminishes progressively from 40% to 15%. The decrease in the weakening with progressive fast-
slip events suggest that the hydraulic diffusivity may increase locally near the sliding interface during thermal pressurization-enhanced slip, perhaps 
due to stress- or thermally-induced damage to the host rock. 

Ten Years of Seasonally Modulated Strain History in Southern California Inferred from cGPS Data, Alireza Bahadori, Jeonghyeop Kim, Meredith L 
Kraner, and William E Holt (Poster Presentation 213) 

We quantify transient strain changes in southern California along with their statistical significance using cGPS data. We use PBO station data 
processed by NSF’s GAGE Facility at UNAVCO. We also analyzed cGPS data processed by the University of Nevada Reno’s (UNR) Geodetic 
Laboratory. The objective of our analysis is to quantify the transient strain changes associated with seasonal signals. Using the seasonally modulated 
strain change estimates, we determine the associated Coulomb stress changes on existing fault structures through time. A near-term goal is to 
investigate the links between seismicity rate changes and observed strain/stress changes on existing structures. An additional goal is to investigate the 
loading mechanisms for the seasonal strain changes, including hydrologic and thermoelastic sources. We have compiled the ten year seasonally 
modulated strain history in southern California into a continuous set of animations. Highlights in the ten year history are the large seasonal anomalies in 
the Los Angeles Basin region, and the wide spread strain changes associated with the postseismic signal following the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake.  

Characterization of spatial correlations in ground motions—insights from physics-based simulations, Jack W Baker, and Yilin Chen (Oral Presentation 
Mon 11:30) 

This talk presents statistical methods to quantify spatial correlations in the intensity of ground shaking across a region in a given earthquake, using 
observed and simulated ground motions. Risk assessment of spatially distributed building portfolios or infrastructure systems requires such 
quantification in order to predict the spatial extent of damage and impacts. This talk will first review techniques to perform such analysis using 
observed ground motions from past earthquakes, and describe how these results can be used in probabilistic seismic risk assessment of spatially-
distributed lifelines. Quantification using past earthquakes is challenging due to limited observational data, and requires assumptions regarding 
stationarity of correlations across space and from earthquake to earthquake. As an alternative, physics-based simulations can be used to estimate 
correlations, and can overcome the constraints from limited data faced when performing empirical estimation. Results from CyberShake simulations 
are presented, and used to illustrate apparent nonstationarity present in the simulated ground motions from location to location and rupture to rupture. 
While measurement of these correlations is not necessary in some sense, because they are already implicitly present in the simulations, the results do 
serve two useful purposes. First, the results serve as a validation metric that can be used to compare simulations to observed ground motions. 
Second, the results provide insights into the role of source and path properties on resulting spatial correlations, and these insights are useful in regions 
of the world where comparable simulated ground motions are not available. 

Proposed Community Stress Drop Validation Experiment, Annemarie S Baltay, William L Ellsworth, Martin Schoenball, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster 
Presentation 055) 

We propose to undertake a rigorous community stress drop validation study, and present here a draft “experimental design” for community review and 
feedback.  

Earthquake stress drops are notoriously variable and difficult to measure; as such, estimates of this source parameter performed by different 
researchers, with different methods, or using differing datasets, have historically yielded highly inconsistent stress drops. This wide scatter arises 
because of model dependence, measurement uncertainty, or recording limitations. Stress drop is often estimated from the cube of the corner 
frequency times seismic moment, so even small errors in corner frequency or magnitude can result in much larger errors in stress drop. Data selection, 
metadata reliability, and processing differences, as well as assumptions on material parameters and velocity models can also yield very different stress 
drops for the same earthquake. Various methods, ranging from spectral ratios, broadband fitting, and ground-motion inversions, have yielded different 
results on the same dataset or when performed by the same researcher.  



 

We propose a stress drop validation experiment, inviting any and all interested participants to use the same data set to work towards estimating stress 
drops by whatever method(s) deemed appropriate. We seek to understand the nature and causes of both the variability in earthquake stress drop 
estimates as well as the specific discrepancies found when considering the same earthquakes. Are variations due to differing methods and model 
assumptions? Do data selection and processing cause disagreement? Motivated by the recent intense interest in induced earthquakes, we select the 
2016 M5.0 Cushing earthquake and ~40 foreshocks and aftershocks for this experiment. The catalog has been relocated by Schoenball and Ellsworth 
(2017), and includes earthquakes of M2 to 5 recorded by broadband and accelerometer stations at epicentral distance from ~zero to 100 km. 
Participants will agree to share results of estimated stress drop in a specified format, as well as documentation on the method, description of exact 
data and preprocessing used, assumptions employed, and byproducts estimated (i.e., seismic moment, corner frequency, energy, ground motion 
parameters). We aim to set a rapid pace for the experiment, with initial results presented at a special session of the 2018 annual meeting of the SSA, 
and the possibility of a SCEC workshop to follow. 

Crust azimuthal anisotropy beneath the eastern Tibetan Plateau revealed by ambient noise tomography, Xue-Wei Bao, and Xiaodong Song (Poster 
Presentation 030) 

The continental collision between India and Eurasia in the Cenozoic has resulted in the rise and growth of the vast Tibetan Plateau (TP). Various 
geodynamic models, such as rigid-block extrusion, continuous deformation, and the mid-lower crustal flow, have been proposed to describe the 
growth and expansion of eastern Tibet. To better understand the deformation mechanism of the eastern TP, we performed ambient noise tomography 
using data from permanent and temporary stations and constructed Rayleigh wave azimuthally anisotropic phase-velocity maps at periods from 8 to 
30 s, which mainly sample the crustal structure. The dominant direction of fast wave propagation is oriented NW-SE in the northeastern and eastern TP 
and N-S in the southeastern TP, which is consistent with the trends of main strike-slip faults and the fast polarization directions of SKS waves and 
suggests vertically coherent deformation. Furthermore, the strength of anisotropy is continuous across main strike-slip faults, which contracts with the 
prediction of rigid-block extrusion model. Taken together, our model supports distributed coherent deformation in the eastern TP. 

Linking seismicity and fault surface properties, Magali Barba, Kristy F Tiampo, and Margaret T Glasscoe (Poster Presentation 070) 

Recent work linking asperities and seismicity suggests that changing the spatial configuration of asperities or increasing the total number of asperities 
can generate a greater number of larger events (Kazemian et al., 2013). The expansion of seismic networks globally and advances in space geodesy 
provide the ability to invert for the slip distribution on the fault surface occurring both before and during the earthquake fault rupture (González et al., 
2012; Tiampo et al., 2013). The resulting slip distribution can be directly related to the stress distribution on the fault, including the asperity profile 
(Lorito et al., 2011). We investigate the relationship between earthquake seismicity and fault structure for a variety of mechanisms and spatiotemporal 
behaviors by analyzing GR statistics and slip rate distributions for seismically well-documented historic sequences and well-monitored fault segments. 
For events with inconclusive slip rate distributions or for those lacking sufficient resolution, we invert coseismic interferograms and seismic data. Full-
resolution coseismic interferograms are constructed using JPL ISCE software (Gurrola et al., 2010) and the finite element modeling of the fault 
segments and slip distributions is performed using JPL GeoFEST software (Lyzenga et al., 2000). Linking stress dissipation with fault surface 
properties through better quantification of the statistical parameters that control those sequences has the potential to improve our understanding of 
their short- and long-term behavior. 

Examination of multi-scale flash-heating at seismic slip rates in granite, Monica R Barbery, Omid Saber, Frederick M Chester, and Judith S Chester 
(Poster Presentation 192) 

As sliding velocities approach seismic slip rates, a significant reduction in the coefficient of friction of rock can occur as a result of weakening of 
microscopic asperity contacts by flash heating. Utilizing a high-speed, high-acceleration biaxial apparatus equipped with a high-speed Infra-Red (IR) 
camera, we have documented the spatial distribution of flash temperature on decametric sliding surfaces of rock, which is characterized by linear 
arrays of mm-size high-temperature spots. Numerical models informed by our observations of surface temperature, and which consider the coupling of 
changes in temperature and friction of contacts, support the hypothesis that independent mechanisms of flash weakening operate at different contact 
scales. The uncertainty about the lifetimes and recurrence times of contacts, however, contributes to uncertainty in model results. Here, we report on 
new rock friction experiments with known lifetimes and recurrence times for millimeter-scale contacts. Experiments conducted in a double-direct shear 
configuration on Westerly granite samples achieve velocity steps from 1 mm/s to 900 mm/s at high accelerations (~50 g) over short displacements (~2 
mm) with normal stresses of 6-8 MPa and 30 mm of displacement during sustained high-speed sliding. Sliding surfaces are machined to produce 
roughness similar to natural fault surfaces and to preset contact populations. Temperatures observed in thermographs of preliminary experiments on 
surfaces with contact lifetimes half of the recurrence interval are in good agreement with prediction of 1-D heat conduction models of flash heating. 
Current work on machined surfaces with different contact population characteristics is being used to test the hypothesis of multi-scale flash 
weakening. 

 Incorporating anisotropic material properties into simulations of the earthquake cycle , Maricela Best Mckay, and Brittany A Erickson (Poster 
Presentation 176) 

We are developing a methodology for incorporating and studying the effects of anisotropy when simulating the full earthquake cycle. The method is 
developed for a vertical strike-slip fault in two-dimensions, with antiplane motion. Inertial terms are dropped from the elastic anisotropic wave equation 
to obtain a steady state problem. This resulting equilibrium equation is discretized with a finite difference method. A nonlinear rate-and-state friction 
law is enforced at the fault. Time stepping is adaptive to capture highly varying time scales, and as such is able to produce self-consistent initial 
conditions.  

We are developing the method to create anisotropic layers in the material around a fault, particularly in layering strong anisotropy close to the fault with 
a transition to isotropy off fault. We are interested in whether anisotropy can be used to explain observed surface deformation or perhaps reconcile 



 

discrepancies in estimates of fault locking depth. Towards these goals, in this initial study we vary the degree of anisotropy relative to an isotropic 
reference case and look at the effect this has on the recurrence interval. We also study how this impacts surface displacement and velocities. Initial 
results suggest that increasing the degree of anisotropy extends the recurrence interval, relative to the isotropic reference, leading to larger amounts of 
slip per rupture. 

Getting pushy with the San Gorgonio Pass: Investigating active fault geometries with crustal deformation models, Jennifer L Beyer, Michele L Cooke, 
and Scott T Marshall (Poster Presentation 219) 

Assessment of seismic hazards in southern California may be improved with more accurate characterization of the active San Andreas fault strands 
within the San Gorgonio Pass region. On-going debate centers on the activity level and active geometry of the Mill Creek and Mission Creek strands. 
We investigate five forward crustal deformation models with alternative three-dimensional active geometries of the Mill Creek and Mission Creek 
strands. Each model produces fault slip rates that match some, but not all, of the available geologic strike-slip rates on both the San Andreas and San 
Jacinto faults. The calculated misfits to the geologic strike-slip rates reveal two best-fitting models of the active fault configuration. In addition to 
matching many strike-slip rates on the San Andreas and San Jacinto faults, the Inactive Mill Creek model satisfies geologic evidence of no recent slip 
at Upper Raywood Flats, but the North-dipping Mission Creek model, with low slip rates at Upper Raywood Flats, incorporates additional active 
portions of the Mission Creek and Galena Peak strands interpreted by Morelan et al. [2016]. The two best-fitting models produce similar uplift patterns 
with significant differences in the hanging walls of the dipping faults. Additional uplift rate data in these regions and geologic slip rates along the 
northern fault strands are needed to inform active fault geometries. This could give preference to one of the two models if the mismatch between 
model and geologic slip rates deviate between the two currently preferred models. 

The mismatch between the model results and geologic slip rates may owe to epistemic uncertainties in active fault structure as well as interpreted slip 
rates. To assess where the analysis may incorporate incorrect assumptions, we develop models that prescribe geologic strike-slip rates at investigated 
sites to the corresponding positions along the simulated fault meshes of the model. The faults outside of these regions slip freely in response to 
tectonic loading and the prescribed slip rates. Distortion maps of the model results reveal regions of incompatibility at the two branches of the 
southern and northern strands of the San Andreas fault. In these regions, the prescribed fault slip rates are not effectively accommodated along the 
simulated fault surfaces. This incompatibility may indicate that the fault configuration is inaccurate at these branches or included incorrect slip rates. 

Carbonaceous fault-related rocks in SAFOD Phase III core: Indicators of fluid-rock interaction and structural diagenesis during slip, Krishna Borhara, 
Kelly K Bradbury, and James P Evans (Poster Presentation 198) 

At elevated temperatures, many carbon-bearing fault zones are subjected to thermal maturation, fluid-rock interactions, and/or shear-induced phase 
transformations, often yielding various fault weakening agents. Black carbonaceous material documented by Bradbury et al. (2011) in SAFOD Phase III 
core exhibits intense comminution, shear-induced slip localization, fragmented shear zones, stylolites, calcite-cemented breccia, calcite vein fragments 
of varying trace element chemistry, and development of Riedel shears. Presence of calcite-cemented carbonaceous ultracataclasites in creeping 
segments of the Central Deforming Zone (CDZ) and Southwest Deforming Zone (SDZ) of the San Andreas Fault raises questions regarding the nature 
of thermochemical reactions that promote dynamic weakening and strength recovery in carbon-rich fault gouges during the seismic cycle. Preliminary 
analyses show that these ultracataclasites yield high total elemental carbon values between 0.4% and 1.9%, with highly negative δ13C values between 
-24.68‰ and -21.80‰ nearing that characteristic of organic matter. Presence of 12C-enriched material within local fractures and shear zones in the 
core suggests the possibility of hydrocarbon migration along the fault, consistent with previous mud-gas analyses. Microscale X-ray fluorescence 
(μXRF) elemental mapping of this gouge using synchrotron radiation reveals a Ti-enriched, Mn-depleted carbonaceous cataclasite cemented by Ti-
depleted, Mn-enriched calcite veins with varying degrees of Ni. The nature of fluid-rock interactions in carbon-rich gouges may provide insight into 
how distribution and alteration of carbonaceous material in faults may affect frictional properties of the gouge. Understanding the dynamic evolution of 
strength and slip behavior of major tectonic faults is a fundamental problem in earthquake mechanics and seismic hazard assessment. 

Rapid Line-Source and Ground-Motion Estimates for Earthquake Early Warning Using FinDer Version 2, Maren Böse, Deborah E Smith, Claude 
Felizardo, Men-Andrin Meier, Thomas H Heaton, and John Clinton (Poster Presentation 081) 

Characterizing earthquakes in real-time, for applications like earthquake early warning, requires a flexible modeling approach that can accommodate a 
small earthquake becoming large as fault rupture evolves over time. Hence, we present a modeling strategy that generates a set of output parameters 
and uncertainty estimates that are consistent with both small/moderate (≤M6.5) and large earthquakes (>M6.5). Our approach treats earthquakes over 
the entire magnitude range (M2 to M9) with a consistent line-source methodology, where the dimensions of large earthquakes could exceed several 
tens to hundreds of kilometers in length and the dimensions of small earthquakes could be very small (< 100 m) which approximates point-source 
behavior. The extent of the assumed line-source is estimated from the level and distribution of high-frequency peak ground acceleration (pga) 
amplitudes observed in a local seismic network. High-frequency motions are well-suited for estimating rupture extent, because they are mainly 
controlled by their distance to the rupturing fault. Observed ground-motion patterns based on pga data are compared with theoretical templates 
calculated from empirical ground-motion prediction equations. Based on a matching technique, the best line-source and uncertainties are determined 
in less than a second. This algorithm extends earlier work by Böse et al. (2012, 2015) for large finite-fault ruptures. We give a summary of the new 
algorithm, including its offline performance for large finite-fault ruptures (M6.0 and M7.0) and its real-time performance for 100 real-time detected local 
earthquakes (2.2≤M≤5.1) in California. Both the rupture length and the strike are well constrained within a few seconds (<10 s) of the event origin, for 
most events. For example, with the Kumamoto earthquake, even for sites with eventual accelerations of ~10% g, accurate ground motion prediction 
levels, based on distances from the FinDer estimated rupture, are reached ≥ 10s before a threshold acceleration of ~4% g (Intensity 5) is exceeded. 
For more distant sites, with lower eventual ground-motion amplitudes, accurate predictions are available with approximately one minute warning time. 
It is only the sites closest to the epicenter that would not receive a warning. The FinDer method could also be useful for resolving fault plane 
ambiguities of focal mechanisms, thus identifying rupturing faults for earthquakes as small as M2.5. 



 

The Site Response of Surface Waves, Daniel C Bowden, and Victor C Tsai (Poster Presentation 270) 

Standard calculations of site-specific amplification assume a vertically-incident shear wave, or at least rely on the assumption that a single site-
response transfer function can be observed empirically. Cases where surface waves may play an important role, such as for a large event on the San 
Andreas which may propagate laterally into the LA Basin, are not adequately described by the standard theory. We show that an analytic site 
amplification term for surface waves can be applied to 1D profiles, yielding a very different picture of expected motions for a large sedimentary basin. 
The difference in amplifications for different wave types is well confirmed through simple 2D simulations, and we also explore how the shape of basin 
edges affect the applicability of the 1D theory. For example, the shape and sharpness of basin edges control the extent to which wave conversions 
and focusing play a role. Additionally, site amplification maps using 1D profiles from the SCEC community velocity model are presented, to compare 
with observed amplifications from historic events (e.g. the 2010 El Mayor Cucapah earthquake).  

Basin ZX Maps for use in the USGS National Seismic Hazard Model for the Western United States, Oliver S Boyd, Eric M Thompson, Allison Shumway, 
Morgan P Moschetti, William J Stephenson, and Sanaz Rezaeian (Poster Presentation 274) 

Seismic hazard assessments depend on an accurate prediction of ground motion, which depends on properties of the earthquake source, propagation 
path, and site amplification. Here, we focus on long-period site response that is sensitive to basin depth for which several western United States (WUS) 
ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) utilize the depth to 1.0 and 2.5 km/s shear wavespeed, termed Z1.0 and Z2.5 respectively, as a proxy. 
We produce maps for these basin depth terms by extracting information from published 3-D velocity models from across the WUS.  

Some of the velocity models are not resolved well enough at low velocities to provide reliable estimates of the depth to 1 km/s, but may have 
reasonable depths to 2.5 km/s according to the Z2.5(VS30) relation of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014; CB14). In such cases, we estimate Z1.0 from 
Z2.5 and the ratio of the Z1.0(VS30) relation of Chiou and Youngs (2014; CY14) to the Z2.5(VS30) relation of CB14. VS30 values are obtained from the 
USGS global VS30 model (Worden and others, 2015; https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/vs30/). If the depth to 2.5 km/s is also unreasonably small, Z1.0 
and Z2.5 values are set to 1/5th of the values resulting from the CY14 and CB14 relations with the application of the USGS VS30 map. The fraction 
1/5th is an arbitrary choice selected to produce lower bound estimates of Z1.0 and Z2.5. 

We assess the benefit of the resulting maps of Z1.0 and Z2.5 to improve estimates of long-period ground motions in the USGS National Seismic 
Hazard Model by evaluating the ground motion models with and without these basin estimates. We compare the predicted values to observed ground 
motions in the NGA-West 2 data set and compute the bias, inter-event standard deviation, and intra-event standard deviation of the residuals. 
Application of ZX values derived from relatively high-resolution local and regional 3-D velocity models in California can reduce the variance of intra-
event residuals by 40% at 5-second period relative to default, VS30-based, ZX values, which is not unexpected given that some of those models were 
used to produce the GMPEs that we are evaluating. Lower resolution national-scale velocity models can give positive variance reduction relative to 
default values without an increase in bias suggesting that in the absence of local models, it can be reasonable to apply ZX values derived from lower 
resolution national models. 

SeisFinder: A web application for extraction of data from computationally-intensive earthquake resilience calculations, Brendon A Bradley, Sharmila 
Savarimuthu, Daniel Lagrava, Jonney Huang, Jason Motha, Viktor Polak, and Sung Bae (Poster Presentation 253) 

SeisFinder is an open-source web service developed by QuakeCoRE and the University of Canterbury, New Zealand. It aims to promote further 
research and collaboration by sharing the computationally-intensive resilience calculations produced by QuakeCoRE researchers. SeisFinder allows 
users to select amongst a number of past or future earthquake events and serves ground motion simulation data for requested specific locations. This 
data can be used as input for other resilience calculations, like dynamic response history analysis. SeisFinder also provides sample codes and detailed 
instructions on how to manipulate and process the data. In this poster, we present the current features and usage of SeisFinder, as well as future 
ideas. 

Fused Seismic Simulations with the Discontinuous Galerkin Method at Extreme-Scale, Alexander N Breuer, Alexander Heinecke, and Yifeng Cui (Poster 
Presentation 280) 

We present EDGE, a solver for hyperbolic partial differential equations with emphasis on seismic setups. EDGE is designed from scratch to exploit 
inter-simulation parallelism by fusing simulations. Fused simulations are a novel technique addressing one of the grand challenges in computational 
seismology: large ensemble runs of geometrically similar forward simulations. While a traditional solver s uses fixed input i to obtain observations 
o=s(i), our approach operates on multiple inputs. Assuming a set of m different inputs I = (i_1, i_2, ..., i_m), a single execution of EDGE's solver S 
operates on the entire set of inputs in parallel to obtain the set of observations O = (o_1, o_2, ..., o_m) = S(I). High-dimensional application fields 
include, but are not limited to: derivation of accurate velocity models through tomographic inversion and uncertainty quantification in the context of 
seismic hazard analysis. EDGE tackles complicated model geometries (topography, material contrasts and internal fault boundaries) by using the 
Discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element Method (DG-FEM) method for spatial and Arbitrary high order DERivatives (ADER) for time discretization, 
implemented for unstructured tetrahedral meshes. In addition, our software allows for rapid prototyping through the support of line elements, 
quadrilaterals, triangles, and hexahedrons. Using convergence rates 2-4, EDGE’s fused approach outperforms the simulation throughput of SeisSol 
(version 201511) by a factor of 1.8 - 4.6 on the Knights Landing architecture. Further, EDGE's extreme-scale performance in scaling studies is 
unprecedented. By utilizing 612,000 cores of Cori Phase II, we were able to sustain 10.4 DP-PFLOPS, the highest ever sustained performance for a 
seismic simulation. We conclude our poster presentation by giving an outlook on under development extensions of the solver, targeting advanced 
spontaneous rupture earthquake simulations. 

Can deformation rates across the Carrizo Plain segment of the San Andreas Fault be explained by vertical migration of the locked to-creeping 
transition? Lucile Bruhat, and Paul Segall (Poster Presentation 087) 



 

Most geodetic inversions of surface deformation rates consider the depth distribution of interseismic fault slip-rate to be time invariant. However, some 
numerical simulations show down-dip penetration of dynamic rupture into regions with velocity-strengthening friction, with subsequent up-dip 
propagation of the locked to-creeping transition. These models are particularly attractive to investigate the discrepancy between geodetically- and 
seismically-derived locking depths. 

Recently, Bruhat & Segall (GJI, 2017) developed a new method to characterize interseismic slip rates, that allows slip to penetrate up dip into the 
locked region. This simple model considers deep interseismic slip as a crack loaded at constant slip rate at the down-dip end. It provides analytical 
expressions for stress drop within the crack, slip, and slip rate along the fault. These expressions make use of an expansion of the slip distribution in 
Chebyshev polynomials, with a constraint that the crack-tip stress be non-singular. The simplicity of the method enables Monte Carlo inversions for 
physical characteristics of the fault interface, establishing a first step to bridge purely kinematic inversions to physics-based numerical simulations of 
earthquake cycles.  

This study extends this new class of solution to strike-slip fault environment. We focus our work on the Carrizo Plain section of the San Andreas Fault. 
We first investigated earthquake cycle models that include viscoelastic flow and deep interseismic creep to explain observed horizontal deformation 
rates. We show that with reasonable estimates for the elastic thickness and the maximum coseismic displacement, it is difficult to explain the data 
without appealing to deep interseismic creep and deep extent of coseismic rupture. Best fitting models suggest that the maximum coseismic rupture 
extends to 15 km, then tapers down to the elastic/viscoelastic transition at 20 km. Between 15-20 km, deep interseismic slip occurs, migrating 
vertically at 10 m/year, slowly unlocking the deepest region of the elastic crust. This model constitutes a first step at explaining the discrepancy 
between geodetically-derived locking depths and microseismicity along the San Andreas fault. 

Additional Interpretation of the Orientations of Precariously Balanced Rocks in the Band Between the San Jacinto and Elsinore Faults, James N Brune, 
John G Anderson, and Richard J Brune (Poster Presentation 259) 

In a previous study Brune et al.(2006), found most of the precariously balanced (PBRs) along the line of PBRs between the San Jacinto and Elsinore 
faults were most sensitive to strong motion perpendicular to the faults, whereas the directivity pulse from a smooth dynamic rupture would have 
produced strongest ground motions in this direction. We have since added a number of rock orientations to the archive, and they support this result. 
Brune et al.(2006) concluded that “fault parallel polarized ground motions may have contributed to the observed distribution of toppling azimuths, e.g., 
the strongest ground motions may have been in the fault parallel direction for at least one earthquake over the life of the rocks (Purvance et al., 2004). 
This distribution could have resulted from supershear ruptures, unusually strong mode 3 ruptures, or an unexpected dominance of the seismicity by 
numerous short mode 2 ruptures”. Here we add a related explanation: - Very large, long, ruptures may occur, but with very incoherent patterns of slip 
in the fault plane, generating ground motions similar to a rapid sequence of M=6-7 earthquakes spaced erratically, and thus not generating a coherent 
fault-normal directivity pulse. Anderson et al., (2017) showed that the Composite Fault Model (CFM) of Zeng, Anderson and Yu (1994) with a large 
maximum sub-event stress drop produced total slip values along the fault which showed patches of very high total slip interspersed with patches of 
relatively low slip. As a consequence the predominant PGA ground motion near the fault, and out to the distances of the PBRs from the San Jacinto 
and Elsinore faults (about 17 km), was fault- parallel (Brune et al., 2016 SCEC abstract). Thus the possible existence of such complex large events with 
high sub-event stress drops might be another explanation of the predominant fault normal sensitivity of the PBRs along the Elsinore- San Jacinto line 
of PBRs.  

Focal mechanism effects on S/P amplitude ratios in southern California, Janine Buehler, Debi Kilb, Frank L Vernon, Wei Wang, and Peter M Shearer 
(Poster Presentation 267) 

Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) are key in seismic– hazard analysis and incorporate information about the earthquake source, the 
source-receiver path, and influences from the near–-station region. Ground motion variations that result from sampling different parts of the earthquake 
focal sphere are not typically accounted for in GMPEs, and the spatial distribution of observed peak amplitudes often fails to show a clear radiation 
pattern, especially at higher frequencies and longer ranges. Here we investigate the location and frequency dependence of focal mechanism effects on 
observed ground motions in the San Jacinto fault zone region in southern California and when it might be important to include the influence of source 
radiation patterns. We identify clusters of earthquakes with similar focal mechanisms and good azimuthal station coverage recorded by the ANZA 
network and examine their S/P amplitude ratios. For each source-–station pair we compute the peak absolute S/P amplitude ratio and compare these 
observed ratios with theoretically derived values. Although there is generally large scatter in the observed data, we find clusters of events with 
azimuthal variations in their S/P ratios that are correlated with theoretical values. We study these clusters in more detail, examining to what extent the 
S/P ratios, and their azimuthal patterns, change for different source-–station distances and frequency bandwidths (the radiation-pattern signature 
generally seems clearest for measurements below 2 Hz). Finally, we explore if the observed amplitude characteristics can be replicated using regional 
scattering models. 

The effect of InSAR time series generation techniques on signals with small spatial scales, Paula Burgi, and Rowena B Lohman (Poster Presentation 
211) 

As the rate of growth of InSAR catalogs continues to increase, analysis of these large datasets must be done thoughtfully and efficiently to manage the 
computational burden. One of the key decisions made during InSAR time series generation is the method for aligning the data to a common reference 
frame. This results in tradeoffs between coherence, resolution, and computational speed and depends on the spatial scale of the signal(s) of interest. 
Here, I explore these trade-offs by comparing times series generation techniques for data spanning a small, slow-moving landslide 15 km northeast of 
San José with Sentinel-1B data. In January 2017, the rate of downslope motion of this landslide increased from ~3 cm/yr to ~78 cm/yr, based on 
continuous GPS data from a monument located in the middle of the landslide. Although this rate is detectable with Sentinel data, the landslide has a 
spatial scale of only 1500 by 100 m. This small spatial scale and high deformation rate (for InSAR data) means that standard processing approaches 
fail in extracting the signal. Our initial results show that, during the period of most rapid deformation, we see approximately one full phase cycle, 



 

corresponding to 28 mm, of LOS deformation in a 10 pixel-wide swath for a 12-day pair. This results in a strain of ~2.8 mm/pixel, nearing the limit of 
observable strain before decorrelation. Additionally, this signal is only observed clearly at the crown of the landslide, which is slightly wider than the 
downslope dimensions and therefore defines the spatial resolution limit of this dataset.  

70%-damped spectral acceleration as a ground motion intensity measure for predicting highly nonlinear response of structures, Kenny Buyco, and 
Thomas Heaton (Poster Presentation 238) 

In engineering practice, the most common ground motion intensity measure for predicting structural response is spectral acceleration (Sa) with a 
period of T1 (the structure’s fundamental period) and a damping ratio of 5%, denoted here Sa(T1,5%). Sa(T1,5%) can accurately predict linear 
response of structures and small levels of damage, but it does not perform as well when used to predict nonlinear response, during which severe 
damage will cause period-lengthening of the structure and energy dissipation through hysteretic cycles. 

In this study, we investigate Sa with high damping, much larger than 5%, as a ground motion intensity measure for predicting highly nonlinear 
response of buildings. We perform incremental dynamic analysis with 50 ground motions on 22 steel moment frame building models with heights of 
three, nine, and twenty stories. We find that Sa with a damping ratio in the range of 50%-100% works best for predicting highly nonlinear response. 
From this range, we choose a damping ratio of 70% because Sa with 70% damping and period T, Sa(T,70%), computed for a ground motion is 
equivalent to the ground motion’s peak acceleration after being low-pass filtered by a 2nd-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff period of T. The 
equivalence of Sa(T,70%) to a low-pass filter indicates that ground motions with significant long period components are most damaging to structures. 

When T is chosen properly (between T1 and 2T1), Sa(T,70%) provides an estimate of the maximum base shear (in units of g) experienced by the 
building while it undergoes severe damage. So while the traditional Sa(T1,5%) predicts the base shear for a linear elastic building, Sa(T,70%) can 
approximate the base shear experienced by a building as it undergoes highly nonlinear response leading to collapse. The destructive power of a 
ground motion can thus be easily estimated for a building given T1 and its base shear capacity. 

We find that Sa(1.5T1,70%) compares favorably to other common intensity measures at predicting many levels of highly nonlinear response, including 
collapse. Sa(T1,70%) is particularly effective for predicting a maximum interstory drift ratio of 0.03, a common collapse-prevention limit in building 
design. Furthermore, a ground motion’s 70%-damped spectrum is considerably “smoother” with respect to period than its 5%-damped spectrum, so 
nonlinear response predictions are not as sensitive to T1 when Sa(T1,70%) is used as the intensity measure. 

A Ground Motion Prediction Equation for Earthquakes Mw 4-6 in Oklahoma and Kansas Derived from a Composite Recorded/Simulated Ground Motion 
Catalog, Samuel A Bydlon, Kyle B Withers, and Eric M Dunham (Poster Presentation 263) 

Recent increases in seismic activity in historically quiescent areas such as Oklahoma, Texas, and Arkansas have spurred the need for an investigation 
into expected ground motions associated with these seismic sources. This seismicity increase corresponds to a scarcity of ground motion recordings 
within ~20 km of earthquakes Mw 3 and greater. We extend off of previous work, in which simulated earthquake ground motions from Mw 3-4 
earthquakes were integrated into a recorded ground motion catalog to aid GMPE development in a target region encompassing Oklahoma and 
Kansas. Recorded ground motions for this area are available through the end of 2016 and include the 3 September, 2016 Mw 5.8 event near Pawnee, 
OK. Here, we use dynamic rupture simulations with heterogeneous initial stress conditions to simulate earthquakes Mw 4-6. We use a layered velocity 
model derived from well logs in central/north Oklahoma in the near surface ( < 2.7 km) and the Arbuckle formation overlying basement rock at depth. 
Despite a lack of recorded near-source ground motions at larger magnitudes, we demonstrate that dynamic simulations can be designed such that the 
resulting ground motions (up to 5 Hz) exhibit similar characteristics (e.g. amplitudes, decay trends, etc…) to the recorded data from the target area. We 
use the composite recorded/synthetic ground motion catalog to generate a GMPE for the Oklahoma/Kansas region up to magnitude 5.8 (the largest 
recorded event in the catalog). This framework can be exported to other regions where near-source ground motion data are sparse and can be used to 
improve constraints on near-source GMPEs, which could directly benefit seismic hazard estimates for both induced and tectonic earthquakes. 
Additionally, we attempt to reproduce the suite of dynamically generated earthquakes using point moment tensor sources to understand the effects 
that a finite fault source has on ground motion with increasing earthquake magnitude. 

CyberShake: bringing physics-based PSHA to central California, Scott Callaghan, Philip J Maechling, Christine A Goulet, Kevin R Milner, Robert W 
Graves, Kim B Olsen, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 303) 

The SCEC CyberShake computational platform is a collection of scientific software integrated with workflow tools which performs physics-based 
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) using 3D deterministic wave propagation simulations. CyberShake performs PSHA by first populating a 
velocity mesh using SCEC community velocity models, via UCVM queries. This mesh is input to the AWP-ODC-SGT code, which simulates a wavefield 
of Strain Green Tensors. An earthquake rupture forecast (ERF) is extended by varying hypocenters and slips on finite faults, generating about 500,000 
events per site. Seismic reciprocity is used to calculate synthetic seismograms, which are processed to obtain intensity measures (IMs) such as 
RotD100 and duration metrics such as Arias duration. The IMs are combined with ERF probabilities to produce hazard curves. PSHA results from 
hundreds of locations across a region are interpolated to produce a hazard map. 

In 2017, SCEC performed CyberShake Study 17.3, expanding into Central California for the first time. Seismic hazard calculations were performed at 1 
Hz at 438 sites, using both a 3D tomographically-derived central California velocity model (CCA-06) and a regionally averaged 1D model (CCA-1D). For 
simulation volumes extending outside of Central California, we included other SCEC velocity models and developed a smoothing algorithm to minimize 
reflection/refraction effects along interfaces. CyberShake Study 17.3 ran for 31 days on NCSA's Blue Waters and ORNL's Titan supercomputers, 
burning 21.6 million core-hours, producing 285 million two-component seismograms and 43 billion IMs, and utilizing end-to-end CyberShake 
workflows on Titan for the first time. 



 

Our results demonstrate that CyberShake can be successfully expanded into new regions, and lend insights into the effects of directivity-basin 
coupling associated with basins near major faults such as the San Andreas. They are especially informative about epistemic uncertainties in basin 
effects, which are not well parameterized by depths to iso-velocity surfaces, a common input to GMPEs. In particular, we observe in the 3D results that 
basin amplification for sites in the southern San Joaquin Valley is less than for sites in smaller basins such as around Ventura. 

We will present CyberShake hazard estimates from the 1D and 3D models, compare results to those from previous CyberShake studies and GMPEs, 
discuss our new workflow capability on Titan, and describe our future plans. 

10 years of CyberShake: Where are we now and where are we going with physics-based PSHA, Scott Callaghan, Robert W Graves, Kim B Olsen, Yifeng 
Cui, Kevin R Milner, Christine A Goulet, Philip J Maechling, and Thomas H Jordan (Oral Presentation Mon 11:00) 

2017 marks 10 years of development on SCEC's physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) platform, CyberShake. CyberShake 
establishes an updated PSHA methodology that utilizes multiple SCEC community products, including UCERF to provide an earthquake rupture 
forecast (ERF), UCVM, to generate velocity meshes from SCEC community models, AWP-ODC code, to calculate Strain Green Tensors (SGTs), and 
Broadband Platform rupture generators to produce individual rupture realizations. These elements are combined via scientific workflows to enable 
computation of a complete set of PSHA data, including rupture realizations, seismograms, intensity measures, duration metrics, hazard curves, and 
hazard maps. 

We will present results from the most recent CyberShake Studies, 15.4 and 17.3, produced on the largest open-science supercomputers. CyberShake 
Study 15.4 calculated a seismic hazard model for Southern California at 336 sites at 1 Hz using a tomographically-derived 3D velocity model. Using 
averaging-based factorization techniques, we can decompose CyberShake variability into source, site, path, and directivity effects, enabling direct 
comparison of this study with ground motion prediction equation (GMPE)-based PSHA results. We find that physics-based simulations, by capturing 
directivity and basin effects, have the potential to lower previously unexplained variability in the GMPEs, decreasing hazard estimates at high ground 
motions by orders of magnitude. In Study 17.3, CyberShake was migrated to the Central California region for the first time. PSHA results for two 
seismic hazard models, generated using a 3D tomographically produced velocity model and a regionally averaged 1D model, were calculated at 438 
sites at 1 Hz. Of particular interest is the basin response in the southern San Joaquin Valley, lower than that for smaller basins as well as GMPE 
predictions. 

We will discuss how CyberShake extends existing PSHA methods, and describe applications of the rich CyberShake dataset, including improving 
earthquake early warning algorithms (Böse et al., 2014), evaluating building response (Deierlein et al., 2016), and as input to seismic codes through the 
SCEC UGMS committee. Finally, we will outline future plans for CyberShake, including integrating new ERFs, integrating physics for high frequency 
ground motions, and migrating the methodology to new geographic regions, while remaining computationally tractable. 

Complex Rayleigh Wave Effects on the Seismic Demands of Mid-Rise Buildings, Jorge A Castillo Castellanos, Monica D Kohler, Anthony T Massari, and 
Robert W Clayton (Poster Presentation 085) 

Observations of earthquake motions recorded by spatially dense seismic arrays in buildings located in the northern Los Angeles basin suggest the 
presence of complex, amplified surface wave effects on the seismic demand of mid-rise buildings. Several moderate earthquakes produced large-
amplitude, seismic energy with slow shear-wave velocities that cannot be explained or accurately modeled by the SCEC community seismic velocity 
model or by Vs30 values. In this study, we examine the effects of different sedimentary basin geometries on the nonlinear response of a mid-rise 
structural model based on an existing, instrumented building. Using two-dimensional finite-difference predictive modeling, we show that when an 
earthquake focal depth is near the vertical edge of an elongated and relatively shallow sedimentary basin, dramatically amplified and complex surface 
waves are generated as a result of the waveguide effect introduced by this velocity structure. In addition, for certain source-receiver distances and 
basin geometries, body waves convert to secondary Rayleigh waves that propagate both at the free-surface interface and along the depth interface of 
the basin that show up as multiple large-amplitude arrivals. The predicted ground motions for the different basin geometries are then combined with 
high-fidelity nonlinear finite-element models of an existing, instrumented, 15-story steel moment-frame building to test its nonlinear response and 
associated damage at its resonant frequencies. This study aims to provide quantitative insight into the causative relationship between a sedimentary 
basin shape and the generation of Rayleigh waves at depth, surface waves at the free surface, scattered seismic energy, and the sensitivity of building 
responses to each of these. The results contribute to identifying the potential detrimental basin effects on seismic response of civil infrastructure, and 
will guide future efforts on how to include basin effects in the next generation of seismic design guidelines.  

Preliminary ages of prehistoric earthquakes on the Banning Strand of the San Andreas Fault, near North Palm Springs, California, Bryan A Castillo, 
Sally F McGill, Katherine M Scharer, Doug Yule, Devin McPhillips, James C McNeil, and Alan Pace (Poster Presentation 159) 

The southernmost section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) is the only section of that fault that has not ruptured historically. It is not known whether this 
long quiescent period reflects a long average recurrence interval for this portion of the fault, or whether the current interseismic interval is longer than 
average. Near Indio, the SAF splits into 3 strands; limited paleoseismic work has been conducted on the Mission Creek and Garnet Hill strands and the 
Banning strand has no available age control for any surface-rupturing, prehistoric earthquakes. We studied a paleoseismic trench that was excavated 
across the Banning strand by Petra Geosciences (33.9172°, -116.538°). The trench displayed a ~30 m wide fault zone in interbedded alluvial sand and 
gravel, coarse-grained debris flow deposits, and clay/silt deposits. We were able to document clear evidence for five prehistoric earthquakes and 
possible evidence for three additional events. The most recent event occurred sometime before deposition of a detrital charcoal sample that has a date 
range of 746-626 cal BP, and after sample with an age of 1119-864 cal BP. At least 3-4 earthquakes have occurred since a ~2.7 ka. At greater depths, 
we document two events with strong evidence and two other possible event horizons with weak evidence. Two charcoal samples located at the base 
of the trench had calibrated ages of ~11.4 ka. All dates are based on detrital charcoal, so we use the youngest dated sample to constrain the age of 
each layer. Additional radiocarbon dates are pending and will help to address the degree of inherited charcoal and/or unconformities in the section. 
From existing dates, we calculate a maximum average recurrence interval of 720 yrs based on three complete earthquake cycles between earthquakes 



 

1 and 4 or a minimum average interval of 330 yrs based on limiting ages for earthquakes 1 and 5. This makes the average interval equal to or less than 
the current open interval on the Banning strand. Compared to nearby paleoseismic sites, the Banning appears to be intermediate; shorter intervals 
than published for the San Gorgonio Pass Thrust (~1000 yrs) but longer than the Mission Creek (~215 yrs) and Coachella sections (~220 yrs) of the 
SAF. 

Slip partitioning and scaling relations of repeating earthquakes on rate-state faults, Camilla Cattania, Paul Segall, and Sebastian Hainzl (Poster 
Presentation 166) 

Small repeating earthquakes, characterized by similar waveforms, are thought to represent the rupture of isolated asperities loaded by creep. They are 
very periodic, making them an ideal natural laboratory to study the factors determining the duration of a seismic cycle. An interesting observation is the 
scaling between recurrence interval and seismic moment: T~M^1/6, which contradicts what is expected from constant stress drop and stick-slip 
behavior (T~M^1/3). 

We use numerical tools and ideas from fracture mechanics to study earthquake cycles on circular asperities (regions of velocity-weakening rate-state 
friction embedded in a velocity-strengthening fault). We aim to explain how the recurrence interval and the slip partitioning between phases of the 
seismic cycle vary with asperity radius. 

After a seismic rupture, a creep front propagates inward from the edge; when it reaches a critical distance, slip accelerates. Numerical simulations 
present two regimes. Above a given asperity size, earthquakes nucleate near the edge, with each event preceded by few episodes of slip acceleration. 
The recurrence interval is explained by an energy criterion: the elastic energy release rate everywhere on the asperity needs to at least be equal to the 
fracture energy. For a circular asperity of radius R, this results in the scaling: T~R^1/2. In this regime stress drops are constant, so that M~R^3 leads to 
the observed T~M^1/6 scaling. For smaller faults, nucleation occurs when the creep front reaches the asperity center. The energy criterion is always 
satisfied, leading to a full rupture. We use a crack model to estimate the time required for the creep front to reach the center, and we find that it scales 
linearly with R. In this regime, however, the stress drop is not constant: smaller faults have lower stress drops, resulting in a scaling close to T~M^1/6. 
This behavior is due to the nucleation phase: on smaller faults, a larger fraction of slip is released aseismically during acceleration. 

We suggest that the recurrence interval is determined by two timescales: the time required to accumulate enough elastic energy for full rupture, and 
the nucleation time, controlled by the propagation of a creep front. Depending on the asperity radius, the longest timescale determines T. Furthermore, 
our results suggest a breaking of self-similarity due to the existence of a finite nucleation size, as indicated by non-constant stress drops for small 
asperities. 

Large paleoearthquake timing and displacement near Damak in eastern Nepal on the Himalayan Frontal Thrust, Deepak Chamlagain, Steven G 
Wesnousky, Yasuhiro Kumahara, Ian Pierce, Tabor J Reedy, Stephen J Angster, and Bibek Giri (Poster Presentation 134) 

An excavation across the Himalayan Frontal Thrust near Damak in eastern Nepal shows displacement on a fault plane dipping ~22° has produced 
vertical separation across a scarp equal to 5.5 m. Stratigraphic, structural, geometrical, and radiocarbon observations are interpreted to indicate the 
displacement is the result of a single earthquake of 11.3 ± 3.5 m of dip-slip displacement that occurred 1146 – 1256 AD. Empirical scaling laws 
indicate that thrust earthquakes characterized by average displacements of this size may produce rupture lengths of 450 - > 800 km and moment-
magnitudes Mw of 8.6 to > 9. Sufficient strain has accumulated along this portion of the Himalayan arc during the roughly 800 years since the 1146 – 
1256 AD earthquake to produce another earthquake displacement of similar size.  

The Pelona–Orocopia–Rand and related schists of southern California: a review of the best-known archive of shallow subduction on the planet, Alan D 
Chapman (Poster Presentation 233) 

The Pelona–Orocopia–Rand and related schists of southern California are an archetypal example of an exhumed shallow subduction complex. ‘The 
schist’ comprises mainly trench materials underthust beneath continental arc rocks during Late Cretaceous–early Cenozoic collision of one or more 
oceanic plateaux with southern California. The arc-on-trench relationship, without intervening mantle or lowermost crust, implies that significant 
subduction erosion accompanied shallow subduction. Upsection increases in metamorphic grade (~150 ± 100°C/km) and spatial variations in age and 
peak temperature provide an ~50 million year long record of tectonic underplating within a cooling system. Evidence for palaeoseismic events in 
earliest formed and hottest (locally transitional granulite grade) schists provides a possible field-based record of episodic tremor and slow slip events 
such as detected in several modern shallow subduction zones. Structural ascent of the schist was achieved in distinct Late Cretaceous–early Eocene 
and late Oligocene–early Miocene extensional pulses, the first during collapse of gravitationally unstable upper plate assemblages and accompanied 
by trench-directed (top-NE) lower plate extrusion and the second corresponding temporally, spatially, and in character with core complex formation in 
the SW United States. The line between schist and core complex belts is blurred by the recent discovery of schist within 40 km of the nearest core 
complex and containing synkinematic Miocene intrusions, a hallmark of SW U.S. core complexes. The history of schist assembly, metamorphism, and 
exhumation provides the most complete field-based record of thermomechanical processes, subduction erosion and tectonic underplating in 
particular, that operated during a shallow subduction event. Future cross-disciplinary investigations of, and comparisons between, the schist and other 
possible ancient (e.g. Swakane gneiss, Sanbagawa belt, Qiangtang terrane) and modern (e.g. Cascadia, SW Japan, central Mexico, Chile) shallow 
subduction zones will yield new insights into the tectonic and petrologic processes that operate within such systems. 

Tectonic tremor in San Andreas Fault near Cholame captured by a mini seismic array, Kuntal Chaudhuri, and Abhijit Ghosh (Poster Presentation 071) 

The San Andreas Fault, a right lateral strike slip fault, is one of the most well-studied faults on the planet earth. However, our understanding of slow 
earthquakes, tremor and its relationship with regular earthquakes remains poor. Many studies have reported tremors in the San Andreas Fault near 
Cholame, our study area, but their spatial and/or temporal resolution are limited. We have installed a mini seismic array in 2013, designed and located 
specifically to image tremor and other seismic activity near Cholame. It is still operating in continuous mode. Using a Beam Back Projection technique 



 

[Ghosh et al., 2009; 2012], we detect about 5 times more duration of tremor activity in this area relative to an envelope cross-correlation method 
[Nadeau and Dolenc, 2005]. In addition, we locate tremor using this array method assuming that the tremor is located on the San Andreas Fault plane. 
Their locations are tested and calibrate using cataloged regular micro-earthquakes obtained from ANSS catalog. We are going to present preliminary 
tremor locations and the its dynamic behavior using this array technique. Higher sensitivity and resolution of our mini array are providing new insights 
to the underlying physics governing slow earthquakes, its broad spectrum and its potential connection to the regular earthquakes. 

Toward a more robust tsunami early warning system: integration of real-time GPS, strong motion and teleseismic data for fast seismic source 
inversion, Kejie Chen, Zhen Liu, and Tony Song (Poster Presentation 080) 

Compared with seismometers, GPS receivers record co-seismic displacements directly without saturation, which is particularly sensitive to 
characterize mega tsunamigenic earthquakes and especially important for tsunami early warning. As a result, the "GPS-aided Real-Time Earthquake 
And Tsunami (GREAT) Alert System", which utilizes coastal GPS data for estimation of submarine earthquake features and resulting tsunamis, have 
been set up and operated by researchers at JPL. However, extensive GPS networks exist only in areas such as California and Japan. What's more, 
displacements triggered by earthquakes decay very fast and remote GPS stations may not detect seismic signals at all. In response, we suggest a 
more robust global tsunami early warning prototype using all publicly available GPS, strong motion and teleseismic data. Specially, we integrate co-
located GPS/Strong motion data by Kalman filter to produce more accurate seismogeodetic waveforms with longer period, develop fast finite source 
inversion algorithms based on near field GPS static offsets and teleseismic waves according to three-dimensional subduction geometries SLAB 1.0. 
Promising results from recent events (e.g., 2015 Illapel, 2016 New Zealand, 2016 New Ireland Region) demonstrate the robustness of the new 
approach and that this in turn can be implemented for tsunami hazard mitigation. 

The material-geometry nexus: Understanding topographic effects on wave propagation, Qianli Chen, and Ahmed E Elbanna (Poster Presentation 172) 

Topographic effects are associated with the presence of strong topographic relief (hills, ridges, canyons, cliffs, and slopes), complicated subsurface 
topography (sedimentary basins, alluvial valleys), and geological lateral discontinuities (e.g., ancient faults, debris zones). These features have been 
shown to significantly affect the intensity and frequency content of ground shaking during earthquakes. Observational evidence from past earthquakes 
indicates that damage concentrations occur where steep slopes or complicated topography is present; buildings located on the tops of hills, ridges, 
and canyons, suffer more intense damage than those located at the base during earthquakes. A prominent example is the extraordinary ground motion 
(PGA=1.82g) recorded at the hilltop Tarzana strong motion station during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. 

Experimental evidence and theoretical results suggest that the observed or computed amplification is first-order related to the “sharpness” of the 
topography: the steeper the average slope, the higher the peak amplification and that the stronger amplification effects correspond to wavelengths 
comparable to the horizontal dimension of the topographic feature. 

Here, we present a new and simple interpretation for the influence of surface topography on wave propagation and more generally for wave 
interactions with curvilinear boundaries. Our approach implements a coordinate transformation technique to rewrite the elastodynamic equations in a 
mapped domain with a flat boundary. We show that under this transformation, the equations of motion preserve their mathematical structure and are 
satisfied with the same displacement field as in the reference configuration. However, the elastic tensor and material density transform into modified 
quantities. It then becomes possible to make correspondences between curvilinear geometry in the reference configuration and variation in impedance 
and wave speed in the mapped configuration revealing domains of possible amplification and suppression. In particular, we show that if the 
topographical feature is steep enough, a region of effective locally lower impedance emerges at the hill top. We demonstrate our findings through 
several examples and discuss the implications of the proposed technique for understanding a wide range of elastodynamic problems from non-planar 
faults to metamaterials. 

Diverse volumetric seismicity in the Trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone, Yifang Cheng, Zachary E Ross, and Yehuda Ben-Zion (Poster 
Presentation 201) 

The trifurcation area of San Jacinto fault zone is highly active, producing over 10% of all Southern California earthquakes during 2000-2016 and 
frequent M > 3.5 earthquakes with an apparently increasing rate. To understand the seismicity structures in the area, we examine variations of event 
sizes and faulting types using a relocated catalog and focal mechanism data. Most M > 3.5 events have strike-slip mechanisms, hypocenters within 1 
km from the main (Clark, Buck Ridge and Coyote Creek) faults, and depth of 10-13 km. In contrast, many smaller events have normal mechanisms and 
hypocenters at intra-fault areas (between and with distance > 1 km from the main faults) and depth > 13 km. Off-fault regions (northeast of the Buck 
Ridge and southwest of the Coyote Creek faults with distance > 0.5 km from the faults) have numerous additional small events with hypocenter depth 
< 13 km, and they depict complex seismicity structures including lineations normal to the main faults. Five events with M4.7 to M5.4 have similarly high 
aftershock rate (~100 M > 1.5 events within 1 day following the mainshock). To obtain additional details on aftershock sequences of five M > 4.5 
events, we detect and locate additional events with the matched filter method. The augmented aftershock sequences exhibit complex and informative 
structures. There are almost no aftershocks within 1 km from the mainshocks, consistent with large mainshock stress drops (and low residual stress). 
The five aftershock sequences have little overlap with each other. Most aftershocks are at intra-fault and off-fault regions; their locations and shapes 
reflect the mainshock rupture directions and many also follow structures normal to the main faults. The diverse seismicity structures highlight the 
volumetric and complex nature of faulting in the Trifurcation area. The increasing rate of moderate events, highly productive aftershock sequences and 
large lapse time since the last major San Jacinto fault zone earthquake, suggest that the region is approaching the next major event. 

SeedMe: Data Sharing Building Blocks, Amit Chourasia, David R Nadeau, and Michael L Norman (Poster Presentation 305) 

Data sharing is essential and pervasive in scientific research. The requirements for data sharing vary as research projects mature and iterate through 
early designs and prototypes with a small number of collaborators, and develop into publishable results and larger collaborator teams. Along the way, 
preliminary and transient results often need to be shared, discussed, and visualized with a quick turn-around time in order to guide the next steps of 



 

the project. Data sharing throughout this process requires that the data itself be shared, along with essential context, such as descriptions, 
provenance, scripts, visualizations, and threaded discussions. However, current consumer-oriented data sharing solutions mainly rely on local or cloud 
file systems or web-based drop boxes. These mechanisms are rather basic and are largely focused on data storage for individual use, rather than data 
collaboration. Using them for scientific data sharing is cumbersome.  

SeedMe is a platform that enables easy sharing of transient and preliminary data for a broad research computing community by offering 
cyberinfrastructure as a service and a modular software stack that could be customized. SeedMe is based on Drupal content management system as 
a set of building blocks with additional PHP modules and web services clients.  

In this poster we present our progress on implementing a web based modular data sharing platform that collocates shared data, along with the data’s 
context, including descriptions, discussion, light-weight visualizations, and support files. This project is an evolution of the earlier SeedMe[1, 2] project, 
which created prototype data sharing tools and garnered user feedback from real-world use. The new SeedMe platform is developing modular 
components for data sharing, light-weight visualization, collaboration, DOI registration, video encoding and playback, REST APIs, command-line data 
import/export tools, and more. These modules may be added to any web site based upon the widely-used open-source Drupal content management 
system. Demonstration of project is available as a sample website[3]. 

[1] SeedMe. 2016. SeedMe (Stream Encode, Explore and Disseminate My Experiments) Retrieved Jun 1, 2017 from https://www.seedme.org  

[2] Chourasia, A., Wong, M., Mishin, D., Nadeau, D., and Norman, M. SeedMe: A scientific data sharing and collaboration platform, in XSEDE 2016, 
(Miami, FL, 2016). DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2949550.2949590  

[3] Demo for SeedMe. 2017. Retrieved Jun 15, 2017 from https://demo.seedme.org 

Imaging the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Basins with short-term Nodal deployments, Robert W Clayton, Fan-Chi Lin, Marine A Denolle, Patricia 
Persaud, and Jascha Polet (Poster Presentation 029) 

We report on three seismic profiles across the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Basins (Northern Basins) in the Los Angeles Region that were run in the 
first quarter of 2017. The motivation for the survey is to better characterize the funneling of energy from southern San Andreas earthquakes into the 
downtown Los Angeles area through the Northern Basins as reported in Denolle et al. (2014). The goal is to develop detailed 3D models of the basins 
that improves seismic velocities and the shape of the sediment-basement interface. To conduct the surveys, we used 3-component nodes that were 
deployed for the most part on private properties for approximately one month. With these data we plan to use ambient-noise surface waves to 
estimate the S-wave velocities and receiver functions as well as spectral ratio analysis to determine basement depths. During the initial phase of this 
project, we recorded two profiles across the San Gabriel basin with 50 and 60 nodes respectively, and one across the San Bernardino basin with 92 
nodes. We will show ambient noise correlations and the recordings of two significant teleseismic events, in addition to any preliminary results that are 
available at the time of the meeting. 

Permeability Changes Observed in the Arbuckle Group Coincident with Nearby Earthquake Occurrence, Elizabeth S Cochran, Kayla A Kroll, Keith B 
Richards-Dinger, and Kyle D Murray (Poster Presentation 045) 

We investigate the temporal evolution of hydrologic properties of the ~2 km deep Arbuckle Group, the principal target in Oklahoma for saltwater 
disposal resulting from oil and gas production. Specifically, we look for changes to the hydrologic system associated with local earthquakes at two 
monitoring wells (Payne07 and 08) near Cushing, Oklahoma. The wells were instrumented with pressure transducers starting in Aug. 2016, after 
injection was discontinued due to regulatory directives. The observation period includes the 3 Sep 2016 Mw5.8 Pawnee and 7 Nov. 2016 Mw5.0 
Cushing earthquakes located ~50 km and ~5 km from the wells, respectively. Previous studies have suggested the Mw5.8 Pawnee earthquake 
affected both the shallow and deep hydrological systems, with an increase in stream discharge observed near the mainshock (Manga et al., 2016) and 
a change in poroelastic properties of the Arbuckle inferred from the observed co-seismic water level offsets observed at Payne 07 and 08 (Kroll et al., 
2017). Here, we use the water level response to solid Earth tides to estimate permeability and specific storage through time during the observation 
period. We measure the phase lag between the solid Earth tide and the water level changes and find that phase lag between the Earth tide and aquifer 
response decreases at the time of the Mw5.0 Cushing earthquake in both wells. Our results suggest permeability increased in the Arbuckle Group after 
the earthquake by a factor of ~5. It is possible that in extreme cases there may be complex interaction between saltwater disposal, hydrologic 
systems, and earthquake rates that should be considered to better understand seismic hazard. 

Seismic source and path parameters in Central California estimated with recorded ground motion, Jorge G Crempien, and Ralph J Archuleta (Poster 
Presentation 020) 

With strong motion networks deployed in Central California, we used recorded shear-waves generated by earthquakes to estimate shear-wave quality 
factor and kappa in this region. For this we used both a parametric and non-parametric approach, with 23 earthquakes with magnitudes ranging 
between Mw 3.5-6.0, recorded at 32 different seismic stations. For this, we computed the Morlet continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for each 
horizontal acceleration recording. We then proceeded to integrate the CWT along the time domain between the onset of the S-wave and the end of this 
phase. This was done to estimate the Fourier amplitude spectrum of acceleration. The advantage of first computing the Morlet CWT and integrating 
along the time domain is to naturally smooth the Fourier spectrum between frequencies. We find a dependence of shear-wave quality factor with 
frequency, and our average kappa estimate for this region is ~35 ms. 

We also analyzed the coda portion of seismograms to estimate coda intrinsic quality factor. The envelopes of coda were computed for different 
Butterworth bandpass filtered data to estimate the energy density in time. We then fitted the theoretical energy flux to the data with the method of 
Frankel and Wennerberg (1987). Preliminary results show intrinsic quality factor values of ~315, 720, 890 and 1100 at 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, and 8-16 Hz 
frequency bands. The coda scattering estimates are ~1000. 



 

SEISM-IO: A High Level Parallel I/O Library for High-Performance Seismic Applications, Yifeng Cui, Dawei Mu, and Daniel Roten (Poster Presentation 
278) 

SEISM-IO is a high-level parallel I/O library developed with a goal to simplify the programming of parallel I/O for seismic applications at scale. This 
library has added the sub-library feature and has been optimized for performance and programming efficiency, and a GitHub open source version will 
soon be ready to share within the SCEC computational community. 

By adding a unified software layer between application and file system, the SEISM-IO library uses widely used high-performance I/O libraries, including 
PHDF5, PnetCDF and ADIOS, as sub-libraries to handle low-level I/O operations. We develop an easy-to-use application programming interface (API) 
for both C and Fortran language, which integrates different initialization, open, read, write and finalize processes in sub-libraries. By calling this light-
weight interface, we are able to choose different sub-libraries and corresponding file formats without changing the source code. Supported by the 
NSF’s Petascale Application Improvement Discovery (PAID) program, we also improved the HDF5 I/O performance in SEISM-IO by introducing optimal 
striping/blocksize and added neverfill/miscroversion features. 

SEISM-IO supports partitioning functions for the structured mesh. By defining the global/local parameters such as model maximum dimension, model 
size, ghost cell layers and the number of CPU cores along each dimensional axis, the library calculates the exact local model chunk for each process. 
The spatial relation between local data chunk and the global dataset is taken care of so that the user can use the processed local dataset directly for 
their solvers. In addition, SEISM-IO natively supports data buffering, and builds a data buffer on each process to reduce the expensive storage access. 

To verify the library in a realistic case, we carried out a 0-4 Hz ShakeOut simulation of an Mw 7.7 earthquake on the southern San Andreas fault using 
SEISM-IO against the MPI-IO embedded in the CPU version of AWP-ODC. The simulation was run successfully using 48,000 CPU cores, with a total 
data volume of 52 TB written to the disk in the process. The result demonstrated the improved performance, robustness, correctness and stability. 

Co- and post-seismic debris flows triggered by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake, Maxwell P Dahlquist, Josh West, and Julie Martinez (Poster Presentation 
135) 

Debris flows are a primary driver of erosion and a major geologic hazard in many steep landscapes, particularly near the headwaters of rivers, and are 
generated in large numbers by extreme events. The 2015 M w 7.8 Gorkha Earthquake triggered ~25,000 coseismic landslides in central Nepal. During 
the ensuing monsoon, sediment delivered to channels by landslides was mobilized in the heavy rains, and new postseismic landslides were triggered 
in rock weakened by the shaking. These coseismic and postseismic landslide-generated debris flows form a useful dataset for studying the impact and 
behavior of debris flows on one of the most active landscapes on Earth. Debris flow-dominated channel reaches are generally understood to have a 
topographic signature recognizable in slope-area plots and distinct from fluvial channels, but in examining debris flows associated with the Gorkha 
earthquake we find they frequently extend into reaches with geometry typically associated with streamflow. We examine a dataset of these debris 
flows, considering whether they are generated by coseismic or postseismic landslides, whether they are likely to be driving active incision into 
bedrock, and whether their channels correspond with those typically associated with debris flows. Preliminary analysis of debris flow channels in Nepal 
suggests there may be systematic differences in the geometry of channels containing debris flows triggered by coseismic versus postseismic 
landslides, which potentially holds implications for hazard analyses and the mechanics behind the different debris flow types. 

How Much Concentrated Earthquake Damage is due to Site Effects Versus Basin Edge Focusing, Paul M Davis (Poster Presentation 244) 

One of the goals of constructing earthquake hazard maps is to predict the shaking in advance of an earthquake, so that regions where damage will 
concentrate can be identified beforehand, and be given priority for minimizing hazard such as retrofitting. The problem addressed is how site effects, 
or their proxies such as VS30 (Stewart et al 2014, Yong et al 2015), need to be supplemented by knowledge of structural focusing to give improved 
predictors of hazard.  At the times of the Whittier Narrows (197) and Northridge (1994) earthquakes red-tagged building damage was concentrated 
near faults (e.g., Whittier, Santa Monica, Hollywood, Las Cienegas) associated with the LA basin edge. Anomalous damage in Santa Monica was 
attributed to basin edge focusing (Gao et al 1996, Davis et al 2000). The focusing phenomenon has been proposed for damage for 5 earthquakes, and 
the question remains how ubiquitous is it?  In order to address the role of deep basin focusing, we pursue 2 developments since we worked on 
Northridge. The SCEC community velocity model (CVMH) has been constructed from sonic logs and industry reflection data in the Los Angeles basin 
(Suess and Shaw 2003) superimposed on basement models from regional tomography.  Further, in 2014 we conducted a seismic experiment, LASSIE, 
across the LA basin and Puente Hills, a region where the SCEC velocity model shows a steep basin edge and near where Whittier Narrows damage 
occurred.  

High frequency 3D finite differences are used to model focusing for comparison with estimates of site effects. We find evidence in the LASSIE data of 
structural focusing from the 3 km deep geology variation associated with the Whittier fault, causing amplification several times that of the site effects. 
Modeling using the SCEC model suggests focusing could have been important in the damage distribution of the Whittier Narrows earthquake. Similar 
modeling of the Northridge Earthquake suggests focusing may have been a factor in the Hollywood and Las Cienegas regions as well as Santa 
Monica. Focusing depends both on frequency and azimuth. Adding azimuth-dependent amplification factors to VS30 compilations will give engineers 
an improved tool for hazard maps. 

Towards an Understanding of the Geometry of the Hilton Creek Fault System Within the Long Valley Caldera, Using Ground-Based Magnetics and High-
Resolution Topographic Profiles, Jason De Cristofaro, and Jascha Polet (Poster Presentation 108) 

The eastern escarpment of California’s Sierra Nevada mountains is defined by a series of high-relief down-to-the-East normal faults including the 
Owens Valley, Round Valley, Hilton Creek and Hartley Springs faults. These faults separate the Sierra Nevada to the West from the Basin and Range 
province to the East. The Long Valley Caldera (LVC), an area of active volcanism that most notably erupted 760 ka, exists along this boundary at the 
left step between the Hilton Creek Fault (HCF) and the Hartley Springs Fault (HSF). The HCF is well mapped along its main trace to the south of the 



 

LVC, but the location and nature of its northern terminus is poorly constrained. The fault terminates within the caldera as a series of left-stepping 
splays. The timing of the most recent motion on these fault splays is debated, as is the threat posed by this section of the Hilton Creek Fault. The 
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast, Version 3 (UCERF3) model depicts the HCF as a single strand projecting up to 12km into the LVC. 
However, Bailey (1989) and Hill and Montgomery-Brown (2015) have argued against this model, suggesting that extensional faulting within the Caldera 
has been accommodated by the ongoing volcanic uplift and thus the intra-caldera section of the HCF has not experienced motion since prior to 
caldera formation. 

To better assess the rupture history and potential of the fault in this area, we intend to map the intracaldera fault splays and model their shallow 
subsurface characteristics. This goal will be accomplished using high-resolution topography and subsurface geophysical methods, including ground-
based magnetics. Preliminary work was performed using high-precision Nikon Nivo 5C total stations to generate elevation profiles and a backpack 
mounted GEM proton precession magnetometer. The initial results reveal a correlation between magnetic anomalies and topography. East-West 
topographic profiles show terrace-like steps, sub-meter in height, which correlate to anomalies in the magnetic data. Analysis and modeling of the 
magnetic data using Oasis Montaj 3D modeling software is planned. Additionally, we intend to prepare a high-resolution terrain model using structure-
from-motion techniques with imagery acquired by a small UAV and ground control points measured with realtime kinematic GPS receivers. This terrain 
model will be combined with subsurface geophysical data to form a comprehensive model of the geometry of the intra-caldera fault splays. 

Seismic noise based ground motion: strong shaking predicted in Tokyo for the next M7+ earthquake on the Itoigawa-Shizuoka tectonic line., Marine A 
Denolle, Pierre Boué, Gregory C Beroza, and Naoshi Hirata (Poster Presentation 269) 

The Itoigawa-Shizuoka Tectonic Line (ISTL) is a major oblique left-lateral crustal fault able to host M7+ earthquake and that is at a mature stage of its 
cycle. Its proximity to the Kanto sedimentary basin poses a threat to metropolitan Tokyo. This study constructs scenario earthquakes on the ISTL by 
predicting ground motions using the Virtual Earthquake Approach (Denolle et al, 2013, 2014), which uses the ambient seismic field to calculate the 
elastodynamic Green tensor between Hi-net stations, located above the ISTL that act as virtual sources, and MeSO-net stations, located in the Kanto 
Basin that act as receivers. By this approach we estimate ground motions from a suite of 270 kinematic sources and find that ground motions are high 
enough that unmodelled non-linear effects are likely. We also find that the shape of the sedimentary basin strongly affects the shaking by amplifying 
long period seismic waves, and that the vertical ground motions are more impacted than the horizontal ground motions as seismic waves are refracted 
by the basin edge. We quantify ground motion variability due to source uncertainty, surmise that ground motions are log-normally distributed with 
regard to source uncertainties, and suggest that this variability is overprinted (either enhanced or reduced) by the basin shape. Finally, we investigate 
the impact of source directivity in ground motions and find that instead of unilateral ruptures, certain epicentral location that generate bilateral ruptures 
produce twice as much shaking as other scenario earthquakes. 

USGS Global Positioning System (GPS) Network in Southern California, Daniel N Determan, Aris G Aspiotes, Christian Guillemot, John O Langbein, Mark 
Murray, Marcos Alvarez, and Keith F Stark (Poster Presentation 093) 

The USGS Pasadena office operates 141 permanent, continuously-operating GPS monitoring stations as part of the Southern California GPS Network 
(SCGN). The SCGN network has grown and modernized over the years with the help of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds and an 
Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) grant received by Caltech. These funds allowed for the purchase of new equipment with new capabilities, such as 
tracking other Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) signals and having the ability to process "on-board" Precise Point Positioning with 
Ambiguity Resolution (PPPAR). The on-board PPPAR allows the streaming of processed positions directly from the receiver. This is well-suited to 
support the West Coast - Earthquake Early Warning (WC-EEW) system at sites close to an active fault for determining displacements quickly after a 
large seismic event. The UASI project also provided us the opportunity to co-locate GPS equipment at newly upgraded UASI seismic stations, 
expanding the network from 104 to 141 stations, increasing the number of real-time stations from 95 to 130, and increasing the number of co-located 
seismic/GPS stations from 26 to 64. We process our real-time stations using RTNet software in precise point position mode and we have partially 
implemented differential processing that will be fully implemented in the near future. The 41 sites with Trimble NetR9 receivers also compute on-board 
PPPAR positions using Trimble's RTX software. We use both the RTX and RTNet PPPAR processing output to compare positions and for an 
independent solution for quality control. Our network currently utilizes three types of geodetic grade GPS receivers: 90 have NetG3A receivers; 10 
utilize NetRS receivers; and 41 use the new NetR9 receivers with on-board RTX software (PPPAR). In the coming year, we intend to continue our 
integration with the Northern California GPS Network and the Southern California Seismic Network. We will also concentrate on improving our data 
telemetry, to increase the robustness and reliability of all of our real-time data streams for EEW and other real-time data products. 

Northwest Propagation of Postseismic Deformation in the Yuha Desert from the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor – Cucapah Earthquake, Andrea Donnellan, Jay W 
Parker, Robert A Granat, Michael B Heflin, John B Rundle, Lisa Grant Ludwig, Marlon E Pierce, and Jun Wang (Poster Presentation 102) 

The 2010 M7.2 El Mayor – Cucapah (EMC) ruptured from Baja California to the US Mexican border, triggering slip on a network of faults, primarily in 
the northeast lobe of coseismic deformation. Postseismic slip continued to occur on a network of conjugate faults in the Yuha Desert to the north and 
north-northwest of the main fault rupture. Right-lateral slip propagated northward as a result of a M5.7 aftershock that occurred on 15 June 2010, two 
months after the EMC earthquake. The additional right slip extends to the Elsinore fault from a surface fracture of the mainshock. The pattern of 
deformation indicates that the aftershock released elastic strain north of the El Mayor – Cucapah rupture that resulted from the mainshock. Substantial 
postseismic slip on the aftershock rupture plane continued for up to four years following the event. The GeoGateway interface (http://geo-gateway.org) 
was used for analysis of the UAVSAR data products. 

2017 UseIT: Communications Work Group, Olivia J Dorencz, Robert Hernandez, Amelia Midgley, Resherle Verna, Kevin F Qualls, Kevin Rolón-Domena, 
Rafael G Cervantes, Alyssa R Oda, Jason Ballmann, Thomas H Jordan, Jozi K Pearson, and Gabriela R Noriega (Poster Presentation 308) 



 

Representatives from each of the project teams in the 2017 Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) internship cohort 
came together to create the Communications Work Group (CWG). The aim of CWG is to communicate earthquake science and information on the 
USEIT internship to the Public. This work group is made up of undergrads with backgrounds in geology, geophysics, computer science, and 
engineering; none have any training in media communications or editing software. Scientists often rely on the media to convey their research to the 
public. This year, the USEIT interns are making an effort to communicate earthquake science themselves. The members of this group bring their 
understanding of earthquake science to the media table and find innovative ways to communicate what the USEIT interns are doing, why it’s 
important, and how they are doing it all. The CWG was able to utilize the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) social media pages; this 
includes Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. The posts consisted of information about the USEIT interns and how each group was working on different 
deliverables under one Grand Challenge. Interviews were conducted to communicate to the public what it is like to be a USEIT intern, and what their 
responsibilities in the internship include. To teach the public more about visualization software the interns have developed, the CWG created a tutorial 
for SCEC Visual Display of Objects (SCEC-VDO). SCEC-VDO is an interactive tool to display earthquake models and create videos of earthquake 
scenarios. This year USEIT interns have refined SCEC-VDO to make its debut release to the public. The tutorial is a step-by-step, user friendly guide 
on how to create videos of earthquake models or scenarios, and loading the earthquake models. The CWG wrote an article about the entire USEIT 
experience. The article emphasizes the importance of the work being done by SCEC interns, and illustrates how earthquake research is key to 
understanding the risks they pose. The CWG goal is to appropriately shed light to, and communicate with the public on what USEIT interns do and 
why earthquake science research is imperative to southern California and other earthquake prone areas. 

Mechanical Models of Fault Slip Rates in the Imperial Valley, CA, Jacob H Dorsett, Scott T Marshall, Elizabeth H Madden, and Michele L Cooke (Poster 
Presentation 218) 

The Imperial Valley, located in southern California and northern Mexico, is composed of a seismically active network of dominantly strike-slip faults, 
which together act to accommodate the majority of Pacific-North American plate motion. While many geologic studies have been conducted in the 
region, some faults have poorly-constrained slip rates, and there is still disagreement about the presence of various linking faults. To better constrain 
slip rates and distributions, we have created a series of Boundary Element Method (BEM) models based on the SCEC Community Fault Model version 
5.0. Modeled deformation is driven by a far-field plate rate of 50 mm/yr at an azimuth of 320 degrees. To evaluate these models, we compare the 
model-calculated slip rates to both UCERF3 average slip rate ranges as well as numerous published geologic point estimates of slip rate. Models of 
the raw CFM geometry fit 4/19 total slip rate point estimates and 8/12 UCERF3 average slip rate estimates. Two key issues are that the CFM model 
predicts only 4.6 mm/yr on the Imperial fault (UCERF3 estimates 15-40 mm/yr), and 0.4 mm/yr on the Elmore Ranch fault (UCERF3 estimates 0.5-1.5 
mm/yr). To test whether several proposed connecting faults improve the model fit to slip rate data, we have created a suite of additional models with 
various proposed connections between the Imperial fault and the Coachella segment of the San Andreas fault (SAF) to the north and the Cerro Prieto 
fault to the south. The best-fitting model utilizes connecting faults directly between the Imperial, SAF, and Cerro Prieto faults with the Cerro Prieto fault 
being terminated just south of the Cerro Prieto Volcano. In this model, the average slip of Elmore Ranch increases to 1.5 mm/yr, fitting both the point 
(1.2 mm/yr) and UCERF3 estimates. Additionally, the average slip rate of the Imperial fault increases to 14.6 mm/yr, coming the closest out of our suite 
to fitting the UCERF3 estimate while also being the only model to fit the point estimate (15.2 mm/yr). In the end, the best-fitting model fits 10/19 slip 
rate point estimates and 10/12 UCERF3 estimates and suggests that the Imperial fault may be hard linked with the SAF fault to the north and the Cerro 
Prieto fault to the south. 

Evidence of Na- and Mg-rich Hydrothermal Brines Driving Chloritization and Albitization in an Active Fault Zone: Case Study of the Borrego Fault, Baja 
CA, Mexico, Matthew T Dorsey, Thomas K Rockwell, Gary H Girty, Giles Ostermeijer, Thomas M Mitchell, and John M Fletcher (Poster Presentation 
118) 

We collected a continuous sample of the fault core and 23 samples of the fault zone out to 52 m across the rupture trace of the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor-
Cucapah earthquake to characterize the physical damage and chemical transformations associated with this active seismic source. In addition to 
quantifying fracture intensity from macroscopic analysis, we studied thin sections from the fault core and damage zone, and analyzed samples for clay 
mineralogy, bulk geochemistry, and bulk and grain density from which porosities and volumetric strains were derived. The parent rock is a deuterically-
altered tonalite, containing a chlorite, epidote, and titanite assemblage. The presence of epidote with chlorite suggests that during deuteric alteration 
parental rocks were subjected to relatively high temperatures of 300-400° C. Adjacent to the outermost damage zone is a chaotic breccia with distinct 
physical characteristics. These distinctive features suggest a possible connection to an ancestral fault to the southwest. The damage zone consists of 
an outer zone of protocataclasite, grading inward to mesocataclasite with seams of ultracataclasite. The fault core is largely composed of marble that 
has been translated along the fault, so direct comparison with the tonalitic damage zone is impaired. Porosity reaches maximum values in the damage 
zone adjacent to the core, and closely follows trends in fracture intensity. Volumetric strain tracks porosity, and increases towards the core. Elemental 
mass redistribution patterns reveal losses in Ca and P mass, suggesting an acidic character to fluids traversing the damage zone. In addition, 
increases in Mg and Na mass across the damage zone likely reflect chloritization of biotite and albitization of plagioclase. Parallel losses of Ti and Fe 
mass likely reflect leaching from biotite as it was converted to chlorite. Gains in LOI mass are attributed to an increase in clay content, and alteration of 
plagioclase to illite was likely aided by the introduction of some K mass. These patterns reflect a Na- and Mg-rich hydrothermal brine percolating 
across the damage zone and likely driving the chloritization and albitization observed in thin sections of the damage zone. Such brines are well-
documented in the Cerro Prieto geothermal system and other hydrothermal systems in Baja California, Mexico. 

Large-N array observations of injection-induced seismicity in northern Oklahoma: the LASSO experiment, Sara L Dougherty, Elizabeth S Cochran, and 
Rebecca M Harrington (Poster Presentation 046) 

In response to the recent increase in seismicity rate in Oklahoma, we deployed a temporary array of more than 1,800 vertical-component nodal 
seismometers. The LArge-n Seismic Survey in Oklahoma (LASSO) array covered a 25-km-by-32-km region with a nominal station spacing of ~400 m in 
northern Oklahoma for one month in spring 2016. We identify local earthquakes recorded by the LASSO array using standard short-term average/long-



 

term average (STA/LTA) and waveform-correlation-based detection techniques. The classic STA/LTA technique identifies more than 3,000 events 
during the deployment, a factor of ~50 increase over the regional earthquake catalog. The catalog produced from our dense array allows us to 
investigate sequences of likely-induced seismicity in a region of active wastewater injection, imaging seismicity with unprecedented clarity. We use 
data from LASSO to assess the locations, frequency, magnitudes, source properties, and spatiotemporal evolution of micro- to minor earthquakes. 
Preliminary hypocentral locations for the identified events indicate several dense clusters of seismicity that are active throughout the deployment. We 
construct a database of template waveforms from these events and use this in a correlation-based detection technique to identify additional smaller 
magnitude (M<2) earthquakes. We use these results to explore the spatiotemporal evolution of seismicity as recorded by the LASSO array. Of 
particular interest is migration of the seismicity along individual fault segments, especially in relation to energy production activities. The locations and 
orientations of active subsurface faults may provide insights into interactions between small-scale fault structures as well as the potential locations of 
future injection-induced seismicity. 

Dynamic Models of Earthquake Rupture along branch faults of the Eastern San Gorgonio Pass Region in CA using Complex Fault Structure, Roby 
Douilly (Poster Presentation 169) 

Compilation of geomorphic and paleoseismic data have illustrated that the right-lateral Coachella segment of the southern San Andreas Fault is past 
its average recurrence time period. On its western edge, this fault segment is split into two branches: the Mission Creek strand, and the Banning fault 
strand, of the San Andreas. Depending on how rupture propagates through this region, there is the possibility of a through-going rupture that could 
lead to the channeling of damaging seismic energy into the Los Angeles Basin. The fault structures and rupture scenarios on these two strands are 
potentially very different, so it is important to determine which strand is a more likely rupture path, and under which circumstances rupture will take 
either one. In this study, we focus on the effect of different assumptions about fault geometry and stress pattern on the rupture process to test those 
scenarios and thus investigate the most likely path of a rupture that starts on the Coachella segment. We consider two types of fault geometry based 
on the SCEC Community Fault Model and create a 3D finite element mesh. These two meshes are then incorporated into the finite element method 
code FaultMod to compute a physical model for the rupture dynamics. We use the slip-weakening friction law, and we consider different assumptions 
of background stress such as constant tractions and regional stress regimes of different orientations. Both the constant and regional stress distribution 
show that it is more likely for the rupture to branch from the Coachella segment to the Mission Creek compared to the Banning fault segment. For the 
regional stress distribution, we encounter cases of super-shear rupture for one type of fault geometry and sub-shear rupture for the other one. The fault 
connectivity at this branch system seems to have a significant impact on whether a through-going rupture is more likely to occur or not.  

Towards dynamic rupture models with high resolution fault zone physics, Ahmed E Elbanna, Xiao Ma, and Setare Hajaroalsvadi (Poster Presentation 
179) 

Earthquake processes span a wide range of length and time scales with the fault zone dynamics holding the key to resolving many outstanding 
seismological observations. The details of strength evolution in fault zones are dictated by the poro-thermo-mechanical deformation processes in the 
gouge layer as well as the dynamic evolution of damage and permeability in the surrounding host rock. These details, in turn, determine source 
characteristics and contribute to phenomena like heat flow paradox, variation of fault zone thickness with depth, and energy partitioning. A flexible 
multiscale approach is thus critical for linking theory and observations over different spatial and temporal scales. In this presentation, I report on recent 
progress in my group to address several facets of this spatio-temporal complexity from grain scale to fault scale. 

First, I will present a gouge-specific viscoplasticity model that incorporate grain scale processes such as grain rearrangement, flash heating and grain 
fragmentation. We further incorporate pore fluids into the model using Darcy’s flow assumption for the fluid flux and Terzaghi effective stress concept 
in the limit of undrained flow. We demonstrate an implementation for our model in the nonlinear finite element software package MOOSE using finite 
deformation kinematics. With this model, we show several instances for the transition between distributed and localized deformation as a function of 
initial porosity, confining pressure, initial pore pressure and loading rate. We discuss further extensions of the model to incorporate shear heating 
effects through the feedback between temperature evolution and pore fluid thermal pressurization. 

Next, we introduce a new numerical scheme, coupling the finite difference and the spectral boundary integral equation methods, to establish an exact 
truncation of the near field elasto-dynamic solution. Using this methodology we demonstrate the ability to accurately model long fault zones with near 
field heterogeneities using a simulation domain that is much smaller than what is required in pure volume discretization approaches. This saving in 
computational cost may be then directed towards increasing the modeling resolution of fault zone Multiphysics or in exploring larger scale problems. 
Finally, we discuss plans for extending this method to simulate earthquake cycles on fault zones with nonlinear material or geometric features. 

Measurements of Tilt from Triangular Bench Mark Arrays Installed Within Long Valley Caldera in the 1980s , Kaitlan Q Elizondo, and Jascha Polet 
(Poster Presentation 228) 

Ground tilt and broad deformation within Long Valley Caldera, east central California, has been consistently observed due to magmatic movement 
beneath the surface. In the early 1980’s, USGS scientists and Arthur G. Sylvester from UCSB, established a network of nine dry tilt arrays around the 
resurgent dome to monitor inflation by triangulation. Each dry tilt array consists of a primary and a redundancy set of three permanent benchmarks 
placed in an equilateral triangle with side lengths of about 35 to 40 meters. Over the course of a geophysics field class in July of 2017, we measured 
three of these arrays on the south side of the dome: Convict Lake, Hot Creek Gorge, and Escape Route. One of the redundancy monuments of the 
Escape Route array was found to have been destroyed. Students performed high precision measurements using total stations and real time kinematic 
(RTK) GPS to record elevation, and with the GPS equipment also latitude and longitude. Using the initial baseline measurements and elevations 
previously recorded in Dzurisin et al. (1982) and Sylvester’s (1985) research, we calculate tilt in microradians and its azimuth from differential elevation 
changes among the three bench marks of all six arrays at the three sites. We will present our results of these calculations and comparisons with the tilt 
vectors we calculated for a time span of 35 years with those from Sylvester’s findings in 1985. 



 

A Test Case for the Source Inversion Validation: The 2014 ML 5.5 Orkney, South Africa Earthquake, William L Ellsworth, Margaret S Boettcher, and 
Hiroshi Ogasawara (Poster Presentation 199) 

The ML5.5 earthquake of August 5, 2014 occurred on a near-vertical strike slip fault below abandoned and active gold mines near Orkney, South 
Africa. A dense network of surface and in-mine seismometers recorded the earthquake and its aftershock sequence. In-situ stress measurements and 
rock samples through the damage zone and rupture surface are anticipated to be available from the “Drilling into Seismogenic Zones of M2.0-M5.5 
Earthquakes in South African gold mines” project (DSeis) that is currently progressing toward the rupture zone (Science, doi: 
10.1126/science.aan6905). As of 24 July, 95% of drilled core has been recovered from a 427m-section of the 1st hole from 2.9 km depth with minimal 
core discing and borehole breakouts. A 2nd hole is planned to intersect the fault at greater depth. Absolute differential stress will be measured along 
the holes and frictional characteristics of the recovered core will be determined in the lab. Surface seismic reflection data and exploration drilling from 
the surface down to the mining horizon at 3km depth is also available to calibrate the velocity structure above the mining horizon and image reflective 
geological boundaries and major faults below the mining horizon. The remarkable quality and range of geophysical data available for the Orkney 
earthquake makes this event an ideal test case for the Source Inversion Validation community using actual seismic data to determine the spatial and 
temporal evolution of earthquake rupture. 

We invite anyone with an interest in kinematic modeling to develop a rupture model for the Orkney earthquake. Seismic recordings of the earthquake 
and information on the faulting geometry can be found in Moyer et al. (2017, doi: 10.1785/0220160218). A workshop supported by the Southern 
California Earthquake Center will be held in the spring of 2018 to compare kinematic models. Those interested in participating in the modeling exercise 
and the workshop should contact the authors for additional information. 

Earthquake Cycles With Complex Fault Geometries, Brittany A Erickson, and Jeremy E Kozdon (Poster Presentation 167) 

The overall goal of this project is to develop an understanding of the earthquake cycle that takes into account the interaction of remote tectonic loading 
and near-fault structure. To do this we are developing a model that uses a quasi-static formulation in the interseismic period and a fully dynamic 
formulation in the coseismic phase. By coupling these two approaches we hope to both generate self-consistent initial stress states for dynamic 
rupture simulations as well as properly account for dynamic effects which may influence the overall earthquake cycle (such as the ability for ruptures to 
penetrate regions which are not favorable to coseismic slip). 

We are particularly interested in studying earthquake nucleation and propagation in geometrically complex fault networks. We have recently developed 
a discontinuous Galerkin finite element method for quasi-dynamic/quasi-static cycle simulation. The purpose of this work is to verify our new finite 
element framework against our existing finite difference method as well as perform an initial, quasi-dynamic study of the effect of large-scale fault non-
planarity on the earthquake cycle. 

In this initial study, we consider two-dimensional, antiplane simulations of quasi-dynamic ruptures on faults with large scale bends and branches. The 
fault is embedded in a finite dimensional elastic medium, and extends from the lower boundary at depth up to Earth’s free surface. Rate-and-state 
friction parameters are chosen so that the fault is seismogenic down to a specified locking depth. The model is loaded by displacing the remote side 
boundaries at the plate rate. As one would expected, we find that the location and angle of the fault bend influences both the recurrence interval and 
periodicity of the events. In this initial quasi-dynamic study, we have also found that extreme bends can result in some events remaining buried. 

Strategies for building community-based geodetic models of fault slip rates, Eileen L Evans (Oral Presentation Tue 13:30) 

Developing a comprehensive model of tectonic continental deformation requires assessing 1) fault slip rates, 2) off-fault deformation rates, and 3) 
realistic uncertainties. Fault slip rates can be estimated by modeling fault systems based on space geodetic measurements of active surface ground 
displacement, such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR). However, geodetic slip rate 
estimates may vary widely due to measurement and epistemic (model) uncertainties, which poses a challenge for both estimating slip rates and 
accurately characterizing uncertainties. Furthermore, differing modeling assumptions may represent ongoing scientific disagreements (e.g., block 
models vs. distributed deformation) that should be captured in a community model. Taking an alternative yet complementary approach to the SCEC 
community geodetic model (CGM), which integrates geodetic data into a model of active deformation, I compile estimated fault slip rates from 33 
published models in California to determine average geodetic slip rates and assess model uncertainties. Because geodetic slip rate models may vary in 
the number of faults represented and the precise location of those faults, I combine these models on a common georeferenced grid and calculate 
spatially averaged long-term deformation within each grid cell. Averaging over multiple published models produces a community-averaged long-term 
deformation model of California, and standard deviation provides a measure of model uncertainty. This approach enables holistic comparison with 
geologic slip rates, reveals gaps in model coverage, and provides insights into the role of model uncertainties in estimates of off-fault deformation. 

Earthquake Petrology: Insights into Fault Slip Localization and Fault Heating via Micro X-Ray Fluorescence Mapping and X-Ray Absorption Near Edge 
Spectroscopy, James P Evans, Krishna Borhara, and Samuel Webb (Poster Presentation 196) 

Theoretical and laboratory analyses propose a range of dynamic weakening mechanisms to explain fault slip behavior, especially on extremely thin slip 
surfaces. We use a synchrotron light source to use microscale X-ray fluorescence (μXRF) analytical mapping to investigate μm-scale elemental 
distribution in faults, and X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy (XANES) to test for elevated temperatures at asperities on fault surfaces. We 
examine hematite-coated fault surfaces in the footwall of the Wasatch Fault, Utah, and map the distribution of Fe3+ and Fe2+. XANES analyses 
indicate Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ at mm long asperities on the faults, and the reduced iron may form several μm deep into the fault zone. We test the 
thermometry method on a MoS2-coated fault from New Mexico, where Mo and Y exhibit no valence state transitions, consistent with the low friction 
coefficient for MoS2. Modeling of temperature rises on elliptical asperities suggest that the Fe reduction occurs at T> 700°C and creates flash heating 
that reduces the iron to produce iridescent spots. The XRF thin slip surfaces are connected to anastomosing zones of Fe that weave through a 
comminuted matrix of hematite, some of which exhibits annealed grains documented by Ault et al. The μXRF mapping in SAFOD Phase III samples 



 

reveals intricate elemental distributions that illuminate fault-related textures not visible by conventional forms of microscopy due to ultra-fine grain size 
and intense gouge blackening. C-rich samples exhibit closely spaced anastomosing slip surfaces, fragmented shear zones, pressure solution seams, 
calcite-cemented breccia, calcite vein fragments of varying trace element chemistry, and development of Riedel shears. These data show that slip and 
pressure solution events occur in episodic pulses, suggesting periods of strength recovery between slip events in actively deforming fault zones of the 
San Andreas Fault.  

Implementing rapid, probabilistic association of earthquakes with source faults in the CFM for southern California, Walker S Evans, Andreas Plesch, 
Won Lee, Natesh Pillai, John H Shaw, Men-Andrin Meier, and Egill Hauksson (Poster Presentation 076) 

We present a statistical method to identify the fault (or sets of candidate faults) that generated an earthquake using information provided soon after 
these events occur. This effort bridges the information provided by increasingly sophisticated near real-time seismograph networks with SCEC’s 3D 
Community Fault Models (CFM’s). We used an earthquake dataset and evaluated its relationship with the CFM, to assess what properties of 
earthquakes serve as the best predictors of the fault on which they occurred. We used a series of training datasets consisting of earthquakes that 
occurred after CFM 2.0 was developed, for which there were known associations with faults. We established that spatial proximity (distance), focal 
mechanism (nodal plane orientation), and earthquake history (spatial and temporal clustering) can be combined to assign a probability that a given 
earthquake was associated with one or more source faults in the model (or on a fault not in the model). We are currently implementing this capability 
through the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC). Specifically, we have calculated probabilities for updated earthquake hypocenter 
and focal mechanism catalogs (through 2016) using the latest fault representations (CFM v. 5.2). In addition, we have developed an implementation of 
the code for use at the SCEDC. After testing, this will provide an automated, rapid assessment of earthquake source fault probabilities that can be 
updated as information about earthquakes is refined. The SCEDC will host this catalog locally and submit this new attribute to the ANSS ComCat 
national catalog. The SCECDC will also submit this product near-real time to NEIC to make it part of their earthquake.us.gov web pages and part of the 
ANSS ComCat. 

This information is of critical value, as it offers an approach to provide objective, rapid associations between recorded earthquakes and their causative 
fault(s). This will be useful in communication objective information about earthquakes to responders, the scientific community, and general public. 
Moreover, if the probabilistic association can be computed in actual real-time, future EEW algorithms can potentially use such information to infer if an 
ongoing rupture is occurring on a large fault that presents a significant regional hazard. Ultimately, the association scheme should lead to more 
effective earthquake response. 

Objective Tectonic Regionalization of CVM-S4.26 Using the k-means Clustering Algorithm, William K Eymold, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster 
Presentation 229) 

The SCEC Community Velocity Model CVM-S4.26 is a representation of the P and S velocities, α and β, as a function of geographic position x and 
depth z on a 500-m mesh over a 496 km x 768 km area of Southern California. The model was derived by full-3D tomography using an extensive set of 
earthquake waveforms and ambient-field correlagrams (Lee et al., 2014a); subsequent testing has shown that it produces synthetic seismograms up to 
0.2 Hz that well match observed seismograms from earthquakes not used in the inversion (Lee et al., 2014b; Taborda et al., 2016). In this study, we 
analyze the N = 1.52 million velocity profiles α_x (z) and β_x (z) from CVM-S4.26 using the k-means clustering algorithm (MacQueen, 1967; Arthur & 
Vassilvitskii, 2007) to map tectonic regions with similar profile characteristics. The k-means algorithm partitions the N profiles into k sets that minimize 
the inter-cluster variance via a randomly seeded iterative process. When applied to CVM-S4.26, the results are surprisingly stable for k ≤ 8; e.g., similar 
results are obtained when applied individually to α_x (z) and β_x (z) or to their combination α_x (z)∪β_x (z). Moreover, the clusters comprise one or 
more large, contiguous areas that in most cases correspond to regions with known tectonic affinities. Our preferred clustering, k = 7, distinguishes the 
(1) Continental Borderland, (2) Proterozoic terrains of southeastern California and western Arizona, (3) Great Valley, (4) eastern Sierra Nevada, (5) 
Peninsular Range batholith, (6) Mojave block, and (7) Salton Trough. Smaller areas grouped within these clusters include the Santa Barbara and Santa 
Maria basins (cluster 3), the eastern Transverse Ranges (cluster 4), western Sierra Nevada (cluster 5), southern Salinian block (cluster 6), and Los 
Angeles basins (cluster 7). These clusters are distinguished by structural commonalities in near-surface and lower-crustal velocities, Moho depth, and 
the amplitude of the mid-crustal low-velocity zone (MCLVZ). In particular, the MCLVZ amplitude is largest beneath the Mojave block. These strong 
inter-cluster correlations provide new information about how the present-day crustal structure of Southern California has evolved since Cretaceous 
times. 

Detecting small offshore earthquakes with Back-Projection Imaging and Match-filter Method, Tian Feng, and Lingsen Meng (Poster Presentation 150) 

The detection of offshore seismicity in shallow portion of the subduction zones is ineffective due to the large distance from landward instruments. To 
better understand the offshore seismicity and slow slip around recent megathrust earthquakes, we propose to improve the capability of detecting 
offshore events by combing two recently developed techniques: Back Projection (BP) imaging and match-filter detection (MF). The MF method 
searches for similar patterns by cross correlating waveforms of known template events with continuous seismic records. However, the MF method is 
heavily relying on known earthquake templates, which are obtained from the routine catalogs that lack events in the offshore region. by including BP-
detected events as additional templates in the MF detection, we can potentially improve the picture of offshore seismicity. To enhance the accuracy of 
the imaged aftershock locations in the BP imaging, we apply the recently developed slowness correction that accounts for the 3D travel-time 
uncertainty. In our initial effort, we studied the 2011 M 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake: We first perform BP imaging in the first 24 hours following the 
mainshock and detected 538 new events previously undocumented in the JMA catalog. We then take them as MF templates and find additional 9098 
new events within 60 days after the mainshock. 

Exploring new seismic hazard scenarios in central Italy: hints about a previously unknown active normal fault highlighted by the Norcia 2016 (Mw 6.5) 
seismic sequence, Federica Ferrarini, Giusy Lavecchia, Rita de Nardis, Ramon Arrowsmith, Francesco Brozzetti, and Daniele Cirillo (Poster Presentation 
149) 



 

In 2016, one of the most energetic normal fault earthquake sequences, since the beginning of the last century, struck the central Italy. The seismic 
crisis started on August 24 with a Mw 6.0 event followed, in the months after, by several moderately energetic earthquakes (5.0≤Mw≤6.0) interesting 
an epicentral area of ~1500 km2. The energy release culminated on October 30 with the most energetic Norcia Mw6.5 earthquake. The seismicity 
activated the Mt Vettore-Mt Bove NNW-SSE striking normal fault system and the northern strand of the Mt Gorzano normal fault. These structures 
belong to the outermost west-dipping active normal fault alignment transecting the Apennine mountain belt. Evidence of coseismic fractures related to 
Mw>6.0 main shocks was extensively observed. Northward migration of seismicity was observed until January 18, 2017, when even the southern 
strand of the Mt Gorzano fault was struck by four 5.0≤Mw≤5.5 earthquakes. 

In this study, we present the preliminary results of a multidisciplinary investigation carried out in the northernmost sector of the epicentral area. Here, 
following the October 26 Mw 5.9 event, both seismicity spatial distribution and DinSAR measurements revealed the possible activation of a fault 
source located in an eastern position relative to the Mt Vettore-Mt Bove fault system and unknown in the literature. We exploited a 3D analysis of 
available well-relocated hypocenters of the sequence in 3D MOVE, with the aim of visualizing the fault plane geometry responsible for the spatial 
distribution of the sequence. The reconstructed 3D fault geometry, the along strike seismicity distributions, together with the associated focal 
mechanisms (4.0≤Mw≤5.0), support the existence of a NNW-SSE striking, SW-dipping, normal fault extending along strike for about 20 km. Despite 
the lack of clear evidence of active normal faulting in the field, morphotectonic evidence (e.g. paleosurface tilting), as well as geomorphic indices 
derived from high resolution topography data analysis (e.g. stream gradient index; Ksn), support the conclusion about activity of the inferred structure 
in recent times. Our results, even though preliminary, suggest the recognition of a new seismogenic source possibly capable for Mw>6.0 earthquakes. 
Its existence would shift the eastern limit of the Quaternary extensional belt in central Italy and would provide insights for further investigation aimed at 
improving the seismic hazard assessment in this sector. 

An Overview of the 3rd Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3), Edward H Field, and Other WGCEP Participants (Poster Presentation 
018) 

Previous fault-based earthquake forecast models have generally assumed segmentation, excluded multi-fault ruptures, and ignored spatiotemporal 
clustering (aftershocks and otherwise triggered earthquakes), each of which has been brought into question by recent earthquakes. The Working 
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (www.WGCEP.org) has addressed all these issues in their most recent model: the Third Uniform 
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3), which is the first complete fault-based model to provide self-consistent rupture probabilities over 
forecasting intervals from less than an hour to more than a century, and the first capable of evaluating the short-term hazards due to multi-event 
sequences of complex faulting. We find that combining a fault-based forecast with statistical seismology clustering models (e.g., ETAS) requires both 
characteristic magnitude-frequency distributions on faults (non-Gutenberg-Richter), as well as the inclusion of elastic rebound, apparently settling 
debates on whether either of these attributes is required. All models embody assumptions, approximations, and uncertainties, so the USGS is currently 
exploring whether the model is right enough to be useful, and useful enough to warrant deployment as an operational earthquake forecasting system. 

Do low-angle normal faults produce large earthquakes? A case study of the Cañada David Detachment of northern Baja California, Mexico, John M 
Fletcher, Jaziel F Cambron, Thomas K Rockwell, Keene W Karlsson, Paula M Figueiredo, Ronald M Spelz, Pierre G Lachan, Ivan Peña Villa, Alejandro 
Leon Loya, Alejandro Hinojosa, Sambit Prasanajit Naik , and Lewis A Owen (Poster Presentation 142) 

The Cañada David detachment (CDD) controls the southern half of the Laguna Salada rift basin in northern Baja California and is a world-class 
example of an active low-angle normal fault (LANF). LANFs form one of the most poorly understood and controversial classes of faults because they 
defy many of the most basic principals of rock mechanics and the documentation of large earthquakes on them are exceedingly rare. We conducted 
an extensive campaign to map and trench fault scarps that cut a sequence of late Quaternary alluvial fan surfaces that are preserved along the 55 km 
length of the CDD. Our mapping- and trench-based paleoseismic studies reveal that all sections of the CDD have produced between two and four 
Holocene surface ruptures with recurrence intervals of 2-5 kyrs. Offset across principal scarps varies from 2 to 5 meters in single events and field 
relations permit events with up to 10m of coseismic slip. The mapping also demonstrates that the geometry of the scarp array is intimately related to 
the presence of megamullion corrugations of the detachment surface (DS), which have wavelengths varying form 1 to 20 km. Individual scarps change 
strike by up to ~60° over very short distances (100-200 m) and they also break up into en echelon arrays to follow the small scale megamullion curves 
of the DS. However, the scarp array is also observed to separate from the trace of the DS to follow more rectilinear splays that initiate new mountain 
fronts in the synformal flexures of the CDD where they form structural bridges that act to reduce the fault’s surface area making slip more mechanically 
favorable. In order to further examine the intimate structural relationships between the detachment fault and its coseismic scarps, we excavated a 7 m-
deep by 30 m-long trench in a canyon bottom where an array of synthetic and antithetic high-angle faults, which cut historical, Holocene and late 
Pleistocene gravels, are observed to sole into the green chloritic gouge of the DS, which dips ~15° along the base of the trench. This trench provides 
unequivocal evidence that demonstrates that coseismic slip propagates to the surface along LANF’s, which occurred most recently in the 1892 or 
1934 earthquakes. We conclude that despite the poor understanding of how they function mechanically, LANF’s produce a spectrum of large and 
moderate earthquakes at rates and frequencies that are indistinguishable from other active faults in the region. 

A data-driven V_s,30 model for New Zealand engineering research & practice, Kevin Foster, Brendon A Bradley, Liam Wotherspoon, and Christopher R 
McGann (Poster Presentation 272) 

We present a regional V_s,30 (time-averaged 30-meter depth shear wave velocity) map developed for New Zealand, closely following the methods 
employed in California by Thompson et al. (2014). V_s,30 is among the most widely used parameters for site characterization in routine earthquake 
engineering problems. The map is developed using regional correlations of V_s,30 with geologic units and topographic slope, then refined with 
available V_s,30 field measurements using geostatistical methods. The map provides Vs,30 and uncertainty estimates for all regions. The benefits of 
this modeling methodology include (i) using geostatistics to honor Vs,30 measurements at measurement locations; (ii) applying reasonable inferences 
based on geologic and topographic data for areas where direct Vs,30 measurements are unavailable; (iii) quantifying uncertainty across regions with 
both rich and sparse field data density; (iv) establishing a framework for routine map updates when additional field data is collected. 



 

A re-examination of the subsurface fault structure in the vicinity of the 1989 Loma Prieta Mw 6.9 earthquake, central California, from analysis of steep 
reflections, earthquakes, and potential-field data, Gary S Fuis, Edward Zhang, Rufus D Catchings, Daniel S Scheirer, Mark R Goldman, and Klaus 
Bauer (Poster Presentation 155) 

We reinterpret the causative structure of the 1989 Mw 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake, in central California, using reflection, earthquake, and potential-field 
data, prompted by recent interpretations of a two-part dip of the San Andreas fault (SAF) accompanied by a flower structure in Coachella Valley, in 
southern California. Initially, the prevailing interpretation of fault structure at Loma Prieta was that the mainshock did not rupture the SAF, but rather a 
secondary fault, because network locations of seismicity did not define a vertical plane nor a fault plane that projected to the surface trace of the SAF. 
Subsequent double-difference (DD) relocations of Loma Prieta seismicity clarified the structure at Loma Prieta, supporting a flower structure and 
possible connection of steep faults in the upper crust to the more moderately southwest-dipping mainshock rupture in the middle crust. Examination of 
steep-reflection data, extracted from a 1991 seismic-refraction profile through the Loma Prieta area, indicates only 3 robust fault-like features, but 
these agree approximately in shape and location with upper-crustal DD-aftershock clusters. Subsurface shape of the San Andreas, Sargent, and 
Berrocal faults are interpretable from these reflections and aftershock clusters, and the San Andreas and Sargent faults appear to dip initially 
northeastward in the uppermost crust. Prior modeling of potential-field data on nearby profiles confirms a steep SAF with an initial northeastward dip in 
the uppermost crust, and also suggests strongly that a steep SAF in the upper crust is continuous with the more moderately dipping mainshock 
rupture in the middle crust, just as interpreted for the southern SAF in Coachella Valley. 

A Systematic Study of Earthquake Detectability Using Sentinel-1 TOPS InSAR, Gareth J Funning, and Astrid Garcia (Poster Presentation 098) 

We report on our efforts to study global seismicity with Sentinel-1 TOPS data between April 2015 and December 2016. We searched the USGS/NEIC 
earthquake catalogue to identify earthquakes with epicenters located on land masses with deformation that was potentially detectable using InSAR. 
(As event detectability for a given hypocentral depth depends on event size, we select events in the following size and depth ranges: 6.0>Mw≥5.5, 
depth<10 km; 7.0>Mw≥6.0, depth<20 km; Mw≥7.0, depth<25 km.) Neglecting aftershocks or foreshocks that occurred within the interferogram 
intervals for the corresponding mainshocks, we identified 35 earthquakes that fit these criteria. Using the ISCE processing software, we then 
systematically processed interferograms for these events, prioritising image pairs with the shortest possible temporal baselines.  

We find that we can identify deformation signals attributable to earthquakes in a little over half of the events tested (20 out of 35 events). A further 14% 
of events (5 out of 35) have deformation patterns that may be due to earthquakes, but require additional processing and/or modelling for verification. 
29% of events (10 out of 35) could not be identified from their interferograms. The majority of failed detections were due to interferogram decorrelation. 
This was particularly apparent in heavily vegetated tropical areas, such as Central America or northern South America, where 24 day (and in some 
cases even 12 day) repeat coverage is insufficient to achieve good coherence with Sentinel’s C-band radars. Heavy decorrelation was also observed 
over ocean islands, where image acquisitions have been infrequent and/or SLC data can be missing from the archive, allowing only long timespan 
interferograms to be processed.  

At present, the largest earthquake that we have not detected is a Mw7.0 event whose epicenter was located on Melampa Island, Vanuatu (28 April 
2016). We suggest that this could be considered an estimate of the ‘magnitude of completeness’ (i.e. the magnitude above which all events are 
detected) for global earthquakes studied using Sentinel-1 data. In order to lower this magnitude to Mw6.0 or below, we suggest that more frequent 
acquisitions will likely be necessary over tropical continental areas and ocean islands near plate boundaries in future. 

Earthquake Forecasting in recent large events in New Zealand and the role of CSEP, Matthew C Gerstenberger, David A Rhoades, Annemarie 
Christophersen, Bill Fry, Laura M Wallace, Graeme McVerry, and Nick Horspool (Oral Presentation Mon 13:30) 

The November 14th, 2016, Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake generated significant shaking and damage throughout a large part of central New Zealand. 
The recovery effort has been distributed over a very large area and the dissemination of information about the potential for future shaking has been an 
integral part of the GNS Science response. Through the nature of the event and the varied recovery efforts we have been required to provide model 
results that spanned from aftershock probability tables through to detailed and specific engineering information. Additionally, the main shock triggered 
three slow slip events (SSE) on the Hikurangi subduction zone that were unique in character in our approximately 20 years of observations. These SSE 
have provided a difficult and interesting challenge to the ongoing forecasting efforts. 

Our overriding philosophy remains that no single model sufficiently captures our current understanding of earthquake occurrence and that by using a 
hybrid of multiple models, we best capture the uncertainty in our knowledge of future quakes. To this point, and similar to past New Zealand 
earthquakes, we have used a hybrid forecast model based on the the STEP, ETAS, and EEPAS models, which we have combined with a range of long-
term models, including a new strain-rate based model. We have used this hybrid model to produce forecasts from 1-day to 100-years. New Zealand 
end-users have become increasingly sophisticated in their uptake of forecasting information with increasing requests and needs from across sectors. A 
noticeable change in the Kaikoura response was the desire for forecast information not only to provided in seismic hazard terms, but in very specific 
risk terms for government and industry decision making.  

In the past seven years, New Zealand has experienced around 15 large earthquakes which have required a forecasting response. Our forecast 
response has heavily relied on both what we have learned from CSEP and from response-specific projects that have been conducted within the CSEP 
framework. In this presentation, I will discuss our forecast models, the engineering outputs developed, our efforts to estimate the impact of the SSE on 
the potential for triggered earthquakes, and finally, the role CSEP and the SCEC community have played in our ongoing forecast efforts. 

Laboratory geophysical observation of grain compression and crushing in synthetic fault gouges, Amin Gheibi, and Ahmadreza Hedayat (Poster 
Presentation 190) 



 

Active geophysical monitoring techniques are among the most powerful techniques to identify changes in soil fabric, grain to grain contact network, 
compressional strength, and void ratio in granular materials. We present experimental results in order to describe the relationship between ultrasonic 
wave properties and particle scale processes occurring during compression of sandy fault gouges including particles rearrangements, particles elastic 
deformation, and grain crushing. The test setup in this study incorporated a loading machine to apply constant loading rate to a quartz sand layer of 6 
mm thickness sandwiched between two forcing blocks, and a novel ultrasonic wave measurement system to continuously monitor the soil layer during 
compression up to 48 MPa normal stress. An increasing trend is observed for P-wave velocity, transmitted amplitude and dominant frequency with 
normal stress. Obtained values for transmitted amplitude and dominant frequency of waves are greater for specimens with smaller particles while the 
normalized values show an opposite trend. Transmitted amplitude changes are linked to the changes in the true contact area between the particles 
with a transitional point in the slope of normalized amplitude, coinciding with the yield stress of the gouge layer. Dominant frequency variations and 
amount of grain crushing with different levels of normal stress are measured and a linear correlation is found between the variations in the normalized 
dominant frequency and the amount of particle crushing. This research contributes to better understanding of fault gouge deformation and crushing 
when subjected to high levels of normal stress.  

Natural Time and Earthquake Aftershock Entropy, Alexis Giguere (Poster Presentation 079) 

Driven threshold systems are characterized by cascading events or bursts that tend to be strongly clustered in linear (clock) time. As a result, a useful 
framework to analyze these events is the concept of event count, or “natural time”. For naturally occurring driven threshold system like earthquakes, 
natural time has been used to analyze nucleation and critical phenomena, as well as a variety of other phenomena. We apply this concept to the study 
of entropy of earthquake aftershocks. Using the 2004 Parkfield, California sequence, we find that there are systematic changes in entropy throughout 
the earthquake cycle of foreshocks, mainshock and aftershocks. These changes may be indicative of processes that could allow discrimination of 
small earthquakes as indicators of the current state of the earthquake cycle. 

Conditional Probabilities of Large Earthquake Sequences in California from the Physics-based Rupture Simulator RSQSim, Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, 
Thomas H Jordan, Bruce E Shaw, Kevin R Milner, Keith B Richards-Dinger, and James H Dieterich (Poster Presentation 013) 

Within the SCEC Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM), we are developing physics-based forecasting models for earthquake 
ruptures in California. We employ the 3D boundary element code RSQSim (Rate-State Earthquake Simulator of Dieterich & Richards-Dinger, 2010) to 
generate synthetic catalogs with tens of millions of events that span up to a million years each. This code models rupture nucleation by rate- and state-
dependent friction and Coulomb stress transfer in complex, fully interacting fault systems. The Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast Version 
3 (UCERF3) fault and deformation models are used to specify the fault geometry and long-term slip rates. We have employed the Blue Waters 
supercomputer to generate long catalogs of simulated California seismicity from which we calculate the forecasting statistics for large events. We have 
performed probabilistic seismic hazard analysis with RSQSim catalogs that were calibrated with system-wide parameters and found a remarkably 
good agreement with UCERF3 (Milner et al., this meeting). We build on this analysis, comparing the conditional probabilities of sequences of large 
events from RSQSim and UCERF3. In making these comparisons, we consider the epistemic uncertainties associated with the RSQSim parameters 
(e.g., rate- and state-frictional parameters), as well as the effects of model-tuning (e.g., adjusting the RSQSim parameters to match UCERF3 
recurrence rates). The comparisons illustrate how physics-based rupture simulators might assist forecasters in understanding the short-term hazards 
of large aftershocks and multi-event sequences associated with complex, multi-fault ruptures. 

Characterizing fault motion using edge detection in radar images, Margaret T Glasscoe, Jay W Parker, and Andrea Donnellan (Poster Presentation 106) 

A moderate sized or secondary near-surface fault slip appears in a radar interferogram as a roughly linear feature with cross-section resembling either 
a step function or a Gaussian-filtered step, called a sigmoid. Building on past work that detects (near-)surface fractures in radar images with missing 
data from decorrelated patches, we have developed a script that analyzes the neighborhood of each detection to characterize the slip direction, shear 
width, and sigmoid amplitude.  

These indicate a candidate mechanism, characteristic locking depth, and the projected slip at depth from the radar perspective. The values of these 
are helpful for characterizing dipping oblique and dip slip faults, but interpretation requires additional information. 

Maps indicating sense of slip, characteristic depth, and projected amplitude are shown for fault maps derived from UAVSAR data repeat passes that 
cover the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah coseismic and post seismic time periods in the Yuha Desert. Additional maps cover the region around the 2014 
South Napa earthquake.  

Sense of slip shows conjugate near-perpendicular slip patterns of NW-trending right lateral and NE-trending left lateral faults, interlaced. These maps 
include secondary faults that indicate surface rupture near the center, but deeper locking depths near the ends. Some secondary faults display greater 
slip close to the main EMC rupture and smaller slip further away. 

These maps have potential to guide micro-tectonic analysis of regions near major ruptures, and serve as a guide to emergency response, including 
infrastructure inspection priority. Inclusion as optional layers in the GeoGateway GoogleMaps-based web service system is in progress. 

What allows seismic events to grow big?: Insights from b-value and fault roughness analysis in laboratory stick-slip experiments, Thomas H Goebel, 
Grzegorz Kwiatek, Thorsten W Becker, Emily E Brodsky, and Georg Dresen (Poster Presentation 226) 

Estimating the expected size of the largest earthquake on a given fault is complicated, for example, by dynamic rupture interactions in addition to 
geometric and stress heterogeneity. However, a statistical assessment of the potential of seismic events to grow to larger sizes may be possible based 
on variations in magnitude distributions. Such variations can be described by the b-value which quantifies the proportion of small to large magnitude 
events. The values of b appear to systematically vary with stress, but additional factors such as geometric heterogeneity may affect the growth-
potential of seismic ruptures. We examined the influence of fault roughness on b-values, focal mechanisms and spatial localization of laboratory 



 

acoustic emission (AE) events during stick-slip experiments. We created three types of roughness on Westerly granite surfaces and studied AE event 
statistics during triaxial loading of the lab-faults. Since both roughness and stress variations are expected to influence b, we isolated roughness 
contributions by analyzing AEs at elevated stresses close to stick-slip failure. Our results suggest three characteristics of seismicity on increasingly 
rough faults: 1) seismicity is spatially more distributed, 2) b-values are higher and 3) focal mechanisms are more heterogeneous, likely caused by 
underlying stress field heterogeneity along the fault zones. Localized deformation on smooth faults, on the other hand, promotes larger rupture sizes 
within the associated homogeneous stress field which is aligned with the macroscopic stress orientation. The statistics of earthquake magnitude 
distributions may help quantify these fault states and expected rupture sizes in nature. 

Quaternary Slip History for the Agua Blanca Fault, northern Baja California, Mexico, Peter O Gold, Whitney M Behr, Thomas K Rockwell, and John M 
Fletcher (Poster Presentation 164) 

The Agua Blanca Fault (ABF) is the primary structure accommodating San Andreas-related right-lateral slip across the Peninsular Ranges of northern 
Baja California. Activity on this fault influences offshore faults that parallel the Pacific coast from Ensenada to Los Angeles and is a potential threat to 
communities in northern Mexico and southern California. We present a detailed Quaternary slip history for the ABF, including new quantitative 
constraints on geologic slip rates, slip-per-event, the timing of most recent earthquake, and the earthquake recurrence interval. Cosmogenic 10Be 
exposure dating of clasts from offset fluvial geomorphic surfaces at 2 sites located along the western, and most active, section of the ABF yield 
preliminary slip rate estimates of 2-4 mm/yr and ~3 mm/yr since ~20 ka and ~2 ka, respectively. Fault zone geomorphology preserved at the younger 
site provides evidence for right-lateral surface displacements measuring ~2.5 m in the past two ruptures. Luminescence dating of an offset alluvial fan 
at a third site is in progress, but is expected to yield a slip rate relevant to the past ~10 kyr. Adjacent to this third site, we excavated 2 paleoseismic 
trenches across a sag pond formed by a right step in the fault. Preliminary radiocarbon dates indicate that the 4 surface ruptures identified in the 
trenches occurred in the past 6 kyr, although additional dating should clarify earthquake timing and the mid-Holocene to present earthquake 
recurrence interval, as well as the likely date of the most recent earthquake. Our new slip rate estimates are somewhat lower than, but comparable 
within error to, previous geologic estimates based on soil morphology and geodetic estimates from GPS, but the new record of surface ruptures 
exposed in the trenches is the most complete and comprehensively dated earthquake history yet determined for this fault. Together with new and 
existing mapping of tectonically generated geomorphology along the ABF, our constraints show that contrary to some theories of fault interaction and 
activity for this section of the San Andreas system, the Agua Blanca Fault has been active over the late Holocene, and should be considered as a 
potential source of seismic hazard.  

Interactions Between Strike-slip Earthquakes and the Subduction Interface near the Mendocino Triple Junction, Jianhua Gong, and Jeff J McGuire 
(Poster Presentation 215) 

The interactions between the North American, Pacific, and Gorda plates at the Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) create one of the most seismically 
active regions in North America. The earthquakes rupture all three plate boundaries but also include considerable intraplate seismicity reflecting the 
strong internal deformation of the Gorda plate. Understanding the stress levels that drive these ruptures and estimating the locking state of the 
subduction interface are especially important topics for regional earthquake hazard assessment. However owing to the lack of offshore seismic and 
geodetic instruments, the rupture process of only a few large earthquakes near the MTJ have been studied in detail and the locking state of the 
subduction interface is not well constrained. First, we use the second moment inversion method to study the rupture process of the January 28, 2015 
Mw 5.7 earthquake on the Mendocino transform fault that was unusually well recorded by both onshore and offshore strong motion instruments.  We 
estimate the rupture dimension to be approximately 6 km by 3 km corresponding to a stress drop of ~ 7 MPa, a relatively small value compared to 
large ambient rock strength. Next we investigate the frictional state of the subduction interface by simulating the afterslip that would be expected there 
as a result of the stress changes from the 2015 earthquake and a 2010 Mw 6.5 intraplate eathquake within the subducted Gorda plate. We simulate 
afterslip scenarios for a range of depths of the downdip end of the locked zone defined as the transition to velocity strengthening friction and calculate 
the corresponding surface deformation expected at onshore GPS monuments. We can rule out a very shallow downdip limit owing to the lack of a 
detectable signal at onshore GPS stations following the 2010 earthquake. Our simulations indicate that the locking depth on the slab surface is at least 
14 km, which suggests that the next M8 earthquake rupture will likely reach the coastline and strong shaking should be expected there. 

GPR imagery and identification of neotectonic features of the Chupamiertos Fault System, Baja California, Mexico, Allen M Gontz, Thomas K Rockwell, 
Keene W Karlsson, John M Fletcher, and Jaziel F Cambron (Poster Presentation 143) 

Recently active faults create easily identifiable geomorphic and stratigraphic signatures in unconsolidated sediments. Identification of, and mapping of 
these features in trenches has been the norm for measuring offset and relating activity of faults to local geomorphic context. However; trenching is time 
consuming, expensive and destructive. Shallow-earth geophysical techniques may prove effective to map subsurface features related to faulting in 
unconsolidated sediments and certain depositional systems. 

During May 2017, the research team collected 50 km of high-resolution 700, 450 and 160 MHz ground penetrating radar lines on the eastern edge of 
the Laguna Salada depositional system. The arid alluvial fan deposits are in fault contact with the Sierra de los Cucapah mountains. At this location, 
the main fault system is a low-angle normal fault. Areas to the north experienced surface rupture in 2010 and in 1954 to the south. In addition to the 
GPR data, a suite of trenches at 14 sites were excavated to various depths to reveal the recent activity of various splays of the main fault. 

GPR lines were acquired adjacent to open trenches for ground truthing with the photographic trench log. Additional lines were acquired at various 
distances away from the trench and with lengths that far exceeded the trench.  

The comparison of the trench logs with the GPR showed good correlation of the majority of features observable in the trench. Measured offsets from 
the logs and GPR data were compared. While the offset measurements were subject to the vertical error associated with the frequency of the GPR 
antenna, the trace of the fault was clearly identified. 



 

The 450 MHz system provided a better correlation to the scale of features observable in the trench with the 160 MHz system was able to image the 
fault system to a greater depth and in places, capable of tracing splay faults into the regional detachment surface. 

In this depositional context, the GPR proved effective at identifying recent faulting episodes and relating the subsurface fault trace to surface 
expressions. Applications of GPR to neotectonics will greatly increase the capacity to locate time intensive and expensive trenches in areas where the 
most useful information (measured offsets, chronological sampling) can be recovered. 

Red Geodesica del Noroeste de Mexico (REGNOM) in northern Baja California., Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Antonio Vidal-Villegas, Elvia Ramon Morales, 
Armando Valdez, and Sergio M Arregui Ojeda (Poster Presentation 092) 

Permanent continuous GPS stations in Baja California started to operate since 1995 as part of the Southern California Integrated GPS Network 
(SCIGN). Due to the occurrence of the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake Mw 7.2 in April 4, 2010, colleagues from US and Mexico, started to work 
together in a NSF rapid response proposal to install 8 new continuous GPS stations. Also, in the Mexicali Valley area, Geodesist Without Borders, 
Caltech Tectonic Observatory Lab and CICESE installed 7 new continuous GPS stations. Further, with the funding support by USGS, U.S. Northern 
Command, UNAVCO and CICESE, we started to install since 2015, 15 new continuous GNSS stations. This GNSS Network is formally named Red 
Geodesica del Noroeste de Mexico (REGNOM; http://regnom.cicese.mx). REGNOM Network is optimized as much as possible to support seismic 
research investigations, as they are co-located with seismological instruments of Red Sismica del CICESE. One of the main focus of REGNOM is to 
provide long term estimates of crustal deformation, characterization of elastic strain accumulation along different fault systems in northern Baja 
California, estimate regional reference frame for tectonic studies, and to complement/integrate regional geodetic studies to further understand our 
complex-shared fault zone in southern California and northern Baja California. All data products from archiving and processing are open free available. 

Using GeoGateway Line-of-Sight (LOS) Tool to Explore Deformation along the San Andreas Fault in the Carrizo Plain, CA, Lisa Grant Ludwig, Andrea 
Donnellan, and Jay W Parker (Poster Presentation 152) 

Crustal deformation is spatially and temporally non-uniform as strain accumulates over long time scales, is rapidly released in earthquakes, and 
readjusts post-seismically. Because earthquake processes occur over widely varying temporal and spatial scales, multiple types of data from different 
parts of the earthquake cycle are required for analysis. We use NASA’s GeoGateway tool to access, analyze and model GPS and UAVSAR data along 
the San Andreas fault in the Carrizo Plain, and incorporate optical imagery, fault models, and paleoseismic data from geologic studies. GeoGateway is 
a convenient and powerful tool for analyzing these heterogeneous data sets for enhanced understanding of the earthquake cycle. GeoGateway’s Line-
of-Sight (LOS) tool allows us to easily select and plot interferograms from pairs of UAVSAR flights. The interferogram images allow change detection 
for recognition of tectonic deformation, and measurement of surface elevation changes during the time period between flights. This is helpful for 
interpreting results of paleoseismic studies, and recognizing interseismic deformation. UAVSAR interferograms and LOS Tool allow us to look for 
creep. On the creeping section of the San Andreas fault, creep is easily recognized. For comparison, with the same scale, we see no discernible creep 
or anomalous off-fault deformation along the San Andreas in the Carrizo Plain.  

Ground-Motion Simulations on Rough Faults in Complex 3D Media, Robert W Graves (Poster Presentation 247) 

Observations from past earthquakes show that the rupture process can exhibit significant spatial variations in rupture speed, slip and slip rate, as well 
as geometric complexity of the faulting surface. Incorporating these features within kinematic ground motion simulations is challenging due to 
uncertainty in the expected ranges and potential inter-correlations of the required parameters. Additionally, as the simulation bandwidth is pushed to 
higher frequencies, effects due to small-scale 3D variations in the seismic velocity structure need to be included. Here, we utilize a two-step process 
incorporating the previously described features to validate ground motion simulations over the 0-4 Hz bandwidth using recordings from the 1989 Loma 
Prieta earthquake. In the first step we run multiple realizations using the Graves and Pitarka (2010) hybrid method as implemented on the SCEC BB 
Platform and compare these with near-fault (R < 40 km) recorded motions. A total of 648 rupture scenarios are examined, with individual scenarios 
consisting of random realizations generated using the approach of Graves and Pitarka (2016). These realizations consider spatial variability in slip and 
fault roughness, as well as random samples of slip standard deviation, average rupture speed, down-dip fault width and moment magnitude. In 
addition to the standard RotD50 goodness-of-fit (GoF) criteria described by Goulet et al (2015), we also examine the fit to the individual fault-normal 
and fault-parallel components for very near-fault (<10 km) records. From these results, we then select the best fitting ruptures, which are then used in 
the second step of the validation. This second step consists of running 3D simulations using finely sampled (20 meter) seismic velocity meshes. The 3D 
structure is obtained from the USGS Bay Area velocity model, with modifications to include small-scale 3D stochastic perturbations. The minimum 
velocity is set at 400 m/s and the maximum frequency resolved by the simulations is about 4 Hz. The 3D results are compared with the recorded 
motions using the same GoF metrics described above and show very good agreement over the frequency band 0-4 Hz for distances out to 40 km. 
Additionally, the newly added features to the simulation process reduce the coherency of the radiated higher frequency (f > 1 Hz) ground motions, and 
homogenize radiation-pattern effects in this same bandwidth as demonstrated by the fit to the very near-fault records. 

Bayesian source mechanism inversion of induced seismicity in oil/gas fields and pico-seismicity (acoustic emission) in the laboratory, Chen Gu, 
German A Prieto, Ulrich Mok, Youssef M Marzouk, Brian Evans, and Nafi Toksöz (Poster Presentation 049) 

We studied the source mechanisms of earthquakes occurred in multi-scales, from induced seismicity in oil/gas fields to pico-seismicity in the 
laboratory. A Bayesian source mechanism inversion method was demonstrated using data from field to laboratory. The seismicity that occurred in the 
oil/gas fields is probably induced by fluid injection and extraction in oil/gas fields, resulting in the reactivation of the pre-existing fault network. Double-
couple dominant source mechanisms were obtained for the field data and the importance of the regional stress field and local fault networks in 
generating that micro-seismicity was observed.  

Laboratory generated acoustic emissions (AEs) can be used to study different rupture processes (e.g., hydraulic fracturing, stick-slip) in a controllable 
way. In a loading experiment of intact cylindrical Berea sandstone sample, the sample was subjected to conventional triaxial loading with a constant 



 

confining pressure of 10 MPa. The axial load was then increased at a constant rate of 0.16 MPa/s to failure at 70 MPa. We used AE event locations to 
reveal a pico-seismicity nucleation process during fracturing. After the eventual fracture plane was formed in the sample, the location of the pico-
events delineated the topography of the irregular fracture plane. The double-couple dominant source mechanism of these events indicated the dip-slip 
fracture with the maximum differential stress in the vertical direction. 

Investigating strain transfer along the Southern San Andreas Fault: A geomorphic and geodetic study of block rotation in the Eastern Transverse 
Ranges, Joshua Tree National Park, CA, Katherine A Guns, Richard A Bennett, and Kimberly D Blisniuk (Poster Presentation 120) 

To better evaluate the distribution and transfer of strain and slip along the Southern San Andreas Fault (SSAF) zone in the northern Coachella valley in 
southern California, we integrate geological and geodetic observations to test whether strain is being transferred away from the SSAF system towards 
the Eastern California Shear Zone through microblock rotation of the Eastern Transverse Ranges (ETR). The faults of the ETR consist of five east-west 
trending left lateral strike slip faults that have measured cumulative offsets of up to 20 km and as low as 1 km. Present kinematic and block models 
present a variety of slip rate estimates, from as low as zero to as high as 7 mm/yr, suggesting a gap in our understanding of what role these faults play 
in the larger system. To determine whether present-day block rotation along these faults is contributing to strain transfer in the region, we are applying 
10Be surface exposure dating methods to observed offset channel and alluvial fan deposits in order to estimate fault slip rates along two faults in the 
ETR. We present observations of offset geomorphic landforms using field mapping and LiDAR data at three sites along the Blue Cut Fault and one site 
along the Smoke Tree Wash Fault in Joshua Tree National Park which indicate recent Quaternary fault activity. Initial results of site mapping and clast 
count analyses reveal at least three stages of offset, including potential Holocene offsets, for one site along the Blue Cut Fault, while preliminary 10Be 
geochronology is in progress. This geologic slip rate data, combined with new geodetic surface velocity field derived from updated campaign-based 
GPS measurements within Joshua Tree National Park will allow us to construct a suite of elastic fault block models to elucidate rates of strain transfer 
away from the SSAF and how that strain transfer may be affecting the length of the interseismic period along the SSAF. 

Newspaper Media Content Analysis: Community Effects of Induced Seismicity in Oklahoma, Georgia Halkia, and Lisa Grant Ludwig (Poster Presentation 
307) 

Since 2010, seismicity in Oklahoma has increased dramatically. In 2014, Oklahoma experienced more earthquakes of M3 or greater than California, a 
state known as Earthquake Country. In 2015 there were >907 earthquakes M>3, providing motivation for USGS to publish a 1-year seismic hazard 
forecast map in 2016. After years of rancorous debate, deep wastewater injection was recognized as the lead cause of increased seismicity. News 
media since 2010 reported seismic events, yet state leaders were slow to respond, or take any action to protect the people of Oklahoma. Several 
neighborhoods have been impacted severely, and residents were left alone to deal with the aftermath of induced earthquakes. Studies show that news 
media play an important role in influencing people. We analyzed, recorded, and classified into key themes the messages communicated to the people 
of Oklahoma by conducting a content analysis of newspaper articles (n=314) published in 2010-2016 regarding induced seismicity in Oklahoma. Key 
themes that emerged from our analysis explain the delayed action to safeguard affected communities. The majority of articles were focused on the 
debate over whether deep-wastewater injection is responsible for the increased seismicity. Very few articles discussed the need to prepare for 
earthquakes. Outrage was expressed by both the affected communities and the energy industry’s stakeholders who denied any wrong-doing. Focus 
on the debate had an indirect effect on the communities by introducing confusion, uncertainty, and fear of job losses. Traditional preparedness actions 
may not fully apply to induced seismicity since the frequency of earthquakes makes it challenging to offer affordable comprehensive insurance 
coverage to home owners. 

Time Reversal Imaging of the 2014 Iquique Tsunami Source, Jiayuan Han, and Lingsen Meng (Poster Presentation 202) 

The 2014 Mw 8.2 Iquique earthquake occurred off the coast of northern Chile, generating a tsunami with a maximum runup height of 1.75 meters. The 
slip distributions are highly variable depending on the choice of the dataset and inversion methods. Time reversal imaging aims at reconstructing the 
initial water elevation by back-propagation and constructive interference of the recorded tsunami waveforms. Time reversal imaging provides 
independent verification of the finite-fault models without relying on any prior assumptions of the fault geometry nor on restrictive parameterization of 
the rupture kinematics. In this study, we adopted 22 DART or coastal gauge stations in the time reversal analysis. In addition to the geometrical 
corrections that scale the wave amplitude at each station to account for the 2d spreading effects, we also introduce an amplitude weight for each 
station to account for azimuthal variation of the stations density. We compare our results with the initial deformation predicted by several published 
finite-fault models. It shows that our results is similar with Hayes’ slip model in the location of peak water elevation and shape. 

Are the Stress Drops of Small Earthquakes Good Predictors of the Stress Drops of Larger Earthquakes, Jeanne L Hardebeck (Poster Presentation 050) 

Uncertainty in PSHA could be reduced through better estimates of stress drop for possible future large earthquakes.  Studies of small earthquakes find 
spatial variability in stress drop; if large earthquakes have similar spatial patterns, their stress drops may be better predicted using the stress drops of 
small local events. This regionalization implies the variance with respect to the local mean stress drop may be smaller than the variance with respect to 
the global mean. I test this idea using the Shearer et al. (2006) stress drop catalog for M1.5-3.1 events in southern California. I apply quality control 
(Hauksson, 2015) and remove near-field aftershocks (Wooddell & Abrahamson, 2014). The standard deviation of the distribution of the log10 stress 
drop is reduced from 0.45 (factor of ~3) to 0.31 (factor of ~2) by normalizing each event’s stress drop by the local mean. I explore whether a similar 
variance reduction is possible when using the Shearer catalog to predict stress drops of larger southern California events. For catalogs of moderate-
sized events (e.g. Kanamori, 1993; Mayeda & Walter, 1996; Boyd, 2017), normalizing by the Shearer catalog’s local mean stress drop does not reduce 
the standard deviation compared to the unmodified stress drops. I compile stress drops of larger events from the literature, and identify 15 M5.5-7.5 
earthquakes with at least three estimates. Because of the wide range of stress drop estimates for each event, and the different techniques and 
assumptions, it is difficult to assign a single stress drop value to each event. Instead, I compare the distributions of stress drop estimates for pairs of 
events, and test whether the means of the distributions are statistically significantly different. The events divide into 3 categories: low, medium, and 
high stress drop, with significant differences in mean stress drop between events in the low and the high stress drop categories. I test whether the 



 

spatial patterns of the Shearer catalog stress drops can predict the categories of the 15 events. I find that they cannot, rather the large event stress 
drops are uncorrelated with the local mean stress drop from the Shearer catalog. These results imply that the regionalization of stress drops of small 
events does not extend to the larger events, at least with current standard techniques of stress drop estimation. 

Large Earthquakes and Creeping Faults, Ruth A Harris (Poster Presentation 203) 

Most shallow continental crustal faults remain predominantly locked during the long periods of time between large earthquakes, however some slowly 
slip, or creep.  The related microseismicity helps reveal faults that might not otherwise be observed, but there is also the question of whether or not the 
presence of fault creep prevents large earthquakes, or if they do occur, how these large earthquakes behave compared to similar-sized events on 
locked faults. I show that well-recorded creeping fault earthquakes of up to magnitude 6.6 that have occurred in shallow continental regions produce 
similar fault-surface rupture areas and similar peak ground shaking as their locked fault counterparts of the same earthquake magnitude. The behavior 
of much larger earthquakes on shallow creeping continental faults is less well known, because there is a dearth of comprehensive observations. For 
more information about this topic, and for a review of creeping faults in active-tectonic shallow continental regions, please also see the open-access 
review article: Harris, R.A., Large earthquakes and creeping faults, Reviews of Geophysics, 2017. 

Analysis of Two Magnitude ~4 Earthquakes and Aftershocks Near Truckee, California, 2017, Rachel L Hatch, Ken D Smith, and Rachel E Abercrombie 
(Poster Presentation 058) 

On June 27th, 2017, two magnitude ~4 high-angle strike-slip faulting earthquakes occurred seven minutes apart approximately 20 km north of 
Truckee, CA. Both events were felt over a wide area in northeastern California and northwestern Nevada. The sequence took place within a left-step 
between the southern extent of the Mohawk Valley and northern terminus of the Polaris fault zones. Both faults pose a significant hazard to the 
Truckee-Tahoe-Reno areas. Our aim is to apply data from the dense Nevada Seismological Laboratory (NN) network in the region to better understand 
smaller sequences and advance our knowledge of structures and source properties typical of the area. We develop a set of high-precision locations 
and estimate the source parameters of all events > M 2. In addition, we estimate the rupture directivity for the two M ~4s. Using both absolute and 
relative (GrowClust; Trugman and Shearer, 2017) relocations, we successfully relocate 50 of the ~70 events that have occurred in the sequence to 
date, with an average location error of < 50 m. Relocations show a linear distribution of events confined to a small area at about 5-6 km depth, trending 
~N40E, and dipping to the northwest ~65-75°. This trend matches both M ~4 moment tensor solutions (NSL) and several HASH (Hardebeck and 
Shearer, 2002) focal mechanisms indicating sinistral strike-slip motion. We follow the EGF approach of Abercrombie et al. (2017) to calculate spectral 
ratios and stress drops for 9 of the events in the sequence. The EGF approach also enables us to calculate source time functions at surrounding 
stations to observe azimuthal variation in source duration and constrain possible rupture directivity. Stress drop results show an average stress drop of 
4 MPa and 15 MPa for P and S waves, respectively; moreover, we see spatial and temporal differences in stress drop within this sequence. First-order 
observations suggest potential components of directivity towards the NE for the foreshock (M 3.95) at the southwest extent of the sequence area, and 
directivity towards the SW for the mainshock (M 4.11) at its northeast extent, essentially bracketing the ~ 1 km rupture area. This analysis illustrates 
details in source properties and rupture propagation estimates that can be derived with high-precision event locations within dense regional networks.  

A model for the initiation, evolution and continued activity of the Garlock fault, California, Alexandra E Hatem, and James F Dolan (Poster Presentation 
217) 

The Garlock fault remains an enigmatic feature of southern California due to its arcuate geometry, variable slip rate along its length, and tectonic role 
as an ~east-west trending sinistral fault within the Pacific-North American plate boundary zone of primarily ~north-south trending oblique-dextral 
faulting. We propose a model for the incremental evolution of the Garlock fault from 11 Ma to present that allows us to assign relative contributions to 
Garlock slip rate from three mechanisms: (1) conjugate slip to the San Andreas fault (SAF); (2) extension in the Basin and Range (BR); and (3) bending 
from oblique shear in the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ). Conjugate slip is greatest in the west, and decreases eastward. Additionally, 
extension-induced slip increases westward from the eastern termination of the fault. Oroclinal bending provides only a small contribution to Garlock 
slip that increases eastward from the east-central segment. This spatio-temporally complex loading may explain alternating periods of fault activity 
along the Garlock and neighboring faults. Moreover, these complex kinematics demonstrate that the Garlock fault acts as an efficient mechanical 
“bridge” linking slip on the northern ECSZ and SAF that may have delayed or even obviated the long-hypothesized development of a new Pacific-North 
America plate boundary along the ECS�慗歬牥䰠湡�¸䠀瑡浥�䔠 

Applying Paleo-earthquake Data to Query for Earthquake Gate Areas, Egill Hauksson, and Men-Andrin Meier (Oral Presentation Tue 11:05) 

Over geological time, plate motion and associated tectonic processes have created the geophysical conditions under which the San Andreas Fault 
(SAF) operates. These conditions influence earthquake processes on both short and long time scales because rupture processes initiate locally and 
change the state of stress as they rupture. In turn over many earthquake cycles they evolve the long-term stress and frictional conditions of the SAF. 
For the last ~4 million years the San Andreas Fault (SAF) has accommodated approximately two thirds of the plate motion between the Pacific and 
North America plates in southern California. We investigate correlations between paleo-earthquake rupture models and modern geophysical data to 
search for possibly related variations in the geophysical data. Unusual stress state, seismicity, and fault complexities could be associated with initiation 
or termination of past ruptures, or earthquake gate areas. The two most prominent possible gate areas coincide with the two big bends in the SAF, 
near Gorman and White Water. The Mojave and San Bernardino segments that are not aligned with the plate motion appear to have three additional 
gate areas, including Cajon Pass. These gate areas that are imaged as changes in state of stress and seismicity may have been constructed by past 
earthquake ruptures predominantly approaching from the Chalome segment to the north or the Coachella Valley segment to the south. Alternatively, 
these gate areas have evolved over time as the SAF was shaped by long-term regional tectonics, including block rotations or underplating beneath 
San Gorgonio Pass. Reconciling modern geophysical data with paleo-earthquake data will improve understanding of earthquake rupture mechanisms 
taking place at different time and spatial scales. This effort will also improve our understanding of the rheology of the plate boundary system and may 
ultimately improve seismic hazard assessment. 



 

Can the Depth Distribution of Seismicity be Applied to Probe the Rheology of the Seismogenic Crust in Southern California, Egill Hauksson, Men-Andrin 
Meier, and Zachary E Ross (Poster Presentation 231) 

We carry out joint analysis of waveform relocated seismicity (1981-2016), geophysical, and geological datasets to probe the rheology of the crust in 
southern California. First, we calculate earthquake depth histograms (EDH) to quantify the depth distribution of seismicity. In general the EDHs vary 
between regions with a shallower mean depth and more rapid decay with depth in the brittle-ductile transition zone for high heat flow regions, which 
results in a shallower 95% seismicity cut-off-depth. 

Second, we determine depth profiles of crustal yield stress envelopes (YSE) by normalizing differential stress profiles determined with Byerlee’s law 
and a non-linear dislocation creep law. We analyze the EDHs and YSEs for each lithotectonic block to identify differences in shape that may be related 
to lithology or past tectonic history of the crust.  

To model the YSE for each block we correct for measured average heat flow, strain rate, and state of stress. We determine YSEs of five different 
lithologies for each of the 16 lithotectonic blocks. We investigate if the EDHs are diagnostic of average lithology types. We find that the EDHs to first 
order follow the shape of the computed YSEs, and that the lithologies of the best matching YSEs conform with geological expectations. In particular, 
the blocks of the North America plate are mostly dominated by Quartzite lithology while the blocks of the Pacific plate are mostly of Diorite 
composition except for the Quartz dominated rifted margin in the Salton Trough. The extended San Gabriel block exhibits two-layer composition with 
Quartz underplated by Diorite. This suggests that EDHs can be used to infer the first order rheology of the seismogenic crust. 

The seismological aftermath of the 2016 Mw7.8 Pedernales, Ecuador earthquake, Stephen Hernandez (Poster Presentation 082) 

On 16 April 2016, a strong underthrusting earthquake ruptured a ~100 by ~50 km segment of the Nazca-South American margin off the coast of the 
province of Manabí, Ecuador. Effects of the earthquake included >660 fatalities, a small tsunami, numerous landslides, liquefaction, surficial 
deformation, and significant structural and infrastructure damage, rendering many city cores as practically uninhabitable. In this article, we present an 
overview of the major seismological observations recorded in the aftermath of the earthquake. With a hypocenter located near the city of Pedernales, 
multiple previous studies point to a source with a relatively simple and pulse-like propagation. The earthquake ruptured unilaterally along a 
predominantly north-to-south axis resulting in a marked directivity effect towards the south. This directivity, coupled with site amplification effects, led 
to stronger ground motions and heightened damaged observed in municipalities such as Manta, Portoviejo, and Guayaquil. A spatially extensive 
aftershock sequence was triggered by the coseismic rupture in the months following the earthquake, with three dominant segments being the most 
active. Preliminary moment tensor solutions of the largest aftershocks primarily show oblique- to reverse-faulting mechanisms along the main plate 
interface, though some extensional mechanisms have been observed. A b-value analysis over time for seismicity located near the epicenter shows a 
subtle decrease preceding the earthquake, indicating possible long-term precursory stress loading. 

Effect of Undrained Gouge Plasticity on Rupture Dynamics of Rough Faults, Evan T Hirakawa, and Shuo Ma (Poster Presentation 170) 

Recent rough fault models show that geometrical irregularities can have a significant effect on rupture propagation, leading to observations of rupture 
arrest, supershear rupture, fluctuations in rupture velocity, and high frequency ground motions. However, these models ignored the presence of fault 
gouge, which deforms differently from damage zone rocks. Here, we model dynamic rupture on a rough fault embedded in a layer of fault gouge that 
has the constitutive behavior as formulated in Hirakawa and Ma [2016], which consists of a combined Mohr-Coulomb (MC) and end-cap surface and 
allows compaction and dilatancy with undrained pore pressure changes. A heterogeneous initial stress state is used and can cause the off-fault 
material to be close to MC failure, close to end-cap failure, or relatively far from both. Gouge compaction at restraining bends causes large pore 
pressure increase and allows rupture to propagate through segments that arrest rupture in the case with purely MC failure. Gouge strengthening by 
undrained dilatancy at releasing bends limits supershear rupture from the MC case. Slip distributions become much more uniform than in the MC case 
due to the stabilizing tendency of the pore fluids. The tendency for ruptures to accelerate and decelerate at releasing and restraining bends 
respectively is diminished or in some cases reversed.  

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-
07NA27344. LLNL-ABS-736776 

3D Constraints On Fault Architecture and Strain Distribution of the Newport-Inglewood Rose Canyon and San Onofre Trend Fault Systems, James J 
Holmes, Neal W Driscoll, and Graham M Kent (Poster Presentation 153) 

The Inner California Borderlands (ICB) is situated off the coast of southern California and northern Baja. The structural and geomorphic characteristics 
of the area record a middle Oligocene transition from subduction to microplate capture along the California coast. Marine stratigraphic evidence shows 
large-scale extension and rotation overprinted by modern strike-slip deformation. Geodetic and geologic observations indicate that approximately 6-8 
mm/yr of Pacific-North American relative plate motion is accommodated by offshore strike-slip faulting in the ICB.  

The farthest inshore fault system, the Newport-Inglewood Rose Canyon (NIRC) Fault is a dextral strike-slip system that is primarily offshore for 
approximately 120 km from San Diego to the San Joaquin Hills near Newport Beach, California. Based on trenching and well data, the NIRC Fault 
Holocene slip rate is 1.5-2.0 mm/yr to the south and 0.5-1.0 mm/yr along its northern extent. An earthquake rupturing the entire length of the system 
could produce an Mw 7.0 earthquake or larger.  

West of the main segments of the NIRC Fault is the San Onofre Trend (SOT) along the continental slope. Previous work concluded that this is part of a 
strike-slip system that eventually merges with the NIRC Fault. Others have interpreted this system as deformation associated with the Oceanside Blind 
Thrust fault purported to underlie most of the region.  



 

In late 2013, we acquired the first high-resolution 3D Parallel Cable (P-Cable) seismic surveys of the NIRC and SOT faults as part of the Southern 
California Regional Fault Mapping project.  

Analysis of stratigraphy and 3D mapping of this new data has yielded a new kinematic fault model of the area that provides new insight on deformation 
caused by segment interactions between both NIRC and SOT systems. For the first time, we can reconstruct this fault interaction and investigate how 
strain is distributed through time along a typical strike-slip margin using 3D constraints on fault architecture. We report on our observations of the 
geomorphology and subsurface structure that results from these tectonic interactions.  

Rocking the Boat: Poro-elastic Stress Change at Seismogenic Depth Associated with Oil Production in the Los Angeles Basin in the Early 20th Century, 
Susan E Hough, and Roger Bilham (Poster Presentation 040) 

The Newport-Inglewood Fault and other faults in the southwestern Los Angeles Basin are characterized by low slip and seismicity rates; the rate of 
moderate (Mw4.0-6.4) earthquakes on these faults was, however a factor of ≈5 higher between 1920-1960 than since 1960. In addition to the 1933 
Mw6.4 Long Beach earthquake, notable events included the 14 Nov. 1941 Mw5.1 Torrance and the 22 Oct. 1941 Mw4.7 Dominguez Hills earthquakes. 
Analyzing available data for six ML≥4.0 earthquakes between 1938 and 1944, we conclude that during the early instrumental era in southern California 
(1932-1960), detailed macroseismic data provide better constraint on epicentral location than do instrumental data. We then consider the revised 
locations of the events relative to oil production in the region. A close spatial and temporal association between most of the moderate earthquakes and 
notable industry activity – typically significant increases in production, and/or expansion of fields, and/or deepening of existing wells – suggests that 
many of the earthquakes might have been induced by primary oil production. Before 1960, primary production commonly induced subsurface deflation 
and significant surface subsidence. We calculate strain changes associated with production in 8 oil fields in the southwestern Los Angeles Basin; the 
predicted subsidence surrounding production horizons resulted in strains ≥ 10-4, the failure strain of typical shallow rocks. Significant stress changes, 
upwards of 0.1 MPa, extended more than 2 km away from production horizons, which by the late 1930's extended as deep as ≈4 km in the 
southwestern basin. Models thus suggest that pre-1950 oil production would have increased poro-elastic stress significantly on nearby faults at the 
top of the seismogenic crust. Our elastic models suggest that the magnitudes of shallow oil field induced earthquakes may have been limited by the 
spatially rapid reversal of strain polarity in contiguous lobes of increased stress, making it difficult for ruptures to propagate farther than a few km. The 
advent of fluid injection recovery methods, or “water-flooding,” around 1960 reduced or reversed aquifer subsidence in existing fields, and prevented it 
in others. The widespread adoption of water-flooding around 1960 appears to have mitigated induced earthquake risk as well.  

Testing the Density of Seismic Networks with ShakeMap, Zhifeng Hu, and Kim B Olsen (Poster Presentation 262) 

ShakeMap, developed by the U.S. Geological Survey, is an important tool used to assess the extent of ground motions after an earthquake, which can 
be used for loss estimation, public information, and emergency management efforts. Thus, the more accurately the ground shaking and damage can 
be captured by ShakeMap, the more effectively it can be used in these efforts. While the seismic station distribution in seismically active locations in 
the US provide a wealth of data that are used to generate ShakeMaps after an earthquake, instrumentation gaps are present. In order to generate 
ShakeMaps for regions under-represented by stations, Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) are currently used to fill in the gaps. However, 
GMPEs introduce a great deal of uncertainty into the ShakeMap due to their smooth nature. Here, we use ‘data’ extracted from detailed dynamic 
rupture-based simulations of large earthquakes in selected areas (including southern California, the Pacific Northwest region and the Salt Lake Valley) 
to test the ability of the current networks to reproduce detailed shaking patterns. Preliminary results show that ShakeMap reproduces the major 
features in the simulated ground motions for a M7.8 scenario on the southern San Andreas Fault, including wave-guide effects near the Los Angeles 
basin using the current network of stations. This result is maintained even when up to 70% of randomly selected stations are disabled (simulating 
malfunction) in the LA basin. In the Pacific Northwest region, where station distribution in rural areas can be sparse, the shaking pattern in ShakeMap is 
not reproduced as clearly as in southern California. Yet ShakeMap can predict strong ground shaking near populous cities (Seattle and Portland) with 
much denser local stations, even for a simulated 60% station malfunction. The comparison in the Salt Lake Valley reveals ShakeMap’s ability to 
reproduce detailed shaking patterns in small regions deployed with a proportionally higher station density. 

Large-scale Acceleration of Slow Slip Before the 2015 Mw 8.4 Illapel, Chile Earthquake, Hui Huang, and Lingsen Meng (Poster Presentation 064) 

Foreshocks and/or slow slip were observed to accelerate before some recent large earthquakes, e.g., the 2011 M 9.0 Tohoku-Oki and the 2014 M 8.2 
Iquique earthquake. However, it is still controversial regarding the universality of precursory signals and their value in hazard assessment or mitigation. 
On 16 September 2015, the Mw 8.4 Illapel earthquake ruptured a section of the subduction thrust on the west coast of central Chile. Small 
earthquakes are important in resolving possible precursors but are often incomplete in routine catalogs. Here, we employ the matched filter technique 
to recover the undocumented small events in an ~4-years period before the Illapel mainshock. We augment the template dataset from Chilean 
Seismological Center (CSN) with previously found new repeating aftershocks in the study area. We detect a total of 17644 events in the 4-years period 
before the mainshock, ~6.3 times more than the CSN catalog. The magnitudes of detected events are determined according to different magnitude-
amplitude relations estimated at different stations. Among the enhanced catalog, 183 repeating earthquakes are identified before the mainshock. 
Repeating earthquakes are located at the rim of highly locked zones, both to the north and south of the principal coseismic slip zone. The seismicity 
and repeater-inferred aseismic slip progressively accelerate in a small low-coupling area around the epicenter starting from ~140 days before the 
mainshock. The acceleration leads to a low-angle thrust M 5.3 event ~36 days before the mainshock, then followed by a relative quiescence in both 
seismicity and slow slip until the mainshock. This quiescence may correspond to a slow aseismic nucleation phase after the slow-slip transient ends. In 
addition, to the north of the mainshock rupture area, the last aseismic-slip episode occurs within ~175-95 days before the mainshock and accumulates 
the largest amount of slip in the observation period. The simultaneous occurrence of slow slip over a large area indicates a large-scale unloading 
process preceding the mainshock. In contrast, in a region ~70-150 km south of the mainshock, the aseismic-slip rate is relatively steady and mostly 
reflects the decelerating afterslip. Our results highlight the importance of continuously monitoring seismicity and repeating earthquakes at the transition 
from low to high coupling areas where large earthquake ruptures may initiate. 



 

The effects of segmented fault zones on earthquake rupture propagation and termination, Yihe Huang (Poster Presentation 168) 

A fundamental question in earthquake source physics is what control the nucleation and termination of an earthquake rupture. Besides stress 
heterogeneities and variations in frictional properties, damaged fault zones (DFZs) that surround major strike-slip faults can contribute significantly to 
earthquake rupture propagation. Previous earthquake rupture simulations usually characterize DFZs as several-hundred-meter-wide layers with lower 
seismic velocities than host rocks, and find earthquake ruptures in DFZs can exhibit slip pulses and oscillating rupture speeds that ultimately enhance 
high-frequency ground motions. However, real DFZs are more complex than the uniform low-velocity structures, and show along-strike variations of 
damages that may be correlated with historical earthquake ruptures. These segmented structures may either prohibit or assist rupture propagation and 
significantly affect the final sizes of earthquakes.  

To better understand earthquake rupture in segmented fault zones, we will present dynamic rupture simulations with segmented fault zones. We will 
show whether an earthquake rupture can reach the intact rock outside the DFZ depend on the rupture propagation distance in the DFZ, the nucleation 
size of the earthquake, the DFZ widths, and the DFZ sharpness. We find an earthquake nucleated in the DFZ with its nucleation size below the critical 
value of the intact rock can break through the DFZ if its rupture distance in the DFZ is sufficiently long. In other words, an earthquake nucleated in the 
DFZ can terminate when it reaches the intact rock if its rupture distance in the DFZ is relatively short. Our results suggest that a priori knowledge of 
properties of segmented fault zones is of great importance for predicting sizes of future large earthquakes on major faults. 

The HayWired Scenario — How can the San Francisco bay region bounce back better, Kenneth W Hudnut, Anne M Wein, Dale A Cox, Suzanne C Perry, 
Keith A Porter, Laurie A Johnson, and Jennifer A Strauss (Oral Presentation Wed 10:30) 

The HayWired scenario is a hypothetical yet scientifically realistic and quantitative depiction of a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0 earthquake (mainshock) 
occurring on April 18, 2018, at 4:18 p.m. on the Hayward Fault in the east bay part of the San Francisco Bay area, California. The hypothetical 
earthquake has its epicenter in Oakland, and strong ground shaking from the scenario causes a wide range of severe impacts throughout the greater 
bay region. In the scenario, the Hayward Fault is ruptured along its length for 83 kilometers (about 52 miles). 

Building on a decades-long series of efforts to reduce earthquake risk in the San Francisco Bay region, the hypothetical HayWired earthquake is used 
to examine the well-known earthquake hazard of the Hayward Fault, with a focus on newly emerging vulnerabilities. After a major earthquake disaster, 
reestablishing water services and food-supply chains are, of course, top priorities. However, problems associated with telecommunication outages or 
“network congestion” will increase and become more urgent as the bay region deepens its reliance on the “Internet of Things.” 

Communications at all levels are crucial during incident response following an earthquake. Damage to critical facilities (such as power plants) from 
earthquake shaking and to electrical and telecommunications wires and fiber-optic cables that are severed where they cross a fault rupture can trigger 
cascading Internet and telecommunications outages, and restoring these services is crucially important for emergency-response coordination. Without 
good communications, emergency-response efficiency is reduced, and as a result, life-saving response functions can be compromised. For these 
reasons, the name HayWired was chosen for this scenario to emphasize the need to examine our interconnectedness and reliance on 
telecommunications and other lifelines (such as water and electricity). 

Earthquake risk in the San Francisco Bay region has been greatly reduced as a result of previous concerted efforts; for example, a roughly $50 billion 
investment in strengthening infrastructure was motivated in large part by the 1989 magnitude (M) 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake. The earthquake hazard 
from the Hayward Fault remains high, however, and work still needs to be done to ensure that the region is ready for an earthquake like that in the 
HayWired scenario. 

Ambient tectonic tremor in the San Jacinto Fault, Alexandra A Hutchison, and Abhijit Ghosh (Poster Presentation 067) 

Multiple, discrete instances of ambient tectonic tremor were detected in the Anza Seismic Gap section of the San Jacinto Fault (SJF) during June 2011 
using both high-density arrays and a variety of network stations. These events were detected, located and verified by using multiple independent 
techniques including a multi-beam backprojection (MBBP) technique [Ghosh et al., 2009; Ghosh et al., 2012], an envelope cross correlation (ECC) 
method [Wech and Creager, 2008], frequency analyses, and visual inspection. Both MBBP and ECC methods using completely independent sets of 
seismic stations provided very similar locations. Uncertainty analyses were performed for both techniques using two different velocity models [Scott et 
al., 1994; Allam & Ben-Zion, 2012]. They also resulted in similar locations for the tremor events. Tremor location uncertainty in map view (horizontal 
uncertainty) is between 6 and 10 km. ECC method does not have depth resolution. Using a simple 2-D estimate of the SJF, we apply beam-
backprojection and determine a depth range of 13-24km for these events, which lie beyond the locked zone, estimated at ~12 km and possibly at the 
edge of the seismogenic zone determined to end at ~17km [Fialko, 2006; Wdowinski, 2009], consistent with depth ranges expected for tremor due to 
mechanical properties of the fault at such depths. In light of recent studies that can be interpreted to suggest creep at depth [Lindsey et al., 2014; 
Jiang and Fialko, 2016; Meng and Peng, 2016] and geodetic findings that the Anza Gap has produced slow slip events [Inbal et al., 2016], we interpret 
these instances of tremor to be indicative of slow-slip at the base of locked and seismogenic zone in the SJF. [Hutchison & Ghosh, 2017, In Press]. 

Earthquake Monitoring with the MyShake Global Smartphone Seismic Network, Asaf Inbal, Qingkai Kong, Richard M Allen, and William H Savran 
(Poster Presentation 074) 

Smartphone arrays have the potential for significantly improving seismic monitoring in sparsely instrumented urban areas. This approach benefits from 
the dense spatial coverage of users, as well as from communication and computational capabilities built into smartphones, which facilitate big seismic 
data transfer and analysis. Advantages in data acquisition with smartphones trade-off with factors such as the low-quality sensors installed in phones, 
high noise levels, and strong network heterogeneity, all of which limit effective seismic monitoring.  

Here we utilize network and array-processing schemes to asses event detectability with the MyShake global smartphone network. We examine the 
benefits of using this network in either triggered or continuous modes of operation. A global database of ground motions measured on stationary 



 

phones triggered by M2-6 events is used to establish detection probabilities. We find that the probability of detecting an M=3 event with a single 
phone located <10 km from the epicenter exceeds 70%. Due to the sensor’s self-noise, smaller magnitude events at short epicentral distances are 
very difficult to detect. To assess detectability with dense smartphone arrays, we employ array back-projection techniques on broadband simulated 
data. In this class of methods, the array is used as a spatial filter that suppresses signals emitted from shallow noise sources. Filtered traces are 
stacked to further enhance seismic signals from deep sources. We benchmark our technique against traditional location algorithms using recordings 
from California, a region with large MyShake user database. We find that locations derived from back-projection images of M~3 events recorded by 
>20 nearby phones closely match the regional catalog locations. We examine how location uncertainties vary with user distribution and noise levels. To 
this end, we have developed an empirical noise model for the metropolitan Los-Angeles (LA) area. We find that densities larger than 100 stationary 
phones/km2 are required to accurately locate M~2 events in the LA basin. Given the projected MyShake user distribution, that condition may be met 
within the next few years.  

Paleoseismic Investigation of Van Matre Ranch Site Along the Carrizo Plain Section of the San Andreas Fault, Nick J Inserra, Clayton Nelems, Radwan 
Muthala, Jeremy Torres, and Sinan O Akciz (Poster Presentation 154) 

Correlation of paleoseismic data from both Bidart Fan and Frazier Mountain sites indicate recurrence intervals of ~100 yrs between large surface 
rupturing earthquakes in the Carrizo Plain and Big Bend sections of the San Andreas Fault during the past 800 years. Three new trenches were opened 
at the Van Matre Ranch paleoseismic site, located ~20 km SE of Bidart Fan and ~80 km NW of Frazier Mountain sites, to confirm and expand the 
earthquake record. Two fault perpendicular trenches (T3 and T4), and a connector trench at their eastern ends (T2), were opened across the SAF 
scarp. The main fault zone in T3 and T4 contained no capable stratigraphic units due to focused bioturbation and shearing. East of the fault zone there 
are several layers of upward-fining fine sand-to-silt with no evidence of bioturbation or erosion. West of the fault zone, several distinct lithological 
packages separated by zones of bioturbated massive sand give a clearer picture of deformational history. In trenches T3 and T4 we observed evidence 
for the last two paleoearthquakes in sequence and another two earlier events that are potentially out of sequence. Apparent vertical offsets, filled 
fissures, upward terminations and fault-bounded stratigraphic units were used to identify these earthquakes. Evidences for all four earthquakes are 
contained within 3 distinct lithological packages. The upper package is a series of upward-fining sediments ranging from well-cemented fine sand to 
silty-clay. It is overlain by massive sand and silty layers near the surface. Evidences for the most recent (event A) and the penultimate (event B) 
earthquakes effect this upper package. The middle package is much coarser, with medium to coarse sand below clast and matrix supported pebble 
units. Thin, discontinuous carbonate coatings on the underside of most pebbles, and complete coating of some, were observed. Event C affects this 
middle package, but is overlain by the upper package. The oldest lithological package is a series of upward-fining sands and silts with an overlying 
coarse pebble unit without any pedogenic carbonate cement. Event D affects this lower package but is capped by the middle package. Over 60 detrital 
charcoal, 10 Optically-Stimulated Luminescence samples and 9 bulk samples of paleosols were collected from layers within and surrounding the 
sedimentary packages. These different samples cover almost all continuous units and collectively will allow us to constrain our earthquake ages.  

Prospective test of the 1995 WGCEP SoCal earthquake forecast, David D Jackson (Poster Presentation 015) 

In 1995 the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities published a 30-year forecast of magnitude 6 and larger earthquakes in southern 
California. SCEC organized and sponsored the report, and it was SCEC’s first major earthquake forecast in a sequence leading to the UCERF reports. 
The Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Probability (CSEP) had yet to be formed, and the 1995 report was not explicitly designed for formal 
prospective testing. However, the reported probabilities were for carefully described future events, and the theoretical foundation allows the 
probabilities to be calculated at any desired end time. Thus I’ve examined the reported probabilities in light of earthquakes after 1995, using statistical 
tests like those employed by CSEP. The 1995 report categorized future earthquakes as belonging to one 52 “cascade” events comprised of connected 
characteristic earthquakes, or having an epicenter in one of 65 seismotectonic zones. There were two models, a “Preferred” one assuming quasi-
periodic characteristic events on major faults, and an “Alternate” model assuming Poissonian behavior throughout. The Preferred and Alternate models 
predicted total rates of magnitude 6 and larger earthquakes of 0.605 and 0.406 per year, respectively, implying 13.6 and 9.1 events in 22.5 years. The 
actual number since 1995 was 3, so both models seriously over-predicted the earthquake rate and failed at 95% confidence. Characteristic 
earthquakes were predicted to occur at 0.149 and 0.065 per year, or 3.4 and 1.45 in 22.5 years. None occurred, the Preferred model failed that test at 
95% confidence, while the Alternate model barely squeaked thru. The earthquakes were consistent with the predicted magnitude and spatial 
distributions for both models, but with only three events the tests were not strong. 

Ladders, stair-steps, and crossing faults: Insights from southern California’s active strike-slip faults, Susanne U Janecke, Benjamin E Belgarde, Ann 
Bykerk-Kauffman, James P Evans, Stephen Kirby, Daniel Markowski, Alexander Steely, and Steve J Thornock (Poster Presentation 131) 

Detailed mapping and structural analyses of the San Andreas, San Jacinto, Elsinore, and cross faults, southern California, reveals geometries of strike-
slip (ss) faults that do not match classic models. Many fault zones exhibit ladder-like geometries in map view and/or pitchfork geometries in cross 
section. Crossing and mutually interfering faults rotate one another and create map-scale breccias. Overpasses and/or interpenetrating geometries 
form when faults cross though one another, and mis-oriented and stair-step fault traces are diagnostic of this process. These geometries involve large 
volumes of rock and many damage zones are 1-5 kilometers wide. Transformation from a classic strike-slip fault to an unusual one occurs over short 
lateral distances and is common. Relocated seismic alignments confirm these geometries and show that ladders persist to depth and deform 
basement. Strike-slip faults commonly ramp through strong rocks and flatten in weaker units, producing bends, flats, ramps, and cryptic bed-parallel 
faults. Ramp-related anticlines and synclines form adjacent to and parallel to many ss faults. The Brawley seismic zone, the southern San Andreas fault 
in Durmid Hill, the Fontana trend, and the Earthquake-Valley-Elsinore fault zones have ladder-like geometries in map view. Ladders can be the central 
feature of fault zones and replace fault cores. Block rotation within ladders and combs produces structures out of alignment with regional stresses. 
Abrupt laterally changes in geometry along strike of active ss faults create damage zones with variable widths. The Elmore Ranch earthquake ruptured 
a 10-km wide fault array at the surface yet deformation coalesced into a single vertical plane at depth. Its geometry is like a pitchfork in cross section-a 
flower structure with many flat detachment horizons. Some ss faults pass through and over one another and are mutually active at geologic and 



 

hazards time scales. This explains the connection between the Clark and the Superstition Hills faults, despite the presence of continuous marker beds 
and the Extra fault array between them. Oversimplification of the actual fault geometries has implications for shaking and surface-faulting hazards. Key 
implications: 1) Strike-slip faults may be many kilometers wide. The SAFZ in Durmid Hill and the Brawley seismic zone have this geometry. 2) Strike-
slip faults may cross through one another and connect in unexpected ways.  

Simulation and Validation of Topographic Effects on Mt Pleasant, Christchurch, New Zealand, Seokho Jeong, Kami Mohammadi, Domniki Asimaki, and 
Brendon A Bradley (Poster Presentation 243) 

Damage distribution maps from strong earthquakes and recorded data from field experiments have repeatedly shown that the ground surface 
topography and subsurface stratigraphy play a decisive role in shaping the ground motion characteristics at a site. Published theoretical studies 
qualitatively agree with observations from past seismic events and experiments; quantitatively, however, they systematically underestimate the 
absolute level of topographic amplification up to an order of magnitude or more in some cases. We have hypothesized in previous work that this 
discrepancy stems from idealizations of the geometry, material properties, and incident motion characteristics that most theoretical studies make. In 
this study, we perform numerical simulations of seismic wave propagation in heterogeneous media with arbitrary ground surface geometry, and 
compare results with high quality field recordings from a site with strong surface topography. Our goal is to explore whether high-fidelity simulations 
and realistic numerical models can –contrary to theoretical models– capture quantitatively the frequency and amplitude characteristics of topographic 
effects. For validation, we use field data from a linear array of nine portable seismometers that we deployed on Mount Pleasant and Heathcote Valley, 
Christchurch, New Zealand, and we compute empirical standard spectral ratios (SSR) and single-station horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios (HVSR). 
The instruments recorded ambient vibrations and remote earthquakes for a period of two months (March-April 2017). We next perform two-
dimensional wave propagation simulations using the explicit finite difference code FLAC. We construct our numerical model using a high-resolution 
(8m) Digital Elevation Map (DEM) available for the site, an estimated subsurface stratigraphy consistent with the geomorphology of the site, and soil 
properties estimated from in-situ and non-destructive tests. We subject the model to in- plane and out-of-plane incident motions that span a 
broadband frequency range (0.2-20Hz). Numerical and empirical spectral ratios from our blind prediction are found in very good quantitative agreement 
for stations on the slope of Mount Pleasant and on the surface of Heathcote Valley, across a wide range of frequencies that reveal the role of 
topography, soil amplification and basin edge focusing on the distribution of ground surface motion. 

Earthquake variability, geodetic coupling, and microseismicity on heterogeneous faults: A case study of the Anza seismic gap, Junle Jiang, and Yuri 
Fialko (Poster Presentation 205) 

The San Jacinto fault zone is the most seismically active fault in Southern California. Robust microseismicity occurs along much of the San Jacinto 
fault, but is largely absent in the “Anza seismicity gap,” which lies between the Hot Springs and Trifurcation areas. Geodetic observations indicate an 
anomalously shallow locking depth on the Anza section. The discrepancy between shallower geodetic locking and much deeper microseismicity, along 
with transient signals recorded by the strainmeter network, suggest that substantial aseismic creep occurs at nominally seismogenic depths. Despite 
high stressing rates due to vigorous creep at the bottom of the seismogenic zone, the Anza section has not hosted a major earthquake for over two 
hundred years and hence understanding the behavior of this fault segment is critical to assessing seismic risks. Motivated by geodetic, seismological, 
and paleoseismic observations at Anza, we use models of faults that incorporate spatial variations in frictional properties to study the relation between 
fault properties and behavior, and interactions between seismic and aseismic fault slip. We investigate the possibility that the fault section at Anza is 
conducive to more pronounced weakening during dynamic slip, potentially due to relative geometrical/structural simplicity, compared to adjacent 
segments. Lateral variations in coseismic fault weakening indeed lead to variability in earthquake patterns, including more frequent smaller ruptures 
outside of the seismic gap, and occasional through-going ruptures, which resembles the earthquake history inferred from paleoseismic trenching at 
Hog Lake, northwest of Anza. Enhanced dynamic weakening of fault areas can also facilitate local deeper penetration of system-size earthquakes, 
thereby reducing the interseismic stressing rates and stress levels of deeper fault areas and potentially explaining the lack of microseismicity. 
Meanwhile, aseismic transients within the downdip heterogeneous transition zone, at least next to the seismicity gap, are also required to reproduce 
the observed high surface strain accumulation across the fault. We also explore how large-scale fault loading conditions influence microseismic 
behavior and how aseismic transients affect nucleation conditions of large events in these transition zones. 

Stress models of the annual hydrospheric, atmospheric, thermal, and tidal loading cycles on California faults: Perturbation of background stress and 
changes in seismicity, Christopher W Johnson, Yuning Fu, and Roland Bürgmann (Poster Presentation 206) 

Deformation of the lithosphere arises from multiple natural loading sources that include both surface and body forces. The largest surface loads 
include near-surface water storage, atmosphere pressure, ocean loading, and temperature changes. The solid earth is also deformed by celestial body 
interactions and variations in the earth’s rotation rate. We model the deformation in California from 2006 through 2014 for seven different loading 
sources with annual periods to produce an aggregate stressing history for the study area. Our modeling efforts show that the pole-tides, atmosphere, 
temperature, and water loading cycles should be evaluated to fully describe seasonal stress changes. Time series analysis indicates the hydrological 
loads and earth pole-tides are the largest source of seasonal stress changes. The in-phase nature of these two loads constructively interferes and 
contributes to the largest resolvable stresses for many locations. We explore the seasonally induced stresses with respect to the background principal 
stress orientation and the timing of seismicity. The long-term background stress orientation is resolved using >30 years of focal mechanism data. 
There is no resolvable seasonal variation to the ambient stress orientation in the crust. Nine years of M≥1.7 seismicity reveals the timing of earthquakes 
modestly correlates with a ≤5 kPa seasonal normal-stress perturbation in the local orientation of the maximum compressional background stress 
direction. The results suggest faults in California are optimally oriented with the background stress field and at any given time a population of faults are 
near failure as evident from earthquakes triggered by these slight seasonal stress perturbations. 

Science in Society: Bridging the Gap, Lucile M Jones (Oral Presentation Sun 18:00) 



 

Society needs science-based decision making now more than ever, as the vulnerability of society is being magnified through population growth in 
hazardous regions and by the fragility of increasingly complex cities. Although the understanding of natural hazards derived from scientific 
investigations can and has been used to reduce the impacts of many natural hazards, we often see science ignored or misunderstood. The reasons for 
the miscommunication include 1) the normalization bias that convinces decision-makers that preparing for the events of last few decades means that 
we are as prepared as we need to be, 2) the human need to reject randomness and form patterns (even when specious) to protect ourselves, 3) the 
desire of scientists to pursue the interesting questions which means we focus on uncertainties and what we don’t know and rarely take the time to 
communicate the consensus and what we do know, and 4) the need most people have for stories and emotional connections to being able to 
understand the implications of information. 

These differences can be overcome. In the last few years, collaborations with the City of Los Angeles and the 191 other cities of Southern California 
through the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) have led to substantial improvements in seismic resilience across the region. 
SCEC’s science is being used to evaluate vulnerabilities and look for solutions. This talk will explore some of the reasons for the recent successes and 
what scientists and decision makers can do to further improve the communication between science and society. 

Automated Waveform Assembling for Full-3D Tomography, Alan Juarez, and Thomas Jordan (Poster Presentation 025) 

Seismological research has broadly focused on developing techniques for extracting information from seismograms and constructing models of 
seismic source excitation and Earth structure. Examples of modeling methods include the measurement and inversion of travel times, phase and group 
velocities, and amplitude decay. However, these classical techniques are limited by the ability to identify specific seismic phases. For seismograms 
computed for 1D Earth models, the synthesis of standard seismic phases is relatively straightforward (e.g., through the numerical calculation of 
discrete traveling modes or generalized rays), but these conventional methods are of limited utility for seismic waves propagating through structures 
with strong 3D heterogeneity. We present a new technique for systematically separating seismic phases using time-frequency spectra computed by 
the S-transform (Stockwell et al., 1996), which is a linear transformation based on Gaussian wavelets. Iterative waveform stripping decomposes 
seismograms into a finite set of waveforms, and the tomographic Fréchet kernels for each waveform are calculated. Subsets of waveforms are then 
combined into well-organized seismic phases through an assembling procedure that optimizes the localization of the waveform in the time domain and 
the Fréchet kernel in the spatial domain. Weights for the combinations are estimated by the Sum-of-Wavelets Theorem (Gee & Jordan, 1992). This 
algorithm allows the identification of seismic phases that are not predicted by a 1D structural model, such as basin-edge conversions, increasing the 
structural information that can be derived from a single seismogram. We show examples of seismogram decomposition and tomographic kernels 
computed using synthetic and real data from earthquakes in Southern California. 

PRISM, Processing and Review Interface for Strong Motion Data Software, Erol Kalkan, Jeanne Jones, Christopher Stephens, and Peter Ng (Poster 
Presentation 254) 

A continually increasing number of high-quality digital strong-motion records from stations of the National Strong Motion Project (NSMP) of the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS), as well as data from regional seismic networks within the U.S., calls for automated processing of strong-motion records 
with human review limited to selected significant or flagged records. The NSMP has developed the Processing and Review Interface for Strong Motion 
data (PRISM) software to meet this need. PRISM automates the processing of strong-motion records by providing batch-processing capabilities. The 
PRISM software is platform-independent (coded in Java), open-source, and does not depend on any closed-source or proprietary software. The 
software consists of two major components: a record processing engine composed of modules for each processing step, and a graphical user 
interface (GUI) for manual review and processing. To facilitate the use by non-NSMP earthquake engineers and scientists, PRISM (both its processing 
engine and GUI components) is easy to install and run as a stand-alone system on common operating systems such as Linux, OS X and Windows. 
PRISM was designed to be flexible and extensible in order to accommodate implementation of new processing techniques. Input to PRISM currently is 
limited to data files in the Consortium of Organizations for Strong-Motion Observation Systems (COSMOS) V0 format, so that all retrieved acceleration 
time series need to be converted to this format. Output products include COSMOS V1, V2 and V3 files as: (i) raw acceleration time series in physical 
units with mean removed (V1), (ii) baseline-corrected and filtered acceleration, velocity, and displacement time series (V2), and (iii) response spectra, 
Fourier amplitude spectra and common earthquake-engineering intensity measures (V3). A thorough description of the record processing features 
supported by PRISM is presented with examples and validation results. All computing features have been thoroughly tested.  

Production and Uses of Multi-Decade Geodetic Earth Science Data Records, Sharon Kedar, Yehuda Bock, Angelyn W Moore, Peng Fang, Anne sullivan, 
Donald F Argus, Songnian Jiang, and Scott T Marshall (Poster Presentation 091) 

The Solid Earth Science ESDR System (SESES) project funded under the NASA MEaSUREs program produces and disseminates mature, long-term, 
calibrated and validated, GNSS based Earth Science Data Records (ESDRs) that encompass multiple diverse areas of interest in Earth Science, such 
as tectonic motion, transient slip and earthquake dynamics, as well as meteorology, climate, and hydrology. The ESDRs now span twenty-five years 
for the earliest stations and today are available for thousands of global and regional stations.  

Using a unified metadata database and a combination of GNSS solutions generated by two independent analysis centers, the project currently 
produces four long-term ESDR’s: 

•   Geodetic Displacement Time Series: Daily, combined, cleaned and filtered, GIPSY and GAMIT long-term time series of continuous GPS 
station positions (global and regional) in the latest version of ITRF, automatically updated weekly. 

•   Geodetic Velocities: Weekly updated velocity field + velocity field histories in various reference frames; compendium of all model parameters 
including earthquake catalog, coseismic offsets, and postseismic model parameters (exponential or logarithmic). 

•   Troposphere Delay Time Series: Long-term time series of troposphere delay (30-min resolution) at geodetic stations, necessarily estimated 
during position time series production and automatically updated weekly. 



 

•   Seismogeodetic records for historic earthquakes: High-rate broadband displacement and seismic velocity time series combining 1 Hz GPS 
displacements and 100 Hz accelerometer data for select large earthquakes and collocated cGPS and seismic instruments from regional 
networks. 

•   We present several recent notable examples of the ESDR’s usage: 
•   A transient slip study that uses the combined position time series to unravel “tremor-less” slow tectonic transient events. 
•   Fault geometry determination from geodetic slip rates. 
•   Changes in water resources across California's physiographic provinces at a spatial resolution of 75 km. 
•   Retrospective study of a southern California summer monsoon event. 

Luminescence dating for paleoseismic research: What users need to know, Amanda Keen-Zebert (Poster Presentation 138) 

Luminescence dating is now widely used in paleoseismic applications, particularly where there is a lack of suitable organic material for radiocarbon 
dating. It has been applied to define the timing of slip rates, earthquake recurrence, and fault displacement. To achieve accurate, precise, and rigorous 
luminescence results, proper sampling and assessment of field settings is critical. To interpret and evaluate luminescence ages, it is important to 
understand its limits, uncertainties, and the basics of how ages are calculated.  

I will present the essentials of sample collection and site evaluation for luminescence sampling and how to interpret and evaluate luminescence results 
and ages. Sampling considerations will be covered including grain size, target minerals, assessing the dose field, post-depositional mixing, water 
content, mode of transport, potential for partial bleaching, and sampling in complex settings, for example, where deposits are coarse grained. I will 
present the critical information needed to evaluate the quality of luminescence results, its limitations, uncertainty, guidelines for interpretation, and a 
basic overview of how ages are calculated. New advances in analysis that may be useful in the context of paleoseismic research will also be 
discussed. 

Geomorphic and geologic evidence for slip along the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas Fault System through the San Gorgonio Pass structural 
knot, southern California, Katherine J Kendrick, and Jonathan C Matti (Poster Presentation 117) 

The San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) region of southern California represents an extraordinarily complex section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) zone, often 
referred to as a structural knot. Complexity is expressed both structurally and geomorphically, and arises because multiple strands of the SAF have 
evolved here in Quaternary time. Our integration of geologic and geomorphic analyses led to recognition of fault-bounded blocks characterized by 
crystalline rocks that have similar physical properties. Hence, any morphometric differences in hypsometric analysis, slope, slope distribution, texture, 
and stream-power measurements and discontinuities reflect landscape response to tectonic processes rather than differences in lithology. We 
propose that the differing morphometry of the two blocks on either side of the San Bernardino strand (SBS) of the SAF, the high-standing Kitching 
Peak block to the east and the lower, more subdued Pisgah Peak block to the west, strongly suggests that the blocks experienced different uplift 
histories. These differing uplift histories, in turn suggests that dextral slip occurred over a long time interval on the SBS—despite long-lived controversy 
raised by the fact that, at the surface, a throughgoing trace of the SBS is not present at this location. A different tectonic history between the two 
blocks is consistent with the gravity data which indicate that low-density rocks underthrusting the Kitching Peak block are absent below the Pisgah 
Peak block (Langenheim et al., 2015). Throughgoing slip on the SBS implied by geomorphic differences between the two blocks is also consistent with 
displaced geologic and geomorphic features. We find compelling evidence for discrete offsets of between ~ 0.6 and 6 km of dextral slip on the SBS, 
including offset of fluvial and landslide deposits, and beheaded drainages. Although we lack numerical age control for the offset features, the degree of 
soil development associated with displaced landforms suggests that the SBS has had a longer geologic history than previously proposed, and that this 
fault strand may have experienced episodic activity. Landscape evolution and geologic evidence together require that dextral slip on the SAF must 
have continued through the SGP structural knot during an extended interval in the past. 

Rupture of an Immature Fault in the Pawnee Mw5.8 earthquake, Kathleen M Keranen, Heather M Savage, Genevieve L Coffey, Rowena B Lohman, 
Catherine Lambert, Nathan Stevens, and Hannah S Rabinowitz (Poster Presentation 200) 

Earthquakes across north-central Oklahoma demonstrate considerable variability, with some areas remaining nearly aseismic despite abundant 
injection. Where earthquakes do occur, they largely rupture unmapped faults, even in regions where mapped faults exist. The Pawnee earthquake 
occurred on one such fault, with multiple, well-oriented fault segments rupturing during the aftershock sequence. Here we present results of the 
Pawnee aftershock sequence from a combination of broadband seismometers and a dense nodal array. Results suggest that the fault ruptured an 
immature fault that is not yet a well-developed, through-going fault plane, with the complex rupture possibly facilitated by the enhanced fluid pressure 
throughout this zone. Similar to the Pawnee earthquake, earthquakes in northern Oklahoma largely occur on unmapped faults, suggesting that 
basement throughout the region is pervasively fractured and faulted. 

Creep avalanches on San Andreas Fault and their underlying mechanism from 19 years of InSAR and seismicity, Mostafa Khoshmanesh, and 
Manoochehr Shirzaei (Poster Presentation 088) 

Recent seismic and geodetic observations indicate that interseismic creep rate varies in both time and space. The spatial extent of creep determines 
the earthquake potential, while its temporal evolution, known as slow slip events (SSE), may trigger earthquakes. Although the conditions promoting 
fault creep are well-established, the mechanism for initiating self-sustaining and sometimes cyclic creep events is enigmatic. Here we investigate a 
time series of 19 years of surface deformation measured by radar interferometry between 1992 and 2011 along the Central San Andreas Fault (CSAF) 
to constrain the temporal evolution of creep. We show that the creep rate along the CSAF has a sporadic behavior, quantified with a Gumbel-like 
probability distribution characterized by longer tail toward the extreme positive rates, which is signature of burst-like creep dynamics. Defining creep 
avalanches as clusters of isolated creep with rates exceeding the shearing rate of tectonic plates, we investigate the statistical properties of their size 
and length. We show that, similar to the frequency-magnitude distribution of seismic events, the distribution of potency estimated for creep avalanches 
along the CSAF follows a power law, dictated by the distribution of their along-strike lengths. We further show that an ensemble of concurrent creep 



 

avalanches which aseismically rupture isolated fault compartments form the semi-periodic SSEs observed along the CSAF. Using a rate and state 
friction model, we show that normal stress is temporally variable on the fault, and support this using seismic observations. We propose that, through a 
self-sustaining fault-valve behavior, compaction induced elevation of pore pressure within hydraulically isolated fault compartments, and subsequent 
frictional dilation is the cause for the observed episodic SSEs. We further suggest that the 2004 Parkfield Mw6 earthquake may have been triggered by 
the SSE on adjacent creeping segment, which increased Coulomb failure stress up to 0.45 bar/yr. While creeping segments are suggested to act as 
barriers and arrest rupture, our study implies that SSEs on these zones may trigger seismic events on adjacent locked parts. 

An application of machine learning techniques to the evaluation of goodness-of-fit scores used in earthquake ground motion validation, Naeem 
Khoshnevis, and Ricardo Taborda (Poster Presentation 237) 

We present an alternative approach to defining a goodness-of-fit (GOF) scoring system that uses machine learning techniques to evaluate the metrics 
commonly employed to validate synthetic seismograms from earthquake ground motion simulations with respect to data. Over the last decade, 
different metrics have been defined to estimate GOF scores, commonly characterized by numerical, normalized scales (e.g., 0 to 10) to quantify the 
level of similarity between any two given signals in both time and frequency. These metrics are, however, often combined arbitrarily, or used selectively 
based on intended applications or personal preferences. This has made it difficult to reach a well-informed consensus about their appropriate selection 
and use. We propose to use data-mining, machine learning techniques to better inform such decision making about ground motion validation. To that 
end, we rely on a dataset of existing validation results from previous physics-based (deterministic) earthquake ground motion simulations done for the 
greater Los Angeles region. Our dataset involves comparisons over 300 stations, using 11 different metrics, and 3 simulation sets for different velocity 
models. In machine learning lingo, as taken, our data are considered unlabeled. We use semi-supervised learning techniques to label the data, and 
then we use supervised learning to develop a validation prediction model. In particular, we use a constrained k-means clustering method, in which we 
define 4 hypothetical stations with scores 3, 5, 7, and 9 for all metrics. We put these stations in the category of cannot-link constraints, and conduct a 
large set of semi-supervised subspace analysis in 2, 3, and 4 dimensions to label the current dataset. Once the dataset has been labeled, we develop 
a decision tree using the C5.0 algorithm and introduce a simple, yet effective model to accurately classify a simulation in four groups (poor, fair, good, 
and excellent) based on a reduced number of metrics. 

On the Geodetic Signature from Lake Mead Water Levels Fluctuations (1940-2016), Debi Kilb, Adrian A Borsa, and Duncan C Agnew (Poster 
Presentation 094) 

Large load changes due to fluctuations in surface water repositories (i.e., reservoirs and lakes) can result in a solid earth response that is observable in 
GPS surface displacements. The spatial distribution of the resulting earth response to these types of loads is proportional to the extent and magnitude 
of the water load. Here, we study the geodetic signature of fluctuations in water levels at Lake Mead, located southeast of Las Vegas on the border of 
Nevada and Arizona. Lake Mead can store up to 32 km3 of water at full capacity, making it the largest reservoir in the US. After the 1963 completion of 
the Glen Canyon Dam on the upriver side of the Grand Canyon, annual fluctuations in Lake Mead water levels stabilized (from annual 10s of meters 
peak-to-trough to a median of 4.13 m) while lake levels slowly increased. However, since 1998 long term drought and increased water demand has 
ensued a decline in lake levels, resulting in levels as low as those reported in 1937 when Lake Mead was initially being filled. We examine ~75 years 
(1940-2016) of lake level data recorded by the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), mapping the expected surface displacements across the 
southwestern US for seasonal and drought-induced lake level changes. We calculate elastic earth displacements resulting from lake level fluctuations 
at the location of 5 PBO GPS stations within ~150 km of Lake Mead (P006, P611,P621, P622 and P626) and compare these results to GPS-measured 
values. This study will serve as a pilot project for using the earth response to changing water loads to probe the rheology of the crust and upper mantle 
in the Lake Mead region. 

Developing ground motion prediction equations for western Saudi Arabia using an adjustment of a reference model, Ryota Kiuchi, Walter D Mooney, 
James Mori, Hani M Zahran, Wael AlRaddadi, and Salah Youssef (Poster Presentation 266) 

There are several active seismic zones around Saudi Arabia, including the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba where a destructive magnitude 7.3 event 
occurred in 1995 (Mohamad et al., 2000). The recently deployed dense seismic network organized by the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS) has made it 
possible to detect multiple seismic swarms beneath the volcanic fields in western Saudi Arabia as well as monitor seismic activity throughout the 
Arabian plate more accurately. The most recent damaging event was a M5.7 earthquake that occurred in 2009 at Harrat Lunayyir, in western-central 
Saudi Arabia. In terms of seismic hazard assessment, Zahran et al. (2015; 2016) present Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessments (PSHA) for western 
Saudi Arabia that were developed using published Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) from areas outside of Saudi Arabia. 

To develop the GMPEs appropriate for western Saudi Arabia, we considered 41 earthquakes of M 3.0 – 5.4, recorded by 124 stations of the SGS 
network. We selected a set of 442 peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV) records with a range of epicentral distances from 3 
km to 400 km. Most of the events in our dataset occurred during the 2009 Harrat Lunayyir seismic swarm, and some of the events occurred in the Red 
Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba. We used the GMPEs model known as BSSA14 (Boore et al., 2014) as a reference model to estimate our own best-fitting 
coefficients from a regression analysis for western Saudi Arabia. For epicentral distances less than 50 km, our best fitting model has the different 
seismic moment scaling in comparison with the GMPEs of BSSA14 adjusted for the California region. Furthermore, our model shows that the peak 
amplitudes clearly have less attenuation in western Saudi Arabia than in California, which is in agreement with the geologic setting. 

Seasonal Variation of Strain in Central California and its Correlation with Seismicity, Meredith L Kraner, William C Hammond, Corné Kreemer, and Ilya 
Zaliapin (Poster Presentation 212) 

Our recently completed analysis of seasonal strain in Central California using horizontal GPS data shows positive extensional dilatational strain peaking 
in the dry season (August/September) and negative contractional strain peaking in the wet season (February/March) across the creeping section of the 
San Andreas Fault. The timing of this observed seasonal strain is seemingly out of phase with the expected pattern associated with elastic loading of 



 

the Great Valley of California. In addition, no seasonality in dilatation is observed across the locked section of the San Andreas Fault south of Cholame, 
CA. We use the GPS Imaging technique to confirm our seasonal strain result and place it in the context of seasonal deformation in the southwestern 
United States. This processing technique can generate an image of vertical displacement based on weighted medians while remaining insensitive to 
outliers. It confirms that the location of the horizontal seasonal strain effect across the creeping section is well correlated with the location of highest 
vertical seasonal amplitude. 

Furthermore, we investigate possible reasons for the abrupt change in seasonality between the creeping and non-creeping sections of the San 
Andreas Fault and look for potential correlations with seismicity. Several tests are performed to relate seismicity data to our estimates of seasonal 
strain. After declustering the seismicity catalog, we bin the earthquakes by month and latitude to spatially match the peak regions of seasonal strain in 
our study region. We also explore several methods to assess the statistical significance of our result. 

3D Simulations of Earthquakes on Parallel Offset Faults with Homogeneous Stress Conditions, Kayla A Kroll, Keith B Richards-Dinger, James H 
Dieterich, and David D Oglesby (Poster Presentation 165) 

Several recent large earthquakes including the 2002 Mw7.9 Denali, Alaska, 2010 Mw7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah, Mexico, and the 2016 Mw7.8 Kaikoura, 
New Zealand events ruptured up to a dozen fault segments. Understanding how ruptures are able to jump across geometrical complexities is of critical 
importance for estimates of seismic hazard and earthquake forecasting, as earthquake magnitudes are largely affected by total rupture length. Large 
event clusters such as the Landers-Big Bear-Hector Mine sequence in California and the 2011 series of large events in Christchurch, New Zealand are 
of additional concern in forecasting and hazard analysis. In this work, we employ two earthquake rupture codes (FaultMod and RSQSim) to investigate 
the characteristics of rupture propagation (e.g. stress drop, slip, renucleation location, and maximum jump distance) across parallel strike-slip faults 
with uniform initial stresses at increasingly larger offsets. We also explore the possibility that time-dependent nucleation effects inherent to rate-state 
friction cause individual fault segments slip as part of a large event cluster, rather than in a single jumping rupture at larger offsets. We perform this 
analysis for fault systems classified by high (S=0.49) and low (S=1.25) initial stress states. 

We show that results from RSQSim compare favorably with those from FaultMod. We find that the average slip is inversely related to offset in both 
simulations, however, slip is largely asymmetric in FaultMod. Average source and receiver fault stress drops vary considerably with larger offsets. 
Receiver fault renucleation locations lie within lobes of increased static stress for extensional and compressional offsets. For models with low stresses, 
the maximum jump distance is ~0.5 km for both simulation methods. For models with high stresses, FaultMod simulations jump larger offsets (~3km) 
than those produced with RSQSim (~2 km). However, when large event clusters are considered in RSQSim, the maximum jump distances increase and 
are nearly equal to those in FaultMod. These results indicate that 1) RSQSim is capable of producing ruptures similar to those of the fully dynamic 
simulations, 2) rupture characteristics vary as a function of offset, and 3) time-dependent nucleation allows for larger jump distances. This work 
suggests that large event clustering due time-dependent rupture effects should also be considered in earthquake forecasts and seismic hazard 
analysis. 

Experimental Investigation on Poro-Elasto-Visco-Plastic Behavior of the Inner Accretionary Wedge Sediments at the Nankai Subduction Zone , Szu-
Ting Kuo, Manami Kitamura, and Hiroko Kitajima (Poster Presentation 193) 

The Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Nankai Trough Seismogenic Zone Experiment (NanTroSEIZE) has installed borehole observatories to 
monitor the evolution of physical and hydrological properties caused by crustal deformation at various strain rates within earthquake cycles. The 
observatories have been installed at the base of a forearc basin above the megathrust fault (Site C0002) and near the shallow tip of the megasplay fault 
(Site C0010), and will be installed near the frontal thrust (Site C0006) next year. The observatory pore pressure data have shown the dynamic and post-
seismic responses and are used to estimate volumetric strain (deformation) based on poroelastic parameters (e.g., Wallace et al. 2016). The 
parameters of submarine sediments are often computed theoretically from porosity, compressibilities of matrix, solid, and pore fluid; however, few 
direct constraints on core samples have been made. To investigate the poro-elasto-plastic behavior of submarine sediments, triaxial experiments with 
stress relaxation were conducted on the claystone cores (20% porosity) from ~2185 meters below sea floor at Site C0002. Triaxial tests were 
conducted by applying an axial load at a constant displacement rate of 5 nm/s, while keeping confining pressure (Pc) at 42, 48, or 78 MPa and pore 
pressure (Pp) at 20 MPa. Stress relaxation tests were conducted periodically, in which neither axial displacement nor pore volume change was 
allowed. 

    At lower effective pressure (Pe=Pc-Pp) of 22 and 28 MPa, the samples deform in a brittle manner, with a peak strength of 50 and 55 MPa and a 
residual strength of 36 and 46 MPa, respectively. At higher Pe of 58 MPa, the sample exhibits strain hardening. The relaxation tests at Pe = 22 MPa 
show an increase in Pp before yield and a decrease in Pp after yield, suggesting a transition from compaction to dilation. All of the relaxation tests at 
Pe = 58 MPa show an increase in Pp, suggesting compaction throughout the deformation. The ratio of Pp to volumetric strain determined from the 
relaxation tests ranges 0.4 - 2.0 kPa/μstrain and is lower than the value of 8.7 kPa/μstrain for sediments with 20% porosity computed based on the 
poroelasticity theory (Davis et al., 2009). This implies that the volumetric strain during our relaxation tests is mainly due to plastic deformation. We plan 
to measure the undrained volume change in response to pore pressure change on samples with a range of porosity from other sites to obtain the 
moduli directly. 

Can the Southern San Andreas Fault be Triggered by Cross-Fault Earthquakes, Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos, David D Oglesby, Aron J Meltzner, 
Thomas K Rockwell, and Michael Barall (Poster Presentation 177) 

The Brawley Seismic Zone (BSZ) is the step-over region between what is believed to be the southern terminus of the southern San Andreas Fault 
(SSAF), near Bombay Beach, and the northern end of the Imperial Fault. Within the past 30 years, numerous seismic swarms and small to medium size 
earthquakes have occurred in this region (Hauksson et al., 2013, Hauksson et al., 2017). Lineaments of seismicity within the BSZ clearly highlight 
several NE-SW oriented cross-fault structures. The cross-faults are the only recognizable faults in this area and are left-lateral to accommodate the 
regional right-lateral shear. Although no surface trace has been found south of Bombay Beach, it is reasonable to expect that the SSAF extends south 



 

of Bombay beach and is probably intercepted by one or multiple cross-faults. This implies a possibility for interaction between the SSAF and the cross 
faults. Support for this notion is provided by the 1987 Superstition Hills sequence (Magistrale et al., 1989). In this case the main Ms 6.6 strike-slip right-
lateral event was promoted (unclamping) by slip on a left lateral cross fault (Ms6.2) intercepting the main fault (Hudnut et al., 1989) and occurred 11h 
earlier. Could this be also a triggering mechanism for a major SSAF event? To investigate this question, we use dynamic rupture models of 
earthquakes nucleating on a cross-fault. The size of the earthquake is varied from ~M5 up to M6 by progressively increasing the allowed area of 
rupture. We also investigate the effects of proximity of the nucleation to the SSAF from the actual earthquake size. We consider two different 
nucleation scenarios. In the first, we fix the hypocenter and allow the rupture to grow to the edges of the cross fault. In the second, we fix the edge of 
the rupture to be adjacent to the SSAF, and we allow the hypocenter to move outward as the rupture size increases. Our experiments will help us verify 
conditions under which a rupture could propagate from a cross-fault onto the SSAF.  

Impact of Earthquake Depth on Basin Response, Voon Hui Lai, Robert W Graves, and Donald V Helmberger (Poster Presentation 235) 

Seismic observations from two similar magnitude events (Mw 4.4) with strike-slip mechanisms near Fontana but at different depths (3.5 km and 14.2 
km) yield very different response at high and low frequency across the Los Angeles Basin. The deeper event generated more high frequency content 
and was widely felt, as shown by USGS Did-You-Feel-It (DYFI) reports as compared to the shallower event. A comparable DYFI response is also 
observed between larger magnitude events such as the shallow 2014 M5.1 La Habra event and the deep 2008 M5.5 Chino Hills event. The shallower 
Fontana event, however, generated stronger low frequency surface waves (2 – 50 seconds) which lasted for a much longer duration for many stations 
in LA Basin, up to 150 seconds. Waveforms from an aftershock (Ml 3.1) of the shallow event, at a similar depth, correlate with the main event very well, 
emphasizing the effect of velocity structure and demonstrating the relatively simple nature of the source. We are currently running 3D simulations of 
these events using both CVM-H and CVM-S4.26 to investigate how well these models can replicate the observed elongated duration. Additionally, we 
consider the role 3D stochastic perturbations to the seismic velocity structure and other shallow structures may play in generating these waveform 
characteristics, particularly as the simulations are pushed to higher frequencies (> 1 Hz). 

Implications of depth-dependent variations in fault zone properties for the frequency content of seismic radiation, Valere R Lambert, and Nadia 
Lapusta (Poster Presentation 175) 

Seismic observations from several recent great earthquakes - the 2004 Mw 9.2 Sumatra-Andaman, 2010 Mw 8.8 Chile, and 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki 
events – suggest that more of the high-frequency radiation from the rupture process originated from the deeper extensions of the megathrust (e.g., 
Meng et al., 2011; Lay et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2013). One proposed explanation is the presence of increased heterogeneity in fault frictional properties 
at deeper portions of the megathrust (e.g., Huang et al, 2013). We explore an alternative model in which the variation in high-frequency radiation is a 
natural product of depth-dependent variations in fault zone properties. In particular, increasing effective normal stress as well as associated variations 
in the fault zone properties such as the shear zone width and permeability, should result in depth-dependent differences in the frequency content of 
the resulting source-time functions at different depths. In the shallow portions of the fault, velocity-strengthening areas and partial release of slip 
through aseismic processes should contribute to the low high-frequency radiation from those areas. Through numerical modeling of earthquake cycles, 
we investigate how the expected changes in the fault zone structure and properties with depth modify the spectral distribution of the associated 
seismic radiation. 

The 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura Earthquake: Perspectives from Earthquake Geology into Seismic Hazard, Robert M Langridge, Pilar Villamor, Nicola 
Litchfield, Russ J Van Dissen, Kate Clark, William Ries, Jesse Kearse, Timothy Little, Matthew C Gerstenberger, Tatiana Goded, and the Kaikoura 
Earthquake  Response Team (Oral Presentation Tue 14:00) 

The 14 November 2016 (local time) Mw 7.8 Kaikōura earthquake, New Zealand is an exceptional example of multi-fault rupture and efforts to document 
the extent and character of fault rupture will provide a valuable case study of end-member fault rupture complexity. Surface rupture occurred on at 
least 14 named South Island faults with co-seismic surface slip of ≥1.5 m between North Canterbury, Marlborough and Cook Strait broadly spanning a 
plate boundary transition from oblique subduction to continental collision. The pattern of surface faulting is highly complex and occurred over a length 
of c. 180 km from mountain to coastal and submarine environments. There are many lessons for us to take from this event, as our observations show 
there was highly variable structural styles of rupture, jumps across tectonic domains and exceptional stepover sizes between ruptures, and the rupture 
of faults with slip rates and recurrence intervals varying by an order of magnitude all rupturing in the single event. These provide several important 
implications for seismic hazard modelling of multi-segment ruptures. The purpose of this talk will be to highlight the scale and complexity of surface 
ruptures and coastal deformation, with an emphasis on the high-slip Papatea, Kekerengu and Jordan faults in the northern part of the fault rupture 
zone. We will describe the variety of new techniques to map fault ruptures and understand microblock tectonics, and describe how observations from 
earthquake geology are being used to update seismic hazard models in the northern South Island. 

The Role of Dilatancy in Fluid-Induced Fault Slip , Stacy Larochelle, Nadia Lapusta, and Jean-Paul Ampuero (Poster Presentation 188) 

Numerous industrial activities (e.g., hydraulic fracking, wastewater disposal and enhanced geothermal systems) involve fluid injections into the crust. 
That these anthropogenic fluid injections have the potential to induce fault slip has been known for decades. When injected directly into a fault system, 
fluids decrease fault strength by increasing pore pressure. This strength drop may in turn result in seismic or aseismic slip if the ambient stress field 
exceeds the strength of the fault. What conditions promote stable vs. unstable failure and the exact physical mechanisms at play are still poorly 
understood. The present study investigates these questions through numerical models.  

We simulate fluid injections into a rate-and-state fault embedded in a homogeneous medium with the elastodynamics boundary-integral code 
developed by Lapusta et al. [2000] supplemented with fluid diffusion along the fault. The geometry and parameters of the model are informed by the 
experimental field study by Guglielmi et al. [2015] in which water was pumped into a natural fault. During the injection, Guglielmi et al. observed an 
episode of aseismic slip followed by a sequence of microseismic events. By comparing these experimental results to our numerical simulations we 



 

hope to establish what caused the aseismic-seismic slip sequence and whether dilatancy (as described by Segall and Rice [1995]) played an important 
role in promoting the initially stable failure. 

Investigation of Systematic Ground Motion Effects Through Ground Motion Simulation of Small-to-Moderate Magnitude Earthquakes in the Canterbury, 
New Zealand Region, Robin L Lee, Brendon A Bradley, Robert W Graves, Adrian Rodriguez-Marek, and Peter J Stafford (Poster Presentation 265) 

This poster presents results of ground motion simulations of small-to-moderate magnitude (3.5<Mw<5.0) earthquake events in the Canterbury region 
over the past decade, for which centroid moment tensor solutions are available, and an investigation of systematic source and site effects determined 
via non-ergodic analysis. The simulations are carried out using the GP2010 methodology with the recently developed 3D Canterbury Velocity Model 
(CantVM). In this study, 144 earthquake ruptures, modelled as point sources, are considered with 1924 quality-assured ground motions recorded at 45 
strong motion stations located throughout the Canterbury region. The simulated ground motions, and also empirical prediction equations, are 
compared with observed ground motions via various intensity measures to quantify their modelling capabilities. The residuals are subsequently 
separated into between-event and within-event components to determine systematic source and site effects. In particular, this analysis highlights the 
spatial distribution of the residuals, identifying the areas where bias exists in the ground motion predictions. Lastly, the causes of the biases are 
identified leading to recommendations which could improve the predictive capabilities of the simulation methodology. 

Tuning AWP-ODC-OS for efficient, scalable performance on manycore architectures, David Lenz, Josh Tobin, Alexander N Breuer, Alexander Heinecke, 
Charles Yount, and Yifeng Cui (Poster Presentation 279) 

AWP-ODC-OS is open-source software which simulates seismic wave propagation after a fault rupture by using a staggered-grid finite difference 
method. Widely in use within the SCEC community, AWP-ODC-OS is now highly tuned for two important architectures, the Intel Xeon Phi manycore 
processor and the NVIDIA Tesla GPU.  

We demonstrate that AWP-ODC-OS runs efficiently on Intel Xeon Phi clusters during full-scale runs, with performance comparable to that of top-of-
the-line GPU clusters. Our improvements for the second generation of Xeon Phi processors, codenamed Knight’s Landing (KNL), span the entire 
optimization spectrum. We have increased vector parallelism at the register level, leveraged KNL’s new high-bandwidth memory, and added a custom 
task scheduler which ensures an overlap of computation and communication.  

When comparing the performance of AWP-ODC-OS on a single Intel KNL 7910 node to a single NVIDIA K20X node and a single NVIDIA P100 node, 
we found that the KNL node achieved 2.85 times the performance of the K20X and 98% of the P100. The performance of AWP-ODC-OS on KNL 
nodes scales well: in a weak scaling study on Cori Phase II, we observed a parallel efficiency above 90% when scaling from 1 to 9000 nodes. 

To ensure continued robust development of AWP-ODC-OS, we have implemented continuous delivery pipelines with GoCD which help maintain 
correctness of the software whenever a change is made to the code. Static code analysis, build checks, memory checks, and undefined behavior 
checks are run automatically after every committed change. Our framework can also be extended for more sophisticated testing after each major 
commit. We conclude our presentation with a discussion of current developments which will allow for automated benchmarking on XSEDE computing 
resources. 

Structural Architecture of the Western Transverse Ranges and Potential for Large Earthquakes – Trishear Forward Models , Yuval Levy, Thomas K 
Rockwell, John H Shaw, Andreas Plesch, Neal W Driscoll, and Hector Perea (Poster Presentation 123) 

Fold-and-thrust belts evolve over time, can produce large-scale faults and potentially accommodate large magnitude earthquakes. The thrust fronts of 
these structures typically form large fold structures in their hanging walls, and they tend to propagate forward over time to form new thrust fronts. In 
the Santa Barbara and Ventura region of the Western Transverse Ranges (WTR) of southern California, the Pitas Point thrust is interpreted as the 
current thrust front structure, and spatially stable back thrusts accommodate deformation in the hanging wall block of the thrust sheet (More Ranch 
fault, Rincon Creek fault, other faults). We interpret the nearly continuous, overturned Tertiary stratigraphy of the Santa Ynez Mountains as a large 
anticlinorium that formed as the first thrust front over the (mostly) blind San Cayetano thrust, and that the thrust front propagated south with time to the 
Red Mountain fault and eventually to the currently active thrust front, the southward-vergent Pitas Point-Ventura fault. Our interpretation is based on 
combining various sources of data and previous models suggested by others. We used the observed rate of subsidence in the basin, assuming it 
represents the regional rate, shortening rates from different studies and from our own estimates, and finally, we compared these to the regional rate of 
uplift in the hanging wall where folding has ceased in order make an estimate for the dip of the underlying “flat” or decollement. Based on these rates 
and assumption we estimate that the deep fault dips north at around 20º. This result seems to match previous seismologic observations. To test our 
interpretations of the evolution and structure of the WTR, we used Trishear forward modeling. We compared our results to the observed geology and 
the Trishear models are a good first-order match. While our solution is non-unique, it is consistent with all of the currently available data. We believe 
that this model resolves much of the ongoing debate regarding the dip direction of the primary structure at depth, and modeling of multiple cross-
sections argues that all of the observed deformation can be explained by an evolved fold and thrust belt, which includes a regionally extensive 
decollement underlying the observed thrust fronts. In addition, our model predicts the loading signal to be north of the Santa Ynez Mountain range. 
This prediction provides an opportunity to test the model trough geodetic observations. 

Continuous Tremor in the Alaska-Aleutian Subduction Zone Detected by Aleutian Array of Arrays, Bo Li, Abhijit Ghosh, Clifford H Thurber, and Federica 
Lanza (Poster Presentation 066) 

Previous studies show tremor activities represent slips on small asperities due to slow slip in the surrounding region [e.g., Bartlow et al, 2011; Ghosh et 
al., 2012]. Therefore, their spatiotemporal distribution, migration directions, patterns and speeds can provide clues about the dynamics of the slow 
earthquakes and the physical asperities on the subuduction interface. To better study tremors, other slow earthquakes, structure and the seismicity in 
the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone, one of the most seismically and volcanically active plate boundaries on earth, in 2014 we installed a hybrid array 



 

of arrays, that consisted of three well-designed mini seismic arrays and five stand alone stations. They were operational in continuous mode for one to 
two years. For about one year when all three arrays are running, we use the beam back-projection method [Ghosh et al., 2009, 2012] to detect 
continuous tremor activities, with an average of more than two hours of activity per day. The tremor sources are located to the south of the Unalaska 
and Akutan Islands, at the eastern and down-dip edge of the rupture zone of the 1957 Mw 8.6 earthquake. They are heterogeneously distributed along 
the strike of the subduction zone in the study region. Tremors are clustered in several patches, with a less active gap between two major clusters. We 
also observe multiple tremor migration patterns with propagation in both short- and long-time scale. In short-time scale, over a few minutes to a few 
hours, tremors show unidirectional or reverse migrations along-strike and dip directions, with a wide range of velocities. There is also a three-month 
tremor migration to the northwest, with a velocity about 1.2 km per day. In addition, we also detect tens of LFE families and they are spatiotemporally 
consistent with tremor activities. This study of prolific tremor activities in the Aleutians detected by the array techniques is helping us better recognize 
the heterogeneous physical asperities of the transition zone, and providing an opportunity to explore potential relationship between slow and fast 
earthquakes. 

Distribution of Earthquake-Triggered Landslides across Landscapes: Towards Understanding Erosional Agency and Cascading Hazards, Gen Li, and 
Josh West (Poster Presentation 136) 

In mountainous regions, earthquake-triggered landslides are a critical geohazard, a major agent of erosion, and a powerful driver of the carbon cycle. 
How landslides distribute across landscapes provides key information for hazard management and for better understanding orogenic evolution and the 
cycling of carbon. In this contribution, we study the distribution of landslides caused by the 2008 Mw7.9 Wenchuan earthquake at the eastern margin 
of the Tibetan plateau in the context of a review of recent advances in understanding landslide spatial patterns. We have previously produced a 
Wenchuan landslide inventory by mapping landslides from remote images. Combining this landslide inventory map with analysis of digital topography, 
regional geology, and ground motion data, we explore the controlling factors of the Wenchuan-triggered landslides concerning seismological 
parameters, topography, and lithology. We study the locations of the Wenchuan landslides relative to river networks to evaluate how and to what 
extent landslide debris supplies sediment to rivers. We examine the aspects of landslides and discuss how the preferred facing directions of landslides 
reveal information about the characteristics of earthquake source, seismic ground motion, and rupture propagation. We evaluate the distribution of 
landslides from hillslope tops to bases and discuss the implications for hillslope morphology. Assuming the Wenchuan seismogenic fault was a linear 
energy source, we can successfully model the pattern of Wenchuan landslides adapting the functional form of the law of seismic wave attenuation 
which accounts for both geometric spreading and quality decay. In conjunction with models predicting total volumes of earthquake-triggered 
landslides, this approach has promise for predicting the magnitude and the pattern of landslides caused by earthquakes with known characteristics of 
the seismogenic faults and the seismotectonic settings. 

2017 USEIT: Hazard and Risk Visualization of Earthquake Scenarios , Yipeng Li, Sophia Belvoir, Abigail Edwards, Amelia Midgley, Rafael Uribe, 
Resherle Verna, Jozi K Pearson, Thomas H Jordan, Gabriela R Noriega, Kevin R Milner, and Hope A Seligson (Poster Presentation 310) 

As part of the 2017 Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) research challenge, the Hazard and Risk Visualization 
(HaRVi) Team applied a multidisciplinary approach to address a complex earthquake hazard problem. The HaRVi team analyzed probable multi-event 
earthquake sequences that could threaten the Los Angeles region using visualization tools to illustrate expected ground shaking, economic losses, and 
casualties. Based on conditional probabilities, we selected critical earthquake scenarios from Rate-State earthQuake Simulator (RSQSim) catalogs. We 
then visualized the area of surface slip in each scenario and used SCEC Virtual Display of Objects (SCEC VDO) to identify potential damage to 
southern California aqueducts. We also applied the Java based platform OpenSHA to create shakemaps for Hazards United States-Multi Hazards 
(HAZUS-MH) analysis. We utilized ArcGIS to visualize the potential effects of three earthquake ruptures with a magnitude near 6.0 on the Parkfield, 
Mojave, and Coachella segments of the San Andreas Fault, followed by a larger rupture (>M7.6) on the southern San Andreas. The Parkfield segment 
was chosen due to a quasi-regular recurrence interval of ~20 years[1]. The Coachella segment was chosen due to past earthquake swarm activity 
(Brawley seismic zone near Bombay Beach)[2]. The Mojave segment was chosen due to its close proximity to our focus region of Los Angeles. In 
addition, we selected an earthquake scenario with similar characteristics to the 2008 ShakeOut scenario to enable us to infer fire following 
earthquakes. We integrated ArcGIS maps into an Esri StoryMap to serve as an interactive medium to communicate earthquake probability research 
along with socioeconomic loss to the general public.  

Dynamic triggering of earthquakes north of Xiaojiang Fault, Yunnan, Yuexin Li, Roland Bürgmann, Hongfeng Yang, and Shiyong Zhou (Poster 
Presentation 062) 

Dynamic triggering is a ubiquitous phenomenon that has been well-documented all around the world. Most dynamic triggering cases are observed 
through visually inspecting their spectrograms and seismic records, and the triggered earthquakes are located by hand-picked P and S phases. The 
rise of dense array deployments and the optimization of earthquake detection techniques allows for the detection of more microearthquakes. The 
inclusion of microearthquakes in event catalogs allows us to better understand the patterns of dynamic triggering. We conducted a systematic search 
of local earthquakes triggered by distant large earthquakes north of the Xiaojiang Fault (XJF), Yunnan, China. Surface-wave arrivals of 7 out of 36 
teleseismic earthquakes were found to have been accompanied by local small earthquakes with significant β statistic increases. We also generated a 
triggering potential map based on station records north of XJF. A triggering intensity map based on the fractional seismicity rate change north of XJF 
was also calculated. The comparison of the two maps helped us probe the strain state of the fault and gives insight into moderate strong earthquake 
initiation. 

Stress- and structure-induced anisotropy in Southern California from two-decades of shear-wave splitting measurements, Zefeng Li, and Zhigang 
Peng (Poster Presentation 027) 

We measure shear-wave splitting (SWS) parameters (i.e. fast direction and delay time) using 330,000 local earthquakes recorded by more than 400 
stations of the Southern California Seismic Network (1995-2014). The resulting 232,000 SWS measurements provide a uniform and complete database 



 

of local SWS measurements in Southern California. The fast directions at many stations are consistent with regional maximum compressional stress 
directions σHmax. However, several regions show clear deviations from the σHmax directions. These include linear sections along the San Andreas 
Fault and the Santa Ynez Fault, geological blocks NW to the Los Angeles Basin, regions around the San Jacinto Fault, the Peninsular Ranges near San 
Diego, and the Coso volcanic field. These complex patterns show that regional stresses and active faults cannot adequately explain the upper crustal 
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A new, 170 ka slip rate estimate on the Sierra Madre Fault, Nathaniel Lifton (Poster Presentation 119) 

The Sierra Madre fault (SMF) system uplifts the San Gabriel Mountains along the northern Los Angeles metropolitan area. Slip rates on the Central SMF 
vary from ~3 mm/yr in geodetic studies to ~1 mm/yr in late Quaternary geologic studies. There have been no attempts to investigate potential 
variations in slip rate over time that could result from changes in fault activity in the Los Angeles re-gion. To obtain a long-term rate, we targeted a 
prominent geomorphic surface (Gould Mesa), preserved locally on the hanging wall of the SMF. A 3-m-thick, reddish-yellow argillic soil developed on 
the sur-face was previously estimated to be ca. 200-500 ka based on regional soil correlations. Our interpreta-tion of well data from the SMF footwall 
in the vicinity of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory constrains the vertical separation of this paleosol across the frontal strands of the fault zone to be ~ 260 
m. We at-tempted to date the upper part of the Gould Mesa alluvial deposit using in situ cosmogenic nuclide isochron burial dating. Two suites of 
quartz-rich cobbles from natural and road-cut exposures were collected from ca. 8 m below the upper surface of Gould Mesa and analyzed for 10Be 
and 26Al, but low nuclide concentrations prevented reliable isochron results. Instead we used the muon production domi-nant at those depths to 
estimate exposure ages for the deposits from the samples with the lowest 10Be concentrations, yielding a mean exposure age estimate of 171±32 ka. 
This reduces age uncertainties at this site by a factor of ≥2 compared to the current value used by UCERF3, and yields a slip rate of 2.2 +1.2/-0.6 
mm/yr. This rate is higher than the rate we have determined for younger terraces over the last ca. 70 ka, which could reflect intrinsic variability in the 
short-term rates or secular transfer of strain rate southward to other structures under the LA basin. 

Shallow crustal imaging in Southern California using ambient noise and fault zone trapped waves, Fan-Chi Lin, Elizabeth Berg, Amir A Allam, Hongrui 
Qiu, Yadong Wang, and Yehuda Ben-Zion (Poster Presentation 041) 

Better determination of shallow crustal structure is critical for earthquake hazard assessment. Here we present two efforts using detailed wavefield 
variation to investigate high-resolution crustal structure. In the first application, we extract Rayleigh waves from multi-component ambient noise cross-
correlations using data recorded by 315 Southern California seismic stations in 2015. We measure phase dispersion and Rayleigh wave ellipticity (or 
H/V ratio) from ambient noise cross-correlation between 6 and 18 second periods, preserving relative amplitude of the three components of motion by 
performing spectral and temporal normalization on all three simultaneously. The complimentary sensitivity of phase velocity and H/V ratio enables 
simple and accurate resolution of geological features from the surface to 20km depth. We compare the observed H/V ratios and phase velocities to 
predictions generated from the current regional models (SCEC UCVM), finding strong correspondence where the near-surface structure is well-
resolved by the models. This includes high H/V ratios in the LA Basin, Santa Barbara Basin and Salton Trough; and low ratios in the San Gabriel, San 
Jacinto and southern Sierra Nevada mountains. Disagreements in regions such as the Western Transverse Ranges, Salton Trough, San Jacinto and 
Elsinore fault zones motivate further work to improve the community models. A new updated 3D isotropic model of the area is derived via a joint 
inversion of Rayleigh phase dispersions and H/V ratios. 

In the second application, we use near-fault 1D arrays of hundreds of three-component geophones deployed with ~10m spacing to observe the full 
spatial eigenfunction of fault zone trapped wave normal modes from local earthquakes. We show that the spatial wavefield variation of the trapped 
waves are consistent from event to event, and are controlled by damage zone structure rather than source properties. By applying a series of spatial 
filters, we can determine the characteristic length scale of the trapped waves as a function of fault-normal distance. Using mode theory, we translate 
this length scale variation into measurement of lateral velocity variation. Combined with ambient noise cross-correlation analysis across the dense 
arrays, we will present new 2D velocity models of the San Jacinto fault that can be used to evaluate many important fault zone properties including 
damage zone width, velocity reduction, asymmetry, and across-fault velocity contrast. 

Linking Subsurface and Surface Processes: Insights on Vs30 Distribution in Southern California, Jessica C Lin, Seulgi Moon, Alan Yong, Lingsen Meng, 
Antony Martin, and Paul M Davis (Poster Presentation 273) 

Earth’s surface and subsurface processes such as bedrock weathering, soil production, and river incision can influence and be influenced by spatial 
variations in the mechanical strength of surface material. Mechanically weakened rocks tend to have reduced seismic velocity, which can result in 
larger ground-motion amplification and greater potential for earthquake-induced damages. However, the influence and extent of surface and 
subsurface processes on the mechanical strength of surface material and seismic site conditions in southern California remain unclear. In this study, 
we examine whether physics-based models of surface and subsurface processes can explain the spatial variability and non-linearity of near-surface 
seismic velocity in southern California. We use geophysical measurements (Yong et al., 2013; Ancheta et al., 2014), consisting of shear-wave velocity 
(Vs) tomography data, Vs profiles, and the time-averaged Vs in the upper 30 m of the crust (Vs30) to infer lateral and vertical variations of surface 
material properties. Then, we compare Vs30 values with geologic and topographic attributes such as rock type, slope, elevation, and local relief, as 
well as metrics for surface processes such as soil production and bedrock weathering from topographic stress, frost cracking, chemical reactions, and 
vegetation presence. Results from this study will improve our understanding of physical processes that control subsurface material properties and their 
influences on local variability in seismic site conditions. 

Characterization of basin effects for seismic performance assessments of tall buildings using CyberShake simulations, Ting Lin, Nenad Bijelic, and 
Gregory Deierlein (Poster Presentation 241) 

To explore where simulated ground motions provide unique advantages over recorded motions for performance-based engineering, this work focuses 
on basin effect characterization in seismic hazard and risk assessments of tall buildings. Basin effects are among the most prominent features of 



 

ground motions that can be more reliably captured by 3D physics-based earthquake simulations as compared to empirical methods using ground 
motion prediction equations (GMPEs). We conduct (1) direct analysis with around one million nonlinear response analyses using simulated 
seismograms and physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) from CyberShake simulations, in contrast to (2) performance 
assessment with conventional methods using recorded motions from PEER NGA database and PSHA from US Geological Survey. In terms of tall 
building seismic demands, the two approaches yield similar estimates for Los Angeles downtown, LADT, where many tall buildings are located, but 
produce drastically different results for a deep basin site, STNI. Further investigation of direct analysis using CyberShake simulations enables 
deaggregation of building collapse risk to examine (a) relative contributions of earthquake ruptures and (b) waveform properties of damaging motions. 
Based on these insights, ground motion archetypes are formulated to represent long-period cyclic features. To gauge the effect of unique archetype 
features on structural response, we develop spectrum- and duration-equivalent sets of “basin” and “non-basin” ground motions to compare collapse 
fragility. Finally, we propose a novel metric - termed duration and sustained amplitude adjusted response spectra - to characterize damaging features 
of basin motions that contribute to collapse. 

Comparison of actual and seismologically inferred stress drops in asperity-type dynamic source models of microseismicity, Yen-Yu Lin, and Nadia 
Lapusta (Poster Presentation 181) 

Estimating source parameters for small earthquakes is commonly based on either Brune or Madariaga source models. These models assume circular 
rupture that starts from the center of a fault and spreads axisymmetrically with a constant rupture speed. The resulting stress drops are moment-
independent, with large scatter. However, more complex source behaviors are commonly discovered by finite-fault inversions for both large and small 
earthquakes, including directivity, heterogeneous slip, and non-circular shapes. Recent studies (Noda, Lapusta, and Kanamori, GJI, 2013; Kaneko and 
Shearer, GJI, 2014; JGR, 2015) have shown that slip heterogeneity and directivity can result in large discrepancies between the actual and estimated 
stress drops.  

We explore the relation between the actual and seismologically estimated stress drops for microearthquakes numerically produced on an asperity-type 
fault patch. The asperity-type circular fault patch with increasing normal stress towards the middle of the patch, surrounded by a creeping region, is a 
potentially common microseismicity source. In our models of the patch, a number of events rupture the portion of the patch near its circumference, 
producing ring-like ruptures, before a patch-spanning event occurs. We calculate the far-field synthetic waveforms for our simulated sources and 
estimate their spectral properties. The distribution of corner frequencies over the focal sphere is markedly different for the ring-like sources compared 
to the Madariaga model. Furthermore, most waveforms for the ring-like sources are better fitted by a high-frequency fall-off rate different from the 
commonly assumed value of 2 (from the so-called omega-squared model), with the average value over the focal sphere being 1.5. The application of 
Brune- or Madariaga-type analysis to these sources results in the stress drops estimates different from the actual stress drops by a factor of up to 125 
in the models we considered. Our current studies aim to determine whether such sources can be identified from their focal spectral signatures and 
studied using a more tailored seismological analysis. 

Attenuation Tomography at High Frequencies in Southern California, Yu-Pin Lin, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 038) 

Accurate 3-D models of crustal attenuation structure are important for simulating seismic wavefields at high frequencies (f > 1 Hz). Southern California 
is an excellent natural laboratory for studying crustal attenuation, owing to its high seismicity and the dense coverage of Southern California Seismic 
Network (SCSN). In this study, we collected P and S waveforms from 160 regional earthquakes (3.3 ≤ M ≤ 5.7) recorded at 265 broadband SCSN 
stations, and we measured spectral amplitudes in the 1-10 Hz band using integrals over wavelet transforms. We accounted for source structure and 
geometrical spreading by referencing the spectral amplitudes to values computed from 1-D synthetic seismograms. We first inverted the spectral 
amplitude data for a 1-D, frequency-dependent crustal attenuation model, obtaining a consistent logarithmic derivative γ=dlnQ/dlnf ≈ 0.4±0.1 for both 
P and S waves, which is on the low side of that found in most previous studies. Consistent with previous work (e.g., Hauksson & Shearer, 2006), the 
best-fitting model shows QP/QS < 1 throughout the crust, and this relation plus the frequency dependence suggests that the attenuation at high 
frequencies is dominated by strong scattering effects (Sato & Fehler, 1998). The inversions accounted for frequency-dependent variations in the source 
spectrum and site response. The source spectra roll off at an average rate n of about 2.3 for both wave types. The station residuals reflect the 
unresolved attenuation and scattering structure near the surface, and they show stronger attenuation in the Los Angeles region and weaker attenuation 
in the Peninsular Ranges and Mojave block. In a second set of experiments, we explored the 3-D attenuation structure of Southern California using 
ray-theoretic tomographic inversions. We initialized the inversions with our 1-D frequency- and depth-dependent model, correcting the spectra for a 
source roll-off rate of n = 2.3. Our preliminary 3-D model shows some correlations of attenuation with velocity variations. 

San Andreas Fault Characterization at the LADWP Elizabeth Tunnel, Scott C Lindvall, Scott Kerwin, James P Evans, Jeffrey Tyson, James Chestnut, 
Chris Heron, Kevin Mass, Katherine M Scharer, Devin McPhillips, Diane Moore, Michael Farr, Christopher Ballard, Randolph T Williams, Kelly K 
Bradbury, Christie D Rowe, and Heather M Savage (Poster Presentation 115) 

Newly acquired subsurface data across the San Andreas Fault (SAF) provides insight into the geometry, structure, and composition of the upper part of 
the SAF zone in the northern Sierra Pelona Mountains, CA. The purpose of the investigation was to characterize the Los Angeles Aqueduct crossing of 
the SAF in the Elizabeth Tunnel, an 8-km-long tunnel section of the aqueduct that delivers water from Owens Valley to the City of Los Angeles. Several 
transects of CPT soundings and geotechnical boreholes define a 40-m-thick section of unconsolidated Holocene and Pleistocene alluvial deposits 
above a faulted and deformed buried bedrock surface. Some of the abrupt separations in the buried bedrock surface correlate with scarps and tonal 
lineaments observed at the ground surface in historical air photos and lidar. Seven 55°- 65° northeast plunging boreholes acquired a total of ~ 750 m 
of rock core to a maximum vertical depth of 140 m, across the ~150 m wide fault zone. Core recovery was ~95%, and the core samples consist of a 
range of indurated fault-related rocks including zones of foliated cataclasite and a few local intervals of clay-rich gouge. The cataclasite zones have an 
estimated local thickness up to 2 - 3 m and are developed within granodiorite to granitoid gneiss. Outside of the primary cataclasite/gouge zones, the 
damage zones are defined by more discrete deformation such as cataclastic shear bands. In most cases, cataclasite and gouge zones correlate with 
prominent resistivity lows observed in wireline logs. A tentative correlation of slip surfaces observed across the boreholes indicates that the principal 



 

fault surfaces dip steeply south, flower and flatten near the upper parts of the holes, and may connect to the active surface traces of the SAF as 
interpreted from the offset buried bedrock surface and topography. Fault-related rocks throughout the boreholes exhibit evidence for fluid-fault 
interactions in the form of variably developed clay-rich shear bands/zones and hydrothermal alteration products. The degree of induration and 
alteration indicate that the fault zone here consists of numerous slip surfaces in a hydrothermally altered and “cemented” sequence. Future analyses of 
core samples will provide insight into the combined mechanical and chemical processes responsible for fault-zone development in this upper part of 
the SAF, with a particular focus on how these processes operate throughout the seismic cycle. 

A Simple Spring-Mass-Dashpot Model for Slow Earthquakes on a Viscous Fault , Rachel C Lippoldt, and Charles G Sammis (Poster Presentation 195) 

One and two dimensional spring-mass-dashpot models are used to simulate the propagation of slow events in a viscous fault zone that is pinned by an 
array of asperities. The asperities fail at stress thresholds that lie within a prescribed range. The propagation velocity depends on the “waiting time” at 
an asperity, which depends on the ratio of fault-zone viscosity to fault zone thickness and on the range of asperity strengths. For physically reasonable 
values of wall-rock elasticity we can simulate propagation velocities in the observed range of 10 to 100 km/h using values of (viscosity)/(fault zone 
width) in the range of 10^10 to 10^12 and a two order of magnitude range of threshold strengths. Other observed characteristics of slow events such 
as repeating slow earthquakes and reverse propagation can be simulated on the 2D model when the asperities heal and are reloaded by surrounding 
slip.  

Seismogenic structure and coseismic slip distribution of the 2013 Ms7.0 Lushan earthquake in southwestern China, Qi Liu, Xueze Wen, and Zhigang 
Shao (Poster Presentation 096) 

To further understand the tectonic process of the Lushan MS7.0 earthquake, which occurred in southwestern China on April 20, 2013, a 3D fault 
geometry model was built by integrating the relocated aftershocks distribution and the information of geology and geophysics. Given the proper fault 
model, the coseismic slip distribution was inversed using the near-field deformation data, such as GPS, leveling and strong motion records as the 
constraints. Our comprehensive fault geometry model revealed that there existed 5 relevant faults named F1 to F5 underground the seismogenic 
region. After all possible faults combinations had been tested, the inversion results indicated that the combination of faults F1, F3, F4 and F5 can fit the 
observation data best, and may be the most probable seismogenic fault model. Most of the coseismic slip distributed around the ramp of the main 
fault F1 dipping to the NW, and the maximum value was 0.86 m, thrust faulting with the rake of 92.88°, while the slip on the back-thrust faults F3 and 
F4 were dominated by thrust motion with the max value of 0.37 m and 0.4 m and rake of 119.92° and 97.98° respectively. A shallow décollement 
named F5 was identified at the depths of 5 to 8 km dipping to the NW. It separated the sedimentary cover from the metamorphic basement, and 
prohibited the coseismic rupture of F1, F3 and F4 spreading to the shallower layer. When the mainshock occurred, the layer under the NE and SW 
segments of fault F5 slipped to the NE and the SWW respectively, with the maximum value of 0.25 m to accommodate the compression. The inversion 
result based on the best faults combination can fit various kinds of surface observation well, and also explain the “incompatibility” between the 
“sinistral” motion observed by GPS and the pure thrust faulting confirmed by seismological outcomes. 

Separating non-diffuse component from ambient seismic noise cross-correlation in southern California¬¬, Xin Liu, Gregory C Beroza, and Nori Nakata 
(Poster Presentation 035) 

Cross-correlation of fully diffuse wavefields provides Green’s function between receivers, although the ambient noise field in the real world contains 
both diffuse and non-diffuse fields. The non-diffuse field potentially degrades the correlation functions. We attempt to separate the diffuse and the 
non-diffuse components from cross-correlations of ambient seismic noise and analyze the potential bias caused by the non-diffuse components. For 
the Rayleigh wave components, we assume that the cross-correlation of multiply scattered waves (diffuse component) is independent from the cross-
correlation of ocean microseismic quasi-point source responses (non-diffuse component), and the cross-correlation function of ambient seismic data is 
the sum of both components. Thus we can separate the non-diffuse component due to physical point sources and the more diffuse component due to 
cross-correlation of multiply scattered noise based on their statistical independence. We also perform beamforming over different frequency bands for 
the cross-correlations before and after the separation, and we find that the decomposed Rayleigh wave represents more coherent features among all 
Rayleigh wave polarization cross-correlation components. We show that after separating the non-diffuse component, the Frequency-Time Analysis 
results are less ambiguous. In addition, we estimate the bias in phase velocity on the raw cross-correlation data due to the non-diffuse component. 

Integration of InSAR and GPS data for 3-dimensional crustal deformation mapping, Zhen Liu, Zheng-Kang Shen, Cunren Liang, and Paul Lundgren 
(Poster Presentation 104) 

GPS and InSAR are complementary to each other for crustal deformation mapping, with the former offering discrete high-fidelity 3-dimensional (3-D) 
point positioning while the latter providing 2-D dense spatial coverage of deformation measured along satellite-to-ground looking direction. Integration 
of the two data sets can provide 3-D deformation measurements with the accuracy and spatial resolution not available through either kind of data. We 
develop an algorithm to integrate the two data sets for the production of 3-D crustal motion map. In the algorithm point-based discrete GPS 
measurements are first interpolated to produce continuous 3-D vector map at chosen grids covered by the InSAR data. The interpolation takes into 
account of GPS station distance, network density and configuration for data weighting [Shen et al., 2015]. A Gaussian distance weighting function and 
a Voronoi cell spatial weighting function are used in the interpolation. The amount of weighting and degree of smoothing can be spatially variable and 
optimally determined based on in situ data strength. The approach can effectively smooth out the incoherencies in discretized GPS velocity data. At 
the locations where both InSAR and interpolated GPS data are available, optimal 3-D components are solved for using a weighted least square 
method. The InSAR data are weighted by their LOS uncertainties. The GPS interpolated data are weighted by their re-estimated uncertainties to ensure 
the estimates reflect the in situ data strength and not biased by uneven degree of smoothing. Including InSAR data from both ascending and 
descending viewing geometry, if available, provides improved constraint on the 3-D deformation field. We apply the algorithm to selected regions in 
southern California and shows that the GPS and InSAR data are generally consistent for the horizontal velocities at sub-millimeter level. The vertical 
velocity field is better determined than using GPS data only, showing hydrology related deformation signals as well as deformation signals related to 



 

earthquake and tectonic processes. In addition, we present initial results of crustal deformation using ongoing satellite sensors such as Sentinel-1 and 
ALOS-2. We show that the new satellite SAR data provide great potential for accurate measurements of crustal motion induced by both tectonic and 
non-tectonic sources. 

Space-time earthquake rate models for one-year hazard forecasts in Oklahoma, Andrea L Llenos, and Andrew J Michael (Poster Presentation 004) 

The recent one-year seismic hazard assessments for natural and induced seismicity in the central and eastern US (CEUS) (Petersen et al., 2016, 2017) 
rely on earthquake rate models based on declustered catalogs (i.e., catalogs with foreshocks and aftershocks removed), as is common practice in 
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. However, standard declustering can remove over 90% of some induced sequences in the CEUS. Some of these 
earthquakes may still be capable of causing damage or concern (Petersen et al., 2015, 2016). The choices of whether and how to decluster can lead to 
seismicity rate estimates that vary by up to factors of 10-20 (Llenos and Michael, AGU, 2016). Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of hazard 
assessments, we are exploring ways to make forecasts based on full, rather than declustered, catalogs. 

We focus on Oklahoma, where earthquake rates began increasing in late 2009 mainly in central Oklahoma and ramped up substantially in 2013 with 
the expansion of seismicity into northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas. We develop earthquake rate models using the space-time Epidemic-Type 
Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) model (Ogata, JASA, 1988; Ogata, AISM, 1998; Zhuang et al., JASA, 2002), which characterizes both the background 
seismicity rate as well as aftershock triggering. We examine changes in the model parameters over time, focusing particularly on background rate, 
which reflects earthquakes that are triggered by external driving forces such as fluid injection rather than other earthquakes. After the model 
parameters are fit to the seismicity data from a given year, forecasts of the full catalog for the following year can then be made using a suite of 100,000 
ETAS model simulations based on those parameters. To evaluate this approach, we develop pseudo-prospective yearly forecasts for Oklahoma from 
2013-2016 and compare them with the observations using standard Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability tests for consistency. 

2017 UseIT: Probability Team, Chi Y Loh, Olivia J Dorencz, Aide Escanuela, Kevin F Qualls, Kevin R Milner, Thomas H Jordan, Jozi K Pearson, and 
Gabriela R Noriega (Poster Presentation 311) 

California is a high seismic-hazard area due to several dangerous faults that run through the state, primarily the San Andreas Fault (SAF). The dense 
population near the SAF in cities such as Los Angeles and San Francisco makes this hazard a significant risk. The 2017 Undergraduate Studies in 
Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) Probabilities Team analyzed three different initial-event scenarios (M6.1 Parkfield, M7 Mojave, and M6 
Bombay Beach) to create a short-term earthquake sequencing forecast for the southern California region, while looking at the probability of 
subsequent earthquakes of M > 7.0. To produce this forecast, three catalogs were generated from the Blue Waters supercomputer by the High 
Performance Computing Team, using Rate-State Earthquake Simulator (RSQSim). RSQSim can create long physics based catalogs, allowing us to 
study the statistics of large earthquakes. By changing the parameters for the rate (a), state (b), and cohesion coefficients, the HPC team was able to 
create three catalogs with different parameters, each approximately 500 thousand years long. The RSQSim catalogs were compared with each other 
and then compared to the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast version 3 (UCERF3) reports to determine the recurrence interval and 
conditional probabilities of large subsequent (M > 7) events, within a short period of time. We wrote Java code to analyze the catalogs looking at initial 
events at Parkfield, Mojave, and Bombay Beach. Then we searched through the catalog to estimate the conditional probabilities of a significant 
earthquake (M > 7) occurring in the next week, month, and year after the initial event scenarios. The collected data was then analyzed and visualized 
using Excel graphs.  

InSAR coherence time series - soil moisture as a proxy for alluvial fan age, Rowena B Lohman, Chelsea P Scott, and Teresa E Jordan (Poster 
Presentation 107) 

When scientists can determine the ages of surfaces within a tectonically active area, they can turn observations of offsets and deformation into rates, 
repeat times and evaluations of hazard. Here, we explore the use of InSAR coherence time series, using data from the Sentinel-1 constellation, in 
characterizing alluvial fan surfaces within the Mojave Desert of Southern California. This is an extension of our previous work on examining the impact 
of three unusual rain events in the normally hyperarid Atacama Desert in Chile. 

The coherence between two SAR images at a particular pixel depends on a range of factors, including surface roughness, change to the scattering 
properties of the area in between the two image acquisitions, as well as on the soil moisture profile beneath the surface. Because the latter can vary 
over time, InSAR coherence can sometimes, counterintuitively, be higher for a pair of images that are three years apart than for a pair that are only 12 
days apart. We demonstrate how we solve for the effects of surface roughness, change, and relative variations in soil moisture for the events in Chile, 
with an illustration of how the timescales and magnitudes of the response vary dramatically between alluvial fans. We also show our initial results for 
the Mojave Desert, which is much less arid, but where there are more independent data constraining the characteristics of individual alluvial fans for 
comparison. 

Ground-Motion Variance from Modeling of Multiple Rupture-Directivity Scenarios on the Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon Fault System, John N Louie, 
Mounira Boudjema, Michelle Dunn, and Graham M Kent (Poster Presentation 257) 

We use LLNL’s SW4 wave-propagation modeler to produce shaking maps and synthetic seismograms for hypothetical, nonetheless geologically 
plausible earthquake ruptures of the Newport Inglewood Rose Canyon (NI/RC) fault system along the Southern California coast. We simulate a number 
of worst-case through-going rupture scenarios with magnitudes up to 7.4, with a focus on estimating shaking uncertainty around NI/RC due to 
variance in rupture directivity. To date we have modeled the fault strands as vertically dipping rectangular planes and produced a first estimate of 
average shaking and its potential variance at low frequencies (<1 Hz). We employ a simplified kinematic source model with parameters selected to 
sensibly fit recorded peak ground velocities (PGVs) of shaking from the 1992 M7.3 Landers earthquake. Overall, the results show that the placement of 
the hypocenter has a strong influence on the predicted ground-motion maps; PGVs increase in the direction of the rupture propagation, with the 
greatest amplifications (up to a factor of five) observed in the Los Angeles Basin for the northwestward rupture directivity scenarios. Given more exact 



 

locations and geometry information of the NI/RC fault system strands, we are conducting tests to see whether the resulting more complex directivity 
has similar effects on variance; and testing which scenarios may produce higher ground motions in the Los Angeles region. The results of this study 
may assist planning for earthquake resilience in Southern California coastal communities. 

Rupture propagation through the Big Bend of the San Andreas Fault: a dynamic modeling case study of the Great Earthquake of 1857, Julian C Lozos 
(Poster Presentation 158) 

The great San Andreas Fault (SAF) earthquake of 9 January 1857, estimated at M7.9, was one of California’s largest historic earthquakes. Its ~360 km 
rupture trace follows the Carrizo and Mojave segments of the SAF, including the ~30° compressional Big Bend in the fault. If 1857 were a characteristic 
rupture, the hazard implications for southern California would be dire, especially given the inferred ~150 year recurrence interval for this section of the 
fault. However, recent paleoseismic studies in this region suggest that 1857-type events occur less frequently than single-segment Carrizo or Mojave 
ruptures, and that the hinge of the Big Bend is a barrier to through-going rupture. 

Here, I use 3D dynamic rupture modeling to attempt to reproduce the rupture length and surface slip distribution of the 1857 earthquake, to determine 
which physical conditions allow rupture to negotiate the Big Bend of the SAF in a single event. These models incorporate the nonplanar geometry of 
the SAF, surrounding material properties from the SCEC CVM, and a regional stress field from seismicity literature. Under a variety of different 
interpretations of a regional stress field, I am unable to produce model events that both match the observed surface slip on the Carrizo and Mojave 
segments of the SAF and include rupture through the hinge of the Big Bend. I suggest that accumulated stresses at the bend hinge from multiple 
Carrizo-only and Mojave-only ruptures may be required to allow rupture through the bend — a concept consistent with paleoseismic observations. 
This study may contribute to understanding the cyclicity of hazard associated with the southern-central SAF. 

Introducing the Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area, Julian C Lozos, Craig Nicholson, and Nate W Onderdonk (Oral Presentation Tue 10:40) 

Cajon Pass is the primary junction between the San Andreas (SAF) and San Jacinto (SJF) faults. Its location in western San Bernardino County – in the 
middle of the densely populated Inland Empire – means that even a local rupture within the Pass could have a considerable impact on cities and 
lifelines. Fault interactions within the Pass may also control whether rupture is able to continue toward Los Angeles and the western Transverse 
Ranges. Thus, understanding fault interactions and possible rupture behaviors in Cajon Pass affects our understanding of hazard throughout the 
southern San Andreas system. 

A number of eastern Transverse Ranges faults of different types may also interact with the SAF and SJF within Cajon Pass. Even from a purely 
geometrical standpoint, the multi-stranded nature of this junction raises the question of whether it functions as an earthquake gate. However, there are 
also a number of geological and geophysical observations and models that support the idea of Cajon Pass as a behavioral boundary within the 
southern San Andreas system. Geology and geodesy alike show a decrease in slip rate on the SAF south of Cajon Pass, while the slip rate increases 
along the subparallel SJF. Seismicity highlights a rotation of the regional stress field to the immediate south of the SAF-SJF junction. Paleoseismology 
suggests that many SAF ruptures stop at Cajon Pass, and that the event record on the SAF north of the junction better correlates with the record on 
the SJF than it does with the record on the SAF to the south. Rupture modeling corroborates the idea that the SAF and SJF can rupture together in a 
single event. The distribution of precariously balanced rocks near the SAF and SJF may also imply that directivity plays a role in how rupture negotiates 
the junction. 

Here, I will go into more depth on the previous research that motivates the concept of Cajon Pass as an Earthquake Gate. I will also introduce the key 
research questions raised by the Cajon Pass EGA leaders. 

Natural Time and Nowcasting Induced Seismicity at the Groningen Gas Field in the Netherlands, Molly Luginbuhl, Donald L Turcotte, and John B 
Rundle (Poster Presentation 002) 

The area surrounding the Groningen natural gas field in the Netherlands has recently seen a significant increase in seismicity. How to handle this 
induced seismicity has become a controversial topic for many. The gas field provides energy for the majority of the country; however, for a minority of 
Dutch citizens who live nearby, the seismicity induced by the gas field is a cause for major concern. Since the early 2000’s, the region has seen an 
increase in both number and magnitude of events, the largest of which was a magnitude 3.6 in 2012. This is concerning because earthquakes of this 
size and smaller easily cause infrastructural damage to older houses and farms built with single brick walls, which are common in much of Europe. 
Nowcasting is a new method of statistically classifying seismicity and seismic risk. We apply this method to the induced seismicity at the natural gas 
fields in Groningen, Netherlands. Nowcasting utilizes the catalogs of seismicity in the region. Two earthquake magnitudes are selected, one large say 
M > 2.5, and one small say M > 1.0. The method utilizes the number of small earthquakes that occur between pairs of large earthquakes. The 
cumulative probability distribution of these values is obtained. The earthquake potential score (EPS) is defined by the number of small earthquakes that 
have occurred since the last large earthquake, the point where this number falls on the cumulative probability distribution of interevent counts defines 
the EPS. A major advantage of nowcasting is that it utilizes “natural time”, earthquake counts, between events rather than clock time. Thus, it is not 
necessary to decluster aftershocks and the results are applicable if the level of induced seismicity varies in time, which it does here. The application of 
natural time to the accumulation of the seismic hazard depends on the applicability of Gutenberg-Richter (GR) scaling. The increasing number of small 
earthquakes that occur after a large earthquake can be scaled to give the hazard of a large earthquake occurring. To illustrate our approach, we utilize 
the number of M > 1.0 earthquakes in Groningen to nowcast the number of M > 2.5 earthquakes in Groningen. The applicability of the scaling is 
illustrated during the rapid build up of seismicity between 2004 and 2016. 

Dynamics of Non-planar Thrust Faults Governed by Various Friction Laws, Bin Luo, and Benchun Duan (Poster Presentation 184) 

Fault interface topography is a prevailing factor in earthquake rupture dynamics. In subduction zones, large-scale oceanic reliefs such as seamounts 
and plateaus on the incoming oceanic plate can be subducted with the downgoing plate, giving rise to significant geometrical irregularities on the fault 



 

interface. Another key factor in controlling rupture dynamics is the friction law operating on the fault interface. Although rate- and state-friction laws 
have been proposed to behave similarly to the linear slip-weakening law on a planar fault model and produce an equivalent slip-weakening curve in 
dynamic rupture simulation, it remains unclear that whether dynamic rupture behavior governed by different functional forms of frictional constitutive 
laws would be affected by complex fault geometry in a similar manner. 

We explicitly incorporate non-planar thrust fault geometry in a three-dimensional finite element model to perform numerical simulations of spontaneous 
dynamic rupture in order to compare the effect of large-scale seamount-like geometrical irregularity on earthquake rupture along a thrust fault interface 
governed by various friction laws, including linear slip-weakening friction law and rate- and state-dependent friction laws with different forms (e.g., 
aging law, slip law, and slip law with strong rate weakening). Our results show that the oceanic relief geometry could act as rupture barrier with its high 
strength area unfavorable for rupture propagation. There are three general types of rupture patterns associated with such a bumpy geometry 
regardless of which friction law is applied. The first one is that the rupture directly passes through the bump with minor impedance by the high strength 
area, causing slightly prolonged rupture duration. The second one is that part of the rupture is significantly obstructed by the bump, but the rest of the 
rupture manages to circumvent the high strength area, resulting in much longer rupture duration. The third one is that the rupture is completely 
stopped by the bump, limiting the size of the earthquake magnitude. The specific form of friction laws plays a critical role in varying the intensity of the 
rupture as well as the strength of the geometrical barrier to determine which type of rupture pattern should appear under certain prestress condition. 

Borehole Breakouts Versus Earthquake Focal Mechanisms as Stress Field Orientation Indicators in Southern California: Should We Agree to Disagree, 
Karen M Luttrell, and Jeanne L Hardebeck (Poster Presentation 208) 

One of the SCEC5 priorities is the development of an internally consistent group of Community Models (CXM), including the maturation of the 
Community Stress Model (CSM). Many of the geodynamic models that integrate multiple physical processes into estimates of lithosphere stress state 
rely heavily of the observations of stress field orientation provided by earthquake focal mechanisms and borehole breakouts to constrain their 
estimates. However, earthquake focal mechanisms and borehole breakouts necessarily sample different locations within the 3-D crust, and it is unclear 
how these observations should be jointly interpreted and incorporated into ongoing modeling efforts. Previous investigations comparing existing 
borehole observations and regional focal mechanism stress inversions indicate strong disagreement between the two, primarily due to the necessity of 
smoothing in regional -scale focal mechanism inversions that obscures small-scale heterogeneity. 

To assess the robustness of these conclusions, we conduct new local-scale inversions of earthquake focal mechanisms for local stress field 
orientation in the vicinity of existing borehole observations of stress orientation. Borehole observations, drawn from Wilde and Stock [1997], are divided 
into six subregions: Santa Barbara, the upper Ojai Valley, the central Ventura Basin, the east Ventura Basin and central Transverse Range, the west Los 
Angeles Basin, and the east Los Angeles Basin. Focal mechanisms in each of these subregions are derived from the YSH catalog [Yang et al., 2012], 
with 10s to 1000s of earthquakes in each subregion. Mechanisms for each subregion are then independently inverted using the method of Michael 
[1984, 1987]. The nodal plane with the greater instability in the stress field is selected as the preferred plane [Vavryčuk, 2014], and the uncertainty is 
determined by bootstrap resampling. 

Preliminary results suggest that disagreement between borehole- and focal mechanism-derived stress orientations persist at local scale (few 
kilometers). This may indicate that stress in the top 2 km is fundamentally more heterogeneous than stress at seismogenic depth. Alternatively, it could 
indicate rotations in the stress field between the time borehole observations were made and the occurrence of earthquakes included in the catalog 
subsets. Further study is required to identify the primary cause of disagreement between these two types of stress orientation indicators. 

Taiwan Earthquake Model: PSHA and Scenario Hazard Map, Kuo-Fong Ma, and Taiwan Earthquake Model (TEM) team (Poster Presentation 260) 

Taiwan Earthquake Model (TEM) using GEM OpenQuake engine for the assessment of seismic hazards of Taiwan. The first version of TEM probabilistic 
seismic hazard analysis for Taiwan was published in 2015 (TEM PSHA2015, Wang et al., 2016a). The model adopts the source parameters of 38 
seismogenic structures (Shyu et al., 2016), which are to specific fault source-based categorization, and seismic activities as categorized as areal, and 
subduction zone (intraplate, and interpolate) sources. To evaluate the potential ground-shaking resulting from each seismic source, the corresponding 
ground-motion prediction equations for crustal and subduction earthquakes were adopted. The studies show high hazard probability in Southwestern 
Taiwan and the Longitudinal Valley of Eastern Taiwan due to the densely distributed seismogenic structure sources. The seismic source parameters 
adopted in the 2015 PSHA of the TEM (TEM PSHA2015) was examine for the reliability test of the seismic source models (Wang et al., 2016b) using M 
> 4.0 mainshocks in the 23-year data period of 1993–2015for the areal and subduction zone sources with the time-independent Poisson assumption. 
The high contribution of the PGA from areal sources is an important notion in Tawian as many seismicity was from buried structure rather than the 
identified surface ruptured faults. We adopted the disaggregation analysis from a hazard map to determine the contribution of the individual seismic 
sources to hazard for six metropolitan cities in Taiwan. For densely populated faults in SW Taiwan, maximum magnitude is more sensitive than the slip 
rate, giving the concern on the possible multiple fault segments rupture with larger magnitude in this area, which was not yet considered in TEM 
PSHA2015. The source category disaggregation also suggested that special attention is necessary for intraplate earthquakes for short period motion, 
and interplate for long-period shaking seismic hazards in Northern Taiwan. A further effort will be on Scenario Based Hazard from selected 
seismogenic sources and potential multiple fault segments ruptures for deterministic hazard assessment for metropolitan cities. 

Stick Slip Instabilities and Strain Localization Dynamics in a fluid-infiltrated fault gouge zone model , Xiao Ma, and Ahmed E Elbanna (Poster 
Presentation 180) 

Stick-slip instabilities and shear localization have been long observed in sheared fault gouge, yet their underlying microscopic mechanisms are still not 
fully understood. Although numerous studies of the stick slip behavior within fault gouge have been conducted over the past two decades, studies on 
the role of fluids in promoting or regulating these instabilities are still limited on both the experimental and theoretical fronts. Given that most fault 



 

zones in active tectonic settings are fluid infiltrated, it is imperative to develop gouge specific models that incorporates fluids effects and enable 
prediction of strength evolution and localization bands for a wide range of pressure and strain rates.  

Here, we use a non-equilibrium thermodynamics model, the Shear Transformation Zone (STZ) theory, to resolve gouge scale inelastic processes while 
integrating the role of fluids using Darcy’s flow approximation and Terzaghi’s effective stress concepts. In the STZ theory, the internal gouge state is 
quantified by a state variable called compactivity which is closely related to gouge porosity and evolves according to the roles of thermodynamics. 
Heterogeneities in compactivity are seeds for spontaneous localization of strain in the gouge layer even in the absence of pore fluids or thermal effects. 
The existence of fluids further enriches the model and modify the stability boundaries. In this study we consider frictional and frictionless grains as well 
as presence or absence of acoustic vibrations. We conducted linear stability analysis on the system of governing equations with dry and wet condition 
as well as with and without strain localization. Furthermore, we carry out numerical simulations to study the fully nonlinear response in the different 
cases.  

Our preliminary results suggest that transition from dilation to compaction may occur during rapid stress drop and that the existence of pore fluids 
alters the stick slip dynamics changing the recurrence times and the boundary between stable and unstable slip. Hydraulic properties are also shown 
to control the shear band evolution including its peak strain rate and maximum width. We discuss the implications of our model for athermal strength 
evolution in fault zones and possible extensions to incorporate shear heating and thermal pressurization effects. 

Current Capabilities of the SCEC Unified Community Velocity Model (UCVM) Software Framework, Philip J Maechling, Ricardo Taborda, Kim B Olsen, 
Scott Callaghan, Thomas H Jordan, and Christine A Goulet (Poster Presentation 302) 

The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) has developed the Unified Community Velocity Model (UCVM) software framework to facilitate the 
registration and distribution of existing and future seismic velocity models to the SCEC community. The UCVM software framework is designed to 
provide a standard query interface to multiple, alternative velocity models, even if the underlying velocity models are defined in different formats or use 
different geographic projections. The UCVM framework provides a comprehensive set of open-source tools for querying seismic velocity model 
properties, combining regional 3D models and 1D background models, visualizing 3D models, and generating computational models in the form of 
regular grids or unstructured meshes that can be used as inputs for ground-motion simulations. The UCVM framework helps researchers compare 
seismic velocity models and build equivalent simulation meshes from alternative velocity models. These capabilities enable researchers to evaluate the 
impact of alternative velocity models in ground-motion simulations and seismic hazard analysis applications. In this poster, we describe the key 
components of the UCVM framework, describe the most recent features and capabilities of the software, and showcase the impact it has had in 
various applications. 

Cluster analysis of the long-period ground-motion simulation data – application of the Nankai Trough megathrust earthquakes scenarios, Takahiro 
Maeda, Hiroyuki Fujiwara, Toshihiko Hayakawa, Satsuki Shimono, and Sho Akagi (Poster Presentation 268) 

Extracting important hazard information and its trends from the big data leads to better risk assessment and quick respond in case of emergency when 
megathrust earthquake happens. A cluster analysis was applied to the big data of the long-period ground-motion simulation data. These big data of 
simulation data were calculated by a three dimensional finite difference method for megathrust earthquakes in the Nankai Trough using various source 
models (earthquake scenarios) with different source area, rupture starting point, asperity, rupture velocity, source time function and fmax. These 
source models were constructed according to the source modeling method based on theoretical and empirical rules. The cluster analysis based on a 
principal component analysis (PCA) and the k-means method classifies earthquake scenarios with similar ground-motion distribution into clusters. The 
ground-motion distribution was represented by ground motion index value at Q meshes. By applying PCA to Q-dimensional N-scenario data, P 
principal components were extracted. The ground-motion distribution of each scenario was represented by the coefficients for P principal 
components. Then the P-dimensional N-scenario data were classified into k-scenario clusters by the k-means method. For our simulation data, the 
number of input scenarios (N) was 369 and the number of data output points (Q) was 77609. The ground-motion index values were the peak ground 
velocity and velocity response (period of 3, 5, 7, 10, 20 seconds). When we used a velocity response of 5 second and assume P=5, the cumulative 
contribution ratio up to the fifth principal component was about 75%, and the ground-motion distribution by the 369 scenario was considered to be 
roughly expressed using these five principal components. We classified the scenarios into 30 clusters by the k-means method and examined the 
correspondence between the scenario and the scenario parameters. It was found that the clusters were composed by the common scenario of the 
source area, the rupture starting point and the shallow-asperity location. By clarifying the relationship between these clusters and scenario parameters, 
there was a possibility that candidates of scenarios to be added next can be extracted.  

This research was supported by CREST, JST. 

Progresses and challenges for Operational Earthquake Forecasting in Italy, Warner Marzocchi (Oral Presentation Mon 14:00) 

Tracking the time evolution of seismic hazard in time windows shorter than the usual 50-years of long-term hazard models may offer additional 
opportunities to reduce the seismic risk. This is the target of operational earthquake forecasting (OEF) as it has been defined by the International 
commission on earthquake forecasting (ICEF) appointed by the Italian Government after the L'Aquila earthquake in 2009. In this talk we describe the 
current OEF development in Italy – carried out by the seismic hazard center of the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia – and the challenges 
that we met, some of them purely scientific and others related to the practical interface of science with society. As regards the implementation, we 
describe the liaison with the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) activities, and the prospective forecasts made during the 
recent destructive Amatrice-Norcia sequence in 2016-2017, which has been characterized by several bursts of seismicity and a significant deviation 
from the Omori law. Specifically, we show that the current OEF system in Italy issued statistically reliable and skillful space-time-magnitude forecasts 
of the largest earthquakes of the sequence. Finally we discuss the challenges encountered and how we are handling them. In particular, we focus our 
attention on the non-scientific issues that range from the usefulness of OEF information, its importance in terms of seismic risk, and the difficulties in 
communicating low-probability/high-impact events like the occurrence of large earthquakes during a seismic sequence. 



 

Measuring Aseismic Slip through Characteristically Repeating Earthquakes at the Mendocino Triple Junction , Kathryn Materna, Taka'aki Taira, and 
Roland Bürgmann (Poster Presentation 216) 

The Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) is located at the seismically active transition between the San Andreas fault system, the Mendocino Transform 
Fault, and the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Most of the major faults of the triple junction are located offshore, making it especially difficult to 
characterize the patterns of interseismic coupling and aseismic creep that are important for hazard analysis. In this work, we study aseismic creep 
rates near the MTJ using characteristically repeating earthquakes (CREs) as indicators of creep rate. Using seismic data from 2008-2017, we identify 
CREs as recorded by an array of eight 100-Hz borehole seismometers deployed in the Cape Mendocino area. We apply a repeating earthquake 
detection criterion to the waveforms, and identify several dozen sequences of repeating earthquakes that are persistent over time. The CRE data 
implies a creep rate of ~3 cm/yr on the downgoing extension of the Mendocino Transform Fault, consistent with estimates of coupling on other 
oceanic transform faults. We also find repeating earthquakes on the southern margin of the North American accretionary wedge. In connection with a 
M5.7 earthquake occurring on the Mendocino Fault Zone in 2015, we find that repeating earthquakes in different locations showed increases or 
decreases in activity surrounding the event. These results provide on-shore evidence for significant aseismic creep on an oceanic transform fault, and 
show that CREs can help assess time-dependent changes in creep behavior in this fault system.  

Post-Earthquake Reconnaissance: a Structural Engineer’s Perspective, Silvia Mazzoni (Oral Presentation Wed 11:00) 

Post-Earthquake Reconnaissance gives a first-hand opportunity to observe the effects of an earthquake on a human scale. During a reconnaissance, 
we gather data and knowledge, as well as an understanding and appreciation of the interdependencies between the different aspects of a society, or 
fields of study. Seismologists and geotechnical engineers collect field data that helps to understand the mechanisms involved in fault mechanics, wave 
propagation, and site amplification. As they compare different geologic regions and locations with respect to the seismogenic source, they identify 
source, path and local effects. Structural engineers look at the response of structures, such as buildings and bridges, and evaluate the interaction 
between these effects with the structures’ vulnerabilities and strengths to assess the mechanisms controlling structural response. To evaluate different 
building characteristics, a structural engineer looks at the response of a cluster of structures that are expected to have similar site response and 
determines the cause of the different structural response. During reconnaissance, we often observe adjacent buildings with very different responses, 
where one building may have no damage, the other may have collapsed -- the differences may be as obvious as the fact that one was strengthened 
while the other wasn’t. In this case, we learn the effectiveness of strengthening. In other cases, where differences in response are not as drastic, nor 
obvious, we look at the hidden details to learn about structural mechanics. That gained knowledge improves our building practices and policies. The 
one feature of an earthquake which structural engineers find only in reconnaissance and not in the laboratory or computer simulation is the human 
component: the story of the three little pigs isn’t about what type of building is strongest, but about the type of effort people, and society, invest into 
their infrastructure. 

Examining earthquake processes with microtextural analysis and (U-Th)/He thermochronometry: a case study from hematite fault mirrors in the 
Wasatch fault zone, Robert McDermott, Alexis K Ault, and James P Evans (Poster Presentation 109) 

Advances in physically based models of earthquake rupture place an increasing importance on characterization of the physical processes that control 
dynamic friction in natural faults. We apply coupled textural analysis and hematite (U-Th)/He (He) thermochronometry, apatite He thermochronometry, 
and thermomechanical modeling to investigate the rock record of thermal processes operative on high-gloss (mirrored) hematite-coated fault surfaces 
in the damage zone of the Wasatch fault (WF). Fault mirrors exhibit ≤1-≥20 μm-diameter isolated patches of crystals with polygonal, triple junction-
forming and/or lobate morphologies cross-cutting cataclasite at the fault surface. We interpret these textures as indicating localized temperature rise to 
>1000 °C and recrystallization. Hematite He dates are 5.0 ± 1.1 Ma to 2.4 ± 0.1 Ma and show variable intrasample scatter. In aliquots with 
polygonal/lobate grains, 72% yield hematite He dates younger than a host rock apatite He date of 4.5 ± 0.6 Ma. This He date relationship and 
calculated closure temperatures of 90-115 °C and 55 °C for the hematite and apatite He systems, respectively, suggest reheating of fault mirrors at 
depths shallower than the apatite He closure isotherm (≤2 km). Textural evidence of hot temperatures at the fault surface and correlation between 
these microtextures and young hematite He dates suggests He loss by frictional heating. Thermomechanical models show that observed microtextures 
and hematite He dates are best explained by flash heating of ~5-20 µm asperities to temperatures of ~600- ≥1200 °C, inducing 15-100% He loss from 
hematite. Model results and scattered hematite He dates suggest variable He loss on small spatial scales, highlighting spatial and temporal 
heterogeneity in flash temperatures and possibly dynamic strength during slip. We interpret these patterns as the thermal imprint of post-4.5 Ma 
paleoearthquakes, caused by asperity flash heating-assisted dynamic weakening. Estimates of displacement and rupture surface area yield 
paleoearthquake moment magnitudes of ~ -3 to 3. Self-similar seismicity recorded in other modern settings suggest processes recorded by these fault 
mirrors provide insight into genesis of larger seismic events along the WF and other major faults. Our study demonstrates the potential of microtextural 
analysis and fault rock thermochronometry to decipher the thermal and physical processes associated with seismic slip in natural settings. 

Puzzling results in a slip rate study for the Banning Strand of the San Andreas Fault near North Palm Springs, Sally F McGill, Paula M Figueiredo, and 
Lewis A Owen (Poster Presentation 161) 

To better understand the likely rupture paths and slip distribution on the southern San Andreas Fault, additional slip rate measurements are needed 
from the Mission Creek, Banning and Garnet Hill fault strands in northern Coachella Valley. We present work in progress on the Banning strand of the 
San Andreas fault (BS-SAF) near North Palm Springs (N33.9132, W116.52671). A 1.2-m high terrace riser south of the BS-SAF appears to be an 
ancient western channel wall of Mission Creek that incised into a distal alluvial surface (Qal2). This terrace riser is separated by 148 ± 9 m from the 
western wall of Mission Creek on the north side of the BS-SAF. Several pits characterize the sedimentary units and allowed sampling for TCN 10Be, 
OSL and 14C dating of the displaced Qal2. Analysis of 10Be depth profiles is challenging, with one profile showing little decrease in 10Be 
concentration with depth and yielding a model age of 5 ka, while another profile yields a model age of 11–12 ka for Qal2. On the other hand, OSL and 
14C ages are consistent with each other and suggest abandonment of Qal2 around 2 ka. These young ages are also reinforced by the absence of soil 



 

development. We infer that the 10Be ages are affected by unmodeled inheritance. These young ages of Qal2 imply an unrealistically high slip rate, if 
the correlation of the terrace riser with the west bank of Mission Creek is correct. To explore the possibility that our first set of ages was from overbank 
deposits rather than from Qal2 itself, we recently excavated several additional pits farther from the active channel. Preliminary OSL ages corroborate 
results from the earlier pits: the base of a new 2-m deep pit is 2.8 ka and two samples from a natural exposure of Qal2 in the eastern wall of Mission 
Creek, south of the fault, are also quite young (1-2 ka). Given the similar OSL and 14C ages for Qal2 it seems likely that Qal2 was indeed abandoned 
~2 ka. We thus consider an alternative correlation of the truncated terrace riser south of the fault with the west edge of a gully north of the fault, which 
yields a right-lateral separation of 29 ± 3 m. If correct, this correlation would yield a slip rate (~14.5 mm/yr), which is more realistic, albeit still higher 
than previously published slip rates for the BS-SAF. However, this alternate correlation is also problematic, since it is difficult to explain the lack of 
preservation of the Qal2 surface south of the fault, east of the gully and west of the active channel of Mission Creek. 

Directly Estimating Rupture Area to Remove the Uncertainty in Stress Drop, Jeff J McGuire, and Yoshihiro Kaneko (Poster Presentation 052) 

The key kinematic earthquake source parameters: rupture velocity, duration and area, shed light on earthquake dynamics. They can provide direct 
constraints on stress drop and have implications for seismic hazard. However, for moderate and small earthquakes, these parameters are usually 
poorly constrained due to limitations in the standard analysis methods. For instance, rupture velocity is typically assumed, and static stress-drop 
estimates often vary by 2-3 orders of magnitude in many datasets. Numerical experiments by Kaneko and Shearer [2014,2015] demonstrated that 
standard spectral fitting techniques can lead to roughly 1 order of magnitude variations in stress-drop estimates that result from variability in source 
geometry, rupture velocity, and rupture directivity but do not reflect the actual variability in stress drop. 

We utilize these dynamic models to explore an alternative approach where we estimate the rupture area directly. For the suite of models, the area 
averaged static stress drop is nearly constant (5% variation) because of identical dynamic stress drop values. Despite this underlying similarity, corner 
frequency based stress-drop estimates can vary by a factor of 5-10 even for noise free data. Instead, we simulated inversions for the rupture area as 
parameterized by the second moments of the slip distribution. A natural estimate for the rupture area derived from the second moments is A= LcWc, 
where Lc and Wc are the characteristic rupture length and width. This definition yields estimates of stress drop that vary by only 10% between the 
different models. The second moment based estimates are slightly larger than the true area-averaged values of the model (~6 MPa vs 5 MPa) owing to 
their weighted average nature. We simulate inversions for the second moments for the various models and find that the area can be estimated well 
when there are at least 15 available measurements of apparent duration. The improvement compared to corner-frequency based approaches results 
from the second moments accounting for directivity and removing the assumption of a circular rupture area, both of which bias the standard approach. 
Another advantage of the second moments approach is the ability to place limits on the acceptable range of rupture areas. We develop a new method 
that determines the minimum and maximum values of rupture area that are consistent with a particular earthquake at the 95% confidence level. For the 
Kaneko and Shearer models with 20+ randomly distributed observations and ~10% noise levels, we find that the maximum and minimum bounds on 
rupture area typically vary by a factor of two. Interestingly, the minimum stress drop is more tightly constrained than the maximum owing to the 
dependence of stress drop on rupture width. 

Assessing stratigraphic correlations and fault zone extent at the 18th Ave trench site, Banning strand of the San Andreas Fault, North Palm Springs, 
California, James C McNeil, Doug Yule, Katherine M Scharer, Sally F McGill, Devin McPhillips, Bryan A Castillo, and Alan Pace (Poster Presentation 
160) 

A trench opened in March, 2017 by Petra Geoscience, Inc., provided a valuable opportunity to examine the previously unconstrained earthquake 
record of Banning strand of the San Andreas Fault (also see Castillo et al., this meeting). The initial trench exposures at the 18th Avenue site (33.9172°, 
-116.538°) revealed a 10-m-wide fault zone with a northward-thickening stratigraphic section consistent with deposition in a small transtensional 
stepover basin along the fault. However, the initial trench exposures did not uncover the full width of the of the fault zone. Further, it was difficult to 
make unambiguous stratigraphic correlations across the 20-m-wide trench and thus we had uncertainties in the relative stratigraphic position of 
paleoearthquakes on each wall. We excavated additional small trenches in June 2017 to try and improve confidence in the stratigraphic and 
paleoearthquake correlations. We extended the walls on both sides of the trench to the north by ~10 m and dug an east-west connector trench across 
the north end. These new exposures reveal additional fault splays and northward-thinning stratigraphic units, thus constraining the northern limit of the 
stepover basin. The formation of this basin provides the key to identifying paleoearthquakes at this site because the basin contains numerous fault 
splays that displace a ~6,000 yrs BP and ~10-m-thick sedimentary section with growth strata. Gravel-sand packages, capped by muddy, charcoal-rich 
layers, likely record flood events that filled the stepover after earthquakes lowered the basin floor in the stepover. On the flanks of the basin, the same 
strata are thinner and comprise <2 m of section. Knowing the extent of the stepover provides greater confidence that we have uncovered the full width 
of the fault zone and likely have a complete paleoseismic record at this site. The new exposures reveal clear evidence for three paleoearthquakes and 
possible evidence for an additional paleoearthquake. These four events may correlate with four of the eight events (five likely and three possible) 
detailed by Castillo et al. (this meeting). The stratigraphic correlations and evidence for paleoearthquakes documented in the June trench exposures 
therefore supplement and strengthen the event record at the 18th Avenue paleoseismic site. 

Sources and Magnitudes of Uncertainty in Fault Slip Rate, Cucamonga Thrust Fault, Southern California, Devin McPhillips, and Katherine M Scharer 
(Poster Presentation 122) 

Maps of historic earthquake ground surface ruptures show that displacements along strike are spatially variable. As a result, latest Quaternary slip 
rates developed from a small number of displacement measurements may not accurately represent fault motion. Moreover, displacement variability 
that persists over multiple ruptures may stem from fault processes rather than random noise. The Cucamonga thrust fault is part of a network of faults 
that have generated damaging historical earthquakes in the Los Angeles region. The Cucamonga fault is unusual in that numerous scarps along its 25 
km length are well expressed on alluvial fans. In particular, the ~33 Qyf1 fan surfaces (Horner, 2006) are broadly preserved and feature all major fault 
strands. Using airborne lidar in combination with GPS surveys, we measured vertical separation (VS) at 46 locations, with multiple replicates at each 
location, in order to quantify along-strike variability. We also evaluated several potential sources of variance using morphometric tools. Results show 



 

considerable VS variance over a short length scale (~5 km). The observed variance systematically exceeds the expectation from measurement error 
alone by a factor of about 2.5, and locally by a factor of 5 or more. A limited correlation between VS and scarp-face gradient indicates that erosion is 
an important source of variance. However, the correlation does not hold on some of the faults strands and fans with the greatest observed variance, 
indicating that other sources are also significant. On the basis of stream profile inversions, we show that rock uplift rate in the hanging wall declines 
from east to west by ~30%, which we interpret as evidence of interactions between the Cucamonga thrust and nearby strike-slip faults. These 
interactions may allow for significant earthquake-to-earthquake rupture variability. Overall, our slip rate estimates are consistent with previous work on 
the Cucamonga fault, but our measurements demonstrate the considerable uncertainty in these values. The importance of scarp erosion to total 
uncertainty supports common practice of using maximum fault offsets for hazard assessments, but complex fault interactions, as well as other 
processes, may also contribute significantly to uncertainty in excess of measurement error. 

What does an 'average' large subduction earthquake look like, Men-Andrin Meier, Jean-Paul Ampuero, and Thomas H Heaton (Poster Presentation 
063) 

When we study individual earthquakes we often notice and report 'peculiarities', or unexpected rupture behavior. This implies that there is a 'normal' or 
average earthquake behavior from which such events deviate. From an observational perspective, however, this normal behavior is not well 
constrained. Rather, our expectations are typically driven by conceptual models, such as those of self-similar pulses and cracks. In this study we try to 
establish the average temporal behavior of large subduction zone earthquakes. We use three data sets of inferred earthquake source time functions 
(STFs) with Mw>=7. We find that - despite the large variability of individual events - such large ruptures share a typical universal behavior. The typical 
STF is nearly triangular and symmetric. We compare STFs in a range of magnitude bins and find that, after re-scaling, the median STFs are nearly 
identical. This scalability, however, does not imply 'physical similarity' in the sense of Aki 1967. In fact, the observed linear moment rate growth stands 
in contrast to the quadratic growth predicted by self-similar pulse and crack models. This discrepancy suggests that these large events behave 
differently from the smaller Mw<7 events for which self-similar scaling is well established with abundant data. Furthermore, the deviations from the 
median STF behavior are multiplicative rather than additive, i.e. they are directly proportional to the STF amplitudes and, consequently, larger for larger 
events. Smaller and larger earthquakes are statistically indistinguishable until the smaller events reach peak moment rates. We discuss how these 
observations provide constraints for various aspects of earthquake rupture physics, and the implications they have for earthquake early warning 
efforts.  

Reconciling Fault Geometry in Nepal Himalaya using the “NAMASTE” Seismic Network, Manuel M Mendoza, Abhijit Ghosh, Marianne S Karplus, John 
Nabelek, Soma S Sapkota, Lok B Adhikari, Simon L Klemperer, and Aaron A Velasco (Poster Presentation 060) 

The Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake in April of 2015 produced ~8 m of peak co-seismic slip as the Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) fault ruptured 130 km 
east, under dense population centers such as Kathmandu. The mainshock and subsequent aftershocks killed over 9,000 people and left more than 2 
million displaced from their home, from a combination of infrastructure failure and triggered landslides. Since the MHT did not fully rupture to the 
surface, there is continued concern that another large damaging earthquake in this region is likely to occur in the very near future. To rapidly assess the 
evolving state of stress in Nepal, we developed and deployed a dense, 45-station, seismic network (“NAMASTE”) that operated from June 2015 to May 
2016. Composed of broadband, short-period, and strong motion sensors, each separated by ~20 km, NAMASTE captured the dynamic sequence of 
aftershock behavior by blanketing the 27,650 km2 rupture area. With one years worth of data, we generate a high-resolution earthquake catalog using 
the Antelope software environment, and the relative relocation capabilities of HypoDD [Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000]. We obtain over 7,000 precisely 
located earthquakes that tightly cluster to illuminate the complex Himalayan fault system with unprecedented resolution. We observe the MHT to lie 
between depths of 10 to 20 km in the rupture area, as it extends down-dip beneath the Eurasian plate. Moreover, we observe steeply dipping faults 
that collectively resemble a duplex structure above the MHT, which may have been previously undetected due to seismic inactivity or lack of 
instrumentation in the past. The patterns in seismicity imaged in this study are possibly reflecting structural and frictional heterogeneities along the 
Indian-Eurasian plate boundary, providing greater insight on complex fault structures and physical processes controlling the earthquake cycle in Nepal. 

Towards quasi-automated estimates of directivity and related source properties of small to moderate earthquakes with second seismic moments, 
Haoran Meng, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and Jeff J McGuire (Poster Presentation 053) 

We develop a method for quasi-automated estimation of directivity, rupture area, duration, and centroid velocity of earthquakes with second seismic 
moments. The method is applied to small to moderate earthquakes in southern California. P and S phase picks are given by an automated picking 
algorithm with a 1-D velocity model and cataloged event locations. These are refined for deconvolution using a grid search on zero-crossings within a 
short time window around the automated P/S picks. Source Time Functions (STFs) of target events are derived using deconvolution with a stacked 
empirical Green’s function (seGf). The use of seGf suppresses non-generic source effects such as directivity in individual eGf’s. The seGf for each 
target event is based on stacking individual eGfs (normalized by seismic potencies) selected by spatial and magnitude criteria as well as performances 
in the projected Landweber deconvolution. A weighted stack of eGfs, with weight coefficients grid searched and determined by waveform fits, helps 
further to correct inaccuracies of focal mechanisms. Compared with a single eGf, analysis with a weighted stack can significantly improve waveform fit 
and typically allows getting STFs at 5-10 more stations. The method is suitable for analysis of large seismic datasets and it works for target events in 
southern California with magnitudes as small as 3.5. About 10 events analyzed so far have significant directivity. Updated results will be presented in 
the meeting. 

Improving Distance Metrics in Ground Motion Prediction Equations Based with Seismic Array Back-Projections, Lingsen Meng, and Tian Feng (Poster 
Presentation 256) 

Traditional Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) measure the distances either relative to the epicenter (Repi) or the hypocenter (Rhyp) 
assuming point-sources, or relative to the closest point of the fault rupture (Rrup) or its surface projection (Rjb) to account for finite earthquake 
dimensions. However, it has long been proven that for large megathrust earthquakes (M>8), the over-simplification of the earthquake source 



 

characteristics in these distance metrics result in significant bias and uncertainty of the ground motion predictions. Recent advances in earthquake 
source imaging of major subduction earthquakes highlight the frequency-dependent and depth-varying seismic radiations at the plate interfaces. Low-
frequency energy mainly emanated from the shallower portion of the megathrusts while dominant high-frequency energy often radiates from the 
deeper portion of the megathrust. In the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, all these distance metrics produce severe biases, underestimating the ground 
accelerations at short distances (<100km) and overestimating them at long distances (>100km). This phenomenon motivates an alternative distance 
metric based on the array back-projection (BP) technique that effectively captures regions releasing high-frequency energy. Herein, we define Rbp as 
the distance between nearest BP radiators and the station sites. We studied five large earthquakes in Japan, and found that Rbp outperforms 
conventional distance metrics in predicting the Psa (Pseudo Spectral Acceleration) in the high-frequency band (0.5-4 Hz). And at low frequencies (0.1-
0.5Hz), we find that Rhyp produces better fits to the Psa spectrum. Thus, we propose to combine Rhyp and Rbp in low-frequency (0.1-0.5Hz) and 
high-frequency (0.5-4 Hz) range to improve the GMPEs. We consider that Rbp reflects the high-frequency characters of the rupture that are 
complementary to conventional GMPE distance metrics and a more suitable ground motion predictors in many cases.  

Pulse-Like Partial Ruptures and High-Frequency Radiation at Creeping-Locked Transition during Megathrust Earthquakes, Sylvain G Michel, Jean-
Philippe Avouac, Nadia Lapusta, and Junle Jiang (Poster Presentation 183) 

Megathrust earthquakes tend to be confined to fault areas locked in the interseismic period and often rupture them only partially. For example, during 
the 2015 M7.8 Gorkha earthquake, Nepal, a slip pulse propagating along strike unzipped the bottom edge of the locked portion of the Main Himalayan 
Thrust (MHT). The lower edge of the rupture produced dominant high-frequency (>1 Hz) radiation of seismic waves. We show that similar partial 
ruptures occur spontaneously in a simple dynamic model of earthquake sequences. The fault is governed by standard laboratory-based rate-and-state 
friction with the ageing law and contains one homogenous velocity-weakening (VW) region embedded in a velocity-strengthening (VS) area. Our 
simulations incorporate inertial wave-mediated effects during seismic ruptures (they are thus fully dynamic) and account for all phases of the seismic 
cycle in a self-consistent way. Earthquakes nucleate at the edge of the VW area and partial ruptures tend to stay confined within this zone of higher 
prestress, producing pulse-like ruptures that propagate along strike. The amplitude of the high-frequency sources is enhanced in the zone of higher, 
heterogeneous stress at the edge of the VW area. 

Capturing Postseismic Processes of the 2016 Mw 7.1 Kumamoto Earthquake, Japan, Using Dense, Continuous GPS and Short-repeat Time ALOS-2 
InSAR Data: Implications for the Shallow Slip Deficit Problem , Chris W Milliner, Roland Bürgmann, Teng Wang, Asaf Inbal, David Bekaert, Cunren 
Liang, and Eric J Fielding (Poster Presentation 100) 

Separating the contribution of shallow coseismic slip from rapidly decaying, postseismic afterslip in surface rupturing events has been difficult to 
resolve due to the typically sparse configuration of GPS networks and long-repeat time of InSAR acquisitions. Whether shallow fault motion along 
surface ruptures is a result of coseismic slip, or largely a product of rapid afterslip occurring within the first minutes to days, has significant implications 
for our understanding of the mechanics and frictional behavior of faulting in the shallow crust. To test this behavior in the case of a major surface 
rupturing event, we attempt to quantify the co- and postseismic slip of the 2016 Mw 7.1 Kumamoto earthquake sequence using a dense and 
continuous GPS network (~10 km spacing), with short-repeat time, ALOS-2 InSAR data. Using the Network Inversion Filter method, we jointly invert the 
GPS and InSAR data to obtain a time history of afterslip in the first minutes to months following the mainshock. From our initial results, we find no clear 
evidence of significant shallow afterslip (i.e., no observable slip > 30 cm at depths of < 3 km, a minimum resolvable value), that could account for the 
~1 m of coseismic deficit of shallow slip inferred from our static finite-fault inversion. Our results show, aside from significant volumetric changes 
related to poroelastic processes, the majority of shallow fault slip was largely complete after rupture cessation. We also attempt to improve our 
coseismic slip model by implementing a method that inverts changes in seismicity rates for coseismic slip, helping constrain parts of the model space 
at depth where geodetic data loses resolving power. The use of geodetic data with the ability to resolve near-field, coseismic deformation and rapidly 
decaying postseismic processes will aid in our understanding of the frictional properties of shallow faulting, giving more reliable predictions for ground 
motion simulations and seismic hazard assessments. 

Are Physics-Based Simulators Ready for Prime Time? Comparisons of RSQSim with UCERF3 and Observations, Kevin R Milner, Bruce E Shaw, 
Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 012) 

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is typically performed by combining an earthquake rupture forecast (ERF) with a set of empirical ground 
motion prediction equations (GMPEs). ERFs have typically relied on observed fault slip rates and scaling relationships to estimate the rate of large 
earthquakes on pre-defined fault segments, either ignoring or relying on expert opinion to set the rates of multi-fault or multi-segment ruptures. Version 
3 of the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3) is a significant step forward, replacing expert opinion and fault segmentation with 
an inversion approach that matches observations better than prior models while incorporating multi-fault ruptures. UCERF3 is a statistical model, 
however, and doesn’t incorporate the physics of earthquake nucleation, rupture propagation, and stress transfer. We examine the feasibility of 
replacing UCERF3, or components therein, with physics-based rupture simulators such as the Rate-State Earthquake Simulator (RSQSim), developed 
by Dieterich & Richards-Dinger (2010). RSQSim simulations on the UCERF3 fault system produce catalogs of seismicity that match long term rates on 
major faults, and produce remarkable agreement with UCERF3 when carried through to PSHA calculations. Averaged over a representative set of sites, 
the RSQSim-UCERF3 hazard-curve differences are comparable to the small differences between UCERF3 and its predecessor, UCERF2. The hazard-
curve agreement between the empirical and physics-based models provides substantial support for the PSHA methodology. 

RSQSim catalogs include many complex multi-fault ruptures, which we compare with the UCERF3 rupture-plausibility metrics as well as recent 
observations. Complications in generating physically plausible kinematic descriptions of multi-fault ruptures have thus far prevented us from using 
UCERF3 in the CyberShake physics-based PSHA platform, which replaces GMPEs with deterministic ground motion simulations. RSQSim produces 
full slip/time histories that can be directly implemented as sources in CyberShake, without relying on the conditional hypocenter and slip distributions 
needed for the UCERF models. We also compare RSQSim with time-dependent PSHA calculations based on multi-fault renewal models. 



 

The Limits of Earthquake Early Warning, Sarah E Minson, Annemarie S Baltay, Elizabeth S Cochran, Thomas C Hanks, and Men-Andrin Meier (Oral 
Presentation Wed 08:00) 

The objective of earthquake early warning (EEW) is to provide population centers with a useful warning of impending strong ground shaking: the 
warning must be sufficiently rapid and accurate for users to take action to mitigate damage. By considering the time scale of evolving moment release 
and observed ground motion variability, we find that EEW systems may perform quite differently than previously understood. Many current-generation 
EEW systems estimate the location and magnitude of an earthquake in real-time and input this information into a Ground Motion Prediction Equation 
(GMPE) to identify and alert people and infrastructure expected to experience strong shaking before that shaking arrives at their location. Much of our 
theoretical knowledge of how these systems behave relies on the assumption that the final earthquake magnitude can be known at the beginning of 
the rupture and that the predicted ground motion from this source is accurate. Removing these assumptions, we find that the timeliness of alerts 
depends strongly on the level of ground motion for which users want to be warned. To estimate that a user will experience ground motion exceeding a 
higher threshold, the EEW system must wait until the rupture grows larger, which cuts into potential warning time. Thus, we cannot expect long 
warning times for destructive levels of ground motion. Further, even if alerts are timely, they often will be inaccurate. Observed ground motion typically 
has a factor of two variability (one standard deviation) about the median expected ground motion predicted by a GMPE. As a result, ground motion 
predictions – including those based on accurate source parameters – will occasionally greatly under-estimate or over-estimate the ground motion the 
user will experience, resulting in missed alerts and false alarms, respectively. For false-alarm-tolerant users, EEW performance is optimized by taking 
action at low ground motion levels, improving alert timeliness and decreasing the number of missed events at the expense of more false alarms. 

Grain boundary sliding triggers coeval pseudotachylyte development in brittle-ductile transition mylonites: an Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 
case study of mid-crustal interseismic and coseismic deformation, Elena Miranda, Craig Stewart, and Kelly Lourcey (Poster Presentation 197) 

Exposures of coeval pseudotachylytes and mylonites are relatively rare, but are crucial for understanding the seismic cycle in the vicinity of the brittle-
ductile transition (BDT). We use both field observations and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis to investigate the coeval pseudotachylytes 
and granodiorite mylonites exposed in the footwall of the South Mountains core complex, Arizona, to evaluate how strain is localized both prior to and 
during pseudotachylyte development at the BDT. In the field, we observe numerous pseudotachylyte veins oriented parallel to mylonitic foliation; the 
veins have synthetic shear sense with adjacent mylonites, and are < 2 cm thick, laterally discontinuous, and confined to a few m in structural thickness. 
EBSD analysis reveals that deformation is strongly partitioned into quartz in mylonites, where quartz shows subgrain rotation overprinted by bulging 
recrystallization microstructures and lattice preferred orientation (LPO) patterns indicative of dislocation creep. Foliation-parallel zones of finely 
recrystallized, (< 5 μm diameter) bulge-nucleated grains in the mylonites show four-grain junctions and randomized LPO patterns consistent with grain 
boundary sliding (GBS). Pseudotachylyte veins have elongate polycrystalline quartz survivor clasts that also exhibit GBS traits, suggesting that 
pseudotachylytes form within GBS zones in mylonites. We interpret the onset of GBS as a triggering mechanism for coeval pseudotachylyte 
development, where the accompanying decrease in effective viscosity and increase in strain rate initiated seismic slip and pseudotachylyte formation 
within GBS zones. Strain became localized within the pseudotachylyte until crystallization of melt impeded flow, inducing pseudotachylyte 
development in other GBS zones. We associate the pseudotachylyte veins and host mylonites with the coseismic and interseismic parts of the seismic 
cycle, respectively, where the abundance and lateral discontinuity of pseudotachylyte veins suggests repeated events. We speculate that periodic, 
GBS-initiated pseudotachylyte generation may correlate with intermediate slip rate seismic events in the vicinity of the BDT, suggesting that coeval 
pseudotachylytes and mylonites are evidence of a unique class of seismic event. 

Lidar data, geologic mapping, and paleoseismic trenching reveal late Quaternary surface ruptures and increased seismic hazard in southwestern 
British Columbia, Canada, Kristin D Morell, Christine A Regalla, Colin B Amos, Scott E Bennett, Audrey Graham, Lucinda Leonard, Emerson Lynch, and 
Nicolas Harrichhausen (Poster Presentation 148) 

Lidar topography, structural-geomorphic mapping, and paleoseismic trenching reveal new evidence for late Quaternary activity on three faults on 
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, that were previously thought to be inactive since the Eocene. Two paleoseismic trenches excavated across a 
strand of the Leech River fault, a ~60-km-long fault zone in the forearc of southern Vancouver Island, confirm at least three late Quaternary surface-
rupturing earthquakes, each with ~1 m or more of vertical displacement. Preliminary OxCal models based on >25 radiocarbon dates from scarp-
derived colluvial units in the trenches bracket the two most recent earthquakes on the Leech River fault to ~1,500-1,700 and ~3,200-3,400 years BP, 
while the earlier event remains poorly constrained. Field mapping, structural analyses and GPR and resistivity profiles across the eastern 30 km of the 
Leech River fault show that the fault strand exposed by the trenches is part of a near-vertical, 500-m-wide by >30 km long positive flower structure 
that accommodates right-lateral transpression. Recent field mapping based on newly-acquired lidar data indicates that two other prominent forearc 
faults on Vancouver Island, the San Juan and Beaufort Range faults, may also have hosted surface-rupturing earthquakes in the late Quaternary. Both 
of these structures exhibit faulted channel networks developed in late Quaternary colluvial or alluvial units, with surface offsets on the order of 2-8 m. 
Collectively, these observations are the first to conclusively document late Quaternary activity on terrestrial faults on Vancouver Island, and suggest 
that more work should be undertaken to assess the seismic hazard that these crustal faults pose to population centers and infrastructure in southwest 
British Columbia and northwest Washington. 

Using Spatial Variation of kappa to Develop Site-Specific Attenuation Model for Improved Broadband Simulations, Ramin Motamed, Swasti Saxena, 
and John G Anderson (Poster Presentation 236) 

Reliable synthetics are an alternative for use in engineering practice for dynamic time history analysis of geotechnical and structural systems, and this 
study aims to improve upon Broadband simulations to account for site-specific surface response to an earthquake. We have developed velocity and 
attenuation profiles for Wildlife Liquefaction Array (WLA) in Southern California for this purpose, which are later incorporated into source-to-site 
Broadband simulations. The WLA site is carefully chosen for the significant number of medium to strong ground motions recorded there, and using 
them the profiles are determined in the seismic waveguide and shallow crustal layers. 



 

Previous studies have shown that the rapid decay of a Fourier spectrum of an accelerogram at high frequencies is characteristic of the ground 
attenuation, or Q-value profile at the site. Assuming a Brune source model (1970), an attenuation parameter, kappa (Anderson et. al., 1984), is identified 
beyond a corner frequency, fmax (Hanks, 1982). The spatial variation of kappa is determined separately for compressional and shear waves, and used 
to develop Qp and Qs profiles. We also compare spectral ratios of as many as 22 earthquakes recorded at WLA with the response of a stack of 
horizontal layers to vertically incident SH waves to determine the velocity profile in the upper crust below the site.  

The final attenuation and velocity profiles, along with a shallow Moho, present at about 22 km in the Imperial Valley basin (Magistrale et al., 2000), are 
used to model a layered continuum for the path of wave propagation from source to the site. WLA observes very low seismic velocities near the 
surface and allows for a nearly vertical incidence of direct S-waves, therefore, the results of this study are comparable to other approaches that 
assume only vertically-incident S-waves. Simulations in this research are generated in conformance with the Composite Source Model (Anderson, 
2015) and validated against earthquakes recorded at WLA. This model delivers full wave propagation at high frequencies and includes compressional, 
shear and surface waves that together produce realistic-looking synthetic ground motions.  

Finally, these grounds motions are compared with those obtained with a generic Q-model, the differences noted and results discussed. 

 Towards Testing Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Estimates, Mostafa Mousavi, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster Presentation 003) 

Hazard curves in PSHA models are used for quantifying the seismic hazards by providing the annual rates of exceedance, the reciprocal of the return 
period, at various ground-motion levels. Beginning in 2016, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) started to produce one-year PSHA models for the 
central and eastern United States (CEUS) to account for the elevated seismicity in this region mainly due to the wastewater injection. These models 
have much shorter return periods (99.5 years) compared to the previous models (e.g. 2475 years for the 2014 model) and consider recent levels of 
induced seismicity in their construction. The non-stationarity in the level and location of wastewater injection; however, should lead to a change in the 
rate of induced seismicity, which makes any time-independent forecast challenging. We assess the 2016 seismic-hazard model by comparing the 
model forecast with the observed ground motions during a one year period. For this test, we use more than 18,000 instrumental strong motions 
recorded during 2016 by 197 stations in the CEUS. We also explore the uncertainties and spatial variability of sub-models, and initial results of the test. 

Manage I/O Task in a Normalized Cross-Correlation Earthquake Detection Code for Large Seismic Datasets, Dawei Mu, Pietro Cicotti, and Yifeng Cui 
(Poster Presentation 276) 

We have developed a high-performance GPU-based software called “cuda Normalized Cross-Correlation” (cuNCC), for calculating seismic waveform 
similarity for subjects like hypocenter estimates and small earthquake detection. We present the performance and I/O optimizations applied in the 
cuNCC code. 

 

Our GPU-based template matching algorithm is designed to make full use of fast on-board/on-chip cache of modern GPU architecture, which includes 
register, constant memory, and shared memory etc. An application involving many templates, our algorithm achieves high efficiency due to introducing 
a new data-reuse feature in the algorithmic design. cuNCC records 2912 Gflop/s on a single Pascal P100 GPU, a speedup of more than 1,600x in 
comparison to a common sequential CPU code. 

I/O efficiency became a significant bottleneck of the cuNCC’s overall performance. The I/O benchmarking results demonstrated that using the shared 
memory virtual filesystem as a buffer to output the cuNCC result obtained the best I/O efficiency, especially when the similarity coefficients are the 
median result for the following computation. When the shared memory virtual filesystem is unavailable, we recommend using CPU memory as a buffer 
to reduce disk access frequency for low bandwidth I/O device. As for high bandwidth I/O device, we suggest directly output results to storage without 
the buffering scheme. 

We performed a realistic production run to evaluate the cuNCC code, using a total number of 21,325 template waveforms with 256 samples each. The 
seismogram dataset consists of all continuous recordings from the 43 stations within 4 weeks. The entire TMA process involves over 4 trillion NCC 
calculations. Our GPU-based cuNCC took 26 minutes on the Pascal P100, an optimized parallel CPU code in comparison would take 21 hours on 18-
cores Xeon E7-8867. As a science application case, the number of aftershocks detected using the new TMA code is more than 4 times the number of 
aftershocks cataloged by the Central Weather Bureau in Taiwan. 

Revised (lower) slip rate for the Northern Death Valley Fault based on a new method for restoring alluvial fan cutoff lines, Karl J Mueller, and Ragan 
Anthony (Poster Presentation 222) 

Determining slip rates on active strike slip faults in Southern California at timescales of 103 – 105 years depends on recognition and measurement of 
offset landforms and deposits. While offset deposits can be directly age dated to determine slip rates, piercing points such as offset stream channels 
are often used to measure displacement. Direct age dating of offset stream channels is difficult and can lead to uncertainty in age associated with 
unknown rates of headward propagation of channel networks up abandoned fans. Recent studies in Death Valley rely on offset stream channels to 
estimate minimum slip rates on active strike slip faults. Yet the time lag between when stream channels begin to incise fan surfaces and when they 
have migrated far enough upslope to cross an active fault (i.e. and begin to record offset) is unknown. In addition, assumptions are often used when 
correlating offset channels in complex stream arrays that are offset by strike slip faults, creating additional uncertainty in slip rates determined at a 
particular site. We have developed a new method for restoring abandoned alluvial fan surfaces offset by strike slip faults that avoids uncertainty related 
to unconstrained correlation of offset stream channels. We develop a 3D model of the pre-faulted fan surface based on preserved parts of its upper 
surface at abandonment. We then project contours on the 3D model (at constant curvature) across a fault zone to define the two cutoff lines defined by 
the intersection of topographic contours on the fan surface on either side of the fault and a vertical plane coincident with the highest fault scarp at the 
site. This is similar to structural restorations of hangingwall and footwall cutoff lines of stratigraphic contacts offset by faults in the subsurface. Our 



 

preliminary study on the Northern Death Valley Fault Zone near Redwall Canyon suggests slip rates there are actually a small fraction (i.e. 1.1 versus 
4.2 mm/yr) of what has been reported in previous work by Frankel et al., (2007) based on offset stream channels. These results are consistent with slip 
rates determined further south in Death Valley (i.e. ~ 1 to 2mm/yr), but remain at odds with a site further north with even higher slip rates of 6mm/yr 
(Frankel et al., 2011). We seek to further develop our new method by applying it to other active faults where alluvial deposits have been dated and by a 
more formal assessment of errors inherent in the technique. 

The impact of model prediction error in designing geodetic networks for crustal deformation applications, Jessica R Murray (Poster Presentation 090) 

Earth surface displacements measured at Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sites record crustal deformation due, for example, to slip on faults 
underground. A primary objective in designing geodetic networks to study crustal deformation is to maximize the ability to recover parameters of 
interest like fault slip. Given Green’s functions (GFs) relating observed displacement to motion on buried dislocations representing a fault, one can use 
various methods to estimate spatially variable slip. However, assumptions embodied in the GFs, e.g., use of a simplified elastic structure, introduce 
spatially correlated model prediction errors (MPE) not reflected in measurement uncertainties (Duputel et al., 2014). In theory, selection algorithms 
should incorporate inter-site correlations to identify measurement locations that give unique information. I assess the impact of MPE on site selection 
by expanding existing methods (Klein et al., 2017; Reeves and Zhe, 1999) to incorporate this effect. 

Reeves and Zhe’s algorithm sequentially adds or removes a predetermined number of data according to a criterion that minimizes the sum of squared 
errors (SSE) on parameter estimates. Adapting this method to GNSS network design, Klein et al. select new sites that maximize model resolution, using 
trade-off curves to determine when additional resolution gain is small. Their analysis uses uncorrelated data errors and GFs for a uniform elastic half 
space. 

I compare results using GFs for spatially variable strike slip on a discretized dislocation in a uniform elastic half space, a layered elastic half space, and 
a layered half space with inclusion of MPE. I define an objective criterion to terminate the algorithm once the next site removal would increase SSE 
more than the expected incremental SSE increase if all sites had equal impact. Using a grid of candidate sites with 8 km spacing, I find the relative 
value of the selected sites (defined by the percent increase in SSE that further removal of each site would cause) is more uniform when MPE is 
included. However, the number and distribution of selected sites depends primarily on site location relative to the fault. For this test case, inclusion of 
MPE has minimal practical impact; I will investigate whether these findings hold for more densely spaced candidate grids and dipping faults. 

InSAR and GPS time series analysis in areas with large scale hydrological deformation: separating signal from noise at varying length scales in the 
San Joaquin Valley, Kyle D Murray, and Rowena B Lohman (Poster Presentation 210) 

Areas of large-scale subsidence are observed over much of the San Joaquin Valley of California due to the extraction of groundwater and 
hydrocarbons from the subsurface.These signals span regions with spatial extents of up to 100 km and have rates of up to 45 cm/yr or more. InSAR 
and GPS are complementary observation types that provide important constraints on crustal deformation models and aid our understanding of the 
relationship between subsurface fluid extraction and seismicity. However, current standard methods for generating InSAR-based displacement time 
series are suboptimal for the deformation observed in areas like the San Joaquin Valley because (1) the ground surface properties are constantly 
changing due largely to agricultural activity, resulting in low coherence in half or more of a SAR frame, and (2) the deformation signals are distributed 
throughout the SAR frames, and are comparable to the size of the frames themselves. Therefore, referencing areas of deformation to non-deforming 
areas and correcting for long wavelength signals (e.g. atmospheric delays, orbital errors) is particularly difficult.  

We address these challenges by exploiting pixels that are stable in space and time, and use them for weighted spatial averaging and selective filtering 
before unwrapping. We then compare a range of methods for both long wavelength corrections and referencing via automatic partitioning of non-
deforming areas, then benchmark results against continuous GPS measurements. Our final time series consists of nearly 15 years of displacement 
measurements from continuous GPS data, and Envisat, ALOS-1, Sentinel SAR data, and show significant temporal and spatial variations. We find that 
the choice of reference and long wavelength corrections can bias long-term rate and seasonal amplitude estimates, introducing variations of as much 
as 100% of the mean estimate. As we enter an era with free and open data access and regular observations plans from missions such as NISAR and 
the Sentinel constellation, our approach will help users evaluate the significance of observed deformation at a range of spatial scales and in areas with 
challenging surface properties. 

Towards a High-Resolution Velocity Model with a Very Dense Array at Diablo Canyon, California, Nori Nakata, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster 
Presentation 022) 

Correlation-based analyses of ambient seismic wavefields is a powerful tool for retrieving subsurface information such as stiffness, anisotropy, and 
heterogeneity at a variety of scales. Especially with very dense arrays recently used for seismology (e.g., the Long Beach array), we can avoid aliasing 
of wavefields in the wavenumber domain and estimate velocity models with very high spatial resolution. At Diablo Canyon, Central California, about 
7200 geophones were deployed within a 20x20 km2 area for six weeks in 2011. Here, we apply correlation-based methods to this dataset to extract 
coherent surface waves in the 0.5--4.0 Hz frequency range and use them for imaging subsurface structure. Note that this frequency range is much 
higher than previous studies for ambient seismic wavefields. Because of the dense array, we can spatially average seismic data over several sensors to 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio and extract multiple wave types including P and both fundamental and higher-mode Rayleigh waves. We anticipate 
that the subsurface velocity model imaged by this array has much higher spatial resolution than that developed from regional arrays with receiver 
spacing of about 10~20 km. Because small-scale heterogeneities are important for high-frequency motion prediction for earthquakes, the velocity 
model would be useful for improving the ground-motion prediction. 

Community Fault Model Version 5.2: Updating & expanding the CFM 3D fault set and its associated fault database, Craig Nicholson, Andreas Plesch, 
and John H Shaw (Poster Presentation 234) 



 

We present an updated version of the SCEC Community Fault Model (CFM) for southern California. For version 5.2, we continue to focus on expanding 
and improving the database component of CFM that is critical for the internal consistency and maintainability of the model. This hierarchical name and 
numbering system enables model users to access and assess the full richness of the various fault systems, 3D fault models, and alternative 3D fault 
representations in CFM. In addition to fault area, fault system, fault section and fault name, the expanded CFM database now includes fields for 
alternate and CFM version number, source, descriptor, references, USGS Quaternary fault (Qfault) ID, and fault attributes of average strike, dip, area, 
and faulting style. Care was taken to insure that the database is synchronized with the latest catalog of individual, t-surf CFM fault representations. 
Through this process, various fault models or components were identified that needed to be added or improved. These models were updated either by 
developing new alternative 3D fault models or by better regularization of their 3D fault surface meshes. In addition, the database was updated to reflect 
any changes in the underlying fault geometry, revised fault linkages, or if more suitable locations in the hierarchical naming system were found. For 
example, the Earthquake Valley, Agua Caliente, Hot Springs, and San Felipe faults are now separated and re-assigned to their respective Agua Tibia-
Earthquake Valley and Hot Springs-San Felipe fault zones [e.g., Gordon et al., 2015]. Thus, many new or updated 3D fault representations were added 
to CFM based on revised, updated USGS/CGS Qfault mapped surface traces and improved relocated seismicity catalogs. New or revised fault models 
were added in the Sierra Nevada fault area (e.g., Airport Lake) and Coast Ranges fault area (e.g., San Juan, Big Spring, Lockwood Valley, Oceanic, 
Little Pine), an updated, split Newport-Inglewood fault was developed, and new updated rupture models for the 1812 and 1857 earthquakes and 
adjacent Transverse Ranges faults related to the Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area Initiative were added to CFM. A primary model of preferred CFM-
v.5.2 3D faults based on CFM-v.4.0 & UCERF fault rankings and updates by the development team, plus a set of viable alternative representations and 
an associated, fully populated database spreadsheet are accessible from the SCEC Community Modeling Environment. 

Fourth-Order Staggered-Grid Finite-Difference Seismic Wavefield Estimation Using a Discontinuous Mesh Interface (WEDMI), Shiying Nie, Daniel Roten, 
Kim B Olsen, and Steven M Day (Poster Presentation 249) 

In a realistic geological structure with a large contrast in seismic wave speed between shallow and deep regions, simulation of seismic wave 
propagation using a spatially uniform grid can be computationally very demanding, due to overdiscretization of the high-speed material. The 
discontinuous mesh (DM) methods, operating by exchanging wavefield information between media partitions discretized with two different grids 
spacings, can provide a convenient way to improve such efficiency issue. However, some discontinuous mesh finite-difference methods suffer from 
inherent stability problems while numerically accurate. We develop a 3D fourth-order staggered-grid FD DM method (AWP-DM) to model seismic 
wavefield estimation using a discontinuous mesh interface (WEDMI). Benchmarks in models with realistic 3D velocity and finite-fault sources across the 
grid interface show great stability in addition to very good accuracy.  

We implemented WEDMI in the highly efficient and scalable GPU version of AWP. AWP-GPU-DM supports an arbitrary number of different grid 
spacings, which further reduces oversampling in earthquake scenario simulations with realistic shear-wave velocities inside a geotechnical layer. 
Compared to the uniform mesh implementation of AWP-GPU, the DM version requires additional velocity and stress exchanges between subdomains 
to calculate the wavefield at interfaces between discontinuous grids. The size of the ghost cell region along grid interfaces is adjusted depending on 
the width of the smoothing window to improve the stability of the method if strong velocity contrasts are present at DM interfaces. Numerical stability 
in the GPU implementation of WEDMI is further improved by applying a volumetric rather than a horizontal smoothing window in the overlap zone 
between fine and coarse meshes. We test AWP-GPU-DM by simulating the Mw 5.1 La Habra earthquake for frequencies up to 4 Hz, using a grid 
spacing of 20 m in the fine grid and a minimum shear-wave velocity of 500 m/s. Synthetics obtained with the DM accurately reproduce reference 
solutions computed using a uniform mesh in the time and frequency domain.  

How NSHMP 2014 and UCERF3 have changed the earthquake risk landscape in the US, Marleen Nyst, Delphine D Fitzenz, and Nilesh Shome (Poster 
Presentation 083) 

Early 2017 RMS released an updated North America Earthquake Model to the insurance market with risk models for the US, Canada and Mexico. Here 
we will focus on California, the Pacific Northwest (PNW) and New Madrid. This new model has updates for all components, most notably hazard, 
consisting of events and GMPEs, soil amplification and building response. The hazard is based on the NSHMP 2014 and UCERF3. The previous RMS 
model was based on NSHMP 2008 and UCERF2. The update in the hazard has changed the risk landscape considerably. Insurers manage their risk by 
considering various risk metrics. We discuss the changes in US risk by presenting changes in some commonly used risk metrics for the RMS insured 
exposure model: 1. Summing the product of loss and annual rate for all events that affect an exposure determines average annual loss (AAL). By 
annualizing expected loss due to all events, annual premiums can be set with longer term risk planning in mind. In most regions, moderate magnitude, 
frequent events contribute most. 2. The exceedance-probability (EP) curve is also derived from the full set of events that impact and exposure. The EP 
curve plots the probability of exceeding a particular loss level in a year. EP curves provide quantification to assess solvency issues and manage 
portfolio risk: Insurers may use 250 or 500 year return period (RP) loss levels to guide their financial capacity requirements. The shift in frequency of 
M6.5-7.0 to larger magnitude events, partly accommodated by the relaxed segmentation assumptions in UCERF3, has a strong effect on state-wide 
California risk. It reduces AAL, but increases RP loss of 500 year and up. This poses a challenge to the primary insurer, who now collects less 
premium, but needs more financial capacity. If we dig into the smaller scale changes at the sub-state level we see different EP curve changes, which 
provide underwriters with ways to face the portfolio-wide challenges. In NM AAL decreases, 250 and 500 year RP loss go up, but EP loss farther out 
on the tail come down again, due to changes in both sources and GMPEs. In the PNW both AAL and all relevant RP losses decrease, mostly due to the 
changes in the GMPEs for all types of sources. Overall, US AAL went down, whereas 500 and 1000 year RP went up. At this point in time, it is not clear 
how the industry will deal with changes. We will discuss various ways companies as well as the industry as a whole may choose to navigate the new 
risk landscape. 

On secular spatial seismicity, Yosihiko Ogata (Poster Presentation 006) 



 

It has been passed 15 years since the hierarchical (i.e., location-dependent) space-time ETAS (HIST-ETAS) models have been proposed (Ogata et al., 
2003); and the short-term (daily) and intermediate-term (3-months and one year) earthquake forecasts in and around Japan using the HIST-ETAS 
model has been tested for 8 years by the Testing Center of the Collaborative Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) (Ogata, 2011).  

Some characteristic parameters of the HIST-ETAS model are represented by piecewise-linear surfaces whose value at any location is linearly 
interpolated by the values at the nearest three earthquake locations that consists a Delaunay triangle. The solutions of the coefficients of the parameter 
functions are obtained through the inversion of the log-likelihood function of the space-time earthquake data, with certain smoothness constraints. This 
is suited not only for high resolution inversion in the region of clustered earthquakes but also accurate space-time forecast in the active stage of 
seismicity. 

Among the characteristic parameters of the HIST-ETAS models, we are primary interested in intensity of the background seismicity that subtracted the 
triggering effect of the HIST-ETAS model. This solution values vary regionally in the range of a few orders within a seismogenic zone, but are confirmed 
to always take the same pattern, independent of observed periods. In particular, in inland Japan, the spatial intensity is highly correlated with the 
spatial variation of shear stress accumulation rates or volumetric stressing rates calculated from the geodetic GPS data. Thus, we think the estimated 
background activity to be secular spontaneous seismicity. Hence, this is quite useful for the secular prediction of large earthquake locations, in 
conjunction with Gutenberg-Richter distribution where the b-value is also location dependent. 

Strath terraces in the Santa Ynez Valley suggest late Quaternary activity on a detachment fault beneath the Western Transverse Ranges, California, 
Nate W Onderdonk, Andrew Farris, Edward Tyler, Ani M Pytlewski, Antonio Garcia, and Shannon A Mahan (Poster Presentation 124) 

High rates of shortening across the western Transverse Ranges (WTR) have been interpreted from geodetic, geologic, and geomorphic data. Studies of 
active deformation of the WTR have been focused on structures along the Ventura-Santa Barbara coast. These structures are typically inferred to sole 
into a regional detachment fault, or system of detachment faults, that dip north and underlie the WTR. To test geometric models of these detachment 
faults, and evaluate their potential seismic hazard, we are using Quaternary surfaces and deposits in the interior of the WTR to determine uplift rates 
and patterns. We present preliminary results from the Santa Ynez Valley, which is a low area within the WTR located between two major reverse faults; 
the Santa Ynez fault and the Little Pine fault, both of which dip away from the valley and have lifted mountain ranges in their hanging walls. Despite 
being in the footwall of these faults, the major drainages of the Santa Ynez Valley have abundant strath terraces, indicating Quaternary incision due to 
uplift. We are using field mapping, GPS surveys, active channel longitudinal profiles, soil characterizations, and luminescence dating to study these 
terraces.  

Luminescence dates from three terrace levels along the upper Santa Ynez River show large differences between BOSL and postIR-IRSL methods. 
More work is needed to resolve these differences, but current data indicate incision rates between 0.5 and 3 mm/yr. In Santa Cruz Creek, in the 
eastern Santa Ynez Valley, terrace heights and postIR-IRSL dates from three strath terrace levels indicate incision rates of 1 to 1.5 mm/yr since 82 Ka, 
increasing to more than 2 mm/yr during the Holocene. In Zaca Creek 20 km to the west, mapping and postIR-IRSL dating of two strath terrace levels 
suggest incision rates of approximately 1 mm/yr since 85 Ka. 

These preliminary data from the Santa Ynez Valley suggest regional Quaternary rock uplift rates of at least 1 mm/yr. The terraces are only slightly 
deformed by a few minor faults and folds that cross the studied drainages and terrace genesis cannot be attributed to these local structures, or to 
climate forcing. The fact that rock uplift is occurring in the footwall of the major faults that bound the valley indicates that the uplift is regional and most 
likely due to slip on a detachment at depth. Continued work will refine and expand these data, and use them to model fault geometries and offsets at 
depth during the past 100 Ka. 

The rock record of seimic nucleation: a case study from the Whipple Mountains Detachment Fault, eastern California, Daniel Ortega-Arroyo, Whitney M 
Behr, and Emilie Gentry (Poster Presentation 114) 

Despite advances in our understanding of the physics of earthquakes, the mechanisms by which dynamic rupture nucleates in the middle crust 
remains enigmatic. Proposed mechanisms include flash heating of asperities, thermal pressurization of pore fluids, dynamic instabilities, and fracture 
interactions. We investigate this issue in the rock record using exhumed mid-crustal rocks exposed beneath the Whipple Detachment fault (WDF) in 
eastern CA. Analysis of pseudotachylites (PS) beneath the WDF, representing paleo-earthquakes, reveal two types: Type 1 PS exhibit little to no 
precursory cataclasis and are either concentrated along shear bands at the margins of feldspar-rich lenses embedded in more quartz-rich domains or 
along lithological boundaries between the different mylonitic protoliths. The former appear synkinematic with S-C fabrics in the surrounding mylonites 
and exhibit finely dynamically recrystallized grains in quartz found at their margins suggesting coeval ductile deformation. By contrast, Type 2 PS occur 
along the principal slip surface of a brittle shear zone and show evidence for precursory cataclasis, brecciation, and fracturing. Some cataclasites inject 
into the host rock, forming eddies along the boundary with the PS. Slip appears to localize progressively into a 2 cm thick fault core, with PS 
concentrated primarily in the interior--the presence of solidified melt and fluidized cataclasite as clasts within the fault core suggests multiple slip 
events are preserved. 

We interpret the two types of pseudotachylites to represent different conditions and mechanisms of earthquake nucleation near the brittle-ductile 
transition (BDT). Type 1 PS are interpreted to represent nucleation in deeper sections of the BDT by failure along mineralogically-controlled stress 
concentrations hosted within an otherwise viscously deforming mylonite. Our data suggest that these do not develop into large-magnitude EQ’s 
because seismic slip is dampened into the surrounding quartz-rich viscous matrix; instead, they may represent deep microseismicity and/or seismic 
tremor. By contrast, Type 2 PS are interpreted to nucleate when thermally pressurized pore fluids are able to escape into the permeable damage zone, 
causing a recovery in the fault’s effective friction, and promoting melting. Type 2 PS appear to experience greater weakening, accumulate larger slip, 
and may represent larger-magnitude seismicity at the base of the seismogenic zone. 



 

Toward a Geologic Framework for the Community Rheology Model, with focus on the Mojave region, Michael E Oskin, Whitney M Behr, Alex E Morelan, 
Andreas Plesch, and John H Shaw (Poster Presentation 232) 

Strain accrues heterogeneously across southern California due to the interaction of plate-boundary driving forces with lithospheric structure. To 
understand this process, we undertake the construction of a geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM). We begin with defining a 
set of eleven lithotectonic provinces with boundaries defined by faults and geologic horizons in the SCEC Unified Structural Representation (USR). 
These regions share common attributes and cover significant portions of southern California. The characteristics and distribution of these provinces 
reflects inherited geologic history - especially the long and varied record of subduction, followed by Late Cenozoic rifting and translation along the San 
Andreas fault system. As a pilot study for the CRM, we focus on the lithologic structure of the central Mojave province surrounding the Landers and 
Hector Mine earthquake ruptures. This area exemplifies how the composition of the lithosphere must be inferred from a variety of sources: surface 
geology, isotope geochemistry, xenoliths, seismic velocity, potential fields, and tectonic history. The upper crust of the central Mojave resembles the 
intact eastern Sierra Nevada batholith. However geophysical constraints, and tectonic exhumation of middle to lower crustal rocks in surrounding 
areas, together indicate that the lithosphere was tectonically modified, probably during Late Cretaceous low-angle subduction. This event resulted in 
removal and replacement of the mantle lithosphere and lowermost crust from surrounding regions, though geochemical evidence suggests that the 
Proterozoic mantle lithosphere remains intact beneath the central Mojave. During the Late Cretaceous the central Mojave may have undergone 
tectonic thinning, acting as the upper plate to crustal-scale detachment-faulting that exhumed surrounding regions. Petrologic and geophysical 
constraints, integrated with exhumed exposures, support that the middle and upper crust here, and in much of southern California, is dominantly felsic, 
with a significant fraction of quartz. Mafic to intermediate compositions, evident from xenoliths, and resembling some of the deeper, now exhumed 
parts of the Sierra Nevada arc, predominate between ~25 km depth and the Moho, at ~30 km depth. The xenoliths also reveal the mantle lithosphere 
as dominantly spinel lherzolite, with plagioclase replacing spinel above ~40 km depth in regions of significant melt infiltration. 

Characterizing the Triggering Susceptibility of Characteristic Faults, Morgan T Page, Nicholas J van der Elst, and Bruce E Shaw (Poster Presentation 
017) 

Statistical averages of earthquake triggering behavior, namely Gutenberg-Richter magnitude scaling, can produce foreshock probabilities that differ by 
orders of magnitude from fault-specific methods that employ characteristic magnitude distributions. Following a M4.8 earthquake near Bombay Beach 
in 2009, estimated probabilities for a subsequent M≥7 event varied by ~100-fold depending on whether or not characteristic magnitude distributions 
were used (Michael, 2012). In the September 2016 swarm, the public advisory included a range of probabilities (a factor of 30) to capture model 
uncertainty. 

The characteristic model may be most easily tested in terms of its foreshock predictions. First of all, due to the spatial reach of aftershock triggering, 
these tests are not sensitive to the assumed width of the fault zone. Even more importantly, the predictions of the characteristic model with respect to 
foreshock triggering are dramatic. The UCERF3-ETAS (Field et al., 2017) model, for example, predicts that a potential foreshock near the southern end 
of the quiet San Andreas fault is 23 times more likely to trigger a M≥7 mainshock than a similar earthquake near the active San Jacinto fault. A model 
with Gutenberg-Richter scaling would predict the same foreshock probability for these two scenarios. 

While the foreshock-related consequences of the characteristic model are sizable and have been used in public earthquake advisories, they have, to 
our knowledge, never been directly observed. We search for evidence of this effect both in California and global subduction zones. The global dataset 
allows us to maximize the data power of our tests, and while it is a different tectonic environment than where the characteristic model has been 
routinely applied to foreshock probabilities (namely, California), the essentials of the problem are the same – we look to see if fault activity rate, 
normalized by slip rate, has a linear effect on the triggering of large earthquakes. 

Paleoseismic Record of Three Holocene Earthquakes Rupturing the Issyk-Ata Fault near Bishkek, North Kyrgyzstan, Magda Patyniak, Angela Landgraf, 
Atyrgul Dzhumabaeva, Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov, Swenja Rosenwinkel, Oliver Korup, Frank Preusser, Jens Fohlmeister, Ramon Arrowsmith, and 
Manfred Strecker (Poster Presentation 147) 

The evaluation of thrust paleoearthquakes and associated fault scarps is often hampered by the size of their cumulative fault scarps and interaction 
with sedimentary processes during interseismic periods. This is especially true if these events occur in areas undergoing low strain accumulation with 
long recurrence intervals. Furthermore, the earthquakes might occur in environments that provide limited datable material, rendering an event 
chronology difficult to develop. Here we present a paleoseismological study from one site (Belek) along the Issyk-Ata fault, a major range-bounding 
fault that constitutes the northern edge of the Central Tien Shan. The historic and paleoseismic record of this fault is limited, although it defines the 
southern boundary of Bishkek, the Kyrgyz capital. The only historically known earthquake ruptured along the Issyk-Ata fault in 1885 AD (M6.9). We use 
a range of tools, including photogrammetry, differential GPS, and 3D visualization and modeling, combined with different chronometers (IRSL, 
Radiocarbon, U-Series) to boost the production of an event chronology from the trench stratigraphy and fault geometry. Our age control from both 
trench walls shows consistent age data in stratigraphic order irrespective of the chronometer. We were able to distinguish three different surface 
rupturing paleoearthquakes that affected the area at 10.5 ± 1.1 cal ka B.P., 5.6 ± 1.0 cal ka B.P., and ~630 ± 100 cal a B.P., and interpret an extended 
episode of loess accumulation against the scarp between the oldest identified and penultimate events. Associated paleomagnitudes for the last two 
earthquakes range between M6.7 - M7.4 with a cumulative slip rate of 0.7 _± 0.2 mm/a. We did not find evidence for the 1885 AD event at Belek. 
Combined our results underline two major points: first, the historic and paleoseismic catalogue is incomplete; second, single ruptures do not 
necessarily involve the entire extend of the Issyk-Ata fault but point to segmented rupture behavior instead. 

Using lidar to elucidate the slip behavior of the southern Alpine Fault, New Zealand, Jozi K Pearson, and Nicolas C Barth (Poster Presentation 144) 

We use a newly acquired airborne lidar swath to interpret geomorphic features associated with the southernmost 25 km of the onshore Alpine Fault 
(AF) in New Zealand. In this heavily vegetated environment a ground return point cloud density up to 4 pts/sq.m is sufficient to elucidate the expression 



 

of the AF including subtle fault scarps. We use our geomorphic interpretations to constrain the surface slip distribution, fault kinematics, and long- and 
short-term slip rates of the AF in this region. This includes a complete reevaluation of strike-slip offsets (<10 m single event displacements to 500 m 
post-Last Glacial Maximum previously documented in the field and from 20 m contours). We also find that the southernmost 15 km of the AF onshore 
exhibits greater surface rupture complexity than the 10 km to the north, correlating strongly with bedrock geology observations. Throughout the entire 
25 km-long swath a primary fault trace accommodating the bulk of the slip correlates with a single fault core juxtaposing drastically different lithologies 
(the plate boundary sensu stricto). However, along the southernmost 15 km we find multiple fault splays occur within 700 m northwest of the primary 
trace, accommodated within a less competent and shallowly exhumed portion of a tectonic mélange, the Kaipo Mélange. To the north where the same 
mélange has greater competency and the clasts suggest deeper exhumation, the AF has a single well-defined surface trace that correlates with a 12m-
wide saponite-rich gouge zone at the southeastern margin of the mélange indicating strong lithologic control on near-surface fault segmentation. 
Coupling these analyses and interpretations leads to a more holistic understanding of the AF in a region with a well-documented record of large 
magnitude regularly recurring earthquakes. 

Performance enhancements and visualization for RSQSim earthquake simulator, Dmitry Pekurovsky, Amit Chourasia, Keith B Richards-Dinger, Bruce E 
Shaw, James H Dieterich, and Yifeng Cui (Poster Presentation 011) 

We report on progress of performance tuning and visualization for earthquake simulator code RSQSim. We have studied performance of the code in 
detail on supercomputers such as Blue Waters (NCSA/UIUC), Stampede (TACC) and Mira (Argonne). We have continued to improve scalability 
efficiency of the code, mainly by reducing load imbalance. This is achieved by introducing a new feature of the code which uses an added physical 
constraint that allows a large reduction in the number of times when an iterative solve is called. This saves on calculation time, as well as makes the 
code more load-balanced due to less variable numbers of calculation steps. This feature alone leads to up to 33% better performance and 
substantially improved scalability. Furthermore, we have improved the scaling of the initialization portion of the code and created a Github repository, 
for the first time, for the SCEC CISM project. 

We also report final results from visualization work. RSQSim generates data catalog of millions of seismic events for thousands of years and their 
associated properties such as changes in slip, stress, etc. Exploring this data is of vital importance to validate the simulator as well as to identify 
features of interest such as quake time histories, conduct analyses such as calculating mean recurrence interval of events on each fault section. We 
have created a prototype web based tool for exploring this data interactively. In course of visualization work we recognized the need to transform the 
data from current form into a more scalable and manageable format. We also summarize data management findings and discuss how the changes 
impact analysis and its future potential. Interactive visualization is accessible at http://vis.sdsc.edu:5555 

Detecting Micro-seismicity and Long-duration Tremor-like Events from the Oklahoma Wavefield Experiment, Zhigang Peng, Chenyu Li, Zefeng Li, 
Chengyuan Zhang, and Nori Nakata (Poster Presentation 023) 

Oklahoma has experienced abrupt increase of induced seismicity in the last decade. An important way to fully understand seismic activities in 
Oklahoma is to obtain more complete earthquake catalogs and detect different types of seismic events. The IRIS Community Wavefield Demonstration 
Experiment was deployed near Enid, Oklahoma in Summer of 2016. The dataset from this ultra-dense array provides an excellent opportunity for 
detecting microseismicity in that region with wavefield approaches. Here we examine continuous waveforms recorded by 3 seismic lines using local 
coherence for ultra-dense arrays (Li et al., 2017), which is a measure of cross-correlation of waveform at each station with its nearby stations. So far 
we have detected more than 5,000 events from 06/22/2016 to 07/20/2016, and majority of them are not listed on the regional catalog of Oklahoma or 
global catalogs, indicating that they are local events. We also identify 15-20 long-period long-duration events, some of them lasting for more than 500 
s. Such events have been found at major plate-boundary faults (also known as deep tectonic tremor), as well as during hydraulic fracturing, slow-
moving landslides and glaciers. Our next step is to locate these possible tremor-like events with their relative arrival times across the array and 
compare their occurrence times with solid-earth tides and injection histories to better understand their driving mechanisms. 

New high-resolution seismic data reveals the Holocene active structures and deformation events in offshore Ventura basin, CA, Hector Perea, Gülsen 
Ucarkus, Neal W Driscoll, Graham M Kent, Yuval Levy, and Thomas K Rockwell (Poster Presentation 125) 

During the last 2-5 Ma, the Transverse Ranges (Southern California) have been subject to a N-S compression related to the formation of a regional 
restraining bend in the San Andreas Fault and resulting in the development of an E-W trending thrust-and-fold belt system. The eastward striking 
Ventura basins and its offshore extension, which is filled by more than 5 km of Pleistocene sediment, cross the western Transverse Ranges. The 
analysis and inversion of GPS data reveal a north-south convergence at 7–10 mm/yr and fast contraction rates along the Ventura Basin. Although the 
different thrust and folds are fairly well known in the onshore areas of the western Transverse Ranges, there is still uncertainty about their continuation 
in the offshore. The analysis of dense seismic dataset consisting in new high-resolution (SIO CHIRP) and existing (USGS mini-sparker and chirp) 
profiles and covering the zones close to the coastline has allowed us to characterize better the active geological structures in the offshore Ventura 
basin. In the dataset, we have identified two different seismostratigraphic units separated by a regional erosional unconformity, which corresponds to a 
transgressive surface (LGTS) associated to the Last Glacial Maximum and subsequent sea level rise. The LGTS developed over the Pleistocene units at 
10-8 ka BP and since then it has been uplifted and folded. We interpret this deformation as probably related to blind thrust and backthrust faults. 
Below the LGTS, there are the Early to Late Pleistocene units, which are folded (anticlines and synclines) and being some of them also associated with 
the folding of LGTS. Above the LGTS, there is the Holocene unit, which presents an irregular distribution and thickness and shows less deformation 
(folding and faulting) than the LGTS and Pleistocene units. Based on the correlation of the identified faults and folds between the different profiles, we 
have been able to tie them to the main fault systems mapped onshore, the Pitas Point, the Red Mountain, and the Mesa Rincon Creek faults, and to 
the Ventura-Avenue anticline. Furthermore, we have interpreted between 3 and 5 different Holocene deformation events (i.e. earthquakes) on the 
different structures due to the recognition of anticline scarps, growth strata sequences, onlap unconformities and erosion surfaces in the Holocene 
unit. 



 

Dynamic rupture modeling of thrust faults with parallel surface traces., Paul L Peshette, Julian C Lozos, and Doug Yule (Poster Presentation 178) 

Fold and thrust belts (such as those found in the Himalaya or California Transverse Ranges) consist of many neighboring thrust faults in a variety of 
geometries. Active thrusts within these belts individually contribute to regional seismic hazard, but further investigation is needed regarding the 
possibility of multi-fault rupture in a single event. Past analyses of historic thrust surface traces suggest that rupture within a single event can jump up 
to 12 km. There is also observational precedent for long distance triggering between subparallel thrusts (e.g. the 1997 Harnai, Pakistan events, 
separated by ~50 km). However, previous modeling studies find a maximum jumping rupture distance between thrust faults of merely 200 m.  

Here, we present a new dynamic rupture modeling parameter study that attempts to reconcile these differences and determine which geometrical and 
stress conditions promote jumping rupture. We use a community verified 3D finite element method to model rupture on pairs of thrust faults with 
parallel surface traces that dip either towards or away from each other. We vary stress drop and fault strength to determine which conditions produce 
jumping rupture at different dip angles and different separations between surface traces. In fault pairs that dip toward each other, we find that rupture 
is more likely to jump when the dip is steeper, while the opposite is true for fault pairs that dip away from each other. This parameter study may help to 
understand the likelihood of jumping rupture in real-world thrust systems, and may thereby improve earthquake hazard assessment. 

Terrestrial cosmogenic surface exposure dating of moraines at Lake Tahoe in the Sierra Nevada, California, and slip rate estimate for the West Tahoe 
fault., Ian Pierce, Steven G Wesnousky, and Lewis A Owen (Poster Presentation 140) 

Two sets of Pleistocene moraines (Tioga and Tahoe) are preserved at Cascade Lake along the west side of Lake Tahoe. 10Be terrestrial cosmogenic 
nuclide surface exposure ages for two younger Tioga moraines yield an average age of 22.3 ± 1.2 ka, coincident with the global last glacial maximum. 
The ages suggest that the Tioga glaciation may have reached its maximum several thousand years earlier in the Lake Tahoe basin than to the south 
along the east flank of the Sierra Nevada. The oldest 10Be age (120 ± 8 ka) determined for an additional suite of 10 boulders exhibiting significant 
scatter in 10Be ages is interpreted to be the minimum age of formation for older Tahoe moraines in the Tahoe basin, suggesting they were deposited 
during marine oxygen isotope stage 6. The moraines at Cascade Lake are displaced by the West Tahoe fault that strikes northward for 45 km along the 
western edge of the Lake Tahoe basin. Vertical displacements of the crests of the Tahoe and Tioga moraines are 59 ± 10 and 32 ± 12 m, respectively. 
Averaged over the time since the formation of the Tahoe and Tioga moraines, the average vertical separation rates are <0.5 ± 0.1 and ~1.4 ± 0.7 
mm/yr, respectively. The measured vertical separation across the broad graben on the Tioga moraine may be accentuated by its deposition on a 
preexisting scarp and, in this regard, the increase in slip rate since the Tioga glaciation may be apparent rather than real. The fault slip rate and 
accompanying horizontal rate of extension averaged over the time since the formation of the older Tahoe moraines are respectively 0.6 ± 0.2 and 0.3 ± 
0.2 mm/yr. The slip rate averaged over the time since emplacement of the Tahoe moraine is in general accord with prior geologic studies reporting slip 
rate estimates elsewhere along the fault and the horizontal extension rate is at the lower end of extension rates estimated by others with geodesy 
across the Tahoe basin. 

Using Borehole Breakouts in Deviated Offshore Wells to Constrain Stress Regimes Beneath The Santa Barbara Channel, Offshore Southern California, 
Edward H Pritchard, Patricia Persaud, and Joann M Stock (Poster Presentation 209) 

The Santa Barbara Channel is an E-W trending marine basin that represents the western continuation of the onshore Ventura basin. Beneath this 
channel lie several active, E-W trending en echelon fault systems, with both N and S dips, that control a series of tight, asymmetric, anticlinal folds 
along the North Channel and Mid-Channel regions. Although controversial, recent results have suggested that some faults in the North Channel region 
could be capable of large, multisegment ruptures, which could potentially generate earthquakes of up to Mw 7.8 (Hubbard et al., 2014). Not 
controversial, however, is the fact that further knowledge of the stress regime related to these fault systems, and other analogous systems within the 
channel, would greatly contribute to our understanding of a potential rupture along them. 

In this study, oriented 4-arm caliper well log data obtained from industry are used to determine the orientations of stress induced shear failures along 
well bore walls, called borehole breakouts, beneath the Holly and Gail drilling platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel. Analysis of breakout orientations 
along 18 differently oriented, highly deviated wells allows for constraint of the current in situ stress regime beneath each of the platforms. The best-fit 
stress regime can then be used to inform the nature of slip along nearby faults, many of which are blind and display no surface indications of slip. 

At the Holly platform, located roughly 19 km west of Santa Barbara, and proximate to the Pitas Point, North Channel, and Red Mountain fault systems, 
lower hemisphere polar projections of breakout orientations in deviated well sections within 1.7 km depth indicate a mainly thrust faulting stress 
regime, although a strike-slip component is not currently excluded. At the Gail platform, located midway between Ventura and Santa Cruz Island, and 
proximate to the Western Deep Fault, polar projections of breakouts within 2.8 km depth indicate that a predominantly thrust faulting stress regime 
also exists beneath this platform. However, a few inconsistencies in the breakout orientations at each platform suggest variability in the stress regime, 
leading to the hypothesis that the stress field beneath these regions may change with depth, from a shallow degenerate-like thrust faulting stress state, 
with the horizontal principal stresses roughly equal in magnitude yet greater than the vertical principal stress (SH = Sh > Sv), to a deeper, less 
degenerate regime. 

Effects of Improved Production Rates and Statistical Treatment of Cosmogenic Dates on California fault slip rates , Veronica B Prush, and Michael E 
Oskin (Poster Presentation 137) 

Terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides (TCNs), such as Beryllium-10, are commonly used in fault slip-rate studies to determine the ages of offset surfaces. 
Two recent advances in the treatment of TCN ages necessitate reinterpretation of previously published datasets: (1) refinement and calibration of 
physics-based models of TCN production [Phillips et al., 2014]; and (2) a new mechanistic model for TCN clast age populations based on landslide 
recurrence [Prush and Oskin, submitted]. We find that the impacts of these new models lead to opposing outcomes. New production rates are slower, 
increasing individual clast ages. However, our new clast-age population model tends to reduce overall surface ages, despite increased individual clast 
ages. This occurs due to the assignment of the scatter of ages to the interplay of landslides and background erosion, rather than as a result of post-



 

depositional modification of the target surface. The net effect of these models on slip rate varies on a site-by-site basis. In most cases, our preliminary 
results suggest that the net effect on fault slip rate estimates throughout California will be limited. 

Ground motion coherence study in multiple distance ranges and frequency bands, Lei Qin, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and Frank L Vernon (Poster Presentation 
032) 

We analyze one year of continuous waveform data from the Pinon Flats Observatory Array (PY) and Dry Wash linear array (DW) across the San Jacinto 
fault. PY consists of 13 broadband sensors arranged on three circles with station separated by about 65m, 330m, and 780m. DW is a linear array 
across the Clark fault in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone with 12 short-period sensors separated by about 25m. The examined data 
include ambient seismic noise and signals generated by teleseismic and local earthquakes. We use multitaper spectral analysis to study the coherence 
of ground motion in various distance ranges and frequency bands. Noise data are highly coherent in 0.1-1.0Hz when station distance is as small as 
65m, and earthquake signals exhibit high coherence in a wider frequency band. The coherence decreases quickly outside the dominant frequency 
band and with increasing station distance. The high coherence frequency bands exhibit seasonal variations with complex detailed patterns. The 
coherences functions from PY show high anomalies in ~2-4Hz ~20 days before the 2016 Mw5.2 Borrego Springs event. The coherence from the 
southern-most DW station pair is low over a wide frequency band, starting ~35 days before the event and lasting for >60 days. The coherence of 
certain components from several other DW station pairs also show low anomalies starting at different time before the event with different amplitudes 
and durations. Updated results will be presented in the meeting. 

Eikonal Tomography of the Southern California Plate Boundary Region, Hongrui Qiu, Yehuda Ben-Zion, and Fan-Chi Lin (Poster Presentation 037) 

We use eikonal tomography to derive directionally-dependent phase and group velocities of surface waves sensitive to the approximate depth range 1-
20 km for the plate boundary region in southern CA. Seismic noise data recorded by 346 stations in the area provide a spatial coverage with ~5-25 km 
typical station spacing and period range of 1-20 s. Noise cross-correlations are calculated for all 9 components data recorded in year 2014. Rayleigh 
and Love waves group and phase travel times are derived for each station pair using frequency-time analysis. All available phase and group travel time 
measurements with sufficient signal to noise ratio are used to construct travel time maps for virtual sources located at each station. By solving the 
eikonal equation, local propagation directions are evaluated as the normal vectors of the phase travel time contour at each location for each virtual 
source. The phase and group slowness are then estimated as the first order spatial derivative of the corresponding travel time along the propagation 
direction. Isotropic phase and group velocities, 2-psi azimuthal anisotropy and their uncertainties between 2 and 15 s period are determined 
statistically using measurements from different virtual sources. The obtained phase and group dispersions of Rayleigh and Love waves are then jointly 
inverted on a 6 x 6 km2 grid for 1D piecewise shear wave velocity structures. Clear velocity contrasts and low velocity zones are seen for the San 
Andreas, San Jacinto, Elsinore and Garlock faults. We also find 2-psi azimuthal anisotropy with fast directions parallel to geometrically-simple fault 
sections. Radial anisotropy is also investigated by inverting dispersion data from Rayleigh and Love waves separately. Updated results will be 
presented in the meeting.  

Tectonic control on landsliding in the nepal himalaya revealed by the 2015 gorkha earthquake, Paul Quackenbush, Josh West, Marin Clark, Dimitrios 
Zekkos, and Chamlagain Deepak (Poster Presentation 133) 

The Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake in 2015 triggered more than 25,000 landslides, providing a rare opportunity to gain new general understanding of the 
links between faulting, tectonics, and landsliding. While landslides from many other seismic events are generally coincident with the location of high 
peak ground acceleration (PGA), the offset between high-density landsliding and high PGA in the Gorkha event indicates that in this case, additional 
factors were at work in determining the landslide distribution. In this study, we focus on one river valley, the Melamchi Khola, to investigate the controls 
on the distribution of landslides. We find that landsliding increased progressively from the Lesser Himalaya to the High Himalaya, a trend that is 
common across fluvial valleys in the earthquake-affected region. Landslide density for catchments in the Melamchi Valley is well correlated with mean 
catchment slope, relief, and normalized channel steepness (ksn), indicating a strong topographic control on landsliding, with little evidence for 
gradients in PGA controlling landslide occurrence in this setting. 

To complement the topographic analyses, nine detrital samples and two bedrock samples from the Melamchi Khola were collected and analysed for 
(U-Th)/He thermochronology in apatite and zircon. Mean apatite-helium and zircon-helium ages range from 2.1-5.8 Ma and 2.6-5.2 Ma respectively 
and decrease from south to north, indicating a gradient in long-term exhumation rate that is coincident with the observed gradient in landslide density. 
Together with the observation that landslides across the earthquake-affected region are concentrated along fluvial reaches with high normalized 
channel steepness (ksn), these patterns point to a connection between landsliding and tectonic uplift. Our results highlight the role of tectonically 
controlled topography, rather than shaking, in determining the distribution of landslides from the Gorkha event and suggest the possibility that 
topography mediates long-term coupling between seismically driven erosion and tectonics in the Nepal Himalaya. 

Sensitivity and Comparison of Two Broad-band Synthetic Generation Methods, Leonardo Ramirez-Guzman, Stephen Hartzell, Miguel A Jaimes, and 
Carlso Mendoza (Poster Presentation 248) 

The use of synthetic seismograms with engineering applications in mind is starting to gain acceptance worldwide, and validation efforts are a current 
topic of several research groups. Here we analyze the performance and sensitivity of two methodologies to include high frequencies (>1 Hz) to low-
frequency ground motion simulations (<1 Hz). The methodologies studied (Kohrs-Sansorny, 2005; Irikura, 1986) are based on Empirical Green's 
Functions (Hartzell, 1978). The low-frequency ground motions are computed using the Carnegie Mellon finite element toolchain Hercules (Tu et al., 
2006), together with a complex subduction zone velocity model. Low and high-frequency signal are linked by a matching filter with a cross-over 
frequency at 1Hz to generate synthetics valid up to 30 Hz. We use as performance metrics the goodness of fit proposals of Olsen and Mayhew (2010) 
and Anderson (2004). We conclude, through the analysis of a substantial number of observations and synthetic realizations for the 2014 Mw 7.4 



 

Papanoa, Mexico earthquake, that the methods behave similarly in the near and far field within the frequency range of typical engineering applications 
(<20Hz). 
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Toward characterizing extension and Quaternary faulting on the Pleasant Valley fault, Central Nevada, Tabor J Reedy, and Steven G Wesnousky 
(Poster Presentation 141) 

The Pleasant Valley fault is a 59 km long fault located approximately 30 km south of Winnemucca, Nevada. The fault system is the northernmost of a 
set of historical surface rupturing earthquakes that define the Central Nevada Seismic Belt (CNSB). The Pleasant Valley fault ruptured on October 2nd 
1915 during a M7.2 earthquake. The surface ruptures and characteristics of earthquake recurrence along them were last the focus of study during the 
1980’s. Here we use modern techniques to redocument and expand upon previous workers efforts to characterize the faulting on the Pleasant Valley 
fault. Several sites on Pleasant Valley fault preserve evidence of lateral slip and multiple late Pleistocene or Holocene earthquakes. Using high precision 
GPS, drone photography, and Structure from Motion software we create digital elevation models for the purpose of measuring normal and lateral 
offsets, Quaternary mapping, and scarp diffusion analysis. Preliminary horizontal and dip displacements from Golconda Canyon, Vesco Ranch, and 
North Miller Creek are used to define the rake of fault motion at each site and suggest an average slip direction oriented at 281o. Scarp diffusion 
modeling on profiles extracted from the digital elevation models of multiple event scarps at Siard Canyon are analyzed to suggest a penultimate event 
occurred 14.5 ky ago and created an ~4 m displacement. Additionally, we have excavated a 2m deep pit and collected sediment samples from a 
preserved multiple event surface at Siard Canyon. The sediment samples have been submitted for cosmogenic analysis and will provide another 
bound on the age of the penultimate earthquake and the fault slip rate. The cosmogenic age of the displaced fan at Siard Canyon may also contribute 
to the chronology of regional alluvial fan development and help place bounds on slip rates elsewhere along the Pleasant Valley fault and other faults in 
the region. 

Towards Structural Imaging Using Scattering Artifacts Detected in Ambient Field Correlations, Lise Retailleau, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster 
Presentation 028) 

Correlations of the ambient seismic field have been used successfully for tomographic imaging of the Earth on a wide range of scales. This is based on 
the theoretical and experimental observations that correlation functions computed between the signals recorded by two stations contain an 
approximation of the impulse response (Green’s function) between these stations. The waves that comprise the ambient field are subject to scattering 
due to the heterogeneous earth. It is possible to use effects of scattering that do not correspond to the propagation between the two stations 
considered, to locate potential external sources of signal. For this analysis, we identify supplementary arrivals using array analysis to localize the 
source of scattering effects linked to strong structural variations. We are particularly interested in imaging scatters that result in coupling between the 
P-SV and SH systems because they are a consequence of lateral heterogeneities in Earth structure. For that reason, we are interested in components 
of the correlation tensor, different from the Vertical-Vertical component, and we expect the Radial/Vertical to Transverse components to be particularly 
helpful. 

Evidence for Holocene coseismic subsidence during a non- plate boundary earthquake, Laura C Reynolds, Alexander R Simms, Thomas K Rockwell, 
Yusuke Yokoyama, Yosuke Miyairi, and Alexandra Hangsterfer (Poster Presentation 126) 

Coseismic subsidence is a coastal hazard commonly associated with subduction zones. Although discrete coseismic events have also been proposed 
for tectonic basins and synclines along non-plate boundary active margins, confidently differentiating the signal of true coseismic subsidence from 
nonseismic processes such as floods, eustatic sea level or sediment flux-driven transgressions, local morphological changes such as barrier 
breaching, and anthropogenic-induced subsidence is difficult. Here we show lithological, geochemical, and fossil evidence for an abrupt subsidence 
event in Carpinteria Marsh, Carpinteria California at 1.0 ± 0.1 ka. At an elevation of -2 to -4 m throughout the estuary, an organic-rich mud containing 
marsh invertebrates is sharply overlain by a blue-gray sand containing articulated, intertidal to subtidal shells. We interpret this contact to represent up 
to 3.47 ± 0.5 m of coseismic compaction and subsidence due to movement along the Rincon Creek Fault; an amount similar in magnitude to that 
observed along subduction zones. The age of the subsidence event at 1.0 ka in Carpinteria overlaps in time with the age of a large uplift event 
documented at Pitas Point, Ventura. Correlation between the two events may support the potential for large scale ruptures within the Ventura/Santa 
Barbara regions.  

Estimation of Ground Motion Variability in the CEUS, Sanaz Rezaeian, Xiaodan Sun, Brandon Clayton, and Stephen Hartzell (Poster Presentation 258) 



 

The Next Generation Attenuation for Eastern U.S. (NGA-East) project (Goulet et al., 2017) has adopted the Sammon’s mapping approach for estimating 
ground motion uncertainties in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS). Although this approach offers a convenient way of rendering a complex 
problem into a simple graphical form, the physics of the problem are obscured. We estimate the ground motion uncertainty in the CEUS by using two 
alternative simulation methods (Rezaeian et al., 2017): a deterministic physics-based method, and a stochastic method. Both of these methods have 
been previously used to simulate motions for the 2011 M 5.8 Mineral, Virginia, and the 2001 M 7.6 Bhuj, India (a tectonic analog for CEUS), 
earthquakes. Utilizing the NGA-East ground motion database, we model additional motions for the CEUS, and then simulate scenario M 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 
7.5, and 8.0 events. To estimate the uncertainty using the physics-based method, we use several realizations for the model parameters of mechanism, 
slip, stress drop, rupture velocity, source depth, Q, and 1D velocity structure. Because these variations are a subset of all possible model variations, 
the resulting uncertainty is regarded as a lower bound estimate. The stochastic method generates ground motions using a set of 6 nonstationary 
parameters, describing the Arias intensity, duration, frequency and bandwidth of the motion. Each parameter is assigned a probability distribution 
calibrated using the CEUS database. Because a full distribution is assigned to each parameter, we regard the resulting uncertainty as an upper bound 
estimate. Our median amplitudes for PGA, and PSA at a variety of periods compare well with NGA-East. The variability in ground motion is examined 
as a function of magnitude, distance, and period. The average log-normal standard deviation from the physics-based and the stochastic methods, 
considered to be lower and upper bounds, are compared to NGA-East. 

- Goulet, C., Y. Bozorgnia, N. Kuehn, L. Al Atik, R. Youngs, R. Graves, and G. Atkinson (2017). NGA-East Ground-Motion Models for the U.S. 
Geological Survey National Seismic Hazard Maps. PEER Report 2017/03, Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research, Berkeley, CA 

- Rezaeian, S., S. Hartzell, X. Sun, and C. Mendoza (2017). Simulation of Earthquake Ground Motions in the Eastern United States Using Deterministic 
Physics‐Based and Site‐Based Stochastic Approaches, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, 107, 149-168 

Earthquake forecasts and their applications following the M7.8 2016 Kaikoura earthquake, David A Rhoades, Matthew C Gerstenberger, Annemarie 
Christophersen, and David S Harte (Poster Presentation 010) 

Following the M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake of 14 November 2016, GNS Science, through the GeoNet website, provided public forecasts of future 
earthquake occurrence, similar to the practice that has evolved during major earthquake sequences in New Zealand since 2010. The forecasts were 
expressed in three forms: (1) Tables of the number of earthquakes expected during future time periods in different magnitude ranges within a defined 
aftershock region, with associated uncertainties; (2) Maps of the probability of earthquake shaking exceeding certain Modified Mercalli intensities; and 
(3) Future earthquake scenarios with associated probabilities.  

Omori-law decay of aftershock rates and, after two days, the Short-Term Earthquake Probabilities (STEP) model were initially used to estimate the 
expected number of earthquakes of magnitude 5.0 and above for time periods of 1, 7 and 30 days. About a week after the mainshock, the 1-day 
forecasts were discontinued. After five weeks, only monthly and yearly forecasts were produced. The latter were based on a hybrid model, with long-
term, medium-term and short-term components derived from well-established models. Separate ETAS forecasts were created in parallel and made 
available on ftp.gns.cri.nz/pub/davidh/Kaikoura2016/.  

The long-term component of the hybrid was provided by a smoothed seismicity model, the medium-term component by two versions of the Every 
Earthquake a Precursor According to Scale (EEPAS) model, and the short-term component eventually by the STEP and ETAS models. Strain rate 
information has subsequently been incorporated in the long-term component of a 100-year forecast model used to inform transport infrastructure 
recovery. 

The Kaikoura earthquake presented some particular challenges: (1) Careful communication of changes to the estimated mainshock magnitude, the 
contributing models, and the method for estimating uncertainties (a switch from the Poisson to the negative binomial distribution); and (2) Amendment 
of forecasts to allow for increased slow slip on the North Island subduction interface after the Kaikoura earthquake. In the absence of any established 
models to incorporate slow slip into the forecasts, the probability of a triggered major event was assessed by expert elicitation. 

2017 USEIT: SCEC-VDO Enhancement and Release, Sebastian Rinkema, Alyssa R Oda, Alejandro G Narvaez-Colon, Kevin Rolón-Domena, Prad 
Tantiwuttipong, Esther Kala, John Yu, Kevin R Milner, Gabriela R Noriega, Jozi K Pearson, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 309) 

SCEC-VDO (Southern California Earthquake Center Visual Display of Objects) is a visualization software that enables interactive, 4D display of diverse 
geo-referenced datasets for analysis, presentation, and publication. SCEC-VDO is developed by USEIT interns who each year add new features and 
enhancements to the software. This year, rather than adding new features, Tom Jordan tasked us to make the program more user friendly by 
improving robustness in the code, ensuring consistency in the interface, and providing documentation, especially in functionalities used for earthquake 
simulators. To increase efficiency, the team was divided into three sub-teams so they could work on different enhancements. One team worked on 
overviewing and confirming the Save feature worked correctly for each stateful plugin. They also worked on making the software more stable by fixing 
bugs and existing problems. Another team worked on creating a Search/Select All feature to plugins like Political Boundaries and HAZUS. This team 
also worked on creating a template for existing and new plugins to ease the implementation of new plugins in the future. The third team worked on a 
startup window to create or open an existing project file. This team also transcribed the existing program user guide into HTML and implemented it to 
SCEC-VDO by adding a Help button. New features were created for the software like Autosave, GIF output, Progress bar for slow plugins and a toolbar 
with Zoom In/Out, Recenter, Open and Save buttons. SCEC-VDO facilitates the visualization and communicating of earthquake science, its public 
release has been long awaited in the earthquake science community. This year is the maiden release of SCEC-VDO 1.0. The software is now available 
for Windows, Mac and Linux. 

NGA high-pass filters remove important real signals; simple tilt correction is preferable when predicting collapse., Becky Roh, Kenny Buyco, and 
Thomas H Heaton (Poster Presentation 255) 



 

Horizontal accelerometers record a combination of horizontal ground acceleration and gravitational changes from ground tilt. Traditionally, the tilt effect 
is removed in data processing to attempt to find the actual ground motion. 

NGA uses zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filters to develop corrected records. When applied to the displacement, this type of filter removes long 
periods that result from tilting, but at the cost of creating a non-causal precursor and removing the static offsets in displacement that naturally occur 
close to faulting during an earthquake. We question if it is beneficial to use zero-phase high-pass filters to remove long-period accelerations resulting 
from changes in the ground tilt if they remove static offsets that are crucial in near-source responses.  

We examine strong motion data from the 1999 Mw7.6 Chi-Chi, 2015 Mw7.8 Nepal, 2016 Mw7.0 Kumamoto, and 2016 Mw7.8 Kaikoura earthquakes. 
First, we derive a tilt time history to explain the linear trends found in velocity. In comparison to the peak ground acceleration of these ground motions, 
the acceleration from tilt is comparatively small, ranging from 0.00027 to 3.42 degrees. After removing the pre-event mean from the acceleration, we 
apply a tilt correction by removing the linear trend from the velocity. Double integration of the acceleration records after this correction typically gives a 
stable representation of the actual displacement in the earthquake. We pad the acceleration time series with zeros and apply a zero-phase high-pass 
4th-order Butterworth filter at corner periods ranging from 10 to 60 seconds.  

High-pass filters remove potentially important components of the real signal. Furthermore, response spectral analysis itself is already a form of filter. 
Therefore, when generating response spectra to analyze performance of structures, raw or tilt corrected records may be more appropriate than filtered 
ones.  

To investigate the different building responses under raw, tilt corrected, and filtered ground motions, incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) is performed 
on four representative steel moment frame building models with heights ranging from 3 to 55 stories. For each ground motion, IDA identifies the 
collapse limit for each building model. Various heights of steel moment frame models are chosen to evaluate if filtering effects become more 
pronounced as building height increases. 

Anomalously large complete stress drop during the 2016 Mw 5.2 Borrego Springs earthquake inferred by waveform modeling and near-source 
aftershock deficit, Zachary E Ross, Hiroo Kanamori, and Egill Hauksson (Poster Presentation 051) 

The 2016 Mw 5.2 Borrego Springs earthquake occurred in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone and generated more than 23,000 
aftershocks. We analyze source properties of this earthquake along with 12,487 precisely located aftershock hypocenters to obtain an unusually 
detailed view of the rupture process and energy budget for this moderate earthquake. Source time functions are obtained using an empirical Green’s 
function approach and are inverted for a slip distribution on the fault plane. The rupture propagated unilaterally to the northwest over a distance of 1.8 
km, resulting in clear directivity signals. Two asperities are identified and the maximum slip is 2.54 m, resulting in a static stress drop of 78.2 MPa. Over 
97% of the aftershocks occur more than 1 rupture length from the slip area. We conclude that the Borrego Springs earthquake had a complete stress 
drop, and estimate the seismic efficiency to be 15-26%. 

Off-fault deformations and shallow slip deficit from dynamic rupture simulations with fault zone plasticity, Daniel Roten, Kim B Olsen, and Steven M 
Day (Poster Presentation 086) 

Fault slip distributions obtained from source inversions of major (M > 7) strike-slip earthquakes (e.g., M 7.3 Landers, M 7.1 Hector Mine, M 7.6 Izmit, M 
6.5 Bam, M 7.2 Baja California) indicate that coseismic slip near the surface is significantly smaller than slip at 4-6 km depth. Although this shallow slip 
deficit (SSD) is thought to represent the result of distributed plastic failure in the shallow crust, previous numerical models were not able to reproduce 
the 30–60% of SSD inferred from slip inversions. Subpixel correlations of aerial and satellite images from recent coseismic ruptures (e.g., Landers, 
Hector Mine, M 7.7 Balochistan, Pakistan) reveal significant distributed, inelastic off-fault deformation, which supports the interpretation that the SSD is 
caused by fault zone plasticity. 

We perform dynamic rupture simulations of M 7.2–7.4 earthquakes in elastoplastic media and analyze the sensitivity of SSD and off-fault deformation 
(OFD) to rock quality parameters. Simulations are carried out with the AWP-ODC finite difference code using a slip-weakening fault friction law, a 
Drucker-Prager (DP) yield condition and depth-dependent stress. We generate three rupture models with the largest slip in the same general areas as 
published slip distributions for the Landers earthquake. Friction angles and cohesions are derived from the Hoek-Brown criterion for fractured rock 
masses, where the rock quality is systematically varied to represent fault damage zones of very good to poor quality.  

We calculate the SSD as the ratio of the mean simulated coseismic slip at the surface to the mean coseismic slip at depth. The simulated OFD is 
defined as the relative difference between the total displacement across the fault and the displacement between split-nodes on either side of fault. 
While linear simulations clearly underpredict observed SSD and OFDs, nonlinear simulations for good quality rocks predict a SSD of 44–53% and 
OFDs of 39–48%, consistent with the 30–60% SSD derived from source inversions and 46 ± 10% (1σ) OFD inferred from image correlations for the 
1992 M 7.3 Landers earthquake (Milliner et al., 2015). Both SSD and OFDs are sensitive to the quality of the fractured rock mass inside the fault 
damage zone, and surface rupture is almost entirely suppressed in poor quality material.  

Repeating Earthquakes Trigger Themselves in Parkfield, Justin L Rubinstein, and William L Ellsworth (Poster Presentation 001) 

Previous studies of repeating earthquake sequences in Parkfield, Taiwan and Japan yield that repeating earthquakes behavior is better predicted by a 
characteristic earthquake model with fixed inter-event time or fixed slip than it is by the time- and slip-predictable models. This implies that the elastic 
rebound model that underlies the time- and slip-predictable models offers no predictive information in an event-to-event sense. While we find no 
predictive power in the time- and slip-predictable models, we find a scaling between slip and the preceding recurrence time for some repeating 
earthquake sequences in Parkfield, whereby the magnitude increases with increasing inter-event time. We believe this scaling arises from an elastic 
behavior where the loading rate or coupling coefficient on a slip-patch instantaneously increases at the time of rupture and decays back to a constant 
rate over time. This would mean that the seismic slip budget would always be increasing, but it would accumulate more rapidly immediately following 



 

slip on the asperity. This behavior would produce the slip-predictable sense scaling that we observe. Additionally, the moment rate of the repeating 
earthquake sequences that we study is consistent with observations of afterslip in the same area, which decays in a power-law sense.  

Path and site effects in GMPEs: Incorporating crustal physical properties for region-specific ground motion estimation using small magnitude data 
from Southern California, Valerie J Sahakian, Annemarie S Baltay, Tom C Hanks, Janine Buehler, and Frank L Vernon (Poster Presentation 084) 

The purpose of this work is to reduce aleatory uncertainty in ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) by including knowable, physical processes 
or properties of path effects; in effect, reclassifying this uncertainty as epistemic, and improving both the accuracy and precision of region-specific 
GMPEs. Relationships between ground motions and path physical properties are sought in an empirical sense, by taking a large (>100,000 recordings) 
database of small M events (mostly 1 < M < 3.5) from Southern California in the year 2013, and investigating correlations between ground motions and 
material properties along each recording’s raypath. For every recording we compute: an empirical GMPE residual (difference between observation and 
predicted ground motion) attributable to the path with a mixed effects approach; a 3D raypath from source to receiver; and integrated material 
properties along the raypath. We then compare the metric of material property with each recording’s path residual. Both magnitude- and distance-
dependence are tested in these comparisons. The metric of the gradient of velocity along the raypath correlates weakly to moderately with path 
residuals, with correlations increasing at longer source-to-receiver distances (> 80km). We find that although there is no correlation with near-field 
paths, the site residuals correlate with the gradient of velocity metrics. Along with the observation that the site residuals show no correlation with Vs30 
values, this indicates that near-field path effects may be synonymous with site effects, and in fact the “site” affects a larger volume that simply the top 
30m of the Earth’s crust. Finally, to pursue this distinction between these regional near-field path and site effects, we consider the same material 
properties within 5, 10, 15, and 20km of the site. Increasing correlations with site residuals at shorter distances indicates that that near-field ground 
motions are highly affected by more than just near-surface effects. The physical correlation of empirical path terms with independent velocity models 
implies that regionalized GMPEs can be built to include propagation path information in new regions or areas with sparse seismicity, resulting in more 
accurate and more precise region-specific GMPEs. 

Synthetic ground motions of the 8 October 2005 Kashmir earthquake (Mw 7.6): a stochastic finite fault element approach, Hamid Sana (Poster 
Presentation 252) 

Synthetic ground motions of the 8 October 2005 Kashmir earthquake  (Mw 7.6) were generated in the Kashmir basin, NW Himalaya. This earthquake 
caused paramount amount of damage to life and property. It resulted in death of 86,000 people and destroyed property amounting to millions of 
dollars. The stochastic finite fault element method with dynamic corner frequency was used to simulate the ground motions of this earthquake 
throughout the Kashmir basin. The synthetic ground motions were generated at engineering bed rock and later transmitted to the surface using shear 
wave velocity (Vs30)NEHRP site classification of the alluvium in the basin. The results are in agreement with the damage trajectory of the earthquake 
and to the estimates of the ground motion from the field investigations. These results are thus useful in carryout the detailed seismic hazard 
assessment of the Kashmir basin. Especially when destructive earthquakes like 1555 (Mw 7.6) and 1885 (Mw 6.3) have been reported in the historical 
archives. 

A 4-D Earthquake Cycle Model with Lateral Variations in Shear Modulus, David T Sandwell, and Bridget R Smith-Konter (Poster Presentation 089) 

We have developed a semi-analytic approach (and computational code) for rapidly calculating 3D time-dependent deformation and stress caused by 
screw dislocations imbedded within an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half space. The maxwell model is developed in the Fourier domain 
to exploit the computational advantages of the convolution theorem, hence substantially reducing the computational burden associated with an 
arbitrarily complex distribution of force couples necessary for fault modeling. The new aspect of this development is the ability to model lateral 
variations in shear modulus. Ten benchmark examples are provided for testing and verification of the algorithms and code. One final example simulates 
interseismic deformation along the San Andreas Fault System where lateral variations in shear modulus are included to simulate lateral variations in 
lithospheric structure.  

Improving static slip characterization of near-shore earthquakes with amphibious datasets: A Cascadia example, Jessie K Saunders, and Jennifer S 
Haase (Poster Presentation 261) 

The rupture location of a Mw~8 megathrust earthquake can dramatically change the near-source tsunami impact, where a shallow earthquake can 
produce a disproportionally large tsunami for its magnitude. Because the locking pattern of the shallow Cascadia megathrust is unconstrained due to 
the lack of widespread seafloor geodetic observations, near-source tsunami early warning systems need to be able to identify shallow, near-trench 
earthquakes. Onshore GPS displacements provide low frequency ground motions and coseismic offsets for characterizing tsunamigenic earthquakes, 
however the one-sided distribution of data may not be able to uniquely determine the rupture region. We examine how augmenting the current real-
time GPS network in Cascadia with different offshore station configurations improves static slip inversion solutions for Mw~8 earthquakes at different 
rupture depths. Two offshore coseismic data types are tested in this study: vertical-only, which would be available using existing technology for 
bottom pressure sensors, and all-component, which could be achieved by combining pressure sensors with real-time GPS-Acoustic observations. We 
find that both types of offshore data better constrain the rupture region for a shallow earthquake compared to onshore data alone when offshore 
stations are located above the rupture. However, inversions using vertical-only offshore data tend to underestimate the amount of slip for a shallow 
rupture, which we show underestimates the tsunami impact. Including offshore horizontal coseismic data into the inversions improves the slip solutions 
for a given offshore station configuration, especially in terms of maximum slip. This suggests that while real-time GPS-Acoustic sensors may have a 
long development timeline, they will have more impact for static inversion-based tsunami early warning systems than bottom pressure sensors.  

Generating 10 Hz deterministic broadband ground motions using kinematic source descriptions, William H Savran, Kim B Olsen, and Steven M Day 
(Poster Presentation 250) 



 

Small buildings, such as single and multi-family residences, are most susceptible to seismic waves between 5 and 10 Hz. Therefore, it is crucial we 
understand the behavior of these high-frequency waves to provide informed seismic hazard assessments. Broadband physics-based ground motion 
simulations provide insight into ground motions from future earthquakes; however, calculating the high-frequency wave-field poses significant 
challenges. In addition to understanding the small-scale properties of the earth’s crust and upper mantle, characterizing the high-frequency behavior 
(>1 Hz) of the earthquake’s source remains a largely unsolved problem. One promising approach to broadband ground motion simulations uses a 
dynamic rupture calculation on a geometrically rough fault. While this approach has been shown to capture a number of key features of recorded 
ground motion, its modeling advantages come at a high computational cost. Here, we present a new kinematic source model based on the statistics of 
rough-fault dynamic rupture simulations. 

For our kinematic source model, we build a 4D random variable consisting of slip, Δu, peak-slip velocity, vpeak, rupture velocity, vrup, and initial 
friction, μ0. Fault roughness introduces variations in μ0 and influences the rupture process causing spatial correlations between these parameters. To 
capture these correlations, we define a linear model of coregionalization using nested exponential variogram functions with range parameters of 250m 
and 7500m. We use sequential Gaussian simulation to create stochastic fields representing these source parameters after conditioning the model with 
a given distribution of μ0. To describe the rupture process in time, we use a regularized Yoffe function, thereby introducing three additional parameters: 
rise time, τr, peak time, τs, and initial rupture time, t0. Using relationships derived from experimental and numerical results we calculate distributions of 
τs and τr. Next, we calculate t0 by defining a hypocenter and converting vrup to t0 using a fast-marching eikonal solver. We show that our rupture 
generator produces fully-deterministic ground motions comparable with leading GMPEs up to 10 Hz, and produces flat far-field acceleration spectra. 
With further validation, this source model can be used to infer realistic broadband ground motions for future earthquake scenarios, as well as a means 
to generate realistic source descriptions on the SCEC Broadband Platform. 

Exploring seismological properties of asperity-type events in a rate-and-state fault model, Natalie Schaal, Nadia Lapusta, and Yen-Yu Lin (Poster 
Presentation 182) 

Observations of foreshocks on both natural and laboratory faults suggest that the source of the foreshocks may be fault heterogeneities, such as 
bumps, that are driven to fail by aseismic processes of the mainshocks nucleation process [e.g., Dodge et al., 1995, 1996; Bouchon et al., 2013; 
McLaskey et al., 2014]. We explore foreshock-like asperity-type sources in rate-and-state fault models by numerically simulating their behavior over 
long-term sequences of seismic and aseismic slip. We seek to understand the rupture mechanics of these earthquake sources, as well as their 
seismologically derived characteristics. 

To create the potential for smaller isolated earthquakes to occur during the nucleation of the mainshock, our model has circular patches of higher 
compression within the seismogenic (velocity-weakening) region of the fault. Such patches are both stronger in the frictional sense and have smaller 
nucleation size. To further encourage these smaller-scale seismic events to occur, we sometimes also consider smoother patches, via lower 
characteristic slip distance, corresponding to an even lower nucleation size. In the model, such events initiate on the patches, driven by the 
surrounding aseismic nucleation, and then rupture significantly into the surrounding area, with substantially different stress drops on and off of the 
patch. Despite the substantially higher and variable normal stress on the patches, this rupture process results in average stress drops within the 
reasonable range of 1 – 10 MPa. 

The special character of these events may lead to unique seismological signatures. To study this possibility, we produce far-field synthetic 
seismograms and compare the source parameters calculated via three common source models (Brune, Sato-Hirasawa, and Madariaga) to those 
calculated directly from our long-term numerical simulations. Preliminary results show that the Madariaga model may be most suitable for describing 
asperity-type sources. Current work is directed towards producing a variety of types of earthquake sources, in addition to the asperity sources, to 
investigate whether the type of source can be ascertained from the spectral properties of the seismograms over the focal spheres. Discovering any 
unique observable features of foreshock-like asperity-type events could contribute to the possibility of physics-based earthquake forecasting. 

Slip rate variation of the Central Sierra Madre fault, southern California over the past 200 ka, Katherine M Scharer, Reed J Burgette, Austin Hanson, 
Nathaniel Lifton, Tammy M Rittenour, and Devin McPhillips (Poster Presentation 121) 

The Central Sierra Madre fault (CSMF) system uplifts the San Gabriel Mountains along the northern Los Angeles metropolitan area. A suite of late 
Quaternary alluvial fan surfaces are preserved near Arroyo Seco and offset across strands of the CSMF. We have focused on defining the slip rate of 
the CSMF averaged over periods represented by terraces with vertical separations across the fault zone of approximately 5-20 m and 260 m. We 
estimate fault slip from the offset alluvial fan surfaces by analyzing swath profiles extracted from bare-earth lidar data and a range of fault dips from 
published maps and trench investigations. Uncertainties in slip are propagated from these geometric parameters. We have determined the surface 
ages of the offset fan terraces using both 10Be depth profile dating and IRSL dating. Modeled ages for two of the most prominent late Quaternary 
geomorphic surfaces along the CSMF are ~75 and ~40 ka. Older offset across the CSMF is determined by offset of a thick, red argillic soils developed 
on the top of the prominent Gould Mesa terraces. The vertical separation of this soil across the fault is ~260 m, based on surface and subsurface well 
data. Two suites of quartz-rich cobbles were collected from ca. 8 m below the upper surface of Gould Mesa and analyzed for 10Be and 26Al for 
isochron burial dating. Low nuclide concentrations precluded an accurate isochron age estimate; however, using the muon production dominant at the 
sampled depths and the lowest consistent 10Be concentrations from the two sites, we derive a mean exposure age estimate of ~170 ka. From these 
sites, we calculate the CSMF slip rate is ~1 mm/yr since 75 ka and the time-averaged rate since ~170 ka is ~2 mm/yr, although the rates at the 95% 
confidence interval are considered. Uncertainty in the dip contributes most to the slip rate uncertainties. To make slip constant would require that the 
fault dip has shallowed over time, for which we have no evidence. Alternatively, the apparent slowing of the CSMF slip rate may reflect recent 
earthquake recurrence behavior or secular transfer of strain rate southward to other structures in the Los Angeles basin. 

A systematic assessment of the spatio-temporal evolution of fault activation through induced seismicity in Oklahoma and southern Kansas, Martin 
Schoenball, and William L Ellsworth (Poster Presentation 044) 



 

Much of Oklahoma and Southern Kansas has seen widespread seismic activity in the last decade that is attributed to large-scale wastewater disposal 
into the Arbuckle group. Using a waveform-relocated earthquake catalog, we perform a systematic study of the activity on several hundreds of 
identified faults. We use 93 sequences with at least 30 events for a detailed analysis of their spatio-temporal evolution. For most awakened faults, 
seismicity tends to initiate at shallower depth and migrates deeper along the faults as the sequence proceeds. No major sequence starts with the 
largest earthquake and many sequences initiate months before they rise to peak activity. We study temporal clustering as a means to quantify 
earthquake interactions. Some sequences show no temporal clustering similar to Poissonian background seismicity but at much higher rate than the 
natural background. Other sequences exhibit strong temporal clustering akin to mainshock-aftershock sequences. We conclude that once initiated by 
anthropogenic forcing, portions of the activated faults in the Oklahoma/Kansas area are close enough to failure to continue to fail through earthquake 
interaction. We show that the largest earthquakes occur as a result of continued anthropogenic forcing. In many sequences seismicity continues to 
populate the previously activated region, rather than growing the activated area. Therefore, improved monitoring has the potential to detect minor 
activity as it initiates failure on specific faults and thus provide warning time to take actions to mitigate the occurrence of potentially damaging 
earthquakes. 

Nonparametric Hawkes models with strike angle covariates. , Frederic P Schoenberg, and James Molyneux (Poster Presentation 008) 

Earthquake focal mechanism estimates have been posited to have predictive value for forecasting future seismicity. In particular, for strike-slip 
earthquakes, aftershocks should occur roughly along the estimated mainshock strike. However, the errors in such estimated strike angles is 
considerable. We compare the degree to which estimated strike angles forecast the direction of future seismicity around a given earthquake to that of 
uniformly distributed angles and to strike angles estimated based on previous seismicity. The fit of non-parametrically estimated Hawkes models using 
the estimated strike angle that best fits the post-mainshock set of events for each mainshock is compared to that of corresponding models that 
exclude these estimates. Strike angle estimates are shown to have marginal predictive value for forecasting the direction of future seismicity, but no 
more than the better-fitting of a uniformly distributed angle and its complement. 

Constraints on seismic anisotropy in ductile rock fabric and application to imaging fault roots in southern California , Vera Schulte-Pelkum, Karl 
Mueller, Sarah J Brownlee, Thorsten W Becker, and Kevin H Mahan (Poster Presentation 225) 

Understanding the roots of faults in the deep, ductile crust constrains and validates rheological models of deep shear and informs fault modeling of 
strain transfer across the base of the seismogenic crust. We show passive imaging results for deep crustal anisotropy in Southern California. We 
interpret the results using a new set of laboratory anisotropy measurements for ~100 rock samples, with a majority from mid- to lower crustal depths 
and from shear zones. Hexagonal symmetry is a good approximation for P-to-S receiver function conversions arising from contrasts in anisotropy. 
Gneisses and schists always show slow-axis hexagonal symmetry, while amphibolites can have either a fast or slow symmetry axis. In contrast to a 
common assumption, elliptical symmetry is a poor approximation for crustal anisotropy, and deviations from ellipticity increase with the anisotropy 
amplitude. For receiver functions, the elliptical assumption leads to overestimation of the strength of anisotropy. We propose three scaling 
relationships for gneisses and schists, amphibolites, and quartzites that relate the degree of non-ellipticity to the strength of anisotropy, and suggest to 
use those in forward and inverse modeling. 

We use our findings to interpret observed anisotropic receiver function conversions near faults in southern and central California. The amplitude of 
receiver function conversions from anisotropic contrasts scales linearly with the strength of anisotropy, and changes with ray incidence angle relative 
to foliation dip angle, for fixed strength of anisotropy. Dipping foliation results in conversions with higher amplitude and a degree-1 polarity pattern in 
backazimuth, compared to smaller conversions with degree-2 azimuthal patterns in the case of subhorizontal foliation. In southern California, the 
dipping foliation signal dominates over that from subhorizontal foliation, and the strike of the dipping foliation most often parallels nearby surface fault 
traces, even those of transform faults that are subvertical near the surface. Our results suggest that the listric geometry recently observed at the 
bottom of the seismogenic zone for some transform faults based on seismicity may be expressed in similarly dipping fabric in the ductile domain. We 
also compare our results with surface geology to discuss the possible influence of older, pre-San Andreas fabric on observed anisotropy. 

The M7 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, Earthquake: 3D coseismic deformation from differential topography, Chelsea P Scott, Ramon Arrowsmith, Lia J Lajoie, 
Ed Nissen, Tadashi Maruyama, and Chiba Tatsuro (Poster Presentation 099) 

The April 2016 Kumamoto earthquake sequence ruptured the Hinagu and Futagawa faults on the Kyushu Island of SW Japan. Our work concentrates 
on the M7 mainshock, which ruptured 30 km of fault length with an oblique strike-slip mechanism. We present 3D near-fault displacements determined 
from the differencing of high-resolution topography acquired before and after the mainshock. We jointly invert differential topography and InSAR 
displacements for distributed fault slip to examine the mechanical properties of the shallow fault zone. 

Differential topography provides spatially dense constraints on the near-field coseismic deformation, which complement field measurements of fault 
slip and far-field InSAR displacements. We use a windowed implementation of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to calculate the full 3D 
coseismic displacement field with a spatial resolution of 50 m from airborne lidar data with an average shot density of 3 points/m2. We develop an 
approach for computing the displacement uncertainty, and demonstrate that the performance of the ICP method depends on the local topographic 
roughness. Errors range from 10 cm over higher relief and forested areas to 25 cm over relatively flat agricultural lands.  

The Kumamoto earthquake ruptured several fault strands with a maximum slip of 2.2 m. The distributed off-fault deformation concentrated within 1 km 
of the fault trace suggests a shallow depletion of fault slip. We examine two approaches for quantifying depth-dependent variations in slip. First, we 
calculate differential ICP displacements at increasing apertures across the fault. Second, we conduct a joint-inversion of the differential topography 
and InSAR displacements for fault geometry and distributed slip. Both approaches suggest that fault slip is depleted in the upper 100 m of the crust 
relative to 500 m depth. A comparison of the modeled slip to published field measurements suggests an additional depletion of slip from 100 m depth 
to the surface. The high surface strains of 1 to 4% in the ~100 m surrounding the fault suggest that the elastic strength of rocks is exceeded in the fault 
volume and that the depleted fault slip is accommodated by off-fault folding and fracturing at a finer scale than our windowed analysis. Differential 



 

topography and InSAR data can resolve slip throughout the seismogenic zone and are indicative of the physical processes that control the 
transmission of slip from the shallow crust to the surface. 

Timing of Earthquakes during the past 800 years along the Peninsula Section of the San Andreas Fault Suggests Persistent 1906-like Behavior, Gordon 
G Seitz, Maxime Mareschal, Nathan Barrett, and David Olsen (Poster Presentation 110) 

Evidence to support the existence of a peninsula San Andreas fault (SAF) segment, with an individual earthquake (EQ) history, has been a speculative 
hypothesis. The only historical EQ rupture that can be confidently located, is the M7.9 1906 San Francisco EQ, which ruptured this “segment”, and site 
located 76 km and 378 km from the southern and northern ends of that rupture, respectively. Published peninsula SAF paleoseismic records are 
incomplete. 

Two trenches, (MB; 37.3077˚N, 122.1545 ˚W) in Monte Bello Open Space Reserve provide a four-event record in the past 800 yrs that may completely 
correlate with SAF paleoseismic records along the north coast (NC). The fault is expressed as an uphill facing scarp about 0.5 m in height across an 
alluvial fan, indicated by three offset channels. Sediments consist of fluvial sands, gravels, marsh deposits, four significant soils, two burn layers, and 
midden provide markers and chronology. The offset channels will be pursued to extract slip per event data. A preliminary set of seven C-14 AMS dates 
provides event age estimates. Slip rate estimates for the peninsula are comparable with rates along the NC. Events occur about every 200 yrs. A 
permissible alternative allows the penultimate event to be the 1838 quake, pollen and dendro dating is pending. 

A persistent challenge of paleoseismic trenching is determining the magnitude of events, although displacement at a point is used as a proxy, rupture 
lengths resulting from notoriously subjective event record correlations are the standard. The preliminary chronology at the MB site has significant 
individual event uncertainties, however, the number of events for the overall time span is robust. It is permissible that the MB event record correlates 
completely with the NC paleoseismic records, including the offshore turbidite record, suggesting these represent long 1906-like ruptures. Paleoseismic 
records in the Santa Cruz Mountains clearly show more frequent EQs, likely due to moderate size EQs nucleating near the seismically active creeping 
portion of the fault. Examples of these moderate size EQs include the 1838 and 1890 EQs. 

It appears that the interpretation with the least amount of assumptions is that the peninsula section of the SAF has exclusively failed in 1906-type EQs 
during the past 800 yrs, in sync with the NC; whereas the Santa Cruz Mountains section experiences more frequent moderate size EQs in addition to 
large EQs. 

Repeating earthquakes detected by a new fast method reveal complex creep behavior in the northern San Francisco Bay Area, Nader Shakibay 
Senobari, and Gareth J Funning (Poster Presentation 069) 

Repeating earthquakes (REs) are families of seismic events generated by repeated loading and failure of a single fault asperity. They produce similar 
waveforms at common seismic stations, that can be identified by similarity search. Sequences of REs are commonly interpreted as slip on small locked 
patches surrounded by large areas of fault that are creeping (Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999). Successfully detected REs, therefore, are a signature of 
creep at depth, information that is typically a challenge to obtain using geodetic measurements/models.  

Geodetic observations show that several faults in the northern San Francisco Bay Area (North Bay) creep, however the distribution of observations, 
such as alinement arrays and coherent InSAR pixels, is sparse (McFarland et al., 2013, Jin and Funning., 2017). As a result, the lateral and depth 
extents of creep on the faults of this region, such as the Rodgers Creek, Maacama, and Bartlett Springs faults, are uncertain. Here we use a new fast 
method to search for REs in this region. Unlike typical RE searching studies that target a small area using a few stations, in this study we include all 
event waveform data from all seismic stations with operation times of more than 10 years (i.e. 531 stations in total). In total, we process more than 
600,000 archived waveforms from 43,000 events.  

We successfully detect 39 periodic and 84 non-/semi-periodic RE families. In addition, we find 119 pairs of identical events with recurrence intervals 
more than 3 years. Our results are strongly in agreement with previously detected creep on the Rodgers Creek, Maacama and Bartlett Spring faults. 
The RE locations, however, illuminate the depth of creep on these faults, and also suggest the presence of creep in areas where it was not previously 
observed at the surface. We can also identify structural complexity from the REs on the Maacama fault, both in the stepover region with the Rodgers 
Creek fault, and in the northern segment of the fault close to Willits, potentially indicating parallel and/or down-dip branching creeping structures in 
both locations. Shallow depth of some REs on the Bartlett Springs fault near Lake Pillsbury and also on the Maacama fault near Cloverdale can allow 
us to test and/or recalibrate the empirical relationship between moment magnitude and fault slip for REs introduced by Nadeau and Johnson (1998). 

Seismic imaging of the southern California plate-boundary around the South-Central Transverse Ranges using double-difference tomography, Pieter-
Ewald Share, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Clifford H Thurber, Haijiang Zhang, and Hao Guo (Poster Presentation 157) 

We derive P and S seismic velocities within and around the South-Central Transverse Ranges section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF), using a new 
double-difference tomography algorithm incorporating both event-pair and station-pair differential times. The event-pair data can determine high-
resolution relative earthquake locations and resolve fine-scale structure in seismogenic zones, whereas station-pair data allow for better absolute 
locations and higher resolution of structure near the surface where stations are most dense. The tomographic results are based on arrival times of P 
and S waves generated by 17,753 M>1 local events from 1/1/2010 to 6/30/2015 recorded by 259 stations within a 222 km x 164 km region.  

The resulting P and S velocity models include low velocities along major fault segments and across-fault velocity contrasts. For example, at depths <7 
km, low velocity anomalies delineate the SAF from Cajon Pass to Coachella Valley, with the exception around San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) where a 
relatively fast rock body cuts across the fault. Extensive faulting and Pelona schist manifest as low velocities throughout the San Bernardino Basin 
(SBB). High velocity granites abut the SBB to the SW and NE, forming prominent velocity contrasts across the northern San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ) 
and the SAF, respectively. At depths of 9-11 km, the models also show a velocity contrast with an areal extent of >50 km parallel to the SAF around 
Coachella Valley but offset to the NE by ~13 km. This is interpreted to mark a dipping section of the SAF that separates granites at depth in the SW 



 

from gneisses and schists in the NE. Analysis of fault zone head waves propagating along these sections of the SAF and SJFZ show that major 
bimaterial interfaces are associated with the observed velocity contrasts. 

Additional features within the models include elongated low velocity anomalies extending from the SJFZ trifurcation area, which itself has associated 
low velocity at great depth (>14 km), to the Elsinore Fault in the SW. Moreover, a deep (>13 km) velocity contrast appears beneath the SBB with an 
east-west strike oblique to both the northern SJFZ and SAF traces. The latter is potentially related to the ancestral Banning Fault, which dips to the 
north, separating low velocity Pelona schist in the north from high velocity granites in the south. 

Striking agreement of physics-based earthquake simulator and UCERF3 California seismic hazard model, Bruce E Shaw, Kevin R Milner, Edward H 
Field, Keith B Richards-Dinger, Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, James H Dieterich, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 014) 

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) provides important information to society, informing building codes and hazard mitigation efforts. The 
PSHA models currently applied in California combine fault-based earthquake rupture forecasts (ERFs) with ground motion prediction equations 
(GMPEs) to estimate the probability of exceeding a specified shaking intensity, such as peak ground acceleration (PGA). Empirical ERFs, however, rest 
on many uncertain assumptions and are difficult to test observationally, owing to the long recurrence times of large earthquakes. Physics-based 
earthquake rupture simulators are potentially helpful tools, but they also face a vast range of fundamental uncertainties. We use standard GMPEs to 
compare hazard estimates from the physics-based rupture simulator RSQSim against those from the state-of-the-art Uniform California Earthquake 
Rupture Forecast, version 3 (UCERF3). The input parameters to RSQSim are the UCERF3 fault model and slip rates, as well as the physical parameters 
that govern rupture nucleation, fault friction, and stress interactions in the simulator, which we determine by matching global earthquake scaling 
relations. We find strikingly good agreement between the hazard curves predicted by RSQSim and those derived from UCERF3. For example, at an 
exceedance probability of 2% in 50 years, the differences in PGA between the generic RSQSim model and the mean UCERF3 model are actually 
smaller on average than the differences between UCERF3 and UCERF2, its immediate predecessor. This remarkable agreement of the empirical and 
physics-based approaches, obtained without any local tuning, is an important cross-validation step that lends substantial support to basic aspects of 
the PSHA methodology. We examine a number of measures, including recurrence intervals, magnitudes dominating slip, and disaggregated hazard, 
along with features of the GMPEs, to assess the origins and implications of the hazard-estimate agreement. 

Garlock Fault: Re-assessing past stream offsets at Oak Creek Canyon and predicting future fault displacements, Kelley A Shaw, and Graham M Kent 
(Poster Presentation 145) 

Numerous paleoseismic investigations have been undertaken along the western and central traces of the Garlock fault. Some of the older 
investigations relied on rough topographic data for cross fault reconstructions to estimate slip rates. Re-assessing these studies with publicly-available 
high-resolution LiDAR collected by Earthscope can potentially refine those measurements. LaViolette et al. (1980) looked at offset Pleistocene channels 
in Oak Creek Canyon and found a total offset of 300 m and corresponding Quaternary slip rate of 1.6 to 3.3 mm/yr. This rate is significantly lower than 
slip rates from other studies 30 km to the west, i.e., 7.6 mm/yr at Clark Wash (McGill et al., 2009). Reconstruction of the cross fault stream channels via 
LiDAR reveals different offset results for the Oak Creek Canyon site. Looking back at other past investigations, given more recent higher resolution 
data, could help refine displacement measurements along active faults in California, which could reduce the uncertainty of estimated seismic hazard 
and likelihoods of surface fault rupture. Ten kilometers to the east of Oak Creek Canyon, the planned alignment of the California High Speed Rail will 
cross the western segment of the Garlock fault. A probabilistic fault displacement analysis was performed for this crossing to estimate expected 
displacement over certain future time periods. Multiple rupture scenarios along the fault were considered based on evidence from past studies of 
ruptures extending across gateways. The approach used relates the frequency of slip events at the site to the geometry and frequency of earthquakes 
on the fault and the probability that an individual earthquake will be associated with surface rupture. Only primary fault displacement was considered. 
Expected displacement at a 10% probability of exceedance (PE) in 50 years varies from 40 cm to 75 cm depending on the rupture scenario. At a PE = 
2% in 50 years, expected displacement is on the order of a few meters. 

Testing and Reconciling Stress Drop and Attenuation Models for Southern California, Peter M Shearer, Rachel E Abercrombie, and Daniel T Trugman 
(Poster Presentation 054) 

Earthquake stress drop is a fundamental source parameter, implicit in many SCEC science goals. It is relatively easy to estimate from seismic data, but 
hard to measure reliably. The large uncertainties and scatter in results affect strong ground motion prediction, and also limit our understanding of the 
physics of earthquake rupture. We study two complementary approaches to investigate sources of consistency and discrepancies in stress drop 
estimates, and quantify uncertainties: (1) the spectral decomposition method of Shearer et al. [2006] and Trugman and Shearer [2017], a large-scale, 
automated approach involving stacking and averaging spectra to obtain parameters for large numbers of events; and (2) the more traditional empirical 
Green's function (EGF) method of Abercrombie [2014] and Abercrombie et al. [2017], a focused approach that attempts to obtain optimal results for a 
small number of the best-recorded earthquakes. Our longer-term aim is to develop improved methods to estimate more accurate and reliable stress 
drops, together with regional attenuation and site effects. 

We apply the two approaches independently to over a thousand earthquakes in two test regions, one near the 1992 Landers earthquake epicenter and 
one around the Cajon Pass borehole. We find strong correlation between the results, but also significant differences of up to a factor of ~1.5 in corner 
frequency. The results from the focused approach have a larger range of corner frequency and stress drop compared to the large-scale stacking 
approach. Disagreement between the methods appears largely related to station selection and signal-to-noise criteria (particularly for less well 
recorded events), and misfit of the source model, rather than any fundamental flaw or bias in either method. We repeat the analyses using the same 
calculated input spectra to ensure this is not an issue. We implement bootstrap resampling approaches, and vary the available frequency bandwidth, 
to compute more realistic uncertainties for our corner-frequency estimates. Varying the tradeoff between self-similarity and spectral fall-off in the 
spectral decomposition method results in a frequency-dependent effect on the mean stress drops, and on the shape of the source spectra. We also 



 

study the possibility of using the best-recorded and modeled events from the individual EGF approach to help constrain the tradeoffs between these 
parameters in the spectral decomposition analysis. 

A 15-year catalog of more than 1 million low-frequency earthquakes: tracking tremor and slip along the deep San Andreas Fault, David R Shelly 
(Poster Presentation 078) 

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are small, rapidly recurring slip events that occur on the deep extensions of some major faults. Their collective 
activation is often observed as a semi-continuous signal known as tectonic (or non-volcanic) tremor. This poster presents a catalog of more than 1 
million LFEs detected along the central San Andreas Fault from 2001-2016. These events have been detected via a multi-channel matched-filter 
search, cross-correlating waveform templates representing 88 different LFE families with continuous seismic data. Together, these source locations 
span nearly 150 km along the central San Andreas Fault, ranging in depth from ~16-30 km.  

This accumulating catalog has been the source for numerous studies examining the behavior of these LFE sources and the inferred slip behavior of the 
deep fault. The relatively high temporal and spatial resolution of the catalog has provided new insights into properties such as tremor migration, 
recurrence, and triggering by static and dynamic stress perturbations. Collectively, these characteristics are inferred to reflect a very weak fault likely 
under near-lithostatic fluid pressure, yet the physical processes controlling the stuttering rupture observed as tremor and LFE signals remain poorly 
understood. The catalog itself has now been published (electronic supplement of Shelly [2017]), with the goal of providing a useful resource for 
continued future investigations. 

Reference: 

Shelly, D. R. (2017). A 15 year catalog of more than 1 million low‐frequency earthquakes: Tracking tremor and slip along the deep San Andreas 
Fault. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, 122(5), 3739-3753. 

On the Properties of Higher-Order Ambient Field Correlation, Yixiao Sheng, Nori Nakata, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster Presentation 031) 

Higher order cross-correlations, like C3 (correlation of the coda of correlation), of the ambient seismic field, is observed to yield more symmetric, and 
thus more accurate Green’s functions (GFs) than direct, first order correlation (C1). This is attributed to the widely accepted argument that the 
wavefield of the correlation coda is more diffuse than that of the ambient noise. 

This explanation of C3–that the C1 coda is more diffuse–is inconsistent with our observations. If the coda wavefield is diffuse, C3+, constructed by 
using the causal part of C1 (or C3-, from flipped anti-causal part of C1), should be symmetric itself. Our observations show that GFs from C3+ are 
asymmetric, while C3- GFs appear to be symmetric to C3+ GFs and show up on the other side. Evenly distributed virtual source stations should lead 
to more symmetric GFs, which is also inconsistent with our observations that symmetry is obtained for station pairs even at the edge of a virtual source 
array, that is, when the distribution of virtual source stations is highly asymmetric. 

We use modal theory, which considers the cross-talk between degenerate modes, to explain our observations. The pattern of cross-talk is consistent 
on the causal and anti-causal part of C1. It is the cross-correlation of the cross-talk terms that give rise to signals showing up on C3 GFs, which 
therefore should be more sensitive to the distribution of the sources or scatters, rather than the secondary virtual source stations. As we flip the anti-
causal codas to construct C3-s, the orientation pattern is flipped, leading to the relatively symmetric behavior of C3- and C3+ GFs. As a result, C3 
GFs, the summation of C3- and C3+ GFs, appear to be symmetric.  

Numerical simulations with homogeneous velocity model confirm that, only using the ballistic wavefield yields symmetric C2 (correlation of correlation, 
no coda with homogeneous velocity) and the symmetry arises from flipping the anti-causal parts of C1s rather than the diffusive nature of the 
wavefield. Cross-correlation results on a linear array in southern California further support our interpretation.  

We propose to exploit the cross-talk through a modified C3 technique, which we refer to as ‘pre-stack C3’ that simply constructs C3 from each single 
time window before stacking to finalize the results. Our tests show the pre-stack C3 method significantly improves the SNR and shows promise for 
extending the correlation results to higher frequency.  

Inferring Crustal Viscosity from Seismic Wavespeeds: Applications to the Rheologic Structure of Southern California, William Shinevar, Mark Behn, 
Greg Hirth, and Oliver Jagoutz (Poster Presentation 230) 

We constrain the viscosity of the lower crust through a joint inversion of seismic P-wave (Vp) and S-wave (Vs) velocities. Previous research has 
demonstrated robust relationships between seismic velocity and crustal composition, as well as between the composition and viscosity of the lower 
crust. Here we extend these analyses to determine whether seismic velocity can be used as a robust indicator of crustal viscosity. First, we use the 
Gibbs free energy minimization routine Perple_X to calculate equilibrium mineral assemblages and seismic velocities for a global compilation of crustal 
rocks at various pressures and temperatures. Second, we use a rheological mixing model that combines single-phase flow laws for major crust-
forming minerals to calculate bulk viscosity from the predicted mineral assemblages. Our results are influenced by the choice of the garnet flow law, 
which is poorly constrained at crustal conditions. However, assuming a strong garnet flow law (with a strength similar to that of pyroxene) we find a 
robust correlation between crustal viscosity and Vp together with Vs. Applying our method to seismic data from southern California to calculate lower 
crustal viscosity for the Community Rheology Model (CRM), we find that the lower crustal viscosity regionally varies over five orders of magnitude and 
is most closely approximated by the wet plagioclase creep flow. In addition, we provide a best-fit flow law for our predicted viscosities in Southern 
California. Our results agree with regional geology and geodetic estimates for the lower crustal viscosity.  

The SCEC Broadband Platform: Open-Source Software for Strong Ground Motion Simulation and Validation, Fabio Silva, Philip J Maechling, Christine A 
Goulet, and Thomas Jordan (Poster Presentation 301) 



 

The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Broadband Platform (BBP) is a carefully integrated collection of open-source scientific software 
programs that can simulate broadband (0-100 Hz) ground motions for earthquakes at regional scales. The BBP can run earthquake rupture and wave 
propagation modeling software to simulate ground motions for well-observed historical earthquakes and to quantify how well the simulated broadband 
seismograms match the observed seismograms. The BBP can also run simulations for hypothetical earthquakes, often referred to as scenario 
simulations. In this case, users input an earthquake location, fault plane geometry and moment magnitude, a list of station locations, and a 1D velocity 
model for the region of interest, and the BBP software calculates ground motions for the specified stations. 

The BBP scientific software modules implement kinematic rupture generation, low- and high-frequency seismogram synthesis using wave propagation 
through 1D layered velocity structures, several ground motion intensity measure calculations, and various ground motion goodness-of-fit tools. These 
modules are integrated into a software system that provides user-defined, repeatable, calculation of ground-motion seismograms, using multiple 
alternative ground motion simulation methods, and software utilities to generate tables, plots, and maps. The BBP has been developed over the last six 
years in a collaborative project involving geoscientists, earthquake engineers, graduate students, and SCEC scientific software developers. 

The SCEC BBP software can be compiled and run on recent Linux systems with GNU compilers. It includes seven simulation methods, eight 
simulation regions covering California, Japan, Central and Eastern North America, and the ability to compare simulation results against empirical 
ground motion models (aka GMPEs). The latest version of the Broadband Platform, released in June 2017, includes a new simulation method, updates 
to several ground motion simulation methods, improvements to the cluster operation of the BBP, and a suite of new validation metrics. 

Late-Holocene Earthquakes on the Rose Canyon Fault at Old Town, San Diego CA, Drake M Singleton, Thomas K Rockwell, Monte Murbach, Diane 
Murbach, Jillian M Maloney, Yuval Levy, Eui-Jo Marquez, and Luke Weidman (Poster Presentation 151) 

We present the results of new paleoseismic trenches excavated across the main trace of the Rose Canyon fault (RCF) in Old Town, San Diego, to 
determine the timing of late Holocene earthquakes. The stratigraphy at the site consists of historical fluvial and alluvial fan deposits, several buried soil 
A horizons, massive silt strata, and older San Diego River gravelly secondary channel deposits.  There is evidence for four large surface-rupturing 
events, as well as two smaller events, the youngest of which cuts the early historical living surface that contains glass, ceramics, cow bones, and a 
historical era foundation. This event is likely related to the 1862 San Diego earthquake, which had an estimated magnitude close to M6 and was 
described as “The day of terror in San Diego” in The Los Angeles Star. An even younger “cracking event” resulting in fissures through the historical 
alluvial deposits, and filled with historical-aged sand, suggests either a triggered event or minor creep. The possibility exists that additional smaller 
magnitude events have occurred on the RCF, but the stratigraphy at Old Town limits the resolution needed to distinguish evidence for every small 
surface rupture or cracking event. The four larger events produced substantially more deformation, and over a broader width of the fault zone, than the 
1862 event: these events appear as displaced soil horizons, rotated silt beds, offset channel deposits, and fissures filled with overlying sediments. The 
youngest of these is immediately below the historical horizon and likely correlates with the most recent event recognized at multiple trench sites along 
the Rose Canyon fault in San Diego and dates to the past 400 years. The three older events have all occurred in the past 3,500 years, with the 
penultimate large event dated to about 1300 AD. The results of this paleoseismic study, combined with earlier results, indicate that the Rose Canyon 
Fault has sustained activity throughout the Holocene and into the Historical period. Comparison of paleoseismic results from the Newport-Inglewood 
fault (NIF) indicates that some RCF earthquakes have similar timing with NIF events, most likely indicating the occurrence of a sequence or cluster of 
events on the coastal system of strike-slip faults. The alternative explanation – large earthquakes rupturing both faults simultaneously – is unlikely when 
both the slip rate and recurrence intervals for these faults are considered. 

Microseismic events associated with the Oroville Dam spillway, Rob Skoumal, Ezer Patlan, Phillip B Dawson, J. Ole Kaven, and Stephen H Hickman 
(Poster Presentation 042) 

On 14 February 2017, two small (equivalent Md 0.8 and 1.0) seismic events occurred in proximity to the Oroville Dam in the Sierra Nevada foothills, CA. 
To examine possible causal relationships between these events and reservoir operations, including the spillway failure starting prior to these events, 
we applied a new optimized template matching approach to seismic data between May 1993 - June 2017. We identified more than 30,000 smaller 
magnitude events that were similar in character to the February 14 events. These events are located in proximity to the Oroville spillway and occurred 
in tight temporal clusters that strongly correlate with the periods of spillway discharge. Seismic source modeling is inconclusive, but we suggest that 
these events might be induced by rapid changes in pore pressure along a fracture (or fractures) near the spillway. Cavitation cannot be ruled out, but is 
unlikely to be the primary cause of the signals observed because these events are intermittent, impulsive and of short duration. The inferred repetitive 
opening and closing of the fracture(s) occurred long before any damage to the spillway and is thus probably not directly associated with spillway failure 
in February 2017. These events were not related to the 1975 ML 5.7 earthquake sequence that may have been induced by the filling of the Oroville 
reservoir. 

Earthquake cycles with dynamic weakening from flash melting with heterogeneous stress and near-fault anelastic strain, Norman H Sleep (Poster 
Presentation 186) 

Major earthquakes may nucleate at high-shear-traction patches of strike-slip faults left over from heterogeneous slip in past events. Once an 
earthquake is underway, the slip-weakening distance can be less than 1 mm for rate and state friction and much less for flash melting, which greatly 
weakens the fault plane. The slip-weakening velocity is ~0.05-0.2 m/s. The rate and state strength of the fault is briefly reached at the rupture tip and 
then fault may dynamically weaken for most of the slip even in a small event. However, a simple version of this process with the fault becoming 
suddenly weak generates extreme seismic waves in large events that would cause anelastic failure in the near-fault environment. Near-fault failure 
occurs within the tip zone. It accommodates macroscopic slip near the rupture tip, increasing the effective slip weakening distance and maintaining 
shear tractions near the frictional failure criterion. The associated anelastic strain is heterogeneous and produces residual stresses and undulations of 
the fault plane. Conversely, strong seismic waves in the tip region trigger anelastic deformation that preferentially relaxes residual stresses and stress 
build up from undulations in the fault plane. A balance is reached statistically maintaining on-fault residual stress and undulations and near-fault 



 

residual stresses. A fraction of the frictional energy of the event scaling with the macroscopic stress drop divided by the peak strength produces 
anelastic deformation in the tip zone, residual stresses, and undulations. Strong high-frequency waves produce sustained oscillating (several Hz) 
particle velocities comparable to the flash-weakening velocity. Fault patches that are about to cease slipping do so in an irregular fashion, augmenting 
the irregularities formed at the rupture tip. 

Deformation of the southern San Andreas Fault System induced by lateral variations in crustal rigidity, Bridget R Smith-Konter, David T Sandwell, 
Xiaopeng Tong, Xiaohua Xu, Lauren Ward, and Justin Higa (Poster Presentation 223) 

To improve our understanding of crustal rheology influences on fault loading processes, we have developed a 4-D earthquake cycle model of the San 
Andreas Fault System (SAFS) that incorporates spatial variations in lithosphere rheology. We have added 2-D lateral variations in crustal rigidity to our 
existing deformation code (maxwell) that is used for simulating time-dependent deformation and stress in complex transform fault systems. We 
construct a high-resolution (500 m) earthquake cycle model of the SAFS that implements spatial variations in crustal rigidity and comprises variable slip 
and locking depths along 42 major fault segments. Secular deep slip is prescribed from the base of the locked zone to the base of the elastic plate 
while episodic shallow slip is prescribed from the historical earthquake record and geologic recurrence intervals. To simulate spatial variations in 
rigidity, we use heat flow as a proxy for the thickness of the elastic plate and implement a provisional heat flow model for southern California [W. 
Thatcher, SCEC Community Thermal Model Working Group, personal communication]. We coarsely simulate plate thickness variations by varying the 
rigidity to be inversely proportional to heat flow. Fault slip rates are constrained by new SCEC Community Geodetic Model (CGM) data; 3169 horizontal 
GPS velocity measurements, combined with over 53,000 line-of-sight (LOS) Sentinel-1A InSAR velocity observations, are used in a weighted least-
squares inversion. We compare these results to those reported in Tong et al. [2014]. As expected, we find that a decrease in regional crustal rigidity 
results in an increase in deformation. For example, high heat flow in the Salton Trough substantially reduces the effective elastic plate thickness, 
simulated by a reduced regional rigidity. This in turn, further amplifies fault-parallel crustal velocities in the region, especially near the Imperial fault, 
resulting in a regional velocity increase of at least 5 mm/yr. Moreover, the effect of a reduced crustal rigidity in the Salton Trough region has significant 
seismic hazard implications, as seismic moment accumulation rates are significantly reduced on local faults. 

Stochastic Representations of Seismic Anisotropy: Verification of Effective Media Models for Locally Isotropic 3D Heterogeneity, Xin Song, Thomas H 
Jordan, and David A Okaya (Poster Presentation 039) 

A self-consistent theory for the effective elastic parameters of stochastic media with small-scale 3D heterogeneities has been developed using a 2nd-
order Born approximation to the scattered wavefield [Jordan,2015]. The theory has been applied to heterogeneities in the Los Angeles basin 
determined from well-log analysis and its predicted anisotropy has been compared with seismic constraints [Song and Jordan, 2017]. Here we verify 
this theory through a series high-resolution numerical experiments using isotropic wave-propagation codes. In the low-frequency limit, where the 
seismic wavenumbers are small compared to the characteristic wavenumbers of the heterogeneity, the locally isotropic stochastic medium can be 
replaced by a homogeneous “effective medium” with a transversely isotropic (TI) stiffness tensor that depends only on the one-point covariance matrix 
of the two Lamé parameters and a dimensionless number η that measures the horizontal-to-vertical aspect ratio of the heterogeneity. Three types of 
seismic velocity models are used in the experiment: (1) heterogeneous, locally isotropic models generated by a Gaussian random process with an RMS 
relative variability in the Lamé parameters of ε and a Matérn correlation structure described by the aspect ratio η, a characteristic outer scale l, and a 
fractal dimension D; (2) homogenous, isotropic models given by the Voigt average of the heterogeneous models; (3) homogeneous, anisotropic models 
calculated from the heterogeneous models using the effective media theory. If the seismic wavelength λ is large compared to l and small compared to 
the total propagation distance L, the effective-medium theory predicts that the scattering caused by isotropic heterogeneity (η = 1) with ε = 10% 
relative variations reduces the effective travel time by about 0.25% compared to the Voigt travel time. Calculations of wave propagation through 
models of type (1) yield modulus reductions of the same magnitude within a numerical resolution of about 10% (0.025% in travel time). Similar 
agreement is found between predicted and computed shear-wave splitting for geometrically anisotropic structures with η = 0.3 and η = 3, although, 
with the mesh-size limitations of the current calculations, the numerical resolution degrades at these values to as much as 50% of the total splitting 
effect. Strategies for increasing the numerical resolution, which require maintaining the relationship l << λ << L, will be discussed. 

Geometry of the Los Angeles Basin Using Full H/V Spectral Ratio Inversion, Zack Spica, Mathieu Perton, Robert W Clayton, and Gregory C Beroza 
(Poster Presentation 026) 

The H/V spectral ratio (HVSR) of the auto-correlated signal at a seismic station is proportional to the ratio of the imaginary parts of the Green's 
functions. Following this approach, observations of H/V can be compared to their theoretical counterpart for a locally layered elastic media in order to 
constrain the velocity structure. We use the broadband stations of the “Los Angeles Syncline Seismic Interferometry Experiment” (LASSIE) to perform a 
combined inversion of multiple HVSR measurements and dispersion curves. Because HVSR exhibit low frequency peaks, we expect them to be 
sensitive to the deep structure of the basin, which should allow us to assess its geometry along a 2D line. The goal of this research is to improve the 
characterization of basin structure and therefore a path for improving the predictive power of SCEC ground motion simulations. 

Temblor, an app to transform seismic science into personal risk reduction, Ross S Stein, Volkan Sevilgen, David Jacobson, Alexandra Kim, and Gabriel 
C Lotto (Poster Presentation 306) 

Government agencies and academic researchers and provide a rich stream of seismic and engineering data. In addition to rapid earthquake 
notifications and damage assessments, these form the basis of probabilistic seismic hazard assessments and loss evaluations used by emergency 
management agencies, practicing engineers and geologists, and the insurance industry. But the data and the assessments that grow out of them are 
notoriously difficult for the public to comprehend. For example, who but the cognoscenti understands what “2% exceedance probability in 50 years,” 
“0.5 g peak ground acceleration,” or “moment-magnitude” mean? Nowhere is this divide more stark than in earthquake insurance. Using proprietary 
models, insurers calculate the probability of a payout above the deductible for your home policy, but sell the policy as “peace of mind” or “the strength 
to rebuild.” How can a homeowner act in her best financial interests under these circumstances? 



 

Temblor (temblor.net) is our attempt to make seismic risk lucid, personal, and actionable. Free and ad-free, Temblor uses the best available public data 
and methods. Temblor gives you the seismic hazard rank of your location anywhere in the U.S. In its maps, you can see the active faults and recent 
quakes, and the landslide, liquefaction, tsunami inundation, and flood zones around you. Temblor also displays the Global Earthquake Activity Rate 
(GEAR) model of Bird et al. (2015). By entering the construction year and square footage for homes within the U.S., you learn the likely cost for seismic 
damage, and how that cost could be reduced by retrofit, or covered by insurance. To give context to this decision, the app compares your seismic risk 
to other risks homeowners protect themselves or insure for. Temblor estimates the cost and the most probable financial and safety benefits of a retrofit 
based on your location, home age and size, so you can decide if the expenditure makes sense. Seeking to make quakes more fascinating than 
frightening, the Temblor blog provides insights about the latest quakes, and editorials about seismic safety and scientific discoveries. Ultimately, 
Temblor’s mission is not to scare, soothe, or snow people, but to be scientifically credible and personally useful. 

Slip Patterns on Rate-and-State Faults with Heterogeneous Velocity-Weakening and Velocity-Strengthening Friction, Kavya Sudhir, and Nadia Lapusta 
(Poster Presentation 174) 

Slip patterns on heterogeneous interfaces is a complex problem with a wide range of applications, including the nucleation of earthquakes in the 
transition band between the seismogenic zone and deeper, stably creeping regions and/or in rough fault surfaces. We focus on models of rate-and-
state faults that mix instability-promoting velocity-weakening (VW) regions and instability-suppressing velocity-strengthening (VS) regions, from simple 
repeated patterns with well-defined length scales to more realistic, fractal-like distributions. Both slow and rapid slip events could occur in such 
surfaces, depending on the fractional area, connectivity, and the size of the resulting VW patches with respect to the nucleation size. We aim to 
understand how local heterogeneities in friction properties translate into large-scale behaviors, both in terms of stability and slip patterns. In part, we 
focus on models that reproduce repeating earthquake sequences observed on the creeping segment of the San Andreas fault near Parkfield. We 
explore how complex, fractal-like distributions in friction properties affect the moments, recurrence times, and interaction of thee repeaters, potentially 
starting to constrain the level of heterogeneity on natural faults. 

Frictional strengths of fault gouge from a creeping segment of the Bartlett Springs Fault, northern California, Jerlyn L Swiatlowski, Diane Moore, and 
David A Lockner (Poster Presentation 112) 

The Bartlett Springs Fault (BSF) is a right-lateral strike-slip fault that is part of the San Andreas Fault System in Northern California with an estimated 
slip rate of ~7 mm/yr. Near Lake Pillsbury, the BSF slip rate is expressed as fault creep at a rate of 3.4 0.2 mm/yr, measured at an alinement array (site: 
BSLP). An exposure of the BSF near the alinement array reveals a ~1.5 m-wide zone of serpentinite-bearing gouge that has risen buoyantly to the 
surface in a manner similar to that documented for the San Andreas creeping section at SAFOD. The gouge is a heterogeneous mixture of the high-
temperature serpentine mineral antigorite and the greenschist facies alteration assemblage talc + chlorite + tremolite, all of which are stable at 
temperatures >250°C, indicating that the gouge was tectonically entrained in the fault from depths near the base of the seismogenic zone. Antigorite 
has been shown to promote fault creep when sheared between crustal rocks at hydrothermal conditions. However, the effect of thorough 
metasomatism of antigorite on sliding stability are unknown. We conducted velocity-stepping strength experiments to explore the effect on frictional 
behavior if the serpentinite is completely replaced by the talc-chlorite-tremolite assemblage. The experiments were conducted at 290°C, 140 MPa 
effective normal stress, and 90 MPa fluid pressure to simulate conditions at ~9 km depth. We tested mixtures of the three minerals in varying 
proportions (ternary mixing-law), using porphyroclasts from the BSF gouge for the chlorite and tremolite end members and talc from the stock used in 
previously published studies. The end-member samples show a four-fold variation in frictional strength: talc is the weakest (µ ~ 0.12), tremolite the 
strongest (µ ~ 0.55), and chlorite intermediate (µ ~ 0.30). Talc and chlorite are velocity strengthening (a-b > 0) and tremolite velocity weakening (a-b < 0) 
over the conditions tested. Talc is more effective than chlorite in weakening and promoting stable slip in tremolite-bearing gouge, and mixtures 
containing >50% talc have coefficients of friction <0.2 with (a-b) ≥ 0. Talc would thus need to be concentrated in the sheared gouge matrix to promote 
creep in thoroughly altered serpentinite at depth. 

Influence of Buildings Spacing in Site-City Interaction Effects, Ricardo Taborda, and Yigit D Isbiliroglu (Poster Presentation 240) 

We present initial results from a study focusing on the influence of the compactness of a city on the response of the ground and the dynamic behavior 
of buildings. It is well-known that individual soil-structure interaction effects are important because they change the effective base motion used in the 
engineering design of buildings. However, collective soil-structure interaction effects (also called site-city interaction effects) are not fully recognized 
yet, mainly because it is a phenomenon that has proven elusive to be detected through direct observations or laboratory experiments. Simulations, 
then, provide a path to better understand the existence and extent of these effects, which are particularly important because they increase the spatial 
variability of the ground motion and can modify the dynamic response of the structures. Among other factors, previous studies have suggested that the 
density and configuration of buildings in densely urbanized areas within a city can play a significant role in the coupled effects of individual and 
collective soil-structure interaction, affecting the way the buildings exchange and transfer energy through and back into the ground. In this study we 
focus our attention on the effects that the compactness of urbanized areas have on the ground motion and on the dynamic response of buildings. We 
conduct a series of three-dimensional ground motion simulations including simplified models of buildings in realistic basins. We use a finite element 
end-to-end procedure that synthesizes the earthquake source, path, basin and site-city effects in a single model. We investigate the effects that the 
buildings have on the ground motion and on each other in relation to the compactness of the city configurations. We are particularly interested in 
identifying the best approach to define the compactness in relation to the effects observed in the structural response of buildings as a factor to be 
considered in urban building design in the future. Our simulations also shed light on the effect that urban settings have on the ground motion and 
provide insight into the spatial variability added by the foundation-structure systems, and how this can affect the interpretation of ground motions in 
urban areas. 

A Vision for Regional Performance-Based Seismic Assessment, Ertugrul Taciroglu (Oral Presentation Wed 08:30) 



 

Recent advances in performance-based seismic engineering and in existing information technologies provide opportunities to develop extremely 
granular inventories of the built environment and assess its vulnerabilities to earthquakes. This presentation focuses on bridges—which are arguably 
the most critical elements of a transportation network—and delineates the ingredients needed to bring a regional seismic assessment tool to fruition. 
These ingredients range from site-specific ground motion estimation to automated development of bridge models using data harvested from publicly 
available data repositories, to damage and economic loss assessment. After identifying the ingredients, an overall framework is articulated for regional 
risk assessment of transportation networks. Several application examples are provided to demonstrate the viability of the envisioned approach. 

Granular Temperature Measured Experimentally in a Shear Flow by Acoustic Energy, Stephanie E Taylor, and Emily E Brodsky (Poster Presentation 
189) 

Granular temperature may control high-speed granular flows, yet is difficult to measure in laboratory experiments. Here we utilize acoustic energy to 
measure granular temperature in dense shear flows for the first time. We show that acoustic energy captures the anticipated behavior of granular 
temperature as a function of grain size in quartz sand shear flows. We also find that granular temperature (through its proxy acoustic energy) is nearly 
linearly proportional to inertia number and dilation is proportional to acoustic energy raised to the power 0.64 +/- 0.16. This demonstrates the existence 
of a relationship between granular temperature and dilation. It is also consistent with previous results on dilation due to externally imposed vibration, 
thus showing that internally and externally induced vibrations have identical results on granular shear flows. 

Evaluations of CyberShake simulated motions for use in engineering analysis, Ganyu Teng, and Jack W Baker (Poster Presentation 239) 

This poster presents the results from evaluation of simulated motions for building code analysis and practical engineering design at sites in the Los 
Angeles area. The feasibility of using physics-based ground motion simulations is studied by comparing selected ground motions from databases of 
CyberShake simulations and recordings from past earthquakes. Ground motions are selected for the two sites in Los Angeles, while complying with 
ASCE 7-16 building code requirements, to study some major ground motion metrics of the two data sources. Two sites with different soil classes are 
chosen for comparison. In particular, shaking duration, directional polarization and consistency of the selected ground motions’ properties with hazard 
analysis deaggregation are evaluated. Several empirical models on shaking duration are incorporated in the assessment. Results from the CyberShake 
are also used to explore the impact of magnitude and site-rupture distance on the directional polarization. This poster highlights several issues to be 
considered as the engineering community transitions toward using simulated instead of recorded ground motions.  

A study of the December 2016, The Geysers, CA earthquake using InSAR and GPS, Rachel L Terry, Gareth J Funning, and Michael Floyd (Poster 
Presentation 097) 

The Geysers geothermal field in northern California, the largest of its kind in the world, has historically sustained high seismicity rates, connected to the 
production of steam from the over 400 geothermal wells in the area. In addition, the installation of wastewater injection pipelines to the field in 1997 
and 2003 led to additional rises in seismicity as injected volumes increased tenfold over a period of a decade, making The Geysers an excellent 
laboratory for studying induced and triggered earthquakes. 

In the morning of December 14th, 2016 a magnitude 5.0 earthquake occurred in the field, the largest in over 30 years. Particularly notable was the 
shallow hypocentral depth of the event, 1.5km, which is of similar depth to the injection wells in the field. The event was recorded at nearby continuous 
GPS stations, including two that we installed within The Geysers in 2012, indicating horizontal displacements of over 1 cm.  

We find that this deformation is large enough to be identified by InSAR. We produce coseismic interferograms from SAR data acquired by the Sentinel-
1 satellite on December 13th, 2016 and December 19th, 2016 using the ISCE software, and downsample the data using a quadtree decomposition 
algorithm. Using these data, and our GPS coseismic displacements, we model the earthquake source as a rectangular dislocation in an elastic half 
space, using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo to search for a distribution of plausible models. 

Refining Southern California Geotherms Using Seismologic, Geologic, and Petrologic Constraints, Wayne R Thatcher, David S Chapman, Amir A Allam, 
and Colin Williams (Poster Presentation 224) 

Lithospheric deformation in tectonically active regions depends on the 3D distribution of rheology, which is in turn critically controlled by temperature. 
Under the auspices of the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) we are developing a 3D Community Thermal Model (CTM) to constrain 
rheology and so better understand deformation processes within this region. Here we present the elements of a Version 1.0 CTM and describe how 
they are obtained. 

The San Andreas transform system has sliced southern California into distinct blocks, each with characteristic lithologies, seismic velocities and 
thermal structures. Guided by the geometry of these blocks and more than 250 surface heat-flow measurements we define 13 geographically distinct 
heat flow regions (HFRs) within which surface heat flow is roughly constant. 

Model geotherms within each HFR are constrained by averages and variances of surface heat flow q0 and the 1D depth distribution of radiogenic heat 
production (A) and thermal conductivity (k), which are strongly dependent on rock type. Crustal lithologies are not always well known and we turn to 
seismic imaging for help. We interrogate the SCEC Community Velocity Model (CVM) to determine averages and variances of Vp, Vs and Vp/Vs versus 
depth within each HFR. We bound (A, k) versus depth by relying on empirical relations between seismic wave speed and rock type and laboratory and 
modeling methods relating (A, k) to rock type. 

Many 1D conductive geotherms for each HFR are allowed by the variances in surface heat flow and subsurface (A, k). An additional constraint on the 
lithosphere temperature field is provided by comparing lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) depths identified seismologically with those defined 
thermally as the depth of onset of partial melting. Receiver function studies in Southern California indicate LAB depths that range from 40 km to 90 km. 
Shallow LAB depths are correlated with high surface heat flow and deep LAB with low heat flow. The much-restricted families of geotherms that 



 

intersect peridotite solidi at the seismological LAB depth in each region require that LAB temperatures lie between 1050 to 1250˚ C, a range that is 
consistent with a hydrous rather than anhydrous mantle below Southern California. 

Seismicity and tectonic tremor associated with shallow offshore slow slip along the northern Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand, Erin Todd (Poster 
Presentation 065) 

Shallow (<15 km) slow slip events have been well documented offshore Gisborne on the northern Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand for over a decade. 
Gisborne slow slip events are associated with tectonic tremor downdip of the slow slip patch and increases in local microseismicity. The shallow 
subduction interface is often poorly resolved due to its distance from land where near source experiments can be conducted. To address this 
shortcoming, the Hikurangi Ocean Bottom Investigation of Tremor and Slow Slip deployed 24 absolute pressure gauges and 15 ocean bottom 
seismometers to the seafloor above the Gisborne slow slip patch to conduct a high-resolution investigation into the spatial and temporal extent of slow 
slip and associated tremor and earthquake activity. Here we present a detailed spatiotemporal analysis of the various interplate slip processes 
associated with the September/October 2014 Gisborne slow slip event in the shallow subduction environment. Tremor is collocated with slow slip and 
is localized over two subducted seamounts inside and updip of the geodetically determined slow slip patch. Coulomb failure stress change models 
suggest that seamount subduction plays a predominant role in the stress state of the shallow megathrust and that the observed interfingering of 
various interplate slip processes implies that stress changes from slow slip play a secondary role in the distribution of associated microseismicity. 

2017 UseIT: High Performance Computing Team, Sarah A Troise, Morgan T Bent, Robert A Hernandez, Rafael G Cervantes, Jeffrey Hermosura, 
Matthew D Martinez, Scott Callaghan, Jacquelyn J Gilchrist, Jozi K Pearson, Gabriela R Noriega, and Thomas H Jordan (Poster Presentation 312) 

As part of the 2017 Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) internship program, students worked in collaborative groups 
to tackle unsolved problems in earthquake information technology presented in the form of a Grand Challenge. This year’s Grand Challenge focused 
on earthquake forecasting, looking at specific scenarios of Southern San Andreas earthquakes and the aftershock sequences they might produce. The 
events explored by the interns were a M6.1 at Parkfield, M7.0 at Mojave and M6.0 at Bombay Beach. The USEIT High Performance Computing (HPC) 
Team was challenged to simulate long catalogs of California’s seismic activity on a supercomputer. The team used a physics-based earthquake 
simulator, the Rate-State earthQuake Simulator (RSQSim). We ran the simulations on the Blue Waters system at the University of Illinois, one of the 
most powerful open-science supercomputers in the world. To configure an RSQSim simulation, a series of initial physical parameters must be 
specified: rate- and state-friction parameters, and fault cohesion. The rate- and state-friction parameters can strongly affect the rate of large events in 
a simulation. The HPC Team studied the effects of varying these parameters on simulated catalogs. Starting with a calibrated catalog, each of the 
three pairs of interns on the team generated a single long catalog (500,000 simulated years) with different input parameters. These catalogs were then 
compared to the same base catalog, calibrated with the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast Version 3 (UCERF3), a comprehensive model 
of earthquake forecasts in California. Utilizing the R and Java programming languages, the team was able to work with the Probability Forecasting 
team to analyze the data with respect to the scenarios dictated by the Grand Challenge. The teams compared the probabilities that each initial event 
would result in a significant aftershock sequence. These aftershock sequences consist of Grand Challenge scenarios followed by M7 aftershocks. The 
catalogs generated by the HPC Team were also used by the Hazards Team to evaluate the potential damage caused by the Grand Challenge events 
using ArcGIS and Hazus. 

Examining the relationship between stress drop and peak ground acceleration for small-to-moderate earthquakes in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Daniel T Trugman, and Peter M Shearer (Poster Presentation 264) 

Theoretical and observational studies have suggested that inter-event variability in the median ground motions of larger (M>5) earthquakes is 
controlled primarily by the dynamic properties of the earthquake source, such as Brune-type stress drop. Analogous results remain equivocal for 
smaller events due to the lack of comprehensive and overlapping ground motion and source parameter datasets in this regime. Here we investigate the 
relationship between peak ground acceleration (PGA) and dynamic stress drop for a new dataset of 5297 M>1.5 events occurring in the San Francisco 
Bay Area from 2002 through 2016. For each event, we measure peak ground acceleration on horizontal-component channels of stations within 100km 
distance and estimate stress drop from P-wave spectra recorded on vertical-component channels from the same stations. We then develop a 
nonparametric ground motion prediction equation using a mixed-effects generalization of the Random Forest algorithm that we use to model the joint 
influence of magnitude, distance, and near-site effects on observed PGA. We find a strong correlation between dynamic stress drop and the residual 
between the observed and model-predicted PGA of each event, with the events with higher-than-expected PGA associated with higher values of 
stress drop. The strength of this correlation increases as a function of magnitude but remains significant even for smaller magnitude events with corner 
frequencies that approach the observable bandwidth of the acceleration records. Mainshock events are characterized by systematically higher stress 
drop and PGA than aftershocks of equivalent magnitude. Coherent local variations in the distribution of dynamic stress drop provide observational 
constraints to support the future development of nonergodic ground motion prediction equations that account for variations in median stress drop at 
different source locations. 

Toward the 3-component time-dependent Crustal Motion Model: Integration of Sentinel-1 SAR interferometry and continuous GPS, Ekaterina 
Tymofyeyeva, and Yuri Fialko (Poster Presentation 105) 

We combined data collected between 2014-2017 by the Sentinel-1 InSAR mission with continuous GPS measurements to calculate the three 
components of the interseismic surface velocity field in Southern California at the resolution of InSAR data (~100 m). We used data from five Sentinel-1 
tracks covering Southern California (descending tracks 71, 173, and 144, and ascending tracks 64 and 166). We processed a set of sequential 
interferograms for every track using GMTSAR, and applied the Bivariate Enhanced Spectral Diversity correction to mitigate errors in burst alignment. 
We used overlapping InSAR tracks with two different look geometries (corresponding to ascending and descending orbits) to obtain the 3 orthogonal 
components of surface motion. Because of the under-determined nature of the problem, we used the local azimuth of the horizontal velocity vector as 
an additional constraint. The spatially variable azimuths of the horizontal velocity were obtained by interpolating data from the continuous GPS 



 

network. We estimated both secular velocities and displacement time series. The latter were calculated by combining InSAR time series from different 
lines of sight with time-dependent azimuths computed using continuous GPS time series at every InSAR epoch. We used CANDIS method 
[Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015], a technique based on iterative common scene stacking, to correct the InSAR data for tropospheric and ionospheric 
artifacts when calculating secular velocities and time series, and to isolate low-amplitude deformation signals in our study region. The resulting 
horizontal (East and North) components of secular velocity exhibit long-wavelength patterns consistent with strain accumulation on major faults of the 
Pacific-North America plate boundary. The vertical component of velocity reveals a number of localized uplift and subsidence anomalies, most likely 
related to hydrologic effects and anthropogenic activity. In particular, in the Los Angeles basin we observe localized uplift of about 10-15mm/yr near 
Anaheim, Long Beach, and Redondo Beach, as well as areas of rapid subsidence near Irvine and Santa Monica, which are likely caused by the 
injection of water in the oil fields, and the pumping and recharge cycles of the aquifers in the basin. Our three-component, time-dependent description 
of surface deformation from a combination of geodetic data sets can be used to enhance the SCEC Community Geodetic Model.  

Model-free aftershock forecasts constructed from similar sequences in the past, Nicholas J van der Elst, and Morgan T Page (Poster Presentation 007) 

The basic premise behind aftershock forecasting is that sequences in the future will be similar to those in the past. Forecast models typically use 
empirically tuned parametric distributions to approximate past sequences, and project those distributions into the future to make a forecast. While 
parametric models do a good job of describing average outcomes, they are not explicitly designed to capture the full range of variability between 
sequences, and can suffer from over-tuning of the parameters. In particular, parametric forecasts may produce a high rate of “surprises” – sequences 
that land outside the forecast range. 

Here we present a non-parametric forecast method that cuts out the parametric “middleman“ between training data and forecast. The method is based 
on finding past sequences that are similar to the target sequence, and evaluating their outcomes. We quantify similarity as the Poisson probability that 
the observed event count in a past sequence reflects the same underlying intensity as the observed event count in the target sequence. Event counts 
are defined in terms of differential magnitude relative to the mainshock. The forecast is then constructed from the distribution of past sequences 
outcomes, weighted by their similarity. 

We compare the similarity forecast with the Reasenberg and Jones (RJ89) method, for a set of 2807 global aftershock sequences of M≥6 mainshocks. 
We implement a sequence-specific RJ89 forecast using a global average prior and Bayesian updating, but do not propagate epistemic uncertainty. 
The RJ89 forecast is somewhat more precise than the similarity forecast: 90% of observed sequences fall within a factor of two of the median RJ89 
forecast value, whereas the fraction is 85% for the similarity forecast. However, the surprise rate is much higher for the RJ89 forecast; 10% of 
observed sequences fall in the upper 2.5% of the (Poissonian) forecast range. The surprise rate is less than 3% for the similarity forecast. 

The similarity forecast may be useful to emergency managers and non-specialists when confidence or expertise in parametric forecasting may be 
lacking. The method makes over-tuning impossible, and minimizes the rate of surprises. At the least, this forecast constitutes a useful benchmark for 
more precisely tuned parametric forecasts. 

Recognition of a dismembered positive flower structure along the San Jacinto fault: Stratigraphic and structural implications, Emma J Vierra, Heather 
N Webb, Kristen Dennis, Daniel W Peppard, Gary H Girty, and Thomas K Rockwell (Poster Presentation 220) 

The San Jacinto fault zone has accumulated up to ~24 km of dextral displacement. Over much of its mapped length the fault is relatively straight, 
varying from N50° to 60°W. Surface exposures along straight segments of the fault indicate generally steep SW to vertical dips (~77° - 90°). However, 
at two locations separated by ~23 km, either (1) 12°- 54° SW dipping, NE verging (site south of Wellman Ranch: ~33.52764° N, 116.57467° W), or (2) 
5°- 67° NE dipping, SW verging (site north of Hog Lake: ~33.61491° N, 116.71007° W) thrust faults join the main trace. As the thrust faults join the main 
trace they appear to steepen rapidly to vertical dips either at the surface or with depth. Though separated by ~23 km, at both locations thrust faults 
place garnet amphibolite facies gneiss over alluvial sediments of the Pleistocene Bautista Formation. After removal of ~23 km of displacement, and 
realignment of the Thomas Mt. sill, a prominent off set igneous component of the Peninsular Ranges batholith, the oppositely verging thrusts are 
aligned and appear to merge from the main strand of the fault. Reverse or positive flower structures commonly exhibit such characteristics, and we 
therefore interpret the two locations characterized by oppositely verging thrusts segments as a dismembered flower structure. 

Given the 12.1 (+3.4/-2.6) mm/yr slip rate derived from previous studies, and an ~23 km offset since its formation, the dismemberment of the flower 
structure probably began in the early Pleistocene ~1.7 to ~2.4 Ma. If this interpretation is correct, then the Bautista Formation within the study area is 
likely older than the Middle Pleistocene, which according to the Geological Society of America time scale extends from 0.78 to 0.13 Ma, and may in 
fact be either Calabrian (0.78 – 1.8 Ma), or possibly even Gelasian (1.8 to 2.6 Ma). In short, the reconstructed flower structure appears to be the record 
of vertical telescoping within an area of high contractional strain driven by high fault-normal compression within a restraining bend that was dissected 
and dismembered by ~23 km of dextral motion on the San Jacinto fault. Such a scenario is consistent with the idea that the evolution of faults within 
restraining bends, including the abandonment of old and development of new strands, allows the fault system to more efficiently accommodate strike-
slip strain. 

Evidence for an active and evolving left-stepping San Andreas fault (Mission Creek fault strand) from the Little San Bernardino Mountains to Yucaipa 
Ridge, Jesse Waco, Kimberly D Blisniuk, and Julie C Fosdick (Poster Presentation 162) 

This study presents new detailed field mapping and high-resolution topographical data to provide evidence for an alternative interpretation of fault 
geometry and slip transfer for the southern San Andreas fault zone, specifically the Mission Creek and San Bernardino fault strands, through the San 
Gorgonio Pass region. Present geologic and geomorphic studies in the region indicate that as the southern San Andreas fault splits into the Mission 
Creek and Banning fault strands in the southern Indio Hills, the Banning fault strand accommodates the majority of lateral displacement across the San 
Andreas fault zone as it merges, into a zone of complexity, with the Garnet Hill and San Gorgonio Pass fault system. In this currently favored kinematic 
model of the southern San Andreas fault zone, slip along the Mission Creek fault strand decreases significantly northwestward toward San Gorgonio 



 

Pass and the San Bernardino Mountains. Along this restraining bend, the Mission Creek fault strand is considered to be less active to inactive since the 
late- to mid-Quaternary (~500-150 kya) due to the transfer of plate boundary strain westward to the Banning, Garnet Hill, and San Gorgonio Pass fault 
strands, the San Jacinto fault zone, and northeastward, to the Eastern California Shear Zone. Here, we present a revised interpretation of fault 
geometry from observed translated and uplifted mid- to late-Quaternary alluvial deposits that indicate a left-stepping Mission Creek fault strand that 
connects with the San Bernardino strand of the San Andreas fault near Yucaipa Ridge. Our observations, in combination with detailed sedimentary 
provenance analysis, suggest a dominant dextral strike-slip Mission Creek fault strand and a series of adjoining reverse faults that may connect with 
the Cox Ranch fault zone. We hypothesize that continuous large–scale translation of this structure, the Mission Creek fault strand, has occurred 
throughout its history into the present-day. Accordingly, the Mission Creek fault strand is active and likely a primary plate boundary fault through the 
San Gorgonio Pass at this latitude. 

Dekameter-scale geologic structure validation of shallow seismic properties along the San Jacinto fault at Sage Brush Flat, Anza, California, Adam 
Wade, Ramon Arrowsmith, Andrea Donnellan, Frank L Vernon, and Yehuda Ben-Zion (Poster Presentation 132) 

In support of observations and interpretations from the dense seismic array across the San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ), we performed detailed (1:1000-
1:2500 scale) mapping, excavation and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) data collection at Sage Brush Flat (SGB) near Anza, California. Recent studies 
here include the dense array, lidar analysis and Sharp’s geologic map of the SJFZ from 1967, to interpret 3D seismic structure at 10-100 m scale, fault 
rupture slip distribution, and regional structure respectively. UAV data was processed for high-resolution topography using structure from motion 
(SFM) techniques and compared to B4 airborne lidar resulting in absolute difference mean values between 0.4 - 0.5 m with larger differences (>0.3 m) 
attributed primarily to vegetation growth. SFM derived elevation models were used to measure 6.9 m of dextral channel offset using LaDiCaoz, 
matching previous offset clusters of the Clark Fault mapped from B4 data in the north neighboring Burnt Valley. Site mapping illustrates differential 
landform distribution and morphology (steep slopes with small fans vs shallow slopes and broader fans on the east and west sides of the fault zone 
respectively). Our map work also indicates a network of faults with varying senses of slip, juxtaposing basement metamorphic rock against Quaternary 
sediments (Bautista beds). We adopted a damage classification scheme to our mapping effort which demonstrates disproportionately more 
mechanical damage to gneiss, compared to adjacent tonalite within the local basin. Our roughly 50 m long fault-perpendicular trench, excavated 
across a prominent shutter ridge, exposed two bounding fault zones with west-vergent slip displacing damaged basement rock over the Bautista. In 
addition to collecting aerial imagery and topography, we flew UAV surveys of fault core outcrops to aid in constructing a three dimensional model of 
fault zone. To define material properties of fault damage, our mapping efforts included collection of pulverized rock samples which will be analyzed for 
particle size distribution and mineralogical characterization. Our preliminary results indicate that the SJFZ at SGB consists of multiple faults with 
varying sense of slip. These results will be further evaluated with laboratory work to better define and characterize the lithologic structural framework of 
the SJFZ at SGB. 

Identifying Long Period Long Duration Events Spatially Associated With Hydraulic Stimulation Operations, Robert L Walker, Abash Kumar, Richard 
Hammack, Brian Dressel, William Harbert, and Fred Aminzadeh (Poster Presentation 048) 

Long Period long duration seismic activity has been documented as observed in conjunction with hydraulic stimulation of low permeability 
hydrocarbon bearing formations. These LPLD events are similar to that observed in subduction zones, and is thought to represent slow shear slip on 
nearby faults. 

We investigate data from a high resolution, three component, surface geophone deployment, deployed in conjunction with hydraulic stimulation of a 
horizontal well. The location of the well is in an area of Texas where hydraulic stimulation operations are conducted frequently and in close spatial 
proximity. We identify traditional microseismicity as well as regional seismic activity, and discriminate this from LPLD activity. We also apply 
Butterworth filtering, Polarization Analysis, and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) techniques to better discern LPLD activity. 

Fault and depositional architecture of the Catalina Basin, southern California Inner Continental Borderland: implications for hazards and basin 
evolution, Maureen L Walton, Daniel S Brothers, James E Conrad, Katherine L Maier, Emily C Roland, and Jared W Kluesner (Poster Presentation 221) 

The Catalina Basin, located within the southern California Inner Continental Borderland (ICB), is traversed by two active offshore fault systems within 
the larger San Andreas distributed plate boundary system: the San Clemente Fault (along with a prominent splay, the Kimki Fault) and the Catalina 
Fault. The Catalina Basin has been largely ignored in offshore geophysical surveys despite evidence that these faults, particularly the San Clemente 
Fault, could be accommodating as much as 4-6 mm/yr of the total ~8 mm/yr right-lateral slip taken up within the ICB between San Clemente Island 
and the coast. Previous work has not accurately documented active fault locations, geometries, histories, or strain partitioning across the Catalina 
Basin. 

Here, we provide new constraints on the San Clemente and Catalina fault systems using high-resolution geophysical data collected in 2014-2016. 
Geophysical datasets including multibeam bathymetry, multi-channel seismic, and CHIRP sub-bottom profiles provide high-resolution imaging of the 
fault systems and depositional architecture in the Catalina Basin. Our results include the locations of active fault strands, updated fault geometries, 
seismic-reflection mapping of basin fill sequences, and constraints on the timing of deformation and basin evolution since the late Miocene. Inherited 
crustal fabrics, as indicated by potential fields data, have likely influenced the geometry of the main trace of the San Clemente Fault; in the northern 
Catalina Basin, for example, the fault forms a releasing bend where it diverts around a magnetic asperity interpreted to be a relatively hard crustal 
block. Elsewhere, Quaternary faults cut across Miocene-generated tectonic geomorphology, indicating that inherited faults may have less bearing on 
modern fault geometry than crustal fabric. Finally, we quantify cumulative seismic moment release along fault segments in the Catalina Basin and 
highlight an area along the San Clemente Fault that may be seismically locked and poised to rupture. The San Clemente Fault may be accruing as 
much as ~3.5 mm/yr of right-lateral strain, whereas the Catalina and Kimki faults are likely accommodating much smaller amounts (<1 mm/yr) of 
transpressional slip, and could have formed in response to the forced releasing bend in the San Clemente Fault. 



 

Shallow Earth Structure from Wind-Induced Ground Motion, Jiong Wang, and Toshiro Tanimoto (Poster Presentation 033) 

Recently, earth scientists from different fields, such as seismology, climate studies and regular weather monitoring, have become increasingly 
interested in wind-induced ground motion. Due to developments of high-quality seismic network with co-located seismometers and barometers, we 
can learn the characteristics of the background seismic noise in a more systematic manner. We will point out that data analysis on long-term data such 
as seasonal or annual data can indeed provide insights into the nature of seismic noise, generated by atmospheric effects.  

In this study, we use Southern California CI stations and Earthscope TA (Transportable Array) stations and primarily focus on the wind-induced ground 
motion recorded at specific stations with co-located seismometers and barometers between 0.01-0.05 Hz. All TA stations after mid-2011 have been 
equipped with barometers and infrasound sensors, which provide continuous stream of ground motions and surface pressure data.  

We analyze data for multiple years from two networks. There are two major components in our results: (i) shallow structure information from ground 
motion-pressure ratio and (ii) daily variation in ground motion. 

Based on equations introduced by Sorrell et al (1971,1973), we derive a series of equations to calculate rigidity of the shallow structure and associated 
wind velocity near the surface based on the ratio between different ground motion components and pressure. We only select data section with clean 
positive slopes between ground motion and pressure to obtain more consistent ratios, which means we only use data where atmospheric pressure is 
controlling the local ground motion (Tanimoto and Valovcin, 2016). These results at shallow depths can be an independent check on seismic structure 
for the upper layer (~ 1 km) of the earth and may be useful for ground motion prediction studies. 

We have noticed daily variations in stacked 24-hour ground motion PSD plots for most stations. In general, all three ground motion components have 
higher amplitude at noon and lower amplitude at midnight. Pressure and wind velocity show similar trends, which support that this pattern may be 
caused by the wind velocity change. Separation of the dataset between day and night may be beneficial for making cross-correlations (and thus 
Green’s function generations) much more efficient. We are exploring such possibilities by understanding noise-sources better using surface pressure. 

Reanalyzing the Rangely earthquake control experiment using machine learning , Kaiwen Wang, William L Ellsworth, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster 
Presentation 043) 

In September 1969, the U. S. Geological Survey began a controlled injection experiment in an oil field in Rangely, Colorado, to test the effective stress 
hypothesis. Before, during and after the period when fluid pressure was modulated, a telemetered network of 14 stations recorded the earthquake 
activity. Unfortunately, the seismicity catalog has been lost, but the original 16 mm Develocorder films are still available. One goal of our research is to 
build a set of approaches to extract information from the microfilm data and therefore make it possible to reanalyze historical data before the digital era 
in seismology. Using machine learning methods in computer vision, we developed several approaches to reanalyze the microfilm data. Preliminary 
inspection of the films encourages us to undertake a comprehensive analysis, to building a more complete catalog, and to higher precision locations. 
This should enable us to take a deeper look at the relationship between seismicity and injection. 2-D image correlation is proving to be an effective 
method for establishing the time base, including correction for misalignment of the microfilm. We then detect earthquakes and pick phases using 
convolution and max pooling. The absolute time and relative time is read and checked from the WWVB and IRIG E time codes, respectively. These 
machine-learning approaches should allow us to build a workflow that will result in a detailed catalog of the events. 

Postseismic deformation following the 2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan (Pakistan) earthquake observed with Sentinel-1 Interferometry, Kang Wang, and Yuri 
Fialko (Poster Presentation 101) 

The Mw 7.7 Balochistan earthquake occurred on September 24th, 2013 in southwestern Pakistan. The earthquake rupture was characterized by 
mostly left-lateral strike slip, with a limited thrust component, on a system of curved, non-vertical (dip angle of 45-75 deg.) faults, including the Hoshab 
fault, and the Chaman fault at the North-East end of the rupture. We used Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data from Sentinel-1 
mission to derive the timeseries of postseismic displacements due to the 2013 Balochistan earthquake. Data from one ascending and two descending 
satellite tracks reveal robust post-seismic deformation during the observation period (October 2014 to April 2017). The postseismic InSAR 
observations are characterized by the line of sight (LOS) displacements primarily on the hanging wall side of the fault. The LOS displacements have 
different signs in data from the ascending and descending tracks (decreases and increases in the radar range, respectively), indicating that the 
postseismic deformation following the 2013 Balochistan earthquake was dominated by horizontal motion with the same sense as the coseismic 
motion. Kinematic inversions show that the observed InSAR LOS displacements are well explained by the left-lateral afterslip downdip of the high 
coseismic slip area. Contributions from the viscoelastic relaxation and poroelastic rebound seem to be negligible during the observation period. We 
also observe a sharp discontinuity in the postseismic displacement field on the North-East continuation of the 2013 rupture, along the Chaman fault. 
We verify that this discontinuity is not due to aftershocks, as the relative LOS velocities across this discontinuity show a gradually decelerating motion 
throughout the observation period. These observations are indicative of a creeping fault segment at the North-East end of the 2013 earthquake rupture 
that likely acted as a barrier to the rupture propagation. Analysis of Envisat data acquired prior to the 2013 event (2004-2010) confirms creep on the 
respective fault segment at a rate of 5-6 mm/yr. The creep rate has increased by more than an order of magnitude after the 2013 event. The inferred 
along-strike variations in the degree of fault locking may be analogous to those on the central section of the San Andreas fault in California.  

Rupture Direction, Basin, Distance and Hanging-wall Effects on Ground Motions from M7 Earthquakes on the Salt Lake City Segment of the Wasatch 
Fault, Utah, Nan Wang, Daniel Roten, Kim B Olsen, and James Pechmann (Poster Presentation 245) 

We have analyzed numerical simulations of six M7 earthquakes on the Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault, Utah, to better understand the 
long-period ground motions that these simulations predict in the adjacent Salt Lake Valley (SLV). The peak spectral accelerations at 2s (SA-2s) and 3s 
(SA-3s) were calculated in the Wasatch Front Community Velocity Model (v3d) as well as in a 1D rock model using the same source descriptions. The 
SAs from the 1D model are generally smoother and smaller in amplitude due to the lack of underlying 3D basin structure. 3D/1D ratios of the SA values 



 

depict the 3D basin effects in the SLV, such as focusing, defocusing, and wave entrapment. We developed regression models for the 6-scenario 
ensemble ground motions as a function of depth to the isosurfaces of Vs=1.0 and 1.5 km/s in the SLV. These models show amplification factors of up 
to ~2.7 and ~3.7 above the deepest part of the basin for SA-2s and SA-3s, respectively. The individual scenario SAs show correlations with the 
underlying rupture parameters, in particular, the slip distribution. The directivity factors for the Bayless and Somerville (2013) model, computed using a 
10-section rupture surface approximation, increase the SAs by less than 20% for the scenarios and help little to increase the similarity between the 
SAs from the NGA-West2 GMPEs and the simulations. As compared to 4 NGA-West2 GMPEs, the long-period scenario ground motions for soil sites 
increase from Rrup (rupture distance) of 0 to 1-1.5 km and decrease from Rrup ~4 to 10 km. The maximum in simulated ground motions for Rrup ~1-4 
km appears at least in part to be caused by basin-edge effects and entrapment of waves in the deeper basin, combined with scenario specific 
conditions not captured by the GMPEs. The GMPEs do a reasonably good job of predicting the increased ground motions over the hanging wall for the 
simulated SA-3s; however, for SA-2s, the simulations show minimal increase over the hanging wall and the GMPEs overpredict the simulations. 

An Improved Method to Determine Coda-Q, Earthquake Magnitude, and Site Amplification: Theory and Application to Southern California, Wei Wang, 
and Peter M Shearer (Poster Presentation 073) 

The wavetrain following direct P and S is called the coda and is caused by scattered energy. Coda waves play an important role in seismology for 
measuring the attenuation of media, earthquake magnitude, and site amplification. We have developed an improved multi-station and multi-event 
method (MSMEM) to determine these three important seismic parameters simultaneously. We analyze 621 representative local (< 100 km) and shallow 
(< 20 km) earthquakes with catalog magnitudes from 1.8 to 5.4 in southern California at multiple frequency bands centered at 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 Hz. We 
find that the length of the moving average time window can affect the measurement of coda attenuation Q_C, but our tests indicate that the optimal 
window length is about 15 times the dominant data period. We use linear regression to fit each coda section and use only those portions that agree 
with the model decay rate with a correlation coefficient larger than 0.9. Our results indicate that the estimated frequency-dependent coda-Q (Q_C=Q_0 
f^a) at 1 Hz (Q_0) and the power a-value ranges are 110--305 and 0.69--1.49, respectively. Our coda magnitude estimates are linearly correlated with 
catalog magnitude and calibrated to moment with b-value 1.30, and our observed lateral variations in coda-Q and our site amplification factors are in 
general agreement with previous results, although there are notable differences at some locations. Our results suggest that this approach provides a 
unified, accurate and stable method to measure coda-Q, earthquake magnitude, and site amplification using coda waves of locally recorded 
earthquakes. 

Dynamic Rupture Models of the 2015 Mw7.8 Nepal Earthquake, Yongfei Wang, Steven M Day, and Marine A Denolle (Poster Presentation 171) 

The April 15th, 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake in Nepal occurred on a very shallowly dipping Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) fault, where local fault 
geometry and proximity of the free surface will introduce asymmetry of stress and strain fields across the fault. Dynamic rupture simulations of the 
Gorka earthquake yield earthquake parameters comparable to those deduced from kinematic inversions, including seismic moment, static stress drop 
and rupture velocity. Pulse-like rupture characteristics have been inferred in some source inversion studies, and the dynamic rupture simulations 
reproduce this behavior, predicting pulse widths in agreement with observations, and supporting an interpretation in which this pulse-like rupture is 
principally controlled by fault geometry. This is further supported by near field high-rate GPS station (KKN4) recordings. The unfiltered recorded GPS 
time series are remarkably similar to the synthetic ground velocity predicted by our rupture dynamic model, including its pulse width, amplitude and 
pulse shape. That record also constrains the updip extent of rupture and limits the admissible range of parameters governing co-seismic inelastic 
deformation adjacent to the rupture. Dynamic simulations also suggest that multistage processes indicated by some back-projection imaging may be 
related to a hypocentral location on a steep ramp lying downdip from the main, shallow-dipping rupture surface. The simulations also reveal the role of 
reflected seismic waves from the free surface in generating time-dependent normal stresses on the fault, with potentially significant effects on both 
rupture propagation and slip. 

Can maximum magnitude be derived from fault dimensions, Debbie Weiser, Natanya B Porto, and David D Jackson (Poster Presentation 129) 

Maximum magnitude is an important parameter used in seismic hazard maps and risk assessment. Maximum magnitude is used to define the largest 
possible earthquake modeled for a specific fault, or for a defined area. To estimate maximum magnitude, fault dimensions are often used to estimate 
the size of future ruptures, based on magnitude length (or area) scaling relationships (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Stirling, 2013). However, there are 
significant limitations and risks to this approach. One limitation is that fault maps are often incomplete; another limitation is our poor understanding of 
how faults will rupture together in large magnitude earthquakes. These engender serious concerns, since both researchers and risk assessors may 
under-estimate potential earthquake hazard. 

In this study, we examine past surface ruptures and find that ruptures rarely stop at the boundaries of previously mapped faults. In fact, earthquake 
ruptures often extend beyond the ends of previously mapped faults, either into unknown fault traces, or possibly breaking new rocks. Often, multiple 
faults rupture together to form a cumulative rupture path much longer that the originating fault. We examine several historic events in California where 
multiple faults ruptured together in a single event, and look at the length of the faults mapped before and after the earthquake. We find a complex story 
of ruptures breaking beyond mapped fault traces, ruptures breaking multiple separate faults in a single event, and rupture jumping onto a neighboring 
fault strand.  

Given these complexities, how can we use mapped fault lengths to interpret future large magnitude events? We examine the limitations of the present 
magnitude-length regression approach, and explore how we can expand our interpretation of mapped fault traces to infer potential multi-fault ruptures 
in order to estimate large magnitude events. We show examples of pre- and post-earthquake geometries, and discuss what could be done differently 
to capture multi-fault rupture, or ‘unmapped’ fault, scenarios. Finally, we present our conclusions on how to use a mapped fau瑬琠慲散琠  獥楴慭整洠
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A predictive model for earthquake rupture extents given an early warning epicenter, Steven G Wesnousky, and Glenn P Biasi (Poster Presentation 130) 



 

Steps and bends in faults affect the probability that rupture will continue to propagate along a fault. Empirical relationships for rupture through 
individual step and bend features have been developed through examination of past surface ruptures (Biasi and Wesnousky, 2016; 2017). Given an 
event epicenter from an earthquake early warning (EEW) system or from a foreshock, bend and step relationships can be used to modify expected 
values of rupture length. For an EEW system, these values provide a probabilistic answer to the question of how far rupture could propagate given a 
first-alert event location.  

The 2013 Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast version 3 (UCERF3) provides rates of all ground-rupturing earthquakes considered possible 
on the known faults. Given a starting location, the list of possible ruptures reduces to the smaller set of ruptures that could start at that point. This 
subset of UCERF3 rupture rates provides a baseline distribution for probability of length given a hypocenter. 

Because UCERF3 did not use the relative physical resistance to rupture propagation posed by bends and steps in the inversion for rupture rates, 
modifying rates to include bend and step effects adds information.  This approach assumes a degree of linearity (local stability) in the UCERF3 
solution; comprehensive application of bend and step effects would require a complete reinversion for rupture rates. 

  

As an example, empirical data suggest a step passing ratio PR summarized as PR = 1.89 – 0.31x, where x is the step width at the surface. From a 
hypocenter, ruptures crossing steps decrease in probability of occurrence compared to UCERF3 where the step is not considered. Bends in fault 
traces have a similar effect. For example, in UCERF3 743 ruptures have one end at Bombay Beach on the SE end of the San Andreas fault (SAF). Long 
ruptures starting at Bombay Beach are strongly reduced in relative probability by fault bend and step effects. Ruptures originating on the San Jacinto 
fault have similar qualities, but the SJF is less continuous, and long ruptures decrease most in probability due to fault steps. For lengthy ruptures, 
probability decreases can reach several orders of magnitude relative to shorter ruptures. Bend and step effects push UCERF3 subsection magnitude-
frequency distributions toward more traditional geologically estimated ranges. 

A detailed, automatically-derived, seismicity catalog for the San Jacinto fault zone (1998-2016), Malcolm C White, Zachary E Ross, Yehuda Ben-Zion, 
and Frank L Vernon (Poster Presentation 072) 

Earthquake catalogs of provide foundational datasets for numerous studies on earthquake physics, dynamics of seismicity, fault structure at depth, 
tomography, stress inversions and seismic hazard analysis. The San Jacinto fault zone is the most seismically active structure in southern California 
and has sustained at least 15 major ruptures (Mw > 7) in the past 4, 000 years, with a recurrence interval of ~254 years. It is a densely-instrumented 
portion of the plate-boundary in southern California, with data from mature local and regional networks and several recent near-fault deployments. The 
available data sets are combined to form a virtual network around the San Jacinto fault zone and are processed ab initio to produce a detailed catalog 
(spanning 1998 through 2016) of hypocenter parameters, earthquake magnitudes and P/S-wave arrival observations for > 155, 000 events. 

A P to S wave observation ratio of approximately 3:2 is achieved by applying a polarization filter to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of S-wave energy 
before applying statistical detectors. Hypocenters are determined with an eikonal-based ray tracer and a 3D velocity model derived from body-
wave/surface-wave joint inversion tomography. Double-difference relocations are obtained for > 77, 000 events, removing some of the path effects 
resulting from unknown velocity structure along ray paths common among neighbouring events. Finally, local magnitudes (ML) are estimated from 
amplitude measurements and moment magnitudes (MW) are calculated from the potency estimated with spectral analysis. 

The large volume of analyzed data necessitates automatic processing techniques that have the added benefits of consistency and objectivity of 
processing. The combined consistency and volume of the catalog provide a product highly suitable for large-scale statistical analyses. Confidence in 
the catalog is calibrated by comparison with 1,036 manually analyzed events over a 40-day period. Statistical and structural features of the observed 
seismicity and comparisons with existing catalogs will be presented at the meeting. 

Testing the shorter and variable recurrence interval hypothesis along the Cholame segment of the San Andreas Fault, Alana M Williams, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, Thomas K Rockwell, Lisa Grant Ludwig, Sinan O Akciz, and Allen M Gontz (Poster Presentation 113) 

The Cholame segment of the San Andreas Fault is positioned between the Parkfield and Carrizo segments to the NW and SE, respectively, 20 km 
southeast of Highway 46. Rupture behavior is poorly characterized for this ~75 km reach, limiting seismic hazard evaluation. We present paleoseismic 
results from 2 fault perpendicular trenches connected by a fault parallel trench. Site geomorphology is characterized alluvial fans crossing the fault, 
and offset drainages, shutter ridges, sag ponds. Fault zone stratigraphy consists of alternating finely bedded sand, silt, and gravel, and bioturbated soil 
horizons. The strata record up to 6 earthquakes (4 have good evidence) and possible post-1857deformation, similar to the LY4 site 38 km southeast. 
The events are numbered from youngest to oldest, with E0 being a ground shaking event and E1-E6 interpreted as rupture events. E6, E5 and the most 
recent earthquake (E1, MRE) are well supported by evidence of decreasing vertical separation up-sequence, capped fissure fills, and colluvial wedges, 
which created small horst and graben structures. Units display throw on individual fault splays ranging from 60 cm at the base to 12 cm near the E1 
horizon, with associated small colluvial wedges and sag deposits within the ~4 m wide fault zone. We found abundant detrital charcoal in many of the 
units and burn horizons at or near event horizons providing great potential for bracketing ages of these paleoearthquakes. We collected 116 samples 
for 14C dating and 10 samples for Optically Stimulated Luminescence dating. Preliminary dates indicate that events E6-E1 occurred between 1300 
A.D. and 1857, providing significant potential to correlate this earthquake sequence with the high-quality records of 6 ruptures at Bidart and Frazier 
Mountain (70 and 180 km SE, respectively) within a similar but slightly longer time period. OxCal sequences compared with the correlation of southern 
San Andreas Fault paleoearthquakes from Scharer et al., 2015, show 4 of the 6 possible events could be attributed to Carrizo segment ruptures, (E1, 
E2, E3, and E4/E5), however more dates are required to refine this model. In addition to paleoseismic data, we performed a preliminary GPR 
investigation and found evidence for a channel at ~5 m depth (older than 1300 A.D.) on the SW side of the fault trace, which could provide a long-term 
slip rate for the Cholame segment. Further excavation of fault parallel trenches and the channel is scheduled for this fall. 



 

A new estimate of latest Quaternary slip on the offshore Anacapa-Dume Fault at Sycamore Knoll, Southern California Continental Borderland, Ethan F 
Williams, Christopher M Castillo, Simon L Klemperer, Nicole Raineault, and Lind S Gee (Poster Presentation 127) 

At the boundary between the Western Transverse Ranges province and Inner Continental Borderland of Southern California, strain is partitioned across 
the sinistral-oblique Anacapa-Dume Fault system. As the offshore continuation of the Santa Monica-Raymond Fault system, an improved 
understanding of the Quaternary slip history of the Anacapa-Dume Fault has key ramifications for seismic hazard in the greater Los Angeles area. 
Sycamore Knoll, a wave-planed pop-up structure ~20 km west of Point Dume in the hanging wall of the north-dipping Anacapa-Dume Fault, stands 
out as an anomalous bathymetric high along the Southern California coast. We synthesize new and existing geophysical datasets, including multibeam 
backscatter/bathymetry and single/multichannel seismic, to study the morphology and tectonic implications of Sycamore Knoll. We identify a complete 
eustatic low-stand submerged marine-terrace package encircling Sycamore Knoll platform corresponding to the Last Glacial Maximum. The marine-
terrace deposits and wave-planed surface of Sycamore Knoll seem to require a maximum late Quaternary uplift rate of 0.55 (+0.5/-0.3) mm/yr relative 
to sea-level. By combining our uplift rate with previous estimates of basin subsidence and a revised structural model of the Anacapa-Dume Fault, we 
determine a slip rate in latest Quaternary time of 1.50 (+0.5/-0.3) mm/yr and hence a rate of convergence across the Anacapa-Dume Fault of 0.60 
(+0.2/-0.1) mm/yr. We additionally identify a system of radial fault structures cutting the surface of Sycamore Knoll that correlate well to newly mapped 
hydrocarbon seeps and suggest the potential for slope instability. 

Tsunami Squares: fast tsunami computation for use in coupled earthquake, tsunami, and ionosphere simulations, John M Wilson, John B Rundle, 
Steven Ward, Andrea Donnellan, Tony Song, Attila Komjathy, and Giorgio Savastano (Poster Presentation 277) 

Tsunamis are one of the costliest natural disasters in terms of both economic impact and loss of life. Estimates of coastal inundation after a 
tsunamigenic earthquake inform evacuation decisions, but data about coseismic displacement and tsunami wave properties can be sparse in the 
minutes following the earthquake. One promising channel of information about large ruptures and ensuing tsunamis is the Total Electron Content of the 
ionosphere, as detected by GNSS satellites. TEC signatures corresponding to known tsunami scenarios can inform the decisions of early warning 
officials. In order to create such a catalog of precomputed earthquake, tsunami, and ionospheric signature scenarios, we are developing a pipeline of 
physics-based simulations. Tsunami Squares is a computationally-lightweight method for translating seafloor displacements into water waves and 
coastal inundations, suited to the task of efficiently generating large catalogs of scenarios. We present the current state of this implementation of the 
Tsunami Squares method. 

3-D Simulations of M9 Earthquakes on the Cascadia Megathrust, Erin Wirth, Arthur Frankel, John E Vidale, Nasser Marafi, and William J Stephenson 
(Poster Presentation 251) 

The M9 Project is an interdisciplinary, NSF-funded effort aimed at understanding and reducing the potentially catastrophic impacts of large Cascadia 
earthquakes on the social, built, and natural environments. This work relies on developing a suite of synthetic ground motions for various M9 
earthquake rupture scenarios in Cascadia, which are then used to probabilistically evaluate the ensuing consequences (e.g., building response, 
landslides, liquefaction) from a megathrust event. We generated synthetic broadband seismograms (0-10 Hz) for 50 M9 earthquake scenarios on the 
Cascadia megathrust. Synthetic ground motions are produced by combining waveforms from 3-D finite-difference simulations at low frequencies (< 
1Hz) with 1-D stochastic simulations at high frequencies (> 1 Hz). Slip consists of multiple high-stress drop subevents (M8) with short rise times on the 
deeper portion of the fault, superimposed on a background slip distribution with longer rise times. For non-basin sites, synthetic response spectra at 
0.1-6 s periods are similar to those predicted by the BC Hydro ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs; within a factor of 1.7); at 7-10 s periods, 
the shallow dip of the Juan de Fuca plate results in spectral accelerations that exceed the GMPEs. For sites in the Seattle and Tacoma sedimentary 
basins, we find significant amplification of the synthetic response spectra (a factor of 2 to 5) relative to sites outside the basins. We also find a factor of 
four variation in the intensity of ground shaking depending upon several key parameters, including the down-dip limit of rupture, the slip distribution 
and location of strong-motion-generating subevents, and the hypocenter location. Our results demonstrate the wide range of possible ground motions 
from an M9 megathrust earthquake in Cascadia, and the importance of further constraining 3-D structure and key rupture parameters to refine future 
estimates of seismic hazard in Cascadia. 

3D Dynamic Rupture Simulations along Dipping Faults, with a focus on the Wasatch Fault Zone, Utah, Kyle B Withers, and Morgan P Moschetti (Poster 
Presentation 246) 

We study dynamic rupture and ground motion from dip-slip faults in regions that have high-seismic hazard, such as the Wasatch fault zone, Utah. 
Previous numerical simulations have modeled deterministic ground motion along segments of this fault in the heavily populated regions near Salt Lake 
City but were restricted to low frequencies (~1 Hz). We seek to better understand the rupture process and assess broadband ground motions and 
variability from the Wasatch Fault Zone by extending deterministic ground motion prediction to higher frequencies (up to ~5 Hz). We perform 
simulations along a dipping normal fault (40 x 20 km along strike and width, respectively) with characteristics derived from geologic observations to 
generate a suite of ruptures > Mw 6.5. This approach utilizes dynamic simulations (fully physics-based models, where the initial stress drop and friction 
law are imposed) using a summation by parts (SBP) method. The simulations include rough-fault topography following a self-similar fractal distribution 
(over length scales from ~100 m to the size of the fault) in addition to off-fault plasticity. Energy losses from heat and other mechanisms, modeled as 
anelastic attenuation, are also included, as well as free-surface topography, which can significantly affect ground motion patterns. We compare the 
effect of material structure and both rate and state and slip-weakening friction laws have on rupture propagation. The simulations show reduced slip 
and moment release in the near surface with the inclusion of plasticity, better agreeing with observations of shallow slip deficit. Long-wavelength fault 
geometry imparts a non-uniform stress distribution along both dip and strike, influencing the preferred rupture direction and hypocenter location, 
potentially important for seismic hazard estimation. 

Activity and earthquake potential of the Wilmington blind thrust, Los Angeles, CA: The largest earthquake source not on current southern California 
hazard maps, Franklin D Wolfe, James F Dolan, Andreas Plesch, and John H Shaw (Poster Presentation 128) 



 

The Wilmington blind thrust fault may represent one of the largest deterministic seismic hazards in the United States, in that it extends for more than 30 
km along strike beneath the densely populated Los Angeles metropolitan area and the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. The fault has been 
known for decades (it underlies one of the largest oil fields in southern California), but is not currently included in earthquake hazard assessments. This 
reflects a long-held view that the fault became tectonically inactive in the late Pliocene. However, offshore 3D seismic reflection data and recent 
mapping of aquifers in the southwestern Los Angeles basin (Ponti et al., 2007) suggest that Late Quaternary strata are folded and uplifted above this 
structure. 

In this study, we used 2- and 3-D geophysical surveys, well data, and modeling techniques to define the geometry and displacement history of the 
Wilmington fault. This analysis suggests that the overlying Wilmington anticline is a fault propagation fold with a steep forelimb that is constrained by 
well picks and dip meter logs. The fault dips ~48-52° NE, and has ~1200-1400m of reverse offset. Footwall ties from the adjacent seismic surveys in 
the Inner Borderlands and associated wells show an upward decreasing displacement of Miocene and Pliocene units along the fault. Lastly, forward 
and inverse modeling tools were employed to develop balanced and retro-deformable cross sections that are consistent with these findings and 
suggest the fault tip does not reach the surface (i.e., the structure is blind). 

Mapping of shallow aquifers and axial surfaces on the forelimb of the Wilmington anticline within the Los Angeles Harbor and San Pedro Shelf region 
clearly demonstrate that folding above the tipline of the Wilmington blind-thrust uplifts and deforms Quaternary strata. The youngest of these strata 
thin onto the crest of the Wilmington anticline, implying they were deposited syn-tectonically. This suggests that reactivation occurred at ~450ka and 
has continued in recent times (youngest unit resolvable is ~30ka). 

Results of this study will directly contribute to the improvement of regional earthquake hazard assessments and shaking hazard maps by defining how 
the Wilmington thrust should be considered in such analyses. Representations of the Wilmington blind-thrust fault will also be incorporated into the 
SCEC CFM, California Reference Fault Parameter Database, and the USGS Fault and Fold database. 

Methodology for Incorporation of 3-D Simulation Results into Non-Ergodic Ground-Motion Models for Central California, Kathryn E Wooddell, and 
Norman A Abrahamson (Poster Presentation 021) 

In the last 10 years, the large increase in the number of recorded ground motions has shown that ergodic GMPEs that combine data from around the 
world into a single average ground-motion model do not work well for a specific earthquake scenario and site location. In particular, about 75% of the 
variance in ergodic GMPEs, which is treated as aleatory variability, is from systematic and repeatable source, path, and site effects. Use of nonergodic 
GMPEs will reduce the aleatory variability and result in corresponding changes in the median ground motions for a particular scenario and site that will 
have a large effect on seismic hazard at long return periods where the GMPE dominates the uncertainty. 

Using the NGA-W2 database of recorded ground motions in California and Nevada, an empirically based nonergodic ground-motion model including 
epistemic uncertainty has been developed for California (Abrahamson et al, 2017). The model uses nonergodic GMPEs that include spatially variable 
coefficients for the constant term and the geometrical spreading term that depend on the coordinates of the site and the source following Landwehr et 
al (2016). The constant term is separated into the site term and the source term. The GMPEs also include an anisotropic linear distance scaling term 
that depends on the path from the source to the site. Epistemic uncertainty in the nonergodic terms is included based on the density of available 
recordings in the site and source region.  

In many parts of California, the density of the recorded ground motions remains sparse leading to large epistemic uncertainties in the nonergodic terms 
of the ground-motion model. To supplement the empirical datasets used for nonergodic GMPE development, the SCEC Central California Seismic 
Project (CCSP) is developing 3-D velocity models and conducting suites of 3-D numerical simulations in central California. We present the framework 
for using the CCSP 3-D simulations to update the empirical nonergodic GMPE in central CA using Bayesian updating. One issue for using 3-D 
simulations from finite ruptures is converting the path effects from finite rupture to a path effect in the GMPE which uses rupture distance. Based on 
Villani and Abrahamson (2015), we use the path effect for closest point on the rupture to parameterize the simulation results into the GMPE. The goal is 
to have a methodology that can update the logic tree weights of nonergodic GMPES for central California on a regular basis. 

Investigating the physics behind VLFEs and LFEs: analysis based on dynamic rupture models with ductile-like friction, Baoning Wu, David D Oglesby, 
Abhijit Ghosh, and Bo LI (Poster Presentation 194) 

Very low frequency earthquakes (VLFE) and low frequency earthquakes (LFE) are two main types of seismic signal that are observed during slow 
earthquakes. These phenomena differ from standard (“fast”) earthquakes in many ways. In contrast to seismic signals generated by standard 
earthquakes, these two types of signal lack energy at higher frequencies, and have very low stress drops of around 10 kPa. In addition, the Moment-
Duration scaling relationship shown by VLFEs and LFEs is linear instead of for regular earthquakes. However, if investigated separately over a small 
range magnitudes and durations, the scaling relationship for each is somewhat closer to , not . The physical mechanism of VLFEs and LFEs is still not 
clear, although some models have explored this issue [e.g., Gomberg, 2016b]. Here we investigate the behavior of dynamic rupture models with a 
ductile-like viscous frictional property [Ando et al., 2010; Nakata et al., 2011; Ando et al., 2012]. In the model’s framework, VLFE source and LFE 
source are different because their rupture processes are controlled by different elastic forces. LFE's rupture is mainly controlled by dynamic force, 
while VLFE's rupture is mainly controlled by static force. Using both analytical and numerical analyses, we show how and why this model may help to 
explain current observations. This model supports the idea that VLFEs and LFEs are distinct events, possibly rupturing distinct patches with their own 
stress dynamics [Hutchison and Ghosh, 2016]. The model also makes predictions that can be tested in future observational experiments. 

Application of array-based early warning system to tsunami offshore Ventura, California, Yuqing Xie, and Lingsen Meng (Poster Presentation 019) 

Extreme scenarios of M 7.5+ earthquakes on the Red Mountain and Pitas Point faults can potentially generate significant local tsunamis in southern 
California. The maximum water elevation could be as large as 10 m in the nearshore region of Oxnard and Santa Barbara. Recent development in 
seismic array processing enables rapid tsunami prediction and early warning based on the back-projection approach (BP). The idea is to estimate the 



 

rupture size by back-tracing the seismic body waves recorded by stations at local and regional distances. A simplified source model of uniform slip is 
constructed and used as an input for tsunami simulations that predict the tsunami wave height and arrival time. We demonstrate the feasibility of this 
approach in southern California by implementing it in a simulated real-time environment and applying to a hypothetical M 7.7 Dip-slip earthquake 
scenario on the Pitas Point fault. Synthetic seismograms are produced using the SCEC broadband platform based on the 3D SoCal community 
velocity model. We use S-wave instead of P-wave to avoid S-minus-P travel times shorter than rupture duration. Two clusters of strong-motion 
stations near Bakersfield and Palmdale are selected to determine the back-azimuth of the strongest high-frequency radiations (0.5-1.5 Hz). The back-
azimuths of the two clusters are then intersected to locate the source positions. The rupture area is then approximated by enclosing these BP radiators 
with an ellipse or a polygon. Our preliminary results show that the extent of 1294 square kilometers rupture area and magnitude of 7.6 obtained by this 
approach is reasonably close to the 1849 square kilometers and 7.7 of the input model. The average slip of 7.3 meters is then estimated according to 
the scaling relation between slip and rupture area, which is close to the actual average dislocation amount, 8.3 meters. Finally, a tsunami simulation is 
conducted to assess the wave height and arrival time. The errors of -3 to +9 s in arrival time and 0.4 m in wave amplitude are reasonably small for early 
warning purpose. The blind zone for early warning is the region north of the outcrop of Pitas Point faults and has a scale close to the length of the fault, 
43 km. The warning time is above 15 min in the nearshore region west of Cojo Bay Beach and south of Oxnard. 

Line-of-Sight Velocity Map along the San Andreas Fault System from GPS and Sentinel-1 InSAR: Contribution to the SCEC Community Geodetic Model, 
Xiaohua Xu, and David T Sandwell (Poster Presentation 103) 

We present a crustal deformation velocity map along the San Andreas Fault System by combining measurements from Sentinel-1 Interferometric 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS) velocity models (CGM V1). We assembled 5 tracks of descending Sentinel-1 
InSAR data spanning 2014.11-2017.02, and produced 545 interferograms, each of which covers roughly 250km x 420km area (~60 bursts). These 
interferograms are unwrapped using SNAPHU [Chen & Zebker, 2002], with the 2Npi unwrapping ambiguity corrected with a new sparse recovery 
method. We used coherence-based small baseline subset (SBAS) method [Tong & Schmidt, 2016] together with atmospheric correction by common-
point stacking [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015] to construct deformation time series [Xu et. al., 2017]. Then we project the horizontal GPS model and 
vertical GPS data into satellite line-of-sight directions separately. We first remove the horizontal GPS model from InSAR measurements and perform 
elevation-dependent atmospheric phase correction. Then we compute the discrepancy between the remaining InSAR measurements and vertical GPS 
data. We interpolate this discrepancy and remove it from the residual InSAR measurements. Finally, we restore the horizontal GPS model. This will be 
an on-going project that we commit to update on a yearly bases. All the products, including deformation time series, atmospheric phase screens and 
velocity maps will be available on the SCEC CGM website.  

Frequency-Dependent Tidal Triggering of Low Frequency Earthquakes Near Parkfield, California, Lian Xue, Roland Bürgmann, and David R Shelly 
(Poster Presentation 061) 

The effect of small periodic stress perturbations on earthquake generation in most cases is not clear. However, the rate of low-frequency earthquakes 
(LFEs) near Parkfield, California has been found to be strongly correlated with solid earth tides. Laboratory experiments and theoretical analyses show 
that the period of imposed forcing and source properties affect the sensitivity to triggering and the phase relation of the peak seismicity rate and the 
periodic stress, but frequency-dependent triggering has not been quantitatively explored in the field. Tidal forcing acts over a wide range of 
frequencies, therefore the sensitivity to tidal triggering of LFEs provides a good probe to the physical mechanisms affecting earthquake generation. In 
this study, we consider the tidal triggering of LFEs near Parkfield, California since 2001. We find the LFEs rate is correlated with tidal shear stress, 
normal stress rate and shear stress rate. The occurrence of LFEs can also be independently modulated by groups of tidal constituents at semi-diurnal, 
diurnal and fortnightly frequencies. The strength of the response of LFEs to the different tidal constituents varies among LFE families. Each LFE family 
has an optimal triggering frequency, which does not appear to be depth dependent or systematically related to other known properties. This suggests 
the period of the applied forcing plays an important role in the triggering process, and the interaction of periods of loading history and source region 
properties, such as friction, effective normal stress and pore fluid pressure, produces the observed frequency-dependent tidal triggering of LFEs. 

Seismogenic depth of the crust beneath the Japanese Island using Japan unified hIgh-resolution relocated catalog for earthquakes (JUICE), Tomoko E 
Yano, and Makoto Matsubara (Poster Presentation 304) 

Inspired by the SCEC CME project, we have generated a high-resolution catalog called the “Japan Unified hIgh-resolution relocated Catalog for 
Earthquakes” (JUICE), which can be used to evaluate the geometry and seismogenic depth of active faults in Japan. We relocated > 1.1 million 
hypocenters from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) Hi-net catalog for events which occurred between 
January 2001 and December 2012, to a depth of 40 km. We applied a relative hypocenter determination method to the data in each grid square. Entire 
Japan is divided into 1257 grid squares to parallelize the relocation procedure. We used a double-difference method, incorporating cross-correlating 
differential times with waveform data as well as catalog differential picking times. This JUICE catalog enables us to resolve, in detail, a local seismicity 
distribution for the entire Japanese Islands. We estimated location uncertainty by a statistical resampling method, using Jackknife samples, and show 
that the relative location uncertainty can be within 0.37 km in the horizontal and 0.85 km in the vertical direction with a 90 % confidence interval for 
areas with good station coverage. Our seismogenic depth estimates based on D95 index, the cutoff depth where total of 95 % of events occurred, 
agree with the lower limit of the hypocenter distribution for recent earthquakes, such as the Chuetsu (2004, Mj 6.8), Central Tottori (2016, Mj 6.6), and 
Kumamoto earthquakes (2016, Mj 7.3). These agreements suggest that the new JIUCE catalog is useful for local studies and estimating the size of 
future earthquakes for the inland active faults. 

Systematic Search for Repeating Earthquakes along the Central San Jacinto Fault, Dongdong Yao, Zhigang Peng, Clara Daniels, and Xiaofeng Meng 
(Poster Presentation 068) 

Microearthquakes are much more abundant along the San Jacinto Fault (SJF) when compared to the nearby South San Andreas Fault (SAF), although 
their slip rates are somewhat similar. Many studies proposed that “brittle creep” could explain the seismicity within the deep seismogenic zone, acting 



 

like a transition zone bridging the locked and free sliding regions. If such creep zone exists, we would expect to observe repeating earthquakes similar 
to those observed at the Parkfield section of the SAF. With implemented catalogs by using waveform matching technique, Meng and Peng [2016] 
revealed anomalous large aftershock zones below geodetically inferred locking depth for M>4 earthquake along the central SJF. Moreover, ~30 
repeating sequences with 3 or more events each were identified 5 days before and 10 days after the 2001 M5.0 Anza earthquake. In this study, we 
perform a more systematic investigation for repeating earthquake sequences along the central SJF. We select ~9,8700 events around the central SJF 
within the box region (33.1-33.8N, 117-116W) from the relocated catalog (1981-2016) in Southern California [Hauksson et al., 2012], and run an event-
based waveform cross-correlation (CC) using the AZ and PBO networks. We export event pairs as repeating pairs with CC values higher than 0.95 on 
at least two stations [Meng et al., 2015], followed by clustering and refined relocation. The obtained repeating clusters can be used as strain meters to 
infer deep creep rate along the SJZ, and quantify their occurrence patterns with nearby and large distant earthquakes. By a systematic detection of 
repeating earthquakes, we hope to improve our understanding of fault slip behaviors in the middle crust, partition between seismic and aseismic 
deformation, as well as potential depth-extent of faulting during large earthquakes. Updated results would be presented at the meeting. 

Dynamic Stress Changes during the 2015 Gorkha, Nepal Earthquake, Lingling Ye, Nadia Lapusta, and Jean-Philippe Avouac (Poster Presentation 204) 

The rupture process during an earthquake is controlled by the pre-stress distribution and the frictional properties of the fault surface. Various friction 
laws have been developed based on laboratory experiments and widely used in earthquake dynamic simulations. However, direct determination of 
dynamic friction during large earthquakes is a challenge because of the generally limited resolution of earthquake source models. Near-source less 
attenuated observations are needed for such studies but rarely available. Here we focus on the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake for which near source 
accelerometric, high-rate GPS, and InSAR data, in addition to teleseismic observations, provide particularly extensive constraints on kinematic rupture 
models. We determine the spatial-temporal variation of dynamic stress change on the fault plane induced by earthquake rupture based on the 
kinematic slip models by calculating seismic wavefield with the discrete wavenumber method (Bouchon, 1997). We investigate the difference in the 
stress changes in several slip models with different parameterization on slip-rate functions. To understand the relation between the stress changes in 
the kinematic slip models, friction-slip relationship, energy partitioning between radiation and dissipation, pre-stress and other properties, we use 
dynamic earthquake rupture models, in which all source parameters are known. We first construct the slip models similar in spatial and temporal 
resolution to the kinematic source models. We will report on our current investigation of the relation between the corresponding stress changes and 
the original synthetic sources. The conclusions from that investigation will be applied to interpret the inferred dynamic stress changes in the Gorkha 
earthquake. 

Efficient blind search for small similar-waveform earthquakes in a decade of continuous seismic data (2007-2017) in coastal central California , Clara 
Yoon, Karianne Bergen, Kexin Rong, Hashem Elezabi, Peter Bailis, Philip Levis, and Gregory C Beroza (Poster Presentation 024) 

Template matching has proven to be a sensitive, discriminating detector of small events missing from earthquake catalogs, but a key limitation of this 
approach is that it requires prior knowledge of the earthquake signals we wish to detect.  

The Fingerprint And Similarity Thresholding (FAST) detection method (Yoon et al., 2015) enables a comprehensive blind search for similar-waveform 
earthquakes in a fast, scalable manner by adapting data-mining techniques originally developed for audio and image search within massive databases. 
FAST converts seismic waveforms into compact “fingerprints”, which are efficiently organized and searched within a database. In this way, FAST 
avoids the unnecessary comparison of dissimilar waveforms that otherwise leads to quadratic scaling of compute time with data duration. To date, the 
longest duration of continuous data used for event detection with FAST was 3 months at a single station near the Guy-Greenbrier, Arkansas, 
earthquake sequence. The application revealed abundant microearthquakes closely correlated in time, location, and morphology with stages of 
hydraulic fracturing (Yoon et al., 2017). 

We introduce an optimized, parallel version of the FAST software that includes improvements to the fingerprinting algorithm and the ability to detect 
events using continuous data from a network of stations (Bergen et al., 2016). We apply FAST to detect low-magnitude similar-waveform earthquakes 
within a decade of continuous seismic data near the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant in coastal central California. Although the rate and magnitude 
of seismicity near the power plant are low, the presence of recently discovered nearby faults (Hardebeck, 2010; Hardebeck, 2013) motivates further 
investigation of microearthquake activity that might illuminate potential sources. 

Two years stress drop estimates for induced earthquakes in Oklahoma, Nana Yoshimitsu, William L Ellsworth, Gregory C Beroza, and Martin 
Schoenball (Poster Presentation 047) 

Stress drop is important factor for a better understanding of ground motion intensity, which is commonly calculated from the seismic moment and 
corner frequency by comparing theoretical models to data in the frequency domain. In this study, we focus on assessing the fit to the data across the 
measurable frequency range to understand the trade-offs among the parameters of the theoretical model. 

We gathered co-located events within 1 km from large (Mw >= 4) event in Oklahoma to apply eGf spectral ratio approach. There are 64 clusters 
obtained from relocated highly accurate event list from May 2013 to November 2016 (Schoenball and Ellsworth, 2017). We formed spectral ratios of 
100 sps waveforms between a large and eGfs event pair by stacking all components of four USGS/OGS stations. To suppress the influence of 
directivity and radiation pattern, we analyzed 5.12 seconds of S-coda wave later than 2.5 times the S-wave travel time. The best model was estimated 
using least square grid search by fitting Brune spectral model to the data over a frequency range of 1 to 40 Hz. We evaluated the trade-off among 
three unknown parameters, two corner frequencies and the moment ratio, by comparing the misfit at each grid point with the misfit of the best model. 
We discarded event pairs with a large trade-off between any of two parameters. In addition, we assessed the residual variation by dividing the residual 
into five parts with equal log frequency intervals. If the residuals in any frequency band show a large trend (slope) we also discard the event pair. 



 

After assessing the suitability of the eGf with above procedures, the variation of the estimated stress drop in our data set decreased. For example, the 
stress drop in one cluster varied between 4 to 511 MPa using all available eGf events, but reduced to 35 to 64 MPa after the eGf event selection. 
Considering these results, we conclude that event selection using trade-off and residual slope increases stress drop estimation accuracy. 

The Far-Field Effect of Large Earthquakes in GPS Time-Series, Zachary M Young, and Corné W Kreemer (Poster Presentation 095) 

The proper identification of earthquake-related offsets in GPS time-series is important, not only to characterize the earthquake and the elastic medium, 
but also because other parameters, most notably the rate, may be biased when offsets are not estimated or when offsets are estimated where there 
are none. This is particularly an issue for places where the tectonic rate is low, such as the Colorado Plateau, which may have been affected by the 
2010 El Mayor-Cucapah event. The time-series analysis done by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (NGL) includes offset estimation at stations within a 
certain distance from an earthquake with a certain magnitude. The empirical relationship used does not include azimuthal dependence. Here, we 
employ statistical tests (such as the F-test) to determine which components of stations at various distances require an offset at the time of recent large 
earthquakes in California. We find statistically significant offsets in certain components at distances larger than those considered in NGL’s algorithm. 
The flip side is that for other components we find no offsets at distances identified by the algorithm. We clearly see the areas that lie in the direction of 
the events’ nodal planes as those where station time-series have no significant offset in any direction. We employ the same analysis as done for co-
seismic offsets to the possible change in velocity after the earthquakes, such as we see in many far-field stations after El Mayor-Cucapah. The findings 
typically agree with those from the offset analysis. 

Depth Distribution of the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah Earthquake Sequence (M>=4) Determined from Regional Waveform Modeling, Chunquan Yu, Egill 
Hauksson, Zhongwen Zhan, and Elizabeth S Cochran (Poster Presentation 075) 

The 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake ruptured bilaterally over a zone of about 120 km in length. The rupture terminates near the US-Mexico 
international border in the northwest and near the northern tip of the Gulf of California in the southeast, respectively. Tens of thousands of 
foreshocks/aftershocks have been detected with the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) and located using travel-time location methods. 
However, because most available stations are located in the US side of the international border, the uncertainty of earthquake depth estimates 
significantly increases to the southeast. To better constrain the depth distribution of the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake sequence, which is crucial 
for both earthquake seismology and seismotectonic studies, we perform regional waveform modeling. We mainly focus on modeling Pn and its depth 
phases, i.e. pPn and sPn, at relatively high frequency (~1 Hz), since they are most sensitive to the focal depth. We analyzed all M>=4 earthquakes of 
the El Mayor-Cucapah sequence in 2010, including 3 foreshocks and 118 aftershocks. We picked Pn at distance larger than 2 degree (to avoid 
contamination from Pg and PmP) and stacked seismic traces in a narrow azimuthal range (to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio). Synthetic waveforms 
for various focal depths are computed with the frequency-wave number integration method, and are compared with stacked Pn waveforms. Since 
amplitudes of Pn and its depth phases are modulated by earthquake radiation pattern, we also inverted the focal mechanism using the Cut-and-Paste 
(CAP) method. Our results show that about half of these events have clear depth phases, thus providing tight constraints on the focal depth. The 
difference between our focal depths and those in the catalog generally increases southeastward, consistent with the increased uncertainty of the latter. 
Near the mainshock epicenter, the catalog systematically overestimates the focal depth.  

Obspy, Web Services and Big Data – Using the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) and the Southern California Seismic Network 
(SCSN) Products and Services for Earthquake Research, Ellen Yu, Prabha Acharya, Aparna Bhaskaran, Shang-Lin Chen, Jennifer Andrews, Valerie 
Thomas, Egill Hauksson, and Robert W Clayton (Poster Presentation 077) 

The SCEDC archives continuous data from 10,578 data channels and 528 SCSN recorded stations in near real time. The SCEDC processes and 
archives an average of 16,000 earthquakes each year, forming an earthquake catalog dating back to 1932. The SCEDC provides public access to 
these earthquake parametric and waveform data through its website scedc.caltech.edu and through web services and client applications such as STP. 
This poster will describe the most significant developments at the SCEDC in the past year. 

New data holdings: 

•   The SCEDC data holdings now include a double difference catalog (Hauksson et. al 2011) spanning 1981 through 2016 available via STP, 
and a focal mechanism catalog (Yang et al. 2011) 

•   To maximize data completeness, the SCEDC has implemented an automated gap detection and data retrieval mechanism for stations 
digitized by Quanterra loggers with an onsite data store. This is effective when data could not be telemetered in real time due to a telemetry 
outage and service is later resumed. 

•   Improved Data Access: 
•   The SCEDC earthquake, waveform and metadata archives are all available through FDSN compliant web services and STP, and webSTP. 
•   The SCEDC’s alternate catalogs can now be accessed not only through the STP altloc command, but also through its FDSN compliant event 

web service. https://service.scedc.caltech.edu/fdsnws/event/1/ 
•   In addition to its FDSN compliant StationXML web service, users of the SCEDC can now retrieve poles and zeros and SEED RESP files via 

its SACPZ and RESP web services.  
o   RESP:  https://service.scedc.caltech.edu/scedcws/resp/1/ 
o   SACPZ:  https://service.scedc.caltech.edu/scedcws/sacpz/1/ 

•   The SCEDC has improved its Polygon Search Interface. Users can now set a polygon of any number of points as a filter for their search. 
Users can also do an initial search, send the results to a map and then further refine the result set with a user determine polygon. 

Quantifying the coalescence process of microcracks leading to a system-size failure, Ilya Zaliapin, and Yehuda Ben-Zion (Poster Presentation 187) 

We analyze Acoustic Emission (AE) data with the goal of quantifying the transition from distributed events to a system-size failure. Several data sets 
from different experiments provide information on the failure process in different rock types (granite, sandstone), loading conditions (constant loading 
rate vs. servo-controlled to maintain about constant AE rate) and sample properties (pre-existing notch vs. intact sample). Each data set is considered 



 

a realization of a coalescence process where earlier failures tend to merge with later ones. The merging of two existing failures can only occur via a 
new failure that connects the two. Healing is ignored and a global coalescence failure structure progressively grows in size by merging with other 
failures. Mergers (failures that unify earlier failures) are defined as the nearest-neighbors of the coalescing events with respect to a given space-time-
magnitude distance. A catalog of AE events is represented with this simplified framework by a time-oriented tree, whose vertices are the catalog 
events with the root in the last event. The number Z(t) of unmerged events at time t is a useful statistic for describing the coalescence dynamics. 
Preliminary results suggest the existence of four quantitatively defined stages of the failure process. Stage I – accumulation of distributed and largely 
uncorrelated events corresponding to a steady increase of Z(t). Stage II – approximately equal generation of new events and mergers corresponding to 
steady-state Z(t) with small fluctuations. Stage III – transition to an instability-prone state corresponding to strong fluctuations of Z(t). Stage IV – abrupt 
drop of Z(t) leading to a system-size failure. The stages durations differ by orders of magnitude, with stages I and IV being the longest and shortest, 
respectively. However, the distributions of seismic moment, Benioff strain, and event number are comparable (differ by 10-20%) among the four 
stages. The event and coalescence rates exponentially increase prior to the system-size failure (during Stages I-III). Updated results will be presented 
in the meeting. 

Earthquake Potential in California-Nevada Implied by Correlation of Strain Rate and Seismicity , Yuehua Zeng, Mark D Petersen, and Zheng-Kang Shen 
(Poster Presentation 016) 

Rock mechanics studies and dynamic earthquake simulations show that patterns of seismicity evolve with time through: (1) accumulation phase, (2) 
localization phase, and (3) rupture phase. We observe a similar pattern of changes in seismicity during the past century across California and Nevada. 
To quantify these changes, we correlate GPS strain rates with seismicity. Earthquakes of M>6.5 are collocated with regions of highest strain rates. By 
contrast, smaller magnitude earthquakes of M≥4 show clear spatiotemporal changes. From 1933 to the late 1980s, earthquakes of M≥4 occurred in 
both high and low strain rate regions (corresponding to the accumulation phase). From the late 1980s to 2016, earthquakes were more concentrated 
within the high strain rate areas focused on the major fault strands (corresponding to the localization phase). In the same time period, the occurrence 
rate of M>6.5 events also increased significantly in the high strain rate areas. To further justify the significance of our findings, we examine catalog 
completeness, errors in the cumulative seismicity and strain rate, declustering algorithms, magnitude uniformity, location uncertainties, influence of the 
creeping section, etc. Given that several segments of the San Andreas Fault are approaching or exceeding their mean recurrence times, our analysis 
suggests that the fault system may be entering a period of increased risk for large earthquakes in California (rupture phase). 

Strong SH-to-Love Wave Scattering off the Southern California Continental Borderland, Zhongwen Zhan, Chunquan Yu, Egill Hauksson, and Elizabeth S 
Cochran (Poster Presentation 036) 

Seismic scattering is commonly observed and results from wave propagation in heterogeneous medium. Yet, deterministic characterization of 
scatterers associated with lateral heterogeneities remains challenging. In this study, we analyze broadband waveforms recorded by the Southern 
California Seismic Network (SCSN) and observe strongly scattered Love waves following the arrival of teleseismic SH wave. These scattered Love 
waves travel approximately in the same (azimuthal) direction as the incident SH wave but at an apparent velocity of ~3.6 km/s as compared to the ~11 
km/s for the SH wave. Back-projection suggests that this strong scattering is associated with pronounced bathymetric relief in the Southern California 
Continental Borderland, in particular the Patton Escarpment and possibly the borderland basins. Finite-difference simulations using a simplified 2-D 
bathymetric and crustal model are able to predict the arrival times and amplitudes of major scatterers. The modeling suggests a relatively low shear 
wave velocity in the Continental Borderland.  

Near-Surface Shear-Wave Velocities determined using the Community Seismic Network (CSN) , Dandan Zhang, and Robert W Clayton (Poster 
Presentation 275) 

Near-surface shear-wave velocities (Vs30, for example) are used to characterize the site response for earthquake hazard. Unfortunately, most of the 
measurements are done by proxies like surface slope because the traditional seismic network such at the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) 
are sparse when it comes to this type of measurement. In this study, we use a denser network – the Community Seismic Network – located on 100 
school campus in northern Los Angeles to measure the velocities. This is a 15km by 15km area. We use spectral ratios between the horizontal and 
vertical components (H/V ratio) of ambient noise to constrain the velocities in the top 100m (Nakamura’s method). Since observations are taken over 
two years, we also have robust estimates of the variance. 

Stress patterns analysis about the seismic focal zone of the great Tohoku-Oki earthquake (M=9.0) in the Japan Trench subduction zone, Yongqing 
Zhang, Jiajia Yang, and Furen Xie (Poster Presentation 227) 

The great Tohoku-Oki earthquake (M=9.0) which occurred on 11 March, 2011 and ruptured the plate boundary between the subducting Pacific plate 
and the overlying continental plate was the best scientifically recorded earthquake in Japan so far. Focal mechanisms were collected from NIED CMT 
solutions, and then we selected two rectangle regions to perform 2D stress inversion to acquire spatial and temporal stress patterns about the seismic 
focal zone in the Japan Trench subduction zone. Our results showed that: before the main shock, it could be inferred from the spatial distribution 
images of stress field that stress state in subduction zone was roughly uniform in space. P-axes, σ_1-axes and SHmax-axes almost plunged with low 
angle(<30°) in the direction of plate convergence, and the plunge angles of P-axes as well as σ_1-axes away from the source region and at east side of 
the Japan Trench were generally bigger than those in the source region. Meanwhile, it was found that, 8 years before the main shock, the stress field at 
northwest side of the source region (off the Miyagi Prefecture) was obviously disturbed by the 2003 Miyagi earthquake (MW=7.0) with the trend of σ_1-
axes deflecting clockwise nearly 150° to 180° and then returned to its previous state. Nevertheless, there was no significant change of stress state 
elsewhere before the main shock, which may be related to the precursory sliding of the main shock fault at deep part. After the main shock, the stress 
field away from the source region had no evident change, while the change of the stress state in and around the source region was remarkable. Stress 
axes including P-axes and σ_1-axes plunged with big angles (>60°) in the direction of plate convergence, and SHmax-axes clockwise rotated nearly 
60° to 90° in the source region and paralleled to the trench axis around the Japan trench. This study showed the characteristics of stress field variation 



 

before great earthquakes in the form of temporal and spatial images and reflected the interaction between structure and earthquakes in the 
seismogenic process of great earthquakes, which is very significant for understanding the seismogenic process of great earthquakes. 

Annual Earthquake Potential Consultation: A Real Forward Prediction Test in China, Yongxian Zhang, Zhongliang Wu, Xiaotao Zhang, and Gang Li 
(Poster Presentation 005) 

We briefly reviewed the annual consultation on the likelihood of earthquakes in continental China since 1970s. The frames of the Summary Research 
Report on the National Key Earthquake Potential Areas in 2013 and 2014 were taken as two case studies. The real forward prediction test for over 4 
decades since 1970s has unique scientific and practical merits either as an active response to the social needs for mitigation of seismic disaster while 
the earthquake prediction remains to be a challenge problem scientifically. This chapter summarizes the National Annual Consultation from 1970s to 
the present, its scientific outputs, methodology used for analysis, and in-depth philosophy guiding the Consultation and proposed further 
developments and improvements.  

In the perspective of statistical seismology, the long-time persistence, real forward forecast test, and combination of the information of different 
disciplines make this approach unique amongst the endeavors studying the predictability of earthquakes. Through wide discussions at the Meeting, it 
is very helpful to raise new ideas as well as the scientific problems in earthquake prediction to be studied further. 

However, some of the aspects in the annual consultation, such as the methodology for the identification of anomalies, the subjective effects of the 
panel discussion combining different kinds of information, and the interpretation and application of the output message from the annual consultation, 
still have a large space for improvement.  

Communicating with international seismological communities is especially needed for the exchange of scientific ideas and research results and for the 
cooperation in applying the algorithms of statistical seismology and geodynamics to the annual consultation. More earthquake prediction theories, 
models and methods need to be developed and more observation data need to be obtained to support earthquake simulation. 

In any case, the annual consultation is one of the contributions of Chinese seismological community to the test of earthquake forecast schemes. There 
is much to be done in either the introduction or the improvement of this approach. 

Demonstration of the efficacy of the BBP ground motions for nonlinear structural analysis and collapse assessment, Kuanshi Zhong, Wen-Yi Yan, Ting 
Lin, and Gregory Deierlein (Poster Presentation 242) 

This work presents an update on the comparative study between recorded (NGA-West) and simulated ground motions (SCEC Broadband Platform, 
BBP) to evaluate the feasibility of using the latter as a seismic input in engineering applications (i.e., nonlinear response history analysis and collapse 
fragility assessment). Two archetype buildings (20-story reinforced concrete frame and 40-story reinforced concrete wall) at three sites (San Francisco, 
San Bernardino, and Los Angeles Downtown) are analyzed through Multiple Stripe Analyses (MSA) with the two ground motion databases. 100 ground 
motions are selected at each of the three intensity levels (10% in 50 years Design-Based Earthquake, 2% in 50 years Maximum Considered 
Earthquake, and 2% in 200 years) and scaled to site-specific target intensity measures (IMs) involving conditional spectra and conditional significant 
durations. Statistical significance tests are applied to examine resulting structural-response demands under the two suites of motions. Collapse fragility 
curves are also compared, and observed differences are traced back to differences in ground motion characteristics. In addition to providing insights 
into efficacy of simulated motions for engineering practice, this study also highlights several issues to be considered facing the evolution in our 
database and knowledge of ground motion simulations. 

Clustering features of seismicity in Italy during 2005 to 2016, Jiancang Zhuang, Yicun Guo, Maura Murru, Giuseppe Falcone, and Elisa Tinti (Poster 
Presentation 009) 

Compiled by Istituto Nazional Geofisca e Vulcanologia, Italy, the ISIDE catalog includes high quality records of the occurrence times, locations, 
magnitude and other information of earthquakes that occurred in the Italy region since 2005-4-16. To study the characteristics of seismicity in Italy, we 
make use of the original form and two extended versions of the space-time ETAS model, the hypocentral 3D ETAS model and the finite-source ETAS 
model. Our results show: 

a)   The rupture geometries of large earthquakes, including the 2009-4-6 M6.3 L'Aquila, the 2012-5-20 M6.1 Emilia, the 2016-0-24 M6.0 Amatrice, the 
2016-10-30 M6.2 Norcia earthquakes, control the spatial locations of their direct aftershocks. These direct aftershock aftershock mainly 
concentrate near, some parts close to the parts on the rupture plane with large slips but seldom overlap with them, indicating that aftershocks are 
the continuation of the rupture process of the mainshocks. 

b)   When the focal depth is considered in seismicity modeling, improved probability forecasting of seismicity and hazard assessment can be obtained. 
c)   The background seismicity rate is not stationary in all the areas, but shows several phases tuned by the major events. 
d)   Adopting isotropic spatial response causes underestimate of the triggering effect of the mainshock, and such biases can be corrected by 

incorporating the rupture geometry of major events into the model formulation. 
e)   Comparing to the original point-source model, there are more direct aftershock from the mainshock estimated with the new model the earthquake 

data;  
f)   Comparison between the reconstruct of offspring productivity function of each patch on the earthquake fault plan and the fault slip distribution 

shows that direct offspring of an earthquake mainly distribute around the place where large slips have occurred. 

Quantifying 3D deformation in the 14 November MW 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake using a novel technique for correlation of optical satellite 
imagery, Robert Zinke, James Hollingsworth, James F Dolan, and Russ J Van Dissen (Poster Presentation 146) 

The 14 November 2016 MW 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake produced up to ~12 m of lateral surface displacement, and up to ~8 m of vertical 
surface displacement. We use a novel version of COSI-Corr optical image correlation software to capture coseismic deformation in three dimensions 
using high-resolution WorldView satellite imagery. This technique is capable of providing precise (< 1 m precision) measurements of both lateral and 



 

vertical displacement across large areas (100’s of km2). Because our 3D COSI-Corr results encompass both near-field (“on-fault”) and far-field (“off-
fault”) deformation, they are ideal for facilitating comparison of traditional field measurements (which commonly miss far-field deformation), with more 
regional patterns of deformation. Understanding how on-fault field measurements reflect broader patterns of strain release in earthquakes is essential 
for the proper interpretation and use of geologic measurements of prehistoric fault displacements, and for understanding the controls on the 3D 
distribution of near-surface deformation in large earthquakes. 
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KANAMORI Hiroo, Caltech, poster 051 
KANEKO Yoshihiro, GNS Science, poster 052 
KARLSSON Keene, SDSU, poster 142, 143 
KARPLUS Marianne, poster 060 

KAVEN J. Ole, USGS, poster 042 
KEARSE Jesse, talk Tue 14:00 
KEDAR Sharon, NASA JPL, poster 091 
KEEN-ZEBERT Amanda, Desert Research 

Inst, poster 138 
KEEN-ZEBERT Amanda, poster 156 
KENDRICK Katherine, USGS, poster 117 
KENT Graham, UNR, poster 125, 145, 153, 

257 
KERANEN Kathleen, Cornell, poster 200 
KERWIN Scott, poster 115 
KHOSHMANESH Mostafa, ASU, poster 088 
KHOSHNEVIS Naeem, CERI, poster 237 
KILB Debi, UCSD, poster 094, 267 
KIM Alexandra, poster 306 
KIM Jeonghyeop, Stony Brook U, poster 213 
KIRBY Stefan, poster 131 
KITAJIMA Hiroko, TAMU, poster 193 
KITAMURA Manami, poster 193 
KIUCHI Ryota, USGS, poster 266 
KLEIN Emilie, UCSD  
KLEMPERER Simon, Stanford, poster 060, 

127 
KLINGER Yann, IPGP (France)  
KLUESNER Jared, UCSC, poster 221 
KNUDSEN Keith, USGS  
KO Justin, Caltech  
KOHLER Monica, Caltech, poster 085 
KOMJATHY Attila, poster 277 
KONG Qingkai, UC Berkeley, poster 074 
KORUP Oliver, poster 147 
KOZDON Jeremy, Navy Postgrad School, 

poster 167 
KRANER Meredith, UNR, poster 212, 213 
KREEMER Corné, UNR, poster 095, 212 
KROLL Kayla, LLNL, poster 045, 165 
KUMAHARA Yasuhiro, poster 134 
KUMAR Abash, poster 048 
KUO Szu-Ting, TAMU, poster 193 
KWIATEK Grzegorz, poster 226 
KYRIAKOPOULOS Christodoulos, UCR, 

poster 177 
LACHAN Pierre, poster 142 
LAGRAVA Daniel, poster 253 
LAI Voon Hui, Caltech, poster 235 
LAJOIE Lia, CSM, poster 099 
LAMBERT Catherine, poster 200 
LAMBERT Valere, Caltech, poster 175 
LAMONTAGNE Maurice, GS of Canada  
LANDGRAF Angela, ASU, poster 147 
LANGBEIN John, USGS, poster 093 
LANGRIDGE Robert, GNS Science, talk Tue 

14:00 
LANZA Federica, poster 066 
LAPUSTA Nadia, Caltech, poster 174, 175, 

181, 182, 183, 188, 204 
LAROCHELLE Stacy, Caltech, poster 188 
LAVECCHIA Giusy, CRUST c/o DiSPUTer, 

poster 149 
LAWS Alexander, SDSU  
LEE Robin, U Canterbury, poster 265 
LEE Won, poster 076 
LEGG Mark, Legg Geophysical  
LEITH William, USGS  
LENZ David, SDSC, poster 279 
LEON LOYA Alejandro, poster 142 

LEONARD Lucinda, poster 148 
LEUTH Virgil, poster 116 
LEVIS Philip, poster 024 
LEVY Yuval, SDSU, poster 123, 125, 151 
LI Bo, UCR, poster 066, 194 
LI Chenyu, Georgia Tech, poster 023 
LI Gang, poster 005 
LI Gen, USC, poster 136 
LI Yipeng, ELAC, poster 310 
LI Yong-Gang, USC, poster  
LI Yuexin, UC Berkeley, poster 062 
LI Zefeng, Caltech, poster 023, 027 
LIANG Cunren, poster 100, 104 
LIFTON Nathaniel, Purdue, poster 119, 121 
LIN Fan-Chi, U Utah, poster 029, 037, 041 
LIN Jessica, UCLA, poster 273 
LIN Ting, Marquette U, poster 241, 242 
LIN Yen-Yu, Caltech, poster 181, 182 
LIN Yu-Pin, USC, poster 038 
LINDVALL Scott, Lettis Consultants, poster 

115 
LIPPOLDT Rachel, USC, poster 195 
LITCHFIELD Nicola, talk Tue 14:00 
LITTLE Timothy, talk Tue 14:00 
LIU Jing, CEA (China), poster  
LIU Qi, CEA (China), poster 096 
LIU Xin, Stanford, poster 035 
LIU Zhen, JPL/Caltech, poster 080, 104 
LLENOS Andrea, USGS, poster 004 
LOCKNER David, USGS, poster 112 
LOH Chi, ELAC, poster 311 
LOHMAN Rowena, Cornell, poster 107, 200, 

210, 211 
LONG Feng, Sichuan Earthquake Agency  
LOOS Sabine, Stanford  
LOTTO Gabriel, Stanford, poster 306 
LOUIE John, UNR, poster 257 
LOURCEY Kelly, CSUN, poster 197 
LOZOS Julian, CSUN, talk Tue 10:40, poster 

158, 178 
LUCO Nicolas, USGS  
LUGINBUHL Molly, UC Davis, poster 002 
LUNA Eloy, LAFD  
LUNDGREN Paul, NASA JPL, poster 104 
LUO Bin, TAMU, poster 184 
LUTTRELL Karen, LSU, poster 208 
LYNCH Emerson, poster 148 
MA Kuo-Fong, National Central Un, poster 260 
MA Shuo, SDSU, poster 170 
MA Xiao, UIUC, poster 180 
MA Xiao, poster 179 
MACY Kyle, Cal Poly Pomona  
MADDEN Elizabeth, LMU Munich, poster 218 
MADUGO Christopher, PG&E  
MAECHLING Philip, USC, talk Mon 11:00, , 

poster 301, 302, 303 
MAEDA Takahiro, NIED (Japan), poster 268 
MAHAN Kevin, poster 225 
MAHAN Shannon, USGS, poster 124 
MAHARJAN Dev, National Society for 

Earthquake Technolo  
MAIER Katherine, poster 221 
MALONEY Jillian, SDSU, poster 151 
MANEERAT Patcharaporn, UC Berkeley, 

poster  
MANN Mary, Geothermal Resource Group  



 

MARAFI Nasser, U Washington, poster 251 
MARESCHAL Maxime, CGS, poster 110 
MARKOWSKI Daniel, Utah State, poster 131 
MARQUEZ Eui-Jo, SDSU, poster 151 
MARQUIS John, USC  
MARSHALL Scott, AppState, poster 091, 

218, 219 
MARTIN Antony, GeoVision, poster 273 
MARTINEZ Julie, poster 135 
MARTINEZ Matthew, PCC, poster 312 
MARTÍNEZ-GARZÓN Patricia, poster 207 
MARUYAMA Tadashi, JAMSTEC, poster 099 
MARZOCCHI Warner, INGV (Italy), talk Mon 

14:00 
MARZOUK Youssef, poster 049 
MASS Kevin, Whittier College, poster 115 
MASSARI Anthony, Caltech, poster 085 
MATERNA Kathryn, UC Berkeley, poster 216 
MATSUBARA Makoto, NEID (Japan), poster 

304 
MATTI Jonathan, USGS, poster 117 
MAVROEIDIS George, Notre Dame  
MAZZONI Silvia, UC Berkeley, talk Wed 

11:00 
MCBRIDE Sara, USGS  
MCDERMOTT Robert, Utah State, poster 

109, 111 
MCGANN Christopher, U Canterbury, poster 

272 
MCGILL Sally, CSUSB, poster 159, 160, 161 
MCGUIRE Jeff, WHOI, poster, 052, 215 
MCNEIL James, CSUN, poster 159, 160 
MCPHILLIPS Devin, USGS, poster 115, 121, 

122, 159, 160 
MCRANEY John, USC  
MCVERRY Graeme, talk Mon 13:30 
MEADE Susie, U Canterbury  
MEIER Men-Andrin, Caltech, talk Tue 11:05, 

Wed 08:00, 063, 076, 081, 231 
MELGAR Diego, UC Berkeley  
MELTZNER Aron, EOS (Singapore), poster 

177 
MENDOZA Carlos, poster 248 
MENDOZA Manuel, UCR, poster 060 
MENG Haoran, USC  
MENG Lingsen, UCLA, poster 019, 064, 150, 

202, 256, 273 
MENG Xiaofeng, Georgia Tech, poster 068 
MENGES Christopher, USGS  
MICHAEL Andrew, USGS, poster 004 
MICHEL Sylvain, U Cambridge (UK), poster 

183 
MIDGLEY Amelia, UMass Amherst, poster 

308, 310 
MILETI Dennis, UC Boulder  
MILLER Caleb, Cal Poly Pomona  
MILLER Meghan, UNAVCO  
MILLINER Chris, NASA JPL, poster 100 
MILNER Kevin, USC, talk Mon 11:00, poster 

012, 013, 014, 303, 309, 310, 311 
MINSON Sarah, USGS, talk Wed 08:00 
MIRANDA Elena, CSUN, poster 197 
MITCHELL Thomas, U College London, 

poster 118 
MIYAIRI Yosuke, poster 126 
MOHAMMADI Kami, poster 243 

MOK Ulrich, poster 049 
MOLYNEUX James, UCLA, poster 008 
MOON Seulgi, UCLA, poster 273 
MOONEY Walter, USGS, poster 266 
MOORE Angelyn, NASA JPL, poster 091 
MOORE Diane, USGS, poster 112, 115 
MORELAN Alex, UC Davis, poster 232 
MORELL Kristin, UCSB, poster 148 
MORI James, Kyoto U, poster 266 
MORTEZAIE Reza, Albus-Keefe  
MOSCHETTI Morgan, USGS, poster 246, 274 
MOSER Amy, Utah State, poster 111 
MOTAMED Ramin, UNR, poster 236 
MOTHA Jason, poster 253 
MOUSAVI Mostafa, Stanford, poster 003 
MU Dawei, SDSC, poster 276, 278 
MUELLER Karl, UC Boulder, poster 222, 225 
MURBACH Diane, Murbach (Geotech) Natural 

Resources, poster 151 
MURBACH Monte, poster 151 
MURPHY Dillon, SDSU  
MURRAY Jessica, USGS, poster 090 
MURRAY Kyle, Cornell, poster 045, 210 
MURRAY Lyndon, Anza-Borrego State Park  
MURRAY Mark, New Mexico Tech, poster 

093 
MURRU Maura, poster 009 
MUTHALA Radwan, poster 154 
NABELEK John, Oregon State, poster 060 
NADEAU David, poster 305 
NADIMI Khadija, Terra Nova Planning & Res  
NAEIM Farzad, Farzad Naeim Inc  
NAKATA Nori, U Oklahoma, poster 022, 023, 

031, 035 
NARVAEZ-COLON Alejandro, Southern 

Illinois U, poster 309 
NELEMS Clayton, poster 154 
NG Peter, poster 254 
NG Raymond, U Oklahoma  
NICHOLSON Craig, UCSB, talk Tue 10:40, 

234 
NIE Shiying, SDSU, poster 249 
NISHENKO Stuart, PG&E  
NISSEN Ed, CSM, poster 099 
NOMURA Shunichi, ISM (Japan)  
NORIEGA Gabriela, USC, poster 308, 309, 

310, 311, 312 
NORMAN Michael, poster 305 
NYST Marleen, RMS, poster 083 
O'REILLY Ossian, Stanford  
O'ROURKE Tom, Cornell  
ODA Alyssa, U Michigan, poster 308, 309 
OGASAWARA Hiroshi, poster 199 
OGATA Yosihiko, ISM (Japan), poster 006 
OGLESBY David, UCR, poster 165, 177, 194 
OKAYA David, USC, poster 039 
OLSEN David, poster 110 
OLSEN Kim, SDSU, poster Mon 11:00, 086, 

245, 249, 250, 262, 302, 303 
OLSON Brian, CGS  
ONDERDONK Nate, CSULB, talk Tue 10:40, 

124 
ORTEGA Gustavo, CA DOT  
ORTEGA-ARROYO Daniel, UT Austin, poster 

114 
OSKIN Michael, UC Davis, poster 137, 232 

OSTERMEIJER Giles, poster 118 
OWEN Lewis, U Cincinnati, poster 139, 140, 

142, 161 
OWEN Susan, NASA JPL  
PACE Alan, Petra Geosciences, poster 159, 

160 
PAGE Morgan, USGS, poster 007, 017 
PARK Yoondong, AKGC  
PARKER Grace, UCLA  
PARKER Jay, Self, poster 102, 106, 152 
PATLAN Ezer, poster 042 
PATYNIAK Magda, GFZ Potsdam, poster 147 
PEARSON Jozi, UCR, poster 144, 308, 309, 

310, 311, 312 
PECHMANN James, U Utah, poster 245 
PEKUROVSKY Dmitry, SDSC, poster 011 
PEÑA Kyle, CSUSB  
PEÑA VILLA Ivan, poster 142 
PENG Zhigang, Georgia Tech, poster 023, 

027, 068 
PEPPARD Daniel, SDSU, poster 220 
PEREA Hector, UCSD, poster 123, 125 
PERRY Suzanne, USGS, talk Wed 10:30 
PERSAUD Patricia, LSU, poster 029, 034, 

209 
PERTON Mathieu, UNAM, poster 26 
PESHETTE Paul, CSUN, poster 178 
PETERSEN Mark, USGS, poster 16 
PFAU Jennifer, Cal Poly Pomona  
PHILLIPS Wendy, FEMA  
PIERCE Ian, UNR, poster 134, 140 
PIERCE Marlon, NASA JPL, poster 102 
PILLAI Natesh, poster 076 
PLESCH Andreas, Harvard, poster 076, 123, 

128, 232, 234 
POLAK Viktor, poster 253 
POLET Jascha, Cal Poly Pomona, poster 029, 

108, 163, 228 
PORTER Keith, SPA Risk LLC, talk Wed 

10:30 
PORTO Natanya, RMS  
POWERS Peter, USGS  
PRASANAJIT NAIK Sambit, poster 142 
PREUSSER Frank, poster 147 
PRIETO German, MIT, poster 049 
PRITCHARD Edward, LSU, poster 209 
PRUSH Veronica, UC Davis, poster 137 
PYTLEWSKI Ani, CSULB, poster 124 
QIN Lei, USC, poster 032 
QIU Hongrui, USC, poster 037, 041 
QUACKENBUSH Paul, USC, poster 133 
QUALLS Kevin, USC, poster 308, 311 
RABINOWITZ Hannah, Columbia, poster 200 
RAINEAULT Nicole, poster 127 
RAMIREZ-GUZMAN Leonardo, UNAM, 

poster 248 
RAMON MORALES Elvia, poster 092 
REEDY Tabor, UNR, poster 134, 141 
REGALLA Christine, Boston U, poster 148 
RESPONSE TEAM the Kaikoura Earthquake, 

talk Tue 14:00 
RESTREPO Doriam, Universidad EAFIT, 

poster  
RETAILLEAU Lise, Stanford, poster 28 
REYNOLDS Laura, UCSB, poster 126 
REZAEIAN Sanaz, USGS, poster 258, 274 



 

RHOADES David, GNS Science, talk Mon 
13:30, poster 010 

RICHARDS-DINGER Keith, UCR, poster 011, 
013, 014, 045, 165 

RIES William, talk Tue 14:00 
RINKEMA Sebastian, USC, poster 309 
RITTENOUR Tammy, Utah State, poster 121 
RIVERA Ashley, Cal Poly Pomona  
ROCKWELL Thomas, SDSU, poster 113, 118, 

123, 125, 126, 142, 143, 151, 164, 177, 
220 

RODRIGUEZ-MAREK Adrian, UC Berkeley, 
poster 265 

ROGERS-MARTINEZ Marshall, USC  
ROH Becky, Caltech, poster 255 
ROLAND Emily, MIT, poster 221 
ROLÓN-DOMENA Kevin, USC, poster 308, 

309 
ROMANO Mark, Blue Tavern  
RONG Kexin, poster 24 
ROSENWINKEL Swenja, poster 147 
ROSINSKI Anne, CGS  
ROSS Zachary, Caltech, poster 051, 072, 201, 

231 
ROTEN Daniel, SDSU, poster 086, 245, 249, 

278 
ROWE Christie, McGill U, poster 115 
RUBIN Ron, CGS  
RUBINSTEIN Justin, USGS, poster 001 
RUHL Christine, UC Berkeley, poster 056 
RUNDLE John, UC Davis, poster 002, 102, 

277 
SABER Omid, TAMU, poster 192 
SAHAKIAN Valerie, USGS, poster 084 
SALCIDO Aaron, Travelers Insurance  
SAMBATH Rathana, Cal Poly Pomona  
SAMMIS Charles, USC, poster 195 
SANA Hamid, Czech Academy of Sci, poster 

252 
SANDOW Sharon, USC  
SANDWELL David, UCSD, poster 089, 103, 

223 
SAPKOTA Soma, poster 060 
SAUNDERS Jessie, UCSD, poster 261 
SAVAGE Heather, Columbia, poster 115, 200 
SAVARIMUTHU Sharmila, poster 253 
SAVASTANO Giorgio, poster 277 
SAVRAN William, SDSU, poster 074, 250 
SAXENA Swasti, UNR, poster 236 
SCHAAL Natalie, Caltech, poster 182 
SCHARER Katherine, USGS, poster 115, 121, 

122, 156, 159, 160 
SCHEIRER Daniel, USGS, poster 034, 155 
SCHOENBALL Martin, Stanford, poster 044, 

047, 055 
SCHOENBERG Frederic, UCLA, poster 008 
SCHULTE-PELKUM Vera, UC Boulder, 

poster 225 
SCHWARTZ David, USGS  
SCOTT Chelsea, ASU, poster 099, 107 
SEGALL Paul, Stanford, poster 087, 166 
SEITZ Gordon, CGS, poster 110 
SELIGSON Hope, Independent Consultant, 

poster 310 
SELLNOW Timothy, U Central Florida  
SEVILGEN Volkan, USGS, poster 306 

SHAKIBAY SENOBARI Nader, UCR, poster 
069 

SHANKER Daya, Indian Ins Tech Roorkee  
SHANTZ Thomas, CA DWR  
SHAO Zhigang, CEA (China), poster 096 
SHARE Pieter-Ewald, USC, poster 157 
SHAW Bruce, Columbia, poster 011, 012, 

013, 014, 017 
SHAW John, Harvard, poster 076, 123, 128, 

232, 234 
SHAW Kelley, UNR, poster 145 
SHEARER Peter, UCSD, poster 054, 073, 

264, 267 
SHELLY David, USGS, poster 061, 078 
SHEN Zheng-Kang, UCLA, poster 016, 104 
SHENG Yixiao, Stanford, poster 031 
SHI Jian, Caltech, poster 271 
SHIMONO Satsuki, poster 268 
SHINEVAR William, MIT, poster 230 
SHIRZAEI Manoochehr, ASU, poster 088 
SHOME Nilesh, RMS, poster 083 
SHRESTHA Surya, NSET (Nepal)  
SHUMWAY Allison, poster 274 
SILVA Fabio, USC, poster 301 
SILVERII Francesca, UCSD, poster 214 
SIMILA Gerry, CSUN  
SIMMS Alexander, UCSB, poster 126 
SINGLETON Drake, SDSU/UCSD, poster 151 
SKAKUN Matthew, SDSU  
SKARLATOUDIS Andreas, AECOM  
SKOUMAL Rob, USGS, poster 042 
SLEEP Norman, Stanford, poster 186 
SMITH Deborah, USGS, poster 081 
SMITH Ken, UNR, poster 056, 058 
SMITH-KONTER Bridget, U Hawaii, poster 

089, 223 
SOMERVILLE Paul, AECOM  
SONG Seok Goo, KIGAM  
SONG Tony, poster 080, 277 
SONG Xiaodong, poster 030 
SONG Xin, USC, poster 039 
SOTO Paula, Cal Poly Pomona  
SOUNDY Katrina, poster 116 
SPELZ Ronald, UNAM, poster 142 
SPICA Zack, Stanford, poster 026 
SPRINGER Kathleen, USGS  
STAFFORD Peter, poster 265 
STARK Keith, Strata Info Tech, poster 093 
STEELY Alexander, UCSC, poster 131 
STEIDL Jamison, UCSB  
STEIN Ross, Temblor, poster 306 
STEPHENS Christopher, poster 254 
STEPHENSON William, USGS, poster 251, 

274 
STEVENS Nathan, poster 200 
STEWART Craig, CSUN, poster 197 
STEWART Jonathan, UCLA  
STIRLING Mark, U Otago  
STOCK Joann, Caltech, poster 034, 209 
STONE Ian, U Washington  
STRAUSS Jennifer, talk Wed 10:30 
STRECKER Manfred, poster 147 
STUBAILO Igor, Caltech  
SUDHIR Kavya, Caltech, poster 174 
SULLIVAN Anne, poster 091 
SUN Ke, CEA (China)  

SUN Xiaodan, poster 258 
SUTKOWSKI Chloe, Cal Poly Pomona  
SWANSON Brian, CGS  
SWIATLOWSKI Jerlyn, UCR, poster 112 
SWINDLE Carl, UCSB  
TABORDA Ricardo, U Memphis, poster 237, 

240, 271, 302 
TACIROGLU Ertugrul, UCLA, talk Wed 08:30 
TAIRA Taka'aki, UC Berkeley, poster 216 
TANIMOTO Toshiro, UCSB, poster 033 
TANTIWUTTIPONG Prad, UCI, poster 309 
TARONI Matteo, INGV (Italy)  
TATSURO Chiba, poster 099 
TAYLOR Stephanie, UCSC, poster 189 
TENG Ganyu, Stanford, poster 239 
TENG Ta-liang, USC  
TERRY Rachel, UCR, poster 097 
THATCHER Wayne, USGS, poster 224 
THIO Hong Kie, AECOM  
THOMAS Valerie, USGS, poster 077 
THOMPSON Eric, SDSU, poster 274 
THOMPSON Mika, U Washington  
THORNOCK Steve, Utah State, poster 131 
THURBER Clifford, U Wisconsin, poster 066, 

157 
TIAMPO Kristy, UC Boulder, poster 070 
TINTI Elisa, poster 009 
TOBIN Josh, UCSD, poster 279 
TODD Erin, U Otago, poster 065 
TOKE Nathan, Utah Valley  
TOKSÖZ Nafi, poster 049 
TONG Xiaopeng, U Washington, poster 223 
TORRES Jeremy, poster 154 
TREIMAN Jerry, CGS  
TREMAYNE Heidi, EERI  
TROISE Sarah, Washington and Lee U, poster 

312 
TRUGMAN Daniel, UCSD, poster 054, 264 
TSAI Victor, Caltech, poster 270 
TUCKER Brian, GeoHazards Int'l  
TULLIS Terry, Brown U, poster 191 
TURCOTTE Donald, UC Davis, poster 002 
TYAGI Anisha, Cal Poly Pomona  
TYLER Edward, poster 124 
TYMOFYEYEVA Ekaterina, UCSD, poster 105 
TYSON Jeffrey, LADWP, poster 115 
UCARKUS Gülsen, Istanbul Tech U, poster 

125 
ULLOA Sirena, CSUN  
URIBE Rafael, CUNY, poster 310 
VALDEZ Armando, poster 092 
VALOVCIN Anne, UCSB  
VAN DER ELST Nicholas, USGS, poster 007, 

017 
VAN DISSEN Russ, GNS Science, talk Tue 

14:00, poster 146 
VELASCO Aaron, UTEP, poster 060 
VERNA Resherle, USC, poster 308, 310 
VERNON Frank, UCSD, poster 032, 072, 084, 

132, 267 
VIDAL-VILLEGAS Antonio, CICESE, poster 

092 
VIDALE John, USC, poster 251 
VIERRA Emma, SDSU, poster 220 
VIESCA Robert, Tufts U  
VILLAMOR Pilar, talk Tue 14:00 



 

VILLAVERDE Víctor, CICESE  
VINCI Margaret, Cal OES  
WACO Jesse, SJSU, poster 162 
WADE Adam, ASU, poster 132 
WALD David, USGS  
WALD Lisa, USGS  
WALKER Robert, USC, poster 048 
WALKER Tina, Cal OES  
WALLACE Laura, UT Austin, talk Mon 13:30 
WALLS Christian, UNAVCO  
WALTON Maureen, USGS, poster 221 
WANG DANNING, SDSC  
WANG Jiong, UCSB, poster 033 
WANG Jun, Indiana U, poster 102 
WANG Kaiwen, Stanford, poster 043 
WANG Kang, UCSD, poster 101 
WANG Nan, SDSU/UCSD, poster 245 
WANG Teng, poster 100 
WANG Wei, UCSD, poster 073, 267 
WANG Yadong, poster 041 
WANG Yongfei, SDSU/UCSD, poster 171 
WARD Lauren, U Hawaii, poster 223 
WARD Steven, UCSC, poster 277 
WARNER Abbey, SDSU  
WEBB Heather, SDSU, poster 220 
WEBB Samuel, poster 196 
WEIDMAN Luke, Geocon, poster 151 
WEIN Anne, talk Wed 10:30 
WEISER Debbie, One Concern  
WEN Xueze, poster 096 
WERNER Maximilian, U Bristol  
WESNOUSKY Steven, UNR, poster 130, 134, 

139, 140, 141 
WEST Josh, USC, poster 133, 135, 136 

WGCEP PARTICIPANTS Other, poster 018 
WHITE Elizabeth, SDSU  
WHITE Malcolm, USC, poster 072 
WILLIAMS Alana, ASU, poster 113 
WILLIAMS Colin, USGS, poster 224 
WILLIAMS Ethan, Caltech, poster 127 
WILLIAMS Patrick, Williams Associates  
WILLIAMS Randolph, poster 115 
WILLS Chris, CGS  
WILSON John, UC Davis, poster 277 
WIRTH Erin, U Washington, poster 251 
WITHERS kyle, USGS, poster 246, 263 
WOLFE Franklin, Harvard, poster 128 
WOODDELL Kathryn, PG&E, poster 021 
WOTHERSPOON Liam, poster 272 
WU Baoning, UCR, poster 194 
WU Zhongliang, CEA (China), poster 005 
WURMAN Gilead, ENGEO Inc  
WURSTER Julia, USC  
XIE Furen, CEA (China), poster 227 
XIE Yuqing, UCLA, poster 019 
XU Xiaohua, UCSD, poster 103, 223 
XUE Lian, UC Berkeley, poster 061 
YAN Wen-Yi, poster 242 
YANG Hongfeng, Chinese U (Hong Kong), 

poster 062 
YANG Jiajia, poster 227 
YANO Tomoko, NIED (Japan), poster 304 
YAO Dongdong, Georgia Tech, poster 068 
YE Lingling, Caltech, poster 204 
YEH Te-Yang, SDSU  
YOKOYAMA Yusuke, poster 126 
YONG Alan, USGS, poster 273 
YOON Clara, Stanford, poster 024 

YOSHIMITSU Nana, Stanford, poster 047 
YOUNG Zachary, UNR, poster 095 
YOUNT Charles, poster 279 
YOUSAF warda, Quaid e Azam U  
YOUSSEF Salah, poster 266 
YU Chunquan, Caltech, poster 036, 075 
YU Ellen, Caltech, poster 077 
YU John, USC, poster 309 
YULE Doug, CSUN, poster 159, 160, 178 
YUN Sang-Ho, NASA JPL  
ZAHRAN Hani, poster 266 
ZALIAPIN Ilya, UNR, poster 187, 212 
ZEIDAN Tina, Miramar College  
ZEKKOS Dimitrios, poster 133 
ZENG Yuehua, USGS, poster 016 
ZHAN Zhongwen, Caltech, poster 036, 075 
ZHANG Chengyuan, poster 023 
ZHANG Dandan, Caltech, poster 275 
ZHANG Edward, poster 155 
ZHANG Haijiang, U Wisconsin, poster 157 
ZHANG Langping, CEA (China)  
ZHANG Xiaotao, poster 005 
ZHANG Yongqing, CEA (China), poster 227 
ZHANG Yongxian, CEA (China), poster 005 
ZHONG Kuanshi, Stanford, poster 242 
ZHOU Shiyong, poster 062 
ZHOUSHENG Yang, Yunnan Earthquake 

Agency  
ZHU Weiqiang, Stanford  
ZHUANG Jiancang, ISM (Japan), poster 009 
ZIMMARO Paolo, UCLA  
ZINKE Robert, USC, poster 146 



  

The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) is an institutionally based organization that 
recognizes both core institutions, which make a major, sustained commitment to SCEC objectives, 
and a larger number of participating institutions, which are self-nominated through the involvement 
of individual scientists or groups in SCEC activities and confirmed by the Board of Directors. 
Membership continues to evolve because SCEC is an open consortium, available to any individual or 
institution seeking to collaborate on earthquake science in Southern California. 

Core Institutions and Representatives 
USC, Lead 
Tom Jordan 

Harvard 
John Shaw 

Texas A&M 
Patrick Fulton 

UC Santa Barbara 
Toshiro Tanimoto 

USGS Menlo Park 
R. Harris, S. Hickman 

Caltech 
Jean-Phillippe Avouac 

MIT 
Tom Herring 

UC Los Angeles 
Peter Bird 

UC Santa Cruz 
Emily Brodsky 

USGS Pasadena 
Rob Graves 

CGS 
Tim Dawson 

SDSU 
Tom Rockwell 

UC Riverside 
David Oglesby 

UNR 
Graham Kent 

 

Columbia 
Bruce Shaw 

Stanford 
Paul Segall 

UC San Diego 
Yuri Fialko 

USGS Golden 
Nico Luco 

 

 
SCEC membership is open to participating institutions upon application. Eligible institutions may 
include any organization (including profit, non-profit, domestic, or foreign) involved in a Center-
related research, education, or outreach activity. 

Domestic Participating Institutions and Representatives 
AECOM 
Paul Somerville 

CSU Sacramento 
Steve Skinner 

Marquette U 
Ting Lin 

U Alaska Fairbanks 
Carl Tape 

U New Hampshire 
Margaret Boettcher 

Appalachian State 
Scott Marshall 

CSU San Bernardino 
Sally McGill 

Oregon State 
Andrew Meigs  

UC Berkeley 
Roland Bürgmann 

U Oregon 
Ray Weldon 

Arizona State 
J Ramon Arrowsmith 

Carnegie Mellon 
Jacobo Bielak 

Penn State 
Eric Kirby  

UC Davis 
Michael Oskin 

U Texas El Paso 
Bridget Smith-Konter 

Boston University 
Christine Regalla 

Colorado Sch. Mines 
Edwin Nissen 

Portland State 
Brittany Erickson 

UC Irvine 
Lisa Grant Ludwig 

U Texas Austin 
Whitney Behr 

Brown 
Terry Tullis 

Cornell 
Rowena Lohman 

Purdue 
Andrew Freed 

U Cincinnati 
Lewis Owen 

U Wisconsin Madison 
Clifford Thurber 

CalPoly Pomona 
Jascha Polet 

Georgia Tech 
Zhigang Peng 

Smith 
John Loveless 

U Illinois 
Karin Dahmen 

Utah State 
Susanne Janecke 

CSU Fullerton 
Dave Bowman 

Indiana 
Kaj Johnson 

SMU 
M. Beatrice Magnani 

U Kentucky 
Sean Bemis 

Utah Valley 
Nathan Toke 

CSU Long Beach 
Nate Onderdonk 

JPL 
Andrea Donnellan 

SUNY at Stony Brook 
William Holt 

U Massachusetts 
Michele Cooke 

WHOI 
Jeff McGuire 

CSU Northridge 
Doug Yule 

LLNL 
Arben Pitarka 

Tufts 
Robert Viesca 

U Michigan Ann Arbor 
Eric Hetland 

 

International Participating Institutions 

Academia Sinica (Taiwan) ERI Tokyo (Japan) Nat’l Central U (Taiwan) U Canterbury (New Zealand) 
Brendon Bradley 

CICESE (Mexico) ETH Zürich (Switzerland) Nat’l Taiwan U (Taiwan) U Otago (New Zealand) 
Mark Stirling 

DPRI Kyoto (Japan) GNS (New Zealand) U Bristol (United Kingdom) 
Max Werner 

Western Univ (Canada) 

Core institutions are designated 
academic and government research 
organizations with major research 
programs in earthquake science. Each 
core institution is expected to contribute 
a significant level of effort (both in 
personnel and activities) to SCEC 
programs, as wells as a yearly minimum 
of $35K of institutional resources (spent 
in-house on SCEC activities) as 
matching funds to Center activities. Each 
core institution appoints an Institutional 
Director to the Board of Directors. 

Participating institutions do not 
necessarily receive direct support from 
the Center. Each participating institution 
(through an appropriate official) appoints 
a qualified Institutional Representative 
to facilitate communication with the 
Center. The interests of the participating 
institutions are represented on the Board 
of Directors by two Directors At-Large. 

Apply as a Participating 
Institution 
E-mail the application to scec@usc.edu. 
The application should come from an 
appropriate official (e.g. department 
chair or division head) and include a list 
of interested faculty and a short 
statement on earthquake science 
research at your institution. Applications 
must be approved by a majority vote of 
the SCEC Board of Directors.  




